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David Kram Doctoral Thesis. Al~ 

ABSTRACT 

This doctoral thesis represents a contribution to the growing 

corpus of Komgold research since the re-emergence of serious 

consideration of the music produced in Vienna and other 

European centres at the time immediately prior to the nascent 

Neue Wien.er Schule. 

The intention of the thesis is to present a more detailed 

musicological historiography of the first thirteen years of the 

composer Erich Wolfgang Komgold than has been attempted 

hitherto; especially a working document for the benefit of those 

English-speaking scholars who may not be totally conversant with 

German, the language of the vast majority of sources. The thesis 

treats: 

@ A survey of all the available relevant Komgold-related 

literature known to the author, 

• His father's memoirs, not yet published in full in the English 

language, subjected to a comparative analysis, 

• An examination of the relationship between the young 

Komgold and his teachers, including Robert Fuchs and 

Alexander Zemlinsky, and an appraisal of the influence, if any, 

of those composers on his formative years, 
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2 David Kram Doctoral Thesis. Abstract 

• His pivotal first dramatic composition Der Schneemann, which 

not only receives an exhaustive musicological and 

dramaturgical analysis but also has been edited to a 

perf onnable level with reference to original manuscripts, 

• A survey of the Viennese pantomime-ballet environment to 

which Der Schneemann was a representative contribution, 

and 

A bibliography which extends existing bibliographies by dint of 

correlations of Komgold's early music, and summaries of 

Kon1goldiana in particular collections. 

The thesis is the result of research conducted in Vienna, Munich, 

Berlin, Hamburg, Wuppertal, Cologne and other European cities, 

Washington D.C, Nevv York and Los Angeles, as well as London, 

Adelaide, and Melbourne. As an adjunct to the preparatory work, 
' 

the author performed and conducted a number of premieres and 

significant revivals of Komgold's early compositions in Bavaria 

and Australia, including a significant fully-staged production of 

.Der Schneemann, the programme booklet of which is presented as 

an adjunct to the thesis. 

DECl,ARATION 

To the best of the candidate's knowledge, this thesis contains no 
material which: 

• has been accepted ( except with the PhD and Scholarships 
Committee's approval) for the award of any other degree or 
diploma in any university or. other institution 

• has been previously published or written by another person, 
except where ref ere nee is made in the text of the thesis 

David Ian Kram 
Melbourne June 25th, 1999 
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1. PRIMARY SOURCES OF RESEARCH: 

1.1 MANUSCRIPTS AND ORIGINAL 

DOCU:t\'IENTS 

9 

Although a corpus of original manuscripts and memorabilia were lost during the 

Holocaust era, the most important items were smuggled out of Austria under the 

auspices of the publisher Josef Weinberger, between the pages of other 

composers' scores. 1 

Seven principal sources relating to Komgold research are extant in 1999. 

1) The majority of the manuscript scores reside in the Library of Congress, 

Washington D.C., represented by a catalogue which is divided into three 

sections: 

• The Invent01y lists all the holdings, comprising sketches, manuscripts, and 

some proofs, a libretto and two letters. These comprise 

(a) op. 1 .. 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24 - 26~ 28 - 33, 35 - 42; 

(b) scores of sixteen motion pictures; 

( c) many works without opus numbers, including Der Schneemann, the 

first ( d minor) piano sonata, Don Quixote, the Zemlinsky orchestration 

exercises, and over fifteen pages of fi·agments and unidentified 

compositions, and 

(d) six adaptations of works by other composers. 

• The Komgold Gift is an index listing the compositions by title in alphabetical 

order, with bibliographic information on each item and a quantity of 

descriptive information regarding the background to the works. A letter from 

President Ronald Reagan exists, addressed to Ernst Werner Komgold, the 

composer's elder son, expressing gratitude for the gift and confirming that 

'Ernst Komgold, personal testimony. (January 22nd, 1990). See also: Carroll, Brendan. The Last 
Prodigy. (Amadeus Press, Portland (Oregon), 1997) 273f. for a fuller account of this episode. 
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Korngold's music "has touched many lives, including my own, in a special 

way. He left a legacy of beauty that can now be shared by a multitude of his 

admirers".2 

• Schedule A is a list of the works in the inventory entitled 'property of Ernst 

Werner'. This comprises manuscripts (and some proofs) of Don Quixote, 

op. 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 39, 42, The 

Great fValtz (fragments), and The Adventures of Robin flood. 

Commencing March 1995 this catalogue has been redrafted and revised, 

following a procedure already adopted by he Library of Congress for 

composers such as Zemlinsky. 

2 ) Another collection of music manuscri12t~ is held in Vienna at the 

Osten·eichische Nationalbibliothek (Musiksammlung), representing a portion of 

the archives of the Wiener Staatsoper (OA = Opernarchiv in the Signatur), the 

Burgtheater (BA= Burgtheaterarchiv), and other items. The OA includes 

autograph piano and orchestral scores ( and some orchestral material) of all the 

operas up to Das Wunder der Heliane, and the Schneemann (although one of the 

scores is lost); the BA has many operetta arrangements, the result of 

Komgold's collaboration with Marischka and Reinhardt. There are also a 

number of orchestral Lieder in autograph form. A complete listing with 

Signaturen is to be found in the bibliography. 

3) Thep:msic collection of the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, besides 

containing a substantial Johann StrauB archive, holds a collection of works of 

one hundred and seventy composers published by Universal-Edition (and the 

Flugblatter of the Wiener Tonldinstlerverein) catalogued by Dr. Ernst Hilmar- a 

collection which is updated frotn time to time as new items emerge. Der 

Schneemann is the sole work ofKomgold's in this archive. However, there is 

a collection of seventy-four items of correspondence between Julius Komgold 

and Universal-Edition and vice-versa, and sixteen items of correspondence 

between Erich Wolfgang and Universal-Edition (and vice-versa). 

2Letter da!ed 03.12.1981. Korngold composed the music for Kings Row (September/December 
1941) wh1c? was on~ of Ronald Reag~n's most prominent films. See: B. Racho]d's discography to 
J. Korngold s Memoirs (Korngold, Julms. Die Korngolds in Wien (Mand T Vg Ziirich 1991) 372 
ff.) and B. Carroll's bibliography/discography (Carroll, Brendan op.cit. (The Last Prodigy) 415 ff •. 
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4) Autographs o::film music particelli (and instrumentations by the Warner 

Bros. artangers) are located in the Warner Brothers collection in the library of 

the University of California, Los Angeles. 

5) Collections of correspondence are to be found in Vienna; one in the 

Handschrifiensammlung of the Nationalbibliothek, one in the 

Handschrifiensammlung of the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek. These 

collections include correspondence from and to Erich-Wolfgang and Julius 

Korngold, as well as a small selection of letters from Erich's mother Josefine 

(nee Witrofsky), brother Han(n)s Robert, wife Luise (Luzy, Luzi)3 (nee 

Sonnenthal), and uncle Eduard Komgold (pseud. Komau). An integrated 

catalogue is included in the bibliography. 

6) The relatives of Erich Wolfgang's sons Ernst and George, residing in 

the United States of America, possess documents and memorabilia relating to 

the composer. 

7) The International Erich Wolfgang Korngold Society (Korngold-

Gesel!schaft) possesses a significant collection of Komgoldiana, including 

copies of music, serial articles, recensions and handbills. The society is 

represented by Brendan Carroll and Konrad Hopkins in the United Kingdom, 

and Bernd Rachold in Hamburg. 

1.2 PUBLISHED MATERIAL 

l.2ol MUSIC 

The published music, which byno means represents all ofKomgold's 

composition, is represented for the most part by Schott (Mainz), with the 

earliest compositions up to and including the Trio op. I being published by 

Universal-Edition (Wien) (Der Sclmeemann, Sonata ind minor, Trio op. 1) and 

the former company ofWalheim-Eberle (Don Quixote). A significant problem 

with regard to successful performance ofKomgold's 'works has been the 

substandard quality of the orchestral parts, one of the factors which decided 

·
1 The spelling of Han(n)s and Luzi (Luzy, Luise) varies in the Korngo]d literature and 
documentation. 
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Julius Komgold to transfer to Schott The author has been told that this 

problem was still evident during the recording of Werner Andreas Albert's four

volun1e CD set and also during the recording of Das Wunder der Heliane. 4 A 

visit to Schott in 1992 revealed that Viel Liirm um Nichts (for example) was still 

only available in a copyist's hand, on papet which had been subjected to the 

duresses of time. Schott took measures to rectify this situation with its new 

computer technology/ and recent acquisitions of Lieder by _the author bear 

witness to the improvement in quality. 

Some Lieder and other works, including Miirchenbilder, have been published 

by firms in the United States of America, Universal-Edition continues to be the 

source for Der Sclmeemann. The quality of the available orchestral material 

reflects the fact that Der Schneemann has not been perfonned in its entirety since 

the 1933 production. Toe author undertook a substantial handwritten revision 

and correction of one copy of this material, the copy which was sent to Australia 

in 1997 via Boosey and Hawkes. This revision was in connection with the first 

live staging of the work since the series of revival performances commencing in 

1933. 

1.2.2 LITERATURE 

The published writings of Erich Wolfgang Komgold and his father can be 

classified as follows: 

Erich Wolfgang contributed an article on Zemlinsky6 and another, Wenn ein 

Kunst/er richtigstellt .... 7 denouncing non-factual material published by his 

critics. 

4Komgold, Erich Wolfgang. Das Wunder der Heliane, cond. John Mauceri. (Decca CD 436 636-2 
(1993)). Source: personal interview with Brendan Carroll, who attended the recording sessions in 
Berlin. 
5 Schott introduced the software programme Score (meeting with representatives of Schott in June, 
1992). 
6Komgold, Erich Wolfgang. "Das Vorbild meiner jungen Jahre". In: Der Auftakt.' (October 14, 1921) 
n.p .. 
'Korngold, Erich Wolfgang. "Wenn ein Kiinstler richtigsteUt. .. ". In: Bliitter des Operntheaters. (I. 
Jg, 1920-21, Heft 9) 20-23. 
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Julius Komgold is represented by his numerous articles for periodica. His 

activity as a young man in Brunn (Brno) is represented. by his contributions to 

the Briinner Morgenpost from approximately 1882, 8 
, Der treue Eckart ( also 

known as theDeutsches Blatt),9 Brilnn's principal newspaper Tagesbote aus 

Mo,hren und SchlesienL0 and a publication under his own editorship, the 

Brilnner Sonntagszeitung, which combined the criteria of a Sunday newspaper 

and a weekly review11
• His Vienna period is dominated by the Neue Freie 

Presse, where, fostered by Hanslick, he first contributed articles, 12 then joined 

the staff in August 1902, 13 then became Hanslick's successor from 1904-
14 

Komgold also contributed to a number of other journals. He published four 

books during his lifetime. The :first two, Deutsches Opernschaffen der 

Gegenwart15 and Die romanische Oper der Gegen.wart16 bear dual witness to his 

continuation ofHanslick's legacy 17 being distillations and reproductions ofbis 

feuilletons, articles and recensions from the 1Veue Freie Presse, one volume 

dealing with German and Austrian opera, including the Strauss operas, and 

Blech, Bittner, D' Albert, Kfonzl, Siegfried Wagner, Zemlinsky, Schreker etc., 

and the other with Italian and .Fnr:mch opera, with a supplement on Czech, 

South-Slavic and Dutch opera. t;: The third, Atonale Gotzendo.mmerung19 is a 

polemical work attacking the Neue Wiener Schule (the title is based on a former 

8Komgold, Julius. Die Korngolds in Wien. (M & T Verlag, Zurich, 1991) 47. Henceforth 
re(erred to as JKM < = Julius Korngold Memoirs) 
9JK,V 48. 
10 J!<..'M 50. 
11 JKM 49. 
ii JKM 55, 59, 61. 
ll JKM 66, 78. 
14 Endler, Franz. Julius Korngold und die Neue Freie Presse. (Vienna University, 1981 (Phil. Diss.) 
26. n.b., not 1902, as in earlier editions of Groves to 1930 (J. Endler. op. cit. 31). 
15 Komgold, Julius. Deutsches Opernscha.ffen der Gegenwart. (Rikola V g,, Vienna, 1922). 
16Komgold, Julius. Die romanische Oper der Gegenwart. (Rikola Vg,, Vienna, 1922). 
17 Hanslick, Eduard. Dte Moderne Oper, A(Ilg. Verein fiir Deutsche Literatur, Berlin, 1875 (1880, 
1900)). . .~ 
18Composers are Giordano (Fedora, Andrea Chenier, Siberia), Crescenzo (Buongiorno Crescenzo, II 
cuor dellefanciulle), Verdi (Falstaff), Wolf-Ferrari (Ledonne curiose, I gioielli deila Madonna), 
Puccini (Tosca, Madama Buttedfy, Manon Lescam, La Fanciulla de! West, ii Trittico), Bacchierotti 
(Ubaldo Bacchierotti, Alt-Heidelberg), Leoncavallo (Zaza), Mascagni (Szabecm), Charpentier 
(Louise), Delibes (Lakme), Erlanger (Camille Erlanger, Der Polnisclte Jude), S<-int-Saens (Samson et 
Dalila), Dukas (Arianne et Barbe-Bleu), Leroux (Xavier Leroux, Le Chemineau), Rougues (Jean 
Rougues, Quo Vadis), Berlioz (Benvenuio Cellini), Debussy (Pel!eas et M:dlisande), Massenet (Le 
jongleur de notre Dame), Weiss (Karl Weiss, DPr Polnische Jude), Lehar (Tatjana), Smareglia (Anton 
Smareglia, lstrianische Hochzeit), Brandts-Buys (Die Schneider von Schonau), and Janacek (Jenuf,:z). 
19Komgold, Julius. Atonale Gotzendammerung. (Herzmansky (Doblinger) Vg., Vienna, 1938). An 
English translation Twilight of the New Music-Isms remained unpub!lc;hed. See: B. Rachold's 
footnote to the J. Komgold Memoirs (JKM 393). 
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recension), published by Herzmansky-Verlag in Vienna with a press run of200 

copies20 which was deleted from the publisher when Austria was annexed,
21 

whilst the fourth, published as Child Prodigy, was an English translation of the 

latter portion of his memoirs dealing specifically with Erich Wolfgang 

Komgold' s development.22 

These memoirs, published posthumously as Die Konzgolds_ in Wien, are a 

product of his later years. The original is on typed 4° sheets with ink 

corrections. A major section of the dissertation has-been devo~ed to this 

important testament to the period under examination.. It is discussed at length 

and referred to throughout the course of the thesis. 

2SECONDARYSOURCESOF 
RESEARCH 

2.1 AN INTRODUCTION 
Up until Brendan Carroll's Komgold biography published in 1997, which, 

although formulated for the general reader, was based on substantive research, 

postwar retrospective scholarly investigation into the life and works of Erich 

Wolfgang Korngold was still in its infancy. Academic studies of his first 

compositions had been limited to theses on the three pianoforte sonatas23 the 

Lieder24 aI1d Violanta 25 Other research, adopting a generally panoramic 

approach, befitted progress in the field (in view of the paucity of published 

io Letter from Bernd Rachold to Di D'i;tmar Strau/3, dated Hamburg 5.11.94, enclosing letter from 
Doblinger to Julius Komgold, dated 17.5.1939. 
21 . ' Endler, F. op.cit. 33. 
22Yoell, John. "From the Memoirs of Doctor Julius Korngold". in: Jahrbuch fur Opernforschung 
(Sonderdruck). (Frankfurt a. M. etc, I 990) I. The source for Dr. Yoell's monograph " .... consists of 
343 typed pages translated into English by Ann Lingg-Lessner in 1976; with it come a 
translator/editor's Foreword and an Epilogue, contributed by the elder Korngold's grandson, George 
Korngold. (foe. cit.). 
23 Wood, Ruth. The Piano Sonatas of Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (UMI, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1991). 
24 Wagner, Rendel. R.. Wunderkinder Lieder: A Study of the Songs of Erich Wolfgang Korngold. 
(University of Nebraska, 1993 (Dissertation)). 
25Kram, David. Violanta: an Opera by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Adelaide University, 1990 
(Masters Thesis (part one)). 
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literature on Komgold) by way of establishing a ground-base of comparative 

secondary literature.26 

15 

The problems inherent in Komgold research are evident. Common to a number 

of cases involving emigration, primary sources of accessible information were 

scattered; musical manuscripts, smuggled out of Europe, reside in the Library 

of Congress, Washington D.C.; whereas correspondence remains in the 

Nationalbibliothek and Stadt- und Landesbibliothek in Vienna. 

The only published volmne on Komgold which purported to a degree of 

musicological enquiry, and was produced when the cmnposer was relatively 

young, Rudolf Stefan Hoffinann's Erich Wolfang J(orngold27 is out of print. 

Following Komgold's death in 1957 the obituaries were ephemeral in their 

effect.28 The biography written by Luzi Komgold, 29 despite inclusion in a 

series devoted to Austrian composers and despite its being generally informative 

(including a catalogue of compositions), failed to resonate through academia. 

The composer~s sons Ernst and Georg(e), in deference to to their father's 

memory, cooperated with the few who called on their assistance; Georg( e ), by 

way of his professional activity in the record industry, procured recorded 

perfonnance of a number of works, the majority being film music. Productions 

of Die Tote Stadt took place in Berlin and at the New York City Opera, and 

recordings of that opera and of Violanta were made, but there was no 

corresponding musicological activity. 

The Music Index reflects the postwar pattern of Komgold reception and shows 

the increasing interest in his music (except for "lulls" in 1965, 1985 and 1995), 

and specific ocurrences such as his death, his centenary, major new productions 

and the influence of the compact disc market on the dissemination of his music. 

In 1949 

1950 

One article appeared, on the Third String Quartet. 

One on his film music, 

one onDie Kathrin 

26See below, section 2. 1.4, Postwar Musicological Studies. 
27Hoffinann, Rudolf Stefan. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Carl Stephenson Vg., Vienna, 1922). 
28 See also references to The Music Index, belowt section 2.1.1. 
29Korngold, Luzi. Erich Wo(fgang Korngold: (Ein Lebensbild. Lafite, Vienna, 1967). 



1951-53 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 
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No entries. 

One onDie Stumme Serenade. 

One on the film music, 

one on the Symphony inf minor. 

''A Tribute to Erich Wolfgang Komgo1d"30 

Three tributes on Komgold's sixtieth birthday, 

four obituaries, 

a recension of the 5 Lieder.fur mitt/ere Stimme. 

1958 Seven obituaries. 

1959 One obituary, 

an article in Violins and Violinists, 

a recension of the suite Much Ado about Nothing. 

1960 A biography in Opera News . 

a portion in a book review of Lieber Meister Chopin. 

1961 idem, Lieber Meister Chopin, 

an article i:u Die Musikforschung; 

1962-63 No entry . 

1964 A critique of a production of Der Ring des Polykrates. 

1965-66 No entry. 

1967 Acommemorative article in Oelv1.Z31 by Bruno Walter, 

30Anon. "A Tribute to Erich Wolfgang Komgold". In: Music of the West. (Los Angeles, 11th June, 
1956) n.p., 
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1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 
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three recensions of Die Tote Stadt, 

the first recension of Luzi Korngold's biography. 

One recension of Die Tote Stadt, 

six of Luzi Korngold's biography. 

One review of the Biography. 

Three rec~nsions of a production of Vas Wunder der Heliane . 

No entry. 

An article in Die Afusikforschung/2 relating to the pianist Paul 

Wittgenstein. 

Four articles on different topics, 

an article 'Abendglanz im Jugendstil' in NZFM,33 

articles on film music, 

correspondence, 

Die Tote Stadt, 

and excerpts from Julius Komgold's unpublished biography.34 

Two articles on recordings ofKorngold's music. 

An upsurge of fifteen articles relating to a new production of 

Die Tote Stadt at the New York City Opera. 

1976 Six articles on Die Tote Stadt, including the recording, 

one article on the Concerto for Violoncello. 

1983 One tribute to Korngold 

31 Walter, Bruno. "Bruno Walter iiber Erich Wolfgang Komgold". In: OeMZ (X.XII) 267. 
32 In: Die Musikforschung. (XXIV/4 1971) 424 f .. 
33Freyenfels, Jodek. "Abendghnz im Jugendstil" In: NZFM (CXXXIII. Nov. 1972) 628-633. 
34• 0 ( · m: pera GB). (24 Nov. J 973) 968-979. 
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1984 

1985 

1986 

1987-8 

birthday 
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one announcing the establishment of the Erich Wolfgang 

Society,35 

five articles on Die Tote Stadt, 

three on Der Ring des Poly/crates; 

Four articles on Violanta, which had been recorded. 

No entry 

Nine articles on Die Tote Stadt ,which had beeri presented 

at the Wiener Staatsoper, 

a film music discography, 

one article on the Violin Concerto 

an article of recording The Sea Hawk 

an article in Oper und Konzert 'Theseus und Ariadne'; 

Two biographical articles, including one for his hundredth 

(sic), 

six articles on Die Tote Stadt, 

two articles on Das Tf1under der Heliane in Bielefeld, 

one on the 1, lolin Concerto, 

seven obituaries for George Komgold. 

1989 One article relating Komgold, Steiner, Salter and Ernest Gold, 

four articles on Die tote Stadt, 

1990 

seven on Das Wunder der Heliane 

one on Komgold's string quartets, 

one obituary of George Komgold. 

Two on Korngold's film music, 

one on the string quartets, 

one George Korngold obituary. 

35In: The Musical Opinion. (CVI. Jan. 1983) 126. 
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1991 One article about Korngolds American residency, 

one on "holocaust" cc1mposers, 

four on his film composition, 

one on his orchestral works, 

two on Die tote Stadt~ 

One on the String Sextet, 

One on his Lieder. 

1992 One on his relationship to Schonberg's 

.Afusik zu einer Lichtspielszene, 

one with a discography, 

two on new recordings: (the Trio op. 1, the Violin Sonata, 

the four-volume orchestral set), 

one thesis on the piano music (Ruth Wood), 

one on the Kiel production of Die tote Stadt. 

1993 One discography, 

one recension of the Julius Korngold memoirs, 

one reminiscence by Marcel Prawy, 

Bernd Rachold's article on the postwar Komgold,36 

two on orchestral music, 

one on ope~a recordings, 

two on Die tote Stadt., 

three on Violanta (Darmstadt), 

eleven on the recording Das Wunder der Heliane. 

1994 Two on film composition, 

one on reception and revival, 

five on orchestral music, 

one on the Robbert van Lek publication, 

four on chamber music and Lieder, 

one on Der Ring des Polykrates , 

one on the recording Das Wunder der Heliane. 

36 
Rachold, Bernd. "Wiedersehen mit Europa: die Nachkriegsjahre von Erich Wolfgang Korngold". 

In: Opernwelt. (Yearbook, 1993) 34-37. 
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1995 

1996 

1997 

Concerto, 
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No entries. 

One on Jessica Duchen's biography (q.v.), 

six on Komgold's orchestral music, 

one on the van der Lek publication, 

two on the string quartets, 

one on the piano sonatas, 

one on Die tote Stadt, 

one on the recording Das Wunder der Heliane ,· 

two on chamber music. 

One recension ofJ. Duchen's biography, 

one on Entartete Musik and Decca, 

three on film nusic, 

six on orchestral music, notably a new recording of the Violin 

one Italian article on Komgold' s connection with 

the operas of Richard Strauss.37 

1998 Five on the filn1 music, 

three on orchestral music, 

one on Die Kathrin,38 

one on "He Haunts my Heart," 

two on Brendan Carroll's biography (q.v.), 

two other biographies, 

one on a Korngold festival in Brno, 

one on the recording of Der Ring des Polykrates, 

one on Die tote Stadt (Wiesbaden, Spoleto, Stockholm) 

Bernd Rachold, in an epilogue to the Julius Korngold Memoirs39 listed as . 

significant milestones in postwar Korngold reception the Georg( e) Korngold 

n Molinari, G. "Richard Strauss e l'opera austro-tedesca tardo-romantica.". In: Rassegna musicale 
Curci (5012, 1997) I 6 ff. 

20 
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inspired film music recording in 1972 (which reached the top of the Classic 

charts in the USA); the reemergence of the Violin Concerto as a standard 

repertoire work, and new prouctions of Die Tote Stadt in Darmstadt, Berlin, 

New York, Los Angeles, Dusseldorf, Vienna and Klagenfurt, as well as 

Heliane in Bielefeld. 

21 

Korngold's centenary in 1997, as well as occasioning an Austrian 

comn1emorative postage stamp, gave rise to numerous performances of his 

works, musicological dissertations detailed in section 2, l .4, and biographical 

studies detailed in section 4, which also contains some information appertaining 

to the Internet. 

It was the International Erich Komgold Society, however, which provided a 

significant impetus for Komgold research between his death and his centenary. 

38Die Kathrin was performed in the United Kingdom on BBC Radio 3. 
3"

9 JKM 348 ff. 
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2.2 THE INTERNATIONAL ERICH 

WOLFGANG KORNGOLD SOCIETY 

(Internationale Erich-Wolfgang-Konzgold-Gesellschaft): 

22 

The Erich Wolfgang Korngold Society, with its former office in Paisley, 

Scotland, and its current headquarters in Grassendale (ne~ Liverpool, UK) and 

Hamburg (Gennany), represents a significant milestone in Ko]J1goldian 

research. Founded on October 11 1
\ 1982, it already numbered one hundred 

and seven members by December 1 si, 1983, and its seventeen newsletters, 

dating from October 1982 to June 198640 bear witness to the pioneering efforts 

of the society and its founders Brendan Carroll and Konrad Hopkins in a period 

where the name of Korngold was still regarded with a note of condescending 

nostalgia. Whilst Konrad Hopkins remains titular secretary to this day, health 

problems and the demands of his profession as a teacher have prevented his 

undertaking the travel necessary to further the work. The practical 

responsibility within the United Kingdom passed into the hands of Mr Brendan 

Carroll of Grassendale, near Liverpool, the first manifestation of his 

contribution to the dissemination of Komgol.d literature being the monograph 

Erich Wolfgang Korngold, his life and works.41 Since that time Mr. Cru.Toll 

amassed sufficient knowledge and material to enable him to complete the first 

major Korngold biography in the English language42
, the result of twenty-three 

years of preparation. In addition, Mr Carroll has contributed leading articles on 

Korngold and his peers to recording companies (including the Decca record:ii7.g 

of Das Wunder der Heliane ), as well as the article on Korngold in the New 

Grove. On the European continent Komgold's legacy has been documented in 

similarly intensive fashion by Mr Bernd Rachold, president of the European 

section of the Internationale Korngold-Gesellschaft in Hamburg, who has 

accumulated the most extensive collection of Korngoldiana in the world. In 

addition to contributing to journals and continuing regular correspondence and 

exchange of material with Korngold researchers, Mr Rach old organised an 

4°Copies of the newsletters are deposited in the Westminster Music Library, London. 
41 Carroll, Brendon. G. Erich Wolfgang Korngold: His Life and Works. (Wllfion, Paisley, 1984). 
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exhibition of Korngoldiana in tandem with a new production of Die Tote Stadt 

in Kiel, from April 25th until July, 1992. In addition, a significant con_tribution 

to research and a stimulus for Kotngold scholars has been Mr Rachold' s co

editorship of the recently published memoirs of Julius Korngold. These 

memoirs, a work of Julius Komgold' s later years, were written in Hollywood, 

in Gennan: a letter of agreement exists between him and the translators Ruth 

and Thomas Martin, whereby a portion of tho .. ~e memoirs ( originally entitled 

Postlude in Dur und moll) would be published under the title of Child Prodigy -

Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Years o/Childhood.43
~ This book44 covered the 

early life of Erich Wolfgang Komgold; however, Julius·Korngoldpassed away 

on 25.09.194545 and the complete memoirs were not to be published until 1991. 

The new editic.m includes forewords by Bruno Walter and Franz \Verfel, written 

for the original edition, B. Rachold's footnotes and his epilogue concerning 

Korngold's life and work subsequent to the period covered by theMemoirs46
, a 

Werkverzeicltnis, a discography, a list of famous interpreters ofKorngold's 

works, and an index (subsequently revised and corrected). 

Both Mr Rachold and Mr Carroll have remained in contact with each other, with 

Ernst Komgold (Georg(e) having passed away in 1987) and with researchers 

and performers worldwide. Ernst Korngold passed away in 1996, regretfully 

unable to enjoy tl1e fruits of his father's centenary. 

2.3 PERFORIVIANCES AND RECORDINGS 

OF KORNGOLD'S WORKS 

The escalation of interest in and appreciation of Komgold, parallel to the 

perceived renaissance of interest in composers of his period, for example,. the 

Zemlinsky-Symposium in Vienna, 1992, the revivals of Schreker's operas on 

Hamburg, Vienna and elsewhere and of Zemlinsky's Der Zwerg in Darmstadt, 

42 Carroll, Brendan G. The Last Prodigy: a Biography of Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Portland 
(Oregon). Amadeus Press, 1997). 
43Y oell, J. op. cit, 
44Komgold, Julius. Child Prodigy~ Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Years of Childhood. (Willard, New 
York, 1945). 
45 Endler, Franz. op. cit. 34. 
46see references to The Music Index, above, section 2.1.1. 
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and Max von Schilling's Mona Lisa in Kiel, as well as the Decca series Entartete 

ivfusik mentioned above) has been enhanced by new productions of Die Tote 

Stadt in Kiel (1992) Oldenburg (1991), and other houses including Wiesbaden, 

Antwerp and the Spoleto Festival; revivals of that opera at the Deutsche Oper am 

Rhein, a new production of Violanta in Darmstadt (1993), and a production of 

Der Ring des Polykrates in the UK. The New York City Opera production of 

Die tote Stadt was performed in Brisbane during June l 99~, and Violanta was 

performed at the Promenade 1..~oncerts in London later in the y<;at. All 

Komgold' s o_pf;ras have now been recorded. 

2.3.1 RECORDINGS AND PERFORMANCES IN 

GENERAL 

Performances of his symphonies, instrumental works and Lieder have bein 

steadily increasing in frequency. The vlolin concerto and the symphony in F 

sha,p especially have received performances worldwide; the symphony 

conducted by RudolfJ(empe, the violin conc,erto recorded by Heifetz (and a 

performance featuring soloist Gil Shaham, with the London Symphony 

Orchestra conducted by Andre Previn), and a four-volurne CD performed by t"ie 

Nordwestdeutscher Philharmonie under W,em1tr Andreas Albert contributed 

significantly to the quantity of recorded instrumental music and have had 

numerous followers during the nineties. 

23.2 RECORDINGS AND PERFORMANCES OF 

THE EARLY WORKS 

Performances of the works falling within the context of this thesis, i.e. the early 

works, are to date (1999): 

Piano Sonata in d minor 

the suite for piano Don Quixote 

Der Schneemann, 

original version for piano 

3 recordings 

1 recording 

one complete recording and one excerpts 
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orchestral' version 

Trio op. 1 

Piano Sonata no. 2 

Mci.rchenbilder 

-
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4 recordings of excerpts47 

5 recordings 

2 recordings 

2 recordings 

The German conductor and pianist Thorsten Schmidt-Kapfenbunr has 

perfonned the ~rune piano sonata and excerpts from Marchenbilder, as well as 

unpublished pieces such as Ein VValzer fiir Luzi in.Kiel on 15.05.1994, in a 

recital which included Komgold Lieder. 

The author has conducted a performance of the overture Cagliostro in Wien 

(1991) and thelntroduktion and Serenade of DerSchneernann (1992) during 

his New Years Eve concerts at the Sydney Opera House. 

25 

In 1996, the author conducted the Australia premiere of the Schauspiel

Ouvertiire in Melbourne,. and the first staged performance of Der Schneemann 

since the 1933 Vienna revival, also an Australian premiere. 

As a pianist, the author performed excerpts from the film music and the operas 

at the residence of the .American Consulate in Sydney during 1990, excerpts 

from Der Schneemann and tlie complete d minor piano sonata in .Adelaide 

(22.08.94), Melbourne (21.08.94) and C0nberra (31.08.94). and Don Quixote, 

Miirchenbilder, and Knabe in Bavaria (29th April, 1995). 

Other Korngold recitals were performed in London (May 1995), Melbourne 

199748 and Melbourne (May 1999). 

2 .. 4 POSTWAR MUSICOLOGICAL 

STUDIES 
Within the context of musicology the term panoramic has been employed above 

to designate the current state of completed study. H. Pollmann's thesis4
·
9 

surveyed Komgold' s life and works, advancing a hypothesis that the stylistic 

47Der Schneemann with orchestra: Do1 Dauber's Salon orchestra (1929), Austrian Radio Orchestra 
(1949)Nordwestdeutsche Philhannonie (1990), and BBC Philharmonic (1997). 
48 May 9th, 1997: Melbourne Lieder Society (Lieder and piano works). 
49Pollmann, Helmut. Erich Wolfgang Korngold - Untersuclzungen zur Psychologie, Asthetik und 
Kompositionsteclmik seines Schaffens. (J. Gutenberg-Universitat, Mainz) n.d. 
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ontent of the symphony in F sharp op. 40 (completed 1952), marking a return 

to his earlier style within a post-war contemporary context (but falling within the 

parameters set by Stravinsky and Bart6k rather than the Neue Wiener Schute) is 

related to aspects of the unfolding ofKorngold's inner music world as a 

reflexion of his personal relationship with his father. This has since been 

published by Schott.50 

Robbert van der Lek51 and Sonja Blickensdorfer52 contributed analyses of the 

opera and film music whereby Ms Blickensdorfer drew upon Bernd Rachold's . 
archives and other sources to provide the first detailed accoun! ofKomgol,:3's 

last opera Die Kathrin. 

The first postwar detailed study oi a single work, a thesis on Violanta53
, was 

submitted to the University of Adelaide by the author in 1990, the core of the 

thesis being a musicological analysis of the work. This was followed by Ruth 

Wood's dissertation on the piano sonatas54 and Randall Wagner's study of the 

Lieder. 55 The Komgold centenary was the occasion for a body of research in 

Vienna and Graz) including dissertations by Christoph Eichberger, 56 and Regina 

Potzmann. 57 Most relevant to this thesis is Kyung-Hwa Shin's study of Der 

Schneemann,58 under the auspices of the University ofVienna. 

50 
Pollmann, Helmut: Erich Wolfgang Korngold: Aspekte seines Schaffens. (Schott, Mainz, 

1998). 
51Lek, Robbert van der. Diagetic Music in Opera and Film: a similarity between two genres of drama 
analysed in works by Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Rodopi, Amsterdam et al., 1991). 
52Blickensdorfer, Sonja. Erich Wolfgang Korngold: Opern- und Filmmusik, (University of Vienna, 
1993 (Diplom-Arbeit)). 
53Apart from R. Stefan Hoffmann (op. cit.), Richard Specht contributed analyses of Violanta and Der 
Ring des Polykrates. See Specht, Richard. Thematische Fiihrer zu Erich Wolfgang Korngolds 
Opern-Einaktern 'Violanta' und 'Der Ring des Polykrates'. (B. Schott's Sohne, Mainz, 1916). 
54 Wood, Ruth A. The piano sonatas of Erich Wolfgang Korngold; (U.M.I, Ann Arbor, Mich., 
1991). 
55 Wagner, Randel R. Wunderkinder Lieder : a study of the songs of Erich Wolfgang Korngold. 
(University of NebraA.a, 1993). 
56 Eichberger, Christoph. Erich Wolfgang Korngold - Studien zur Wirkungsgesc/zichte seiner Wiener 
Zeit. (Hochschule fiir Musik u. Darst. Kunst, Vienna, 1998. (Diplom-Arbeit)). 
57 Potzmann, Regina. Erich Wolfgang Korngold : ein Komponist zwischen den Zeiten. (Hochschule 
fur Musik u. Darst. Kunst, Graz, 1994. (Dip1om-Arbeit)). 
58 Shin, Kyung-Hwa. Erich Wolfgang Korngolds Pantomimeballett ''Der Schneemann" 
Anmerkungen zur Komposition eines E/jjahrigen. (University of Vienna, 1998 (Diplom-Arbeit)). 
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2. 5 THE SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
Within the context ofKomgold':; career as a composer, the most seminal work 

was the ballet-pantomime Der Schneemann, composed for pianoforte in 1908-

1909; that which introduced him as a composer to the audiences of the Wiener 

Hofoper and thence throughout Europe; that which represents a valuable 

vehicle for continuing research into Alexander von Zemlinsky, who orchestrated 

the work for performance at the k.k. Hofoper; that which already manifested a 

comparative maturity of music-dramatic integration• which set standards for its 

time (compared to the works of Josef Bayer and his contemporaries), coming 

to :fruition in his operas and thence to pioneering achievements in illustrative 

film composition. This contribution to the corpus of Viennese Ballett

Pantomime in the commedia dell 'arte tradition, until 1998, had never been 

subjected to detailed musicological scrutiny, nor even to any form of analysis 

beyond the chapter which Rudolf Stefan Hoffrnann devoted to it in his 

biography, work exegesis, andfeuilletonistisch--musikwissenschaftlich 

commentary on aspects of Kon1goldian style. 59 

Kyung-Hwa Shin's thesis60 draws on son1e of the same material accessed by 

the author during his visits to Vienna in 1994, especially descriptions of 

costwne designs. Mr Shin's musicological analysis focuses on aspects of the 

characterisation of commedia dell 'arte inherent in the score, and he offers 

insights into the 1933 revival of Der Schneemann, aspects of which were not 

pursued by this author during 1994. The author also acknowledges Mr Shin's 

research into the various published editions of Der Schneemann which, linked 

with infonnation provided by Brendc. 1 Carroll, has helped to elucidate the 

author's researches into the published and unpublished sources oftha:t work and 

its subsequent revisions. 

With the resurgence of musicological interest in and around the Komgold 

centenary year, it became apparent that the lightweight (but not superficial) work 

Der Schneemann was but one of a corpus of early works which necessitated 

further examination, both individually, and within the context ofKomgold's 

earliest exercises in composition, which, like that work, were also rezipiert 

~
9Hoffinann, Rudolf Stefan, Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Carl Stephenson Vg., Vienna, 1922). 

60 Shin1 Kyung-Hwa. Erich Wolfgang Korngolds Pantomimeballett "Der Sclmeemann ". (Vienna 
University, January 1998 (Diplom-Arbeit)). 

,_,: 
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throughout Europe. Furthermore, these compositions emanated :frmn a 

rem3I'kable 1nind living in a remarkable city in a remarkable age. 

2. 6 SECONDARY MUSICOLOGICAL 

LITERATURE 

2.6.1 SCHOOLS OF COMPOSITION AS A 

BACKGROUND TO KORNGOLD'S EARLY 

DEVELOPMENT 

28 

An extensive, and to some degree opaque corpus of secondary historiography, 

iconography, and musicological commentary is available to the researcher 

embarking on a study of fin-de-siecle Vienna and the cultural environment in 

that city characterised by the various, s01netimes ephemoral cultural Stromungen 

- those overtly and unseverably indebted to Wagner (Humperdinck, Siegfried 

Wagner, Julius Bittner) and the related but more forward-thinking neudeutsch 

or Neutoner movement (~, Richard Strauss, Max von Schillings); the 

Jugendstil movement, i.e that school inspired by Secessionist art and Jung

Wien literature (Zemlinsky, Schreker, early Schonberg); the Neue ·fViener 

Schute; and two aspects of cultural life which merit categorization, representing 

as they did the overwhelming majority of musical performances heard by the 

Viennese audiences of the time. These are namely the conservative school of 

the classically-oriented composers up to 13rahms, including those who foll 

within his sphere of influence at the Konse1i1atorium (Robert Fuchs, early 

Zemlinsky), and a school which has only received limited scholarly attention 

(the most representative work being that compiled by Dahlhaus,
61 

namely that 

characterised by the Johann StrauB family, their peers and their successors, 

including the massive, barely-researched corpu~ of operettas, ballets, and 

individual songs and dances, which the author has chosen to classify as the 

auric-argentine school, a synthesis of the established connotations characterising 

the 'gold' and 'silver' ages ofViennese operetta and its associated musical 

manifestations. 

61Dahlhaus, Carl (ed.). Studien zur Trivia/musik des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts. (C. Bosse, 
Regensburg, 1967). 
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It may be noted that Gustav Mahler, undoubtedly the central figure in Viennese 

musical life during Erich \Volfgang Komgold's early fonnative years,62 has not 

been mentioned up to this point, the reason. being that Mahler1 s life and work, 

encompassing and even synthesising all those 1novements, merits classification 

as a separate category. 

Commencing with Mahler's legacy, therefore, literature has been consulted 

dealing with Mahler and the Hofoper Ballet, Mahler f;ll1d the press, Mahler and 

Zemlinsky, and Mahler's influence on Komgold, especially with relation to the 

so-called trivial or banal aspects of Mahler's music: As ':Yell as the established 

Mahler biographies63 and reception, 64 including ~ontemporaneous material, 65 a 

number of dissertations, including those ofE. D. Schuschitz66 and R. 

Mat7inger67 (for the Mahler-Hassreiter relationship) have. been consulted. 

The auric-argentine school - being of particular relevance to the musical style of 

Komgold's ballet-pantomime, as well as to those ofhis contemporaries -has 

been approached by way of a brief survey of the history of the waltz and related 

dance-fo1ms and their impact on cultural art and entertainment forms by 1910, 

with particular reference to K. Weigl. 68 Historiographical sources have 

included publications by R. Flotzinger69
, V. Klotz70 and 0. Schneiderheit. 71 

The conservative school inevitably emerges at intervals throughout this work, 

especially in terms of the basic musical grounding which the young Komgold 

received at the hands of Fuchs and Zemlinsky. As such, the literature consulted 

overlaps with that concerned with the pedagogic elements ofKomgold's 

development as a musician, manifested in passages such as the finale of the d 

minor piano sonata, and fugato passages in Der Schneemann. The subject falls 

62:t\.fahler relinquished his position at the k.k. Hofoper during Korngold's tenth year of life. 
6"Blaukopf, Alma Mahler, et al. 
64Adorno et al. 
65 J. Korngold, Specht et al. 
66Schuschitz, Elisabeth D. Die Wiener Musikkritik in der .iira Gustav Mahler 1897•1907. (Vienna 
University, I 979, (phil. Diss.). 
67Matzinger, Ruth. Die Geschichte des Ba/letts der Wiener Hofoper 1869-1918. (Vienna University, 
1982. (Phil. Diss.). 
68Weigl, Bernd. DieGeschichte des Wa/zers, nebst ein Anhang iiber die moderne Operette. (Beyer 
und Sohn, Langenscheidt, c. 1910). 
69Flotzinger, R. Geschichte der Musik in Osterreich. {Beyer und Sohn, Langenscheidt, c. 1910). 
7°Klotz, Volker. Operette (Portriit und Handbuch einer unerhorten Kunst). (Styria, Graz, 1988). 
11 0perettenbuch (Die Welt der Operette: die Operette der Welt). (Henschel Vg, Berlin! 1962). 
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therefore into three categories, namely (I) Historiography, including the series 

Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft72 (2) Aesthetics and Reception, 

epitomised by Hanslick's Vom Musikalisch-Schone and the reception of that 

work73 and (3) Theory of Music, including primary treatises74 and secondary 

literature. 75 

The Neue Wiener Schule is less relevant in tenns of a direct reflexion on the 

part of Korngold, whose modernistic tendencies were influepced more by other 

schools, specifically Italian verismo , especially Leoncav~Ho and Puccini, and 

trends in French composition (Charpentier, a:-id forKorngold'~ later works -

Dukas). Komgold's confrontation with the Stilumbrnch was through his 

father's opposition to that movement and only manifested itself in a covert form 

(such as in the sl<mr movement of the second Piano Sonata). However, the 

importance of Schonberg as a historical and music figure warrants inclusion 

with regard to two perspectives: firstly, the reception of Julius Komgold to 

Schonberg76
; secondly, the relationship of Schonberg to his teacher 

Zemlinsky as a manifestestion of Zemlinsky' s theory and practive of musical 

pedagogy. In this connection a revealing selection of letters and telegrams from 

Arnold Schonberg to Zemlinsky, located in the British Museum (with a 

transcript in the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek) has been sighted. In 

addition, portions of a representative selection of Schonbergian secondary 

literaturehave been examined, not least of which are Julius Komgold's own 

published statements, Zemlinsky's recollections, and Schonberg's recollections. 

W. Frosch's dissertation The Early Works of Arnold Schoenberg77 is one of a 

number of recent related studies. 

Neither is the Jugendstil a significant influence ofKorngold's style at this stage, 

despite Zemlinsky' s pedagogical influence: Jz,gendstil dements appear first in 

Komgold's operas. Thus the literature consulted has been broader in scope for 

the purposes of comparison with other composers, and the theory and 

72Dahlhaus, C, Danuser, H et al.. Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft. (Laaber Vg., Laaber, 
n.d.). 
73R. Hirschfeld. Das kritische Ve1fahren von Eduard Hanslick. (Lowit, Vienna, I 885). 
74Sechter, Louis-Thuille, Riemann, 
75e.g. Dahlhaus, Carl (trans. May Witta11). Between Romanticism and A1odernism: Four studies in 
the music of the later Nineteenth Centwy. (University of California Press, Berkely, 1989). 
76 Berg and Webern, belonging to a later period, are significant only with regard to Schonberg's 
pedagogical methods as a reflexion of Zemlinsky's. 
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composition of those composers during the first ten years of the century, 

particularly with regard to dance. Thus C. Hailey;'s study of Schreker,78 the 

literature by Horst Weber, A. Beaumont's paper on Zemlinsky's ballet Das 

Gliiserne Herz/Ein Tanzpoem, 79 and the various symposia concerned with 

Zemlinsky and Jugendstil, 80 and conversations with Zemlinsky specialist Dr. 

Alfred Clayton have all served as valuable sources as a corollary to more global 

reading such as J. Nautz81 and the catalogue of the e~bitionJugend in Wien. 82 

Neo"Wagnerian influences are evident in the subject-matter of some of 

Korngold's earlier pieces (Gold, Miirchenbilder) and there is evidence of 

knowledge ofleitmotivic manipulation, or at least the employment of 

reminiscence-themes, in his early programmatic pieces (Don Quixote) ar ... tl also 

in Der Schneemann. The author consulted some literature on Julius Bittner, a 

lifelong friend of Komgold, to ascertain whether Bittner' s Germanic style in 

his early works such as Die rote Grec/83 or Der Musikant 84 may have influenced 

the younger composer, representing dramatic works of the neo-Wagnerian 

school contemporaneous with the first emergence ofKomgold's composition, 

although a generation separates the two composers. 85 Studies include W. 

Zauner's86 which includes a chapter 87 which focuses more on Bittner's 

reception of operetta from 1911 than on his earlier preoccupation with Wagner's 

legacy. R. Brantl's study88 is valuable for its harmonic and melodic analyses of 

Bittner's style89 and for his reception.90 Apart from the resemblance of a theme 

77Frosch W. The Earlv Works o/Arnold Schoenberg, (Berkely, CA, 1993). 
78 Hailey: Christopher. Franz Schreker (1878- 1934): A Critical Biography. (CUP, Cambridge, 
1993). 
79Beaumont, Anthony: "Alexander von Zemlinsky: Der Triumph der Zeiti3 Ballettstilcke - Ein 
Tanzpoem". In: Festschrift Uber Musiktheater (gewidmet Dr. Arthur Scherle anliijJ/ich seines 65. 
Geburtstags) (Ricardi, Munich, 1992). 
80Graz, Vienna, Adelaide. 
81Nautz, J. Die Wiener Jarhhundertwende: Einjlii/Je - Umwelt- Wirkungen. (Bohlau, Vienna, 1993). 
82Jugend in Wien. Catalogue of exhibition in Marbach from 11 1

" May - 31 st October, 1974. 
(Miinchen/Stuttgart, 1974). 
83Premiere Frankfurt 26.10.1907, Wien l 0.04. I 908. 
84Premiere Wien, 12.04.1910. 
ssBittner 09.04.1874-09.01 .1939. 
86Zauner, Waltraud. Studien zu den musikafisclzen Billmenwerken von Julius Bittner (mit Beitriigen 
zur Lebensgesclzichte des Komponisten). (Vienna University, 1983 (Phil. Diss). 
87 ibid, ("Bittners Wege der Auseinandersetzung mit seiner Zeit") 66-72. 
88 Brant1, Renate. Das Klavierlied von Julius Bittner. (Vienna University, I 979 (Phil'. Diss.)). 
89ibid., 135-164. 
90 ibid., ("Julius Bittner im Spiegel der zeitgenossischen Kritik") 184-193. 
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in rising fourti.½s in Der Musikant9 1 to the opening of Komgold 's Sinfonietta 

op. 5, and th•~ mediant-tonic relationship':12 common to many composers of the 

late romantic period, the author was unable to draw any binding conclusions. 

Neudeutsch tendencies , or at least their more mature forms, a:re apparent in 

Korngol<l's earliest full-length instrumental pieces, the piano sonatas ind minor 

and e minor, and the Trio for piano, violin and violoncello, as well as the 

literary reflexion of the suite Miirchenbilder to the archetypal topoi which 

influenced composers of that school. Richard Strauss was the n1ost overt . 
German influence on the young Korngold and there is evidenc~ of contact 

between him and the Komgold family, although the most significant association 

belongs to the period succeeding that under scrutiny. A comparison of waltz 

elements in Der Schneemann and Der Rosen/cavalier a has been incorporated, 

the Entstehungsprozess of both works being contiguous for a period. To this 

end, William. Mann93 and others have been consulted, as well as Strauss' own 

writings and also the Strauss-Hofmannsthal con*espondence, being a 

microcosm of the currents of thought travelling between Munchen and Wien and 

of relevance to theories of Ballett-Pantomime. 94 

2.6.2 VIENNA: THEATRE HISTORY AND DANCE 

HISTORY 

Given that the Schneemann is the central core of the present study, its genesis 

has been explored not only from a compositional perspective but also via an 

examination of the socio-dramaturgical aspects of Ballett-Pantomime in Vienna. 

2 .. 6.2.1 1.,HEATRE HISTOR.Y 

The historiograhical books and annals of the k.k. Hofoper overlap quite 

considerably as to information. Source materials such as the Aintliche 

91 Zauner, W. op. cit. 104. 
92 Brant!, R. op. cit. 103 ("Mediantische Effekte"). 
93Mann, William. Richard Strauj3: das Opernwerk. (Vg. C.H. Beck, Miinchen, 1964). 
Y

4
Strauss rejected an association wl,ich would have led to a Strauss-Hofinannsthal ballet Der Triumph 

der Zeit. A portion of the scenario was subsequently set to music by Zemlinsky but the project as a 
whole failed to arouse Mahler's interest. Strauss' Joseplzslegende and literature relating to it, whilst 
~,trictly falling outside the confines of the period, has been included as a topic in view of its impact 
on ballet in Vienna. 
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Jahrbiicher inspired, dual history-statistical publications compiled by Bauer, 95 

Beeft6 and Hadamowsky97
; a middle way was found by Przistaupinsky, 

98who introduced an iconographic element Specht 99for his p&t dispenses with 

charts altogether and adopts a more feuilletonistic approach ba~ed on his 

reminiscences. Later publications, notably those of Prawy, !M etc, have 

concentrated almost totally on the iconographic approach. A catalogue of a 

centenmy exhibition of the Wiener Staatsoper is wo~y of n1ention, especially 

the sections dealing with room XI (the Mahler era) and room X (the 

Weingartner era) .101 

All of these publications are sources of information for the ballet and the most 

comprehensive selection is to be found in the reference library of the 

Theatermuseum (Nationalbibliothek) in Lobkowitzplatz, Vienna. 

Vlhereas, the k.k. Hofoper is given the majority of literary and statistical 

attention and is most relevant to this study, as Julius Komgold concentrated his 

professional activities in that institution and the Schneemann was performed 

there, the other theatres in Vienna, owing to their own traditions of dance, 

pant01nime or burlesque, have been devoted an amount of research, because of 

the influence they had on the music that was being performed in public places, 

where the young Komgold undoubtedly derived source material for his early 

composition. 

95 Bauer, Anton. Opern und Operetten in Wien (Verzeic}mis ihrer Erstauffehrungen in der Zeit von 
1629 bis zur Gegenwart). (Bohlau, Graz/Koln, 1955). 
96 Beetz, (Dr) Wilhelm.Das Wiener Opernhaus: 1869 bis 1945. (The Central E1iropean Times Vlgs, 
AG, Zurich, 1949). 
97 Hadamowsky, Franz (ed.). Die Wiener Ho/theater (Staatstheater): Ein Verzeichnis der aufgefuhrten 
und eingereic/zten Stucken mit Bestandsnachweisungen und Auf./iihrungsdaten. Tei! 2: Die Wiener 
Hofoper (Staatsoper) 1811 - 1974. (Hollinek, Vienna, 1975). 
9
R Przistaupinsky, Alois. 50 Jahre Wiener Operntheater: Eine Chronik des Hauses und seiner 

Kiinstler in Wort und Bild, der aufgefuhrten Werke, Komponisten und Autoren von 25.05.1869 bis 
30.4.1919. (Self-published, Vienna, 1919). 
99 Specht, Richard. Das Wiener Operntheater (von Dinge/stedt bis Schalk und Strauss. Erimzerungen 
aus 50 Jahre). (Paul Knepler, Vienna, 1919), 
100 Prawy, Marcel. The Vienna Opera. (Praeger, New York, 1970). Also known asDieWiener Oper: 
Geschichte und Geschichten. (Vg., Fritz Molden, Vienna , 1969). 
101 The latter displays a page of the conductor's score of Der Sclmeemann (copyist's hand) open at the 
Entr'acte (catalogued ONB MS OA l 118) and also Heinrich Lefler's set design, executed by Anton 
Brioschi, showing a street scene (catalogued ONB Th. S.S. Op O 5697). 
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The Volksoper (originally called the Kaiser-Jubilaums-Theater) is the subject for 

two detailed studies, one being an early one by D. Back. 102 the other being a 

dissertation in two volumes (llie first historiographical, the second statistical) 

by E. Gieler. IOJ. The Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek holds a 

representative, if not exhaustive, collection of original Theaterzettel from that 

theatre. 

A. Lang has written about the Theater an der Wien, 104 J. Hein on the Wiener 

Volkstheater, 105 and J. Gregor, as well as his books on opera history, has 

devoted a book to the Theater in der Wiener Josefstadt106
: a h~ilding which not 

only performed Wagner, but also the Singspiel of Johann StrauJ3. One of the 

most pertinent studies to the ballet historiography of Der Schneemann is 

A.Heiss' dissertation107 which describes not only the evolution of the commedia 

dell 'arte and related genres in Vienna, but also delineates each individual 

character. 

2.6.2.2 DANCE HISTORY 

It has been mentioned that the history of the ballet of the k.k. Hofoper has been 

documented as a part of general histories of the institution. General histories of 

ballet, such as M. Pasi's108 or W. Sorell's 109 follow a formatprimitive-temple

court dance, prominent innovators such as Noverre, prominent dancers such as 

Taglioni and ElBler, Nijinsky and Isidora Duncan. French, Italian and Russian 

dance features more prominently than Viennese. Specialist works are 

represented by 1nonographs such as that ofR. Haas, 110 G. Lasser's 

102Back, D. Die Wiener Volksoper - eine Kunstpolitische Studie. (Vienna, 1911). 
103Gieler, Erika. Die Geschichte der Volksoper in Wien unter Rainer Simons bis 1945. (Vienna 
University, November 1961 . (Phil. Diss.)). 
'°4Lang, Attila E. Das Theater an der Wien (vom Singspiel zum Musica{). (Jugend und Volk, Vienna 
1976). ' 
105Hein, Ji.irgen. DasWiener Vo/kstheater (Raimund und Nestroy) (Wiss. Buchgesellschaft, 
Darmstadt, 1978), though largely concerned with the Possen of Raimund and Nestroy. 
106 Gregor, Josef. DasTheater in der Wiener Josejstadt. (Wiener Drucke, Vfonna , 1924). 
107Heiss, Astrid Monika. Die Pantomime im Alt-Wiener Volkstheater. (Vienna University, 1969 
(Phil. Diss.). 
108Pasi, Mario. Ballett (Eine illustrierte Darstellung des Tanztheaters von 1581 bis zur Gegenwart). 
(Drei Lilien Vg., Wiesbaden, 1980). 
109 Sorell, Walter. Dance in its Time. (Amber Press/Doubleday, New York, 1981). 
110Haas, Robert. "Die Wiener Ballett-Pantomime im 18. Jht. und Gliicks Don Juan" 
in: Studien zur Musikwissenschaft. (Heft 9. Vienna, 1922) 6-36. 

l 
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dissertation111 and a dissertation by K. Veitl on Arnold Schonberg's reflexion to 

Dance. 112 Although the bulk of this concerns choreographies ofSchonberg's 

works after the period under discussion, the earlier chapters include a 

background to the ballet of the nineteenth century, a section devoted to Isidora 

Duncan, and one concerning the Symphonic ballet. The most assiduous 

documenter of Viennese ballet is a former dancer, then pedagogue and 

balletologist, Professor Riki Raab, who has not only contributed a number of 

monographs113 and books1 
i
4 but who compiled over fifty years biographical 

material about every dancer who has appeared with 'the Wiener Ballett. 115 

Two scholars have drawn on that body of knowledge, and on an accumulation 

of primary sources in order to compile f,L. Amort' s historywhich covers 1918-

1942, 116and more cognate to this study, R. Matzinger's froml 869-1918. 117 

The treatises list every premiere and delineate each revival, season by season, 

with biographical details of the dancers, information as to budgetary 

considerations, and descriptions of the ballets, including musical examples. 

Notwithstanding, to the author's knowledge there has not been to date a 

musicological examination of aspects of Ballett-Pantomime on a correllative 

basis. 

111 Lasser, Gerhard. Historische Aspekte der Tiinze und Tanzformen: mit besonderer 
Beriicksichtigung Wiens und der Wende ins 20. Jlzdt. (Vienna University, 1990 (Diplom"Arbeit)). 
112Veitl, Karin. Aspekte des Tanzes in der Musik Arnold Schonbergs: Bewegungsdramaturgie und 
musikalische Konzeption in der "VerkUirten Nacht" und in "Moses und Aaron". (Vienna University 
1992 (Phil. Diss.). ' 
rnincluding Raab, Riki. JOO Jahre Wiener Opernbal/ett. In: Wiener Geschichtsblatter (no. 24, 
1969) 487~493. 
n 4including Raab, Riki. Fanny Elftler. (Bergland V g., Vienna, 1962). 
115ibid. Biographischer Index des Wiener Opernballetts von 1631 bis zur Gegenwart. (Bruder 
Hollinek, Vienna, 1994). 
11''Amort, Andrea. Geschichte des Balletts der Wiener Staatsoper, 1918 - 1942. (Vienna University 
1992 (phil. Diss)). ' 
117Matzinger, Ruth. Die Geschichte des Ba/letts der Wiener Hofoper, 1869 - 1948. (Vienna 
University, 1982 (phiL Diss.)). 
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2. 7 ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD 

BIOGRAPHY 

36 

From the material which has been made available to the author, four waves of 

publications devoted to the biographical delineation ofKorngold can be plotted, 

concomitant with: 

(1) Komgold 's early emergence as a child prodigy, 

(2) the reflexion and reception to Komgold's return and perfonnance of works 

in Vienna after World War Two, 

(3) the necrologia and related reflections to the composer's passing, and 

(3) literature which ha& appeared since the renewal of interest in Komgold 

within the past ten years. 

Of those categories (3) has been largely ignored, as the only performances of 

early works in that period, to the author's knowledge, was a recording of 

excerpts from Der Schneemann, and a private recording of the d minor Piano 

Sonata. 118 

The classification admits to exceptions, for example the lexicon entries, 

program notes and journal submissions which accompanied performances of 

Komgold's works throughout and after his life. For example, material dealing 

with Schneemann reception at its revival in Vienna during 1933 is discussed 

during the thesis chapter on reception. The first classification also covers a more 

extended time frame than the other three, if an arbitrazy Jahreszahl, extending 

beyond the statutary one, is taken contiguous to the premiere of Die Tote Stadt, 

a composition which, by dint of its reputation, can be regarded as marking a 

coming-of-age in compositorial terms for the composer. The author also 

concedes that he has not researched the period ofKomgold's American 

residency to PhD. level and has only a selection of material relating to that 

period. 

However, even the European literature, and that published recently in the United 

States, reveals patterns of thinking which reflect the shifts in aesthetic 

perspectives and attitudes during this century. 

11&In the possession of the Erich Wolfgang Korngold Society. 
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2.7.1 PERIODICA 

Articles in periodica reflecting the dissemination of the private publication of the 

first piano sonata, the Don Quixote suite, and the Schneemann represent the first 

important testrunents to the emergence of a talent beyond the bounds of 

normality. Thus E. Decsey's article in theNeue Freie Presse,119 followed by a 

similar article by the same author in Signalefiir die Musikalische Welt120 created 

waves of resonance, including satirical comment121 and polemical attacks. 122 

Notwithstanding the controversy, Komgold's repu~ation rapidly spread 

overseas, so that J. van Broekhoven's 123 American recensionwas able to 

provide informed comment and musical analysis ofKomgoid's work. 

\.Vith the issue and performance of each work can be plotted a engumbration of 

articles, all couched in similar terms - the apparition of an extraordinary talent, a 

brief curriculum vitae, mentioning his father, and the expression of hope that the 

young composer will not be subjected to abnonnal pressure but be allowed to 

follow a more or less normal development through adolescence. 

2.7.2 MUSIC PSYCHOLOGY 

Literature on the general topic of the psychological processes of early musical 

development is more profuse now than it was at the beginning of this century. 

Personal interviews with Ms Lyndall ,Hendrickson, 124 who has acquired an 

international reputation not only as a 1nusic teacher of exceptionally gifted 

119Decsey, Ernst. "Vomjiingsten Komponisten." In: Neue Freie Presse. (February 27, 1910). 
120ibic!ern. ''Ein neuer Komponist". In: Neue Freie Presse. (March 2nd, 1910). 
121For example R. Batka, "Kind und Kunst. Ein Gespriich." In: Der Merker. (October 25th, 1909) 
55-58. 
mK. Kraus. "Der kleine Korngold." in: Die Fackel. (no .. 313/314, 31.12.1910). 
m Broekhoven, J. van. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold". In: The Musical Observer (USA). 
(11.12.19161. 
124 Lynda1l Hendrickson was embarking on an international career as violinist when she was 
incapacitated through polio. On recovery, she turned to teaching, acquiring a reputation for 
teaching gifted young violinists, including the Adelaidian Jane Peters. In the late eighties, at the 
behest of a paediatrician whose son was auti'ltic but seemed to possess exceptional musical gifts, 
she devised a course of music.al therapy, with significant results. 1bis was followed by another 
autistic child who also showed a positive response. The author has conducted a number of personal 
interviews. (Adelaide, Australia, 1990-99). 
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children but also through her achievements with autistic children, led to readings 

ofRadocsy and Boyle2 

125 and R. Jacoby_ 126 

One of the pioneers of the psychology of music, Erjch v. Hombostel, has a 

collection of Opera Omnia in the Music Library of London University, but it 

contains mostly his ethnomusicological writings , and his report on his testing 

of Erich Wolfgang Korngold is not extant, and it is necessary to consult either 

the English version of G. Revesz127 for a second-hand account of the 

Hornbostel/Korngold experiments, or the German version. 128 Both offer an 

insight into the progress of the field at the time ofKorngold's youth, as well as 

a comparative study of another gifted child, a young Hungarian pianist. 

The theme of child precociousness has potential negative as well as positive 

connotations. This is reflected in the published literature of the time. Whilst 

some articles and recensions concentrate on comparative studies, other essays 

are more polemic in tone. Nowhere was this more apparent than in those 

periodicals which were by their very nature polemic and contentious, such as 

Karl Kraus' Die Fackel, and also in those journals, the representatives of which 

were considered or considered themselves inimical to Julius Korogold and, as 

he feared would happen, used the issue of child precocity as a vehicle of attack 

or at best insinuation. This phenomenon was particularly acute in Vienna: other 

cities adopted a more objective stance. Apart from theArbeiter-Zeitung, which, 

despite its proletarian readership, regarded it as imperative to adopt high 

standards of musical criticism, 129 the quality of the journal was reflected in the 

quality of the reportage. 

2.7.3 BOOKS 

The first book devoted to Erich Wolfgang Korngold was that by Rudolf Stefan 

Hoffmann, referred to on several occasions. Hoffmann, also a compositio1. 

student of Zemlinsky, contributed a series of journal articles devoted to 

125Radocsy, Rudolf E. and Boyle, J. David. Psychological Foundations of Human Behaviour. 
(Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois n.d.), Chapter 5 "Music, a phenomen of Man", quotes 
Revesz. 
126 Jacoby, R Musika!ische Begabung zmd ilzre Mej3barkeit (Vortrag auf der 
Bundesschulmusikwoche. (Hannover, 1968: Tagungsbericht). (Schott, Mainz , 1968). 
127 Revesz, Geza. The Psychology of a Musical Prodigy. (Kegan Paul, London, 1925). 
128Revesz, Geza. Talent und Genie: Grundzuge einer Begabungspsychologie. (Francke, Bern, 1952). 
129Schonaich's successor David Bach was respected by Mahler. 
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Komgold: the first appeared concurrently with the first published 

cnmpositions, 130 then Erich Wolfgang Korngold/" 1 then Das Wunderkind in 

der Musik, 132 extracted from his biography ofKorngold, then "Erich Wolfgang 

Komgold"133 defending Julius K01ngold from the insinuation in other journals 

that he had used undue influence to help his son's career. Hoffmann thus 

emerges as a Komgold apologist. 

Hoffinann's book Erich Wolfgang Korngold, 134 Iike Julius Korngold's books, 

is no longer in print. Following an introduction and biographical outline, 

Hoffn1ann devotes a chapter to the categories of pi~o m"!.lsic, chamber music, 

Lieder, orchestral music, and following a brief introduction to the operas, each 

opera in tum up to and including Die tote Stadt. Chapters are then devoted to 

various aspects ofKomgold's style: his precociousness, his harmonic, 

rhythmic, melodic, formal and dramtic attributes, and his 'Jewishness', before a 

concluding chapter. The book is interspersed with photographs, including a 

facsimile of a page of score. 

K. Seidl135 has contributed a historiography of his years as a film-composer in 

Hollywood 1934-1946. 

Komgold's centenary occasioned a number of publications, Brendan Carroll's 

biography, and two smaller biographies: Jessica Duchen's book, 136 intended 

for the general reader, and one in Italian by Mario Tedeschi Turco. 137 

Brendan Carroll's biography, whilst couched in narrative style, is a scholarly 

study, researched over a period of over twenty years, and it includes substantial 

footnotes and a comprehensive bibliography.discography/filmography. The 

130Whilst not quoting his source, Hoffmann introduces his citation with " ... nach der Urauffiihnmg 
am 4.10.10 in diese Worte gekleidet habe: 'Dem Urteil iiber die Musik ... "'. See: Hoffinann, Rudolf 
Stefan. op, cit. 14 f. 
131 Hoffinann, Rudolf Stefan. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold", In: Musikbliitter des Anbruchs. (March, 
1922) 79-81. A biographical sketch and commentary on style. 
132 Hoffmann, Rudolf Stefan. "Ein Wunderkind in der Musik''. In: Musikblatter des Anbn1chs. 
(December, 1922) 294-296. 
mHoffinann, Rudolf Stefan. "Erich Wolfgang Korngold''. In: Musikbliitter des Anbruchs. (October, 
1924). n.p .. 
tHHoffrnann, Rudolf Stefan. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Carl Stephenson Vg., Vienna, 1922). 
135 Seidl, Kurt-Michael. Erich Wolfgang Korngold in Hollywood: seine Zeit als Filmkomponist, 
1934-1946. (Hochschule fJr Musik u. darst. Kunst, Vienna, 1993 (Diplom-Arbeit)). 
136 Duchen, Jessica. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. In the series 20th Century Composers. (Phaidon, 
London, 1996). 
137 Tedeschi Turco, Mario: Erich Wolfgang Korngold. (Cierre, Verona, 1997). 
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work, an unashan1ed apologia by a fervent ad1nirer of the composer, combines 

erudition with accessability to the general reader. 

Finally, the Internet provides a burgeoning source for Kmngold infonnation

gathering, and one web site originating from Otranto138 has announced (June, 

1999) the forthcoming publication of a book in English and Spanish. 

2.7.4 KORNGOLD'S TEACHERS 
. 

Komgold's teachers, in chronological order, were his father Julius Korngold, 

Emil Lamm (a relative), Robert Fuchs, Alexander (von) Zemlins(z)ky, 139 and 

Hermann Gradener. 

The literature on Julius Komgolc.1 concentrates on his capacities as music critic. 

This includes F. Endler' s dissertation Julius Korngold und die Neue Freie 

Presse~140 the hist01iographical literature dealing with Vienna, for instance B..:. 
Schuschitz' dissertation Die Wiener Musikkritik in der Ara Gustav Mahler, 

which focuses on J. Komgold's critical attitude to Ma.hler as compared to his 

colleagues, 141 and M. Wagner's Geschichte der OsterreichischenMusikkritik in 

Beispielen,142 which features an introduction, followed by extracts from critical 

literature, including Korngold. The numerous entries in lexica and mentions in 

biographies and memoirs, e.g. Bruno Walter, Maria Jeritza, VVeingartner, 

whilst touching on their relationship to Erich Wolfgang as a campaigner for 

dissemination of his compositions, fail to give credence to the seminal influence 

of the critic-musician-lmvyer in the earliest musical education of his son. This 

only reveals itself in the Memoirs. 143 

138 Web Site "bs magazine" = www.geocities.com/~bs-magazine/korngold/i_kmenu.html. 
139Whilst the composer in his corespondence signed his name as Alexander von Zemlinszky, the 
author of this study adopts the fonn Alexander Zemlins/.,J' standard in current literature. 
140

Endler, Franz. Julius Korngold und dle Neue Freie Presse. (Vienna University, October 1981 
(Phil. Diss.)). 
141 Schuschitz, Elisabeth. Die Wiener Musikkritik in der ,,fra Gustav Mahler 1987 bis 1907 (Eine 
historisch-kritische Standortbetimmung). (Vienna University, 1978, 1979 (Phil. Diss)). 
142

Wagner, Manfred. Geschichte der Osterreichischen Musikkritik in Beispielen (Hans Schneider, 
Tutzing, 1979). 
143 JKM 118 int. al. 
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Emil Lamm, whilst mentioned in the Komgold biographical literature, has not 

been located elsewhere and he does not figure as a correspondent in the 

available collections. 

41 

Robert Fuchs' pedagogical legacy is mostly confined to an outline of his career 

in the Konservatorium and a listing of his pupils, even in the only published 

book, A. Mayr'~Erinnerung an Robert Fuchs144 which forms the basis for 

lexikon entries such as that in W. Suppan' s Steirisches Musiklexikon, 145 and F. 

Hagenbucher's Die original-Klavierwerke zu 2 und 4 Ho.nden von Robert 

Fuchs, 146 which contains a biography. Neverthele;s, 1\1. Kreuz' 

comprehensive dissertation Robert Fuchs (J 87 4-19 2 7): Der Mensch - der 

Lehrer - der Komponist, 14 7 besides listing Fuchs' career at the Konservatorium 

year by year, contains sections on the Fuchs-Mahler and Fuchs-Wolf 

relationships, extracts of his pupils' and colleagues' reception to his teaching 

(including Julius but not Erich), and the author's own evaluation of Fuchs' 

style, which the author considers to be a legacy of Schubert in tenns of its 

melodiousness, sonority (Wohlklang) and intimacy. 

Zemlinsky's contribution to pedagogy was already honoured in 1913,148 then in 

the Zemlinsky-Sonderhefi of Der Aufiakt)149 which included articles by Erich 

Korngold and Schonberg (who, years later, contributed retrospective thoughts 

on the subject in his articles 'Riickblick' 150 and 'MyEvolution'. 151 TI1e 

progenitor of postwar Zemlinsky literature, Horst Weber152 and the symposium 

report Alexander Zemlinsky: Tradition im Umla·eis der Wiener Schule153 

inspired a wave of Zemlinsky research which, concentrating more on 

Zemlinsky as a composer, especially his style in perspective to the corellative 

144
Mayr, Anton. Erinnerungen an Robert Fuchs. (Leuschner und Lubensky, Graz, 1934). 

145Suppan, Wolfgang (ed.). Steirisches Musiklexikon. (Akad, Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, Graz, 
1962 -- 66) 140-143. 
146 

Hagenbucher, Franz. Die original-Klavier,verke zu 2 oder 4 Honden von Robert Fuchs (Vienna 
University, 1940 (Phil, Diss.)). 
147

.Kreuz, Maximilian. Robert Fuchs (1847 -1927): Der Mensch - Der Lehrer- der Komponist 
(Vienna University, I 994 (Phil. Diss.)). 
148

Fleischmann1 Dr. H.R.. "Biographische Skizzen moderner Musiker: XV. Alexander von 
Zemlinsky." In: Modernes Musikleben. (Vienna, 1.07.1913) 115-118. 
149 

"Zemlinsky-Sonderheft". In:: Der Auftakt (Prague). (I. Jg. Heft 14/15. 1921). 
150

Schi:inberg, Arnold. "Rilckblick". In: Stimmen, Monatsb/ii.tter fiir Musik. (I. Jg., Berlin, 1949). 
151 

Schoenberg, Arnold. ''My Evolution". In: The Musical Quarterly. ( 1952) 517 ff .. 
152 

Weber, Horst. Alexander Zemlinsky, eine Studie. (Vg. Elisabeth Lafite. Vienna, 1977). 
is:>.Alexander von Zemlinsky: Tradition im Umkreis der Wiener Schuk (U1.1versal-Edition (fiir 
Ins ti tut der Wertungsforsclumg), Graz, I 976). 
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musical forces of the time, produced the symposium in Vienna, I 992,154 E. 

Rathgeber's treatise on Zemlinsky's Lieder, 155 W. LolPs work on the Chamber 

Music, 156 and P. Dannenberg and S. Rode's book Alexander von Zemlinsky: 

Das Leben und das Werk157
• But the subject of Zemlinsky as pedagogue has 

barely been touched, except for two papers delivered at the I 992 Vienna 

conference; A. Clayton's ~4lexander Zemlinskys kunstlerisch-pii.dagogische 

Beziehungen zu seinen Schiilern' and P. Kuret's 'Alexander Zemlinsky als 

Lehrer des slowenischen Komponisten Josip lpavez (au/ G;-und einer 

Unterrichtsmitschrift}, as well as paragraphs in Alma Mahler's memoirs, 158 but 

above all in: Alma Mahler-Werfel. Mein Leben. 159 R. St. Hoffmann' s article 

'Das Wunderkind in der Musik' 160 contains a rare quote of Zemlinsky 

describing in some detail his teaching relationship with Komgold, including the 

instrumentation of Der Schneemann. 161 

An impression can be gained by inference - but only if one accepts that 

Schonberg's teaching methods were inspired by Zemlinskys - from 

documentation to Schonberg' s work, such as his letters to Zernlinsky from 

1902 onwards, 162 and by articles such as L. Knight's 'Classes with 

Schonberg'. 163 

Hermann Gradener literature, despite his lengthy career at the Konservatorium, 

is sparse. He merits a smaii mention as son of Karl Graedener in Propylaen 

Welt der Musilc die Komponisten. 164 R. Cahn-Speyer devoted an article 

154A/exander-Zemlinsky-Symposion. (Hilmar, Ernst ed.). In der Reihe "Kunst und Wissenschaft am 
Rennweg (Wien)" (1992). Kulturabteilung der Stadt Wien. (Archiv der Gesellschaft der 
Musikfreunde). 
155 

~ath?i;:ber, Eike.1/exander van Zemlinsky: der Komponist und seine Lieder, op. 2. (Vienna 
Umvers1ty, 1991 (D1plom-Arbeit)). 
156

Loll, Werner. Zwischen Tradition und Avant-Garde: die Kammermusik Alexander Zemlinskys 
(Barenreiter, Kassel etc, 1990). · 

lS7Da?nen~erg, _Peter and Rode, Suzanne. Alexander van Zemlinsky: Das Leben und das Werk. 
(Mus1kantlquanat Walter Ricke. Kottreisering 1992). 
ISS • ' 

159
Mahler, Alma. Ermnenmgen an Gustav Mahler. (Fischer, Frankfurt a. M., 1992) 98. 

1
r,
0
Mahler-Werfe1, Alma. Mein Leben. (Fischer, Frankfurt a. M. 1992) 29 f. 

' Hoffmann, R. St. op. cit. n.p. 
IGlibid. 296. 
162

The letters are in the British Museum, with a trar,script in the 'Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek 
(Handschriftensammlung). 
163

Knight, L. "Classes with Schonberg". In: Journal of the A. Schoenberg Institute. (Vol. XIII/2 
Nov. 1980) 140 - 148. 
164

Baumgartner, Alfred. Propyliien: Welt der Musiker (Die Komponisten). (Propylaen-Vg., Berlin 
etc., 1989. vol 2). 
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celebrating his seventieth birhday in the Allgemeine Musik -Zeitung, 165 

admitting that " ... vielen, die diese Zeilen lesen, von Hermann Gradener nicht 

viel mehr bekannt ist als der Name". Cahn-Speyer affirms a point of 

commonality between the three main teachers of Komgold - they did not follow 

a prescribed teaching method or primer, but adopted a free approach based on 

the needs of the individual student. 

2. 8 SECONDARY LITERATURE AS A 

REFLEXION TO THE CONf.fENT OF 

JULIUS KORNGOLD'S MEMOIRS: AN 

APOLOGIA 

One key problem when dealing with this period in relation to any one composer 

is how to impart structure to a situation when so many parallel and opposing 

forces were prevalent, and the solution chosen has been to take Julius 

Korngold' s memoirs as a reference point. In the memoirs there is not one 

single issue which is not 1nentioned or debated, hardly a composer who has 

been ignored or forgotten. Spanning as they do a period from the eighteen

sixties to a time which falls outside the consideration of this study, the memoirs 

impart chronological cohesion. Significantly, the centre of the memoirs in every 

sense deal with the period and subject of this dissertation. It follows therefore, 

that the two central figures are that of Julius Komgold and his son. 

Parallel literature concerning Julius Komgold is sparse, but continues to grow 

as his contribution to literary musical criticism is becoming increasingly 

recognised. Nevertheless, there is hardly a history, hardly a collection of 

memoirs. '-!'?here he does not receive some mention, from Alma Mahler to Bruno 

Walter, from Felix von Weingartner to Maria Jeritza, from Puccini biographies 

to Strauss biographies. Bruno Walter, in particular, has demonstrated his 

admiration for Korngold in his own memoirs, and in the introduction to that of 

Julius Komgold. Two recent doctoral theses have been quoted in detail, 

however, both emanating from Vienna. Schuschitz has been mentioned in 

165Cahn-Speyer, R. "Hennann Gradener zu seinem 70. Geburtstag". In: Allgemeine Musik-Zeitung 
(8.5.1914) n.p .. 
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coruiexion with Mahler. F. Endler's treatise Julius Korngold und die Neue 

Freie Presse is a source of great detail on the subject. Julius Korngold's own 

publications166 afford not only a significant insight into his character and his 

literary style, a direct legacy ofHanslick's chiselled turns of phase and 

44 

epigrammatic sentences, 
167 

but his analytical style, fonned by his legal 

background, manifest as a counterpoint to the subjectivism of Graf and 

Kalbeck, the polemics of Hirschfeld) and the pragmaticism_ofSchonaich (and to 

some extent his successor Bach). B. Carroll also draws extensively on the 

memoirs, especially the English translation published in a·limited edition in the 

United States. 168 
• 

In conclusion: The progenitive circumstances of Erich Wolfgang Komgold's 

juvenile musical capacity, whilst the subject of a modicum of contemporaneous 

scrutiny when his youthful talent for composition and pianoforte performance 

was brought to the attention of his father's peers, has received somewhat less 

attention in the intervening years. A series of retrospective periodica articles and 

Rud elf Stefan Hoffinann' s previously mentioned descriptive biography of 

Komgold's life and works to that date169 in consequence of the success ofDie 

Tote Stadt failed to deepen enquiry into the causes of his phenomenal talent. A 

number of periodica articles relating to the question of child precocity, and 

Hornbostel and Revesz' examination of Komgold cannot be measured in tenns 

of subsequent progress achieved in the field of music-psychology, and the 

available intact information is scanty. 170 Never was the question asked as to 

whether this talent was a result oflargely genetic or largely environmental 

contingencies, whether, for example, his gifts would have flourished or 

attenuated had his family remained in provincial, albeit comparatively cultured 

B .. 171 runn. 

166H' • , . i_s n~wspaper_ recens10ns and articles and the distillation of those in the three books published in 
his hfet1me, not mcluding Child Prodigy. 
167 

Also his method of preparing a perfomiance. Hanslick also bequeathed his research files to Julius 
Korngold. 

;:: Korngold. J. op. cit. (Child.Prodigy: Erich Wolfgang Korngold's years of childhood) . 
Hof:mann, R. Stefan. op. czt.. The work, whilst infonnative in biographical and musical 

analysis tem1s, is panagyric in substance. 
170Th R, ' d ,c, • . e . evesz stu Y, 1or mstance, is only available to us in a condensed and somewhat cryptic form 
quoted m a contemporary study of a Hungarian child prodigy pianist. ' 
171

On the one hand Briinn merited a regular place in the columns of the Neue Freie Presse advertising 
cultural events, on the other hand Vienna's attitude to its preeminence is conveyed by a paragraph in 
the Jahrbuch des k.k. Hof-Operntheaters in Wien (Wien, 1907. 70, Telephonische Bestellung von 
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As political circumstances and cultural nonns dictated a transculturalisu'tion 

process in the nineteen thirties, the scope for infonned and profound 

retrospective analysis narrowed. Valuable archival material relating to those 

early years were jettissoned or sequestered; at all events, unavailable until such 

time as it may reemerge. At that time, shortly before and during world war two, 

Korngold's stylistic and artistic environment, his not having reached the age of 

retrospective comment, the paucity of American learned musical journals 

compared with those available in Europe, and possibly the inhibitions caused by 

a foreign language effected a hiatus which even the•various obituaries, his 

widow's biography, and the activities ofhis Korngold's'sons Ernst and Georo .::,, 

especially the latter through his association with the recording industry, failed to 

reactivate. 

The value of a work such as the Memoirs, is therefore indisputable, and 

manifesting itself twofold. Obviously, the worth of a major critcal contribution 

to the corpus of historiography of a crucial transfonnatory stage in 1nusical 

history is indisputable; however, the relative lack of primary source material 

due to the exigencies of the Korngolds' forced and accellerated departure and 

the advanced age of the author, result in the infonnation giving rise to a body of 

questions, some of which are able to be answered by dint of further research, 

some of which are to remain in the realm of speculation, or at the very best, a 

subject for inductive reasoning reinforced by comparative exemplification. 

Historical contingencies have dictated that the author of this study has 

corresponded with and interviewed a number of peopie who knew Korngold in 

Vienna, but none who knew him as a child. 1 72 As Julius Korngold 's memoirs 

decrease m the matter of detail as the work progresses, it is to be hoped that 

musicology in the United States will be able to redress this imbalance. It is also 

to be hoped that this present study, along with the above-mentioned work on the 

piano sonatas and the Lieder, will inspire a body of detailed research into Julius 

Korngold's upbringing and environment, which has tended to concentrate on 

Janacek's contribution to Briinn's musical life, as well as a more thorough 

exegesis of Erich Wolfgang's life and works as a mature teenager and young 

adult. 

Logen und Sitzenfiir die k.k. Hoftheafer), in which telephone bookings can be effected "sowohl aus 
Wien, wie aus der Provinz" rather than Weltstadt Vienna. ... 
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172 
B. Carroll, who commenced his researches over twenty years before, was able to record an 

interview with Korngold's governess. See: Carroll, B. op. cit. {The Last Prodigy) 17. 
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PART TWO: HISTORIOGRAPHY 

A comparative commentary on 
DfE KORNGOLDS LV 1VIEN 

The memoirs of Julius Korngold (written 
1942), with especial reference to Part Four, 

being an account of Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold's early years, his teachers and 

mentors, 
and the events gestating his early works, 

including Der Schneemann. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1. PERSONAL MEMOIRS IN THE LIGHT OF HISTORIOGRAPHY 48 

' 2. A CONTRIBUTION TO SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE 49 

1~ PERSONAL MEMOIRS IN THE LIGHT 
OF ms1rORIOGRAPHY 

Franz Endler1
, discussing Julius Komgold 's relationship with Universal

Edition and with Schott, notes that" ... in heilden l\rfomenten auch der 

Schriftsteller Julius Korngold es versteht, <lurch Auslassungen wesentliche 

Teile eines Beii~htes zu unterschlagen und ein Bild nach seinem Herzen zu 
entwerfen." This is probably true, but it is not only equivocation which 

underpins subtext; the sequence followed by the author, his balancing of data 

and opinion, and other such extrapolations also play a role. 

Differing reports of a particular set of circumstances may therefore illuminate 

factors pertinent to crucial evidence concerning Erich Wolfgang Korngold's 

developn1ent, upbringing, and family relationship. One issue, for instance, is 

that the memoirs mention his mother, Josefine Witrowsky, only sporadically, 

his brother Han(n)s Robert, hardly at all. Either they did indeed play ru1 

important part in Julius K01ngold's life but for the purposes of his memoirs, 

which constitute more a professional biography than a personal statement, he 

preferred to concentrate on those aspects pertinent to his subject - or else 

Julius' life as he experienced it was so centred around music that other aspects 

were secondary. 

1Endler, Franz. Julius Korngold und die Neue FreiePresse. (Vienna University, 1981 (Phil. 
Diss.)) 138. 
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Der Riickblick aufmein Leben darfzuerst bei dem Ungewohnlichen 

veiweilen, das vielfach bestimmend, ein Lebenziel begri.mdend, auch 

eine Quelle von Freud und Leid, <lurch Dezennien auf mein Tun, 

Denken und Fiihlen eingewirkt hat."2 

49 

This seminal statement, referring to Erich, may imply that the latter hypothesis 

(that of music being the dominant force of his father's.life) - but one could also . 
argue that the kind of statement quoted is not unusual in .an autobiography 

devoted to the depiction of a professional career. Ernst Komgold, the 

composftr' s elder son, who has contributed valuable judgements based on his 

own experience of father and grandfather, opined that "Julius was an outright 

misogynist. He, no doubt, thought that he had covered Josefine sufficiently" 

and ''Hans did not receive a ·musical education. He was a difficult child to begin 

with who became, no doubt, more difficult as his younger brother received so 

much parental attention .... Julius does not mention Hans any more often than he 

has to, because it h~came his habit to treat his behavior with silence ... ".3 

2. A CONTRIBUTION TO 
SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE 

Ernst Korngold's experiences, although one generation removed from the 

period under examination, possess the authority of a direct descendant. The 

author has been unable to locate direct contemporaries of the young composer 

but a small number of written accounts, mostly anecdotal in nature, do surface 

at intervals, such as the as yet unpublished memoirs ofElbogen- 4 With 

increasing evidence, even though the final conclusion must remain at best a 

question of speculation, at least the degree of speculation will have been 

diminished. 

2.JKM 118. 
3Komgold, Ernst. Letter to the author (February 12th,. 1993). 
4Paul Elbogen's unpublished memoirs in the possession of Guido Graf, Braunschweig. 
Bernd Rachold, in a letter to the author (15th November, 1994), describes Elbogen as a writer, 
a childhood friend of Erich Komgold, and later the second husband of Erich's elder brother's 
first wife. Guido Graf submitted a letter to Bernd Rachold with extracts from the Elbogen 
memoirs. 
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These considerations have an impact on the present study, which in no way is 

intended to be a personal biography of Erich Wolfgang Komgold's early years, 

but rather to elucidate the influences which shaped his musical development. 

Therein lies an inherent problem, for it is impossible to draw a cognate line 

between musical and extra-musical development, and it is clearly unrealistic to 
attempt to categorize biographical data along rigid lines. 

KL& 
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(PART TWO - HISTORIOGRAPHY) 
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JULIUS KORNGOLD 
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1. OPJGIN·s 

Julius Leopold Komgold was born in Briinn on December 24th, 1860, the same 

year as Mahler, born on July 7th in that year. 1 Thus Julius was eleven years 

older than his son's favourite teacher Alexander Zemlinsky. He died in 

Hollywood, on September 25th, 1945. 
~ 

"Wie und wann erwachte der Musiksinn in mir?" he ask~ in the opening pages 

of his memoirs. 2 Tnis gives rL ·~ to further speculation on the part of the reader. 

ls it to be assumed that the feeling for music in a human being is a latent quality 

requiring a particular cultural stimulus for it to become conscious, such as 

attending a concert, or listening to music in the home? Or is it something 

intrinsic to a particular individual; a faculty, programmed into the genetic 

structure of an organism, which would find expression under any 

circumstances, at any period of history? Comparing the family backgrounds of 

notable musicians, Mahler and Strauss, for example, throws no light on the 

issue. 

Julius Komgold answers by way of reference to his forebears, but this in itself 

could imply either genetic influences or else the prograrmning of a subtle 

conditioning - pr01ninent ancestors rarel3? go unmentioned in households. 

Ernst Komgolq considers that Erich Wolfgang Komgold' s gifts would not have 

developed, at least not so early, in an unmusical family, but that they would 

have developed had the family remained in Brunn, "given the remarkable 

devotion of his father to music''.3 

At what point in Julius Komgold 's upbringing, if any, did his mother's 

relatives Maurice Strakosch4 and Max Maretzek5 gain psychological 

1 Mahler's stage designer Alfred Ro Her, was also born in Brunn on October 2nd, 1864. He died on 
21st June, 1935, in Vienna. See: Riemanns Lexikon (1975, Personenteil) 504. 
2JKM 14. 
3Korngold, Ernst. op. cit. 
4Mau rice Strakosch *1825 in Lemberg, studied at the Konservatorium, Wien and lived from 
1845-1860 in the USA , first as music teacher then as impresario and opera director in New York and 
Chicago. He died on 9.10.1887 in Paris. [S~: Welt der Musik. (vol. 5) 239]. He had been married 
to Adelina Patti's sister Cadotte and was manager to both the Patti sisters. Strakosch's memoirs are 
entitled Souvenirs d'un impresario. [See : Altmann, Frank. Tonkitnstler/exikon, quoted in: Endler, 
Franz. op. cit. 12]. 
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significance? If this question remains unanswered by Julius, the mention of 

these shadowy figures indicates a correspondingly veiled intimation that music 

was of significance in the family, and Julius' description ofMaretzek as "ein 

Streithahn, Kampfer mit Chor, Orchester, Presse, _Jitikern. Mit satirischer 

Literaturbegabung, in vertraulichen Kreisen 'The Magnificent' genannt."6 hints 

at a subliminal pride and perhaps a sense of identification with his own complex 

personality. It is in any case indisputable that Komgold attributes his musical 

sensibilities to his mother's side - " ... sie war es, die die ~1usikliebe auf mich 

vererbte."7 and devotes the first paragraph of his memoirs to her and her 

relatives. 

As Strakosch was based in Paris and Rome during Julius Komgold's youth, 

and Maratzek in America, it is likely that Julius's childhood impression of these 

personalities would have been tinged by their exotic an.d faraway locations. 

Did Julius Komgold set out to continue their musical legacy, or even to enhance 

it? Franz Endler views th~ n1usical ambitions of Komgold as a typical 

manifestation of Jewish sons of fathers who by dint of hard work had achieved 

prosperity. Rather than succeeding their fathers in business, their sons had 

turned to literature and art. 8 As for Julius Komgold' s guitar-playing mother, 

the memoirs provide no clue as to whether her musical gifts had developed early 

in life. 9 If she did, it is conceivable that Julius may have experienced music in 

utero. Pre-natal musical experiences can be significant to the later musical 

development of a child.10 The guitar-playing, at all events, had ceased by the 

time Julius attained conscious awareness of music. He mentions that the guitar 

was 'very old' and was discovered with a 'yellowing manuscript book with 

5Maximilian Maretzek (Marecek, Mareczek, MraceKJ, *28.6.1821, Briinn, +14.5.1897, New 
York, is merited an entry in the Osterreiclzisches biographisclzes Lexikon (1815 - 1950, VI. Band). 
Before travelling to New York in 1848, where he became active as a composer and opera manager, 
Maretzek had served as conductor at London's Drury Lane theatre and passed through Paris, where he 
made the acquaintance of Chopin, Liszt, Berlioz, Meyerbeer and Offenbach. [Sec: Endler, Franz. 
op. cit. 11 ]. "Es ist nicht zu iibersehen, daB die meisten aus Europa in die USA eingewanderten 
Musiker, die es zu auffaligen Erfolgen brachten, nicht nur ein vorziigliche Ausbildung, sondem auch 
vie! Organisationstalent mitbrachten" [See: Propyliien Welt der Musik. (Vol.3) 553]. His 
composition includes two operas, one entitled Sleepy Hollow, and a number of orchestral works. B. 
Carroll (op. cit. [The last Prodigy[] 24) mentions an opera Hamlet, composed in 1840. 
6 J KM. Joe. cit. 
1 ibid.. Joe. cit. 
8Endler, Franz. op. cit. 14. 
9Julius Komgold never spoke of his mother in Ernst Korngold's presence. Ernst learnt about his 
grandmother from the memoirs. (Korngold, Ernst (op. cit.)). 
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copied-out songs' ,11 hinting at a youthful exploration of neglected areas of the 

house, and possibly the first awareness of direct music-making within his 

family. If his mother did not pursue her former musical interests, her husband, 

a "responsibly-minded businessman", sensed his young son's interest in music 

and purchased a pianoforte, engaging an "inexpensive teacher" who gave the 

young pianist the foundations of what would prove to be a vital tool in the 

future critic's musical annoury. 

Although the age at which Julius Komgold commenced his studies is not 

mentioned in the memoirs, by inference it would have been before he was nine 

years old, as he reports that he was introduced to a vocal score of his first 

masterwork - Don Giovanni - at that age. 12 He had also been able to play the 

Anvil Chorus from fl Trovatore for his reportedly nonmusical father's pleasure 

at an earlier date. His first introduction to symphonic rnusic was playing 

Schumann four-handed at the age of eleven 13 and later he developed a pleasant 

tenor voice14
, which explains his appreciation of melody and emphasis on its 

importance to composition - a philosophy which was to colour his whole 

approach to musical criticism. 

2. EARLY LIFE IN BRUNN 
Julius' family appears to have been typical of the middle-class in Brunn - a 

capacity for appreciating music, without a deep knowledge or appreciation, but 

conscious of the cultural heritage within the family constellation - or "gutes 

Biirgertum, geschaft:liches Interesse, der Ehrgeiz eines jeden - nicht nur 

jiidischen - Vaters, die Kinder "etwas Besseres" werden zu lassen. 15 

Julius' brother Eduard, who became an actor under the name Komau, receives 

but one mention in the tnemoirs. \Vhereas Endler retrospectively judges him to 

have been considered a 'black sheep' in the family, mentioning that his name 

occurs in issues of Karl Kraus' Der Fackel when that author, who was inimical 

10See, for example: Bradshaw, John. Bradshaw on The Family, (Health Communications Inc., 
Deerfield Beach, Fa., 198) 25f .. 
11JKM loc. cit. 
12ibid. Joe. cit. 
0 ibid. 18. 
14Korngold, Luzi. Erich Wolfgang Korngold, ein lebensbild. (Elisabeth Laf'ite. Vienna, 1967) 9. 
IS/oc. cit. 
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to Julius Komgold, wished to cast arrows at the critic, 16 Ernst Komgold 

presents a more differentiated picture. "Eduard Komau visited us from time to 

time. He was always welcome and 1nuch beloved. I believe, however, that 

there was bad blood between the brothers, perhaps because Julius found 

Eduard's choice of profession less than honorable. Eduard was a night-club 

entertainer. He was married, but I never knew his wife. I don't know ifhe had 

children". 17 

Julius Komgold, although associated with Vienna and the Neue Freie Presse, 

spent nearly forty years of his life in Brunn, before moving to Vienna in 

November 1901. Brunn in the 1870s was notable for its textiles, hence its 

epithet the "lvianchester of Austria" and was also a centre for machinery18 and 

light weapon manufacture. Luzi Korngold recalled that Julius' father Simon 

owned a liquor retail shop auf der Zeile 44 and his father-in-law Hermann 

Witrofsky owned a spirit distillery in the town. 19 

Although theatre was cultivated more than music, an opera house had been in 

existence since 1739. The Briinn perfonnance schedule figured in Viennese 

newspapers. Fran.z Endler maintains that the Brunner opera singers regarded 

themselves as potential members of the Viennese ensemble.20 Brunn being 

hardly seventy kilometres from Vienna, it is inevitable that its status was that of 

a satellite company; it had, however, had set an example to Vienna in the arena 

of Singspiele and Ballet.21 There was a Konzertverein, under the leadership of 

Otto Kitzler (a teacher of Anton Bruckner)22 and the regular military band 

concerts were as much a part of Julius' musical environment as they were for 

his compatriot Gustav Mahler. An important source of Julius' music material 

16Endler, Franz. op. cit. 13. 
17Komgold, Ernst. op. cit. Further commentazy is to be found in Carroll. B., op. cit. (The Last 
Prodigy) 24, and 373 (footnote). 
18In the nineteenth century there was a yearly international machinery exhibition. See MGG (vol. 
XV, (Briinn)) columns 1129-1140. 
19Komgo1d, Luzi, op. cit. 
20Endler, Franz, op. cit. 19. MGG (foe. cit.) lists some of the operas perfonned at the time: (a) in 
the Czech theatre, .Ppodana nevesta (Smetana's The Bartered Bride) 1884, Carmen 1886, Don 
Giovanni 1888, Eugene Onegin 1891, Janacek's Pocatek romanu (Beginning ofa Novel) 1894, 
Lohengrin 1895, Aida/Otello 1901/1902; the German Theatre had staged Fidelio in 1811, Der 
Freischzitz 1822, and works of Bellini, Donizetti etc; Wagner's Tannhiiuser in 1861 then regular 
perfonnances of Wagner (the Ring cycle in 1904/5); verismo composers such as Mascagni and 
Leoncavallo from approx. 1890. The new theatre was opened in 1882. Leo Slezak and Maria Jeritza 
were guest artists in the theatre. 
21JKM 16. 
22Endler, Fra~1"', op. cit. 12. 
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was the lending library " ... um die es Wien beneiden konnte'~23 which furnished 

scores of Auber, Haleyy:, Offenbach and J. Strau§ along with the standard 

opera repertoire and new publications. Thereby Julius became a "richtiger 

Notenfresser ... ein fixer Prima-vista-Spieler",24 a characteristic which remained 

with him later in life. Indeed, on December 8th 1881, while a student in Vienna, 

Julius' life was saved because he became engrossed in practising Dvorak's 

latest piano work Legenden and thus missed a performance at the Ringtheater, 

which caught fire on that evening. 

Through the Memoirs there is continuing evidence that Julius saw himself as a 

human being with a thirst, a passion for life, someone who devoted himself 

unstintingly, some might say fanatically, to his love of art. Luzi Komgold 

described him as: 

Von leidenschaftlichem Temperament, fanatisch in allem, was erunternahm, 

gleichzeitig belastet mit der biirgerlichen Kleinlichk:eit seiner Vorfahren, 

strebte er mit eisemem Fleill und ungewohnlichein Talent, in dem wohl auch 

ein genialischer Funke gliihte, neben seinem Beruf als Anwalt nach 

hoheren, idealen Zielen: nach Musik, nach der 'heiligen Kunst' .25 

At school he was dubbed the "Literat der Klasse"26 and he describes himself 

later as "literaturkundig".27 This passion for art as an integral force and its 

consequential raising to the level of a neo-religious metasystem, typical of the 

generation of Julius Komgold and of Mahler, demonstrates the continuing 

influence ofWagnerian Gesamtlcunstwerkideology pervading the spirit of his 

time. 

3. STUDENT LIFE IN VIENNA 
At Vienna University he spent many hours in the library studying the standard 

works of musical aesthetics " ... unverdrossen exzerpierend, unersattlich neuen 

Bildungsstoff aufnehmend".28 Even as a husband and father his "geradezu 

qualende Bildungstriebe" was assuaged by lengthy periods in that same library 

2JJKM 20. 
24ibid. 
25Komgold, Luzi, foe. cit. 
26JKM 21. 
27ibid., 41. 

12222 ]& 
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analysing older operatic literature. 29 Julius' principal tertiary study was law, 

but he attended the Conservatorium30 three days a week, studying harmony and 

counterpoint with Bruckner, 
31 

and piano with Wilhelm Rauch. The evenings 

were spent listening to chamber-music concerts in the Bosendo,fer-Saal from 

the vestibule, and queueing for seats at the Hofoper and the Burgtheater. 

At the conclusion of Julius Komgold's student period32
, therefore, he had 

satisfied the preconditions for a critic with a more than av.erage range of skills 

and studies. Pianoforte studies from an early age; vocal studies; the desire, 

quashed by the end of his studies, to become a conductor; a broad-based 

knowledge, not only of all aspects of musicology, but also of related fields in 

philosophy, history, and aesthetics: all had moulded his character in the 

direction of musical analysis. Endler draws a line between the 'obligatory' 

piano skills typical ofhis generation, and the "iiberdu.rchschnittlich" education 

he ammassed during his time as a student in Vienna33 and points out that he was 

no failed composer or interpreter who then turned to criticism but rather " ... ein 

musikalisch vollkornmen ausgebildeter Jurist mit Neigung zu schriftstellerischen 

Tatigkeit, derrasch den Weg zu seinem eigentlichen Beruf, der Musikkritik 

fand".34 

4. FIRST JOlJRNALISTIC ACTMTY 
After returning to Brunn in order to devote himself to a legal practice35

, Julius 

Komgold began to contribute to a German-language daily newspaper, the 

Deutsches Blatt, which was derived from a weekly journal entitled Der tteue 

Eckart. This experience led to his editorship of his own publication, the 

Brunner Sonntagszeitung, before he joined the well-respected Brunner 

Tagesbote. Hans Muller (1882-1950), the future librettist of Violanta and Das 

Wunder der Heliane, was a contributor to Korn.gold's Brunner 

211ibid., 24. 
29ibid., 59. 
30 Josef Hellmesberger was director of the Konservatorium from I 851-1893. 
31A fellow pupil was Franz Schalk, who was to conduct the premiere of Der Schneemann. 
32 B. Carroll (op. cit. [The Last Prodigy], 25), states that Julius Korngold qualified as a lawyer in 
1885. 
33Endler, Franz, op. cit. 86. 
34 ibid. 87. 
35 B. Carroll (op. cit [The Last Prodigy] 24) has identified it as the firm of Josef Weingarten. 
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Sonntagszeitung. In connection with the Hanslick-Komgold nexus, Franz 

Endler - drawing attention to the fact that lvf illler had two prominent brothers, a 

lawyer and a theatre director/author who claimed a family connection to 

Hanslick- postulates that this connection was as vital a factor in Komgold's 

meeting Hanslick as Korngold's account that Hanslick's attention was brought 

to him by an article he had written defending Hanslick's friend Brahms.36 

5. INTRODUCTION TO HANSLICK 
Hanslick was Arts Editor of the Neue Freie Presse: 

.... das fiihrende, tonangebende Weltblatt, Zeitung des gebildeten 

Biirgertums, der guten Gesellschaft, der hohen Beamtenwelt, der 

leitenden Gewalten einer groBen Monarchie. Ohne Neue Freie Presse 

sei in Osterreich nicht zu regieren, entfuhr manchmal dem bedachtigen 

Munde eines Staatsmannes. Man konnte aber auch ohne ihr stiitzendes 

Wort nicht gut im Opemtheater, im Konzert, im gesamten Kunstleben 

regieren. Neben dem politischen und wirtschaftlichen Teil hatten 

insbesondere Feuilleton, Theater- und Musikkritik ihr Niveau 

bewahrt. "3 7 

Although much has been made of the influence exerted by the representatives of 

powerful organs such as the Neue Freie Presse, this influence could not impede 

the dissemination of the works of major figures in the world of music. 

Hanslick could no more prevent Wagner's voice from being heard than 

Komgold Schonberg'~. Style, rather than content, exerted a more pervasive 

influence on the readership, if only because the readership, as Komgold's 

assessment implies, were themselves cultivated, au fait with international trends 

(the major European newspapers were available to read in the better 

coffeehouses), multilingual, and classically educated.38 Hanslick and 

Beckmesser had, like Wagner, a subtle sense of ironic humour in common, no 

more. Hanslick had no need to tilt at windmills; his style was that of eloquent 

persuasion rather than savage polemic.39 S. McColl40 has also helped to reem 

J6Endler, Franz, op. cit. 20 f. 
nJKM 78. 
J8q.v. for further references to the Neue Freie Presse and Hanslick. 
39 cf. quotation in section 2.10, relating to Speidel. 
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the critic's reputation, identifying Hanslick's perSOi:lal attributes as including 

loyalty to friends,41 a sunny disposition42
, a "hedonistic conception of art" 

despite the "admonishing conscience" of Vom Musikalisch-Schonen, 43 and a 

masterly feuilletonist. 44 

60 

According to Julius Komgold, his introduction to Hanslick and subsequent 

assuming ofHanslick's position at theNeue Freie Presse was less the result of 

personal introduction than the result of his enterprise and diligence as a part

time music critic for the Tagesbote in Brunn, the fruits ofwhich came to 

Hanslick's notice as the result of an article Julius had written in defence of 

Brahms45
, whom Julius subsequently met in Vienna. Hanslick does not appear 

to have influenced Julius in his aesthetic judgement - for example, Julius 

admired and appreciated Wagner's works - and the older critic cannot have had 

much direct influence on Erich's development. For although Julius and 

Hanslick became firm friends, Julius was accustomed to visited Hanslick rather 

thmi vice-versa,46 and Hanslick died in 1904, when Erich had just turned seven. 

What is undoubtedly important as concerns Erich's environment is that by 

Julius' assumption ofHanslick's position with the 1Veue Freie Presse the critic 

gained access to all the new compositions, the premieres, the festivals, and 

contacts with international composers and conductors - for contacts were 

unmistakably made, despite all Julius' efforts to maintain an objective distance, 

in accordance with his credo "Kiinstlerschaft nur <lurch sich selbst, nicht <lurch 

ihre Trager aufmich wirken zu Iassen.')47 

6. JULIUS KORN GOLD AND MAHLER 
Of those contacts, Mahler stands in most direct relationship to Erich Wolfgang 

Korngold, for it was Mahler who suggested Zemlinsky as a teacher when Julius 

Komgold brought his son to play for him. In his memoirs, the critic marks 

40 
McColl, Sandra. "To bury Hanslick or to praise him? The obituaries of August 1904". In: 

Musicology Australia, (XVIII 1995) 39-52. 
41 

Dr. McColl cites Kalbeck, J. Komgold, H. von Friedlander-Abel, and Adler. See: ibid., 39. 
42 loc. cit. 
43 

ibid., 40. The words stem from Julius Korngold's obituary of Hanslick, in the Neue Freie Presse, 
8th August, 1904. 
44 

ibid. 41 f., citing the opinions of Kauders, Friedlander-Abel, Robert, Korngold, Kalbeck, Adler 
and Graf. 
45 

An English translation of Hanslick's letter of commendation to Julius Korngold is quoted i11 B. 
Carroll (op. cit.[The Last Prodigy])) 25. 
46JKM 87. 
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himself as a restrained champion of the maligned composer " ... dem ich 

keineswegs bedingungslos Gefolgschaft leistete",48 but there is a clear 

resonance between the two figures throughout the memoirs, possibly because 

Julius Komgold' s own passionate dedication to perfection was mirrored by 

Mahler, in a city where ''Man hatte hier stets einen gemiitlichen und zartlichen 

B P . "49 Flirt mit der Kunst der verzehrenden gro en ass10n vorgezogen . 

61 

Meetings, initially at Hanslick's behest, were infrequent until Mahler, who did 

not shy from contact with "the dogs"50 wrote to express appreciation of Julius 

Komgold's recension of his Fifth symphony. The Mahler biographer Henry

Louis de la Grang_e quoted Julius Komgold's memoirs in recounting their 

correspondence regarding Mahler's Sixth synphony, adding in a footnote that 

Julius' grandson (Ernst or George) had informed him that Mahler's letters to the 

critic had disappeared during World War Two.51 Regular visits to each other's 

summer residences and a visit to the 1906 Salzburg Festival nurtured the 

relationship, a5 well as the visit to Munich for the premiere of Mahler's Eighth 

symphony in Munich in 1910. Julius Komgold's article urging the Viennese 

public to rally to Mahler's support following his resignation as Opera Director 

testifies to the music critic's respect for the qualities Ma111er brought to the 

position. 

Berndt W. Wessling52 infers that Julius Komgold wished for Mahler to perform 

Komgold's works with the Wiener Philharmoniker, and was angered at 

Mahler's opinion that his son was still too young, citing Bruno Walter as 

commenting "Wie die Konigin der Nacht: der Holle Rache kocht in meinem 

Herzen!". Wessling claims that Julius Komgold was an enemy of Mahler. 

This is not consistent with published material. Elisabeth Schuschitz53 quotes 

Bruno Walter's memoirs Thema und Variationen which confirm that at the end 

of the Mahler epoch "Unter der groBen Zeitungen hielt nur die Neue Freie 

47JKM 107. 
48JKM ! 06 
49JKM 104. 
50Mahler's letter to Bruno Walter, written in 1897, is quoted in Endler, Franz, 

op. cit. I 05 f. , . . . , . 
01Grange, Henry~Louis de Ia. Gustav Mahler; Chronique dune_ vie. m the section Mahler a Vzenne 
XXil (mai-aoiit 1906). · 
51Wessling, Berndt. Gustav Mahler, ein prophetisches Leben. (Hoffmann und Campe. Hamburg, 

I 974). .. . . 
HSchuschitz, Elisabeth. Die Wiener Kritik in der Ara Gustav Mahler 1897 bis 1907. (V1enna 
University, 1978. Phil. Diss) 161-167, and 179. 
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Presse zu ibm? deren erster Kritiker, Dr Julius Kon1goldi der leidenschaftliche 

Kampfer gegen die Atonalen, fiir ihn mit Beredsamkeit und Uberzeugungskraft 

stritt", although Walter omits to mention the articles supporting Mahler in the 

Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung of22.05.1907, signed p. and David Bach's attacks 

on scurrilous gossip elements in the press, which appeared in the Arbeiter

Zeitung on 18.1.1907 and 07.06.1907. Walter also cites Richard Specht as 

the only other person who was loyal to Mahler. Alma Mahler-Werfel wrote of 

Julius Komgold as "Musikkritiker und Freund".54 Mah!er also invited Julius 

and Erich Korngold to the rehearsals and first performance of.the Symphony 

No. 8 in Munich during September 1910. 

The evidence make is c!ear that even though Julius Korngold, in accordance 

with his dictum of strict impartiality, did not hesitate to criticise Mahler when he 

considered it was appropriate, the critic was incensed by the circumstances 

which led to Mahler's resignation. In the 1Veue Freie Presse of 22.05.1907 

Korngold had already written that Mahler had already expressed his wish to 

relinquish his position following his unsuccessful attempt to procure 

performance of Salome.55 Korngold's article in theNeue Freie Presse on 

04.06.1907 villifies Wessling's assertions. The critic counters speculation that 

Mahler's resignation was forced upon him56 and argues his view that Mahler's 

act had a subjective rather than an objective reason. 51 As evidence for the lack 

of external reasons for Mahler's action Korngold lists the areas in which the 

Hofoperdorektor had come under criticism and provides evidence to discount 

them one by one. In this case he is clearly referring to Heinrich Reinhardt's 

article "Iviahlerfama" which appear~d in theNeues Wiener Journal on 20.1.1907, 

and again (unsigned) on 28.4.1907. Komgold asserts that the so-called 

personnel 'crises' are to be found in every opera house, he implies that the 

standards of productions such as the Mozart- and Wagner-cycles, Fidelio, and 

Iphigenie auf Au/is would be impossible to achieve under conditions of crisis· 
' 

;:Mahler-~erfel'. Alma. Mein.Leben. (Fische;. Frankfurt a. M., 1992) 43. 
Schu~ch1tz, Elisabeth, op. czt. 166. Schusch1tz (op. cit. 180) affinns that Komgold's viewpoint 

was reinforced by a statement by Alma Mahler, a letter of Alfred Roller to his wife and a statement 
of Mahler's to Bernard Scharlitt in 1906. 
56E~amples of this speculation occur in the Neues Wiener Journal, 23.5. I 907> expressed in more 
equivocal terms on 04.06.1907, also in die Reichspost, 26.05.1907, 30.05.1907, and 05.06.1907. 
See: Schuschitz, Elisabeth, op. cit. 171 ff. 
57This was confinned by an interview Mahler gave in the Neuer Wiener Tagblatt (05.06.1907) 
quoted in Schuschitz, Elisabeth, op. cit. 177 f. ' 
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the only reason for a decrease in audience numbers was an increase in ticket 

prices, beyond Mahler's control; a purported budget deficit was nonexistent; 

the number of planned Erstauffuhrungen, four for the 1907-8 season, 

represented a satisfactory proportion in view of the fact that the available choice 

was sparse in a "unglaublich sterilen Zeit", and the established operas lacking 

frmn the repertoire were planned for that season. He denounces Reinhardt's 

assertion that the orchestra has been 'damaged', asserting that it stands at a 

peak; cites twenty singers engaged at the Hofoper, all imbued with Mahler's 
~ 

spirit, and, citing an Italian journalist, Komgold reiterate:s Mahler's high 

standing in the eyes of the inte1national musical community. 

Korngold's final sentence, namely "Der Tag bleibt nicht aus, wo die 'Ara 

~·fahler'· einhellig in ihrer Bedeutung erkannt werden und wie eine wunderbare 

Legend,'.'! vo11 glanzenden Tagen des Hofoperr1theaters anmuten wird." reaffirms 

that \\,\~6s1ing' s assertions, including those that Korngold believed Mahler had 

destroyed the ensemble and that he did not support Austrian composers, may be 

based ,on inadequate or biased source material. 

Korngold was not alone in his support of Mahler. Despite Korngold's conflicts 

with fellow-cdtic Max Graf, the two opponents shared an adherence to the pro

Mahler camp. In this connection, Graf criticises Vienna's cultural decadence as 

an obstacle with which Mahler had to contend. Two extracts are cited, the first 

is a retrm.'.pective produced for the occasion of the reopening of the Wiener 

Staatsoperin 1955: 

In den Kampf zwischen Wien und Gustav Mahler, zwischen den 

anmutigen und sinnenfreudigen, aber geistig nicht hochstrebenden, <las 

mittlere Leben geschmackvoll genillenden Stadt und dem damonischen 

Musiker mit der gewaltigen geistigen Energie, der inneren Unruhe, dem 

gespannten Nerv, war Gustav Mahler unterlegen.58 

This quote, with the mellowness and hindsight of maturity, is in juxtaposition to 

Graf's viewpoint in 1900, in another defence of Mahler's artistic policies of 

5&Graf, Max. Die Wiener Oper. (Humboldt-Verlag. Vienna-Frankfurt 1955) 98. 

UE!iU&Y.& ........ 
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renewal and integrity to fundamental artistic ideals as Artistic Director of the 

Hofoper. 

64 

Nirgendwo ist die geistige Energie eo schwach ausgebildet, wie in 

Wien. Die sogenannten Wienerischen Tugenden sind nichts als schone 

und liebenswiirdige Verklarungen dieser geistigen Tragheiten. Das 

einzige Gebiet, auf welchem der '\Viener Geist schopferisch geworden 

ist - der Wiener Walzer- ist das der musikalisch veredelten 

Philistergemiitlichkeit. .. 59 

It foreshadows Graf's later standpoint as a champion of 'modernistic' 

composers such as Schreker and Schonberg. This divergence of artistic 

viewpoint between the two eminent critics would have been one of the factors 

which fuelled the emnity which Julius Korngold felt existed between them. 

Komgold felt so strongly about this conflict that he never mentions Graf' s name 

directly in the memoirs, referring to him only as 'Iago'. 60 

7(i JULIUS KORNGOLDAS CRITIC 
The corpus ofliterature and commentary dealing with Erich Komgold's career 

predominantly connects that career with the position of his father, This is as 

true of contemporaneous literature as it was retrospectively. Nowhere is this 

more apparent than in the Julius Komgold memoirs, as he devotes a substantial 

portion, and indeed the most emotionally charged portion, of his writing to this 

very topic. To understand the processes which determined the dynamics of the 

Komgold household in relation to Julius Korngold 's professional life is to gain 

awareness of his methodology, his attitude to the artists whose works he 

criticised, and his relations with his fellow colleagues, allies and opponents in 

the circle of Viennese recensionists. 

59Graf, Max. Wagner-Probleme und andere Studien. (Wien 1900) 122 f. Quoted in: Muller, Karl
Josef. Mahler: Leben-Werke-Dokumente. (Schott. Mainz, I 988) 199 f. 
60JKM 72 f., 144 f., 151, 159, 185, 238, 295, 308, 350, and 386 f. 
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7.1 JULIUS K.ORNGOLD'S CRITICAL 

METHOD 

65 

Ludwig Speidel, drama critic of the Neue Freie Presse, and contemporary of 

Hanslick, is credited with having stated that "Die Kritik ist die scharfe Magd der 

Produktion". The word Produktion, more closely associated with the world of 

industry than the world of art, is nevertheless relevant in the context of a 

sophisticated, industrialised society requiring a continual source of renewable, 

recyclable stimulus as the by-product of the pritnary resource - the performance. 

In the hundred years which has elapsed since Korngold' s entry into jourr1alism 

the fundamental aspects of this requirement have not changed, but the sheer 

quantity of available information and the multiplicity of dissemination media 

have certainly changed. This increase in quantity and the corresponding 

contemporary taste for 'byte-sized information packages' is reflected in the 

difference in methodology between Julius Korngold and his successors 

exercising their profession in the 'info-technological' society. 

A study of the Neue Freie Presse 'of the time confirms that Korngold was but 

one of a range of Feuilleton contributors on a variety of subjects. He should be 

viewed, not as a modem-day journalist tied to 'daily deadlines', but rather as 

someone who was pennitted to engage in thorough preparation of his themes. 

The result, to be sure, was a body of text far more voluminous and 

comprehensive than that which is commonly read in present-day newspapers. 

Franz Endler has described Komgold's method in detail, taking Giordano's 

Andrea Chenier as an example, and noting Korngold's meticulous research into 

histodcal sources (both political and literary) and his drawing on his earlier 

writing in order to delineate the development of the composer and librettist and 

their relationship to other exponents of the 'verismo' style.61 

B. Carroll62 recounts Julius Komgold's visit to Paris in 1900 and his 

subsequent "pungent, shrewdly observed, succinclty witty invective against the 

Impressionists", a well as his "caustic appraisal of Charpentier's 'Louise"'. 

61 Endler, Franz, op. Cit. 88 ff. 
62 B. Carroll op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 26. 
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Julius Komgold relished the company of the typesetters in the printing room of 

the Neue Freie Presse, where, conscious of his ''iiblen Handschrift", he would 

revise and correct printing errors until late in the night. 63 

This information supports Luzi Komgold's opinion that his activities as a music 

critic and his legal practice hindered him from frequent co~tact with his family. 64 

However, his office was his home rather than the newsp~per building as far as 

his writing was concerned and it is to be assumed that the ramifications of this -

reference works, music, notes and drafts on Julius Komgold's writing desk, 

for example, as well as telephone calls to and from the house overheard - would 

have had at least some impact on Erich. 

7.2 DICHOTOMY OF JK'S LEGAL 

MIND/PASSION FOR MUSIC 

Speidel's definition "Die Kritik ist die scharfe Magd der Produktion", whilst 

emphasising the symbiosis between creativity and the reaction its manifestation 

produces, also draws attention to the role of the critic as a link in the chain of 

communication between artist and public. The very continuing existence of a 

product produced a corresponding need for its continual servicing, just as 

primary industry generates 'service' industry (Magdbeingunde.rstood in its 

sense of serving-maid), whilst the exegesis of the word 'scharf' co1.1ld imply 

acrimony or desire for release, encapsulating the dichotomous forces motivating 

the intellectual and e1notional response to an artistic stimulus. 

The rigour of Julius Korngold' s legal mind tempering a tempestuous passion 

for music and literature is not only a Leitmotiv throughout the memoirs, but is 

the basis for numerous ambivalent stances which illustrate the dichotomies 

inherent in Speidel's epigram. 

63JKM 83. 
(i

4Korngold, Luzi. op. cit. l 0. 
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Komgold's legal training~' ... hat <las Rechtsgefiihl des Kunstrichters gestarkt, 

die logische Kraft in der Darstellung gescharft". 65 

67 

Thus he condemned the opulence of "fettgedruclcte Musikfestlichkeit;; (referring 

in this case to Bayreuth), opining that "das Festliche sollte aus den inneren 

Kraften flieBen, nicht aus absichtsvoller Aufinachung",66 

and although he was active as a music critic for at le~st fifty years, he only 

pursued the "despotischen Drangen" of that calling with "Hemmungen und 

Unlust",67recognising that a music critic oftheNeiie Freie Presse "hatte sofort 

alle andem gegen sich".68 

7.3 RELATIONSHIPS WITH PERFORMING 

ARTISTS 
These 'Hemmungen' manifested themselves in a natural reluctance to consort 

with performing artists '\rm Nebenvorstellungen keinen EinfluB aufmein Urteil 

ei&"llraumenn.69 The mm:t pointed instance of this is Korngold's relationship to 

the concert pianist Moritz Rosenthal (1862-1946), delineated in the memoirs 

pp. 182-186, where Korngold implies that the failed attempts of the pianist to 

secure proximity to the critic and his sense of being unfavourably compared to 

his rival Artur Schnabel led to his being involved with the affair whereby a 

tendentious letter ofHirschfeld's, allegedly copied by Graf,
70

was leaked to the 

press.71 

Although this letter (of January 41
\ 1911), supposedly in the name of the 

Vereinigung Wiener Musikreferenten, was later withdrawn by that body 

(January 23rd, 1912), the ramifications were to plague Komgold for years after, 

until a court case involving the pianist in 1922 caused Karpath, by then 

6\!KM 43. 
66ibid. 4 7. 
61ibid. 48. 
6&ibid. 60. 
69ibid. 55. 
70No proof exists for this theft. See Endler, Franz. op. cit. 141. 
11JKM 146 f. 
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chairman of the Vereinigung, to formulate a statement, reproduced in the 

memoirs, 72intended to clarify and resolve the issue definitively. 

68 

Julius Komgold's policy did not totally prevent visits of such artists, especially 

in later years, when Erich had married and moved from Theobaldgasse to 

StemwartestraBe, 73 and certainly permitted contact with conductors, including 

conductors such as Mahler in his later years - although Bruno Walter, who was 

admired by the Komgolds, reports that he had no personal contact with them 

although he lived in the same appartment block. There was also contact with 

composers such as Goldmark and Puccini, who was introduced to the family by 

the Neue Freie Presse Paris coffespondent Max Nordau. Franz Endler, in the 

course of evaluating what degree of :freedom Korngold was permitted by Neue 

Freie Presse 's proprietors Bacher and Benedikt, affirms the newspaper's 

interest in maintaining contact with important public figures such as the 

philanthropist and co-founder of the music collection of the Wiener Stadt- und 

Landesbibliothek Nikolaus von Dumba, as well as representatives of the court. 

When Moritz Benedikt's son Ernst assumed the ownership of the newspaper, 

he encouraged his friend and employee Julius Komgold to forge links with 

"bedeutenden Kunstlern" including Weingartner. 74 

Notwithstanding, Korngold's ''zuriickhaltendes Wesen"75did not confonn well 

to the "lastige Zwang zur Gesellschaftung"76or "das schwatzsiichtige, mit seinen 

Gesinnungen, Urteilen, Einfliisterungen und Verbindungen auch geme militant 

eingreifende Intellektuellencafe jener Zeit"77 in Vienna, the "Stadt der alle 

Kunstfragen inf, Personliche wendenden Parteiungen, des Tratsches und der 

Legenden". 78 

12 /oc. cit. 
73 The soprano Maria Jeritza, for example, was a frequent visitor, according to a neighbour, Mrs 
Angelina Danilowatz who provided infonnation in a personal interview in Vienna, October 1994. 
However, this would have been more likely a visit to Erich rather than to his father, and would 
probably have involved rehearsals as well as social visits. 
74Endler, Franz, op. cit. 104. 
75JKM 54. 
16lbid. 4 7. 
77ibi& 67. 
18ibid. 76. 
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7. 4 JULIUS KORN GOLD AND HIS 

COLLEAGUES IN VIENNA 

69 

It is important to consider which personalities were predominant in the 

journalistic world of the time and their relationship to Julius Komgold (and vice 

versa), as the the legacy of the nineteenth century, epltomised by the Bruckner

Wagner/Brahms controversies, continued into the twentieth, and the two 

opposing schools, namely the analytical - balancing and ·spontaneous

journalistic became polarised, even to the point of differing parties :frequenting 

different cafehouses. 79 

Even Julius Komgold, as balanced and as meticulous in his impartiality as he 

claims to be, cannot transcend the bounds of his own making. Franz Endler, in 

the course of depicting the extent to which critics of the time were willing to go 

in order to assert their opinions, even to the extent of litigation, describes t.1ie 

numerous critic-lawyers, " .... eine 6sterreichlsche Spezialitat, auf die nur selten 

hingewiesen wird.", naming Komgold, Hanslick, Carl Deboris van Bryck 

(1828~1902), August \Vilhelm Ambros (1816-1876), Max Graf (1873-1958), 

and Ho:frat Heimann Ulrich (born 1888). 80 

Endler affirms the discrepancy between Julius Komgold's assertion that he 

attempted to preserve his "Amtsmienen in controversial concerts, and the 

accounts told to him (Endler) by contemporaries ofKomgold as a "stets heftig 

reagierenden und seine Meinung unmiBverstandlich kundtuenden Kritiker". 81 

It is thus crucial to the understanding of the unfolding of Erich's early progress 

to gain a broad perspective of bis and his father:.s critical Umfeld, the polarity of 

which could not fail to impinge on Erich's youthful spirit. Julius' accounts of 

his relationship with and attitude to his employers Eduard Bacher ( died 1908) 

and Moritz Benedikt (1849-1920), his colleagues at theNeue Freie Presse and 

---------·-•·•--
70In relation to points of coru::,, ~ between artists, Endler encompasses publishers, concert agencies, 
and interpreters. See Endler, Franz, op. cit, 56. 
80Endler, Franz; op. cit. 85. Even the composer Julius Bittner had a legal background. 
81 Endler, Franz, op. cit. 80, 
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his colleagues and opponents in Viennese journalistic circles iIIuminate his own 

character, as an individual, and as a member of that society. 

The Neue Freie Presse, a journal comparable to The Times or Le Temps82by 

dint of its status as the organ ofthe cultivated upper middle classes, the 'opinion 

leaders'83 attracted leading literacy figures to its columns, including exponents of 

the Jung-Wien school (von Hofi:nannsthal, Zweig~ Felix Salten, Raoul 

Auemb.dmer, and Schnitzler, whose Leutnant Gust! was first published in the 

newspaper in Christmas 1900.84 

Even Karl Kraus, later to become one of the leaders of partis~ opinion 

opposing the Neue Freie Presse, was offered the successorship to Daniel 

fu2itzer's "Wiener Spaziergange" column.85 

7. 5 HANSLICK AND JULIUS KOil~GOLD 

Hanslick' s musical preeminence was not only by dint of his regular appearances 

in the newspaper, nor even by the work on aesthetics Vom musikalisch 

Schonem, 86 but also with his professorship in Music History and Aesthetics 

(from 1861) and his participation in committees and musical juries, not only in 

Austria but also in other countries. The very closeness to which the relationship 

of Hanslick and Julius Korngold developed87 and the enviable position to which 

Korngold succeeded, coupled with the already legendary polarising effect of 

Hanslick's aesthetic philosophy and his juristic style, emulated (as a matter of 

natural inclination) by Korngold, could not fail to place the latter in a vulnerable 

position and the target for all_manner of polemical attacks, even though his 

attitude to Wagner was more positive and he demonstrated a more favourable 

attitude than Hanslick towards contemporary music ( especially the French 

school, having attended the Festival in Paris as a young man), drawing the line 

u According to Stefan Zweig, quoted in Endler, Franz, op. cit. 44 f. 
8}Endler, Franz, op. cit. 41. 
84 ibid. 42. 
85/oc. cit. 
86Hennann von Helmholtz epitomised the underlying philosophy of that work as attacking the 
exaggerated sentimentality predominant in musical theorising and replacing it with a system of 
evaluation based on the movement of a melodic line. See: Endler, Franz. op. cit. 42 f. 
87Hanslick bequeathed to him hi~ collection of notes and his widow entrusted Komgold with the sale 
of his correspondence. See Endler, Franz. op. cit. 25. 
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at atonal and serial music. As Moritz Benedikt's strict policy was for his staff 

not to enter int0 polemical debate, Korngold had less opportunity to express 

himself polemically in his columns, or to defend himself against attacks, than 

contributors to other joun1als, such and the Neues Wiener Journal, or Die 

Fackel. 

On the subject of the control which newspaper employers exercised over their 

contributors, Endler comments that nowadays the majority of Viennese critics, 

assuming a contiguous editorial role, are by dint of.this function compelled to 

supply their readers with a body of daily 'news~ and opines that this 

paradoxically places a degree of restriction on their independence. 88 

7.6 OTHEJR. COLLEAGUES OF JULIUS 

KOR~NGOLD 

71 

In his memoirs, Julius Korngold devotes space to descriptions and appraisals of 

bis critic colleagues. Some, however, notably the contributer to the Arbeiter

Zeitung Dr David Bach are pointedly omitted, despite their importance to the 

Viennese musical enviromnent and, as Elisabeth Schuschitz affirms, their 

shared pro-Mahler standpoint. 89 

Others, such as Ernst Decsey, whilst remaining on cordial terms, are not active 

in Vienna and thus only mentioned in a particular context. The following 

paragraphs serve as an amplification of the Korngold text. 

7.6.1 RICHARD BATKA 
( 1868-1922) was~ with Richard Specht, co-editor of the music journal Der 

Merker. During an especially arranged 'Merker-Abend' Erich's Trio op. 1 

was first perfom1ed on 11 th December, 191 0. 90 

7.6.2 ERNST (HEINRICH FRANZ) DECSEY 

was born in Hamburg on 13.4.1870 and died in Vienna on 12.3.1941. After 

obtaining a doctorate in Law at the University of Vienna he enrolled at the 

88 Endler, Franz, op cit. 102. 
89Schuschitz, Elisabeth. op. cit. 81. 
90JKM 144. 
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Neues Konservatorium and was a pupil ofW. Schenner (piano), and Anton 

Bruckner and the two Fuchs brothers ( composition). In 1899 he was engaged at 

the Grazer 1agespost as Musikreferent, becoming its chief editor in 1908. In 

1906 his biography of Hugo Wolf was published in Berlin by Schuster und 

Loffler. Andreas Liess wrote of him: "Decsey war ein glanzender Feuilletonist 

im besten Sinne des Wortes und echt Wiener Stils. Klares musikalisches Urteil 

und starke Suggestionskraft des Wortes, Wissenschaftlichkeit und dichterische 
' 

Begabung paarten sich. So teilt sich sein Schaffenjenseits des kritischen 

Werkes auch aufErzahlung, Roman, Biographie und Theaterstiick auf''.91 

Decsey was the librettist ofKomgold's opera Die Kathrin. 

7.6.3 MAX GRAF (1873-1958) 

supported modem composers, such as Schonberg and Franz Schmidt92 and 

wrote for the Wiener allgemeine Zeitung, as well as being a professor of music 

history and aesthetics. E. Schuschitz desc-ribes Graf as a contributor to the 

Neues Wiener Journal, quoting Paupie's description of the journal as a 

"modemes Konversationsblatt" with "viel Tratsch hinter den Kulissen" -

exemplified by the 'gossip column' "hinter den Coulissen". Graf's successor 

from autumn 1906 was the notoriously anti-Mahler fanatic Heinrich Reinhardt, 

not mentioned in the Komgold memoirs, and from 1907 Dr Elsa Bienefeld, 

who corresponded with the Komgolds and who tempered the publication's 

stance with an article in honour ofMahler published on 19.5.1911, which 

included the statement "Als Mahler von der Hofoper schied, gab er damit mehr 

auf als eine Stellung. Sein Verlust war eine Kulturtragodie. " 93 

After World War Two, Graf wrote for the Weltpresse (the publication of the 

British occupying forces in Austria) and led a seminar in music criticism at the 

Musikakademie, now the Hochschule far Musik und darstellende Kunst. 

Komgold's pointedly refusing to mention his name in the memoirs except as 

91 Suppan, Wolfgang. Steirisches Musiklexikon. (Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt. Graz 
1962-66). 
92Wagner, Manfred. Geschichte der Osterreichischen Musikkritik in Beispielen, (Hans Schneider. 
Tutzing, 1979) 23 f. See also JKM 72 f. 
93 Schuschitz; Elisabeth, op. cit. 28 f. and 147. 
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'Iago', and on one occasion 'mein Todfeind',94exemplifies the Graf-Hirschfeld 

anti-Komgold clique, the manifestations of which were Giaf's tendentious 

assertions that Julius Komgold had urged Weingartner to accept 

Der Sclmeemann for perfonnance95 and that that he had tempered his hitherto 

critical attitude to the conductor Franz Schalk after the conductor's performance 

of the ballet-pantomime. 96 

This, added to recensions of the Trio op. I "gewi.irzt'mit personlichen 

Ausfallen"97led to Komgold's resignation from the~ Vereinigung Wiener 

Musikreferenten and the subsequent 'scandal' over Graf.s purportedly having 

copied and disseminated a calumnious letter resulting from this incident.98 

7.6.4 RICHARD HEUBERGER 

was born on 18th June, 1850 in Graz and died on 28th October, 1914 in Vienna. 

After studying to be an engineer, Heuberger was appointed director of the 

Wiener akademischer Gesangsverein and from 1878 he became conductor of the 

Wiener Singakademie. His first critical activitiy was with the Wiener Tagblatt 

before transferring to the Neue Freie Presse in 1896. From 1902 Heuberger 

assumed a teaching position at the Vienna Conservatorium. Prior to the success 

of his operettaDer Opernball, premiered in Vienna on 5.1.1898, he had 

composed a number of serious works, including four operas and the ballets 

Rubezahl and Struwivelpeter. Julius Jomgold describes his associate as being 

a "lebhafte, arbeitsfreudige, ehrgeizige Mann, zweifellos ebenso als Komponist 

begabt, wie als flotter, witziger Musikkritiker".99 Heuberger, however, saw 

himself as Hanslick's successor. Elisabeth Schuschitz affirms the critic's anti

Wagner and anti-Bruclmer tendency. 100 

Franz Endler comments that his opposing views on Mahler would not have 

endeared him to that critic nor to the Neue Freie Presse and quotes Hanslick's 

recension of Stntwwelpeter and Der Opernball to demonstrate that Hanslick was 

94JKM 159. 
95 ibid. I 44. 
96 Endler, Franz, op. cit. 38 f. 
97JKM 145. 
98 ibid. 145 f. 
99ibid. 64-66. 
100Schuschitz, Elisabeth. op. cit. 25. 
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not enamoured of the music (although, with a balance of judgement typical of 

Hanslick, the critic admits that it is music which pleases the public).101 

74 

Heuberger left theNeue Freie Presse in 1902102
, devoting himself first to the 

Konservatorium, although he continued to write recensions after 1904. Endler 

pays tribute to his credentials a composer and teacher, and judges his recensions 

to be "stilistisch einwand:frei".103 

. 
7.6.5 ROBERT HIRSCHFELD (1857-1914) 

was first a contributor to Die Presse, then the government organ Wiener 

Zeitung (which normally published its arts reports in its publication Wiener 

Abendpost), followed by the }leues Wiener Tagblatt. In 1885 he published an. 

article against the "Kritisches Verfahren Eduard Hanslicks", 104ostensibly as a 

reaction to Hanslick's gentle dissaproval of his musical allegiance, 
105 

and also 

wrote pejoratively of operas such as Tosca and Der Rosenkavalier. Franz 

Endler106juxtaposes Hanslick's theory of the "Sterblichkeit der Musik" against 

Hirschfeld's championing of, and arranging of, older (i.e. pre-Bach) music. 

Hirschfeld was conscious of the role of press in influencing Kultu,politik and 

used adverse criticism of Mahler as a tactical weapon to counteract what he saw 

as unequivocal hero-worship. His style tended towards polemy cutting in 

style, as exemplified by this critique of his colleague Heuberger's ballet 

Struwwelpeter: 

Richard Heuberger, der Kritiker, stellt gem die 'ideale Forderunt. Da 

ist ihm selbst Bruckner nicht geistlich genug, da weiB er von 

Wagner' schem Schwulst zu erzahlen, da wittert er in Bayreuth materielle 

Regungen, da mochte er seine Collegen immer hoher treiben, zu einem 

groJ3en, groJ3en Ziele; iiberall vermiBt er Idealismus; er will alles 

furchtbar emst und furchtbar rein um sich sehen. Nur sich selbst 

belastet ermit idealen Forderungen nicht. Seinen Talenten gibt er den 

101Endler, Franz, op. cit. 24 f. 
102 B. Carroll mentions August 1902. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 26. 
103Endler, Franz, op. cit. 70. 
104Hirschfeld, Robert. Das kritische Ve,:fahren Eduard Hansliclcs. (Lowit, Vienna, 1885). A copy 
resides in the 6sterreichische Nationabibliothek. (catalogue no. 48.332-B). 
105.TKM 68 
106End1er, Franz, op. cit. 70 f. 
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weitesten Spielraum, Raum zum Spielen .... Heuberger, der sehr 

verstandige Musiker, hat sich rasch einige Naivetat zurechtgemacht, er 

zwickt hannlos den berilhmtesten Componisten hiibsche Motiven ab, 

reiht Drei Viertel um Zwei Viertel und - seht einmal, da steht er 

75 

der ... nun, der gar nicht kurzweilige Stniwwelpeter ... 'Nein, diese 

Suppe mag ich nicht'. Das Tempo ist in dem Ballette auf dem 

Nullpunkt; die Erfindun:g sucht ihr Defizit bei anderen Componisten zu 

decken .... Man kann nicht zwei Herren, Brahms und HaBreiter, zugleich 

dienen. 107 

Richard Specht1 °8 and Alma Mahler109 cite Hirschfeld as leader of the anti

Mahler clique which met at the Cafe Imperial.110 Yet he was, at first, a 

supporter of Mahler. According to Alma Mahler, the turning-point came after 

October 1902, when Hirschfeld's adaptation of Mozart's Zaide met with little 

success and was deleted from the repertoire. 111 

Endler states that Max Graf was also a :frequenter of the Cafe Imperial after the 

demolition of Cafe Griensteidl.112 Komgold's assertion that the place operated 

as a base for attacks on him was therefore justified. 

Specht describes Hirschfeld as a man of "starke, wenn auch ausschlieBiich 

negativ-polemische Begabung". Julius Komgold1
13 

describe.", Hirschfeld's 

insatiable passion for seeking an object of attack; first Hanslick ( despite the 

latter's protection), then, mistakenly thinking Komgold was going to share 

Hanslick's opinion ofBruckner, changing tactics and discrediting Korngold's 

championship of Mahler. Komgold launches eloquent criticism at Hirschfeld's 

behaviour, which epitomised "" .. die immer mehr einreillende Unsitte 

gegenseitige Angriffe der Wiener Musikkritiker, nicht bloB sachlich 

polemischer, sondem personliche Angriffe, zumal seitens der minder Bekannten 

107Wiener Zeilung, 9. I. I 898, Quoted in: Schuschitz, Elisabeth. op. cit. 151 
'°8Specht, Richard. 'Mahlers Feinde'. In: Muslkbliitter des Anbruch. (Jg. 2, 1920, Nr. 7/8 Land 
2. Aprilheft,) 203. Quoted in Schuschitz, Elisabeth. op. cit. 181. 
109Letter from Alma Mahler to W. Mengelberg, 12.09.1906. Quoted in Schuschitz, E. Joe. cit. 
no The cafe was in the Imperial Hotel, Karntnerring 16. 
uiMiil1er, Karl-Josef. op. cit. 196 and 249. 
112Endler, Franz, op. cit. 61 
11~JKM 67-70. 
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gegen die Geltenden. Der Wiener kritische Haruspex lachte nicht, wenn er 

einen zweiten sah, er griff ihn an."114 

7.6.6 MAXKALBECK(ORIGINALLY: KARPELES) 

born in Breslau in 1850 and died in 1921, was a champion.of Brahms and anti

Bruckner, anti-Wal£ Hanslick secured a position for him at the Wiener 

Allgemeine Zeitung. In 1883 he transferred to Die Presse, then to the Neues 

Wiener Tagblatt, where he remained for the rest of his life. Korngold's 

relationship to hun improved steadily, possibly through their mutual persecution 

by the Hirschfeld-clique, and Kalbeck came to mean " .... der Mann mit der 

Kinderseele, der ewige Student mit einem fast altmodischen idealismus, der 

stets filr seine Meinungen gleichsam auf der Mensur stand. Dazu hatte er im 

damaligen Musik-Wien gar oft Gelegenheit, in der Stadt der alle Kunstfragen 

ins Personliche wendenden Parteiungen, des Tratsches und der Legenden". 115 

Not only was he a noted Brahms biographer and a contributor to the Neues 

Wiener Tagblatt: Kalbeck wrote a number of opera libretti and translated 

Verdi's Falstaff into German for its Viennese premiere in 1904 as well as a 

number of Mozart scores, including Don Giovanni. 116 

Endler depicts him as the " .... brillante Schriftsteller, der Dichter, der mitunter 

wild attackierende Geist bezeichnet, <lessen Personlichkeit nicht nur seine Leser 

in seinen Bann zog." and acknowledges his activity as a poet, polemicist 

against Wagner and Bayreuth, editor of the works of Daniel Spitzer, biographer 

of Brahms, opera librettist, and opera translator, ax11rl, after his retirement as a 

critic, a translator of the works of Horace. 117 

114ibid. 68 
llSibid. 76. 
11<%id. 77. 
117Endler, Franz, op. cit. 72 f. 
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7.6 .. 7 LUDWIGKARPATH 

wrote for the 1Veuer Wiener Tagblatt and the Wiener Abendpost. Initially a 

ivfahler supporter, a severe critique of Mahler's direction118 is one piece of 

evidence for Komgold 's assertion that Karpath turned against the 

Hofoperdirektor. Julius Komgold119 depicts Karpath as an ambitious 

autodidact who developed th!.! art of Beziehungen to such a pitch that he attained 

great distinction in his career, including being appointed Advisor ( Consulent) to 

the Bundestheater by Schalk and Strauss. His relationship with Komgold 

improved throughout their careers to the point when, as Obmann of the Wiener 

Musikreferentenvereinigung, he rendered valuable service to him in the matter 

of the onslaughts against the critic. Schuschitz describes Kalbeck and Karpath 

as "hauptsachlich Journalisten"120 

7.6.8 HEINRICH KRALIK (1887-1965) 

was successor to Kalbeck at the Neues Wiener Tagblatt. 

7.6.9 RICHARD SPECHT (1870-1932) 

was a biographer of Richard Strauss. See also Richard Batka. 

7.6.10 LUDWIG SPEIDEL: (1830-1906) 

was born in Ulm. He wrote for Wiener Zeitung, Das Vaterland, the Neue Freie 

Presse and other journals.121 

Julius Korngold describes the difference in outlook between Speidel and his 

erstwhile colleague Hanslick as being that of between " ... dem sein Deutsch mit 

dem Ho]znchnittmesser herausarbeitenden Schwaben und dem in Grazie und 

leichtem Flusse alle Ve!Wandschaft osterreichischen Geistes mit franzosischem 

enthfillenden Denken Hanslicks, auch wohl in der kritischen Jvlethode."122 

Speidel had also been a critic with the Fremdenblatt in 1897 and was, like 

118BiUme und Weft. (VI, 1903/4) 705-714. 
119JKM 70-72. 
120Schuschitz, Elisabeth, op. cit. 26. 
121Wagner, Manfred, op. cit. 12. 
122JKM 79. 
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Heuberger, one of Mahler's early supporters. 123 Franz Endler recognises 

Speidel' s 'brillanten Stil' and points out the discrepancy between his reputation 

for hasty judgements with little preparation and the statement by his colleagues 

at the Neue Freie Presse that he was a man of the 'slow pen'. 124 

123
Mu1ler, Karl-Josef; op. cit. 158 f. 

124
Endler, Franz, op. cit. 61 ff. 
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1. THE VIENNESE ENVIRONlVIENT INTO 
WHICH ERICH WAS BORN 

f;rich Wolfgang Komgold was born on May 29th
, 1897. Barely two months 

before, on April 3rd
, two events took place which, although they may not have 

influenced Erich's early development in a direct m~er, were important for the 

image and formation of Vienna as a cultural centre in the first part of the 

twentieth century. Johannes Brahms died, thus transferring his legacy to his 

students, disciples, and the institution of the Konservatorium, and the 

"Vereinigung bildender KGni::tler Osterreichs" came into bc-:-ing, better known as 

the Wiener Sezession , with its motto "Der Zeit ihre Kunst - der Kunst ihre 

Freiheit", and its openness to impressionism, symbolism, japanese art, 

woodcuts, the sculptures of Max Klinger, the paintings ofBocklin, Cezanne, 

Gauguin, Toulouse-Lautrec. Also in April Dr Karl Lueger, leader of the 

Christlirh-Sozialen Partei, was confirmed as Biirgermeister of Wien by the 

Kaiser. The Christlich-Soziale Partei., represented through its publication 

Reichspost, was anti-semitic in tendency, although not as much as the 

Deutschnationalen Partei led by Georg von Schonerer. 1 

Since 1890 Vienna had already incorporated a number of suburbs into its 

conurbation, making it the fourth largest city in Europe after London, Paris and 

Berlin. Lueger, the popular Burgermeister ( one of the Ringstrafie is named after 

him), apart from opening the Municipal Gasworks and introducing electrically 

driven trams to Vienna, encouraged an active building program (including 

building or renovating about 100 schools), characterised by public buildings of 

imposing, design. Vienna however still clung to the architectural aesthetic of 

fom1er years, with imitation being a concomitant, the most prominent examples 

being the public buildings on the Ringstraj3e, in 'neo-' style. Franz EncHer2 _ has 

affirmed that Julius Komgold's generation would have experienced the 

Ringstrafte architecture when it was 'modem', and cites the connection with the 

early nineteenth century through Speidel and Hanslick being associated with a 

1See article referring to Mahler's apointment as Kapellmeister in Vienna, 1897, quoted in: Millier, 
Karl-Josef, op. cit. 159, and 178 ff. 
2Endler, Franz. op. cit. 51. 

I 
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Karl Eduard Bauemschild ( 1801-187 5), who entertained living memories of 

Beethoven, Schubert and Salieri. 3 

Nearing the twn of the century, however, tastes had changed in a comparatively 

short space of time. The Sezession, through its publication Ver Sacrum, was 

particularly vociferous in its criticism of Vienna's retrospective aesthetic - Adolf 

Loos' article "Die Potemkin'sche Stadt",4in which he draws pruticular attention 

that the ornamentation on buildings is often not even the original stonework, but 

a cement imitation, is a typical example of the reaction to hi~ environment. 

Vienna adopted a Janus-like stance, with one glance backward.s to the 

Leichtfertigkeit epitomised by the recently-deceased Johann StrauB5 and Guido 

Adler's insightful yet conservative approach (influenced by his mentor 

Hanslick). On the other hand, Vienna was forced to come to terms with the 

literary rebels Schnitzler and his circle, and the novel, sparer scenic approaches 

of Roller at the Hqfoper, accompanied by Mahler's more incisive approach to 

score analysis. 

Julius Korngold characterized the Viennese style of those days as proceeding 

from: 

einern sicheren Verhaltnis zu den Klassikem aus, deren Schones klar, 

ohne Sentimentalitat und Schwere erfa.Bt, mit einer heiteren Liebe 

wiedergegeben und gemessen wird. Vielleicht mit einem Scherz auf den 

Lippen, aber mit Ehrfurcht im Herzen, mit g1iicklichstem Ausgleich 

zwischen Sinnlicbkeit und Gefiihl...",6 

and "Freude am sinnlich-schonen mit dem rechten Beisatz von Vergeistigkeit, 

Nachdenklichk:eit und Gemiitswarme".7 Significantly, the Viennese composer 

who exemplified that typus was Johann StrauB, whose legacy, kept alive by his 

widow Adele, influenced composers as far apart in their style and philosophy as 

Erich Komgold and Arnold Schonberg. 

3 loc. cit. 
4See Ver Sacrum, July 1898, quoted in Muller, Karl-Josef. op. cit. 152. 
5Straul3 died on June 3n\ 1899. 
6JKM 26. 
1ibid. 102. 
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2. THE KORN(}OLD FAMILY 

Before proceeding to Erich himself, two important members of his family must 

be considered - his mother Josefine, nee Witrofsky, and his "schwererziehbar"8 

older brother Han(n)s Robert (1892 - 1964). Here it is especially useful to refer 

to the parallel literature, especially Luzi Komgold' s and Brendan Carroll's 

biographies, as Julius himself devotes little space to the subject. Endler goes so 
' 

far as to com1nent that the uninitiated reader of the memoirs may be excused for 

presuming that Julius' family was comprised.merely of his wife and Erich.9 B. 

Carroll quotes Paul Elbogen (a friend ofKomgold) as stating that " .... the older 

boy was practically ignored .... yet.. .. he absolutely adored him [Erich] and was 

present at every perfom1ance of new works."10 

2.1 JOSEFINE KORNGOLD, NEE 
WITROWSKY 

Concerning Josefine, the major source of indicative information occurs early in 

the memoirs11 when Julius describes the "hiibsche, graziles, taufrisches, naiv 

und unverdorben ins Leben lachendes Geschopf', daughter of a businessman 

and friend of the family, whom he had encountered in the ballroom and at the 

skating-rink. Julius omits to mention dates, but hints that the relationship wi~s 

already on a. finn footing by his first year of"selbststandiger 

Rechtsanwaltschaft". He affirms her musical gifts and her temperament, which 

on one side indicated lightness and femininity, epitomised by her nickname by 

which she was known in Brunn -"Waldveilchen", and on the other an assertive 

spirit, causing Julius to comment "Derart gerieten zwei Temperamente, und sich 

oft heftig auBemde, aneinander". 12 Franz Endler submits the viewpoint that 

Josefine played a significant part in the furtherance of both Julius' and Erich's 

career, and hints at anecdotes prevailing in Vienna which point to a prevalence 

8Komgold, Luzi. op. cit. 9. 
9Endler, Franz. op. cit. 23. 
!()Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 27. 
11JKM 57. 
12/oc, cit. 
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of the couple to airing their views to one another in public13and making noisy 

entrances into a gathering. 14 

An illustrative anecdote, recounted by Marcel Prawy, 15 relates to a private 

rehearsal of Erich's Trio op.1 with Bruno Walter, 1unold Rose and Felix 

Buxbaum, when the parents disagreed over the correct tempo, but ordered their 

son to "kusch!" when he stated his opinion. Other examples of the "Frische" of 

the "munteren Wiener Frauchen" (Brahms' epithet) are a "keck" remark to 

Brahms at the Meiningen Festival of 1895, and a challenging "stigmatisierende . 
Charakteristik" to Max Graf during a concert on 23.1.1912, in defence of her 

husband. Julius pays tribute to her motherly instincts by mention of her breast

feeding Erich, and imparting to him her "heiteres Wesen", 16 emphasising 

perhaps that Julius thought of hnnself essentially as a pessimist. He insists that 

she did not treat him any differently to a child "der keine Sonaten geschrieben 

hatte" but seems to contradict himself by the assertion that Erich never walked 

the streets unaccompanied until embarking on military service at the age of 

twenty. 17 He notes her concern for Erich when she found him in unaccustomed 

tears while on holiday in 1907 or 1908 - he was anxious that his compositions 

may not have come up to his father's expectations;18 her journey to Frankfurt 

with Erich early in 1912, (during which GroBherzog Ernst Ludwig von Hessen 

suggested that she and her family consider moving to the new artists' colony in 

Dannstadt; a significant centre for Jugend,;;til practice and philosophy), and her 

good taste in clothing. 19 

Two photographs iii the published memoirs20depict a neatly-dressed smiling 

woman, whose rounded features have more in common with Erich's than his 

fathers more aquiline countenance. On the front cover of the book another 

photograph shows her in a more defensive posture, perhaps as the result of an 

unwelcome 'snapshot'. 

1.'Endler, Franz, op. cit. 22. 
14 ·b·d . 60 l l • op. ell. . 
15Lecture at the Hessisches Staatstheater, Darmstadt on 25.5.93 prior to the new Vivlanta 
production. 
16JKM, 119. 
17ibid. 126. 
18 ibi(i. I 25. 
19ibid. 225, 
20ibid. 174 and 335. 
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Luzi Komgold,21 after asserting that Julius Kon1gold's professional 

comn1itments left him with little time to devote to the cbildren1 depicts Erich's 

mother as "lebens- und untemehmungslustig" - further confinnation of her 

lively character - and states that she spent her mornings in outings to 

coffeehouses and her afternoons at tea with friends. Although Julius never 

mentions the role of his wife as a furth~rer of Erich's career, this social 

discourse must have played a significant role in the dfssemination of opinion 

and information, then as now. 

85 

Ernst Korn gold, 22 in answer to my question ·whether Josefina sang around the 

house and thus may hav,:. unwittingly contributed to Erich's musical awareness, 

confirms Luzi's statement that Josefina accompanied her husband to concerts 
,, 

and opera, adding that "Josefina sang :frequently because she attended all 

performances her husband attended and therefore knew everything by heart. 

But she did not have a trained voice". 

In a letter to Bernd Rachold 23dated 5th July, 1989, Frau Elisabeth Kallina 

describes her father, the lawyer Dr. Egon Witrofsky, brother of Josefina, as an 

outstanding pianist and musician. Because of this, he and Erich enjoyed an 

especially cordial relationship. "Erich hatte seinen 'Ouk.el Egon~ seln· geschatzt 

und geliebt". 

2. 2 HAN(N)S ROBERT KORN GOLD 

Of Erich's brother there is hardly mention at all. Bernd Rachold's footnote to 

the memoirs informs the reader that Han(n)s Robert Komgold, who emigrated 

with the family to America, became leader of a jazz-band.24 Julius, while 

indicating that his first-bon1 was five years older than Erich and was named 

after Schumann, the favourite composer of Julius' youth,25 omits Han(n)s' date 

of birth, and makes no reference to any form of musical education. It is left to 

B. Carroll's biography to supply the missing date: Han(n)s Robert was born on 

.i
1Korngold, Luzi, op. cit. 14 

21Korngold, Ernst, op. cit.(letter to author) 
23 Bernd Rachold (Hamburg). Komgold archivist and scholar. Director of the European bast: of the 
Korngold Society. 
24JKM,. 387. Bernd Rachold and Brendan Can-oll spell the name as Hanns; Julius and Ernst 

Komgold spell it Hans. 
25 ibid. I 18. 
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July 25th, 1892.26 Even more noteworthy is the lack of evidence of music

making between the two brothers. Ernst Komgold has confinned that Hans 

received no musical education, that he was "a difficult child to begin with who 

became, no doubt, •more difficult as his younger brother received so much 

parental attention", and alleges that aspects ofHan(n)s' behaviour later in life 
caused Julius to treat that behavious "with silence". With reference to the 

relationship between Erich and Han(n)s, Ernst Korngold a~s that Erich 

"supported Hans most of his life but otherwise just tolerated him" and provides 

no evidence that the two brothers played music together.21 

As far as Erich's musical upbringing is concerned, therefore, it appears that he 

must be considered as if he were an only child, 

3. ERICH WOLFGANG KORN GOLD: 
EARLIEST YEARS 

The first indication of Julius' interweaving of music into the fabric of his family 

life arose from the decision to name his first son Han(n)s Robert.
28 

Hans' 

famous younger brother, b01n on May 291
\ 1897 - according to Luzi Korngold 

in the Franzenglacis No. 1 in Briinn29 
- was named Erich by Josefine and 

Wolfgang by Julius, whereby the critic affirms that in naming his offspring so 

he had "so wenig irgendeine Vorbestimmung meiner Kinder zur musikalischen 

Laufbahn im Sinne, daB ich auch die ersten, deutlichen Anzeichen musikalischer 

Neigungen wenig beachtete",30 inferring possibly that he had been accused or 

thought he may be accused of selecting the name Wolfgang to imply an affinity 

with Mozart in order to draw attention to his son's early gifts. There is also an . 
element of contradiction in his assertion that he had no desire to exploit or force-

feed his son's talent - ''Nichts ware weniger nach meinem Geschmack gewesen, 

als ein Talentchen im Hause aufzupappeln" - and his ensuing description (after 

observing his three-year-old-son beating time with a spoon), of his duet-playing 

with five-year-old Erich who searches out notes from Don Giovanni and 

26 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 27. 
27Korngold, Ernst, op. cit. 
28Although Robert, in honour of Schumann, was Julius' choice, Josefina chose the name Hans. 
29Komgold, Luzi, op. cit. 9. 
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'tiefemst mit dem Yater in vierhandigem Spiel abfingerte' .31 Luzi Korngold 

states that Erich searched out melodies on the piano, which his father 

accompanied from time to time.32 

87 

Hoffmann33 mentions that Erich, at the age of five, played four-handed duets by 

ear with his father. 

Decsey wrote in 1910 ... "(obwohl) der Knabe schon.seit seinem fiinften 

Lebensjahre die geniale Begabung ausserte oder vi~lmehr von klein aufverriet, 

dass seine ganze Natur aufs Ohr hin organisiert ist: ohn~ Noten zu kennen, 

spielte er die Noten nach, die ein Yater spielte, olme Noten zu kennen, spielte er 

vierhandig n1it seinem Yater". 34 

That could indicate nothingn1ore than a musical child's natural curiosity and 

desire to participate in his father's activity, or it could hint at the musical bond 

which was nurtured between them, a 1nanifestation of the relationship which 

Ernst Korngold confirms as 'devoted' until the conflicts over Luzi.35 

However, one must examine the motive for exhibiting their duets before 

Hanslick. The memoirs are not explicit as to whether this visit ( or visits) took 

place when his son was five or six.36 

Karl Stang, writing in 1918, gives the age as being five.37 Hanslick died (in 

Baden bei Wien) on August 61
\ 1904, by which time Erich had turned seven. 

The memoirs attempt to make light of these visits. The perfonnances are 

described as "SpaB", as " ... nur als eine Art Yariete-Nummer"? Hanslickis 

depicted as talcing snuff as he murmurs amusedly "der kleine Mozart".38 

30JKM 118. 
11 loc. cit. 
32Korngold, Luzi, op. cit. I 0. 
33Hoffmann, Rudolf Stefan. Erich Wolfgang Komgold. Carl Stephenson Vg., Vienna, 1922. p.11. 
HDecsey, Ernst. "Ein neuer Komponist". In: Signale fiir die musika!ische Welt. (IX/1910. 2nd 

Maren) 329 f.. 
HKorngold, Ernst, op. cit. 
36JKM 118. Ernst Korngold (op. cit.) confirmed that Julius Korngold had no access to his papers 
after emigrating, which explains why certain dates are unclear. 
37Stang, Karl. "Erich Wolfgang Komgold". In: Neue Musik-Zeitung (19.9.1918) n.p .. 
38JKM lac. cit. 
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However, Hanslick's pronouncement has been quoted and requoted in 

Komgold biography and comment.39 

This assumed off-handedness suggests that Julius may have been ainbivalent 

about something of which he was perhaps only partly aware: the intensity of 

his feelings in relation to the musical bond with his child. TI1ese feelings of 

paternal affection, whilst a natural human instinct, would h~ve been intensified 

by Julius Komgold 's sense of professional isolation, his ambivalent 

relationship to his elder son, and the apparent superficiality of his married life . . 
The psychic energy Julius invested in the relationship with Erich may well have 

created a dynamic which may have verged at times on the overwhelming -

manifested projectively when Erich, the normally self-possessed, carefree child, 

burst into tears when his father praised another talented chlld.40 The level of 

this energy may be exemplified in a comparison of an average parent teaching 

average things to his child and the avowedly intense music critic indoctrinating 

his six-year-old son into the the formulation of chords up to five parts in all 

keys, which Erich was able to name during their walks together.41 

It is indeed natural to satisfy the desire for knowledge of a talented youngster 

and natural to challenge that youngster's intellect. The question is that of the 

impact on Julius Komgold and the extent to which he was capable of owning 

these intense emotions His attempts to make light of these occurences seem to 

obscure a deep vein of repression. On the other hand, they could equally be 

interpreted as a desire to avoid bragadoccio, especially in the light of all the 

insinuations and accusations to which he had been subjected throughout his life. 

39Bernd Rachold, for example, h a prefatory talk to a chamber music concert given at the University 
of Cologne in 1987, noted: " £in kleiner Mozart', lieB Eduard Hanslick gegeniiber seinem 
designierten Nachfolger 1;',L der 'Neuen Freien Presse Wien', Julius Komgold, verlauten, als er den 7-
Jahrigen Erich Wolfgir.,g klavierspielen horte. Ein verhangnisvolles Wort, das da im Wien der 
Jahrhundertwende iiber die merkwiirdigen Fahigkeiten eines Kindes die Runde machte". 
40JKM loc. cit • . Ernst Korngold (op. cit.) comments: ••Erich was sensitive, because, being spoiled, 
he could not bear the idea of another child being as talented as he. We were often told the anecdotes 
involving this kind of behaviour, but that's all it was meant to connote: humorous anecdotes about 
the early ambitions of my father". 
41JKM, foe. cit. Rudolf Stefan Hoffinann (op. cit). has noted that a 'prodigy' contemporary of 
Erich, Erwin Nyiregy.bm, started to compose at the age of three and a half. This young child was 
the subject of a study by Qeza Revesz, who was in communication with Erich van Hornbostel and 
effected some of the tests which the pioneer into modern theory of music-psychology had given 
Erich in 1910. 

I 
.I 

i 
i 

I 
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4. JULIUS KORNGOLD'S RESPONSE TO 
THE PHENOMENON OF A 
JfVNDERKIND .. 

Book Four of the Julius Komgold memoirs, which had appeared in the USA in 

an English translation by Ruth and Thomas Martin,42opens with a revealing 

statement: 

Der Riickblick auf mein Leben darfzuerst bei de~ Ungewohnlichen 

verweilen, das vielfach bestimmend, ein Lebensziel begriindend, auch 

eine Quelle von Freud und Leid, durch Dezennien auf mein Tun, 

Denken und Fiihlen eingewirkt hat.43 

If it is obvious that Julius regarded the birth into his family of such a universally 

accepted example of child precocity as something out of the ordinary, and ifit is 

equally obvious that such a phenomenon cannot have failed to influence his 

professional life and his relationship with other members of the musical 

profession, it is noteworthy that Julius, during the second part of his life, hints 

at an expropriation of Erich's talent as an expression of his own life goals, or 

views Erich's musical propensities as a projection of his own. In Julius 

Komgold's mind, the pianist, critic, musically devoted father and the 

composer, pianist, conductor son form a duality which could manifest itself in 

ideal terms as a symbiosis of musical spirit, or a counterpoint of n1usical skills, 

or else a nmltiple personality expressed h1 a multiple soul spread over two 

physical manifestations; a multiplicity expressed, not by the effect on foe world 

around them, but rather through the development and interweaving of their own 

personas. Or this perhaps was the higher motive. For it is inconceivable that 

Julius, the complex personality, could have conceived ofhis 'life's goal' as 

having been purely and simply to further his s0n's career. If so, it is difficult to 

integrate the empirical and circumstantial evidence of the r1mi:fications of his 

'Freud and Leid' which runs like a Leitmotiv through his work. 

42JKM. Child Prodigy. (Willard, New York. 1945). In a letter to Julius Korngold dated 4'h Januaty, 
1945, the company is assigned rights to. tbe book, the title of which is "Uber Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold'', and undertakes 10 publish 500 co:i;ies (200 for Julius Korngold's use). The book will 
appear in English. In a letter to 'Prof. Korngold' dated December 4'\ 1944, Ruth and Thomas Martin 
confinn that they have translated the book. 
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'Leid' came not through the effects of professional jealousy, a stock-in-trade of 

anybody who ventures into the profession of musical public opinion. The 

sorrow, rather, was the result of Julius' conflict between his desire for 

integration with his son and his realisation that Erich's way was autonomous. 

As Franz Endler comments, Julius Komgold lost " ... die Kontrolle iiber seine 

Hand.!ungen',44 If Julius, for example, had come to a premature end, Josefine 

would undoubtedly have been capable of assuming responsibility for decisions 

concerning Erich's musical education, and the young composer's gifts were 

sufficient in themselves to have captured the attention of the musical public. 

A television program about the young violinist Joshua Bell45 confinned that the 

emergence of a superior gift into a family can generate potential imbalances. 

Joshua's father, a psychotherapist, highlighted the problems of identity of 

Joshua's younger sister, and the over-involvement of his mother (who finally 

relinquished the last element of control when the violinist had attained the age of 

twenty-six) to the detriment of the rest of the family. 

As far as Julius Korngold's professional situation was concerned, the critic was 

astute enough to perceive the complications which would, and did, ensue in his 

own field. Thus the efforts he purportedly took to shield Erich from aspersions 

that his father was influential in the shaping of his success cannot be seen 

solely, in the context of regard for his own self-image as a legally-trained, 

impartial music critic, for he could easily have distanced himself from 

participation in his son's musical activities had he wanted to, by engaging the 

services of a professional manager-agent. However, it would have been 

unnatural for him not to mention his son's remarkable achievements in the 

course of his correspondence with eminent colleagues around Europe46and once 

Erich's talent had proved itself his legal and communication skiHs were put in 

the service of his son, for example in the negotiations with Universal-Edition 

and with Schott. 

While recognising that Julius Komgold used his contacts and his experience to 

present Erich in the most auspicious circumstances,47Endler affirms Komgold's 

desire to separate his role as fattier and critic, and emphasises the fact that his 

43JKM .. 118. 
44 Endler, Franz, op. cit, I 18. 
•somnibus, BBC I {Great Britain), th March, 1995. 
46Endler, Franz, op. cit. 114. 
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opponents recognised the impossibility of this line ofbehaviour,48 a state of 

ambivalence which prompted Julius Bittner ( 187 4-193 9) to dub him "pater 

dolorosus".49 

91 

Bearing witness to the numerous aspersions that were cast on the critic 

regarding this matter,50 Endler affirms that he has found no concrete evidence of 

this, neither from contemporaries (citing Kraus and three erstwhile 

representatives of Univ'ersal-Edition,51 nor from documentary sources, other 

than a relatively insignificant example of a letter from Erich Komgold, written 

on Neue Freie Presse headed paper, to a conductor in Graz regarding points of 

interpretation. 52 Endler also raises the issue, much emphasised in anecdotal 

history, of musicians flattering his son's music in order to achieve favourable 

criticisms, a point which on closer study (e.g. Richard Strauss) has no 

foundation. 

It would be an imbalanced study if the more personal aspects of the relationship 

between father and son were to receive no attention, i.e. the manifest affection 

that penneates the memoirs whenever Erich's name is mentioned, if for no other 

reason than to present a foundation of research and analysis for later studies 

relating to Erich Komgold's mature phase, and notably the tensions which arose 

in the household when Erich married Luzi von Sonnenthal. 53 The "Kampf um 

den Sohn'\ duly recogniseLl by the father in the memoirs, gives rise to Endler's 

citing a statement of Erich's son, that Julius Korngold latterly "in 

Nebensachlichkeiten weiterhin seine Funktion als Mentor bestatigt wissen 

wollte, zugleichjedoch einsehen muBte, da13 er seit 1924 nicht mehr die Rolle 

des Geliebten im Leben seines Sohns spiel en durfte. "54 

41 ibid. 120. 
48ibid. 27. 
49ibid. 30. 
50Endler quotes one of Karl Kraus' Glossen as an example, See: ibid. J 12. 
SI ibid. 113. 
52ibid. l 13 f. 
53Emst Komgold (op. cit.) confinns that "Julius was indeed a devoted father. Erich was a devoted 
son, except when he took sides with Luzi in her conflict with Julius and Josefine." 
~
4Endler, Franz, op, cit. 125. 
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5. ERICH'S EARLY MUSICAL 
EDUCATION: EMIL LA:MJ\1 

Erich's first pianoforte teacher, Emil Lamm, a relation 'rather than a 'Lehrkraft 

von Namen und Konnen' 55was astonished at Erich's grasp of the fundamental 

principles of music instilled into him by his father. Julius does not mention how 

long Erich remained under Larmn's tutelage, but other sources throw some light 

on the subject. The Hoffmann biography states Cf)ytically "Seit zwei Jahren 

dem Leiter seiner ersten musikalischen Schritte entwachsen, hatte er bei Robert 

Fuchs Kontrapunkt studiert". 56 

If we are to deduce from the rnemoirs that Erich commenced piano lessons at the 

age of six, 
57 

and ifwe interpret Hoffinann's re1narks as signifying that Erich 

remained with Lamm for two years but the lessons gradually diminished in 

content or :frequency as Erich outgrew what Lamm could impart to him, then the 

young musician embarked upon counterpoint studies with Fuchs at the age of 

eight. This, however, does not accord with Julius Komgold's statement that 

his son commenced with Fuchs at the age of nine, after the composition of 

Gold.s8 

It is possible that Erich could have studied with Lamm for one year, lost 

interest, and developed his own way of playing until his fonnal lessons with 

Zemlinsky. This would account for his father's assertion that Erich had 

developed his own technique.59 It was indeed necessary for Zemlinsky to 

consolidate that technique before his pupil was considered eligible. to tackle 

standard repertoire. "Er fing bei mir mit kalen im Klavierspiel an, und nach 

einem Jahre spielte er die erste Beethoven-Sonate" stated Zemlinsky.60 

55 JKM, 118. Bernd Rach old, in a letter to the author ( I 5th November, 1994), described Lamm as 
Emil Lamm ( = Strakonitz) (1864-1925) .... Cornposer. Father of conductor M<1x Lamm, US
emigrant). 
56Hoffmann, Rudolf Stefan, op. cit, 15. 
51JKM 118, confimed by Luzi Komgold (op. cit. lO), although Luzi drew on her father-in-law's 
unpublished memoirs for her own biography, as exemplified by some paragraphs being reproduced 
verbatim. 
58JKM 120. 
59ibid. 138. 
60Quoted in Hoffinann, R. Stefan. "Das Wunderkind in der Musik". In: MdA (December, 1922) 296. 
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Luzi Korngold's biography does not mention when Erich ceased studies with 

Lamm. Regrettably, no documentation has come to light, up to this point, 

regarding this potentially crucial phase in the young composer's development. 

6. EARLJEST EVIDENCE OF 
COMPOSITION - ''KNABE'~ 
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Julius Komgold's memoirs imply that he did.not treat his son's early 'Hantieren 

mit Tonen'61 very seriously, even though he had instilled into Lamm and Erich 

the importance of an understanding of the 'grammar' of music parallel to an 

aquisition of practical skills. In retrospect, however, it is clear that early 

examples of improvisation would have impacted greatly on Erich's ability to 

translate theoretical knowledge into practical creation. Many composers, 

including Beethoven himself, utilised the art of improvisation as a means of 

unlocking creative ideas. Julius Komgold statesi however, that he attributed 

more importance to Erich's first attempts at putting ideas to paper, at school 

age.62_ 

Perhaps this implies a divergence of development from father to son. Julius 

Komgold does not mention this attribute with regard to his own childhood, 

which was divided between the piano and the writing-desk. The critic 

1nentions the progressive character of Erich's first attempts at composition, 

between seven and eight years old; miniature songs and dances, prevalently 

waltzes. The age of seven marking the first written compositions is 

corroborated by Luzi Komgold63 and R. S. Hoffmann,64 whereas Decsey, in 

the article for the Neue Freie Presse which first drew public attention to the 

composer, states that Erich is "Bin Knabe, der Musiker ist seit seinem fiinften 

Lebensjahre. Im achten Jahr schon treibt es ihn, eigene Tongedanken 

. d hr 'b " 65 me erzusc e1 en .... 

61JKM 119. 
6
'
1JKM: foe. cit. 

6'Korngold, Luzi: op. cit. l 0. 
6"Hoffmann, Rudolf Stefan: op. cit. 11. 
6~Decsey, Ernst. "Vom jiingsten Komponisten". In: Neue Freie Presse. (27.02.1910) n.p .. 
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An entry in Wer ist's 66 gives "111usikalisc:i.1e Begabung mit filnf Jahren; schrieb 

mit 7 und 8 Jahren Eigenes; mit 9 Jahren eine Art Cantate; mit 11 Jahren die 

Pantomime Der Schneemann; mit 12. Jahren das Trio D-Dur." 

The first instrumental works quoted in secondary literature stem from a 

collection in the possession of Ernst Komgold to which B. Carroll had had 

access when he was assiting Mr Komgold with the transfer of the "Komgold 

Gift" to the Library of Congress. Ivfr Carroll describes the pieces as dating from 

1905, in sketchbook (manuscript) format, entiteidMelodie op. 1 (sic) and 

.Melodie op. 2. Their simplicity is noted, although '~an occasional dissonance 

creeps in that is foreign to the otheiwise diatonic harmony, which, if one did not 

know the composer's later music, might be dismissed as a mistake".67 The 

author of these pieces, having failed to locate these and other early works 

among the Library of Congress collection, contacted Mr Carroll, who stated that 

he had made notes on the pieces during i!1e compilation of the collection prior to 

delivery to Washington, but their current whereabouts (1999) remain 

unclari:fi ed. 

The first surviving example of Erich's composition is iated 1905. It is a song 

entitled Knabe, with two strophic verses. 

The text is anonymous, but could be from Erich himself, although the script is 

that of his father.68 

Ei, V eilchen, ei Veilchen, 

warum kommst du grad im Mai? 

Ein Weilchen, ein Weilchen, 

ehe er vorbei? 

Weil gar zu klein bin ich. 

Du konntest gar nicht sehen mich. 

KNABE 

Drum komm ich grad im Mai eh er vorbei. 

Dl"lllll komm ich grad im Mai eh er vorbei! 

66 Wer ist 's. Degener-Verlag, Berlin, 1935. [Lexicon]. 
67 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 31. 
68q, v. the section Early poems. 
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(Ei) V,eilchen, ei Veilchen, 

warum sollt ich Dich nicht selm? 

Warum, Veilchen, warum, Veilchen 

ich in der Wies bleib stehen? 

Weil unter da wiird ich versteckt 

und geschlagen. 69 

Drum komm ich grad im Mai weil keine Blume sei 

Drwn komm ich grad im Mai weil keine Blume sei. 

95 

The song is a duet for baritone (Knabe) and contralto (Veilchen) in E flat major, 

common time (although the pulse, a slow polka, is more suited to a/la breve). It 

is possible that this song may have been conceived for performance by Erich's 

parents, as the connotation Veilchen accords with Josefina's nickname 

Waldveilchen. 

A four-bar introduction is notable for its logic and clarity of form. ( ex.1 ). A 

simple melodic cell consisting of two notes descending in iambic rhythm is 

sequentially l'epeated in the second bar, then extended to form a balancing 

phrase in the third and fourth bar, harmonically embellished by a major 

submediant harmony in bar two and a double appoggiatura in bar three. 

The melody of the male voice (anacrusis to bar five) mirrors this form, being 

two bars of a repeated syncopated rhythm balanced by two bars of a 

monorhythmic pattern in crotchets, embellished by right-hand piano 

acciaccaturas in bars seven and eight ( ex. 2). This section fonns a regular 

double quadratic period, but banality is avoided by the interpolation of a 

dominant eleventh harmony at the harmonisation of the final cadence. 

The phrasing 01 'the Veilchen's reply is more complex; three quadratic periods -

the final one an extension of the penultimate. Evidence of chromaticism appears 

in the melody in bars 18-20, and in the piano accompaniment in the ensuing 

bars (ex. 3). 

69This line does not accord with the text in the song, which is indistinct. 
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The range of the piano part is extensive, covering five octaves at one point (ex. 

4, bar 24), and chord voicing is remarkably mature, displaying evidence of 

knowledge ofup to four-part voicing in the left hand (e.g. bars 13, 19). 

It is apparent from this piece that Erich has assimilated the fundamental features 

of the song-genre typical of Viennese operetta, exemplified by strophic form, 

alternating vocal lines fonning a dialogue, dance-derived rhythms, ornamental 

devices such as acciaccaturas to accentuate 1nelody ( e.g. bar 31 f. ), even a hint 

of epigone in the introduction, reminiscent of the duet be!We@n Eisenstein and 

Rosalinda in Act Two of Die Fledennaus. 

6.1 "KNABE" IN CONTEXT: POSSIBLE 
~NFLUENCES 

Although at first glance this predilection for the lighter genre of Viennese music 

may appear axiomatic, Erich's talent could have manifested itself othenvise. 

Edi Mayer, for example, a Wunderkind from Graz and subject of a comparative 

report by Richard Batka, was the same age as Erich. "Auch er (Mayer) hat 

seinen Schwerpunkt in der Spielmusik. Nur schlagt er mehr den pathetischen 

Brucknerton an ..... Man ist wirklich 'paff' wenn der Kleine mit der groBen 

symphonischen Geste1 mit der hymnischen Feierlichk:eit Bruckners seine 

Phantasien am Klavier losla.J3t."70 

Erich's appollonian bent, tending towards more epicurean tastes, if not overtly 

influenced by his father, was not stifled by the critic. Although Julius 

Komgold' s duties stopped short at the operetta genre, he was an enthusiatic 

devotee of Johann StrauB. If his statement "Wir Konservatoristen 

verschmahten gelegentlich auch die Operette nicht, damals war sie auch nicht zu 

verschmahen", 71 bears the mark of nostalgia, the ensuing reminiscing 

desc1iption of the premiere of Der lustige Krieg puts it into context: 

Rauscht da eine Welle von Sensation im Publikurn, aber auch in unseren 

Stehparterre-Klingel auf, als der C-Dur-Walzer mit seiner 

70Batka, Richard: 'Wunderkinder'. ln: Kunstwart. (XXIV, 13. l. Aprilheft, 191 I) n.p. (Batka 
exonerates himself of any claim that Mayer is a 'second Bruckner'). 
11 JKM 37. 
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unwiderstehlichen Rhythmik losbr.ach, mit seinem echt strauBischen 

zweimaligen Peitschenschnalzen &uf dem Sechstintervall ! Ein neuer 

s~chsschrittler!"72 
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It is likely that Erich's mother sang around the house and operetta music would 

have been on the shelves. 73It is even more likely that Erich would have retained 

the elements of the music which was played in the open-air bandstands around 

Viennese public places, most probably during the walks with his father. As an 

example of the ubiquitousness of community concerts, it-is documented that 

Mahler was unable to composed during his summer holiday in Bad Aussee in 

1899 because of the sound of the daily Kurkonzerte, and the following year 

could even hear the sound of the band across the lake from his summer 

residence. 74 

The gramophone had already restablished itself during Erich's formative years, 

An advertisement in theNeue Freie Presse in December, 190575claims that: 

Engel Gramrnophon-Platten sind als die beliebtesten uberall eingefiihrt. 

Der Vorsatz unserer Platten hat sich standig vennehrt und steigt von Tag 

zu Tag. Unser Platten-Repertoire wird jenen Monat <lurch 

Neuaufualnnen erganzt. Fur jede Familie bietet das Grammophon die 

angenehmste und abwechslungsreichste Unterhaltung. 

Au:fuahmen von Wiener Kiinstlem: Slezak, Schmedes, Demuth, Hesch, 

Weidemann, Preuss, Selma Kurz, Elizza, Kittel, Grete Forst, Alfred 

Griinfeld, Girardi, Mizzi Zwerenz, usw. 

Aufnahmen von fremden Kiinstlem: Tamagno, Caruso, Melba, 

Sembrich usw. 

Schutzmarke beachten! Deutsche Grammophon Aktiengesellschaft. 

Wien I. 

72 /oc. cit. 
73 Con-oborated by Ernst Komgold: op. cit. 
74Miiller, Karl-Josef: op, cit. 185 and 210. 
15NeueFreiePresse, December 3, 1905. 61 
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Julius Komgold emphasises in the memoirs that Erich had no outside influences 

beyond that music which was played in the household. 76 

This would have included pieces played either by Julius Komgold himself, as in 

his youth; music played as duets by father and son, including Don 

Giovanni, 77 and pieces played for the Komgolds by visiting composers and 

musicians. Puccini, for example, although his first of many visits to the 

Korngold household was after the composition of the Piano Trio oP-J. ( early 

1910), played excerpts from La fanciulla del West and Sl!fPrised Julius 

Korngold with ''hartnackige Bevorzugung zu langsamer ZeitmaBe vor zu 

schnellen; sehr zum Unterschied von der bekannten Komponistengepflogenheit 

hasten den Vortrages. ,m 

In the same way it is likely that such composers as Goldmark, a friend of the 

family, would have also entertained the Korngolds with examples of his work. 

Summer holidays at Karersee and GossensaB, 79where open-air music-making 

would have been at its height, were especially creative times for the young 

composer. Erich was probably around eight years old when his gift for 

improvisation at the pianoforte manifested itself, a practice which he continued 

throughout his career, and which characterised his film-composing technique, 

when he would improvise as the film rushes were projected and transfer his 

ideas on to manuscript when he returned home. 80 

The holiday incident (q.v.) illustrates Erich's early propensity for 

improvisation. During an attack of Schafblattern, he had asked his mother to 

move the piano near his bed, where he engaged in 'seltsamem Phantasieren'. 

is likely that the fever would have excited musical images in his brain which 

were given improvisatory expression. Erich's prevalence for improvisation, 

following the example of Beethoven and others, manifested itself in youthful 

76JKM 138. 
11ibid, I I 8. 
18ibid. 263. 

It 

:
9ibid. l I 9. Julius Komgold, because his diaries were lost in the emigration (Komgold, Ernst: 

interview, Jan. 22nd, 1990), gives his readers no dates for these holidays. The first correspondence 
from Erich with _a ~e~der's a~dress is from Karerpa/3, to his grandfather Hennann Witrofsky, dated 
20.07.1907. Th1s 1s m the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek. (cat. no. 937/66-2). 
80Eye-witncss accmmt during personal interview with Rudi Fehr. film music editor and 
contemporary of Korngold. (Hollywood, January 1990). · 
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composition, much of which his father judged as being "sinnvoll geforrnt und 

von einem gesanglichen melodischen Zug getragen". 81 
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Brendan Carroll has stated82 that some themes from this period manifested 

themselves in later works, notably in film compositions, although his biography 

actually quotes later works, such as Sursum Corda, recycled for the Robin 

Hood score. 

This compares with other composers. Natalie Bauer-Lechner relates that 

Gustav Mahler was at one stage perplexed as to where he derived the theme of 

the Adagio of his third symphony until he remembered it came from a 

composition of his "Gymnasialzeit". 83 

7. EARLYPOEMSAND 
CORRESPONDENCE 

As well as his early gift for music, Erich was also a naturally talented and 

enthusiastic composer of poems. 

Julius Korngold states that birthdays were often an occasion for Erich to 

produce examples of"lustigen Versen und der lu~:sgen Musil( dazu"84 

and some of the themes were used in later works. Julius Komgold's birthday 

was an especial occasion to present H ••• mit emstem N eukomponierten, neuen 

Liedem, neuer Kammerrnusik, Neuinstrumentiertem. "85 

In a lat~r section one of these family musical pieces, Beim Groj]miitterchen 

(1908), is the subject of analysis, and more poems are cited. 

The Osten·eichische Nationalbibliothek possesses several examples of Erich's 

correspondence to his parents and grandparents, with a selection of verses, 

especially around 1912-1913. 

81 loc. cit. 
82Brendan Carroll. Personal interview. (Liverpool, December I 994). 
~)Bauer-Lechner, Natalie, I 984. Quoted in Muller, Karl-Josef: op. cit. 186 f. 
04JKM 125. 
85ibid. 125 f. 
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The earliest example is a poem in four verses, dated 30th April, 1907. The 

handwriting is a formal old German script uncharacteritJic of Erich, yet 

demonstrating that the young composer developed a variety of handwriting 

styles. 

Entitled Liebste Grofieltern, the poem begins 

Zu dem schonen Hochzeitsfeste 

gratuliere ich Buch aufs beste. 

A similar poem in the same style handwriting is dated 25th February, 1908 

Another example is to Erich's grandmother, dated Wien, 5. Oktober 1908. 

Liebste, beste GroBmama 

heut ist Dein Geburtstag da 

zu dem ich vielmals gratulier 

und alles Gute wiinsche Dir. 

Schon wandelst Du auf Erden 

siebundfilnfzig Jahr, 

aber Du sollst werden 

ewin GroBmiitterchen mit silbernem Haar. 

Doch bring ich auch eine.n Blumenstrau13 

meinem GroBmiitterchen ins Haus 

mit dem Wunsche, sein Duft mog Dir geben 

Gesundheit und ein frohes Leben. 

Ich hoff, ich werd' erfreuen Dich 

<lurch Sang 1md Spiel noch inniglich. 

Ich werd' mir Miihe geben 

zu erleichtem Dir das schwere Leben. 

Mein Gedichtchen ist nicht lang 

<loch ist es mfr nicht bang, 
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denn ich hoff, es wird gefallen Dir 

da es kommt aus dem Herzen mir. 

Dein Dich liebender Erich. 
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This poem is written in Erich's own longhand (latin characters) and the imprint 

of a four-leaf-clover is at the top of the text. Erich's handwriting has changed 

since a letter to his grandparents dated 20th July, 1907; from the Karerse,e Hotel 

in Tirol, which is in a flowing German hand. 
- . 

Another poem, dated 25th February, 1909, is in a mixture of Kwrent and 

Lateinschrift. The style of poetry and command of metre and rhythm and rhyme 

has developed considerably since the earlier examples. 

A poem dated 1st May, 1909 is shorter and the writing is more angular. 

A very short poem (''Nicht laut vorlesen!") is dated 5th October, 1910, 7 h. 

abends. 

8. THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT WORKS OF 
KORN GOLD'S EARLIEST PERIOD -
GOLD AND NIKE 

8.1 GOLD: INCEPTION 

The manuscript of the lost work Gold, a cantata for soli, chorus and piano, and 

the work which Erich was to play for Gustav Mahler, was received by Julius 

through the post during Easter, 1906, when Erich was nine. 86 A 'talented older 

scholar' had written the text with the power of gold as its theme. 

The annotation to Gold in the catalogue of works by Erich Wolfgang Komgold 

gives ten as the age of composition. Decsey also states ten: 

s<'ibid. 119 f. 
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... .in seinem zehnten Jahre iiberrascht er mit einer Art dramatischer 

Kantate, deren Text er sich von einem Mitschufor schreiben lieB, eine 

Musik voll geheirnnisvoller Harmonie und dusterer, ja gespenstiger 

Stimmung. 87 

However, the date mentioned- 1906 - indicates that nine is more likely. Luzi 

Komgold's biography mentions no dates, only that Julius Komgold was away 

on holiday when his son composed it. 88 Hoffmann gives nine as the age and 

1907 as the date, and implies that he know the young COI!lposer personally at 

that time, describing him as a "kleiner, gesunder, stehts frohlicher, echt 

kindlicher Junge ... " 89 (which corresponds to Julius Komgold's description of 

his son as "klein., putzig, pausbockig, frisch und frohgemut.H90 Hoffinann also 

1nentions the cantata Nixe and a dramatic Intermezzo in c minor "das in 

einzelnen Wendungen spater in der Violinsonate noch merkbar wird" as 

stemming from the year 1907.91 

The only other mention of a c minor work located in the Korngold lite;:ature to 

date stems from fue accident which occurred when Erich Wf!S playing with a 

school friend at the age often.92 Perhaps this adagio and the one mentioned by 

Hof:finann are one and the same thing, in which case the date must be 

ascertained with more accuracy. 

Two other sources for dating Gold deserve mention. One stems from the Neue 

Musik-Zeitung, 19 .9. I 918, which mentions Erich as composing assiduously 

fr01n the age of seven, and at the age of nine composing a work similar in style 

and form to a cantata for voices and piano. Another article, in 

English,93mentions four years as the age when, according to his fath~r, "Erich 

showed a desire to direct whatever music was being played"; then quotes 
F rl • H. h 94 • • '"fi .c. h "'"'~~:wm ug es as wnting ve years - 1our- anded music piano music 

played; six years - piano tuition; seven years - small compositions; nine years 

87Decsey, Emst: loc. cit. 
88Korngold, Luzi: op. cit. 10. 
89Hoffinann, Rudolf Stefan: loc. cit. 
90JKM 119. 
91 Hoffinann, Rudolf Stefan: foe. cit. 
92JKM 124 f. 
93 Unidentified article, possibly American, in the possession of Bernd Rachold. 
94

Possibly an article in The Musician (no publication details), in the possession of Bernd Rachold. 
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- composition begun of a dramatic cantata, text written by a fellow schoolboy; 

ten years - ''an 'at•nal' (sic!!) Fairy Tale Cantata (text by a schoolmate) which 

greatly interested Gustav Mahler"'. Hughes may have been transmitted some 

information by Julius Komgold which has not found its way into other sources 

- allowing for slight inaccuracies of dating. 

8.2 GOLD - ANALYSIS OF THE SOLE 
SURVIVING FRAGMENT 

The complete manuscript of Gold was lost during the hurried emigration to the 

United States of America. Two pages of sketches have remained95
, on twelve

stave manuscript paper, in Erich's handwriting, which, even at that age, was 

mature by dint of its fineness of line, despite some unnevenness of layout. It is 

likely that some of the text, at least, may be in another hand, possibly that of the 

author, mentioned as W. (Wilhelm) Fabbri. 

The first page contains four fragments of themes, comprising motifs of the three 

characters, designated on page two Der Geist (Tenor), Der Waldgeist (Bariton), 

Gespenster (sic) (Mezzosopran).96 

Theme One is in one system covering three stav1~s. voice and piano. The voice 

part is designated Gespenster. Although described as a mezzo-soprano, the 

vocal line has all the features of a high dramatic soprano. 

Erich's grasp of tonality is immediately apparent by the relatively sophisticated 

key of c sharp minor. rThe time signature is 3/8, presto, for four measures then 

abruptly changes to 4/4 andantino at a climactic moment, being the second 

repeat of the word Nimmer! following the phrase "Nimmer kommst du los! 

Nimmer!". This displays the features of a climactic close, being an extended V

I cadence, with the voice intoning a bourdon g sharp over a turbulent 

accompaniment before ascending to a final high c sharp, whilst the 

accompaniment, over a tremolo tonic, intones what appears to be a Leitmotiv in 

the first bar of the andantino, followed by a tremolo tonic closing chc: d in the 

second bar. The Leitmotiv itself is concise, striking and advanced harmonically 

95 Copies in the possession of Brendan Carroll, Bernd Rachold, and the author. 
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for Erich's age, being a three-chord sequence I-III (minor)-I. The finality of the 

phrase is reinforced by an epithet Ende der Oper at the end of the system, along 

with six words which are not legible, but which have the appearance of a list. 

Theme Two is for piano alone, on two staves. The device Schatzthema 

precedes a three-measure thematic module, again in c sharp minor, with each 

bar in a different time-signature 3/4, 2/4, 3/4. The theme itself has a 

monumental quality, being unharmonised, in double octav€s. The implied 

harmony :;J tonic-dominant, the melody consists of two ~scending fourths 

flanking a rising semitone and a descending tone. The rising fourths are one of 

the first manifestations of what was to become a salient feature ofKomgold's 

melodic imprint. The very nature of this theme implies the feasabiliiy of 

extension and sequential development. On examination, this same theme is 

embodied in the accompaniment to :fragmer.." <)Ile, varied rhythmically but not 
intervallically. 

Theme Three, on three staves, voice and piano, is in the even more advanced 

key of g sharp minor. In the margin appears the character designation 

Waldgeist (the baritone register confinned by the bass clef) and the epithet 

Warnung. The text is indistinct but could read "Ich wame dich." (repeated). 

The melody, more characteristic of a bass tessitura than a baritone, spans a 

descending octave from g sharp (the tonic:), descending stepwise for two bars 

before falling a fifth on the monosyllable dich in bars three and four. The 

accompaniment consists of a pedal tonic octave tremolo in the right hand, whilst 

the left hand marks out the tonic harmony (in 6/3 inversion) in ascending 

crotchet arpeggios. After four measures the phrase repeats, varied by the 

harmony of the accompaniment, being VI-III. 

Theme Four is again on one vocal stave and a double piano stave. This is 

delegated to the Geist, the clef being a treble-tenor clef. There is no key 

signature, as the hannony is so chromatic. This four-bar fragment in 6/8, 

bearing the (indistinct) text which could conceivably read "Mord, der ist im 

Gruft. Graber horen dich nicht" is very low for the tenor range, consisting of a 

two-bar phrase descending stepwise in the Lydian mode from (written) gl to 

cl, repeated sequentially a tone lower. This is audaciously harmonised by a 

96
Gespenster nonnally denotes the plural fonn of the word Gespen,t, Bernd Rachold's list of works 

at the end of Julius Komgold's memoirs lists Gold as "Kantate fiir Soli, Chor und Klavier." See: 
JKM363. 
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descending chromatic sequence of four whole-bar chords, commencing on 

a6/3flat3, which produces a movement in parallel minor seconds between the 

inner piano palrt to the voice part. 

Whereas Julius Komgold attributed the model of that libretto to das Rheingold, 

he claimed that the music owed alliegance to D'Albert's Tiefland. As Erich was 

'bisher und auch noch lange nacher, Opernbesuchen fem', 97 it is to be deduced 

that the music would have been played at home. Tiefiand itself is accorded a 

comprehensive recension, published in Deutsches Qpernschaffen der 

Gegenwart.98 

The connection Gold/Tiefland/Ring bears closer scrutiny, especially with 

reference to' reworking of themes in later works of Erich. 

• The 'Schalmei' fourths in the opening measures of Tiejland (ex. la) could 

have influenced the progression of fourths in Theme Two, (ex. lB) 

• The Wolftheme ir: Tiefland (ex. 2a) could be regarded as a model for the I~ 

III-I progression in Gold Theme One (ex. 2B) 

• The sequential chromaticism which pervades the more dramatic sections of 

the opera, especially the scenes between Sebastiano and Martha ( ex. 3a and 

3b ), could, in Julius Korngold' s thinking, have inspired Erich in his choice 

ofmusic for 'evil' scenes such as Theme Four (ex. 3c). 

The second page, whilst noting the characters at the bottom of the page, 

contains no voice parts. It is even doubtful if this formed part of Gold and it 

could more likely be two examples of exercises in part-writing for Robert 

Fuchs, or ev,~n, as has been suggested, a fragment of Nixe (q.v,). The page 

consists of two fragments of four-part harmony: 

• The first fragment is in C major, in 3/4 and bears the characteristics of a 

harmonised folk-song. Its essentially diatonic character is elaborated by the 

augmented 6/5 harmony in bar two, although this resolves on to a dominant 

seventh rather than the more conventional pure dominant chord. The voicing 

is academically correct up until the end of bar one, when the tenor and bass 

97JKM 120. 
98 Komgold, Julius. Deutsches Opernschaffen der Gegenwart. (Rikola-Vg, Vienna, 1922) . 

.,:1- ~-,~<IIY" ·--~>.'<er-•-·~••·~·•~-"'--•-•~-,.....,.. -'«'•-·•- ..,.,.__,_,...--..-----•"-...,Y _,_~·-•- .. •·-•. 
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line descend to the limit of accepted tessitura, causing an abrupt leap upwards 

after the fennata in bar two. After four bars the phrase repeats but n1odulates 

suddenly to the subdominant in bars seven-eight. A two-bar close returning 

the melody to the tonic remains unharmonised and incomplete. 

• The second fragment, in A flat major, 4/4, also resembles a folk-song, 

although more in the style of a chorale. Its form is A (two bars), Al (two 

bars) - repeated. B (two bars), Al (but varied, modulating to the major 

mediant), C (two bars), thus it displays features of BaJform withAbgesang. 

The predominant rhythmical feature is a crotchet/two-quaver pattern. This 

part-writing is mnch more soundly and conventionally conceived than the 

fonner example, and its appearance - a generally fainter script - leads one to 

believe that it was written at a different time. 

8.3 NIXE 

Neither Julius Korngold's nor Luzi Korngold's memoirs mentionNixe at all, 

nor else Decsey in the Neue Freie Presse.99It is mentioned with Gold in Bernd 

Rachold's list of works at the end of the Julius Korngold memoirs. 100 Brendan 

Canoll states that the text was by Korngold's childhood friend Wilhelm Fabbri, 

and that there were "innumerable waltzes and little dances, some of which found 

their way into Erich's ballet score Der Schneemann". 101 However, none of the 

themes in the preceding fragments of four-part hannony resemble themes from 

that work. 

9. THE TRANSITION FROM LAMM TO 
FUCHS 

The cantata Gold was taken seriously by Julius, as evidence of Erich's ability to 

create musical fonn "in eine zusammenhangende Folge von Satzen und 

99Decsey, Ernst: op. cit.. Although neither Gold nor Nixe are mentioned by name, his description 
points towards a description of Gold. 
J0°JKM 363. See: footnote I 0. 
101 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 32. 
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Satzchen" and a growing sense of style ~ &'episch-lyrlsch mit dramatischem 

Einschlag" 102 

a.tid it was this composition which prompted Julius to seek out a teacher who 

would provide Erich with a knowledge of the traditions and practices of the 

theoiy of music and especially in that of counterpoint, beyond that which had 

been systematio • ..11:y inculcated by himself and presumably Erich's first teacher 

Emil Lamm. Julius Komgold C\tates Erich's age as Il\ne; this is confirmed by 

Luzi Korngold.103 Hoffinann, mentioning no date, states only that Erich had 

outgrown Lru.Tu"TI.'s tuition "seit zwei Jahren."104 
~ 

By engaging the then sixty-year-old Conservatorium professor Robert Fuchs, 

Julius, no doubt, had in mind a mild yet conservative teacher of an older 

generation, who by influencing Erich according to the traditions of Viennese 

music pedagogy would curb the young composer's natural instinct for modern, 

luxuriant expression. Even the choice of a demonstration piece determined this 

line of thinking - a conventional sonatina - was chosen to present to Fuchs 

rather than the Cantata Gold. Fuchs "unterstiltzte mit der Reinheit seines 

Charakters die Forderungen der Reinheit des Satzes"105and demonstrated this by 

gently lifting Erich's fingers off the keyboard with a worried expression when 

Erich's test sonatina exhibited "wild und ungebarliche" traits106near the 

conclusion of the piece, which according to Julius Komgold nearly decided the 

conservative counterpoint teacher against accepting the young auditioner as a 

pupil. 

It is possible that one or both four-part fragme·nts on page two of Gold may be 

either test pieces prepared for Fuchs or even exercises carried out under his 

( early) supervision. 

Having been accepted by Fuchs, Erich joined the list of students which included 

Wolf, Zemlinsky, Schmidt, Schreker, 1VIahler, Richard Stohr and Ferdinand 
Foll. io1 

101JKM 120 f. 
101Komgold, Luzi: op. cit. 10. 
104Hoffmann, Rudolf Stefan: op. cit. (Erich Wolfgang Korngold - book) 15. 
105JKM 122. 
106/oc, cit. 
I0

7Ferdinand Fo11, Studienleiter at the k.k. Hofoper from 16.12.1897-10. 7.1929. 
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1. APOLOGIA 

In view of the importance of the tradition of Robert Fuchs to an understanding 

ofKon1gold's development, and because little is known ofhis work outside 

specialist circles, it has been thought important to include the following 

biographical information. His life was intimately connected to the established 

teaching institution in Vienna, and thus to the mainstrean: tr~dition of music 

education and th1;~Jry in Vienna. 

2. SOURCES 

ROBERT FUCHS, the brother of Johann Nepomuk Fuchs, though a prominent 

axial figure in Viennese musical life, has only recently been the subject of 

retrospective research, despite a Robert-Fuchs Gesellschaft which only existed 

from 1932-391 and a biography published by his friend Anton Mayr in 

1934,2which serves as the main source for biographical data. The exhaustive 

dissertation by Konrad Kreuz3examines two aspects of Fuchs' contribution to 

music history: a historiography and methodology of his teaching methods, and 

a discussion of whether the somewhat pejorative designation of him as 

'Serenadenfuchs' was a valid judgement. On this latter point further light is 

shed by another dissertation on the subject of his pianoforte music.4 

The majority of primary research material, however, is to be found in the 

6sten·eichische Nationalbibliothek, Musiksammlung, Fonds 35 Robert Fuchs 

collection. 

3. BIOGRAPIDCAL OUTLINE 

Robert Fuchs was born in Frauental (Steirmark) on 15.2.1847 and died in 

Vienna on 19.2.1927. The teacher was himself son of a schoolteacher and 

1
Kreuz, Maximilian: Robert Fuchs (1847-1927): Der Mensch -der Lehrer-
der Komponist. (Vienna University, 1994. (Phil. Diss.) 90. 

2
Mayr, Anton: Erinnerungen an Robert Fuchs. Leuschner und Lubensky, Graz, 1934. The 

biography includes Mayr's list of Fuchs' works. 
3Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 
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occasional composer Patriz Fuchs. This man, described as "ein einfacher, 

kleiner Schulmeister, der Musik iiber all es liebte, mit der ganzen Inbrunst und 

andachtigen Hingabe des wahren Herzensmusikanten musizierte er sich <lurch 

sein bescheidenes Leben",5not only passed on his love of music and his gentle 

character to Robert, he also, by dint of having met Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven 

and Schubert, acquired that charisma, transmitted to family members, which 

arises out of direct contact with a historical personage. Erich Korngold, 

therefore, was the indirect beneficiary of this perso~aI.tradition and it is possible 

that he may even have experienced Robert Fuchs, playing Patriz Fuchs' Liindler 

compositions, as Fuchs was wont to do in his latter days at the behest of friends 

and relatives, "graziose, liebreizende Bilder, die bei aller Ansp1uchslosigkeit als 
6 

Keim filr die Tanze und Landler Schuberts groBere Bedeutung haben"• 

Initially, from the age of thirteen, Robert Fuchs studied music with his brother

in-law :rvrartin Bischof, who gave him basic instruction in piano, organ, 

thoroughbass, and violin. Fuchs pursued his schooling in Graz and, from 

1863-65 (from the age of sixteen to eighteen), embarked on a preparatory 

teaching course, eking out his existence by giving music lessons, occasionally 

playing the backstage organ in the opera house. 7 As his first compositions ~ in 

his own words "lauter grausliches Zeugs"8
- stem from this period, Fuchs had 

not started composing as young as Erich. Fuchs' first documented 

composition, a "Leichtes Klavierstiick", dates from 1862 (when Fuchs was 

fifteen). 9However, they both commenced by composing piano and vocal pieces, 

s01ne destined for birthday celebrations. It was Fuchs' Lieder which 

determined his ultimate choice of profession, for he was set to follow in his 

4Hagenbuchcr, Franz: Die original-Klavie1werke zu zwei und vier Hiinden von Robert Fuchs. Vienna, 
University, 1940 (Phil. Diss.). 
5Siegel, Otto: article in Grazer Tagespost, 14.10.1923. Quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 
8. 

6ibid. Quoted in: Kreuz,Maximilian: op. cit. 9. Kreuz adds that Patriz Fuchs' Liindler could not 
have influenced Schubert directly, as they met in 1827, when Schubert had already composed the 
majority uf his dances. 
7Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 13. Kreuz affinns that Meyerbeer's operas, including Robert le 
Diable, were among Fuchs' favourites. It is thus conceivable that he may have incorporated thi~ 
enthusiasm into his lessons which may in its tum have inspired Erich's quotation of this opera tn 

Act Two of Die tote Stadt. Mayr (op. cit. 12) reports that Fuchs could play all the older operas from 
memory. 
8Fuchs, Robert: letter to Wilhelm Kienzl dated 18.9.1879, quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: 
op. cit. I 6. 
9Hagenbucher, Franz: op. cit. 7. 
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father's footsteps, had not the soprano Amalie Materna, 10perfonning his Lieder, 

secured him a local reputation which encouraged him to seek the counsel of 

local musical notables, who advised him to further his studies in Vie1ma, and 

not only with composition studies, but also literature, music history and general 

history. I1This report affirms the significance given to a comprehensive general 

education as the foundation of musical knowledge during the nindeenth century 

and into the twentieth. 

Fuchs moved to Vienna in 1865, aged eighteen. He imrn.ediately registered for 

Otto Dessoff's I2 composition classes at theKonservatorium der Gesellschaft der 

Musilifreunde. 13Fuchs' exercises, primarily cantusflrmus, canons and fugues, 

were praised by Dessoff, but Fuchs was warned against infusing too much of 

his own imagination into the strict rules of counterpoint, 14 exactly as he himself 

took exception to his pupil Erich's ag:!in:it 'extravagances'. 15 

Mayr confirms that Fuchs expressed his indebtedness to Dessoff throughout his 

life, especially for his shaping of Fuchs' musical taste. 16Dessoff, as conductor 

of the Philharmonic concerts, enabled Fuchs to attend. 1 7 The student was deeply 

impressed by the "Ton-Glanz"18 and the ''ungeheure Wucht und die Prazision 

der Auffi.ihrung"19 of the orchestra, the strings of which numbered 30 violins, 

10 violas, 7 cellos and 7 basses. 

During Fuchs' study period he took care to improve his piano playing, which 

was regarded favourably in Graz but did not measure up to prevailing standards 

in Vienna.20 

'°Kreuz (op. cit. 14) informs us that Materna was engaged as a soubrette at the Grazer opera from 
1865. From 1874-1897 she sang at the Wiener Hofoper. Materna, a friend of Wagner's from 1874, 
became a leading exponent of Wagner repertory, especially in the role of Briinnhjllje. 
11 Mayr, Anton: op. cit. 13. 
12Otto Dessoff was conductor at the k.k. Hofoper and one of the significant figures in the history of 
the Wiener Philharmoniker. Dessoff also taught composition to Hennann Gradener, Erich's fourth 

teacher. 
13Arthur Nikisch (1855-1922) and Hermann Griidener (1844-1929) were students contemporaneous 
with Fuchs. See; Hagenbucher, Franz: op. cit. 11. 
14Mayr, Anton: op. cit. 17. Quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 25 f. 
15See: JKM 122. 
161:fayr, Anton: op. cit. 16. 
17For an account of the way Desso ff resurrected the standard of the Phillzarmoniker, which had 
subsided since Nioolai's departure, and quotes from Hanslick, see: Hagenbucher, Franz: op. cit. 9 
f. 
18Mayr, Anton: op. cit. IS. 
19ibid. 17. 
20ibid. p. 18. See also: Hagenbucher, Franz: op. cit. 14. 
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Hagenbucher, after comparing Dessoffs surviving c01npositions with those of 

Fuchs, concludes that the piano works demonstrate no appreciable harmonic or 

melodic affinities. Only in the Satzteclznik is the influence of Fuchs' teacher 

apparent.21 

After only moderate success with his Symphony in G, perfonned by the Vienna 

Philharmonic in 1872, Fuchs' reputation was ensured in 187 4 with his first 

Streicher-Serenade, 22 and he was appointed conductor of the Orchesterverein 

and, from 1875/76, Professor of Harmony at the Konservatorium, and finally 

Chief Professor of theory and counterpoint. 

In fact, Fuchs was appointed assistant to Krenn for hannony teaching in 187 4 

and became a teacher for male juniors the next year, before being appointed a 

full professor for harmony (first study) and counterpoint in 1888. In 1893 he 

took over composition 'year one' and in 1894 composition 'all years'. From 

1898 he taught only counterpoint and composition. Thus he was for a time 

contemporaneous with Anton Bruckner, who himself taught hannony and 

counterpoint. At one point Fuchs had sixteen harmony pupils to Bruckner's 

eight and twenty counterpoint pupils to Bruckner's two. However, Kreuz 

affirms that they enjoyed a non-competitive relationship, quoting an article from 

the Neues Wiener Journal of 17.1.1927 reporting that Bruckner had requested 

Fuchs on several occasions to relieve him from the 'Orgelschule' in return for 

his (Bruckners) assumption of second-study harmony, because "Mei anzge 

Freud' san meine Sinfonien." Bruckner also expressed interest in Fuchs' 

compositions, especially the dance-like characteristics of the serenades.23 

From 1902 Richard Heuberger taught dramatic composition, from 1903 

Hennann Gradener was responsible for composition alongside Fuchs, and from 

1911, Vinzenz Goller taught sacred composition. Arnold Schonberg taught at 

theMusikakademie in 1911, with eleven students, including Alban Berg 

(harmony). Thus, in the latter part of his career at the Konservatorium, Fuchs' 

place as a central pedagogic figure eroded away. 

In 1908 Wilhelm Bopp was appointed as director of the Konservatorium and on 

January 1st, 1909, the institution had come under the jurisdiction. of the State. 

Although this meant that Fuchs and Gradener pledged their services to the 

21 Hagenbucher, Franz: op.cit. 12. 
22Fuchs, Robert. Streiclzerserenade. (Kistner, Leipzig) n.d .. 
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institution until their seventieth year, Wilhelm Bopp, in May 1908, invited 

Fuchs to tender his resignation and apply for his pension in 1912, along with 

Graden.er. Although Schonberg was initially canvassed as Fuchs' successor, 

the young composer declined the invitation and the position was divided 

between Max Springer, who taught counterpoint and composition, and Franz 

Schreker, who was only responsible for composition. 

Although these circumstances do not directly impinge on Erich's early 

composition, these events give more insight into Julius ~omgold's attitude to 

music and pedagogy, as Fuchs' and Gradener's abrupt retirement provoked an 

article, quoted extensively by K.reuz, in the Neue Freie Presse of 24.9.1922.24 

In the article, Julius Korngold, ever supportive of Fuchs in previous articles, 

consequently acknowledges the contribution of those two eminent teachers to 

the .Konservatorium. He indicates, however, that the teaching system, rather 

than the teachers themselves, had not kept pace with the newer developments in 

composition as exemplified by "Richard Strauss und andere Meister der 

Moden1e". This had led to a split between the "classical" and the "modem" and 

also a lack of direction, resulting in the young composers stultifying, or else 

embracing novelty at all cost: 

.... was aber eine Quelle jene krampfhaft betdebenen und iibertriebenen, 

in der Richtung auf .AuBerlichkeiten, Wagnisse und Bizzarrerien 

millverstandenen Modemitat sei. Moge die Akademie zur 

Verwirklichung ihrer Absichten Manner finden, die vom Gewordenen, 

dem heiligen Meistergut ausgehen, die ewige Emeuerung der 

Ausdrucksmittel, die Berechtigung und Ve1wertung jener neuen 

Moglichkeiten kennen und lehren, <lurch deren von Periode zu Periode 

sich iiberraschend vollziehende Aufdeckung die Musik die Kunst der 

Umwalzungen geworden ist. Ein "Klassiker" sei nichts anderes als ein 

bef,.nadeter Musiker, der einmal ein voraushorender, "moderner" 

Umsti..irzler sei. 25 

23Kreuz, Maximilian. op. cit. 119 f. 
24ibid. 70 f. 
25Korngold, Julim;. Neue Freie Presse. (24.9.1912) 2 f .. Quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 
71. 
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Here it must be noted that Komgold strikes an uncharacteristically ambivalent 

note, first impugning the avant-gardistes, then proclaiming them to be classicists 

in the eyes of later generations. 

Not only was Robert Fuchs himself a noted musician and teacher: his younger 

brother Johann Nepomuk was an opera conductor in PreBburg, Koln, Leipzig 

and, from 1880, in Vienna; professor of composition at the Konservatorium 

from 1888, and director of the Konservatorium from 1893. Notably, Johann 

Nepomuk was the composition teacher of Erich's third teacher Alexander 

Zemlinsky. Erich, therefore, benefited from the legacy of both brothers. 

Fuchs, honoured, respected and loved, lived to a ripe old age and was buried 

not far froi;n the graves of Beethoven and Schubert. 

4. ASPECTS OF FUCHS AS COMPOSER 
Apart from his activities as composer and teacher, Fuchs was organist in the 

k.k. Hojkapelle. His Symphony in C eamed him the Beethoven Prize, awarded 

by the Wiener Musilif,·eunde, in 1886. At the time he was teaching Erich, 

Fuchs was composing his third symphony. The first movement was written in 

Admont in August 1906, the other movements, including a slow movement in 

the form of a variation, were composed in Vienna and completed on 

13.11.1906. The symphony was premiered under unsatisfactory conditions on 

19.2.1907, shorly after the composer's sixtieth birthday. Kraus quotes a 

recension of Julius Komgold in the Neue Freie Presse of 31.1.1923. A 

positive account, it acknowledges the audience's affection for Fuchs and notes 

the "FluB, Meisterlichkeit der Faktur, Wiener Anmut auf dem Untergrund 

brahmsscher charalctervoller Arbeit geben auch diesem Werk das Geprage. Aus 

einem Satz wie demAndante leuchtet das Himmelblau Fuchs'scher Melodik, 

das Scherzo erweclct Serenadenerinnerungen und das Finale, <lessen 

Hauptthema sich zu Schumann bekennt, schickt flott und naturlich 

fortstromende Musil( aus, in deren Mitte sich der kontrapunktische Meisterlehrer 

selbst ein Denlrmal errichtet."26 A notable success was the premiere of the D 

major serenade by the Wiener Philharmoniker on November 15th 1874, causing 

Hanslick to comment "Das Werk verrath ein echtes, anmutiges, musikalisch 

26 Quoted in Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 60. 
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gesundes Talent.. .. Fuchs ahmt keinen anderen Komponisten nach und hat doc.,~ 

offenbar von allen gelemt".27 

Ott in MGG regarded Fuchs as essentially a miniatmist: 

Trotz augenblicher Erfolge von Opem und Sinfonien blieb der rein 

lyrischen Begabung die giiltige Aussage in den GroBform verwehrt. 

Indessen verschmolz Robert Fuchs den ihn zu Gebote stehenden 
' 

melodischen Erfindungsreichtum Schuberts und die versonnene 

Innerlichkeit seines Freundes Brahms iiberzeugerid ~t der von 

Schumann iiberkommenen Kleinfonn ... "28 

Brahms praised Fuchs in the following terms in 1891: "ein famoser Musiker. 

So fein und so gewandt, so reizvoll erfunden ist alles, man hat immer seine 

Freude daran". 

Karl Brachtel, in an article to celebrate Fuchs' eightieth birthday, emphasised 

his integrity: 

Wenn 'Deutsch sein' heiBt 'eine Sache um ihrer selbst willen tun', so ist 

Robert Fuchs ein Deutscher im edelsten Sinne des Wortes: er ist 

zeitlebens in seiner Kunst aufgegangen und hat seinem inneren 

Schaffensdrange gehorcht, ohne sich um die Gunst der Mitwelt zu 

kiimmem und ohne selbst zu dem Erfolg seiner Werke beizutragen. 

Darum ist der allzubescheidene Wiener Altrneister, der am 15. Febmar 

seinen 80. Geburtstag feierte, !eider viel zu wenig bekannt".29 

Listing Fuch 's works, Brachtel comments that although Fuchs is best known 
for his string serenades, other works, above all the three symphonies and his 

overture to Grillparzer's tragedy Des Meeres und der Liebe Wellen are 

"gehaltvoller", continuing: 

Fuchs gehort gewiB nicht zu den allergroBten Meistem, auch schafft er 

meist in kleineren Formen, aber auf seinem engeren Schaffensgebiet 

27Hanslick, Eduard (no source mentioned) quoted in: Hagenbucher, Franz; op. cit. I 9. 
28Biographical information in Wolfgang Suppan: Steirisches Musiklexikon. (Graz 1962-66) n p 
,g ' ... 
- see: Brachtel, K (Troppau), "Robert Fuchs zu seinem 80. Geburtstag". In: Zeitschriftfiir Musik 
(March 1927) n.p .. 
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Ieistet er vorbildliches. Vor allem sind seine zahlreichen Klavier- und 

Kammennusikwerke durchweg echte deutsche Hausmusik und haben 

auch groBen erzieherischen Wert. 

117 

Brac;htel indicates somewhat nostalgically that not only does Fuchs belong 

chronologically to "Wiens besseren Tagen", his personality ret1ects that period 

by its "Bescheidenheit nach au13enhin und eine feine Zuriickhaltung, wie sie bei 

den heutigen Kiinstlem wohl nur auBerst selten zu finden sind. Auch in seinem 

Wiener Heim fiihlt 1nan sich in eine groBere Vergangenheit versetzt''. Before 

concluding with congratulations for Fuchs' birthday/0 Brachtel emphasises the 

composer's strong emotional connection to the ''Natur begiins.tigten Fleckchen 

Erde" of his Steirisch homeland, where many of his works were conceived. 

5. FUCHS' PUPILS - A SELECTION 

From 1875 until his retirement in 1912 Fuchs taught many pupils who were to 

excel in their fields. 

5.1 HUGO WOLF, 
who came to Fuchs at the age of fifteen, was described by him as "der netteste 

junge Mann gewesen, den man sich denken kom1te, Iebhaft und vertraumt 

zugleich".31 

5.2 GUSTAV MAHLER 
also studied harmony with Fuchs from the age of fifteen, Fuchs having 

arranged a scholarship for him. Kreuz32 corrects a number of assertions made 

by Wessling33 and affirms the lack of extant correspondence between Mahler and 

Fuchs. 

J°Fuchs actually died before publication of the article. 
JJFuchs, Robert: Interview for his eightieth birthday in Neue Wiener Tagblatt, 13.2.1927. Quoted 
in: Kreuz, Maximilan: op. cit. 109 f. 
l
2Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 106 ff. 

33Wessling, Berndt W. Gustav Mahler. Einprophetisches Leben. (Hoffmann und Campe, Hamburg, 
1974), 
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5.3 LEO FALL (1873-1925). 
at fifteen years old, studied harmony and counterpoint with Fuchs and became a 

successful operetta composer. Kreuz quotes Walter Zimmerli34as stating that it 

was doubtless the education Fall had received at the hands of Robert and Johann 

Nepomuk Fuchs (Fall's composition professor) which enabled him to create a 

pleasing phrase out of few notes. 35 

5.4 EDMUND EYSLER (1874-1949) 
was another notable operetta composer who passed through Fuchs' hands at the 

Konservatorium was. 

5. 5 FRIEDRICH (FRITZ) KREISLER (1875-
1962), 
a violin student of Joseph Hellmesberger at the Konservatorium (where the 

violinist was admitted at the age of eight), studied harmony with Fuchs although 

he was to study composition in Paris with Delibes. 

5. 6 EGON KORNAUTH (1891-1959) 
was one of Fuchs' last counterpoint students at the Musikakademie .. 

5. 7 ALEXANDER (VON) ZEMLINSKY, 
who commenced studies with Fuchs in the school year 1888/89 (the same year 

as Leo Fall) is accorded a chapter to himself in this study, in accordance with 

his importance as Erich's principal composition teacher. 

34Zimmerli, Walter. Leo Fall: Ein Meister der Operette. Zurich, 1949. 
35 K M . ·1· · 12 f reuz, ax1m1 1an. op. ell. 0 . 
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5e8 FRANZ{ SCHMIDT (1874-1939) 
as a fifteen-year-old, in the following year, commenced studies with Fuchs 

although he would have preferred to study with Bruckner as a devoted admirer 

of his (Bruckner was ill at the time). 

' 
5.9 GEORGES ENESCU (18~~-1955) 
was likewise a Fuchs student> having entered the Konservatorium at the early 

age often. · 

5.10 JULIUS LEHNERT (1871-?) 
studied harmony, counterpoint and composition with Fuchs which stood him in 

good stead when, as repetiteur and ballet conductor at the Hof oper ( 1903-

1923) he was responsible for a number of ballet arrangements including 

Rilbezahl (Delibes), Die Jahreszeiten der Liebe (Schubert), Irrlichter (Berlioz) 

and Die Nixe von Schonbrunn (Weber). 

5.11 FRANZ SCHREKER (1878•"1934) 
came to Fuchs after he had drawn a'\tention to himself as the founder and 

musical director of a musical association in Wien-Dobling. Fuchs arranged a 

scholarship for his student, who dedicated his graduation composition, a setting 

of Psalm 16, to him. Kreuz quotes Julius Kapp's evaluation of the influence of 

Fuchs on Schreker, inasmuch that Schreker's "kiihn und maBlos vorwa.."is 

drangendes Talent von Fuchs in geregelte Bahnen gelenkt und ihm eine solide 

handwerkliche Grundlage vennittelt worden sei''.36 

36Kapp, Julius: Franz Schreker (Miinchen, 1921) 13, Quoted in Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 157 
f. 
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5.12 O'fHER PUPILS WERE 
Leo Ascher (1880-1942), Carl Weigl (1881-1949) who also studied with 

Zemlinsky, Richard Stohr (1874-1967), and Kamillo Horn. A number of 

these, including Zemlinsky, signed a collective commemorative certificate 

containing a poem and an engraving, in honouf of his sixtieth birthday. 

The composer, critic and later colleague of Fuchs Richard Heuberger ( 1860-
, 

1914) is cited as a student of Fuchs in some sources but Kreuz is of the opinion 

that this is untrue, as Heuberger only studied in Graz.37 
~' • i 

Kreuz also corrects MGG's statement38 that Ernst Tocb was self-taught, 

stating that Toch received an excellent mark for his first year of counterpoint 

(1903/4) but left Fuchs' course part-way through the next year. 

Private pupils of Fuchs include Jan Sibelius, who came to Vienna in 1890 

and transferred from Goldmark to Fuchs, and Robert Stolz (1880-1975) who 

studied with Fuchs at the age of eighteen while conducting operetta in Vienna. 

6. EVALUATIONOFFUCHSASA 
TEACHER 

Of the several reports quoted and discussed by Kreuz, those of Carl La:fite, 39 

Dr. Elsa Bienenfeld, 40 Josef Lorenz Wenzel, 41 Ernst Decsey, 42 and Max Graf, 43 

despite the divergent styles, backgrounds and schools of thought of their 

authors, share several points of consensus. 

• Firstly, the freedom which Fuchs gave to his pupils is noted by Lafite 

("Diese Stunden hatte etwas anregend Gesellschaftliches, etwas Freies und 

Heiteres, bei aller strengen Observanz"), Bienenfeld ("Im Vortrag war Fuchs 

nKreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 166 f. 
38Kurt Stone in MGG XII (1959) cols. 444 ff, quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 174. 
39

Lafite, Carl. "Kontrapunkt bei Robert Fuchs". In: Kunstwart (XX) 341-344. Quoted in: Kreuz, 
Maximilian: op. cit. 200. 
40Bienenfeld, Elsa. Article in Neues Wiener Journal (February ,1917). Quoted in: Kreuz, 
Maximilian; op. cit. 20 I. 
41

Wenzel, Josef Lorenz. Article in Neue Musikzeitung. (1922) 349. Quoted in: K.reuz, Maximilian: 
op. cit. 20 I f. 
42

Decsey, Ernst. Source unstated. Quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 202 f. 
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freiziigig, stand jedoch fest auf dem Boden der klassischen Formen"), 

Wenzel ("Fuchsens Unterricht war eine Erziehung und kein Eintrichtem"), 

and Graf ("Fuchs lieB die andem durchaus so sein, wie sie waren .... So 

mu.Bte er auch der i<leale Lehrer neuer Musikgenerationen werden, denen er 

die klassische Technik vennittelte, ohne sie in ihrer Selbststandigkeit 

einzuengen"). 

• Secondly, his pedagogic skill is described by Bienenfeld: "Er hatte eine 

unwiederstehliche Art, einem die 'Verbrechen' gegen den richtigen Satz 

eindringlich zu Gemiite zu filhren". Wenzel describes how the pupils were 

forbidden in some circumstances to utilise chromaticism in their counterpoint 

exercises. "Diese sehr lange betriebene Abstinenz von aller Chromatik 

brachte alien Fuchsschiilem einen totsicheren reinen Satz und eine 

Leichtigkeit in der Polyphonie, die ihrer Musik filrs ganze Leben ein 

Riickgrat gab. Decsey depicted Fuchs as " ... der feine Goldschmied. Andere 

fanden die Goldader, er ziselierte Zugaben des Lebens". 

• Thirdly, Fuchs' kindliness and benign character is emphasised by all. 

"Liebe, Giite und Nachsicht waren seine padagogische Farbenskala" (Lafite ). 

" .... einen Schuler vor der ganzen Klasse zu blamieren, hat er nie i.ibers Herz 

gebracht" (Bienenfeld). Wenzel remembers Fuchs' ' 6schelmisches Lacheln 

and "grenzenlose Geduld" and remarks that he never ceased to smile even 

when confronted by the modernists: "das Lacheln der wissenden alten Leute, 

denen der Stunn und Drang als Zeichen eines Fortschrittes nicht miBfallt". 

Decsey, like Lafite, affirms how much Fuchs' pupils enjoyed their lessons 

and Graf affirms his " ... charaktervolle, milde Personlichkeit, ein Mann ohne 

HaB und Bittemis ... ". 

Decsey also points to Fuchs' modesty: " .... Dieser seltene Vogel unter den 

Komponisten singt nie ein Lied von sich selber". 

Fuchs, despite the honours heaped upon him, is consistently described as a 

modest man. Krenz remarks that "Robert Fuchs war ein introvertierte Mensch, 

der nicht nur i.iber seine Person wenig aussagte sondem sich auch iiber ilnn 

43 Graf, Max: obituary in Der Tag (no. 1516. Vienna, 20.2.1927). Quoted in: Kreuz, Maximilian: 
op. cit. 203 f. 
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nahestehende Menschen, wie seine nachsten Verwandten und Schuler nur 

sporadisch au.Berte". 44 

Kreuz also mentions Hanslick and Julius Komgold as two of Fuchs' most 

prominent commentators and it is noteworthy that Julius Kon1gold, in the 

course of an explanation why he chose Fuchs to be Erich's first teacher of 

counterpoint, describes his feelings for the teacher whom he had known since 

his days as a student at the Konservatorium as "eine fast zai1:liche Verehrung" 

for the "lieben, stillen, giiltigen Lehrer, Ersinner nicht minder lieber, stiller, 

giitiger Serenaden',45
, and epitomised Fuchs' artistic leanings as "an den 

Hochgebirgsschroffen der Kunst vorbei freundlichem Hiigelland zugestrebt, 

einer Musik der Schwannerei, zarter Empfindsamkeit, anmutiger Geselligkeit, 

jenen Serenaden zu, die sich veilchenbescheiden neben den Symphonien 

bi.icken". 46 

7. FUCHSANDERICHWOLFGANG 
KORNGOLD 

Fuchs' activity as a teacher in the Konservatorium had already begun to decline 

in the academic year 1906/7 (8 pupils) and still further in 1907/8 (5 pupils). and 

it was perhaps apparent that the new generation was turning away from old

established methods and principles. Kreuz quotes an article written by Richard 

Specht' s article "Die jungen Wiener Komponisten" in Die Musik where the 

writer notes the schism between Fuchs' 'traditional' pupils such as Lafite and 

Stohr and the 'entarteten' students Zemlinsky, Schreker, Weigl and others.47 

Although there is no specific documentation on the content of Erich's lessons 

with Fuchs, and Ernst Komgold states that lessons were conducted at the 

Komgold home, the lessons could have followed the pattern of the harmony 

course which Fuchs taught at the Konservatorium for 'mannliche Zoglinge', 

usually boys from the age of fourteen. The course, entitled Harmonielehre als 

44Kreuz, Maximilian: Robert Fuchs (1847-1927): op. cit. 2. 
45JKM 121. 
46JKM 122. 
47Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 178 f. 
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Nebenfach, covered intervals and inversions, chords and chord progressions, 

theoretical and practical modulation. The manual was the Heinze-Krenn 

harmony method. From 1887 /8 musical dictation was added. Mahler and 

Wolf, being two of Fuchs' earliest pupils, would have pursued that course.48 

In view of the fact that Erich had received a thorough grounding in the 

rudiments of music at the hands of his father, and given his extraordinary talent, 

it is not surprising that Fuchs was astounded at his rapid progress. 

Brendan Carroll lists a number of juvenile works of Komgold which date from 

his tutelage under Fuchs, namely a "Modeme Sonata", an "Andantino" in A 

major, a sketch for a "Rondando", various "scherzandos" waltzes and 

sonatinas, a "Theme and Variations", a "Valse charmante" and also some 

songs.49 It is clear that the young composer was already experimenting with 

instrumental form and assembling the building blocks of extended instrumental 

works, even while his formal tuition did not extend beyond the bounds of 

harmony. 

It is noteworthy that K.reuz quotes an article which appeared in the right-wing 

Ostdeutsche Rundschau on 24.2.1917 which decries the neglect of composers 

like Fuchs in comparison with Jewish con1posers, stating as an example that 

Fuchs' works could only be obtained on order in the leading Vienna bookshops 

whereas one only had to mention Erich Komgold 's name, and all his works 

would be produced for display. 50 

The influence of Fuchs is readily seen in the rapid development ofKomgold's 

technical grasp of harmony and counterpoint from the earliest group of 

surviving pieces (such as Knabe (1905), Gold (1906) and Beim 

Groftmii.tterchen (1908) through to the 'group of three' (d minor sonata, Don 

Quixote, Der Schneemann). The first-named pieces display a basic 

understanding of chord progressions, including some chromatic sequences, 

alongside some awkward passages, notably in the introductions to Knabe and 

Beim Gro.f]mii.tterchen. The form remains elementary binary and te1nary. In the 

48ibid. I 04. 
49 

Carroll, Brendan op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 33. Like Melodie I and 2, the whereabouts of these 
pieces remain unknown to the author. ,They are not in the Library of Congress. 
5°Kreuz, Maximilian: op. cit. 75 f. Most of Fuchs' works were published by Robitschek in 
Vienna, from 1897. (see: Kreuz, M. op. cit.. 309). 
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later pieces, however, not only has the form developed, whilst retaining a sense 

of cohesion, even in the fantasia-like Don Quixote pieces; the harmonic 

progressions, however audacious, demonstrate a core of logic, and there are 

traces of counterpoint and fugato in Schneemann (following the Schneemann 

waltz in the lntroduktion, and accompanying the entry of the multiple snowmen 

in the second scene), and Don Quixote (especially in number 5, Abenteuer). 

Thus Julius Kon1gold's decision to enable his son to benefilt from two years of 

kindly but disciplined educational grounding, building 01:,w;hat Julius Korngold 

had himself imparted to Erich, had demonstrable effects. 

8. A COMPARISON OF COMPOSITIONS 
OF FUCHS AND KORN GOLD 

The following paragraphs convey an impression of the similarities and 

differences between Fuchs' and Komgold's musical language within a similar 

genre - the descriptive pianoforte miniature. The only factor which may flaw a 

direct comparison is the twenty years difference in date between the two pieces 

selected- one ofFuchs' Fantastische Skizzen (1890) and one ofKomgold's 

Don Quixote pieces (1909) Notwithstanding, Franz Hagenbucher's dissertation 

on Fuchs' piano works51 is quite explicit about Fuchs' development of style in 

the later part ofhis life. Th.:. watershe.d emanation of Fuchs' Symphonie in C 

(1884), described by Joahnnes Brahms as "sein bestes, gr6Beres Werk und weit 

besser, fl otter und fertiger, als ich irgend envartete" ~ 52 elicited the following 

judgement from Hanslick: 

Die neue Symphonie in C Dur von Robert Fuchs zeigt einen 

iiberraschenden Fortschritt des Componisten; keinen gewaltsamen, 

sondem den organischen eines kraftigen Wachstums.53 

As well as the observation that Fuchs shows himself in a more romantic vein 

from this period,54 Hagenbucher notes a new contrapuntalism permeating the 

51 Hagenbucher, Franz. op. cit. 
52ibid . . 30. 
53 ibid .. 31. 
54 foe. cit. 
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con1positions of Fuchs, exemplified by op. 76, Zehn Fugenfur Klavier,55 one 

of the very few piano compositions produced between the Symphony in C, as 

well as a series of pieces after I 910, described by Hagenbucher as being in 

" .... eine echt romantische Stimmung".56 However, despite Hagenbucher's 

amazement at the wealth of "echtes Bmpfinden" and ''iiberzeugende Kraft" m 

the last compositions of the nearly eighty-year-old composer,57 there is no 

reference to elements of modernity such as whole-ton.e configurations ur added 

harmonies in parallel motion, which abound in his pupil's compositions. 

Therefore it is felt that the comparison of the pieces cited below has sufficient 

validity to warrant its inclusion. 

Number 2 of Phantastische Skizzen op. 49 H 1 Nr 2,58 a 32-measure 

piece for pianoforte solo, is quoted in full in a historiological volume on music 

in Austria.59 The piece serves as an illuminating parallel to Komgold's early 

composition: it is based on a marked rhythmical figure, like many of 

Komgold's youthful essays; it is episodic in nature; and it is concise - even, as 

its title suggests, fragmentary. Its designation as 'fantastic' alludes less to an 

improvisatory characteristic than to its fleet quality in a minor key, suggesting 

the grotesqueness of a geme common in French musical literature. 60 

Indeed, its concise ternary form belies the effect of improvisatory expansion, 

and the inherent chromaticism of the opening motif ( ex. 1 ), far from initiating a 

chain of flights of fancy, serves as a link in a chain of sequential dominant-tonic 

cadences ( ex. 2), disguised by the lack of root positions, the sinmltaneous 

ss loc. cit. 
56ibid 33 .. The pieces cited are the Second Piano Sonata, op. 88; Neun Phantasiestiicke, vp. 89; 
Walzer, op. 90 for four hands; Miniaturen (second series) op. 93 for four hands, and his last piano 
works: Third Piano Sonata op. 109; Walzer op 110; Vier Klavierstucke op. 111; Tautropfen op 
112; and Sechs Klavierstiicke op. I 14. 
57/oc. cit. 
58Fantastische Skizzen (fur Klavier zu zwei Hiinden) "Herm Professor Joseph Dachs 
hochachtungsvoll zugeeignet". (Rieter-Biedennann Verlag. Leipzig, 1890). See: Hagenbucher, 
Franz. op. cit. I 06. Hagenbucher also quotes a letter (May, 1890) from Fuchs' friend and 
supporter Johannes Brahms to the man who was to become the owner of the Rieter-Biedennann 
publishing house, Herr Astor; " .... Zugleich mit lhren Sachen nam!ich brachte mir Robert Fuchs 
eine neue ungedruckte Sammlung Klavierstiicke. Als ich diese hernach mit vielem Vergnugen 
durchspielte, mu13te ich mir unwillkiirlich fragen, warum dieser Name noch in Ihrem Katalog fehlt". 
The pieces to which Brahms was referring were the Phantastische Skizzen, and they were printed by 
July 1890, the only works of Fuchs to be represented by that publisher. See: Hagenbucher, Franz: 
op. cit,. 27. 
59Flotzinger, Rudolf and Gruber, Gemot ( ed.): Musikgeschichte Osterreichs. Bd. 2 (vom Barock zur 
Gegenwart). (Vg. Styria. Graz, n.d.) 358. 
60 

... the devils and villains in operas such as Gounod's Faust and Offenbach's Contes d'flojfmann. 
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dominant/tonic hannony at the commencement of bar four ( ex. 3) ( and the final 

bar), and a touch of Neapolitan harmony in the reprise of the phrase in bar six 

( ex. 4). The only concession to waywardness is evinced by the hidden 

cadences in bar ten ( ex. 5) ( the initial left-hand E,, suggesting C major instead 

ofF major for two notes, substitutes for F'), and bar twelve (6) (the initial F 

sharp in the right-hand part delays the expected chromatic descent to an F 

natural, to formulate F major). In addition, the tonic a minor harmony in bar 

fifteen ( ex. 7) is incongruous with the suggested movem~.t1t ,of the bass line of 

the preceding measure - E, forming a passing 6/4, would have.been more 

'correct'). 

Notwithstanding, the piece speaks essentially a conventional language, 

interspersed with arbitrary divergences from the norm. And even though Mayr 

reports that Fuchs was in favour of frequent modulations and was averse to 

composition where ''man kommt aus der Tonart fast gar nicht heraus",61 this 

piece never strays far from familiar territory. 

A comptl.table piece, the first from Korngold's youthful character-suite Don 

Quixote, 62 is altogether more advanced in style, as befitting its date of 

composition some twenty years later (1910), but advanced nonetheless. The 

core motif of three whole-tone chords ( ex. I) moves in a similar direction to the 

Fuchs piece - descending initially only to devolve in on itself. 

However, the left-hand, proceeding in parallel chromatic motion ( ex. II) before 

revealing its true nature - a cadential progression leading to the third note ( ex. 

Ill) - suggests by its movement that its purpose could be to initiate a V-I cadence 

to b minor, especially at its third statement at bar three (ex. IV). 

Instead of resolving this progression, however, Ko1ngold engages in six 

measures of quasi-improvisational, cadenza-like sequences ( ex, V), before 

landing on the dominant of the actual key of die piece ( ex. VI) ( a minor, as 

articulated by the key-signature). 

61 Mayr, Anton: op. cit. 81. 
62"'Don Quixote ilber den Ritterbiichem und seine Sehnsucht nach Waffentaten" 
In: Don Quixote: sechs Charakterstiicke. (Universal-Edition E.W.K. 3, 1910) (originally 
published in a private edition). 
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9. ERICH KORNGOLD'S MUSICAL 
EDUCATION AND ITS TRANSITION 
FROM FUCHS TO ZEMLINSKY. 

127 

Shortly after the commencement of lessons Fuchs told Julius Komgold that his 

young pupil Erich had the capacity for understanding of a twenty-year-old, 63 but 

this could not erase an element of doubt in Komgold's heart. Julius Komgold -~ ~ 

is equivocal regarding his feelings, describing them terse::ly: "Gleichwohl filhlte 

ich als Kritiker, der zugleich Yater war, einen ungelosten Zweifelsrest".64 

Speculation is impossible to avoid in this case. Either Julius still needed 

convincing about his son's capacity, or he expected Fuchs to be more impartial 

in his judgement, or Fuchs' mild nature was insufficiently charismatic to 

dominate the exuberance ofK.omgold's creative outpourings, or the teacher's 

accolade impelled Julius to consider extending his son's studies into the realm 

of composition itself and he considered Fuchs' abilities too limited in this area. 

Julius Korngold's response was as follows: 

Nach langerem Kampf mit mir selbst entschloB ich mich, einen groBen 

schaffenden und ausiibenden Musiker ins Vertrauen zu ziehen, <lessen 

intransigente Sachlichkeit in Kunstdingen mir Unbestechlichkeit, 

Zuverlassigkeit und Offenheit der Meinung zu verbi.irgen schien. Ich 

wandte mich an Gustav Mahler. 65 

9.1 JULIUS KORNGOLD'S MOTIVES FOR 
APPROACHING MAHLER 
The motive for Julius Korngold's decision to consult the most infhlential 

musician in Vienna is also a matter for discussion. On the one hand, the critic 

may have merely required a candid second opinion on the child's capacity and 

direction from a musician whose reputation for artistic integrity was beyond 

reproach. On the other hand there is the school of thought exemplified by the 

very people to whom K.orngold (in retrospect) was addressing these apologetic 

memoirs, i.e. that Komgold was using his position as a lever to ~:mrry favour 

6}JKM 122. 
64 Joe. cit. 
65ibid. 122. 
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with Mahler, in return for favourable treatment in the Neue Freie Presse. The 

Mahler-biographer Wessling' s assertions have already been discussed and 

rejected66 - yet he may be partially correct when he infers that Julius Komgold 

entertained an unconscious hope that an early recognition. of Erich's talents 

might lead to premieres of his pieces under the jurisdiction of Mahler himself. 

9.2 THE VISIT TO MAHLER: ASPECTS OF 

CHRONOLOGIC,L;\L HISTORIOGRAPHY 

There is some doubt as to the date mentioned for the visit to Mahler - "a pleasant 

day in June, 1906". 6 7 In Child Prodigy, the Am,~rican version of the memoirs, 

the date is given as 1907,68 but the typewritten dmJl': of the Getman-language 

memoirs69 leave no doubt as to the date - 1906. lJ:n.1no Walter postulates 1906: 

Es durfte etwa im Jahre 1906 gewesen sein, als er zu mir wiederholt 

seh1er Be\\'lll1derung filr das kompositorische Talent des Neunjahrigen 

Ausdruck gab und <lessen erstaunliches Klavierspiel riihmte. 70 

1906 was the year of the Salzburg Festival when Figaro was performed, and 

Mahler arrived in Viem~a some time after May 26th
• He had just conducted the 

premiere of the 6'1z Symphony in Essen, and was to conduct a new production 

of Die Zauberjlote on June 1 st,7 1 as well as a performance of Le Nozze di 

Figaro on June 8th
, before leaving for his summer vacation in Maiemigg, where 

he was to compose the 8th symphony before going to Salzburg in August to 

conduct Figaro at the Festival. 72 

De la Grange73 quotes from the German edition of the memoirs as to this 

episode, therefore giving the date as 1906. He also quotes Luzi Komgold's 

66Wessling, Berndt W.: Gustav Mahler: Ein prophetisclzes Leben, (Hoffmann und Campe. 
Hamburg, 1974) 245. (see Chapter Two, section Julius Korngold and Mahler). 
67JKM loc cit. 
<i&p5Jhnt1nn, Helmut. Erich Wolfga11g Karngold: Umersuchungen z11r Pzychologie, A.sthetik und 
Kompositionstechnik seines Schaflens (Johannes-Gutenberg-Universitlit, Mainz. (n.d.) Phil. 
Diss.) 
69Copy in the possession of Bernd Rachold. 
70 "Bruno Walter iiber E.W. Komgold". In: OeMZ. (XXII, May 1967) 297. 
::wmnauer, Franz: Gustav Mahler und die Wiener Oper. (Locker. Vienna, 1977) 273. 

Muller, Karl-Josef: Mahler: Leben-Werke-Dokumente. (Schott. Maim:, 1988) 328-330, 
73De la Grange, Remy-Louise: Gustav Mahler, chro11ique d'une vie. (Fayard, Paris) n.p .. 
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account of Erich's visit to theZaube,jlote Dress Rehearsal74 but either Luzi was 

incorrect and Erich's was nine on that occasion, not eight, or De la Grange is 

incorrect by stating June ~ ~106. In fact the premiere of the Neuinszenierung of 

Die Z.auberfiote was on June 1st 1906, 75 so the Dress Rehearsal may have been 

on or just after Erich's ninth birthday. Julius Komgold mentions that his son 

attended a Figaro rehearsal conducted by Mahler76 
- he does not mention when. 

It is unlikely that he took his son to the Salzburg Festival that year, as the 

memoirs imply that the visit there in August 1910 \Yas, a momentous occasion 

for father and son. 77 

Some sources date the encounter with Mahler as being in 1907. However, fuis 

is the chronology extrapolated from Julius' memoirs: 

• June 1906 (Erich was 9 years old): Visit to Mahler. Mahler suggests 

Zemlinsky as teacher, but Julius decides to wait a year 

• June 1907 (at the earliest, Erich being 10 years old) Erich commences 

lessons with Zemlinsky. 

• 1908, Summer Holidays (Erich was 10 and 11 yrs old): Don Quixote 

conceived. A letter dated 20th July, 1907 addressed from the Karersee

Hotel, Tirol and one mentioning the date 24th July, 1907 are in the 

Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek. 

• 1908/1909 (Erich was 11-12 years old): Der Schneemann composed. 

• December 1909 (Erich was 12, not 13 as Julius mentions on pl28): 

Private edition of Piano Sonata in D, Don Quixote, and 

Der Schneemann.(commenced Christmas, 1908). 

• April 1910 (Erich was 12): Der Schneemann performed for Baronin 

Bienerth. 

• 4th October, 1910 (Erich was 13): Premiere of Der Schneemann. 

However, Erich's own testimony is accurate, he had been studying with Fuchs 

for "more than two years" before he commenced lessons with Zemlinsky at the 

74Komgold, Luzi: op. cit. 11. 
75Willnauer, Franz: loc. cit, 
16JKM 140 f .. 
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age of eleven: "Ich war damals 11 Jahre alt, war seit mehr als zwei Jahren 

Schuler von Prof. Robert Fuchs in Kontrapunkt". 78 

If Erich saw Mahler in 1907, then he had already been studying with Fuchs a 

whole year, and only commenced with Zemlinsky in 1908, at the age of eleven, 

after two years with Fuchs. This could account for the burst of composition at 

that time. 79 

1906 is the more likely year if Gold was the catalyst for Julius seeking Mahler's 

advice. 

The scenario could be construed thus: 

Easter 1906, Julius Korngold receives the score of Gold and approaches 

Fuchs. Erich must invest time to compose a piano sonatina. 

Assuming he starts with Fuchs in May 1906, after 'wenigen Wochen'8° Fuchs 

announces Erich's remarkable talent to Julius. But as Julius says that 'nach 

langerem Kampf mit mir selbst' he decided to consult Mahler, this process of 

struggle to reach a decision must have commenced earlier in that case, unless 

that year 1906-1907 is meant. 

The Danish musicologist Knut J\1artner, who has diarised Mahler's life in 

considerable detail, has informed Komgold expert Bernd Rachold that in his 

opinion the audition would have taken place in 1906, since Mahler would have 

had no time for such a meeting at the time when his younger child was seriously 

ill with scarlet fever and he was experiencing such problems at the Hofoper, 

involved in negotiations with Conried in New York, and living partly in a hotel, 

Bruno Walter, writing in memory of Erich Komgold, remembered that he 

heard Erich's name for the first time from Mahler's lips. 81 It may have been 

1906 when Mahler expressed his repeated admiration of the nine-year-old's 

ability as a composer. 

77ibid. 139 f .. 
78 Korngold, Erich Wolfgang: "Das Vorbild meiner jungen Jahre". In: Der Auftakt, (14.10.1921) 
n.p .. 
79End 1908 - Scherzo of Piano Sonata, Der Sclmeemann begun. Beginning J 909 Finale Piano 
Sonata composed .. Easter 1909 Der Sclmeemann completed. Summer 1909 Sonata first movement. 
July-Aug 1909 Don QuLtote composed. October 1909 Scherzo piano sonata completed 
80JKM 122. 
81Komgold, Luzi: op. cit, 6. 
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George Komgold claimed that Erich studied with Zemlinsky only for one 

year.82 He also mentioned that Erich began playing the piano at the age of four 

(Julius Komgold writes five). 

Alma Mahler-Werfel83 gives the date of the audition with Gold as after Easter 

1908 (sic!), adding that she was not present on that occasion and had to rely on 

lV[ahler's enthusiastic comments. Earlier in her memoirs she writes: 

In der Zeit meiner Ehe mit Gustav Mahler84 kam dieser einmal zu mir 

und sagte, Korngold habe ihn eben nach eine~ genialen Lehrer fiir 

seinen genialen Sohn gefragt. M.ahler war ganz in sich versponm:m und 

Wtillte nicht viel von der AuBenwelt, auBer was die Oper betra£ Ich 

antwortete sofort: 'Das kann doch nur Zemlinsky werden, da gibt es . 
keine Wahl!' So empfahl 1'1ahler Zemlinsky, und Erich Korngold hatte 

es nicht zu bereuen"85 

If this is true, then JuVus Korngold's memoirs compress events. He writes that 

he took his son to Mahler's appartment in theAuenbruggergasse, where Erich 

played his cantata from memory, while Mahler first perused the score, then 

began to pace up and down: 

... .in jenem Hinkrhythmus, in dem er verviel, wenn er aufgeregt war. 

Et rief ein urns andere Mal: 'Ein Genie!' Melodiebildung, Fomkraft und 

das aufiiihrerische Harmoniegefilhl batten ihm zugesetzt. 'Geben Sie 

den Buben zu Zemlinsky in die Lehre!' riet er mir immer dringcnder. 

'Nur ja kein Konservatoriurr, ..<:ein Drill! Von Zemlinsky wird er in 

freiem Unterricht alles lernen, was er braucht! '. 86 

10. TRANSITION FROM FUCHS TO 
ZEMLJNSR.~ 
Mahler's exhortation ''Nur kein Konservatorium, kein Drill - geben Sie den 

Buben zu Zemlinsky in die Lehre" may have been a reaction to a possible 

suggestion by Fuchs that Erich be enlisted as a young Konservatoriurn student. 

82Program booklet, Die Tote Stadt, September 1978 (source unknown). 
81 Mahler-Werfel, Alma: Mein Leben. (Fischer, Frankfurt a. M., 1992) 42. 
84Piey were married on March 9th, 1902. 
~
5Mi, ler-Werfel, Alma: op. cit., 30. 
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It is probable that Julius Korngold had devised various possible frameworks for 

his son's musical upbringing: the Konservatorium would have been too public 

for Julius Korngold's taste, and it is unlikely whether his son would have been 

admitted at such a young age. Having received a systematic grounding in the 

foundations of composition, it was time for the youthful composer to build his 

awareness of the historical traditions of musical fonn, and to imbibe a sense of 

style that would enable him to complement his father's opinions. Erich was 

presumably reacting to Fuchs' conservative training by ap,absorbing interest in 

modernistic composers, and this may have been one of the discussion points 

raised by Julius Korngold in his meeting with Mahler. Julius Korngold may be 

excused for hoping that that Mahler himself might offer to teach the child. 

Mahler, however, suggested strongly that Erich be taught by Zemlinsky, but 

Julius Korngold delayed the commencerr1ent of lessons for a year. Erich, 

however, states that he studied for two years with Fuchs before commencing 

with Zemlinsky. 87 He could have meant that he studied for a year with Fuchs 

alone, then for one year concurrently with the two teachers before continuing 

his studies with Zemlinsky alone. 

One year, then, was spent under Fuchs' sole tutelage ( assuming the year 1906-

07), during which, to quote Julius, Erich "hatte sich erstaunHch entwickelt".88 

It can be assumed, therefore, that Erich commenced lessons with Zemlinsky 

some time after June 1907, in Erich's tenth year. These lessons continued at 

least until 1910~ after which Zemlinsky left Vienna to take up a position in 

Prague. It is doubtful whether the lessons continued on a regular basis during 

the last part of that period, as there is a reported but unsubstantiated part of 

Zemlinsky's life between 1909-1910, when he was purported to be conducting 

in Mannheim. 

86JKM 122 f. 
s7Komgold, Erich Wolfgang: op. cit. (in: Der Auftakt, 1921). 
88JKM 124. 
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1. ZEMLINSKY IN CONTEXT 

Despite the wave of musicological research initiated by Horst Weber and other 

researchers, and despite the current (1999} rehabilitation of Spii.tromantik, 

Zemlinsky is still regarded as an 'Auslaufer' rather than a consummator, neither 

making a definitive summation of an epoque as didJ.S. Bach, nor even 

forming a bridge to a new epoque as did Beethoven. He lies in the emerging 

shadow of the }leue 'fViener Schute. Franz Endler's assessment "Zemlinsky, 

der .... mit seinen eigenen Werken nurmehrunwesentlich iiber die Spatromantik 

hinausfand."1 is typical ofits type. Julius Komgold, whilst selecting 

Zemlinsky as Erich's teacher at Mahler's behest, and recommending that 

Zemlinsky orchestrate Der Schneemann, recognised that Zemlinsky's 

undoubted talent and creativity was not sufficient to fulfil the promise of his 

youth: 

Hochst verfeinertes, geistreiches Artistentum hob ihn als starkste 

Hoffnung der Komponistenjugend Wiens empor, <las ihm allerdings 

auch das Erbteil einer gewissen genialen, vollste Entwicklung und 

vollsten Erfolg hindemden Lassigkeit mitgegeben hatte. Er war von 

Brahms ausgegangen, von Brahms gefordert worden.2 

Fuchs had provided a link to Schubert and Mozart; Zemlinsky would be a living 

reminder of Julius Korn gold's own formative years and his seminal encounters 

with Brahms, described in his memoirs. Furthermore, the tutelage of a 

relatively young composer, actively engaged in the forefront of Vienna's 

practical musical life, would have been seen as providing a Gegenpol to the 

aged and reactionary Fuchs. It was only Zemlinsky's contact with and 

encouragement of more controversial Viennese emanations which may have 

been a cause for concern: 

1Endler, Franz. op. cit. 55. 
2JKM 123. 
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Zemlinsky hatte seinen Schwager, Arnold Schonberg. in der Musiktheorie 

unterwiesen, um von diesem wieder in <lessen Umsturzideen eingefiihrt zu 

werden.3 

Although Zemlinsk:y, as events proved, never embraced the cause oftheNeue 

Wiener Schute to the ultimate extent: 

So begann er etwa wie der Sarg Moham.meds· zwische[l Himmel und Ertle 

zu schweben, zwischen dem verhangten Wolkenhimmcl_ Schonbergs und 

dem sicheren Erdboden der klassischen Tradition.4 

The period of Erich's instruction preceded Schonberg's Harmonielehre. 

Zemlinsky's opera Es war einmal, premiered on 31.1.1900 by Mahler, aroused 

expectations of a Viennese counterpart to Munich's Richard Strauss. However) 

Zemlinsky spread his energies too wide, into conducting, teaching, and 

orchestrating operettas (including Heuberger's Opernball). 

"Es war einmal bezeichnete auflange sein Kiinstlerschicksal. Es war einmal, 

aber es sollte sobald nichts ahnlich Marchenhaftes folgen"5 states Julius 

Komgold. The following outline traces a section of the the Zemlinskian 

destiny, with particular reference to his pedagogical contribution. 

2. ZEMLINSKY'S MUSICAL HERITAGE 

The dialectic between the psychological Gegenpolen exemplified by the legacy 

ofWagner and Brahms was the paradigm shaping Zemlinsky's formative years 

as a musician, and he, like many of his contemporaries, was not only unable to 

resolve this conflict, but also unable to solve its manifestation in a new era. 

Wagner gained his disciples through his writings and perfonnances of his 

works rather than through acceptance of his doctrines by music-education 

institutions. Brahms channelled his resources through public institutions, 

notably the Wiener Konservatorium. Whoever wished to prosper in that 

institution was encouraged to foster the artistic initiatives inculcated by Brahms. 

Thus Zemlinsky, although deeply appreciative of Wagner's contribution to 

music and a devotee of his style, was sufficiently impregnated by the 

3 foe. cit. 
4/oc. cit 

1 · 
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Brahmsian spirit through his studies at the Konservatorium (although he was 

not a pupil of Brahms himself) to compose a Trio for clarinet, piano and cello, 

op.3, in D minor, premiered on 11.12.1896. 6 The work, evincing an 

unmistakeable affinity with the Bralnns Clarinet Trio op, 114 in matters of 

texture, part-writing, and organic variation technique, won him the third prize in 

a competition for a chamber music work with wind instruments, instituted by 

Brahms and sponsored by the Wiener Tonkilnstlerverein ( of which Zemlinsky 

was a member, later becoming a VorstandsmitgliedJ. . 

3. STUDENT ACHTEVElVIENTS 

Even ifZemlinsky, born on October 141
\ 1871, did not commence composing 

at quite such a youthful age as Korngold, he was already learning the piano at 

the age of four, and studied at the Vienna Conservatorium from the age of 

thirteen: piano with Brahms-friend Anton Door (1887-1890), harmony with 

Fritz Krenn, composition with Johann Nepomuk Fuchs (1890-92), 

counterpoint with Robert Fuchs7 (1888-89). This period marks his first essays 

at composition, including a cadenza to Beethoven's fourth symphony. 

However, his first complete composition, a piano sonata, dates from 1890, 

when he was eighteen or nineteen.8 Thus Zerlllinsky's development was about 

ten years behind Erich's, and his Liindliche Tiinzer op.l are by no means as 

sophisticated as Erich's first works, even allowing for the developments in 

music between the 1880s and the first years of the twentieth century. 

In 1897 Zemlinsky gained the Beethoven prize, donated by the Gesellschaft der 

Musi/ifi·eunde, for his B-Dur-Symphonie,9 dated 9.9.1897 and performed at a 

concert of the Wiener Tonkiinstlerverein, and the second prize of the Luitpold 

award in Munich for his first opera Sarema, premiered in the Kg!. Hof- und 

Nationaltheater on I 0.10.1897. 10 The success of Sarema had reached Mahler's 

5/oc. cit. 
6 This was also perfonned in Vienna during the 1992 Zemlinsky Conference. 
7Krenn and Fuchs were also Mahler's teachers. 
8The ms. is in the National Library, Bucharest. 
9The ms. is in the Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 
10The opera is based on R. v. Gottschalk's Die Rose vom Kaukasus and the text stems from 
Zemlinsky's father Adolph. Although owing alliegance to Wagner, the work, in the opinion of 
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attention, leading to Zemlinsky' s second opera Es war ein.mal being premiered 

in Vienna on 31.1.1900, after a collaborative revision (including cuts) of the 

text and music between Mahler and the composer. 11 This opera, to be sure, 

provoked Hanslick to '1sk "MuB denn inuner gewagnert seinf"12 which would 

corroborate Mahler's opinion of the work as being full of "Anleihen".13 

4. A COMP_L\lUSON OF ZEMLINSKY'S 
AND KORNGOLD'S CAREER PATHS 

Zemlinsky's progression as a composer differed from Komgold's. The 

younger composer came to opera via dance and tone poetry, his teacher came to 

dance via opera. Komgold attained instant success through the popular medium 

ofballet; Zemlinsky had two abortive attempts in the genre. 

The first was the Mimodram 'Ein Lichtstrah/ ·', dated 10-17.5.1901, which is in 

the form of a through-composed, leitmotivic, cabaretistic melodrama for spoken 

text and pianoforte solo. 14 

The second attempt dates from a similar period,, when Zemlinsky initiated the 

composition of his only ballet music Das glii.serne Herz, based on Hugo von 

Hofmannsthal's scenario. Although it would be exaggerated to draw direct 

comparison between Korngold's blithely conceived lightweight comedy and 

Zemlinsky's more ambitious project, an analysis of the work h~s been 

prepared, as the composition affords an insight into Zemlinsky's style and 

methods. Composed between 1900 and 1904, Das glaserne Herz exemplifies, 

in the opinion of Horst Weber, the "Hohepunkt der schopferischen 

Auseinandersetzung Zemlinskys mit der 'Jungwiener' Bewegung."15 An 

analysis of this work is also to be found in the chapter on Ballett-pantomime in 
Vienna. 

Horst Weber (op, cit. 16), reflects more the spirit of Wagner's early works than the world of 
Tristan und Isolde. Zemlinsky, according to his pupil Schonberg, "liebte Brahms und Wagner 
gleichenna/3en". See: Schonberg, Arnold. "Riickblick". In: Stimmen, Monatshltitter jilr Musik. 
(1. Jg., Berlin 1949) 433. 
11 I\'1ahler' s friend Siegfried Lipiner assisted with the text revision. 
12Hanslick, Eduard. "Aus neoer und neuester Zeit", In: Die moderne Oper, IX. Tei!. (Allgemeiner 
Verein fiir Deutsche Literatur, Berlin, 1900) 46. 
13Milller, Karl-Josef. op. cit. 210. 
14The ms. is in the Library of Congress. See chapter on Ballett-Pantomime. 
15Weber, Horst. Alexander Zemlinsky: eine Studie. (Vg. Elisabeth Lafite, Vienna, 1977) 19. 
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Like Komgold, a period of Zemlinsky' s life was spent in the world of 

entertainment music. He had not been able to finance himself and his family by 

composition. Already in 1900 he had been engaged as Kapellmeister at the 

Wiener Car/theater. 16 Z1emlinsky had also guest-conductqd the sizeable 

orchestra of the pleasure establishment 'Venedig in Wien' situated in the 

Prater. 17 

The young Korngold possessed in Zemlinsky a teacher well versed in the 

practice of the Opera theatre. By 1904, after four years at the Car/theater, 

Zemlinsky was engaged as Kapellmeister to the Wiener ·Volksoper, which 

Rainer Simons had recently founded, where drama and opera was in the 

repertoire. Zemlinsky's reputation as an opera conductor was now firmly 

established, which ensured his engagement to the Hofoper by Mahler in 1907. 

Zemlinsky made his debut there with Otelia. His opera Der Traumgorge, 18 

composed between 1904-1906, underwent rehearsal and was planned to be 

premiered in early 1908. However, Mahler resigned at the end of 1907 which 

prompted Zemlinsky, in a letter to Alma, 19 to prognos·e a negative outcome to 

his opera, whoever the successor to Mahler may have been.20 Weingartner's 

rejection of Der Traumgorge led to Zemlinsky's resigning from the Hofoper in 

1908 and returning to the Volksoper in the 1908/09 season as chief conductor. 

During this second engagement he conducted21 the premiere of his most 

successful opera Kl eider mac hen Leute, based on the novel by Gottfried Keller, 

composed between 190622 or 190823 and premiered on 2.10.1910 under his 

16Zemlinsky remained at the Car/theater until 29th May, 1903, by which time he! had conducted 
thirteen operetta premieres; including nearly 150 perfonnances of Lehar's Der Rastelbinder .. Karl 
Kraus, in his recension of the premiere of Richard Heuberger's Der Opernball, premiered on 
16.10.190 I, claimed that Zemlinsky had been responsible for a substantial part of the 
orchestration, If this is true, it must be the question of a revision, as the operetta experienced its 
world premiere in Vienna on 5th January, 1898. See: Rec/ams Oper- u. OperettenjiHzrer {Stuttgart 
1978) I 08. . ' 
17Rode, Suzanne. "Alles ware schon auf der Welt - wenn's keine Operetten Gabe. In: OeMZ. (4:92) 
185. 
18In three scenes - two acts and a Na.:hspiel - with a text by Leo Feld. 
19Undated, 1907. 
20Weber, H. op. cit. 22. 
21 The list of Zemlinsky's conducted perfonwmces at the Volksoper, extracted from Theaterzetteln 
deposited in the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, include Halevy's Die Jz'idin (La Juive), 
f;emiered 07.01.1910, the Viennese premieres of Ariane et Barbe-Bleu, and Salome (22.12.1910). 

Weber, H. op. cit. 135, Werkverzeichnis. 
23 ibid. 23. 
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musical direction two days before Komgold' s Der Schneemann. Zemlinsky 

was unable to attend the premiere ofKomgold's pantomime as he conduc kf.xi a 

premiere of Carmen at the Volksoper on that day "zur Feier des Allerhochsten 

Namensfestes Sr. Majestat des Kaisers bei festlich beleuchteten Hause."24 In 

the meantime, the relationship between Weingartner and Zemlinsky had 

improved. 

At the behest of Julius Komgold, the composer had written to Weingartner on 

the subject of his three-act comic opera Kl eider madzen Leute destined for 

Stuttgart and the Volksoper in the autumn.25Weingartner replied on May 12, 

1910, that he would be preapred to peruse it, and requesting the material. 

although he could not give an official response, seeing that the work had been 

accepted for the Volksoper. He also apologised for the tardy reply, due to 

extensive rehearsals for Gatz von Berlinichen. 26 

5. ZEMLINSKY AS TEACHER. 

Unable to finance his life by composition, and endowed with a natural gift for 

communication, Zemlinsky had begun his teaching activities in piano and 

composition before 1900. His most celebrated pupil, apart from Erich 

Kon1gold, was 

5o 1 ARNOLD SCHONBERG, 
recommended to Zemlinskyby Josef Labor, organist and theory teacher, circa 

1895-96. The major instruction concerned hannony; however, Schonberg 

consulted Zemlinsky's advice concerning his early compositions, which 

according to Zemlinsky included "alles Mogliche, wie Violinsonaten, Duette, 

Chore fiir Arbeitervereine und hauptsachlich Lieder''.27 Zemlinsky showed J:-.Js 

own compositions to Schonberg and also set his pupil practical tasks, such as 

the fair copy of ZemJinsky' s Lied Das verlassene Miidchen from op.2, and 

commissioning Schonberg to arrange the vocal score of Sarema for the Munich 

;;'Bin ich kein Wiener?'. (Exhibition catalogue Gesellschafl der Musikji-eunde in Wien. J 992) 42. 
· Haus-, Hof und Staatsarchiv, 469/19 I 0. 

26ibid. 
27Zemlinsky, Alexander von. 'Jugenderinnerungen'. In: Arnold Schonberg zum 60. Geburtstag, 
(Festschrift, 13.9.1934 (Vienna, 1934)) 33 f .. 
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Premiere, 28 which would have given the pupil the opportunity to acquaint 

himself with orchestration techniques on a large scale. Schonberg's String 

quartet in D major, dating from autumn 1897 in Payerbach, was also revised at 

Zemlinsky's suggestion.29 Horst Weber3° surmises that Zemlinsky's 

friendship with Friedrich Buxbaum may have led to this work (in the judgement 

of Zemlinsky "noch stark von Brahms beeinflu13t, in einem Mitteisatz aber 

bereits eigene Tone anschlagend"31 being perfonned .first at a private concert of 

the Tonkunstlerverein on 15.3.1898, then at a subs~ription concert of the 

Fitzner-Buxbaum Quartet. 

Schonberg paid homage to Zemlinsky in 'Riickblick': "Der dritte meiner 

Freunde, Alexander von Zemlinsky, ist derjenige, dem ich fast all mein Wissen 

um die Technik tmd die Probleme des Komponierens verdanke".32 

5. 2 AL1\1A SCHINDI,ER, 
daughter oft1ie landscape painter Emil J. Schindler, intimate friend of Gustav 

Klimt, and later wife of Mahler, VValter Gropius and Franz W erfel, paid tribute 

to her teacher in the following terms: 

Er war einer der feinsten Musiker. Er war ein grandioser Lehrer. Er nahm 

ein kleines Thema gleichsam in seine geistige Hande, knetete es, formte es 

in unzahlige Varianten. DaB er nicht der groBe Meister unserer Zeit wurde, 

muB wohl an seiner rachitischen Konstitution liegen. Aus einem lcranken 

Reis kann kein hoher Baum werden, und sei das Reis noch so 

kostbar ..... Zemlinsky war der geborene Lehrer, und das allein war das 

Wesentliche, das Wichtigste fiir mich, und nicht nur fiir mich, sondem :fiir 

die ganze Musiker-Generation dieser Epoche. Sein Konnen, seine 

Meisterschaft waren einmalig. 33 

Alma Schindler was not only a pupil of Zemlinsky but also an intimate friend . 

They visited Philharmonic concerts and the Hofoper together - performances 

2RThe ms., mostly in Schonberis hand, is in the Staatsbibliothek in Miinchen. 
29Neighbour, O.W .. Foreword to posthumous edition. London, 1966. 
30Weber, H. op. cit. 14. 
31 Zemlinsky, A. op. cit. n.p .. 
·
12 Schonberg, A. "Riickblick". In: Stimmen, Monatsbliitter fiir Musik. (1. Jg., Berlin, 1949) 433. 
33Mahler-Weriel, A. Mein Leben. (Fischer, Frankfurt a-M. 1992) 30. 
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conducted by Mahler. For her part, Alma introduced Zemlinsky to the artworks 

of the Secession, her stepfather, the painter Carl Moll, being one of the 

founding members of that group. In a letter, Zemlinsky criticizes in vivid 

language and his characteristic punctuated, 'heftig', interjectory style, one of 

Alma·s sonata movements as lacking contrast: '' .... Ein wenig MiBerfolge, 

eventuelI "Ha.Blichkeit", vielleicht auch Liebesweh, Sorgen des Alltags und 

Strenge fiir die Liebenswfirdigkeit anderer und die eigene \3/eichheit: Das wird 

mitunter auch ein lebenskraftiger Hauptsatz!"34 Thus Zeml~nsky shows 
... 

himself to be an advocate of form as expression and expressiop as form. 

Zemlinsky, like Mahler, Kokoschka, W erfel and other admirers, dedicated to 

her a work of art: in this case, a song-cycle Irmelin Rose und andere Gesii.nge( 

fur eine Singstimme mit Klavier), op. 7.35 They enjoyed an intimate 

relationship despite Alma's pejorative description of him in her memoirs: 

Er war ein scheuBlicher Gnom, klein, kinnlos, zahnlos, immer nach 

Kaffeehaus riechend, ungewaschen ... und <loch <lurch seine geistige 

Scharfe und Starke ungeheuer faszinierend., . .Ich war schwer zu erobem. 

Doch diese Zeit war absolute Musik fur mich: vielleicht die gliicklichste 

meines Lebens. Meine Mutter lachte sich halbtot, als ich ihr von meiner 

Absicht, Zemlinsky zu heiraten, erzahlte".36 

It was during the course of his relationship with Alma that the ballet Das 

glii.serne Herz was conceived, a work which significantly included a scene 

concenring unrequited love. In an undated letter of 1910 Zemlinsky wrote to 

Alma "W enn ich mich an ein paar Talde des Ballets erinnere, namentlich an den 

Anfang, so spure ich auch heute genau die Stimmung. Diese sonnige 

Stimmungjener Tage!"37 

34A letter, kept at the University of Pennsylvania, quoted in: Weber, H. op. cit 18, 
35Zemlinsky, Alexander von. Irmelin Rose und andere Gesiinge(fiir eine Singstimme rviit Klavie,~, 
op. 7. (Wilhelm Hansen, Copenhagen, 1901 ). 
In: Bin ich kein Wiener? (Vienna, 1992) 47. 
36Mahler-Werfel, A. op. cit. 29. 
37 A letter, also in University of Pennsylvania. 
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5.3 OTHER PUPILS OF ZEMLINSK--Y 
included Carl Weigl, who dedicated his first string quartet to Zemlinsky-

38 

Weigl taught Kurt Roger, ·who also learnt from Schreker.39 

143 

The music. critic and author Richard Specht was a Zemlinsky pupil,40 as was 

Benno Sachs, who also received basic grounding from Hennann Graedener and 

.Robert Fuchs. 41 

The conductor Arthur Bodanzky, who was a Repetiteur at the Hofoper, and . 
conductor at the Metropolitan Opera in New York after !p.s emigration, studied 

with Zemlinsky, as well as Johanna Miiller-Hennann, 42 who composed an 

undated string quartet in E flat major, dedicated to "Alexander Zemlinsky in 

Dankbarkeit".43 

Dr. Robert Kolisko, who conducted Zemlinsky's Kreidekreis in Zurich in 

1933, was a pupil around 1910 in Vienna. Zemlinsky may have taught him by 

correspondence ifhe was travelling. An undated letter to Kolisko discusses a 

composition and advises "Arbeiten Sie jedenfalls ordentlich weiter -

hauptsachlich: Analysen u. spielen Sie viel Klavier .... GriiBen Sie bitte Fr. 

Muller bestens von mir".44 

6. ASPECTS OF THE KORNGOLD
ZEMLINSKY RELATIONSHIP 

To what extent did Zemlinsky's composition influence his young pupil? 

The answer is given by two interconnecting fields of research: 

• The biographical evidence furnished by Zemlinsky, Erich, Erich's father, 

and others, and 

JR Bin iclz kein Wiener, (Vienna, 1992). 
39loc. cit. 
40/oc. cit. 
41Bin ich kein Wiener, (Vienna, 1992), 6. 
42Her married name was Miiller von Martini. 
43Bin ich kein Wiener, Vienna, 1992. 47. 
44 /oc. cit .. 
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• The works themselves, i.e. Erich's early works, above all, those composed 

during his period with Zemlinsky, as well as works composed by Zemlinsky 

before and during that period. 

60 1 ERl(~H KORNGOLD'S TUTELAGE 
UNDER ZEMLINSKY 

According to the Korngold memoirs, 45 a year passed after Mahler's 

recommendation to Julius Komgold that he should place Erich under 

Zemlinsky's tutelage. That he effected this almost surreptitiously "um Meister 

Fuchs nfoht zu verletzen',46 implies a period where Erich may have studied with 

both teachers. 

Zemlinsky's reminiscences of Erich's study with hin1 have been documented 

by another Zemlinsky pupil, the author ,:md critic Rudolf Stefan Hoffinann. 

Erich's reminiscences appeared in a supplement to the Prague journal Der 

Auftakt celebrating Zemlinsky's fiftieth birthday. As this text has been much 

quoted in recent times, it is considered worthy of detailed commentary, along 

with the presentation and analysis of corroborative evidence from the Komgold 

archives in the Library of Congress. 

(Zemlinsky ): 

"Er fing bei mir mit Skalen im Klavierspiel an, und nach einem J ahre spielte 

er die ersten Beethoven .. Sonate." 

Erich had received piano tuition from his father and from Emil Lamm. Erich's 

piano playing had been spontaneous and wild. It appears that Zemlinsky took 

Erich back to the basic rudiments of music, with a strong basis of tonality, 

based on the classical repertoire. 

(Zemlinsky): 

"Fast gleichzeitig lernte er Harmonielehre, und ich begann bald danach mit 

ihm Analysen von Formen." 

45JKM 124. 
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It is conceivable that Zemlinsky took Erich through from the v1ery beginning, 

but it is to be remembered that Erich's father had already instructed his son in 

the rudiments of music, including every chord on every scale note, with the~r 

modulations. Julius takes the credit form instilling into J, ·s son the selise of 

"Fortsetzung ... die melodische Phrase auszuatmen"47
, It is also inconceivable 

that Fuchs taught counterpoint without touching on Rameau-inspired harmony. 

Zemlinsky must have progressed rapidly to higher level harmony - extended 

cadences, double dominants, chromatic harmony et~c. Erich makes especial 

mention ofZemlinsky's insistence on logical connections no matter how 

abstruse the harmony, and his reliance on the ""verzogerte Auflosing ... Ein 

Akkord "zog" ihn, wie er gerne zu sagen pflegte, <lurch einen Ton zu einem 

bestimmten andern".48 
A 

1though Zemlinsky did not venture as far outside the 

reaches of tonality as his brother-in-law, he would certainly have been no 

stranger to Schonberg' s incipient Harmonielehre. 

However, the next sentence, with its reference to Bach, implies that they 

adhered more to the classical tradition rather than analysing the harmony of their 

conte1nporaries, certainly at the outset. 

(Zemlinsky): 

"Er erfaBte - <las ist keine Frage - mit unheimlicher Schnelligkeit alle diese 

Dinge, und im zweiten Jahre fu"'lalysierten wir Bach-Motetten und dergl., 

und ich verstandigte mich mit ihm wie mit einem Musiker, der die Dinge alle 

gelemt hatte und eigentlich viel besser, weil eben das intuitive Begreifen 

noch etwas anderes ist, als <las beste Erfassen von Theorievortragen." 

"Veilchen" and the excerpts from Gold had already showed someone with an 

understanding of tonic/ dominant hannony and stepwise modulation. Julius 

Komgold even described Gold as "quasi atonal". Zemlinsky was proceeding 

from effect to cause. However, the progression lasted one year. During that 

time Erich was already composing pieces with extensive use of whole-tone and 

quartal harmony, i.e. he was ahead of his teacher in practical terms. It is 

conceivably because of this that he did not show his teacher his own 

compositions before they had been completed. 

46 foe. cit. 
47JKM 137. 
4&Komgold, E.W. "Das Vorbild meiner jungen Jahre". In: Der Auftakt. Prague, October 1921. 
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The orchestration exercises (the only surviving concrete examples of the 

Zemlinsky/Komgold study period), Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann, offer 

no examples of fo1m study except some thematic grouping indicators. The only 

other concrete example of form study is Zemlinsky' s module for a variation 

movement which became the third movement of the Sonata in d minor. 

(Zemlinsky ): 
. 

"Er war damals im elften Lebensjahr, kindlich, warm, entusiastisch. 

Damals in groBer Begeisterung fiir Puccini - was sicli aber, glaube ich, 

seither sehr verandert hat." 

Erich confirms that he was eleven years old. The influence of Puccini, who 

was a visitor to the Komgold household, is especially evident in Der 

Schneemann (q.v.). Both composers emphasised the "melodic arch" principle, 

and both composers were influenced by contemporary developments in France, 

especially parallel harmonies, quasi parallel harmonies over a pedal point, 

whole-tone harmony, triadic extension and "added-note" chords. In their fonn, 

both composer melded the French impressionists' concatenations ("chains" of 

metamorphotic motifs) with reminiscence theme useage. Toe latter was treated 

either as direct restatement of a theme, or metamorphosed a la Berlioz or Liszt, 

rather than in the Germanic symphonic mode. 

(Zemlinsky): 

"Ich machte mit ihm auch Instrumentation, und zwar auf die Weise, daB 

er mir zusah, wie ich seinen Sclmeemann instrumentierte wobei ich 
' 

vorher erst die zu instrumentierende Skizze mit ihm durchsprach." 

This is only partly true. Zemlinsky does not mention the exercises from 

Schubert, Schumann and Beethoven etc which he had given Erich at the outset, 

documented byJulius Komgold49and Erich50
• 

49JKM 138. 
5°Korngold, E.W. op. cit. n.p. 
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6.1.1 ERICH'S ORCHESTRATION EXERCISES 

The manuscripts are held in the Library of Congress, in a folder entitled 

"Classical Orchestrations". The following is a description of these manuscripts, 

which are ordered here (but not in the original collection). None of the 

manuscripts bear dates, but it may be assumed that th~ir earliest dating must be 

December 1909, as Erich mentions that he had studied_ for one and a half years 

with Zemlinsky before he began orchestration.51 N~ne s~ow corrections by 

Zemlinsky, although there are a number of corrections in Kon1gold's hand. 

1) Three pages, numbered 1,2, and 3, are the orchestration of the second 

movement of Beethoven's 1st symphony. At the top of the page, in Erich's 

hand,.there stands "Zweite Satz" and "vierte Aufgabe" as well as a word, 

probably "Febr" (February). All manuscripts appear to be fair copies. The 

notation is neat and diminutive, with an accurate sense for vertical and 

horizontal spacing. The scoring shows ar. appreciation of the fundamental role 

of the strings, and a balance between string and wind scoring. Thus the strings 

(minus double bass) are alone in bars 1 - 5, and the oboe doubles the melody in 

bars 6 - 7. The oboe entry is encircled. Whilst there seems to be no reason for 

this other than to highlight the motif, there are similar examples of encircling 

with motivic cells in other exercises. 

This oboe passage links to one where the horns, dovetailing with clarinets, 

assume the melody from bar 8. Komgold also demonstrates an awareness of 

internal orchestral balance by way of dynamics. In bar 14, the strings, which 

have crescendoed in the previous bar, diminuendo on the last quaver 

(semiquaver, for the violins), whilst the woodwinds have piano indicated on the 

last quaver of the bar. From bar twenty-four the woodwinds, which have 

remained silent in the preceding bar, assume the melodic line. Here Komgold 

has deleted the horns, which doubled the bassoons, in the interest of 

transparency, and also deleted an isolated trumpet entry in bar twenty-six, as an 

unnecessary intiusion. A n1elodic cello anacrusis has also b~en excised in bar 

twenty-four, in order to highlight the entry as a bass line in the next measure. 
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The extract ends after thrity-six measures, the final two being boxed and 

marked "Zweite Gruppe" by Komgold. 

The extract, th~refore, is an exercise in clarity and economy. 

2) Four further pages, numbered from 1 - 3, and designated "Larhetto" 

(sic), continue Beethoven's movement from the "zweite Gruppe", a.11d contain 

fifty measures. One page has been reproduced. The callisraphy show:, more 

haste, and more corrections. This extract demonstrates more substantial 

scoring, including tutti passages, and a more varied use of texture, for example 

the combination of pizzicato and arco in the strings, and a more differentiated 

use of polydynamics, a wide range from pppp to ff. Komgold also 

experiments with giving the first and second woodwind players differentiated 

roles. (For Beethoven) uncharact.eristic melodic alternations of pizzicato/arco 

(First violins), as well as mutedtrumpets, have not been marked or corrected, 

but there is some excision of woodwind parts and reworking of woodwind 

voicing. In the B natural bridge to the E major section, the second violin part at 

the octave to the violas has been deleted.. In the succeeding bars, Komgold has 

simplified the (originally divided) cello part and place the bass part an octave 

lower. The succeeding corrections are along the same lines as those already 

described. 

Here again, there is a striving for clarity and simplicity of texture, although 

there are some anachronisms. 

3) Two pages of an e minor passage in 2/4 (Andante maestoso ), 

comprising some twenty measures, form an exercise in homophonic, vertical 

voicing. There is extensive (one might say excessive) use of the timpani1 and 

the scoring is dense to the point of thickness, although there has been some 

trimming of woodwind and trumpet parts in bars 11 - 13, and the string parts 

have been reworked to obviate divisi in bar 13. Komgold is careful with his 

dynamic markings, and in his use of changes of orchestral texture to assist 

"terraced" dynamics. 

At the foot of the second page is an annotation "Beethoven II Symph. I. Satz 

allegro", presumably a note for an intended exercise. 
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4) Two pages represent eleven bars of continuation of thee minor andante 

maestoso, with a note "zweite1
~ at the top of the page, referring to Zweite Satz or 

second exercise. The first four bars are an exercis in writing for wind, brass 

and timp alone, including a timpani tremolo specified as a 12 division 

(dodecuplet). The rest of the exercise is similar to (3) • 

' 
5) With the preceding exercises is one page of blank manuscript, except for 

a scribbled text "Selig sind, die Leid tragen, Denn Sie sollen getrostet werden. 

Die mit Tran en saen werden mit Freuden ernte." It could have referred to the 

Brahms Requiem, or it could have been a text to be set as an exercise. 

6) Schumann's An seiner Burg ( one page reproduced) is scored for 

strings, double wind, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani and voice, in twenty-one 

bars of finely scripted scoring, over three pages. Here Komgold practises 

muted instruments - strings, horns and trumpets. The doubling of the voice in 

the first measure has been corrected from the stridency of the oboe to the softer 

muted violins. The canonic writing of the accompaniment has been used to 

contrast instrumental groups, for instance violins in bar one, muted horns in bar 

two,timpani in bar three and basses in bar four. The voicing is open and clear, 

allowing the voice to come through. 

7) Schubert's Am Meer has been set to an orchestra of strings, double 

wind, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones and timpani, covering twenty

three bars over four pages. The sombre opening is scored for low strings 

( divided cellos) in bar one answered by trombones (bar two), and the aim of 

this exercise is clearly to practise subdued sonorities. A number of passages, 

including an isolated clarinet entry doubling the voice in measure 5 and 6 are 

encircled, reminding us of a similar instance with the oboe in exercise (1 ). They 

appear to occur when supporting instruments are employed to colour short 

melodic motivs. Whereas flutes were not featured prominently in earlier 

examples, here they are use to complement the clarinets when doubling vocal 

phrases. String sonority is explored by way of divided inner strings and 

tremolo. As in the other examples, there are few corrections. When these 

occur, they are in Erich's handwriting, and generally edit out extraneous 

texture. 
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8) A fragment from an allegro of Beethoven's second symphony contains 

eighteen bars over two pages. Commencing just before the bridge passage to 

the second subject, Komgold demonstrates he has understood the pnnciple of 

giving moving passages to strings (including reite,i-ated semiquavers), and 

filling in tonic and dominant harmonies with open h01ns and trumpets - in bar 

three, there has been some deletion in those areas to avoid tonic/dominant 

clashes. In bar four Korngold has written "Rhythmus" oyer a 

horn/trumpet/timpani semibreve, probably to indicate that it would be preferable 

to write them in quavers to correspond with the rest of the orchestra. The A 

major theme has been given to two clarinets in A, and the timpani has been 

eliminated, as well as some extraneous cello notes. 

In this passage, as in the preceding ones, Komgold demonstrates an acute 

understanding of orchestral texture and in voice-leading. The viola parts in bars 

one and two, for example, provide vertical hannonay through a lineal approach. 

9) A passage from Beethoven's Leonore Overture no. 2 extends over three 

pages of twenty bars. One page has been reproduced here. As in the previous 

exercises, there are comparatively few corrections. When these occur, they are 

in the interest of econcmy, the most telling example being the excision of 

pizzicato chordal accompaniments in quaver patterns agains the triplet 

semiquaver motif set for solo woodwinds. Towards the end of the exercise 

Komgold has divided semiquaver triplets between first and second horns (and 

tru1npets), a more modem device than Beethoven1s. 

10) One single page of six bars is scored from strings, double wind plus 

bass clarinet and contrabassoon, and two horns. It exercises a sustained 

melody (horns) set against sustained chords (bass clarinet, bassoons) 

embellished by descending harmonic semiquaver figurations (upper wind, 

strings). There are no corrections. The fragment appears to be part of a larger 

exercise - the number eleven appears in the top right hand comer. 
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11) One page of manuscript contains nothing but a fragment of a bass line 

extending to eleven bars, with the characteristics of a conclusion. It bears some 

resemblance to the end of Erich's first self~orchestrated work Eine Schauspiel

Ouvertilre (191 I), so it could represent a fragment of sketch for this. The 

passage is repeated in very faint manuscript in a slightly altered form, three lines 

further down the page. Erich Korngold paid tribute to Zemlinsky's inculcation 

of logical voice leading, " .... ganz besonders strenge ~ielt er auflogische 

Fiihrung der Basse".52 

It is worth noting that Julius Korngold claims that his son had never heard these 

extracts live nor had he seen an orchestral score. 53 It is also worth noting that 

the exercises demonstrate a oalance between string and wind which belies the 

critic's description of Zemlinsky's orchestration model as being Bizet's Carmen 

" ... mit Von:valten der BHiser311Jppen und Zuriicktreten der 

Streicher".54Furthermore, Erich's musical handwriting, which had always been 

fairly small and neat, even in the earlier pieces, improved greatly under 

Zemlinsky' s tutelage to the extent that it requires careful study of both teacher 

and pupil's manuscript to determine the difference between the two (Erich's 

notation is slightly more solid, and his lines and beams are straighter) . 

.. 
6.1.2 MARCHENBILDER 

(Zemlinsky): 

"Dann instrumentierte er, ebenfalls unter meiner Anleitung, drei 

Marchenbilder fur Klavier, die er damals komponierte hatte. Auch dafiir 

zeigte er ungewohnliche Begabung." 

Before comparing the piano with the orchestral version it is necessary to make 

some comments on the manuscript of the piano version. 55 

52/oc. cit. 
5JJKM 138. 
54JK.M 136. 
~
5The manuscript is in the Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 

F i 
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6.1.2.1 MARCHENBILDER - PIANO VERSION (MS) 

fj After a title page 

Miirchenbilder 

6 Clavierstiicke 

(written twice, the first time very faintly) 

• there follows a second title page, with one bar of an uniden~iii.ed piece, 

followed by ''Marchenbilder" 

6 Klavierstiicke 

von 

E.W. Korngold 

op.3 

e The next page is a table of contents 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Hamn al Raschlds nachtliche Abenteuer (langsamer Marsch) 

Aschenbr5del auf dem Balle (massige \ValzerzeitmaB} 

Die verzauberte Prinzessin (langsam) 

Heinzelmannchen (W alzerzeitmaB) 

Riibezahl (Scherzo-moderato) 

Das schlafende Domroschen (schwarmerisch Allegretto) 

Das tapfere Schneiderlein: sieben auf einem Streich (giocoso) 

• Then there is a page of just seven measures of piece number I: Die 

verzauberte Prinzessin (Langsam (alla marcia) (sic-the piece is in 3/4)) 

The fragment, reproduced here, corresponds to the opening measures of the 

published version. 

Version B (the indications kompon/fertig are Erich's) 

1) Die verzauberte Prinzessin (kompon.) 
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2) Ball beim Marchenkonig {fertig) 

3) Riibezahls Launen (fertig) 

4) (Dr)osselbart Bettelxxxx (fertig) 

5) Wichtelmannchen (kompon) 

6) Das tapfere Schneiderlein: sieben aud einem Streich (nicht fertig 

kompon) 

(n.b. in the published version, the pieces are 

1) Die verzauberte Prinzessin 

2) Die Prinzessin auf der Erbse 

3) Rilbezahl 

4) Wichtelmannchen 

5) Ball beim Marchenkonig 

6) Das tapfere Schneiderlein 

7) Das Marchen spricht den Epilog) 

• There follows a.sketch of Die Prinzessin auf der Erbse (piece II). This 

renames a piece, originally no. 4, which ( despite vigorous deletion in ink) 

bears some resemblance to the title (Dr)osselbartsBettelxxxx (handwriting 

illegible). Like all the pieces, it is written on 14-stave paper (no insignia). 

Although the writing shows signs of impetuosity, it is small, clear and well

spaced, with few crossings out. There are two degrees of blackness in the 

writing, possibly c01Tections and dynamic markings effected at a later date. 

This piece covers four pages. 

• The next piece, Rubezahls Launen covers three pages, written in two 

different blacknesses, the ink changing approximately half way through. In 

bar 12 there is an indication "Rubezahl gut gelaunt" (preceding the 5/4 bar), 

and at bar 28 an indication "Riibezahl ziirnt". 
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• Wichtelmannlein (piece number IV) covers four pages. The "Presto" has 

been deleted in favour of"Ieicht xxxx (illegible), <loch deutlich,,. 

• No. V, (originally no. II), Aschenbrodel auf dem Balle is actualiy the piece 

which became Ball beim Marchenkonig, and the subtitle "aus 

Marchenscenen" is indicative. In this piece, as in them all, there is 

interchanging between latin characters (mostly for tempo indications, etc.) 

and Kurrentschrifi, which in itself shows some minor changes (but always 

recognisable as Erich's). 
' . 

• No. VI, Das tapfere Schneiderlein: Sieben auf einen Streich! covers seven 

pages. Some tempo indications are in a darker ink. 

DATES OF COMPOSITION 

The only clue to the composition dates of the piano version of Marchenbilder is 

the annotation on the second cover page "begun Landro, July 1910". The 

orchestrated versions offer more clues. Although the catalogue description 

accompanying the manuscripts offers the ecroneous date of 1909 as the original 

date of composition, the orchestral version contains the dates: Die verzau.berte 

Prinzessin March 1911; Die Prinzessin und die Erbse (missing). 

Wichtelma1mlein April 1911; Das tapfere Sclmeiderlein May 8, 1911; Das 

Marchen sprichtden Epilog May 13, 1911; Rubezalz!May 16, 1911; Ball beim 

Marchenkonig (no date). 

There is here a discrepancy of dates. Erich and his teacher affinn that the 

orchestration of the pieces formed a part of their tuition. Zemlinsky states that 

three of the works were scored under his tutelage. Erich states that the 

instrumentation of Mii.rchenbilder represented the end of his studies with 

Zemlinsky, "dennZemlinskyverlieB nach dem Sommer 1910 Wien, um einen 

Rufnach Prag zu folgen ... So verlor ich, kaum 13 Jahre alt, den verehrten und 

geliebten Lehrer".56 

It is possible that two pieces - the missing Prinzessin und der Erbse, and the 

unda.ted Ball beim Marchenkonig - were those used for the tuition. Zemlinsky 

s6Komgold, E.W. foe. cit. 
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was still in Vienna after the summer of 1910, conducting Cannen and his opera 

K!eider machen Leute at the Volksoper. 

6.1.2.2 MARCHENBILDER - ORCHESTRATED 
VERSION 

This is written on the same 26 stave paper with insignia (J.E.) as the 

orchestration exercises. The pieces are written for the "Schneemann" orchestra 

(strings, double wind, 4 horns, two trumpets-, three trombones, percussion and 
harp).s1 

• TI1e first piece, Die verzauberte Prinzessin, exists in two versions. The first 

version is incomplete, both in length and in scoring; there are a number of 

encirclements and c01Tections on a section which covers five pages ( one has 

been reproduced here). The second version of thirteen pages is complete; a 

fair copy with additions to the percussion, and improvements to the 

orche~xation (for example, the excision of some clumsy horn trills). Both 

versions display a more elaborate approach to scoring than in the exercises, 

owing to the different style of composition and Erich's accrued experience 

from Der Schneemann. 

• The second piece, Ri.i.bezahl, covers eleven pages. The rapid changes of 

orchestral texture characteristic of Zemlinsk:y' s version of Der Schneemann 

are evident here, as well as the deft use of percussion. There is more use of 

divisi strings, and detailed indications as to phrasing and articulation. Bars 

39 ff represent a striking example of this, and affinn the inherent orchestral 

nature ofKorngold's piano writing. Although the original is 

pianistic/vertical, the parts are scored with a sense of linearity and logic, a 

legacy of the combined education of Julius Korngold, Fuchs and Zemlinsk:y. 

In comparison to the piano score, the orchestration, as in Der Schneemann, 

adheres to the music but is more precise as to articulation, dynamic, and note 

length. At the change of mood commencing bar 12, the orchestral · 

57
The manuscript of the piano version of Der Sclmeemann is not in the Library of Congress and 

remains to be discovered. 
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accompaniment is more fluid (string syncopations), and Korngold slows the 

tempo. There is poco rit. at bar twenty and a tempo at bar 21, and the same at 

bars 23/24, but no accel. at bar 25. At the end of bar 46 there is a fermata 

(lacking in the piano) and a sD:ence on the fourth beat (the piano has a half-bar 

minim). There are two slightly different endings (bars 56-58), principally 

woodwind voicing, the second version being more middle register and gentler. 

• The third orchestration, Jifliclztelmiinnlein, is lightly and economically scored, 

with precise polydynamic markings ranging down to pppp. The woodwind 

and harp figurations in the waltz section commencing bar 83 are inspired by 

passages from Der Schneemann, but 1he increasing complexity of the texture 

anticipates the elaborations of Eine Schauspielouvertiire, and the middle 

register bassoon, horn and trombone scoring begins to create the richness of 

colour associated with Korngold's later orchestrations. Indeed, the thematic 

and hannonic tone of this passage resembles that of the waltz sections of the 

Schauspielouverture. 

e The next piece, Ball beim Miirchenkonig, corresponds to the earlier 

Aschenbrc-f 2! aef dem Balle. In the piano version, Komgold had deleted the 

Freies from the tempo indication Freies TempozeitmajJ, but it is reinstated as 

Freies Walzertempo in the orchestral score. This orchestration is incomplete, 

numbering 122 bars of scoring as against 178 bars of the piano score. 

Furthermore, there is an inadvertant omission of one bar ( corresponding to 

bars 65/79 of the piano score), placing the equivalent bar numbering of the 

orchestral version two bars behind the piano version after the latter's bar 79. 

The style of this waltz is more akin to passages in Der Schneemann than the 

denser passages of Eine Schauspie.louverture. Adopting Zemlinsky's practice 

in the former work, Korngold elaborates accompanying figures, for instance, 

the pianoforte accompaniment crotchets in bars 3-4 become string quaver 

patterns, with horns playing a crotchet on beat two rather on beats two and 

three. However, the scoring is lighter and more economical than in the ballet. 

As in that work, there are more specific tempo indications than in the pianoforte 

version. F0r example, the fennata in bar 8 (and 28) becomes a mo/to rit., and 

the orchestral version has Envas schneller at bar 43. There is an inconsistency 

in the orchestra version: the fermata at the end of bar 40 of the piano score is 

only intimated in the orchestral score and there is a misleading fermata on the 

·, 
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first quaver of the violins in bar 41. There is some evidence of pupil .. teacher 

discussion by dint of encircling of woodwind chords (bars 38, and 48-50) but 

as with other encirclements there does not seem to be anything untoward in 

those passages. 

• The next piece, Das tapfere Sc!meiderlein, is intrinsically an economical 

chamber-1nusic ~coring, centred on string tone, at least for the majority of the 

piece. "1he similarity of the handwriting hints thatpiano and orchestral, 

versions may have been composed at the same time. As in other waltz-like 

compositions, Korngold is more explicit about tempo markings in the 

orchestra than he is in the piano score. The addition of rit e dim in bars 27-

30, then a tempo at bar 31, as well as an accelerando from bar 45 and poco 

rit (piano score, bar 131, one measure before the change of time signature) 

being initiated three bars earlier; all these directions offer some insight into 

his pianistic tempo aesthetic. His markings for the instruments show 

increasing variety, from violin G string passages in {uncharacteristic) 

scherzando format (bars 68 ff) and grotesque clarinet tremolos {bars 100 ff.) 

to the expression mark "trotzig" (bar 75), showing the connection between 

musical notes and dramatic expression which was to attain :fruition in the 

operas and film music. 

The slow 3/4 section commencing bar 132 shows a knowledge of string 

sonority, whereby the strings are divided into eight parts which display a sense 

of polyphony. At the repetition of the theme at bar 142, alteniating horns and 

woodwind 1.uiobtrusi vely but effectively intensify the sonority, and at the 

canonic tutti (bar 215), the employment of massed forces displays sureness of 

control. Zemlinsky's pragmatic yet creative approach to scoring has had a 

discernible effect oJi his pupil. 

• The final piece, Das lvf lirchen spricht den Epilog, is not in the manuscript 

piano score. The impressionistic style is heightened by a characteristic use 

of harp and of string t1ageolets. Later in the piece, a broad string cantilena is 

octaved in the violins and cellos after the manner of Tchaikovsky and 

Puccini. 
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The Mii.rchenbilder represent a crucial stage in the development of Korngold the 

dramatist and atmospherist. His orchestrations are wide-ranging, always suited 

to the mood and style of the piece, but never over elaborate, and the demands 

made on the players are always within normal limits. His next work, the 

unsupervised Schauspielouvertii.re, was to build on this experience, but it 

would occasionally overreach itself and the effect was to be unbalanced - a term 

which could not be applied to this set of pieces. 

6. 2 SPECULATION AS TO ZEMLINSKY'S 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMPOSITION 
OF DER SCHNEEMANN 

The Komgold 1nemoirs, 58 corroborated by Erich himself,59relate that the pupil, 

had composed Der Schneemann without informing his teacher. Zemlinsky then 

discussed the concept of how Erich heard the sound of the pantomime in his 

inner ear, and how this then transferred to the orchestra. The fact that it was a 

Sla'.zze hints that the work had not yet been printed. This gives rise to the 

possibility that Zemlinsky could have had a hand in the composition itself The 

lack of original co1nposition sketches makes this difficult to prove or disprove. 

It is rnore likely that Julius would have had an influential hand in the 

composition, seeing that he worked out the detailed scenography. He, 

however, presents cogent arguments against that premise, mooted by some of 

Erich's more incredulous critics. 

The pedagogical aspect of Zem.linsky's orchestration, however, is indisputable. 

Later in this thesis some sketches for the orchestration of Der Schneemann will 

be displayed and discussed, and in the musicological part, the transition from 

piano to orchestra will be analysed scene by scene. 

58/oc. cit. 
59/oc. cit. 
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6.2.1 OTHER ASPECTS OF KORNGOLD'S STUDY 
WITH ZEMLINSKY 

(Zemlinsky): 

"Seine kontrapunktischen Studien machte er nicht mehr bei mir .... ".60 

In his Komgold biography, Hoffmann quotes Ericli's homage to Zemlinsky in 

'Auftakt', 1921: 

Es war ein von allen systematischen Fesseln freier, reizvoller Unterricht, bei 

dem Zemlinsky gleichsrun zu e.rproben schien, was er mir zumuten, wie 

weit er alles iibliche und normale Fortschreiten von Einfachem zu 

Kompliziertem aussschalten konne. Meine junge Phantasie stand bald unter 

dem faszinierenden Eindruck dieses, mit seiner fabelhaften Musikalitat, mit 

der Originalitat seiner Meinungen und Uberzeugungen, der leichten Ironie in 

Mitteilung und Verkehr unbedingt Autoritat ausstromenden Lehrers, dem 

mein ganzes Herz gehorte", and adds "selbst Schuler Zemlinskys, kann ich 

dieses, auf gliicklicher Beobachtungsgabe fundierte Urteil nur voll 

bestatigen". 61 

Julius Korngold states that Erich "hing mit schwarmerischer Zuneigung an dem 

Manne, der ihm die instinktiv vorausgeahnte Zauberwelt der Tone voll 

erschloB"62 The facilitative capacity of Zemlinsky can be Julius reports that the 

pedagogic emphasis of Zemlinsky's teaching method lay in the "Geist und 

Wesen der Musik"63 rather than a methodical system. Zemlinsky was passing 

on the tradition of empirical education he himself experienced, a tradition which 

can be traced back through Robert Fuchs, Bruckner, and Johann Josef Fux 

(1659 or 60-1741), who, despite his own systematic treatise on counterpoint, 

emphasised the difference between theory and compositional practice.64 

60Hoffinann, R.S .. "Das Wunderkind in der Musik". In: MdA., December 1922 (294-296). 
61 Hoffmann, R.S. Erich Wolfgang Korngold. 15 f. 
(,

2JKM 124. 
GJ loc. cit .. 
64For a further examination of Viennese pedagogical traditions, with particular regard to the 
Conservatorium, refer to the next chapter. 
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Johann Nepomuk Fuchli, Robert Fuchs' brother, was Zemlinsky's composition 

teacher. 

Maximilian K.reuz, in his dissertation on Robert Fuchs, describes J.N. Fuchs 

thus: 

Als Kompositionslehrer wirkte er weniger durch gro13es theoretisches 

Wissen, als <lurch Geist und Geschmack anregend und :ilirdernd auf 

seine Schiller, von denen Alexander von Zemlinsky der bedeutendste 

gewesen ist". 65 

. 
Zemlinsky gave Erich a Bachian figured bass to which Erich had to :furnish a 

melody. Zemlinsky also gave Erich a Passacaglia theme to develop into 

variations, which eventually became the final movement of the d minor sonata. 

This theme is reminiscent of the last movement of Brahms' Fourth symphony. 

However, both the d minor sonata and the Schneemann were written without 

Zemlinsky's knowledge. Zemlinsky, for his part, was reluctant to divulge 

details for Kleider machen Leute to Erich, saying "du hist ein Schimpfer".66 

6.2 .. 2 ZEMLINSKY'S COMPOSITION DURING 
KORNGO,LD'S TUTELAGE 
It is not documented whether Zemlinsky showed his pupil any other works 

composed between 1907 and 1910. The revised Zemlinsky catalogue in the 

Library of Congress provides no clue as to the numerous undated pieces, 

especially Lieder. However, works identifiable as being composed between 

1907-10 comprise Lieder, a choral work, and an opera.67 

The relative paucity of major works during this period imply that his time must 

have been fully occupied at the Volksoper, and with his instrumentation work 

and pupils. There is a period of his life, prior to his reengagement at the 

Volksoper, where reference sources indicate an engagement at Mannheim, but 

65Kreuz, Konrad: Robert Fuchs (1847-1927) Der Mensch - der Lehrer - der Komponist. (Vienna 
University I 994. (Dissertation)) 19. 
66JKM 124 and 136. 
67 Lieder: Auf See (Dehmel, 1907); Jane Grey (H. Ammann, date?) Ansturm (Dehm el, 1907), Letzte 
Bitte (Dehmel, 1907), Sechs Gesiinge fur eine mitt/ere Stimme und Klavier op. 13 (Texts by M. 
Maeterlinck), numbers 1, 2, 3 and 5 composed in 1910 and premiered 11.12.1910 (numbers 4 and 6 
were composed in 1913). Choral work: 23rd Psalm, op, 14, for mixed choir and orchestra, 

. ; 
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this has never been confirmed, and enquiries in Mannheim have failed to 

provide corroborative evidence. 68 A letter with expeditor's address, written 

some time in September (Zemlinsky was not given to precise and regular dating 

of his correspondence) requests the return of the Klavierauszug and libretto of 

Kl eider machen Leute ( acknowledged on October 15) and was sent from 

Vienna.69 

6..23 CONCLU.SION 

References to Zemlinsky will reoccur throughout this dissertation, as his life 

during this period was irrevocably linked to Erich Korngold' s. The rewakening 

of interest in Zemlinsky's music, led by the researches of Horst Weber, and the 

corresponding increase in recorded and live performances, has brought to light 

a composer of distinction, adept in all aspects of his profession1 be they 

harmonic progressions, orchestration, melodic writing, or polyphonic textures. 

All these elements are to be seen indirectly in the youthful works ofKomgold, 

and even though his sources were more eclectic, i.e. even though Korngold 

cannot be viewed as a direct descendent of Zemlinsky compared to 

Brahms/Beethoven-Schumann, the methodical and professional approach to 

their craft can be seen in their scores. Zemlinsky's bent was more 

introspective, more evanescent. Komgold was more overt, not merely by dint 

of his youth, but by his inner nature. His scoring was richer, more robust, his 

rhythms more strongly defined, his thematic structures more blatant, his 

humour more robust. Komgold did acknowledge Zemlinsky's influence by 

way of dedications, but the only allusion to his teachers composition is a direct 

quote in the third movement of the d minor Pianoforte Sonata. 

Komgold did not pursue Zemlinsky's intensification with forms such as the 

string quartet , that is to say that although Korngold composed intermittently for 

chamber ensembles, the consequential through-line evinced by Zemlinsky's 

oeuvre in that genre is not to be seen. Conversely, Zemlinsky relinquished the 

composed before 191 O, premiered J 0. I 2.1910, Wien. (Universal Edition). Opera: Kl eider machen 
Leute, composed between 1906 and 19 l 0, premiered 2.1 0.l 910. (Universal Edition). 
68This information stems from an interview in 1992 with Zern!insky scholar Dr. Alfred Clayton 
(Hamburg). 
69 Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna. (VI-46/1910). 
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world of operetta in the early part of his career, whilst Komgold continued to 

identify himself with that genre through his association with Max Reinhardt. 

Zemlinsky's only later stage composition was the unfinished Konig 

Kandaules,70 whereas Korngold became indelibly associated with opera and 

other musico-dramatic forms. 

Finally, it must be noted that Komgold did not inherit Zemlinsky's pedagogical 

bent: there is no evidence of sustained teaching activity, either in Vienna or in 
' 

America. It was left to Arnold Schonberg to carry the pedagogical torch. 

Korngold's inspiration was his piano playing, his conducting and his . 
spontaneous musicianship and it was no wonder that the relationship of teacher 

and pupil was so mutually satisfying. 

70 Perfonned in Hamburg, 1997, in the version completed by Anthony Beaumont. 
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1. THE PRACTICE AND PRINCIPLES OF 
THE KONSERVATORIUMIN VIENNA 
DURING KORNGOLD'S YOUTH 

Whilst Erich never attended any formal courses at the Konservatorium, his 

education was imbued with the spirit of the institution, and it is therefore 

pertinent to include the following infonnatio:q., based on research in Vienna. 

The aim of this section is also to place the composition teaching theory of the 

Konservatorium in a historical context. 

CURRICULUM, SCHOOL FOR MUSIC THEORY 

The curriculum oftbeKonservatorium,1published in Hirschfeld's historical 

survey of the Gesellschaft der Musikfi•eunde in Wien2 delineates the course 

structure as follows: 3 

1.1~1 THEORETICAL STUDIES 

I) Harmony as first study: 

One year with six hours per week for each sixteen students. 

Prerequisites: ( a) General Music Studies: including one year of choral studies. 

(b) Pianoforte, having completed the requirements for pianoforte study as a 

second study. 

2) Harmony as subsidiary study. 

One year with four hours weekly for each fifty students. 

3) Counterpoint: 

1 Prior to 1908 the institution was known as the Akademie fiir Musik und darstellende Kunst, and was 
located in Borsendorfer Stra/3e 12, (the same building as the Akademie der Musikfreunde, i.e. concert 
hall of the Wiener Philharmoniker/Brahmssaal etc.) before moving to the corner block adjoining 
the Wiener Concerthaus. The vocal and drama department are now in another location. 
2 Hirschfeld, Robert. Geschichte der k.k. Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde iiz Wien (2. Abteilung, 
1870 - 1912), (Vienna, 1912. In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. cat. 235.941-C and 490.771-CM. 
Richard von Pergen edited the first vol. 1812 - l 870). 
'Extracted from the school statutes of the Konservatorium, 1908 (now in the library of the 
Hochschule fir Musik und darstellende Kunst, Vienna. 

I 
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Two years with six hours weekly for each twelve students. 

Prerequisites: (a) Harmony studies, having completed the requirements for 

harmony as first study (b) pianoforte, having completed the second year 

requirements for piano as subsidiary study. 

4) General composition: 

Four years with six hours weekly for ench twelve students. • 
. 

Prerequisites: Counterpoint, having completed the requirements of the centre 

for counterpoint studies. 

Conditions of acceptance for course: Appropriate musical aptitude and 

advanced techical aptitide, as well as skillfully appropriate4 piano performance. 

1.1.2 OBLIGATORY CHORAL STUDIES 
( four year course) 

Year one: 

Practical musicianship (elementary harmony and choir practice), two hours 

instruction ~er week. 

Year two: 

a) Continuation of practical studies, two hours instruction per week, (b) 

Vocal instruction as appropriate, twice two-hour instruction periods per 

week. 

Year Three: 

Choir practice aimed at the perfection of intonation and the study of difficult 

passages in the choral repertoire - two hours instruction per week 

Year four: 

A capella singing and choral works with instrumental accompaniment - two 

hours instruction per week. 

4In the original German: "gewandt". 

David Kram. Doctoral 1nesis. Historiography!Konservatorium. 

1.1.3 COMPLEMENTARY STUDIES 

HARMONY (One year course) 

Obligatory: Piano; Choral studies (one year), (Practical studies). 

CO UNJ:ERPO INT (Two year course) 

Obligatory: Piano; choral studies (second and t~rd year). 

COMPOSITION (general) 

FIRST YEAR 

Obligatory: Pianoforte; choral studies (fourth year); 

instrumentation. 5 

Voluntary: General theatre studies, Italian, French. 

SECOND YEAR 

Obligatory: Pianoforte, Score-reading (at the piano), Music history. 

Voluntary: Aesthetics, General theatre studies as appropriate. 

Obligatory: Instrumentation. 

THIRD YEAR 

Obligatory: Piano, Score reading at piano. 

Voluntary: as in year two. 

FOURTH YEAR 

Voluntary: as in years two and three. 

COMPOSITION (dramatic): 

167 

YEARS ONE AND TWO: obligatory: attendance at opera school 

rehearsals, as available also accompanying and conducting in the school; 

music history; instrumentation. 

5 Jnstrumentenkunde. 
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2. SUTvUViARY 
This curriculum outline implies a practical approach to the study ofharmony, by 

way of pianoforte study and choral experience, rather than a purely theoretical 

one; at odds with Hugo Riemann's view that "speculative" theory laid the 

ground for "practical harmony."6 

Dr. Otto Biba7 is of the view that formal harmony textbooks did not form a 

basis for the instruction; the standard Harmonielehre of the time, such as 

Louisffhuille8 were written for the autodidact. However, Robert Watson claims 

that Louis wrote Gnmdriss der Harmonielehre, which was based on his 

Harmonielehre, "at the behest of the head of the ViennaKonservatorium, to 

facilitate its use there as a text."9 

Franz Endler also maintains that the legacy oftheKonservatorium as directed by 

JosefHellmesberger was one of the "free style." 10 Julius Komgold, from his 

standpoint as an ex-student of the University, maintains succinctly that "Es 

herrschte eine gewisse Ungebundenheit, ein genialischer Zug im Hause, .... eine 

Art Automnomie der Lehrer und ein freies Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Schuler 

und Schi.ilerinnen. "11 

Fuchs has left no direct record of his teaching methods nor did he publish 

anything on the subject, despite having taught continually for over fifty years. 

It is a matter of speculation as to which school of hannonic theory he 

subscribed. Robert Watson12 states that German theory evolved along 

different lines to Viennese in the nineteenth century, being "preoccupied with 

chord quality and direct relations of chords to a tonal centre by harmo~ic 

processes"13 whilst Vienna, adhering more conserva: .. tvely to the principles of 

the Generalbafischule and the "interpretations of chords in relations to local 

6Watson, R.W .. Viennese Harmonic Theory from Albrechtsberger to Schenker and Schonberg. 
(UMI Research Press; Ann Arbor, 1985) 117. · 
7Personal interview with Dr. Biba at the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. (19.10.94). 
8 Louis, R. and Thuille, L. Harmonielehre. Klett und Hartmann. Stuttgart. c, 1912. Louis was a 
student and biographer of Bruckner, Thuille studied in Innsbruck. 
9Watson, R. op. cit. I 16. 
rnEndler, op. cit. 14. 
11JKM 27. 
12W t R · · a son, . op. cu. x1. 

, l 
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contexts ofprogression", 14 adopted an essentially melodic approach contrasting 

with the legacy of Rameau. 

A point raised by Endler15and substantiated by the author personal experience is 

the following. Owing to the proximity of the concert halls to the teaching rooms 

(the oldKonservatorium being located on the upper floors oftheMusikverein 

building) it was impossible not to hear the sounds of the orchestra resonating 

through the building. Thus on a subliminal level rrwsic would have permeated 

through the students' consciousness, not only as a manifestation of the 

numerous concerts which the students heard, either officially or secretly.16 

Dtbid. xiii. 
1
" Joe. cit. 

15Endler, F. op. cit. 16. 
16 Juiius Korngold records listening to the Hellmesberger String Quartet evenings outside the recital 
hall. See: JKM. 33. 

ff 
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1. BIOGRAPIDCAL COMMENT 

The period between 1907, when Korngold commenced lessons with Zemlinsky 

(and when Zemlinsky was conducting at the Hofoper} and October 1910 needs 

to be more comprehensively docmnented, yet the task is rendered difficult by 

the relative dearth of primary sources. 

There are certain letters and poems, written mostly on the~o~casion of family 

birthdays or wedding anniversaries, and also letters written whilst on holiday, 

which which help, sporadically, to chart the course of his life. 

Erich's birthday poem for his grandmother Rosa Witrofsky1 has already been 

quoted. Another letter shows his confidence in life: 

Liebste GroBelterni 

Meinem Versprechen gemaB, schreibe ich Buch aus Landro, und selig. 

Hier ist noch alles beim Alten, bis auf einige angenagelte Zetteln: 

"Toilette im 1. Stock", oder "Auf dem Mignon-Fli.igel" - nie im Leben 

ein Mignon-Fli.igel gesehen - "di.irfen nur Erwachsene spielen'', oder 

"Billard per Stunde K 1 ". Frau Lauer hat noch prima rotes Haar und 

-plagt noch immer bei der Tafel.. Der Wasser ist wunderschon! Mein 

tagliches Programm ist folgendes: 9 Ausschlafen, - 10 Friihstiicken, 10 

- 1 Klavierspielen - die Klaviere sind i.ibrigens miserabel - dann 

Mittagessen, - drei - (illegible) - fiinf"Croquet" dann Schluderbach. 

Apart from the pieces 1nentioned earlier in this study, it is probable that much of 

Erich's composition of this time has been lost, ifwe are to believe his fathers 

assertion that his son sat before manuscript paper or the piano between 

homework,2 improvised late at night in the music~room, 3 and shut himself in a 

1Letter dated Vienna, 5th October, 1908 (Wien, Nationalbibliothek, Handschriftensammlung, cat. 
937/69-8), 
2JKM 126. 
3/oc cit. 
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hotelroom in. Toblach on holiday in order to cmnpose4 which caused him 

anguish "ob er den Erwartungen des Papa wi.irde entsprechen komlen"5 

173 

Ellen Schaller, recalling memories of childhood holidays in the journal Neues 

Osterreich,6 relates her encounters with the ten-year-old composer in August 

1907, on holiday in Karersee. Erich, whilst not participating in the woodland 

games of Schaller and her sister, would remain in seclusion in a nearby glade . 

It transpired that this had been converted to a rustic 'studio', where he spent 

every day composing. Schaller quotes Erich's assertion that ... "Ich werde ein 

beriihmter Man werden .... Ihr werden noch von mir horen" 

2~ THEPIANOSONATAINDMINOR,AND 
AMOVEMENT OFTHE SECONDPIANO 
SONATA/NE 

In 1908, Komgold 's father mentions an accidental injury which his ten-year

old son caused to a friend (a paper-knife wound to the neck) which caused a 

near-fatal injury. The result of Erich's remorse at this occurence was a piano 

movement in c minor (adagio) which eventually became the third movement 

(largo) of the Pianoforte Sonata op.2 in E.7 

The d minor Sonata, 8 a work "von at-!ffallender Diisterkeit und Herbigkeit der 

Thematik und Entwicklungen",9was also inspired by this incident. The first 

movement of the d minor Sonata is dated July 1909. The last page of the 

Scherzo is noted (in Julius' writing) partly 1908, partly Oktober 1909, and the 

Finale is marked "completed April 30, 1909. 10 The composer's sketi;;h of the 

first page of that finale is reproduced here. 

4JKM 125. 
s Joe cit. 
6Schaller, Ellen: ""lch komponiere"". In: Neues Osterreich (no bibl. details available, but by 
inference published after Korngold's death). As her father had been the •vorstand' of the Wiener 
Tonkiinstlerorchester, the families were acquainted. 
7Korngold, Erich. Sonata no. 2 in E op. 2. (Schott's Sohne, Mainz. No. 29400, copyright 1911). 
8Sonata ind minor (no opus number). (U.E. 2765, copyright 1910). 
9JKM 125. 
1°Cata1ogue to Komgold Gift, p. 13. Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 
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3. DON QUIXOTE 
At least as early as 1907 Erich had been introduced by his father to the world of 

Don Quixote, and discussions on walks in the Dolomites between Landro and 

Schluderbach in 1907 and 1908 produced a series of piano miniatures based on 

themes from the novel, composed July-August 1909.11 The cover page of the 

manuscript score bears the inscription "Landros summer July-August 1909".12 

Brendan Carroll demonstrates the connection between Korn.gold's vocal and 

instrumental writing by reproducing a manuscript song De,~ ·Tod, dated I 907. 13 

The words are by Wilhelm Fab(b)ri (author of Nixe). The music forms the 

basis of the first piece of the suite. 

It was during one of these sojourns that Erich, who had been shutting himself 

away in a hotel roo1n in order to compose, confided to his mother his doubts 

whether his compositional activity would be of a standard to satisfy his father. 14 

4. DER SCHNEEMANN 
The Don Quixote character studies were but one facet of a gift which had been 

noticed by Erich's father-the faculty for translating dramatic situations into 

musical form - "Schlagfertiges Nachbilden von vorgestellten Situationen, 

Szenen, Stimmungen. ''15 This propensity of the young composer was to be 

refined and extended into his first work for the stage, and the main topic of this 

thesis - the Ballettpantomime Der Schneemann. Precise dates and 

circumstances concerning the genesis of this work have not yet come to light, 

and the only material in the Library of Congress is: 

(a) the original orchestral score dated ''middle of March" (i.e. 1910) and 

initialedA.v.Z/E.W.K. This has some sketched annotations (q.v.) 

(b) an undated ms.of the Serenade arranged by Erich for piano and 

violin, 

11JKM. foe. cit. 
12Catalogue to Korngold Gift, p. 13. Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 
13 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 36 L 
14JKM loc. cit. 
15ibid 127. 
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(c) a proof copy of the same, with Erich's corrections 

(d) six pages of copyist's proof of"Pierrot and Colombine" corrected by 

Erich and annotated "for engraving, Sept. 5, 1910" (a seventh page has 

sketches in Erich's hand) (q.v.) 

Julius Komgold confines himself to a reference to ~tlie. 'eleven-year-old', and 

there are no extant letters of his son referring to the piece. The memoirs do 

delineat(} the scenographical roots. 

A number of images had impressed themselves on Erich's imagination, 

including a postcard depicting the chiaroscuro effect of a snowman and a 

chimney sweep, the sight of children throwing snowballs and a snowman 

glittering in a winter snowfall, and the experience of a cheerful Christmas 

market, undoubtedly the traditional Weihnachtsmarkt, still held in front of the 

Wiener Rathaus. Whereas Julius Korngold cites friends, relatives and Erich as 

being responsible for the scenario of Der Schneemann, he claims personal 

credit for inspiring the themes of Commedia dell 'Arte and the imagery of 

inanimate objects coming to life. 

The dates of the composition are recorded in the memoirs as being between 

Christmas 1908 and Easter 1909. At some time during or after the completion 

of the work, Erich played excerpts from the piece for "einigen Freunden und 

Kennem" - including Julius' friend Karl Gold.mark. 16 If Julius' assertion that 

Zemlinsky was only privy to this composition once it was completed is correct, 

evidence points to a later date, unless Zemlinsky was excluded from that 

gathering. 

5. JULIUS KORNGOLD'S DECISION TO 
PUBLISH ms SON'S WORKS 

By late autumn 1909, Julius Korngold possessed three representative works of 

Erich's childhood - the Piano Sonata ind minor, the Don Quixote character 

16Rudolf Stefan Hoffmann could have been among the guests. See later footnote. 
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pieces, and Der Schneemann. At this point17 the memoirs depict the critic's 

dilemma- should he pubEcize Erich's achievements as a n1usician and 

composer, or restrict his exposure to the circle of close friends and musical 

colleagues. His inner debate can be summarised as follows. 

• In favour of publishing, Julius Komgold regarded confidentiality as 

"egoistischen Bedenken"18conceming his emotional wellbeing at the expense 

(so he imagined) of his son. He argued that the publicatfon of Erich's 

youthful pieces would be beneficial for the boy's future as a composer,19and 

that at any rate this example of precocity should be submitted to public 

discussion and musicological analysis.20 Not least, it was important to 

document the boy's achievements as a "Beweis zum ewigen Gedachtnis".21 

• On the other hand, he was conscious of the musical bond between father and 

son as a principal manifestation of their intimacy and he felt threatened by the 

thought of Erich being subjected to influences of a more public nature.22 

Moreover, as a Viennese music critic, he was well aware of the potential 

body of anti-Wunderkind polemic which could be expected from colieagues: 

"Verborgenheit bedeutet ja in diesem Falle doppelt Geborgenheit. ... Hatte 

sich die Zunft nicht immer gegen schaffende Wunderkinder gestraubt und 

hatte sie nicht regelma.Big das ihr Widerstrebende auch die Yater entgelten 

lassen?"23 These feelings were compounded by Julius Komgold's complex 

about his 'provincial' background, which left a psychological imprint ( a) of 

timidity about exposing his private affairs to the scrutiny of a world city, and 

(b) of 'peinliche Korrektheit' which abhorred the possibility of 

"Milldeutungen","Konstruktionen" and "Kollisionen" which would arise 

from his introducing a child prodigy composer into public life, even though 

17JKM 128. 
18/oc. cit. 
19/oc. cit. 
20 loc. cit 
21 Toe. cit. 
22"Wie gliicklich war ich, so lange ich ... mein geliebtes Wunder fiir oich allein besitzen durfte!" 
(JKM 127). 
23 Joe. cit. 
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colleagues of his were themselves composing and unhesitatingly 

promulgating works of their pupils and disciples.24 

6. THE PRIVATE PUBLICATION OF 
ERICH'S FIRST THREE MAJOR 
COMPOSITIONS 

177 

Eventually, some time before December 1909,25 Julius Komgold commissioned 

Universal-Edition to print approximately forty copies of the Sonata ind minor, 

the si~ Don Quixote character Pieces, and the piano score of Der Schneemann 

for private circulation.26 The Korngold biographer Rudolph St. Hoffinann gives 

a clue as to the probable date, writing that he heard Der Schneemann and its 

companion works when Erich was "wenig mehr als 12 Jahre alt", shortly before 

they were printed (" .... die bald daraufin der Universal-Edition erschienen 

sind").27 This could mean either that he, as a pupil of Zemlinsky, was 

introduced to Erich's pieces by Zemlinsky s01ne time after the end of May 1909, 

or else he was privy to the private perfom1ance of excerpts from 

Der Schneemann mentioned above, which could have included sections of the 

companion works. If the latter is the case, then it is surmisable that a private 

gathering of close musical colleagues could have persuaded Julius Komgold to 

publish, and this would have taken place between June and November 1909. 

In December 1909 copies of the three works were sent to a number of 

"Musiker und Sachverstandige", none resident in Vienna, " ... mit der 

Bestimmung, nicht in der Offentlichkeit zu gelangen5 sonderr1 privat in 

numerierten Exemplaren an Musiker und Musikkenner mitgeteilt zu werden, 

aussschlieBlich zum Zwecke einer Feststellung in Druck gelegt".28 The decision 

to restrict the recipients to non-Viennese residents did not shield Julius 

24 /oc. cit. 
25Toe memoirs are inaccurate here, citing the date as a whole year after completion of 
Der Sclmeemann (which was completed in Easter 1909). Julius Komgold must have meant a whole 
year after the initiation of the Sclmeemann composition. 
26In lhe typewritten draft of the memoirs, the word Privatdrucke is underlined; Also the original 
word Pieces (Stiicke) has been replaced by the word Hefte, indicating that the pieces were printed as 
separate entities, rather than as one volume of the three works - this fact is confirm.~d by Decsey in 
his article for theNeue Freie Presse (q.v.). Other words underlined are nicht in die Offentfuilikeit zu 
gel an gen, privat, ausschlieBlich zum Zwecke einer Feststellu11.,g, etc. 
27Hoffinann, R. St. 'Erich Wolfgang Komgold'. In: MdA, (Marz 1922) 79, 

I 
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Komgold from severe censure by his Viennese colleagues, led by the 

antipathetical Robert Hirschfeld, in the fonn of a letter of protest from the 

Vereinigung Wiener Referenten, headed by that critic.29 

Among the recipients were Hennann Kretschmar, 30 Dr Artur Seidl, 31 Otto 

Lehmann, 32 Hugo Leichtentritt~ 33 E erdinand Pfohl, 34 Karl Stumpf and Erich 

Hombostel, 35Viktor von Herzfeld, 36 Dr August Beer, Paul ,Marsop, Richard 

Strauss, Artur Nikisch, Engelbert Humperdinck and l'vfa~ Schillings. To date 

no data exists concerning the other recipients, and if they replied. 

The memoirs quote a selection of the most favourable responses. 

Hermann Kretschmar opined that Erich's "phenomenal" achievements even 

surpassed other examples of precocity and compared Erich's composition, in 

tenns of its masculinity and modernity, to that of the young Handel. 

Richard Strauss expressed astonishment at the "Sicherheit im Stil, die 

Beherrschung der Fonn, diese Eigenart des Ausdrucks in der Sonate, diese 

Harmonik", but was concerned that such an early talent may not proceed along 

healthy lines - "Zu gratulieren ist da kaum, das erste Gefilhl, das einem 

iiberkommt, wenn man hort, daB dies ein elfjahrige Junge gesdn·'.ieben hat, ist 

Schrecken und Furcht, daB ein so friihreifes Genie auch die nonnale 

28jKM 128. 
29 At that time Julius Korngold was still a member of that group, resigning at the end of I 9 I 0, in 
protest against alleged personal attacks by colleagues, contraiy to the spirit of a letter signed when 
~orngold became a member of the organisation, in relation to Erich1s Trio op. J. See: JKM 145. 

Hermann Kretschmar, 1848-1924, was from 1904 Professor of Music History at Berlin University. 
~'Arthur Seidl, 1863-1928, lectured at Leipzig and was also, from l 903, Dramaturg at the Hoftheater 
m Dessau. 
32 Carroll, Brendan quotes his name as Otto Lessman (1844-1918) and describes him as the editor of 
the Allgemeine Musikzeitung from 1882, and a minor composer. op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 375. 
:: Hug? Leichtentritt ( 1874-195 I): Composer, critic, musicologist. Joe. cit. 
· Ferdmand Pfohl (1862-1949): Chief music critic of the Hamburger Naehrichten, and later director 
of the Hamburg Conservatorium, foe. cit. 
~

5Erich Moritz v. Hornbos:el ( I 877-1935), Viennese-born founder of ethnomusicology. From 
1906-33 he was also the Director of the Berlin Phonogramm-A rchiv, with Carl Stumpf Stumpf and 
~ombostel, in their capacity as music psychologists, subjected Erich Korngold to a series of tests 
m 19 I 0, now lost, but referred to in Revesz. 
36 Viktor v. Herzfeld - Professor of Music in Budapest. 
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Entwicklung nehrnen moge, die ihm so innig zu \Viinschen ware."37 Komgold 

does not print Strauss' ensuing paragraph, which reads: 

Gliicklicher Yater, nehmen Sie ..... 38 jetzt dieses junge Genie vom 

Schreibtisch u. von der Musik weg, schicken Sie ihn aufs Land, zum 

Rodeln, Skilaufen - daB dieses junge Gehitn nicht vorzeitig ermiidet u. 

abgearbeitet ist, bevor es in voller Produktionskraft steht. Hoffentlich 

babe ich mal die Freude, diesenjungen Erz~u~ikanten personlich 

kennen zu lernen. Meine besten Wiinsche begleiten ihn auf seiner 

weiteren Lebensbahn. 

Ivfit verbindlichsten Griillen u. nochmals bestem Dank fiir die 

interessante Sendung, 

Ihr hochachtungsvollst ergebener 

Dr. Richard Strauss39 

Erich admired Strauss' composition. Strauss and Komgold enjoyed a cordial 

relationship, which only became cooler, according to Julius, "als der 

erfolgreiche Opernkomponist (i.e. Erich) seiner Protektion entwuchs". 

Arthur Nikisch, the conductor of the premiere of Sinfonietta, also employed 

the terms "phanomenal" and "Genie", and commented on Erich's freshness of 

inspiration, quite apart from his age. Like Strauss, Nikisch expressed the hope 

that the young boy would remain in good health. 40 

Engelbert Humperdinck, while criticizing Don Quixote, conceivably 

because of its modernistic harmony, acknowledged Erich's "Erfmdungsgabe". 

31JKM 129. 
38One word illegible, 
39Strau~s, R. Autograph letter, , Schierke im Oberharz, 3.1.1910 (and not 1904, as printed in letter 
collection of Stephan Kohler (52.l, from Bayrisches Staatsbibliothek Handschriftensamm!ung SB 
Ana 330,1. Korngold). 
401 . "d h t 1s ev1 ent t at photographs of the young Korngold indicate a tendency for incipient obesity . 
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Arthur Seidl subjected the three compositions to a seminar at the Leipziger 

Conservatorium, acknowledging, in an ensuing report, Erich's freshness of 

inspiration and "GroBe und Strenge der thematischenArbeit", concluding with 

"Alles in allem ein wirkliches Wunder unserer Tage, atemversetzend, selbst bis 

zur Beangstigung iiber die verborgenen Strebensziele solcher Anlage".41 

Ernst Decsey, in the article in the Neue Freie Presse discussed below, quotes 

Ferdinand Pfohl as prophesying that Erich would leav~ ,h~s imprint on his 

generation ifhe continued to progress in the way he had starte~,42and Paul 

Marsop as stating that "tviir diin..J.ct die fr,rtgeschrittene Entwicklung des 

Seelischen unbegreiflich". 

Karl (Karoly) Goldmark, (1830-1915), being red,dent in Vienna, received 

the music later than outsiders, according to Julius Knmgold, but the composer's 

letter is quoted at length in the memoirs, indicative of the status of the eighty

years-old CBmposer in the Viennese musical hierarchy. 13 Talcing into account 

Goldmark's advanced age and his melodic, reactionary style of composition, it 

is understandable that his admiration for the "Wunder" is tempered with concern 

for Erich's "Richtun.g", ·.commenting that " ... die Jugend sich geme auf alles 

Neue stiirzt" -just as Beethoven went further than Mozart and Haydn, so Erich 

could go further than Strauss, Debussy and others - but fortunately Julius was 

there to guide him "daB diese schone, herrlich Bliite nicht Schaden leide". 

7. THE EFFECT OF THE RESPONSE OF 
THE RECIPIENTS, AND INSIGHTS INTO 
THE FATHER-SON RELATIONSHIF• 
It has been noted that Julius Komgold was sensitive to accusations of paternal 

exploitation of a gifted child. Whereas a noteworthy example, Ludwig van 

Beethoven (father of the composer) had introduced his eight-year-old son at a 

41 According to Brendan Carroll, the documents have not been located, and the author concurs that 
his own searches in archives in Leipzig have also been unsuccessful. op. cit. 375. 
42Quoted in Decsey, Neue Freie Presse, 27.2.1910. 
43 Already in 1896 Goldmark had been awarded the Ritterkreuz des Leopoldordens for his "Tatigkeit 
auf dem Gebiet der Tonkunst und der Musikliteratur" (see MGG Bd. 5, Sp.482). His opera D;e 
Kriegsgefangene was premiered by Mahler in Vienna on 17.1.1899. 

.. 
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concert in Bonn in March 1778,44 Julius Komgold, despite having received a 

number of offers to take his son "auf Tournee zur Schau", refused until Erich 

was fourteen years old. Q.iJasi as an apologia, he claims that "Ich hatte aus der 

Geschichte der Wunderkinder gelemt, hielt ungestorte Entwicklung, geistige 

wie korperliche, namentlicn schaffender Friihreife filr unentbehrlich".45 Julius 

Komgold avows repeatedly that Erich composed and played for the most part in 

private, even in secret. In retrospect, it is indisputable that Erich's drive to 

compose was indeed a natural tendency, noted by q91~mark in the 

abovementioned letter46
, reinforced by his desire to reaffirm his father's 

approval and cement their intimacy, exemplified to some degree by the regular 

birthday compositions. 

Notwithstanding, the measures taken by Julius Komgold to preserve Erich's 

anonymity were concomitant with the facility by which the recipients guessed 

the identity of the composer. Their counsel to Julius not to force Erich's 

development, but to allow him to pursue extra-musical activities appropriate to 

his age was a dignified expression of a sentiment also expressed in baser wise 

in the mouths of public anecdotage. Inevitably, by dint of the number of 

prominent personages who were now privy to the "phenomenon," Erich's 

achievements were 'leaked' to the press in Budapest, by one of the recipients of 

the "Drei griinen Hefte"4 7
; the music critic Dr August Beer published his 

enthusiastic reactions in the Pester Lloyd. The ensuing resonance in Viennese 

circles led, according to the memoirs, to Moriz Benedikt's insistence on an 

article appearing in the Neue Freie Presse, (in spite of Julius' protests), and the 

suggestion that Ernst Decsey be commissioned to write it. 

8. DECSEY AND THE ARTICLE IN THE 
NEUE FREIE PRESSEFEBRVARY 1910 

44A poster, or "Avertissement", displayed in the Beethoven-Geburtshaus in Bonn, announces that 
Beethoven's six-year old (sic!) son wouid perform a number of piano concertos and trios. 
45JKM 163. 
46Goldmark quoted Strindberg in that letter: "Es gibt zur Genialitat keinen andem Weg, als <laztJ 
geboren zu werden". 
41Quoted in Decsey, foe. cit. 
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Decsey's eulogistic article, entitled "Vomjiingsten Komponisten", appeared in 

the Neue Freie Presse on 27.2.1910 and, ~s the first Viennese documentation of 

the young Komgold 's prowess, deserves special examination in this thesis. 

The first paragraph deals with the phenomenon of HWunder" (miracles), be 

they the Geyser in Yellowstone Park, or the wellspring of artistic talent. 

Then Decsey describes receiving three green ''Hefte" with ~ome distaste, 

thinking them merely the latest offering (''Nummem") from Peters or Universal-
\.•. 

Edition for his appraisal. On examination, he was impelled to publish his . 
pleasure at the discovery of" ... Neue Musik und ein neuer Mann". 

The Sonata, which he termed a "sonata eroica", "brauste auf", as if it stemmed 

from a conqueror ("Eroberer"). With repeated emphasis on the dramatic aspects 

of the c01nposition, Desey praises the contrasting second subject, the 

development which evinces "nirgends leere Wendungen, nirgends Herumreden 

in "Gangen", nirgends Fiillmusik, sondem Einheit des Charakters, sicher 

gebildete Fonn, kurz ein Sonatensatz mit allen geschichtlichen 

Maschinenbestandteilen und getrieben von der Seele der Neuzeit". Decsey 

praises the trio of the scherzo, daring harmonically, but with such an inner 

logic, " ... daB man von Eigenwillen, nicht von Eigensinn oder Willkur sprechen 

muB". The last variation movement -"last but not least", impresses Decsey by 

its strict form and inner strength. 

Decsey now turns to the pantomime, rhetorically praising its humour and 

lightness. "Die Noten trippeln behend, alle Rhythmen sind tanzerisch. Ein 

Walzer schlagt auf, daB n1an die Rocke fliegen sieht, ein Walzer, den man 

nachsingt, nachspielt, nachpfeift". Decsey notes that the theme of the Snowman 

is transformed in accordance with the dramatic situation, as a waltz, then 

harmonised as the entrance of the statue in Don Giovanni, then as a.fiigato. 

"In der Sonate der Eroberercharakter; in der Pantomime det Eulenspiegel

Humor, die Gozzi-Stimtnung ... " - with this opening, a new paragraph incites 

the reader's curiosity as to the identity of the c01nposer. Decsey describes 

playing the pieces for a friend, "selbst ein schaffender Musiker .... ", who 

suggests the composer may have been a modem master of the school of 

Mt 1 ,w 
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Debussy or perhaps Scriabin. Then Decsey reveals Erich's identity and informs 

his readers of the conditions of publication and transmission of these works.48 

Now Decsey expresses his wonderment that such a young composer can 

achieve such mature expression, whilst "die 'GroBen', das heiBt erwachsenen -

nicht groBen - Musiker, oft so kindische Sachen schreiben". 

The next paragraph gives brief biographical details, i~entifying Julius Komgold 

as the Musikreferent of the Neue Freie Presse and explaining that the music 

was expedited to colleagues who were not resident in Vienna. "Auf diesem 

Wege erhielt auch ich Kenntnis von dem musikalischen Wunder, und dein 

Falle, vom lebhaftem Interesse getrieben, nachgt.~hend, erfuhr ich auch von den 

mit meinem Eindrucke iibereinstimmenden Urteilen"49 This implies that 

Decsey, a resident of Graz, was one of the forty recipients of the three pieces. 

Decsey continues by quoting reactions from other recipients Kretschmar, 

Strauss, Humperdinck, Pfohl and Marsop, confirming that their overwhelming 

response had been "Schrecken and Furcht" at the appearance of such a 

precocious talent Decsey then quotes Goethe's explanation of the phenomenon 

of child musical genius: 

Das nmsikalische Talent kann sich wohl am friihesten zeigen, indem die 

Musik ganz etwas angeborenes, Inneres ist, das von auBen keiner 

groBen Nahrung und keiner aus dem Leben gezogenen Erfahrung 

bedarf; Doch wie wollte die Gottheit iiberall \¥under zu tun Gel,egenheit 

finden, wenn sie es nicht zuweilen in auBerordentlichen Individuen 

versuchte, die wir anstaunen, und nicht begreifen, woher sie kommen 

Erich is now depicted in affectionate terms: "Ein stiller Knabe mit guten, 

dunkeln, traumerischen Augen, den man immer wieder anblickt und dem man's 

doch gar nicht ansieht". A biographical sketch confirms Erich's first 

musicmaking at the age of five, his first composition at eight, Gold at ten - "eine 

Musik voll geheimnisvoller Harmonie und diisterer, ja gespenstiger 

Stimmung"5° Fuchs and Zemlinsky are mentioned as his teachers. 

48 i.e. for private appraisal etc, 
49The punctuation is original. 
50It is known that Erich, like many other composers, utilised themes composed in childhood in later 
works. It is conceivable that the "diistere, gespenstige" elements of the lost Gold could have 
inspired passages of Violanta (19 I 6). 

1:I 
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The final paragraph confums that up to then Erich had attracted little public 

discussion but this situation would now change, since Der Schneemann has 

already been performed in private circles, and Erich's new Hprachtvoll" Piano 

trio ''wird nicht mehr aufzuhalten sein". 

Decsey began with allegorical references to Yellowstone park; he concludes 

with the wish that Komgold will gain strength from woodland, mountains, the 

sea- from Nature, "denn es hat der Kunst lange zu leben". · 

'' ' 

9. INTERIM SUMMARY 
The printing of the first three important works and the subsequent revelation of 

Erich's gifts to the public have given the author cause to divide the·remaining 

portion of the historiography into three. 

,ii The first section, "The production history of Der Schneemann", will 

continue to trace that work and Erich's life through the various stages of its 

progress to the stage of the Wiener Hofoper, its contractual vicissitudes, i 

orchestration, the rehearsal and design process, and premiere. 

~ The second section, subh~aded '~Erich Korngold in 191 O", will depict some 

wider musical influences to which Erich was to be exposed, and describe in 

co..r1.cise terms the genesis of other works which would mark him out as the 

leading young composer of his period. 

ll The third section traces the reception of Der Schneemann and some other 

aspects of its aftermath. 

EE 
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(PART TWO - HISTORIOGRAPHY) 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE PRODUCTION HISTORY OF 

DER SCHNEEMANN 
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1. WEINGARTNER'S COGNIZM'iCE OF 
DER SCHNEEMANN 

It has been mentioned that Erich's works were performed at private gatherings 

in his family home in Vienna, for the benefit of personages such as Karl 

Goldmark, and possibly Ernst Decsey. Other than that,.it is not specifically 

documented how or when Der Schneemann came· to the notiGe of prominent 

Viennese musicians ( apart from the rscore ), only that the memoirs mention that 

Dr Ludwig Winter, a member of the lntendanz of the Hofoper1 had heard 

Der Schneemann and Felix Weingartner, Musical Director of the Wiener 

Ho/aper from l 908~ 1910, had requested that Erich play him his compositions. 

The date of this encounter was presumably mid-1909, when Erich was twelve 

and had completed Der Schneemann and the Variations on Zemlinsky 's 

theme, but the latter had not yet incorporated into the Sonata. It was during 

this meeting, which could have coincided with the private concert mentioned 

earlier, that Weingartner suggested that he would like to present it at the 

Hofoper if it could be scored for orchestra. Although Weingartner has attested 

that Julius protested vehemently at this idea, arguing that his son "sei filr die 

Hofoper nicht reif, it set a precedent for future events. 2 

1.1 JULIUS KORNGOLD AND 
WEINGARTNER 

The contradictory aspects of the character of Julius Komgold , already noted 

to some degree, are even more pronounced with regard to Mahler's successor 

Felix von Weingartner. It is exaggerated to maintain that Komgold was 

opposed to Weingartner, although accounts portray Komgold as opposing, or 

1ln the season 1909-1910 Ludwig Winter held the position of Hojkonzipist erster Klasse. A 
Doctor o~ Law, he had be~n awarded the silver Jubilaum-Hof-Medaille and the Jub.-Hof-Kreuz, and 
was a Kmght of the Spamsh Order of Charles IU. See Amtliches Jahrbuch der k.k. Hoftheater in 
Wien (1909-1910) (Nationalbibliothek, Theatermuseum, Vienna) n.p .. 
2Weingartner, F. "Ein Phanomen der Friihreife". In: Almanachfiir die musikalische Welt 
(1914/1915) n.p. Weingartner's memory may be faulty as concerns the Piano Sonata, as Erich 
may have already completed the sonata but did not play the whole work to Weingartner on that 
occasion. 
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at any rate questioning the credentials of any person who dared to succeed 

Mahler. In the course of an exhaustive study of Weingartner the memoirs 

indicate "Wie muBte die iiberragende Gestalt Mahlers auf jeden Nachfolger 

driickenl"3 Julius Komgold's open criticism of the conductor did not prevent 

Weingartner from encouraging Erich's work, nor from attempting to secure 

first performing rights of Erich's compositions. Weingartner also invited 

Julius Korngold, unsuccessfully, to assume the role of an unofficial advisor to 

the Hofoper.4 This situation itself gave rise to specµlation that Weingartner, 

whose cordial relationship with Moritz Benedikt had led to personal contact 

with Komgold, was attempting to curry favour with the critic. If that was 

indeed the case (and it is hardly probable), the evidence shnws that he did not 

achieve the desired result. 

2. THE CHARITY PERFORMANCES OF 
DER SCHNEEMANN AT THE HOME OF 
BARON BIENERTH. 

A dichotomy in the revelation of Erich's potential can now be traced, inasmuch 

as his work was disseminated in print away from Vienna, and by dint of 

private performances in Vienna - the determining factor being the influence and 

prominence of those who were privileged to enjoy Julius Kmngold's 

confidentiality. It is therefore legitimate to doubt the critic's asserted surprise5 

that news of Der Sc/zneemann' s potential should have reached the apex of 

Viennese policymakers, culminating in Winter's announcing in March 1910 

that he had arranged for Der Schneemann to be performed at a private charity 

soiree with an invited audience of"Hof-und Adelsgesellschaft und hohen 

Staatswiirdentragen", organised for a date in April by Baronin Bienerth6
, wife 

of the Ministe,priisident. 7 

JJKM. 153. Weingartner is described in pp. 152-163. 
4ibid, 157. The only critic who assumed such a position was Ludwig Karpath, as Consulent to the 
Bundestheater in the Strauss-Schalk directorship. 
-~JKM 132. 
6 The name could be connected with a .-eterence to "zwei Bienert (sic) - Stamme aus Mahren", in: 
Adler: Zeitschrift fiir Genealogie zmd Jreraldik. (Vienna. N.F. 11, 1977/1979. (346-7 -
Ahnenliste) [in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna]). 
7The Austrian Prime Minister. 
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A small stage was set up in their residence. Godlewsky8 was commissioned 

to choreograph the work and tn perform 'die Titelfigur', i.e. the role of 

Pien·ot/Schneemann, opposite Wopalensky9 as Colombine. Erich. 

presumably accompanied by his mother, was present, joining the pianist 

Richard Pahlen10 during four-handed instrumental interludes. Erich's father, 

as became habitual at premieres of his sons works, remained outside. "Seine 

Erfahrung filrchtete unvorhergesehene Zufalle und scheute noch mehr davor 

.zuriick, durch seine Anwesenheit die Instinkte zu reizert. 1 ~ 

2.1 DOCUMENTATION OF THE SOIREE 

2.1.1 THE MUSICIAN 

An article in The Musician, 12 whilst subject to certain inaccuracies of detail, 

contains such additional information as to be worthy of consideration. 

Hughes reports that there were two perfonnantes of the work at the Bienerth's 

residence. 

The first (April 14th), was in the context of a soiree "in which she 

wished to present some distinct novelty for the entertainment of her 

guests. Someone had spoken to her about young Komgold, and she 

conceived the idea ofhaving a performance of the youthful composer's 

pantomime. The preparation of the scenery and costumes was 

intrusted (sic) to the best hands, and Herr Godlewski, 13 the first solo 

dancer of the Royal Court Opera Ballet, acted as stage manager14 and 

took the role of Pantalon. 15 The beautiful Fraulein \Vopalensky16 from 

&Karl Godlewski, who had joined the Hojballetf in 1893, was described as Mimiker in the Hofoper 
Jalzrbuch 1909-1910. See: chapter on Ballettpantomime for biographical details. 
9Luise Wopalensky, Solotiinzerin of the Hojballett, had joined the company in 1897. See: 
Hofoper Jahrbuch 1909-10 and biographical details in the chapter on Ba!lettpantomime. 
'
0Pahlen is neither mentioned as a conductor or repetiteur in the Hofoper annals, nor in: Beetz W. 

Das Wiener Opemhaus von 1869-1945. (The Central European Times Zurich, 1949). 
11JKM 133. 
12Hughes, Edwin. In: The Musician (n.d., n.p.). 
13Usually written as Godlewsky (Godlewsky in 1909-10 Hofoper-Jahrbuch, Godlewski in 1910-
1 1 ). 
14Director/choreographer is probably meant 
isThis should have read Pierrot. 
16Shou]d read Wopalensky. 
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the opera ballet was the Colombine and Herr Von (sic) Hamme the 

Pierrot.11o 
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Hughes continues by confirming the success of the performance, after 

which Erich was presented with flowers1 wreaths and a gold watch "in 

honour of the 'first triumph"', and it was decided to an-ange another 

perfonnance for charitable purposes. "Seats were placed on sale at the 

enormous price of 100 crowns ($20) each, but in spite of that fact the 

roomy salon at Baron Bienerth 's pala9e was completely sold out for 

the occasion." 

He.concludes his article with a critique of the score of 

Der Schneemann which praises the characterization, the waltz 

motives, the serenade, the end of the first part, Pantalon falling asleep 

and the lovers finding themsleves alone, the Snowmanfagato, and the 

love music. "That an eleven-year-old lad could make a love scene 

believable in music is almost unthinkable, yet some of the most 

effective work in the pantomime occurs in the portion of the ballet 

where such a scene occ.~urs". 

2.12 ANOTHER AMERICAN PUBLICArfION 

Another American article18 has possibly drawn on the previous article but itself 

adds more detail. "Some charity perfo1mances that were given in one of the 

official palaces made the upper ten acquainted in a more or less tentative way 

with Erich Wolfgang Korngold's Schneemann (Snowman), a pantomime 

writien when the boy was eleven, and when his thoughts and ambitions did 

not go beyond a modest performance en camera". 

2.1.3 DER MERKER 

17Should read Panta/011. 
18Anon. "Sinfonietta". In: the Boston Program (conceivably Boston Symphony Orchestra) 
(9/10th April 1 1915) n. p .. 
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An article in Heft 15 of Der Merker, 10th April 1910, announced, under the 

rubrik Wiener Notizen: 
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Erich Wolfgang Korngold, der jugendliche Komponist, wird dernnachst 

mit seiner Pantomime Der Schneemann debiitieren. Die interessante 

Urauffiihrung des entzilckenden Werkchens Soll i1n Salon des 

Ministerprasidenten Freiherrn von Bienerth stattfinden. Die 
' Klavierbegleitung besorgt Richard Pahl en. 

., '.' 
Auch eine Berliner Auffiihrung des Werkchens unter der ~eitung Oskar 

Frif.':ds steht bevor."19 

2.1 .. 4 NEUE l?Pt..EIE PRESSE(l) 

A report of the soiree appeared in the Neue Freie Presse of Friday April 15, 

translated here: 

"Artistic Soiree at the residence of Baroness Bienerth" 

Vienna, 14 April [1910] 

Today, a.t the residence o:'Baroness Bienerth, wife of the Prime 

Minister, a soiree with artistic performances took place. In the 

reception hall of the palace stood a little improvised stage, alongside all 

the necessary equipment to effectuate the somewhat complicated scenic 

programme. 

The production was introduced by speeches given by the Court Act0r 

Otto Tressler. There followed a pantomime in two scenes - Der 

Schneemann, the music composed by th~ eleven-year-old Erich 

Wolfgang Korngold - a world premiere. Richard Pahlen and the 

young composer himself were responsible for the musical 

accompaniment and performed it on two Bosendorfer concert grand 

19To date no other infonnation concerning the authenticity of this projected perfonnance in Berlin 
has come to light, and it is not mentioned in the JKM. 
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pianos, whilst the violin solo was played by concertmaster Fritz 

Brunner. The stage direction and choreography was in the hands of 

Carl Godlewski; the set design was by the painter Brioschi, and the 

costumes had been devised by the painter Alexander Goltz. In the 

pantomime itself, Miss Wopalensky along with Messrs. Godlewski 

and van Hamme perfonned magnificently. 

. 
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There followed a one-act Singspiel Bruderlein fe!n by Julius Wilhelm, 

the music composed by Leo Fall, rehearsed by Director Kassler ... The 

finale consisted of performances by Mrs. Hansi Riese, which Miss 

Gisela v. Ehrenstein accompanied. ~.i\11 participants benefited from 

well-earned applause for their efforts, which were successful on all 

counts. 

Between the pantomime and the Singspiel, supper was served. 

Guests attending: Archduke Blanka, Countess Alberti, Prim Minister Dr. 

Freiherr v. Bienerth {who escorted the Archduchess into the festive hall on the 

first floor. At the entrance to the hall, the Archduchess was greeted by 

Baroness Bienerth). Foreign Minister Count Aerenthal, Count and Countess 

Alfred Alberti, Countess Gabriel Andrassy, Prince Karl Auersperg, the Italian 

ambassador Duke v. A varnai, the Brazilian envoy de Azavedo and wife, 

David, Knight v. Abrnhamovicz and wife, Mr and Mrs Aristides 

B It · 20 a zass1. ... 

There follows a lengthy list of international names and titles similar to the 

above. The pianist and librettist Alfred Grn.afeld was one of the invitees 

(probably to entertain the guests with his celebrated improvised arrangements 

of the latest operettas), and - significantly- Furst Montenuovo and Ludwig 

Winter- thelntendanten oftheHofoper. 

2.1.5 NEUE FREIE PRESSE (2) 

20Anon. In: Neue Freie Presse, No. 16395. (April 15, 1910) 10. 
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A recension appeared in the Neue Freie Presse of 16th April, 1910, bestowing 

lavish praise on the work, not only on acount of the youth of the composer, 

but also because of its melodic inspiration, the harmonies, the rhythms, and 

Erich Wolfgang Komgold's dramatic sense. 

The critique mentions a Genera/probe, which already was warmly received on 

account of its " .. .feine I\1ischung von naiven Stimmungselementen und echte 

alter Pantomimegroteske". Herr Godlewski (sic) as the Showman 

"'lieferte ... eine wahre Kabinettleistung", Wopalensky and 'Y'on Hamme were 

also praised. Konzertmeister Brunner 1 played th~ serenade and Richard 

Pahlen and Erich Komgold played the piano. 

The fulsome critique is signed "r."22 Fii.rst Montenuovo, the Emperor's 

Obersthofmeister, 23 informed his master of the success of this evening. 

21 Brunner is neither mentioned in the JKM, nor was a tnember of the Hofoper orchestra during the 
period 1907-11. Arnold Rose, first Konzertmeister played the serenade during the Hofoper 
perfonnances. 
22The first part of this recension reads as follows: 
Kilnstlerische Soiree bei Baronin Bienerth 
(anon. Wien, 14.04.1910) 
Beute fand bei der Gemahlin des Ministerpriisidenten Baron Bienerth eine Soiree mit 
kiinstlerischen Auffiihrungen statt. In dem Empfangssaal des Palais war cine kleine Biihne nebst 
allen zur Bewaltigung des ziemlich komplizierten szenischen Programms erforderlichen 
Einrichtungen improvisiert worden. 
Eroffnet wurden die Produktionen durch Vortriige des Hofschauspielers Otto Tref3ler. Hierauf 
gelangte eine Pantomime in 2 Bildem Der Sclmeemann zur Auffiihrung, Musik von dem 11-
jahrigen Erich Wolfgang Korngold, eine Urauffiihrung. Richard Pahlen und der jugendliche 
Komponist selbst batten den Klavierpart iibernommen und exekutierten ihn auf zwei Bosendorfer 
Konzertfliigeln, wiihrend das Violinsolo Konzertmeister fritz Brunner spielte. Die Inszenierung 
und den choregraphischen Teil besorgte Ballettmeister Godlewski, die Dekorationen waren vom 
Maler Brioschi, die Kostume hatte Maler Alexander Goltz entworfen. In der Pantomime selbst 
waren Frln. Wopalensky sowie die Herren God! und von Hamme hervorragend beschaftigt. Dann 
folgte <las vom Direktor Ralller einstudierte einaktige Singspiel Briider/ein Fein von Julius 
Wilhelm, Musik von Leo Fall.. ... Den SchluJ3 bildeten Vortragc der Frau Hansi Riese, die Frln. 
Gisela von Ehrenstein begleitete. Alle Mitwirkenden emteten fur ihre in jeder Richtung auJ3erst 
gelungenen Darstellungen wiederholt reichen Beifall. 
Zwischen der Pantomime und dem Singspiel wurde das Souper serviert. 
Gastel Anwesende: 
Erzherzogin Blanka, Griifin Alberti, Ministerpriisident Dr. Freiherr von Bienerth (Er geleitete die 
Erzherzogin in die Festraume im ersten Stockwerke, bei deren Eingang Baron Bienerth sie 
begriif3te), Minister des AuJ3em Graf Aehrenthal, Graf und Grafin Alfred Aiberti, Griifin Gabriele 
Andrassy, Furst Karl Auersperg, der ltalienische Botschafter Herzog von Avama, der 
Brazilianische Geslindte de Azevedo und Gemahlin, David Ritter von Abralwmovcz und Gemahlin, 
Hrr, und Faru Aristides Baltzazzi. ... Fiirst Montenuovo, Ludwig Winter, Alfred Griinfeld, 
Gardekapitiin Graf Beck .... " and a number of other distinguished guests were mentioned. See: 
Neue Freie Presse (no. 16395. Friday. 15th April, 1910) 10. 
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2o 2 SECOND CHARITY PERFORMANCE 
OF DER SCHNEEMANN, AND 
CONSEQUENCES 
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A second charity performance of Der Schneemann took place on April 26th.24 

.. 

If Julius Korngold intended to keep a tight control over access to his son's 

works, by 'enabling such luminaries to hear them he ran the risk ( or gained the 

opportunity) of provoking the opposite effect. Even the above-cited charity 

perfonnance of the work involved an amount of preparation. Fi,rst 

Montenuovo informed the Kaiser about the success of Der Schneemann. 

3. UNIVERSAL-EDITION, THE 
HOFOPER,AND WEINGARTNER, 

Universal-Edition, presumably on the basis of the already printed edition and 

its ramifications, had ..-ipproached Julius Komgold with an offer for a contract, 

which the critic-lawyer approved on condiction that no Viennese theatre should 

mount the work without his express permission.25 The publisher, however, 

under the influence of the Court, and sensing a potential commercial 

advantage, broke the agreement with Komgold by offering it to the Hofoper 

without his consent. October 41
\ the Kaiser's name Day, was traditionally 

celebrated at the /Iofoper by the performance of a 'Novitat' .26 It was 

inevitable that the premiere of Der Schneemann, already familiar to Godlewski 

and Wopalenski, was planned for October 41
\ 1910, with their participation, 

at the Hofoper. 

23 In 1907, Alfred, Fiirst Montenuovo was the Zweiter Obersthofmeister; by 1909 he had attained 
the rank of Erster Obersthofmeister, whose decorations cover most of pp: 3-4 of the Hofoper's 
Amtliches Jahrbuch I 909-10. 
24 Cited by B. Carroll op. cit. 46. 
25Julius Korngold permitted no stage work of his son to be performed for the first time ,in Vienna. 
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Allusion has already been made as to Felix Weingartner's potential interest in 

the work His article Phi:inomen der Friihreife, together with his memoirs and 

those of Julius Komgold, together with various letters from the Hofoper 

Archives, serve to document the course of events. 

Since the meeting with Erich in 1909 followed by Weingartner's suggestion 

that it should be arranged for orchestra and possibly performed in Vienna, 

(opposed by Julius), Weingartner's attention had been turned elsewhere, 

preoccupied with internal problems at the Hofoper. But in- ''Friihjahr, 1910" 

he received a visit from the 0irector of Universal-Edition27 suggesting that it 

should now be performed, as Zemlinsky had been commissioned to score it 

for orchestra.28 Weingartner perusing the score once mc,;re, confirmed his 

approval, and approved Zemlinsky as responsible for the scoring.29The title 

page of the autograph score bears the date "Mitte Marz" and is initialled 

"A.v.Z"/ "E.W.K".30 

Universal-Edition, in accordance with the agreement signed with Julius 

Komgold, prepared piano scores of Der Schneemann for publication. An 

advertisement in theAllgemeine Musik-Zeitung under the rubrik Aus dem 

Musikhandel, dated 13th May, 1910, announces that the work has been 

"soeben" accepted for later performance this year by the H ofoper,3 1 and 

announces illlininent publication of the complete piano score, Pierrot and 

Colombine's fValze,,ondo for piano, and a Geigerserenade for violin and 

piano, to be published in\ icenna and Leipzig. Since the Bienerth 

performances in mid-April, therefore, events moved with celerity.32 

26Mahler, a few days before his official appointment as Artistic Director on October 8th, 1907, 
perfonned Smetana's opera Dalibor on October 4th; a controversial choice because the opera 
promulgates Czech nationalism. 
21Either its president, Josef Simon, or its director Emil Hertzka. 
28This is at odds with theJKM (136), in which Julius Komgold states that Zemlinsky only knew 
about Der Sclmeemann after the charity perfonnance. The memoirs must be inaccurate. See 
below for details of correspondence between Zem!insky and Universal-Edition. 
29This indicates a change of attitude towards Zemlinsky on the part of Weingartner, who, as 
successor to Gustav Mahler, had cancelled Zemlinsky's Traumgorge in his first season. 
~°Catalogue notes p. 11 to "The Korngold Gift", Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 
31The contract with theHofoper was dated May 3rd, 1910. 
32Nowadays, with seasons commonly planned up to three years in advance, it is somewhat 
surprising that such an important event as the October 4th perfonnance was planned at such 
relatively short notice. However, Mahler himself had baulked at the requirement tl1at he submit a 
complete season's plan before season commencement, arguing that it was impossible with new 
productions to tell whether they would be successful enough to warrant a planned number of 
perfonnances, and also it was difficult to plan on account of singers' illnesses, etc. 
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Shortly after Universal-Edition's meeting witl1 Weingartner, Julius Komgold 

came to the opera director requesting him to renege the decision, which in the 

critic's opinion was too hasty and had been accomplished without his 

pem1ission. Julius Komgold did not wish for such a work to be presented for 

the first time under such exposed conditions. During subsequent negotiations, 

Weingartner impressed upon Komgold ( 1) his opinion that "Der Schneemann 

was just as worthy as, if not better than, the majority bf the ballets in the 

Hofoper prepertoire" (2) Weingartner's artistic policy encouraged Austrian 

composers1 and (3) Erich's youth added an element of curiosity to the 

occasion. 33 

3.lJ FELIX'WEINGARTNER'S PROGRAMMING 
POLICY AS A REFLEX TO THE NUMBER OF 
NEW WORKS, AND \VORKS BY AUSTRIAN 
COMPOSERS, PREMIERED DURING MAHLER'S 
ERA 

Felix Weingartner, whose policy it was to encourage Austrian composers, saw 

that the acceptance of Der Schneemann would create an opportunity to leave 

his stamp on the history of the Hofoper and preempt the kind of criticism to 

which Mahler had been subjected. 

330n the subject of Weingartner's aesthetic appraisal of the current ballet repertory, it is 
noteworthy to recall a similar debate in the Mahler-era, when Hofmannsthal vainly attempted to 
achieve acceptance of Das g/iisenze Herz. In a letter to Alfred Rolier (dated Rodaun, 14.3.1904), 
Hofmannsthal delineates the concept of his scenario, expressing his opinion that the world of 
Ballet is "herabgekommen" and that his intention was to revert to the original fonnat of the 
"Triumphzug", combined with the Reigentiinze der Stunden. Whilst conceding that Mahler, when 
he had rejected the work, was not in principle against it, however his lack of interest in the ballet 
company of the Hofoper and preferred to follow the inclinations of the "Routiniers" Balletmasters 
(Hassreiter etc.), who "naturlich lieber immer ihre eigenen scheul31ichen Ballette, in dem 
Vergil3meinnicht und Rittersporn, und die Allegorien des Briefkastens, oder Jagens und Riistens 
vorkommen, empfehlen werden, als etwas frisches." Hoffmansthal hopes that Roller will use his 
influence to recommend the work to Mahler again, since without this support the Balletmasters 
will pronounce that "Das gliiserne Herz 'ein pessimistischer Schwindel' ist und da/3 die Braut von 
Korea ein gutes Ballett ist." (Letter quoted in: Beaumont, Anthony. ''Ale,:ander von Zemlinsky: 
Der Triumph der Zeit/3 Ballettstucke - Eine Tanzpoem". In: [Festschrift]: Gewidmet Dr. Arthur 
Scherle anliifllich seines 65. Geburtstags: "Uber Musiktheater" (Harpner, Stefan G. and Gotzes, 
Birgit, eds.) (Ricordi, Munich, 1992) 26 f.. Josef Hassreiter (1845-1940) was Hojballettmeister 
from ! 890 until 1919. 
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3.1.1.1 KARPATH'S OPINIONS, GRAF'S OPINIONS, 
AND MAHLER'S PRACTICES 

Ludwig Karpath, for example, in essence a Mahler supporter, had already 

criticised Mahler for the scanty number of Novi ta.ten since 1902. 34 Karp a th' s 

opinion is open to discussion and there should be a differentiation between 

Urauffehrungen and Erstaufjuhrungen, and between the works programmed 

and those conducted by Mahler himself, as well a~ differentiating between 

indigenous works and those fr01n other countries. 

During Mahler's regime, he conducted a total of twelve Erstauffehrungen, and 

only four Urauffehrungen (if one is to consider Haydn's Der Apotheker as an 

UA). 35 This represents a very diminutive average (if a period from Autumn 

1897 to Sum.mer 1907 is reckoned). 

Regarding the total number of Erstauffiihrungen, W. Beetz lists a total of 

thirty-two between Autumn 1897 and Summer 1907,36i.e. averaging 3.2 per 

season. Concerning the Austrian component ( counting as Austrian anyone 

who was born in the Austro-Hungarian Empire37
, we see a total of six 

Erstauffehrungen (Smetana, Reznicek,38 Goldmark, Haydn, Reiter,39 \Volt) -

34The only example was Der dot mon by Josef Forster, on 28.2.1902. See: Biihne und w:.1lt 
(6;1903-4) 705-714, quoted in Muller, K-J.. Mahler. (Schott, Mainz, 1988) 272. 
35The operas which Mahler conducted were as follows: (a) Dalibor ('Erstaufflihrung'), Eugen 
Onegin (EA), Djamileh (EA) and Leoncava_llo's Boheme (EA) in the 1897-98 season; (b) 
Reznicek's Donna Diana (EA), Goldmark's Die Kriegsgefangene ('Urauffiihrung'), Haydn's Der 
Apotheker (UA), Lortzing's Die Opernprobe (EA) and Siegfried Wagner's Der Biirenhiiuter (EA) in 
the 1898-99 season; (c) Rubinstein's Der Damon (EA) Zemlinsky's Es war einmal (UA); (d) 
Tschaikowsky's Jolanthe (EA) in the 1899-1900 season; (e) Josef Reiter's Der Bundschuh (EA) 
in the 1900-1901 season; (f) Hoffmanns Erzalzlungen (EA), Strauss' Feuersnot (EA), and (g) Der 
dot mon (VA) in the 1901-02 season. (g) In 1902-03 Pique Dame (EA) and Louise (EA); (h) In 
1903-04 Der Corregidor (EA) and Falstaff (EA); (i) 1904-05 saw an upsurge of 'Novitaten' with 
Pfitzner's Die Rose vom Liebesgarten (EA), Leo Blech's Das war ich (EA), and D'Albert's Die 
Abreise (EA); G) Owing to budgetary considerations, 1905-06 saw but one EA, Wolf-Ferrari's Die 
neugierigen Frauen, the season being characterized by the Mahler-Roller Neuinszenierungen of the 
Mozart Opera cycle (The Festival perfonnance of scenes from Acts I and II of Lakme on 
14.11.1905 has not been counted). (k) Mahler conducted no new works in his last full season at 
theHofoper, 1906-07. See: Willnauer, F .. Mahler und die Wiener Hofoper, Locker, Wien 1979, 
pp. 273-279. Richard Specht (Die Wiener Oper, 1919, p. 47 f.) mentions as Erstauffelzrungen 
Thuille's Lobetanz (1901), Puccini's La Boheme (1903) andMadama Butterfly (1907),Wolf~ 
Ferrari's Die neugierigen Frauen (1905), D'A1bert's Flauto Solo (1906), and Bittner's die rote 
Gred {mounted in 1908, after Mahler's resignation). 
36Beetz, W .. Das Wiener Opernhaus1 1869 ~ 1945. (Panorama, Vienna, 1949) 212. 
37Smetana, for example, has been counted as an Austrian for these purposes. 
38Emi1 Nikolaus von Reznicek. b. Vienna 1 860, d. Berlin 1945. 
39Josef Reiter. b. 1862, Braunau am Inn, d. 1939, Bad Reichenhall. 
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less than thirty per cent of E,~~tauffehrungen1 and 2 Uraujjuhrungen 

(Zemlinsky and Haydn). 
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Thus ZelJ}linsky was the only contemporary indigenous Austrian composer to 

be accorded an Urauffehrung at the Hofoper during Mahler's era, and thus it 

is remarkable that Weingartner did not follow up this impetus by pennitting 

Der Traumgorge to complete rehearsals and achieve its premiere.40 

' 

Max Graf claimed that Mahler, like many of his colleagues, was 

hypersensitive to any kind of criticism, wishing fundam~ntally for nothing but 

''unbedingte Verehrung". 41 

Franz Endler's thesis postulates that whereas the furH1erance of new 

composition demanded, among other things, "kontinuierlicher publizistischer 

Arbeit mehrerer Kritiker und des entsprechenden Echos bei Institutionen und 

Publikum", there are examples (although Endler does not cite them) of the 

power of an individual representative of the press who champions a particular 

performing artist, conductors or opera directors. 42 If this is the case, it could 

be argued that Mahler's hypersensitivity was a manifestation of his recognition 

of the power which an individual critic could exert. 

3.1.l.2 WEINGARTNER'S PRACTICE 
During that portion of Weingartner' s aegis covering January 1908 until 

summer 1910 Beetz lists thirteen Erst- or Uraufjllhrungen, 43 a considerably 

greater average than in Mahler's era.44 Indeed, Der Schneemann was coupled 

with another Erstauffii.hrung, Wolf-Ferrari's Susannens Geheimnis (La 

segreta di Susanna).45 

40The Erstauffiihrungen during 1908 were Ein Wintermiirchen, Tiejland, Die rote Gred, and Das siij3e 
Gift. See: Beetz, Wilhelm. op. cit. 212. 
41 Die Wiener Oper, 90. Quoted in: Miiller, K-J. op. cit. 200 f. 
42Endler, F. op. cit. l 03. 
43 Beetz, W. foe. cit. 
44R. Specht (op. cit. (1919) 54) singles out for mention Das Siifier Gift (Gorter, 1908), Tie/land 
(D'Albert, 1908), Tosca (January 1910), Gatz von Berlichingen (Goldmark, May 1910), Der 
Vagabund (Leroux, I 909), Versiegelt (Leo Blech, 1909), Bittners Die rote Gred (taken over from 
Mahler, 1908) and Der Musikant (April 1910). 
45 Brendan Carroll (op. cit. (The Last Prodigy) 58) opines that Weingartner's reputation would 
have remained intact whether Der Sclmeemann would be a success, or not. If a success - his 
judgment would have been vindicated. If a failure - it would be a "wonderful reprisal against Julius 
Korngold". 
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4. DER SCHNEEMANN, CONTRA Cl, 
NEGOTIATIONS 
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The contract was drawn up by the k.k. Hof-Operntheater and dated 3rd May, 

191046
, thus negotiations would have probably taken place during the second 

half of April. Universal-Edition would receive 400 Kron~ for the material and 

2% royalties. The Hofoper would have first rights of Ur_atfffilhrung up to 

January 15
\ 1911. 

\Vymetal47
, Stoll48 and Hassreiter49 were privy to this contract, which was 

delivered to Universal-Edition on. May 6tn,so signed and returned on the same 

day, except that Universal-Edition notes that the request for thirty copies of the 

piano score, appropriate for operas with chorus and many soloists, is 

considered too much to ask for the ''gering:fiigigen Betrag van K 400.-" and 

although they have not altered the contract, they are of the opinion that four or 

five copies would be sufficient.51 

An internal memorandum from the Intendanz to the Direction of theHofoper 

dated 18th May "In Erledigung des Berichtes vom 8. Mai 1. J.Z.439" ratifies 

the agreement. A letter from Universal-Edition dated 21 st May52 confirms 

receipt of the contract and assures the opera that preparation of the material is 

under way.53 A note dated 26th June confirms that a piano score has been 

procured. 

5. THE ORCHESTRATION OF 
DER SCJtNEEMANN 

46 Archives of the Hofoper, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna. 
47Wilhelm, Ritter von Wymeta!, Oberleiter der gesamten Jnszenierung, joined the Hofoper in 1908 
See: Hofoper Jahrbuch , 1909-10 (Nationalbibliothek, Theatennuseum, Vienna} n.p .. 
48August Stoll, Oberregisseur, with Hofoper since I 887. much decorated, also k.u.k. 
Hojkapellensanger, and Professor at the k.k. Akademie fiir Musik und darstellende Kilnste. 
49Josef Hassreiter, Ba!lettmeister and Bal/ettregisseur. With Hofoper since 1870. See chapter on 
Ballettpantomime. 
50Empfangs-Bestiitigung in Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, 
51 1 O copies were actually delivered. 
52Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv. 
53On the back of the draft versions of the contracts are other monetary calculations and 
corrections. 
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Emil Hertzka, of Universal-Edition, had suggested that Franz Schreker should 

orchestrate Der Schneemann for the Hofoper performance. Julius Komgold 

objected to this choice, Schreker heing a composer "zu dem ich jedoch als 

Kritiker nicht genie in Beziehung geraten wollte". This occured already after 

Zemlinsky had begun to teach Erich the basics of orchestration. 

The author has transcribed a number of1narkings on the autograph score 

which may throw some light on the pedagogic and creative process of the .. 
scoring. The author's annotations are included where comment is needed. 

5.,1 ZEMLINSKY CORRESPONDENCE 

Letters from Zemlinsky to Universal-Edition render a partial account of the 

instrumentation process, although, as Zemlinsky did not date all his letters, 

complete accuracy is not possible. 

Letter 1, from Zemlinsky to Universal-Edition Director Emil Hertzka, was 

dated 22.3.1910 and probably received 30.3.1910. 

Sehr verehrter Herr Direktor, selbstverstandlich54 ist alles vergessen u. ich 

freue mich,da/3 auch Sie nicht mehr daran denken.Aber es ist mir in den 

nachsten Tagen unmoglich zu Thnen zu kommen. Ich habe im Theater 

wieder eine N eueinstudierung, 55 arbeite unsagbar an der Pantomime. Aber 

Herr Komgold hat mit mir bereits iiber alles und jenes gesprochen u. wir 

waren einig. Ich erwarte, daJ3 dieser nach Riicksprache mit Ihnen 

geschehen ist. Zu allerletzt wollten Sie mir mal ein paar Zeilen Threr 

speziellen \Viinsche mitteilen, bis ich Zeit habe komme ich zu Thnen. 

Ich habe schon ein tiichtiges Stuck fertig instrumentiert. 

Ihren baldigen Mitteilungen entgegensehend 

54 The division of the lines corresponds with the original letters. 
55On March 22 Zemlinsky conducted a perfonnance of Halevy's Die Jiidin (La Juive), which had 
premiered on January 7th. The performances during March were on March 5,16 and 22. Also 
during March Zemlinsky conducted Thomas' Mignon, premiering on March 2, with performances 
on March 4, 6, 8, I I, 15, 20, 2 7 and 31. (Source - Volksoper Archives, Stadt- und 
Landesbibliothek, Vienna}. 
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Hochachtungsvoll Alex Zemlinsky 

If the date of Letter One is correct, then Julius Korngold's assertion that "So 

unwahrscheinlich es klingt, Zemlinsky hatte den Schneemann erst nach der 

Wohltatigkeitsauffiihrung aus dem Privatdruck kennengelemt"56 is innacurate, 

for the benefit performance took place in April. It is also beyond credibility 

that Zemlinsky would have not had access to the Private/ruck, at least once it 

had been published. It is also at odds with the Weingartner memoirs quoted 

above. Above all, the title page of the manuscript full score is dated "middle of 

March".57 

A second letter of Zeminsky, undated, was addressed to Hertzka: 

Sehr geehrter Herr Direktor, anbei der II. Teil Partitur, von mir 

nochmaldurchgesehen, u. nunmehr fertig zum Stimmen 

herausschreiben. Den I. Teil bitte ich mir ebenfalls - bevor die 

Stimmen geschrieben werden - zu schicken, u. zwar an meine neue 

Adresse, welche ich Ihnen in eL1 paar Tagen mitteilen werde. Ich fahre 

morgen friih weg. Die Originale der Partitur erhalte ich mir. 

Recht angenehme xxxx wiinsche ich mit vorziiglicher Hochachtung Alex 
Zemlinsky 

Zemlinsky is referring to the version of the score which the author has 

designated as Druckvorlage, now residing in the Stadt- und Landesbibliotlzek, 

Vienna. The original autograph score is in the Library of Congress. 

Zemlinsky's new address was most probably IX, Fuchstalergasse 4. Even 

though Julius Komgold writes that Zemlinsky had ''iibersiedelt" to Prague 

even before the premiere of Der Schneemann, he would at least have 

56JKM 136. 
57''Komgold gift'', catalogue p, 13. Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 

llHIIIJI:. ..-
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maintained a temporary base in Vienna, in view of the number of his 

performances at the Volksoper; 58 

203 

Horst Weber recounts that Heinrich Teweles, "the new director of the 

Koniglichen Deutschen Landestheaters in Prague"t offered him the position 
of I. Kapellmeister in 1911. 

In 1910 Zemlinsky' s tasks were many - besides tuiti~n and the orchestration 

of Erich's pantomime, he conducted the Viennese premiere of Strauss' Salome 

at the Volksoper. 60 He also con1posed songs l, 2, 3· ;nd 5 of the Maeterlink

Gesii.nge op. 13, 61 and most certainly would have been involved with 

preparations for Kleider machen Leute. 

The destination referred to in Letter Two ("ich fahre morgen friih weg) could 

have been :Rad Ischl. 

An undated, characteristically pithy-acerbic letter (Letter Three) to Hertzke., 

from Ischl, is extant: 

S. gr. H. Dr, ich habe die Originalpartitur nicht in Ischl - es ist eine 

halbe Kreuzigung Ihrem Wunsche zu entsprechen. Hoffentlich macht 

Ihnen das keine Ungelegenheit. 

Hochachtungsvoll Alex Zemlinsky. 

Conceivably, Hertzka had requested information appertaining to Part One, 

before sending it to Zemlinsky' s new address. 

58
The 1910-11 seasons of the Vo/ksoper commenced on September 15. It is known tha Zemlinsky 

conducted Cannen on October 4th. In the same month his colleague H. Baldreich conducted a new 
production ofNougues' Quo Vadis, and a revival of Ernani. Zemlinsky was probably in Vienna 
during November, rehearsing his new opera Kleider machen Leute which premiered on December 2, 
with perfonnances on 4, 6, 9, 12 and 21. Zemlinsky also conducted a revival of Salome on 
December 23, 25 and 28, January (1911) 1, 5, 8, 13, 15, 18, 20, 25, 27 and 30, February 1, 3, 6, 
20 and 22, as well as at least one perfonnance of Nikolai's Die Lustige Weiher on February 2. 
Otherwise, opera perfonnances were conducted by Baldreich (Quo Vadis, Ernani, etc.), and lighter 
perfonnances by Grol3kopf (the fairy tale Prinzessin Lugenschwipperl ( 12/1910), the comic opera 
Kapitiin Fracassa ( 1/19 I I), the 'Telodrama Trauerspiel' Kassandra (3/1911) and Uhlemann (the 
ballet Dornroschen, 12/1910, 1 /191 I). (Source - Vo/ksoper Archives, Stadt- zmd 
Landesbibliothek, Vienna). 
59 Weber, Horst op. cit. 25. 
60Strauss' friend Gustav Mahler had vainly attempted to gain approval by the censorship 
authorities to perfonn Salome at the Hofoper. The Volksoper was not subject to such restrictions. 
61

Franz Schreker conducted the premiern oftheMaeterlink-Gesange on 11.12.1910. 
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It is known that Zemlinsky was residing at Fuchstalergasse 4 before May 12th• 

An undated letter from that address to Weingartner62 "von Musiker zu 

Musiker und Direktor der Hofoper" requests Weingartner to consider 

Zemlinsky's opera Kleider machen Leute, designated for performances in 

Stuttgart "im Herbst," and for the Volksoper. 

Weingartner"s cordial reply, dated 12th May, 1910, affinns that he is int~~rested 

in making himself acquainted with the opera and :i;equests a copy of the work, 

apologising for his late reply because of the rehearsals for Gotz. 

Letter Four, dated 20th or 22nd May 1910,63 to Hertzka, from 

Fuchstalergasse, identifies the date of completion of the scoring: 

Sehr geehrter Herr Direktor, ich teile Ihnen ''feierlichst" mit, daB ich 

vorigenSamstag die Instrumentation des "Schneemanns" beendet habe u. 

Herm Dr. Komgold iiberreicht habe. Bei Gelegenheit der Instrumentation 

habe ich meinen Auszug total ruiniert - vielleicht sind Sie so freundlich u. 

Schenken mir einen Neuen. 

Mit vorziiglicher Hochachtung Alex Zemlinsky 

Thus by the middle of 191 0 Zemlinsky' s scoring, commenced probably in late 

February of March, had been completed, and a contract between the publisher 

and the Hofoper and plans for the rehearsals had signed. 

6. THE CONDUCTOR 

A letter from Erich Korngold to Weingartner dated dated 3 rd August64 requests 

Weingartner to conduct the work himself and should this not be possible, to 

give the task to Bruno Walter. The reply, dated September 3 rd, 65 informs 

Erich that Schalk has already been allocated the task, and is also conducting 

62 
Archives of the Hofoper, Haus-, Hof- zmd Staatsarchiv Vienna. 

6' ' ·marked at foot 1, U.E. 2669, ges. 28.V.4(0?). 
64

Archives of the Hofoper, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna. 
65ibid. 
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the opera performed on the same program. 66 Amongst the eight extant letters 

from Julius Korngold to Weingartner is one dated Friday, 30th September, 

again complaining about Schalk. 

6.1 FRANZ SCHALK -- A PROFILE 

' 
Franz Schalk, Bruclmer student, Bruckner champion, and future Hofoper 

director, and for a period of time co-director with Richard Strauss, was born 

in Vienna on 2th May, 1863. Schalk was thus a near contemporary of Julius 

Komgold. 67 68 

Schalk figures frequently throughout Julius Korngold's memoirs. The first 
' 

mention is as a co-student. 69 But Korngold is most explicit with regard to 

Der Schneemann, expressing his misgivings at an opera conductor being 

entrusted with a ballet score70 

Although Korngold designates Schalk, politely, an "eminent" musician, his 

attitude to the conductor is tinged by the latter's perceived antipathy to 

Mahler. 71 A more explicit cmrunent reveals that Julius Korngold believed 

that Schalk "mehr frondierte, als probierte. "72 

In the saine passage of the Korngold memoirs, it is stated that Schalk 

criticised Zemlinsky's ''unpraktisch" scoring and that Schalk was not 

favourably disposed to Zemlinsky, although Julius Komgold concedes that 

Schalk enjoyed performing Erich's music. This may explain Erich's letter to 

Weingartner. 

66Wolf-Ferrari's Susannens Geheimnis (La segreta di Susanna). 
61Julius Korngold was born on 24.12.1860. 
68 After studies at the Vienna Konservatorium, Schalk was engaged as a conductor at Reichenberg 
(Bohc:mia) in 1888, Graz ( 1890-95), then Prague until 1898. He also guest conducted at Covent 
Garden in 1897, 1907 and 1911, and at the Metropolitan Opera in New York in 1898-99. In 1900, 
when the conductor Hans Richter left the Wiener Hofoper for a more lucrative position with the 
Halle orchestra in Manchester, Schalk took up the vacant Erster Kapellmeister position, which led 
to a concurrent position as conductor of the concerts of the Gesel/schafl der Musilifreunde from 
1904-1921 and professor of a conducting course at the Akademie der Tonkunst .. 
69Schalk's brother Josef was a champion of Wolf, whereas Franz already championed Bruckner. 
SeeJKM 29. 

• 
70This is not a convincing argument. Schalk, as becomes any Kapellmeister, would have 
conducted ballets during his previous engagements, and Julius Korngold has ignored the number of 
ballet interventions in operatic works. 
71 This is an instance of Julius Korngold's •objectivity' being at odds with itself. See JKM 136. 
72 /oc. cit. 
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7~ PRODUCTION DETAn_;S 

7 .1 DIRECTOR, ORCHESTRAL 
MATERIAL, SCORES 
Josef Hassreiter entrusted the Regie and choreography to Godlewski, 73 
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confirmed by a letter dated 23rd August from Universal-Edition to the Hofoper 

in which they also confirm delivery of the complete music,74 with an invoice 

dated 21 st August, and a delivery note dated 24th August (Wednesday), for a 

conductor's score in two volumes, ten piano scores, and orchestral parts (5 

violin I, 3 viola, 3 celli, 3 bassi and 24 wind parts). This implied a small 

orchestra of just ten first violins, and a preparation period of just under six 

weeks.75 

7 9 2 DESIGNER, COSTUME DESIGNER 

On the same day, 24th August, Weingartner wrote to Heinrich Lefler formally 

requesting him to execute the design sketches for Der Schneemann. 76 The 

libretto and piano score were on their way to him, and Herr 

Hofoben~echnzmgsrat Ribitsch would settle all other matters on Saturday. 

Tne designs for the sets were executed by Heinrich Lefler and completed by 

Anton Brioschi, who painted the Aquarelle. Brioschi's style is characterised 

by delicate watercolour shades and fine attention to detail. 

In the Theatermuseum of the Osten·eichische Nationalbibliotlzek there exists an 

Brioschi albmn with numerous colour designs, including an exterior and an 

interior set for Der Schneemann. 77 Wjth few exceptions tl:--'ese designs are 

executed in full detail and full colour, typically aquarelle. Architectural 

7
·
1 

Hadamowsky, F. (Die Wiener Ho/theater. Hollinek, Vienna, 1975) incorrectly indicates 
Hassreiter as Regisseur. 
74Hofoper archives, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna. 
urhe premiere, 4th October} was I", Tuesday. 
76 Lefler's brother-in-law Urban would be responsible for the companion work Susannens 
Geheheimnis. 
71Hop (j 5697, 5689 Th., Brioschi-Album V/30, XX/55 Th. 
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features hint at the Secession, decorative features show French influence, the 

trees and brickwork are finely etched, and the medieval scenes are 

exceptionally executed. 

In comparison to some of the other designs in the album, Der Sclmeemann is 

simpler and atypical ofBrioschi. The houses are drawn as in a children's 

book, with thick lines and minimum perspective, col0ured in pastels. 78 

7.2.1 COSTUME DETAILS 
Lefler's costume designs (Figurinen), located in Band 37, Serie 14 Fig., have 

been included in this thesis as a more detailed compilation, with typographical 

corrections, than that published in K-H Shin's thesis79 (which nevertheless 

contains salient iconography). The designs include a costume list and designs 

for Pierrot ( design 8889), Colombine (8890), Pantalon (two costumes, 

8886), Pantalon's male and female servants (8887, 8888), chimney sweep 

(8898), night watchmai.1 (8897), female friends of Colombine (88n1, 8892), 

"Backfisch" (old woman) (8893), "Die Klatschbasen" (gossips) (8894), small 

girls (8895), boys (8896), snowmen (8899). The list also mentions 

"Hausierer", vendors, shoppers, street urchins (male and female), and youths. 

780ther designs in the album include: . . . . 
Der Schneider von Schonau. Opera in three acts by Bruno Warden and J.M. Wtllemmsky, music 
by !fan Brandts-Buys. Viennese perfonnances 1917 - February 20th,22nd, 25th; March 3rd, 9th, 
16th; April 8th (matinee). Designs in Brioschi Album V/52, V/54, XII~98 ~-
Derfaule Hans. Ballet-Pantomime in 5 scenes based on the t~le by Fra~t1sek Karel Heyda. Gem1an 
libretto by Wilhelm Chladek. Choreography by Josef Hassre1ter. Music by Oskar Nedbal. 
Vi,ennese perfonnances from 1903-1909, with a revival in 1911. Cast lists catalogued in the 
Osterreichische Nationalbibiiothek 773.042 C Th; 785.968-C.Th; 822.371-D Th; 147.449-
CM. Progammes catalogued 204.525-BM, printed in Vienna by Bosworth / Co. po date. 38 pp. 
Ms Score catalogue OA 1345 (5 volumes). Designs by Brioschi catalogued Hop U 4900 - 4903 
Th. Brioschi-Album I/52, IV/53, V/1, VlI/70, XII/10 Th. 
Falstaff· (Verdi). This was a beautiful Roller/Brioschi design, performed in Vienna in I 904 in 
Gennan. 
The Theatermuseum album (Mappe) of set designs includes "Garten, Stra13en und Platzen", der faule 
Hans (a medieval design), La Boheme (Act III, in the style of Utrillo), Falstaff, Lakme, di~ Rose 
vom Liebesgarten (in Jugendstil style), Don Giovanni, Die neugierigen Frauen, Die Enifuhnmg 
aus dem Serail, Die Hochzeit des Figaro, Die Zauberjliite, Der Widerspenstiger Ziihmung, Madame 
Butterfly, Die rothe Gred (a medieval Gem1an design), Der Liebstrank (L 'e/isire d'amore), 
Modnweibchen (a pointillistic design), Gatz von Berlichingen, Pe!leas et Melisande, Der 
Prophet, Don Pasquale, Der Gaukler unser lieben Frau, Die Jahre.szeiten der Liebe, Banndietrich. La 
Boheme (second version), Die Prinzessin von Tragant, Der Glockner von Notre Dame, Der arme 
Heinrich. 
79 Shin, Kyung-Hwa. op. cit. 1998. 
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The designs are stamped with the insignia Osterreic!zisches Kostum-Atelier. 

Werkstattfi_ir dekorative Kunst. Wien Vl Mariahilferstr. 33. 

Some of the designs are marked with explanations, e.g. 

Pantalon 1 (8885) Matter Cylinder, gestricktes Wollschawl, Rocktuch mit 

Pelzbesatz und Tuchschuhe, groBen Hornknopfchen mit Lackbesatz. 

Pantalon 2 (8886) Weste sarnt, Schlafrock geblumte Seic}e oder 

dergleichen mit Samtrevers, dicker Schnurr. 

Pantalons Diener (8887) 

Borten, Weste Samt. 

Tuchcylinder, Frack und Hose n:rit silber 

Pantaloins Dienerin (8888) Alles Wollstoffe, Leinenschiirze. 

Pierrot (8889) Rock, Hose, Damentuch (ein leichtes Tuch), Weste matte 

Seide. 

(No indications for Colombine) 

Colombine's friends (8891) 

a) (Windbeck, Fleisc:binger80
) Kragen - schwarz samt mit wei13en Pelz, 

Oberteil Taft, changierend, Spitzen-Uberwurd, Unterldeid Seide mit Tafft. 

b) (Zulka, Kaar81
) Pelzhut, grau, Samtmantille mit eben solchen Pelz, alles 

anderer Taft und Seide. 

Backfisch (8893) Alles Seide und Spitzen, Haubchen Samt 

Die Klatschbasen (8894) four costumes. One designated 'braun geblumt', one 

~bunte Bande'. They are for the Figurantinnen (supemumeries) Masek, 

Nesswalder, Kment and Gallantin. 82 

80Dance soloists Josefine Windbeck (engaged 1896) and Regine Fleischinger (engaged 1898), 
.Paula Pentek ( engaged 1897) has been deleted from the list. 
81 Dance soloists Paula Zulka, engaged I 908, Hennine Kaar, engaged J 897) 
82Only Emilie Kment (engaged 1880) and Anna Gallantin (engaged 1881) are listed in the Hofoper 
Jahrbuch 1910-ll. 
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Jungen (Franzl, Klein83
) 3 Paar •... Blockpolen 

7.22 DESIGN BUDGET 
A fonnal letter to Weingartner from Lefler dated 13'h October, 1910, invoices 

the Hofoper for 1600 Krone for the design with detailed drawings, an 

aquarelle, and 25 costume designs, also for the time spent in supervising the 

set construction, for acquiring the fabric and supervising the costumes, and for 

tht time spent at the stage rehearsals. A letter from-the Hofoper Direktion to 

the Intendanz dated 22nd October requests 2200 Krone, detailing similar 

infonnation regarding the design and related duties. 

Weingartner wrote to the Konzertmeister Rose on September 26t\ requesting 

him to play the solo in the Serenade. •' ... Der kleine Komponist und sein Vat er 

legen sehr grossen Wert darauf." A day later, a revised costing for the 

production listed costumes as 6100 Kr., wigs 48 Kr., set painting 4650 Kr, 
set construction work 1180 Kr., fumiturf: 150, miscellaneous properties 500 -

total 12,628 Kr. A letter from the General-Intendanz dated 5th October 

authorises theDirektion to allocate 1560 Kr. in addition (1240 for costumes, 

and 320 for the booths and overtime). The total budget for Der Schneemann 

was 14,188 Krone. 

7. 3 THE REHEARSAL PROCESS (MUSIC) 

The Haus-, Hof und Staatsarchiv not only contains boxes of the 

correspondence and financial transactions of the Hofoper, 84 it also includes 

81Either Friedrich Franzi, Mimiker, or Phillip Franzi, Korpst/:inzer, both engaged 1881. Klein is 
not listed in the annals. 
84The index:! 910 ( Oper, Sig 248) lists the Gesch/:ifts=ahl alphabetically, including names of 
personnel and operas. The entries include: "Ableben, Abbonement, Akademie der Musik und 
darstellenden Kiinste, Aktenzulagen, Auszeichnungen, Ausbildungs-Ansuchen, Aushilfen, 
Ballettkorpsangelegenheiten inkL Klavierausziige, Bestellung an Langner, Besprechungen mit 
Direktor Weingartner, Besichtigung des Hofoperntheaters, Beschwerden, Biihne (including entr; 
1060, which deals with a white curtain used in Der Schneemann), Chor, Deutsche Biihnenverein, 
Dienstreisen (Dirigenten, Regisseure), Disciplinaria, Engagement, Entlassungen, Erhohungen, 
Erstauffilhrungen, Erberwbung von Werken (including entry 439, Der Schneemann, and entries 
594 and 930, Schreker's der Ferne Klang), Freikarten Ansuchen, Freigabe von Solisten, 
Gastspiele, Gastdirigieren (including entry 464, Dr. Richard Strauss 19th June, Elektra), 
Garderobe, Gebaudeverwaltung, Hassreiter, Hofkapelle, Krankmeldungen, Liederabende, 
Mondweibchen (X3, 431, 779), Novitaten (836), 6sterr. Kostiimatelier, Orchester (including the 
letter to Rose, entry 439), Philhannoniker, Probesingen, Remunerationen, Rollenbesetzung 
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the Probenbuch, which details the daily rehearsal schedules. The Probenbuch 

is a quarto bound volume, with one day to a page. 

The book contains details of daily solo coaching rehearsals, chorus rehearsals, 

ensemble rehearsals with their respective conductors, pri_11cipal stage and 

orchestral rehearsals, and performances. 

It is to be noted that neither ballet rehearsals nor producti~n rehearsals on 

rehearsal stage figure in this volume. If the bail et rehearsal schedule was 

presumably a separate entity, either production rehearsals were confined to the .. 
main stage rehearsals, or there was a separate schedule. Nowadays (1999) it 

is usual for several days of music ensemble rehearsals to be followed by at 

least three weeks of production rehearsals on a rehearsal stage before at least a 

week of mainstage rehearsals. 

Toe solo repetiteurs were Foll, Lehnert, Redl and Kaiser, sometimes Walter. 

The Ballet repetiteurs were Jakob Bergl8: and Leopold Langner86 

Solo music rehearsals took place seven days per week. There is no mention of 

a rehearsal pianist for the musical ensemble rehearsals. 

Professor Raab87 adds that the ballet company was served by one Diener, 

Micheli, who wrote the Dienstpll:iner. There were two ballet rehearsal rooms -

the Grofier Ballettsaal and the Spiegelsaal, a smaller room where the Elevinnen 

rehearsed. 88 

7.3.1 PROBENBUCHDIARY 
The following paragraphs are extracted from the Probenbuch and are tabulated 

in diary form. Susannens Geheimnis and Der Schneemann have been 

included to mdicate the co-ordination of rehearsals. Ensemble rehearsals have 

include. entry 439), Der Schneemann (entries X 15, 439 and 701), Tantiemen, Telefon, 
0-berstunden, Unfa!le, Urlaube, Vertriige, Direktor von Weingartner, von Mymetal, Zemlinsky" 
(including entry 439, concerning ... "seine letzkomponierte Oper). Entry l 060, for example, is a 
technical report concerning the removal of the first Prospekt of der Schneeman for repair, the 
second Prospekt not needing repair. 
85 Berg! was engaged from 1/11/1876 to 31/10/1910. 
86 Langner was engaged from 1.10.1910 - 30.4.1919. 
87 Professor Riki Raab. Ballet archivist and erstwhile Hofoper dancer, engaged by Hassreiter. 
More r,eferences and report of a personal interview in the Ballett-Pantomime chapters. 
su Also Nijinsky on his guest appearance with the Ballets Russes in 1913. 
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been included as footnotes, and some solo rehearsals for October 4th have 

been outlined, in order to give an impression of the daily routine of the 

Hofoper. 

Wednesday, September 2rt 

10.00 Full Sitzprobe with orchestra, Susannens Geheimnis. 
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11.30 Orchestral rehearsal, Die lvfeistersinger (Eva scenes), skeleton sets and 

properties.89 

Thursday, September 22nd 

10.00 Piano/stagerehearsal,90 Susannens Geheimnis. 

Friday, September 23rd 

I 0.00 Piano/stage rehearsal, Susannens Geheimnis. 

Saturday, Septen1ber 24th 

10.00 Piano Dress, Der Schneemann. Full sets and properties.91 

Sunday, September 25th 

No Schneemann/Susannens Geheimnis rehearsal.92 

Monday, September 26th 

11.30 Piano Dress, Der Schneemann. Full sets and properties.93 

Tuesday, September 27th 

9. 00 Orchestral reading, Der Schneemann.94 

1 O. 00 Piano Dress, Susannens Geheimnis. Full sets, properties etc. 

89Original: "Markierte Dekorationen und Requisiten." 
90Original: Arrangierprobe mit Clavier. 
<.>'Also on .that day: l 0.30 Chorus rehearsal. 7.30 Perfonnance Caval/eria Rusticana/Pagliacci 
(cond. Reichenberger), and the ballet-pantomime Atelier Bruder Japonet (cond. Berger). 
92But principal singers had solo rehearsals, and I 0.30 Ensemble rehearsal, Susannens Geheimnis 
(Schalk). 7 pm Perfonnance, Die Meistersinger (cond. Reichenberger). 
93 Also on that day: I 0.30 Ensemble rehearsal, Der Prophet ( cond. Schalk). 11.00 Ensemble 
rehearsal, Fidelio (cond. "Herr Direktor"). 7.30 Perfonnance, La Boheme (cond. Reichenberger). 
94There is no rer.ord of any orchestral rehearsals prior to this date. The orchestral parts had been at 
the Hofoper for a month. There is no indication of the length of the rehearsal. Nowadays (1996) 
these rehearsals are nonnally two and a half hours, sometimes three hours in Western countries. 
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12.00 Piano Dress, Der Schneemann. Full sets, properties etc.95 

Wednesday, Septembel' 28th 

10.00 (Stage/)Orchestral rehearsal, Susannens Geheimnis. Full sets and 

properties. 

12.00 Piano Dress rehearsal, Der Schneemann. All.9697 

Thursday, September 29th 

9. 00 Orchestral reading, Der Schneemann. 

• h 00 Technical/lig'.hting rehearsal, Susannens Geheimnis, followed by 

Der Sclmeemann.98 

Friday, September 30th 

10.00 {Stage/)Orchestral rehearsal Susannens Geheimnis with full sets, 

costumes, properties and lighting. 
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11.30 (Stage/)Orchestral rehearsal Der Schneemann with full sets, costumes, 

properties and lighting. 99 

Saturday, October 1st 

10. 00 Orchestral rehearsal Susannens Geheimnis with full sets, costumes, 

properties and lighting. 

11.30 Orchestral rehearsal Der Schneemann with fu11 sets, costumes, 

properties and lighting. 100 

95 Also on that day: 10.30 Chorus rehearsal. 10.30 Ensemble rehearsal, Rigoletto (cond. 
Walter).12.00 Ensemble rehearsal, Die Rose vom Liebesgarten (cond. Walter). 7 pm Perfonnance, 
(Myerbeer's) Der Prophet (cond. Schalk). 
96i.e. Full sets and costumes. This implies that they were able to change the set in the rehearsal 
break, not only from S.G to Schn. as 1n the performance, but vice-versa. 
97 Also on that day: I 1.00 Ensemble rehearsal, Die Rose vom Liebesgarten (cond. Walter). 12.00 
Ensemble rehearsal, Fidelio (Weingartner?). 7.30 Perfonnance, Rigoletto (cond. Walter). 
98Also on that day: 10.30 Chorus rehearsal. 10.30 Ensemble rehearsal, Die Rose vom 
Liebesgarten (cond. Walter). 7.30 Performance, Elektra (cond. Reichenberger) 
99 Also on that day: (10.30?) Ensemble rehearsal, Rienzi (cond. Schalk). 
7.30 Performance, Fidelio (cond. Weingartner). 
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Sunday, October 2nd 

No Schneemann/Susannens Gelzeimnis. 

Monday, October 3rd 

9.30 Orchestral reading, Der Schneemann (sic). 101 

11.00 Dress rehearsal, Susannens Geheimnis. FuH·sets, costumes, 

properties and lighting, foIIowed by Der Schneemann (ditto). HDie ... 

Mitglieder werden ersucht, eine Stunde friiher in·die Garderobe zu 

erscheinen ". 

• th Tuesday, October 4 

Solo coachings 
Foll102 

10.00 

11.00 

12.00 

Lehnert106 

10.00 

11.00 

12.00 

Redl 109 

7t ,r , • (H fu ) I 03 1v.1ezstersmger o auer 

FraDiavolo (Maild)104 

arme Heinrich (Schmedes) 1 os 

Tannhauser (possibly Madin)107 

arme Heinrich (illegible) 

Aida (Windheuser)108 

I 0.00 (die Konigin von) Saba, anne Heinrich (Betetto)110 

100Also on that day: J 0.30 Chorus rehearsal. 10.30 Ensemble rehearsal, (Pfitzner's) Die Rose 
vom Liebesgarten (cond. Bruno Walter). 7 pm Perfonnance, Madama Butte,fly (cond. Walter). 
101 This is an unusual arrangement. Either thert' were problems during the stage/orchestral 
rehearsals, or unless overall scheduling of the double-bill rendered this arrangement the only one 
possible. 
102Ferdinand Foll, Sologesangskorrepetitor, engaged 1897. 
103RudolfHofbauer, engaged 1910. 
104Georg Maikl, engaged 1904. 
105Erik Schmedes, engaged 1898. 
106Julius Lehnert, Sologesangskorrepetitor and second Ballet conductor, _eng~ged 1903 .. Lehnert 
had organ duties as well. He wrote a letter on October 4th 1910 to the D1:ek:1on r:questmg leave 
from this duty on Thursday as the k.k. Gese/lsclzaft der Musikfreunde h~d mv1ted htm as a 
conductor. 
107Viktor Madin, engaged 1908. 
l0

8Paula Windheuser, engaged l 910. 
109Paul Red!) Sologesagskorrepetitor, engaged I 905. 
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11. 00 (illegible) (Mehns) 111 

12.00 verk. Braut, armeHeinrich (illegible). 

Ensemble rehearsal 
10.30 All soloists, Die Rose vom Liebesgarten (cond. Walter) 

7 pm Performances: Susannens Geheimnis, Der Schne,emann (Premiere) 

Mondweibchen (12th performance). 

7.3.1.1 COMMENTARY 
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From the archives, it will be seen that the standard number of final rehearsals 

varied with the state of the production, similar to the 1990s. Thus Tosca had 

four piano dress rehearsals, one Sitzprobe, four stage/orchestrals, one 

technical setup rehearsal, one technical/lighting rehearsal, and one final dress 

rehearsal (Hauptprobe ). The revival of Rossini's Barbiere was given one 

Piano Dress and one Stage/Orchestral, whereas La Boheme was given one 

Stage/Orchestral. 

Professor lliki Raab remembered that rehearsals for a three act ballet 

(although most were one act, two scenes) were generally five to six rehearsals 

on stage with piano, one with Kostum and Technik, and one Genera/probe mit 

Ore/tester, until the time of Strauss' Josephslegende, which represented a new 

stylistic departure and placed more demands on the artists. 

7o 4 THE CAST OF DER SCHNEEMANN 
The cast of the premiere and subsequent perfonnances of Der Schneemann has 

been extrapolated from handbills112
, as the programme, although listed in the 

Theatermuseum catalogue, has disappeared. The section on reception 

continues the theme. 

110 Julius Betetto, engaged 1908. 
111 Hans Melms, engaged I 908. 
112 The cast list, and reproductions of handbills, is also to be found in K-W Shin's thesis (op. cit) 
on pp. 6 and 8. Mr Shin's statement on p. 20 that the premiere took place in the "Wiener 
Hofburg" should be corrected to the "Wiener Hofoper". 
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Choreography and Direction (Inszenierung) 

Production (Regie) 

Conductor 

Instrumentation 

Zemlinsky 

Pierrot 

Pantalon 
Hamme114 

Colombine 

Diener bei Pantalon 

Dienerin bei Pantalon 

Haumayer117 

Bin Schomsteinfeger 

EinBauer 

Eine Bauerin 

Colombine's friends 

\Vasserbauer126 

(Karl) Godlewski 

(Josef) Hassreiter 

(Franz) Schalk 

(A.) von 

.(Karl) Godlewski113 

(Eduard Voitus) van 

(Luise) Wopalensky115 

(Gustav) Neuber116 

(Wilhelmine) 

(Leo) Czadill 118 

(Friedrich) Franzl119 

(Rosa} Schimanek120 

(Marie) Peterka121 

(Emmy) Spuller122 

(Regina) Fleischinger123 

(Josefine) Windbeck124 

(Karoline) Katlein 125 

(Hennine) 

(Hermine) Kaar127 

113 Karl Godlewski. Mimiker. Engaged I 893. See chapter on Ballettpantomime. 
114Eduard Voitus van Hamme. Solotanzer. Engaged 1884. See chapter on Ba1lettpantomime. 
115Luise Wopalenski. Solotiinzerin. Engaged 1897. See chapter on Ba/Jett-Pantomime. 
116Gustav Neuber, Entreetanzer (one rank below Solotanzer), engaged I 898. 
117Wilhelmine Haumayer, Figurantin. Engaged 1887. 
118Leo Czadill, Solotiinzer. Engaged 1902. 
119Friedrich Franzi, Mimiker. Engaged 188 I. Father of Willi Franz!, who became leading dancer 
of the Wiener Baf:ett. 
120Rosa Schimanek, Mimikerin. Engaged 1869 (possessor of the medal honouring forty years 
service). 
121Marie Peterka. Solotanzerin. Engaged 1894. 
122Emmy Spul1er. Solotanzerin. Engaged 1897. 
123Regina Fleischinger. Solotiinzerin. Engaged 1898. 
124Josefine Windbeck. Solotiinzerin. Engaged 1896. 
125Karoline Katlein. Solotiinzerin. Engaged 1898. 
126Hermine Wasserbauer. Solotanzerin. Engaged 1902. 
127Hermine Kaar. Solotanzerin. Engaged 1897. 
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(Paula) Zulka128 

Unnamed artists took the roles of vendors, shoppers, watchmen, street 

urchins and peasants. 
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Four dances are named. In the first act, a Waltz, with Wopalenski, Peterka, 

Spuller, Windbeck, Katlein, Kaar, Wasserbauer and Zul~a, and a 

Sclmeemann-Waltz, danced by the Elevin.nen. In the second act, a Valse 

lente, with Wopalensld and van Hamme, and the Dance. ~f the Snowmen, 

with the male dancers of the corps de ballet. 

More infonnation on the performance is to be found in the chapter on 

Reception. 

8. THE COMPANION WORKS ON THAT 
E'/ENING 
Der Schneemann was performed as a triple bill along with the Viennese 

premiere ofWolf-Ferrari's opera fl segreto di Susanna (performed in German 

as Susannens Geheimnis), and a ballet feerique entitled A1ondweibchen. 

8.1 SUSANNENS GEHEIMNIS 
was announced as an "Intermezzo in one act based on the French original by 

Enrico Golisciana, translated into German by Max Kalbeck, the music by 

Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari. Production by von Wymetal, conducted by Schalk. 

The Graf 

Countess Susanna 

Servant 

Karl Rittmann 

Marie Gutheil-Schoder 

Karl Godlewski 

Place of the action-Piemont. Time -The present. 

128Paula Zulka. Solotanzerin. Engaged 1908. 

' I 
I 
I 
! 
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8.2 MONDWEIBCHEN 
The libretto was created by Heinrich Regel, music by Richard (von) 

Goldberger. 129 the production and choreography stemmed from Hassreiter 

and the work was conducted by Julius Lehnert. It had been premiered on May 

1st, I 910. T!1e sets were painted by Brioschi. 130 

8.2.1 THE MONDWEIBCHEN CAST 

Die Tochter der Wellen Elsa Strohl von Strohlendor:f131 

Der Mann im Mond Nfarie Kohler132 

Bin Wasserkobold Karl Godlewski 

Ein W anderbursch Leo Dubois 133 

Fee Morgana Cacilie Cerri134 

Bin Mondstrahl Luise W opalenski 

Ein Vagant Ferdinand Rathner135 

Bin Hausierer Eduard van Hamme 

2 Bretoninen Olga Berger, Hermine 

Wasserbauer136 

Schiffer Gustav Neuber, Gustav 

Buttula137 

Bin Glaser Leo Czadill 

3 Madchen Luise Wopalenski, Josefine 

Win db eek, Regine Fleischinger138 

Eine Kellerin Marie Helene Jamrich 139 

Schiffermadchen und Burschen, Mondstrahlen, Wellentochter, Peden, 

Libellen, Morganas Garden 

129Weinberger, Leipzig. The libretto is in the Musikbibliothek, Osterreichische 
Nationalbibliothek, catalogue number 696.560 B. .. 
130Designs in the Osterreichische Nationalbibliotl1ek, Theatermuseum. Catalogue Hop U 5415-
5419 Th; Brioschi-Album 11/7, V/28, VII/82, Vii83 Th .. 
i:n Second dancer (the most important, after Cacilie Cerri). 
132Soloist. 
133Soloist. 
tHThe first dancer at theHofoper (engaged 1907). 
msoloist. 
1
J

6Both soloists. 
1 
J 

7 Entreetiinzer. 
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Place of action - on the Breton coast. 
Dances 

Part One: Libellen-Polka, Sehnsuchts-Walzer, Mondzauber 

Part Two: Zigeunerweise, Wellenwalzer, Marsch der Garde, Morgana
Gavotte, Perlenwalzer. 
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Mondweibchen is also mentioned in the chapter on Ballettpantomime. This 

information was included here to show the versatility oft&e dancers, especially 
Godlewski, and the resources lavished on the pro.ductiort;:_ 

138 All soloists. 
139 Mimikerin. 
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(PART TWO - IDSTORIOGRAPHY) 
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CHAPTER NINE 

ERICH KOR.i'\TGOLD IN 1910 
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1.RESUMEE 
Having traced the inception and process leading to the premiere of 

Der Sclmeemann, the other biographical events leading up to October, 1910, 

will be examined, and it will be seen that once the three-work compendium had 

been placed before the public, Erich's career developed along a different path. 

2. COMPOSITION OF THE TRIO OP 1 
At the end of 1909, in the midst of an axial period in Erich's life, between the 

private publication and selected dissemination of his first three works ( originally 

intended to be op. 1., 2 and 3) he was diligently composing his first chamber 

work for more than one instrument: the Trio, which was ultimately considered 

worthy of the nomenclature opus 1, after being first labelled opus 41
• 

The Trio, for violin. cello and piano op. 1, was composed in Vienna, in 

stages. The first movement is dated 23.01.1910, the second mid-February, 

1910, and the final movement mid-March, 1910. This acccords with Decsey's 

allusion to an imminent trio. 2 The date of completion however would have been 

after the beginning of May, lvfost biographers or recensionists have mooted 

April as the completion date, but it was more likely to be May. 

Erich Komgold, by then, was not only aware of his mature gifts, but also of the 

expectations placed on him, on the historical implications of his achievements. 

He responded with characteristic humour, exemplified by a poem dated 

1.5.1910, to his grandparents,3 on their wedding anniversary. The manuscript, 

with handwritten annoted date "Erich, 1910, 1/5," shows a more mature script 

than earlier examples, with Kurrent characteristics, and a lengthier, wittier 

poem than before: 

Liebste GroBeltem! 

Mein Glilckwunsch wird wohl diesmal kurz sein, 

1 Op. l and 2 have been identified by B. Carroll as the Melodie (s) op. l and 2 (see: Carroll, 
Brendan. op. cit. 31 ). 
2 Decsey, Ernst. op. cit. (Neue Freie Presse, 27.2.1910). 
1Wien, Nationalbibliotlzek, cat. 937/67-1. In the catalogue this letter appears as 'undated', 
probably because the date is in another's hand. 
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Denn mein Iiebes, gutes Mannlein, 

Sagt mir doch am ersten Mai 

daB heut Buer Hochzeitstag sei. 

Und in einem grunen Monatlein 

Werd ich dreizehn Jahre sein 

Und es kommt in meiner Bio

graphie, daB mein schones Trio 

nut zwolf Jahr'n nicht fertig war. 

Denn mit dreizehn ist' s nicht klar! 

Das sind niitzliche G'pflichten. 

Und so soll ich noch schriften! ! 

Doch zur Sache schnell, geschwind! 

Denn die Zeit verlier'n, ist Sund! 

Also vierzig volle Jahre 

Gott bewahre! 

Habt Ibr miteinand gehabt. 

Gott! Mein Herz dabei erlebt! 

Habt ihr miteinand gestritten, 

vVenigstens nicht vor einem mitten 

Sonst hat iiber's and'rer gelacht 

Schon habt Ihr nur das gemacht? 

Denn war ich zuhause sehr! 

Stehe, stehe stehe! -

Ich gratulier Euch herzlich 

Sehet, nun glart's (sic) 1nich!

Bei der feierlichen Zeremonien 

Einen Vorhang driiber zu ziehen 

Denn es ist bei uns ein Kranz 

Und das ist nur alles glanz(?) 

Ei nun, was ich heut' filr ein Zeug schreib, 

DaB Ihr da lieB beileib:w 

Doch wer zu weit geht, geht zu weit 

Deshalb schlieB ichjetzt, "es reicht" 
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Viele Griille und Kiisse 

Erich \Volfgang 
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It is even possible that the final version of the last movement was completed 

after June, as a report in the July 24th edition of the Kar/shader Kurblatt,4 treated 

more fully below, states that two movements had been completed by that time. 

The Trio's format is entirely in accordance wjth his--development, initially as a 

pianist and pianist-composer, then, through his lessons.in instrumentation with 

Zernl,insky, exploring the technique of the major stringed instruments and the 

problems and possibilities of their conjunction with the pianoforte. 

• The heritage accorded by his father's association with Brahms, and their 

friendship with musicians of the calibre of Rose and Buxbaum, will have 

heen of seminal influence in the development of Komgold beyond pianoforte 

music. 

• Fuchs would have given Erich the polyphonic fm.mdation necessary to think 

in linear terms. 

• The piece is also evidence of a concentrated approach to composition, each 

movement talcing a month to compose. 

2.1 TRIO, RECEPTION 

An American publication5 erroneously describes the Trio as being composed 

between December 1909 and April 1910. It was pren1iered in New York by the 

Margulies Trio6 and was described as being in a modern, quasi-Strauss idiom.7 

A New York c-riti.c opined that : "Maybe his papa is trying to bring him up to be 

a real mocie·m composer, but ifhe is not, something ought to be done. Ifwe 

4Kaufinann1 M. In: Karlrbader Badeblatt (no. 199, Sunday, 24th July (morning edition)) 17. 
5 Sursum-Corda programm, Detroit, 1928, regarding the premiere of the Trio in New York on 
November 17, 1910. 
6Ms Adele Margulies, Leopold Lichtenberg, and Leo Schulz (ibid.) 
1ibid. 
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had a little boy of 12 who preferred writing this sort of music to hearing a good 

folk tune or going out and playing in the park, we should consult a specialist."8 

The Straussian element was also noticed in Vienna. Alexander Dillmann, 

describing the Munich premiere, noted that: 

Man konnte eine Haydn-Sonate darauf erwarten. J awohl. Und ein 

kleiner Richard Strauss kornmt. Ffilrrt gleich wild ins Zeug. 
., 1 ~. 

Hannonisiert und rythmisiert drauflos, so komplizier:t,_ daB man es 

zweimal spiel en mu£, daB man dem verwegenen Gedankengang des 

Zwolfjahrigen folgen kann. Aber es ist nichts Gesuchtes in seiner 

harmonischen und rhythmischen Analisienmg. Nur eine 

auBerordentliche Selbstandichkeit. Das Erstaunliche ist seine 

Entwicklung in der Gruppenbildung. Das der Junge fiir Bogen schreibt. 

Ganz groBe, ziigige Bogen. Und wie er sie entwickelt. Klar und 

logisch.9 

3. THE PIANO SONATAIN E, OP. 2. 

The manuscripts offer precise dates.10 The first movement was completed in 

Landro on July 25, 1910, the second on September 7th, the third on December 

19th and the fourth December 18th 1910. 

The Komgold memoirs ofler little biographical information, only stating that 

1910 was a fruitful year with great development in Erich's composition, and 

that the Trio and Second Piano Sonata both showed an increasing debt to 

French impressionism, with some aspects of Strauss and Reger, and elements 

of Mahler's "Akkordbildung auf Grund freier Stimmenbewegung~' .11 Julius 

also mentions that Erich played the Second Sonata to Saint-Saens in Munich on 

September 17th,12presumably the first and second movements. 

8Henderson, W.J. In: New York Sun., 18.1 I, 1910. Quoted in: ibid. 
9Dillmann, A. "Der junge Korngold". In: Milne/mer neueste Nachrichten November 191 O. 
10"Komgold Gift'' catalogue, p. 13. Library of Congress. 
llJKM 137. 
12ihid. 143. 
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Luzi Komgold merely states that a second piano sonata was completed (in 

1910). 13 

4. MARCHENB~DER, OP. 3 

225 

The sketches for Mci.rchenbilder have already been discussed in the Zemlinsky 

chapter. This offers more historiological infonnation .. 

4.1. DATES OF COMPOSITION 

The exact dates of composition of the Miirchenbilder, dedicated to Prinz 

Eugen14 are unknown. They were probably composed over a period oftin1e. 

The second cover page of the manuscript scoreis marked "begun Landro, July 

1910".15 

The Julius Komgold memoirs state that the Trio and the E Major Sonata16were 

composed in 1910 but only mentions the Miirchenbilder in retrospect, and only 

alludes to them. The footnotes to the memoirs cite the composition date as 

being June-December 1910, and the orchestration being March - May 1911.17 

The Luzi Komgold memoirs cite Schirmer in America as having acquired the 

rights18 (no date) and Erich auditioning for Schott Verlag on November 8th 

1911 with some pieces fromMiirchenbilder 19
• 

In the Werkverzeichnis, Miirchenbilder is catalogued as 1910, Schott. Erich 

himself claims that he composed them in 1910 .20 The majority of the 

Miirchenbilder were probably written after Erich's encounter with French 

composers at the Salzburg Festival (August 1910) and Munich Festival 

1 'Komgold, Luzi. op. cit. 18. 
14JKM 140. 
15Library of Congress. 
16The Trio op. 1 is mentioned in the memoirs pp. 137, 139, 144, 145, 146, 149, 164 the Sonatain 
E on pp. !37, 143, 152,173 
17JKM 358. 
18Komgold, L. op. cit. 18. 
19ibid. 10. 
2°Komgold, E.W. "Das Vorbild meiner jungen Jahre". In: Der Auftakt. (Prague, October I 921) 
n.p .. 
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(September 1910), as they reflect even more aspects of French style than his 

previous compositions. 

4.2 KORNGOLD'S CALLIGRAPHY 

226 

The differences in handwriting styles could mean that they were composed over 

a period of months, although Erich mastered various styles.When he was 

writing to his grandparents he cultivated an older style of Kurrentschrift, and his 

writing post-Schneemann became more oriented towards _th~ Latin style, which 

he used anyway for indicating orchestral instruments in a· score). One 

orchestrated version is undated, another is missing, the others were dated 

between March and May, 1911.21 

5. THE PIANISTIC ABILITY OF ERICH 
KORNGOLD 

It has been noted that the charity performance of Der Schneemann included a 

section accompanied by Richard Pahlen and Erich, improvising a four-handed 

arrangement, 22 It is to be remembered that Erich, after early experiences seeking 

out notes on the piano and accompanying his father when he played, had 

commenced lessons with Emil Lanun at the age of six. 

Julius Korngold appears to belittle Lam.m's input, when he remarks that his 

son's playing in the early years of studies was "zwar rein und musikalisch, 

doch ohnenennenswerte Fertigkeit" but then developed into a "tatziges, 

temperamentvolles, mit einer Art selbstgeschaffener Technik orchestral 

klingendes Spiel... "23 which caused Eugen d 'Albert to remark that Erich, given 

1L1.e necessary technical polish, could have developed into one of the world's 

foremost pianists. The memoirs infer that Lamm had not imparted the necessary 

21For a fuller discussion of the orchestrated version, refer to the section on Zemlinsky's influence 
on Korngold. 
22Richard Pahlen, considered by Julius Komgold to be the foremost accompanist in Vienna (JKM 
132), was not a member of the Ho/aper. 
23JKM 138 f. 
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pianistic technical foundation to his pupil, in contrast to the father's having 

impressed his son with the essence of musical grammar from an early age. 
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Erich has admitted that he had neglected his piano playing prior to commencing 

lessons with Zemlinsky: "Neben diese kontrapunktische Unterweisung (i.e. his 

lessons with Robert Fuchs) trat zwanglos die Zemlinskys in der oder jener 

Frage des Satzes, der Form, der Stimmfiihrung, vor allem auch im Klavierspiel, 

das ich bisher vernachlassigt hatte".24 This concurs ~ith Zemlinsky's account 

that Erich, under his tutelage, commenced with scaies, aI]d after one year played 

his first Beethoven sonata.25 

Bruno Walter affirmed Erich's pianistic ability from personal experience, "denn 

ich wohnte mit meiner Familie im dritten Stockwerk des Hauses, aus <lessen 

zweiter Etage das virtuos-feurige und rauschende Musizieren des Wunderkindes 

stundenlang zu mir hinauftonte".26 

It is evident from the style of the three published works that Erich, by the time 

they were composed, had developed a remarkable facility, otherwise he would 

not have been able to execute them. Despite his small, "paw-like" hands, his 

rnusic is characterised by wide stretches, intervallic and within the hand, as well 

as chordal octave sequences. 

Komgold 's pianism, then, was of the 'orchestral' style, arpeggiating chords, 

with probable improvisatory elements, including the interpolation of additional 

arpeggiated harmony to enrich the middle register, and incorporating a degree of 

rubato to enable these.27 

Unpublished recordings of Erich's playing (at a social occasion in Los Angeles) 

in the possession of Brendan Carroll, confirm this hypothesis. Mr Carroll also 

cites Komgold's ability to create sonorous textures over a wide range even to 

the day of his death, following a thrombosis which restricted his playing to the 

left hand.28 

24Korngold, E.W. op. cit. 
25See above, "Zemlinsky as teacher - Erich Wolfgang Komgold". 
26That house was Theobaldgasse 7, about half way up on the left hand side leading off the 
Gumpendorfer Strasse. 
27Extant piano rolls of the period (Humperdinck, Mahler etc) document the style. A substantial 
collection is held at Siegfi-ieds Musikinstrumentenmuseum, Riidesheim, Gennany. 
28 CarroJI, Brendan. op. cit. p. 364. 
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Finally, Bernd Rachold has informed the author of excerpts of Der Schneemann 

having been recorded on to piano rolls by the composer.29 

6. M-USICALAND VACATIONAL 
JOURNEYS DURING 1910 

6.1 TRAVEL IN ORDER TO HEAR MUSIC 
The development of Erich's pianistic skills, his growing portfolio of 

compositions, and the resolution of the Julius Kom·gold's inner conflicts 

regarding his son's exposure, resulted a series of1nusicaljoun1eys during 

1910, 

The Komgold memoirs state unequivocally that Erich, despite his wide musical 

vocabulary, had received very little exposure to official public performances. 

Er kannte iiberhaupt wenig Musik, hauptsachlich nur das, was ihm zu 

Hause zuflog. Noch bis zum dreizehnten Lebensjahr hatte er keine 

Konzerte gehort, ja, wollte er gar nicht :fremde Musik horen, hatte 

vielleicht filnf Opemvorstellungen mitgemacht. 

6. 2 POSSIBLE SOURCES OF 
INSPIRATION PRIOR TO OFFICIAL 
CONCERT-GOING 

• The implication is that Erich had heard a number of piano pieces and 

arrangements of orchestral pieces performed at' home, by his father, and by 

their visitors. 

e The latest pieces were regularly sent to their home by publishers, aspiring 

composers, and musical acquaintances. 

• Either as part of the gathering, or from his bedroom, hearing the music 

filtering along the corridor, Erich would have overheard discussions about 

the state of music, ostensibly with interpolations and illustrations. 

29 Rachold, Bernd. Letter to the author. (14th November, 1994). 
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• It is conceivable that the family, or at least one of their circle of 

acquaintances, possessed a gramophone. 
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• Like the youthful Mahler, Erich would not have been insensible to the 

pervading stream of music in the streets and public parks of Vienna, as well 

as parades attended by the Kaiser, the military, and the clergy. 

• As for his visits to the opera, the memoirs document that he attended a dress 

rehearsal of Die Zauberflote at the Hofoper, conducted by Mahler.30 

Julius Komgold 's assertion that his son resisted hearing new "fremde" music 

does not take these probable circumstances into account. It is clearly 

impossible to imbibe the influences of Debussy, Puccini, Strauss and d'Albert 

without having heard at least one of their respective works in some form or 

other. The resemblance between waltz sequences from Der Sclzneemann and 

Der Rosenkavalier may not be merely coincidental, bearing in mind Komgold' s 

early contact with Strauss, and his selection of a sketch of the Rosenkavalier 

waltzes (dated c. 1908) from the Strauss Nachlass. 31 Furthennore, Erich, with 

the natural curiosity of a child, would have sifted through piles of music on his 

own, especially the ones concerning which his father entertained a certain 

suspicion. 

If Julius Korngold's assertion that Erich had not attended any concerts is 

accurate, then a number of reasons could be postulated. 

• Erich may have been considered too young to stay out late. The author has 

been told by Erich's son Ernst that he and his younger brother George were 

taken on occasion to see Die tote Stadt but left after the first act. Nowadays it 

is not uncommon for young children to be taken to "adult" performances, 

especially on a weekend. Furthermore, there are always afternoon 

perfom1ances of music, and Generalproben usually take place in the 

morning. 

30 Although Julius does not mention a date of this Genera/probe, the most likely would have been 
shortly before the Premiere of the new production which took place on I st June, 1906. Mahler 
conducted two perfonnances in that season, a further five in the I 906-07 season, and one in the 
1907-08 season. 
See: Willnauer, F. Mahler und die Wiener Hofoper. (Jugend und Volk. Vienna, 1979) 273. 
~

1 Reminiscences of George Komgold1 as quoted in Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. 343, 
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• Erich possibly declined his father's invitation, confinning the memoirs that 

Erich did not want to be exposed to "fremde Musik". This belies the 

assertions in the memoirs that Erich was an amenable, co-operative child, 

and does not accord with society norms where children were held under the 

sway, and under the eye, of their parents. Erich, for example, was 

habitually accompanied by his mother to school. 

• Julius Komgold conceivably wished to limit the exposure of his son's gifts .. 
for as long as possible, (a) in order to avoid drawing attention to his son's 

musical interests, and (b) to avoid any implied criticism that he was musically 

"force-feeding" his child and not allowing Erich to develop nonnal boyish 

interests. In the 1990s, with the strong youth music movements, this is no 

longer such a determining issue, but quotes from journals in this dissertation 

confirm that it was a continuing topic at that time. 

• Erich's thirteenth year, according to his father, was the time for the young 

composer to receive a goodly exposure to music other than that which had 

been played at home, that which he would have heard on the streets, the 

Zaube1:flote General Rehearsal. 

In summary, it appears that the private publication of the three works and the 

favourable comment they aroused, or else the publicity which this engendered, 

along with Erich's private recitals and auditions, or else a combination of these 

factors, opened a sluice-gate in Julius Komgold' s mind and altered his 

behaviour in this respect. 

6.3 JUNE 1910 - VISIT TO KARLSBAD 
The memoirs, whilst describing visits to the Salzburg and Munich Music 

festivals, do not n1ention an earlier visit to Karlsbad, but newspaper 

documentation has contributed a corpus of research material in relation to our 

knowledge ofKomgold historiography in summer 1910. 

The Karlsbader Kurliste of26.6.1910 indicates that Julius Komgold and his 

son registered in Karlsbad on (Friday) June 24th, staying at (Hotel) Matrose, 

j 
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Neue Wiese. Unpublished cotrespcndence32 has evinced two sojourns; the 

first of indeterminate length, but conceivably no more than three weeks; the 

second commencing some days before July 241
\ the date of a comprehensive 

article in the Karlsbader Badeblatt. 33 Its author, M. Kaufmann, reports that 

Erich Wolfgang Komgold was a guest in the town,34 and that he had aroused 

the admiration of Strauss, Kretschmar, Marsop, Pfohl etc. Der Schneemann, 

described as ''imponierend, kilnstlerisch, gottbegnadet!.". is brought to the 

attention of the reader. Kaufi.nann states that Julius~ Komgold has permitted the 

lntroduktion to be printed in the Neue Musik-:.Zeitung, th~n quotes at length an 

article by Paul Stefan which appeared in the Neue Musik-Zeitung, Heft 14, 

1910. That article can be summarised as follows: 

Eulogistically praising the young composer, Stefan writes that he has 

known Erich's father for many years and had been witness to Erich's 

playing. 

Turning his attention to the subject of precocity, Stefan counters the 

argument that "ein Kind konne noch nicht erlebt haben, was es in der 

Kunst gestalten miisse" by citing an article in the Oste,reichische 

Rundschau by the Viennese psychologist Hermann Swoboda, where the 

psychologist puts forward three hypotheses; namely (1) the soul of 

human nature fearlessly ranges far and wide, (2) An artistic 'journey" is 

independent of time (thus differentiating between a creative mind-state 

and a 'normal' mind-state), and (3) Some people are empowered with a 

gift of intuition which is norma11.y acquired on a permanent basis only in 

later years of development. 

Kaufi.nann continues by infonning the reader that "ein moderner Meister 

wie Alex. von Zemlinsky unterrichtet ihn jetzt neben dem Konservativen 

Robert Fuchs, und sein Yater wird wie bisher schadigende Einfliisse 

fem zu halten wissen". This implies that Fuchs continued to teach Erich 

until after summer, 1910. 

32Korngold, E.W. Letter to his grandfather Hennann Witrofsky (Badgastein, Hotel Europa) dated 
17th July, I 910, from Semmering, Erdbahnhotel Wa/dhof. (Briefsammlung, Nationalbibliothek, 
Vienna). 
33Kaufmann, M. In: Karls(Jader Badeblatt (no. 199, Sunday, 24th July (morning edition)) 17. 
34

" ••• vor einigen Tagen". Either the author was inaccurate, or there were two separate visits to 
Karlsbad between 26,6 and 24.7.10. 

dwiJi l __ &&4& ••••• · · 
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As the Komgold memoirs do not state when Erich ceased lessons with 

Fuchs, Stefan's comment and J. Ecorcheville's statement in June 1910 

that Erich, "depuis un an et demi ... suit les le9ons d'harmonie de Robeit 

Fuchs"35 present the only evidence bearing on this stage of Erich's 

education. The statement also implies that Zemlinsky was still resident 

in Vienna, and still teaching Erich. The reference to "schadige Einfliille" 

refers to Julius Komgold's fear, clearly expressed ip the memoirs1 that 

the young composer's development may proceed in an unbridled form 

towards an untrammelled modernity. 

Kaufmann, turning his attention to the Piano Trio op. I, two 

movements of which were purportedly completed, opines "sie scheinen 

mir noch viel bedeuter1der und erstaunliche .. als all es Where". He 

concludes with the report that "Herr·Ktrchenmusikdirektor Janetschek 

had enabled Erich and his father to hear Zemlinsky's instrumentation of 

Der Schneemann played by the Kurorchester under the direction of Herr 

Afusikdirektor Manzer in the rehearsal room .... The work was played 

twice, and father and son were well satisfied with the result." 

On Sunday, August 6th an article in the Karlsbader Tagblatf 6 confirms the 

Kurorchester's having played Der Schneemann twice for Erich.37 

6.4 HOLIDAY IN SEMMERING, JULY 
1910 

In between the two visits to Karlsbad Erich was holidaying in Semmering. An 

unpublished letter from him to his grandfather Hermann Witrofsky 8dated 17th 

July, 1910 from Semm ... ring, Erdbahnhotel Waldho/ 9 describes a typical day. 

He arises at 9 am, breakfasts at 9.30, practises piano from 10-1, then lunch; 

from 2.30 until 4.30 he plays croquet. Erich is particularly fascinated by the 

15EcorcheviIIe, Jules. ''Un jeune prodigue". In: S.J.M. (Paris, 15th June, 1910) n.p .. 
36 Anon. In: Kar!sbader Tagb/att. (no. 179, XIX. Jahrgang) 2. 
37The author could have been Kaufmann, or else the newspaper's editor Hans Feller. 
38Addressed to Badgastein, Hotel Europa. 
39Handschriftensammlung, Ost. Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. 
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billiards facility at 1 Krone per hour. He also mentions that he has almost 

composed three movements of a new piano sonata,40 and mentions the Trio. 

Erich must have left Karlsbad soon after July 241
\ as the first movement of the 

Piano Sonata in E was officially completed on 25 th July, in Landro. 

Korngold's allusions to the succeeding movements must have denoted draft 

versions, as the succeeding movements are dated 07.09.1910, 19.12.1910, 

and 18.12.1910.41 

Until more information comes to light, therefore, the Komgold chronology 

during that early summer may be summarised as 

June 24th 

July 17th 

July 24th 

July 27th 

registered in Karlsbad 

letter from Semmering 

some days earlier, returned to Karlsbad 

First movement of second piano sonata completed in 

Landro. 

6. 5 AUGUST 1910 - TI-IE MOZART 
FESTIVAL IN SALZBURG 

In contrast to the paucity of detail in the Korngold memoirs relating to July 

1910, Julius Korngold devotes a number of pages to an account of his and 

Erich's visit to the Mozart Festival in Salzburg in August. 

He wished to enable his son to be exposed to similar Mozart experiences, at the 

highest level, to which he had been exposed in his own youth. 

Another reason for the journey was that the Protektor of the Festival, Erzherzog 

Eugen, had invited Erich to present his work on August 3rd at the Hotel 

Osten·eichischer Hof for a selected audience of around twelve people, inciuding 

Paul Dukas, Jules Ecorcheville42 and Louis Schneider. 43 Erich played the 

Passacaglia from the Sonata in d minor, selections from Der Schneemann, the 

40Sonata in E, op. 2. 
41 "Korngold Gift" catalogue, Library of Congress, Washington D.C. 
42Jules Ecorcheville: The general secretary of the Societe Francaise des Amis de la Musique and 
editor of the Revue de la Societe Internationale de la Musique.See: page 232. 
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Don Quixote suite and a movement from the piano trio which he was - ' 
composing. 

Dukas noted Erich's whole-tone hannonic sequences, a salient feature of 

Dukas' own style. At that time, notes Julius Komgold, Dukas was under the 

shadow of Debussy, although the critic questions whether the passage of time 

would not concede that Ariane et Barbe-Bleue was not a greater work than 

Pe/leas et Melisande. Dukas told Julius that " ... a Salzbourgh on me croit trop 

Parisien et a Paris je passe pour etre trop Salzbourghois": 

A detailed account of Erich's perfonnance for the Erzherzog Occurs in the 

Salzburger Volksblattof4th August, 1910 (No. 174). 

This relates that the Erzherzog went to the hotel "to visit a lady" and met 

Hof, at Walcher and Julius Korngold, who told the Erzherzog that Erich 

was about to perform to a select audience. The Erzherzog thereupon 

expressed his wish to attend. The poor state of the pianoforte which 

Erich played occasioned him to interrupt the performance, prompting a 

suggestion that the pianist Leschetizky, who had been provided with a 

Besendorfer in his suite, be approached. Leschetizky consented, and 

remained for the concert. The Erzherzog told Julius that he was very 

pleased that "Osterreich wieder ein Talent hervorgebracht babe". Paul 

Dukas was "ganz entzi.ickt" by Erich and named him " ... ein groBes 

Wunder". 

The Volksblatt report had commenced by describing the Rout44 which 

Erzherzog Eugen had arranged in honour of the F es ti val artists, as for 

the festivals of 1904 and 1906. The occasion had been planned for the 

park of the Hotel Europa from 5pm-7pm, but took place indoors 

because of rain. The article names many of the guests, including the 

entourage of the Protektor45 and other notables, and a constellation of 

musicians including the singers Frieda Hemuel, Lilli Lehman.rt, Leo 

Slezak and Antonio Scotti, the pianists Leschetizky dlld Ernst v. 

Dohnanyi, the violinist Karl Flesch, the Mozarteum Director Josef 

Reiter, artd visitors from Paris - Jose Schneider (music critic) "und vur 

allem der Fuhrer der jungfranzosischen Schule Paul Dukas, genannt der 

4~Louis Schneider was a critic, and biographer of Jules Massenet. 
44Rout =Reception. 
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franzosische Richard Strauss." As well as Julius Korngold, members 

of the Viennese press included Robert Hirschfeld as Festredner, 

Karpath, Stauder, and a Hen· Robert. 46 This list of names, by no means 

exhaustive, indicates the importance of the Salzburg Festival even in 

those days and the effectiveness of the Korngolds' visit. The Volksblatt 

report and Julius' memoirs differ inasmuch as the latter imply that the 

performance for the Erzherzog had been arranged in advance, whereas 
' the former depicts the situation as a spontaneous decision on the 

Erzherzog's part. The memoirs relat.e thatun ·the next day, August 41
\ 

during a visit to a midday concert at the Salzburger Aula, the Erzherzog 

made a point of publicly complimenting Erich on his Schneemann. 47 

During the visit to Salzburg Erich also witnessed a performance of Mozart's La 

finta semplice, occasioning Julius Komgold to draw parallels between the two 

~!.9n1posers, Mozart's opera being the work of a twelve-year old genius " .. ohne 

\·~:aB feindliche Umtriebe sie zur Auffiihrung kommen lieBen.'"'8 

7. THE MUSIC FESTIVAL IN MUNICH IN 
SEPTEMBER 1910 

7.1 MAHLER'S EIGHTH SYMPHONY 
Erich did not attend rehearsals for Der Schneemann until after a visit to Munich, 

where father and son were present at the rehearsals and premiere of Mahler's 

Eighth Symphony on September 121
1i_49 

Seven days earlier, Erich had completed the second movement of the E 1najor 

piano sonata, according to the manuscript. 

As with the Zaube,:flote experience, Erich was visibly impressed by Mahler, 

particularly with his gift for communication with the children's choir, and his 

attention to detail when conductirig the rehearsal accompanist. The 

performance was an unqualified success. Richard Strauss had recently attained 

4s Protektor = Patron. 
A

6Robert may have been the ~uthor of the Neue Freir: Presse account of the Bienerth soiree. 
47Erich dedfoated the Drei Miirchenstiicke to Erzherzog Eugen. · 
48JKM 139. 
49 ibid. 140 f. 
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recognition with his home town, now Mahler conquered the city. The 

Komgold memoirs thus contribute significantly to Mahler historiography. 50 

7 a 2 THE FRENCH MUSIC FESTIVAL IN 
MUNICH 
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The Mahler experience preceded a Festival of French music, intended to foster 

cultural relations between Germany and France. It is uncertain whether the 

Komgolds returned to Vienna in the intervening days. 

The Festival ofFrench music, from September 18th~20t\ sponsored by the 

Societe Francaise des Amis de la Musique, featured compositions of Saint

Saens., Widor, Francois Dubois~ Franck, d'Indy, Chabrier, Bruneau and Lalo. 

Although works Dukas, Debussy and Ravel represented the 1nodern school, 

Julius remarks that the "menu" was not especially radical: " .... keine 

Maikafersuppe, kein Heuschreckenragout "51 

Although Saint-Saens, as the "guest of honour", is the subject of a half-page of 

the memoirs, Julius Komgold also alludes, in a humorous but friendly manner, 

to Richard Strauss, for whom he turned the pages during a concert marking a 

reception for the guests.52 

During a reception on September 17th in the Hotel Regina, Julius Komgold and 

his son made the acquaintance of Saint-Saens, and Erich had occasion to 

perform his own Piano Sonata in E in which he "mit akkordischem, 

vollgriffigem Klaviersatz uber die Tasten stiinnte". Only two movements had 

been completed up to this point. As always, Erich met leading musical and 

Kulturpolitische figures, but Julius asserts that his son's mind was primarily 

occupied by the person " ... den er iiber alle Staats- und Musikhaupter stellte: 

vor Glistav Mahler.''53 

50 Alma Mahler, for example, merely describes the incident during rehearsals when Rose, invited by 
Mahler to lead the orchestra, ws unable to do so because the orchestra, not having been properly 
consulted owing to a lapse of communications, objected. See: Mahler, A. Gustav Mahler, 
Erim1erungen. (Fischer, Frankfurt, 1992) 21'.2 ff. 
51JKM 143. 
s2ibid. 142. 
S';.ibid. 143. 
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1. PERFORl"VIANCES AT THE HOFOPER 

1.1 PREMIERE. LETTER TO JOHANN 
STRAUSS' WIDOW 

240 

The Viennese premiere took place at the Hofoper on Friday 4th October, 1910, 

with King Albert of Belgium as a guest in the Royal Box. 1 Th~ cast has been 

recorded in the previous chapter. 

On that day Erich wrote to Frau Johann StrauB2thanking her for the " .... schone 

Uberraschung. Ich ... werde die guten Bonbons lange bewahren". 

The author wishes to reconfirm his particular acknowledgement and thanks to 

Mr Bernd Rachold (Hamburg), President of the European wing of the 

Korngold-Gesellschaft , whose generosity with items from his extensive 

Korngold-archive enabled the recording of the following, derived from copies 

of handbills and newspaper clippings. 

1.,2 RECEPTION, \lJENNESE 
PERFORMANCES 

l.2ol NEUE FREIE PRESSE 

On October 5th, Richard Specht's recension in the Neue Freie Presse spoke 

of "modem Commedia dell' Arte" set against the pretty rococo ( of Susanna's 

Secret), both styles being well represented by Schalk's conducting. He 

especially praises Komgold's "laconic" gift for rapid changes of 

characterisation, and applauds Zemlinsky' s "subtly refined" instrumentation 

( compared to "ein wenig clickfliillig, jedoch mit hyperrnodemem Raffinement" 

1Komgold, Luzi. op. cit. 17. 
2Addressed to Gt...:,.shausstraf3e 12, Wien IV. 

. ' 
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of the Mi.inchenjournal, (q.v.)). The set and costume designs remind Specht of 

J(ate Greenaway3, and Godlewsky' s Pierrot, "schmerzlich und burlesk 

zugleich", reminds him of Watteau's Gille. Rose's violin solo, warmly 

applauded, was played with "wunderbarer Siisse und Warme", and overall the 

applause, friendly for Wolf-Ferrari, was stormy for the younger composer. 

1.2.2 NEUES WIENER TAGBLATT_ 

B. Carroll cites Rudolf Stefan Hoffmann 's r~cension in the Neues Wiener 

Tagblatt (5th October, 1910), where the critic opines that the intermezz~ (si~) 

ranks with the best ballet music, and expresses the wish that this "blessed fruit 

be allowed to ripen in peace".4 Mr Carroll also mentions Max Graf's articles in 

Vienna and Berlin which allege that Julius Komgold had put pressure on 

Weingartner to stage the work. 5 

1.2 .. 3 BERLI1VER BEOB~4CHTER 

The critic E.S. of the Berliner Beobachter (5th October) notes the 

uniqueness of such a young composer being presented at the Hofoper, but does 

not place such a dextrous, versatile musician in the ranks of the "Wunderkinder" 

who rely on orchestration for effect. The critic was impressed by the appearance 

of multiple snowmen out of the stage trapdoor, and by Korngold's employment 

of"twisted" harmony for psychological moments (e.g. Pantalon's drunkenness 

and his reaction to the final posthom). He also found pleasure in the entr'acte. 

The performance was received with "rauschendem Beifall". 

1.2.4 NEW YORK SUN 
A programme booklet from Boston, Mass. where the Sinfonietta was performed 

on March 9 and 10, 19·1 s, quoted a report from Willie von Sachs submitted to 

the New York Sun on October 6th, 1910. Sachs verified the amount of 

-'Kate Greenaway ( 1846-I 901) was a celebrated British illustrator of children's books whose "use of 
the quaint costume of the beginning of the 19th century lent humour to her fancy and so captivated 
the public taste that it has been said that K.G. 'dressed the children of two continents" See: 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, (vol. V, 1986) 467. 
4 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. 58 f .. 
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media c.overage to which the boy had been subjected and noted that the 

modernistic harmonic vocabulary justified his exposure. 

1.2.5 LEIPZIGE1l TAGBLATT 
An article written by Ludwig Hirschfeld on 5th October and published in the 
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Leipziger Tagblatt on 7th October, confirms the sensati~n caused by the 

event, and hints at a schism between the stormy applause of those well disposed 

towards the young composer and the silence of those who, were not. The writer 

comments on the channing, lighthearted piece being presented in the 

"gigantischen Rahmen der Hofoper," but the music is not flimsy, but betrays 

originality, astounding technical proficiency, and sharpness of character, with 

influences ofmode1n French (above all in the Snowman rValtz) and Italian 

style. Hirschfeld also praises the contribution of"the master" Zemlinsky. The 

article ends with Hirschfeld' s concern at such a young talent being exposed in 

such an environment at such an early age. 

1.2.6 N.N. (LEIPZIG) - KALBECK- DER TAG 
Another article6 relates that Erich's compositions, with no manifestation of 

"ungefundene Friihreife", have merited serious critical attention. It cites Max 

Kalbeck' s astonishment at such a young composer could have initiated " ... 

diesesvon kiinstlerischer Eingebung diktierte, trechnisch griindlich 

durchgebildete, in seiner bald unbekummerten, bald klug berechneten Art 

meisterhafte Tanzpoem." It then quotes Elsa Bienenfeld's article in Der Tag at 

length, which describes Erich's personable, "ein wenig phlegmatisch" 

disposition, his knowledge of music which is never pretentious, his gift of 

humour and his thoroughness. -Dr. Bienenfeld mentions that Erich's father 

devised the ballet scenario, building on the boy's love of the theatre. Erich's . 
composition is masterly, modernistic-dissonant, and contrapuntal, and evinces 

masculine energy and warm-blooded melody. The progress from the earliest 

pieces to the Trioop. 1 merits special consideration. 

5ibid. 61. 
6Unidentifiable (Leipzig). 

i 
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Bienenfeld' s last comment is developed by the Leipzig writer, who states that 

the composer himself considers the pantomime as a youthful work and 

" ... selbst will sie nicht mehr anerkennen". The writer is negative about the 

Puccini elements, stating that they obscure the original features of the piece, 

which stands on the border " ... wo das Spiel des Kindes zur Kunst wurde". 

1.2.7 MUNCHENER NEUESTE NACHRICHTEN . 
The critic A.E., in the Munchner neueste Nachrichte_n of 11th October, 

commences with a favourable report of Wolf-Ferrari's "anspruchslose" opera 

(Susanna's Secret"), which had already been seen in Munich. (It praises Ms. 

Gutheil-Schoder and also Godlewski's comic portrayal of the servant). 

Concerning Der Schneemann, it is more reticent. The author doubts that that 

composition justifies the claims voiced in newspapers in previous months of a 

young Mendelssohn, Handel or Mozart. He argues that such a young composer 

cannot lay claim to be original, and criticises Erich's choice of models 

" ... Puccini, Valse bleue, und jene Art moderner Salonmusik, die mit ein Paar 

alterierten Accorden, einiedrigten Leittonen usw. die alltaglichsten Einfalle ohne 

innere Notwendigkeit kompliziert gestaltet". He also criticises the "widerlich 

karikierende" quotation from Don Giovanni, and concludes with the opinion 

that if Korngold is really a composer of genius, then he will find his own voice 

and will keep undesirable influences at bay. 

1.3 CHRONOLOGY: VIENNESE 

PERFORMANCES, FIRST SERIES 
Der Schneemann enjoyed the following performances during its first production 

phase in Vienna: 

1. Friday 4 th October, 1910, between Susannens Geheimnis and 

Mondweibchen 

2. Monday, 10th October, 1910, between Susannens Geheimnis and 

Mondweibchen. 

ll!JIIIIMIJIB-'11411i&IIAll,lli!l!lltri!Llll.U:lllll!-IIIIAll',411 111111111lfl!llllllllS'/alllll 
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3. Wednesday, 19th October, 1910, between Susannens Geheimnis and 
Versiegelt (Leo Blech). 

4. Saturday, 2 I st October, preceded by Lahne (Reichenberger conducted 
both). 

5. Friday, 28
1h 

October, 1910, between Susannens Geheimnis andAtelier 
Bri,der Japonet. 

. 
6. Thursday, 3

rd 
November, 1910, preceded by Der Bajazzo and Cavalleria 

Rusticana. 1 

7. Saturday, 5
th 

November, 1910, between Susannens Geheimnis and 
Mondweibchen. 

8. Thursday, 1 oth 
November, 19 I 0, preceded by Die Regimentstochter8 

9. Wednesday, l6
1h

November, 1910, preceded by Cavalleria Rusticana and 
Atelier Bruder Japonet. 9 

JO. Wednesday, 23rc1 November, 191D, preceded by Der .Barbiervon 
Sevilla. 

10
Reichenberger conducted both works. 

11. Saturday, 26th November, 1910, preceded by Der Barbier von Bagdad 
(Cornelius). 

12. Thursday, 1st December, 1910, preceded by Lakme. (Reichenberger 
conducted Lahne, Schalk copducted Der Schneemann ). 

7 

Pagliacci was placed first, contrary to current ( 1996) practice. These operas were probably sung in 
a Gennan translation. 
8
Donizetti's La fig!ia de/ reggimento. 

9
Pantomimisches Divertissement by Hassreiter. Music by Franz Stosig. 

10

Seima Kurz sang Rosina, and interpolated Handel's aria 'II Pensieroso', and an aria from Bellini's 
La Sonnambula in the lesson scene. 
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13.Monday, 12 December, 1910? preceded by Der Evangelimann '{Wilhelm 
Kienzel). Exceptionally, Reichenberger (the conductor of the opera), also 
conducted Komgold' s piece. 

14. Wednesday, 21st December, 1910, preceded by Cavalier/a Rusticana and 
Der Bajazzo. 
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15.Monday, 23rd January, 1911, preceded by Der Barbier von Sevilla. On that 
occasion the piece, exceptionally, was conducted by Reichenberger (who 
also conducted the Rossini opera). · · 

16. Saturday, 28th January, 1911, preceded by Cavalleria Rusticana and 
Mondweibchen. 

17.Saturday, 11 th February, 1911, preceded by Lahne. 

18.Friday, 24th February, 1911, preceded by Cavalleria Rusticana and 
Mondweibcl,en. 

19. Monday, 13th March, 1911, preceded by Lahne (Reichenberger conducted 
both). 

20. Saturday, 25th March, 1911, preceded by Coppelia. 

21. Thursday, 11th June, 1911, preceded by Versiegelt (Leo Blech) and 
Susannens Geheimis. 

22. Friday, 11th June, 19,1 I, preceded by Susannens Geheimnis and Versiegelt 
(Leo Blech) 

23. Saturday, 21 st October, 1911, preceded by Lahne 
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1. 4 1933 REVIVAL 

A revival which prerniered on Nfarch 18th, 1933, was repeated on March 23rd, 

26th and 29th; April 7th, 18th and 30th; May 8th; June 12th and July 1st. On 

March 18th it was part of an all-dance programme and followed Suite im alten 

Stil (Handel), and La boutique fantasque (Rossini/Respighi), with Johann 

StraujJ-Tlinze concluding the evening. 

The primipal cast was: 

Pien·ot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Male servant 

Female servant 

Sweep 

Director/choreographer 

Conductor 

(Frln) Pfundmayr 

Rudi Franzl 

Pichler 

Weinrich 

Leibentrost 

Casson 

Valeria Cratina ( or K.ratina) (guest artist) 

Carl Alwin 

More information on the genesis of this revival ( and biographical details of 

Valeria Kratina) is furnished by the researches ofK-H Shin. 11 

2.PERFORMANCESELSEWHERE 

2.1 BRESLAU, STADTTHEATER 
Premiere on 25th December;l910. Further performances on January 3, 7, 11, 

1911. 

Perfonu.ed after Madama Butte,fly. 

Principal cast: 

It Shin, Kyung-Hwa. op. cit. 4 f.. 
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Pierrot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Sweep 

Director/choreographer 

Conductor 

(Frln) Terka 

Sichra 

Haber 

Wolf 

Ballettmeisterin Mila Reissinger 

Karl Ohnesorg·12 

2.1.1 RECENSION, SCHLESISCHE ZEITUNG -

247 

Critique in Schlesische Zeitung, 28.12.1910 (No. 907) The critic 

Ernst Fliigel criticised the programming for permitting such a lighthearted piece 

to follow Puccini's tragic ending~ especially at 9.30 pm. He also noted that 

some people left before the end of the evening and that the piece was only 

accorded a polite reception. He also notes that the original companion piece was 

Eduard Kiinneke's new opera Robins Ende, postponed because of sickness in 

the cast. 

After delineating the plot, the critic praises the music for its confidence and its 

surety "wie aus einem Gusse", and for its adept use of dissonance, its youthful 

independence of harmonic idiom belying the crisis in tonaiity experienced by 

older compsers of the late romantic period. Zemlinsky's orchestration is 

considered "vielleicht ein wenig zu dick". The critic felt that some tempi were 

somewhat rushed. t'The piece lasted only 40 minutes in Breslau - how long 

would the original premiere have lasted?" 

2.1.2 RECENSION, DIE MUSIK 

Critique in Die Musik, 1911, 2. Januarheft. 

The critic (Dr.) Erich Freund, in a brief paragraph, mentions the contention 

caused by its acceptance for the Vienna Hofoper, and whilst praising the music 

for its freshness and illustrative ability, does not consider it a work of genius. 

uKarl Ohnesorg. born. 29/6/1867 Mannheim, d. 15/11/1919 in Hannover. Kapellmeister in 
Konigsberg, Lubeck, Riga, Breslau etc. Pupil of Reinecke etc .. 
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He opines that it stands under the influence of Leo Delibes, with its "koketten 

Tanzmelodien". 

2.2 PRAGrUE, NARODNi DIVADL013 

Premiere 29th December 1910. Played ten performances: 

' 
29.12, 31.12, 2.1, 7.1, 12.1, 27.1; 8.2; 3.3; 25.6; 7.7. 

Principal cast: 

Pierrot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Male servant 

Female servant 

Sweep 

Director/Choreographer 

Conductor 

Achille Viscusi 

Robert Polak 

Anna Korecka 

Rudolf Kafka 

Vilemina Hajkova 

J aroslav Hladik 

Achille Viscusi 

Rudolf Zamrzla 

One of the perfonnances was attended by the Korngold f'illlily. 14 

2.2.1 RECENSION, NEUE FREIE PRESSE 

An anonymous paragraph in the Neue Freie Presse, on 31.12.1910 

reports on the success, due to its "ungezwungere frische Tonsprache" and the 

'l.U1:mittelbar-humoristischen Tonder einzelnen Szenen". The violin solo 

received special applause, and Viscusi was praised for his originality and taste. 

13 German title: Bohmisches landestheater. English title: Czech National Theatre. 
14 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. 72. 
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The composer being absent, the numerous curtain calls were enjoyed by the 

cast. 

2. 3 DUSSELDORFER STADTTHEATER 

249 

5 p~rformances, including the premiere on 21st December, and performances on 

23rd, 29th (Duisburg), 2nd January, 1911 . 

Performed after Hansel und Gretel on December 21st and 23rd, and Das -

goldeneK.reuz (Ignaz Briill) on January 2nd. 

Principal Cast: 

Pierrot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Male servant 

Female servant 

Sweep 

Director/choreographer 

Conductor 

Eugen Albert 

Ernst Bedau 

Marthe Esche 

Jahn Hofknecht 

Frieda Hock 

Josef Dobski 

Robert Leffler 

Alfred Frohlich 

2.3.1 RECENSION, ALLGEMEINE-M[TSJKZEITUNG 

TI1e recension of Eugen Honold in the Allgemeine-Musikzeitung on 

6/1/1911 firstly lamented the poor standard of the municipal opera owing to the 

importation of guest artists following the exodus of their better artists. He then 

praises Der Schneemann, a success with the audience, for its :freshness and 

originality; "filr einen Elfjahrigen kein Talent-, sondern eine Genieprobe", 
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although he criticises Zemlinsky for his effective but "manchmal etwas reichlfoh 

schweren orchestral clothing. The concept, states Honold, was from the child, 

the details of the scenography were effected by the father. 

2. 4 LEIPZIG, STADTTHEATER (NEUES 
THEATER) 

•. ''" 

Premiere on 21st l\11arch 1911, then 27th, April 28th (further performances 

unknown). 

Performed between Der Dorfwahrsager (Le devin du village) (J.J. Rousseau) 

and Sizilianische Bauernehre ( Cavalleria Rusticana ). 

Principal Cast: 

Pierrot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Male servant 

Female servant 

Sweep 

Director/Choreographer 

Conductor 

. 

(Frl. ! ) Grondona 

Dlabal 

Schaffer 

Schumm 

Busch 

Breiler 

Ballettmeisterin Grondona 

Egon Pollak 

2.4.1 RECENSION LEIPZIGER TAGEBLATT, 
22.3.1911: 

After a thorough recension for the Rousseau Opera-Comique, the critic Eugen 

Segnitz, in the Leipziger Tageblatt of 22.3.1911, mentions that Erich had 

performed his Trio op. 1 shortly before during a "Sevcik-evening". Bridly 
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delineating the plot, the critic affirms its suitability for a pantomime, and praises 

the music for its freshness, wit, and lack of pretension. "Hier also in aller 

Lebensfreude, aber doch trotz Scharfe des Rhythmus und Akzentes immer 

vornehm", not falling into the trap of excessive sentimentality and 

"schwachlichen Gefilhlsunkraft" which is the hallmark of some contemporary 

operetta music. Conductor and cast were all praised, and the critic reported an 

enthusiastic reception from the audience. 

2. 5 FREIBURG IM BRElSGAU. 

On April 4, 1911, Der Schneemann premiered at the Stadttheater ("imneuen 

Haus"15 in Freiburg i. Breisgau, 16 (listed by Universal-Edition as Contract 

no. 7), with 6 performances (the second performance being April 17th. Br.;th 

performances in April were paired with Susannens Geheimnis and the 17th 

April also featured Leo Fall's operettaBruderleinfein. 

2. 6 BRUNN (BRNO) 

Performances in Brunn took place on 11 th November and 22"~ December 1911
17 

206.l RECENSION, DIE MUSIK. 

S. Ehrenstein in Die ]tlf usik18wrote that Kapellmeister Mohn had breathed life 

into the Brunner Opera, especially with new works such as Lalane and 

Der Schneemann, which was received by Erich's Landsleute with 'sti.innischen 

Ovationen'. Ehrenstein adds that it is a pity that Erich's newer compositions 

indicate a direction ''w~itab von den anmutigen Tonbilden des "Scr.u.TJ.eema_nn_" in 

das Gestriipp hypermoderner exaltierter Ausdrucksfonnen fiihren". 

15Steinitzer, M. report in Die Musik. (May, 191 J} n.p .. 
1<iBlack Forest, South~West Gennany. 
17 Further perfonnances have not been ascertained. 
18Ehrenstein, S. In: Die Musik. (XI.9. I. Februarheft, 1912) n.p .. 

&&JU &Mt *"'' Mi J 
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2.6.2 RECENSION, NEUE FREIE PRESSE 

A report in the Neue Freie Presse of 12.11.1911 reports that the original 

Vienna cast guested in a so}dwout house in Brunn on November 11 th
• The 

designs were by Hertzka, Veit conducted. Godlewski choreographed, assisted 

by the local ballet mistress Strobel. It was a succe:::s, with twelve curtain calls, 

and spontaneous applause for the waltz and other individual numbers. On the 

same day, the Tagesbote aus Mahren und Schlesien 19 reported that the piece, 

having found a "gastliches Heim" in amateur circles, was "translated" on to the 

stage "in der intensivere Gebardensprache des Theaters". This corroborates the · 

NFP, which also mentioned a charity performance, although the latter cites the 

time as "heuer im Friihjahr" and the former as "im Vorjahr", both implying that 

the preview performance was purely musical ("the Neue Freie Presse "in 

Anwesenheit des Komponisten". "Im Vorjahr" is also mentioned by Gustav 

Nondi, 20 identifying the venue of the charity performance as theDeutsches 

Haus. 

241 7 BREMEN, HAMBURG, LONDON, 
COLOGNE, MUNICH, BERLIN. MOSCOVv 
The work was also presented in Bremen (1911) and Hamburg (1912.). B. 

Carroll quotes an account of Eva Maria Wiesner, daughter of the Hamburger 

Intendant Hans von Loewenfeld, who had been told of Komgold by 

Humperdinck whilst resident in Leipzig 1908-1912, and who mounted Der 

Schneemann as one of the first productions of his Hamburg regime.21 

B. Carroll also records a perforrnance conducted by Henry Wood at the 

Promenade Concert;; in London during 1912, and quotes Ernest Newman's 
• 

recension at length, including the critic's opinion that " ... the entr'acte in Der 

Schneemann is a wittier and more winsome thing than any of the waltzes of Der 

19Dr. H.F. "Theater und Kunsf'. In; Tagesbote aus Miihren und Sch/esien. (no. 528. November 11, 
1911) 3. 
20

Nondi, Gustav. Geschichte des Briinner deutschen Theaters 1600-1925. (Brunn, 1924) 67. 
21 Carroll, Brendan. op, cit. 137 ff., and 380 (endnote). 
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Rosenkavalier'''.22 Bernd Rachold has confirmed the dates as August 29th 

(Introduktit.m and Serenade) and September 12th (Entr'acte).23 
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The rehearsals for a revival in Cologne (January 1913, conducted by Fritz 

Steinbach) occasioned a revision of the score by Komgold, and a letter by 

Julius Komgold to Universal~Edition relating to faulty orchestral material, the 

lack of a piano score in Cologne, and references to performances in Hamburg, 

Konigsberg, etc.24 

Munich saw the work in 1913, and a subsequent charity performance.on· 

tviarch 2nd, 1914 in the Kg!. Residenz-Theater ( with a repeat performance on 

March 6th) involved the following principals: 

Pierrot 

Pantalon 

Colombine 

Male servant 

Female servant 

Sweep 

Director 

Choreographer 

Conductor 

(Ms.) Grace Crawford 

(Herr) von Le Suire 

(Baroness) Ferner Wieser 

vonBomhard 

Dorothea Demburg 

Herbert Faber 

(Herr Kammersanger) Dr. Raoul Walter 

(Frau Hofballettmeister) Jungmann 

Prof. Heimann Zilcher 

In January 1917, Der Sc;.Jzneemann was premiered in Berlin, in a " ... fully 

revised orchestration by Komgold".25 

22 ibid. 87. 
2' Rachold, Bernd. Letter to the author. (I 2th September, 1992). 
14 Letter from Julius Korngold to Universal-Edition, from Monopol-Hotel, Cologne. (10th January, 
1913) In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Wien. (collection l'3, no. 67). 
25 Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. 125. In an endnote on p. 380, Carroll notes that the revised 
(Cologne) 1913 version was never published, but the score resides with Universal-Edition [i.e. in 
the Stadt- und Landesbibliothek in Vienna (DK)]. 
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3. KYUNG-HWASHIN: 
CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING 
VIENNA,BARCELONA,ANDSEAT1LE 

254 

Kyung-Hwa Shin has recorded evidence of correspondence with Universal

Edition describing proposed perfonnances of the entr'acte for a gala 

performance in the Theater an der Wien (28th July? 1919}, '\ . .in einer kleineren 

Besetzung"; a purported (but unconfirmed) performance 111 Barcelona in 1922; · 

a suggestion by Komgold to Universal-Edition that he reduce the orchestration 

to 24-30 musicians, for an unnamed project; and a report by Universal-Edition 

of a performance in Seattle in 1927.26 

4. RETROSPECTIVE COMJVIENT 

On 1st June, 1927, in the section Kunst und Wissen, appeared an article on 

Erich Wolfgang Komgold by Hennann Rudi Gail. It was a retrospective on his 

thirtieth birthday, casting him in the same mould as the "naturalists" Richard 

Strauss, Zern!insky and _Reznizel, and designating him an "Eklekticker". 

Komgold's early instrumental pieces are criticised as being too pretentious ("zu 

viel Geton, zu wenig Intensivierung") but Der Sclmeemann is praised as " ... ein 

wahrhaftiges Wunderding: kostliche W alzennusik, motivisch raffiniert 

zugespitzte Tanzformen. Gesund und treuherzig, die Musikwelt kopfstehend 

machend." 

In later years, Bruno Walter, a devotee ofKorngold, recaJled his astonishment 

and admir:ition at his first hearing of Erich's "reizvolle" composition.27 

5. THE AU.STRALIAN PREMIERE OF 
DER SCHNEEMANN 

26 Shin, Kyung-Hwa. op. cit. 2 I-24. 
27Komgold, Luzi. op. cit, 6 (foreword). 

,j 
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5.1 CHRONOLOGY 

TI1e Australian premiere of Der Schneemann, and the first complete staged 

performance since Vienna 1933, was held in Melbourne on October 24, 25, 26 

(matinee and evening) and 27, 1997, at the Merlyn Theatre, Malthouse Theatre 

complex. The work was performed in a double-bill, followed by Ravel's 

L 'En/ant et !es sortileges. It was presented by the Me(bourne h1ternational 

Festival (Artistic Director, Clifford Hocking) and produced by VCA Opera (the 

opera de:',Jartment of the School of Music of the Victori~ College of the Arts in 

Nielboume). The executive producer and conductor was David Kram, the· 

(student) orchestra was the VCA Symphony orchestra (led by Mark 

Drummond, a violin lecturer at the VCA), and the direction and choreography 

was by Belinda Saltmarsh. Full cast details and other information are included 

in the programme, as an appendix. 

5.2 SCENARIO 

The scenario, whilst following the broad commedia dell 'arte lines of the 

original, was adapted for Australian late twentieth century conditions. In place 

of the winter's scene the setting was a film set, in the Hollywood silent film era. 

Pantalon was a film director, his servants became one role (the assistant 

director), Colombine was the "star", and Pierrot the lovestruck set-sweeper. 

5.3 REVISION AND CORRECTION OF 
ORCHESTRAL PARTS 

Prior to the orchestral rehearsals substantial editing of the orchestral material 
' 

took place, folJowing the experience of the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra's 

aborted attempt to record the complete work in Manchester in July 1997, 

abandoned because of the deleterious condition of the parts. Melbourne hired an 

unannotated set from Universal-Edition via the publisher's Australian 

representatives Boosey and Hawkes. The orchestral parts are handwritten, in 

the original format. 
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Two pieces of evidence indicated that the viola parts were from a different phase 

of the work's performing history. Firstly, they did not include the interpolated 

"Entr'acte" waltz in part one. Secondly, they did not include the additional bars 

of postlude - both a feature of the published orchestral score ( dated 1910). The 

viola parts, therefore, reproduced the music of th.e original piano version. 

There were numerous errors of pitch and rhythm in all parts ( especially in the 

horn parts), and many instances of bars being omitted. As ·well as an estimated 

one hundred hours of preparatory work, the task of correction continued all the 

way through the rehearsal period. The corrected parts, together with a report; 

were returned to Universal-Edition after the performances. 

Other documentation of the Melbourne perfonnances are press reports and 

recensions, some photographs, an archiv<il video film (in the possession of the 

Victorian College of the Arts), and an audio tape recorded by the MelboumeM 

based community radio station 3MBS-FM on October 27. 

6. PREVIEWS AND RECENSIONS IN THE 
PRINTM.EDIA 

6.1 PREVIEWS 

• TheHerald Sun 28 emphasised the youth of the composer, the first 

performance since 1933, the centenary ofKomgold's birth, and current 

Komgold reception acknowledging Komgold's "classical" oeuvre as well as 

his film music. 

• A brief description of Der Schneemann and the director's appreciation of its 

"tuneful score and charming commedia dell'arte plot" appeared in The Age.29 

28 Lewis, Felicity. In: The Herald Sun (Melbourne, 3/10/97) 75. 
29 Crampton, Hilary. In: The Age (Melbourne, I 7/10/97, supplement 4 "Melbourne Festival, 1997) 
n.p .. 

i 
I 
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• The Sunday Age preview3° emphasised the intention of the Head of Opera 

David Kram to change audiences' perception of student productions, noting 

that that VCA Opeia was more of a ~·young people's company" and the 

policy was to present works that would ·'appeal to the widest-ranging 

audiences possible". 

6. 2 RECENSIONS 

• The Age31 , whilst praising the costumes, commented on the directors' 

"surfeit of imagination" caused by the "difficulty of trying to work with three 

theatrical languages - commedia, Victorian melodrama and ballet". 

• The Herald Sun32 pr~ferred the production of L 'Enfant et !es sortileges3
3

, 

noting that the artists of the pantomime made use of "more acting than 

dancing skills". The orchestral playing ofboth works was praised. 

• The Australian34 called the double bill an "outstanding achievement and a 

heartening sign for the future of performance in Australia". After a brief 

description of the scenario, the critic identifies the elegance of Julie Renton's 

costumes, the ''appealing confidence" of the cast, and "lVfimmo Mancione' s 

drunken director nicely balanced against the young lovers, so beautifully 

portrayed by Pat~ck Cerini and Sarah i\.1iller .... Komgold 's sumptuous 

music and Ravel's picturesque storybook score had the VCA Orchestra under 

David Kram operating with true professionalism and only a few hitches''. 

• The Age commented favourably on the 1'imagination of the design elements" 

but criticised the directors (of both works) for not maintaining a balance 

between design, action and music. 

10 Anon. In: The Sunday Age (Melbourne 27/10/97) n.p .. 
JI Crampton, Hilary. In: The Age (l\.:elboume, 27/10/97) n.p .. 
nBrysha, Blazenka. In: The Herald Sun (Melbourne, 27110/97) 82. 
JJ l 'Enfant et /es Sortileges. Directed by Caroline Stacey, conducted by David Kram. 
·14 Vincent, Jeremy. In: The Australian (Australia-wide, 28/10/97) n.p .. 
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• The Herald Sun
35 

noted its "sheer exuberance" compared with the second 

programme of the New York City Ballet (also participating in the Festival). 

The Bulletin
36 

(18/11/97, p. 82) opined that both productions were an 

''unqualified delight.. .. K.ram and his musicians also gave a confident reading of 

Komgold's melodic score for the pastiche Der Schneemann. With the charm of 

a Buster Keaton comedy, the performance highlighted the ~ents of Patrick 

Cerini, Sarah Miller, Mimmo Mangione and Russe11 Snelling". 

35
Tsitas, Evelyn. In: The Herald Sun (Melbourne, 3/911/97) 104. 

Jo Anon. In: The Bulletin (Australia wide, 18/11/97) 82. 

' ' 
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(PART TWO - HISTORIOGRAPHY) 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

POST-SCHNEEMANN 
HISTORIOGRAPHY 

Ii 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
Following the account of the reception of Der Schr.oemann, it remains to 

conclude the historiographical section with some information concerning the 

aftermath of that event.The scope of this thesis does not permit examination of 

other works such as the Second Piano Sonata, the Schauspiel-Ouvertii.re, or the 

early Lieder: the reader is referred to the biographies of Rudolf Stefan 

Hoffinann, which includes thematic analyses, and B~endan Carroll's 

biography. 

2. UNIVERSAL-EDITION AND THE 
IMPACT OF THE RELATIONSIDP 
BETWEEN JULIUS KORN GOLD AND 
THAT PUBLISHER 

The relationship between Julius Komgold and Universal-Edition was fraught 

with misunderstanding amounting to rancour on the part of the critic and polite 

restraint on the part of the publisher. The then director of the company, Emil 

Hertzka, deservedly gained a reputation for the encouragement and promot1on 

of emerging Austrian (and German) composers, despite the inevitable risks 

inherent in such a policy. J-Ians Heinsheimer, a longstanding employee of the 

firm, confirms Hertzka's loyalty to composers such as Krenek and Weill until 

such time as their works gained incorne for the company. 1 

Under such auspict5~ it was natural that their interest in the young Erich 

Komgold - prompted by Julius Komgold's decision to entrust to them the 

private printing of the first three works - should develop iPto a contract, 

especially in view of the encouraging business situation which developed after . 
the charity performances of Der Schn.eemann. Universal-Edition remains the 

publisher of the d minor Piano Sonata (UE 2763), the Trio op. 1 (UE 2766), 

and the piano score of Der Schneemann (UE 2663). 

1 Heinsheimer, Hans. "Vintage 1900". In: Opera News (November, 1990) 17. 

:a au· D4i&ll'Bli a · .-:st 
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Nevertheless, Julius Korngold found several items of contention following the 

successful premiere of Der Schneemann , according to Heinsheimer's 

unpublished autobiography, quoted at length by Endler: 

• The orchestral material contained a number of inaccuracies. 

• There was a delay in the publication of extr,.cts for Salon orchestra. 

• Universal-Edition did not respond promptly enough to Julius Korngold's . 

suggested list of hotels and Kurkapellen for the promotion of the work, nor 

to his request to send a copy of the piano reduction to a list of music critics 

provided by himself. 

• There was also a feeling of rancour on Julius Korngold 's part that he had 

initially agreed to be responsible for the payment of 1000 kr. to Zemlinsky 

for the instrumentation, and 500 Irr. to Godlewski for the Regiebuch.2 

It must be borne m mind that Heinsheimer is quoting second hand in retrospect, 

as he himself was born in 1900. Endler also quotes extracts ofthe 

correspondence between Universal-Edition and Julius Korngold,3concluding 

that that the critic's correspondence style was "hartem, fordernden Ton".4 

However, Komgold 's letters could also be interpreted as normal business 

correspondence style of a lawyer who adopted a polite but firm approach, with 

an underlying hint of passion, in his correspondence, 5 which was interpreted 

with some degree of defensiveness by the publisher. 

~ 

2.1 TRANSFER TO SCHOTT 

The circumstances described above, Erich's growing popularity, and ;:10 doubt 

Julius' desire to distance his son's dealing from Viennese musical life, together 

2
Endler, Franz. Julius Korngold und die "Neue Freie Presse "· (Vienna University 1981 (Phil. 

Diss.)) 134 f. 
3
THe correspondence is deposited in the Stadt-und landesbibliothek, Vienna 

4
Endler, F. op. cit. 135. 
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with the undoubted fact that Julius publicly opposed a number of the composers 

(including Schreker and the representatives of the Neue Wiener Schule) who 

were supported by Universal-Edition, led to the decision to transfer their 

allegiance to B. Schott's Sohne, directed at that time by Dr Ludwig Strecker. 

Franz Endler, quoting Strecker's autobiography, states that Julius Korngold 

demanded ( and recejved) high royalties for the first c?ntract, hoping correctly 

that the publisher would work in the best interests of such an expensive 

composer. Already the atmosphere created by their first meeting gave the 

impression of wooing " ... eine indische Prinzessin ... und°hiefilr einen 

Elefantenzug mit Geschenken darzubringen hatte. 6 Endler points out the 
differences in·interpretation surrounding these circumstances between J. 

Komgold and his business partners and notes that the memoirs are drawn much 

more succintly . "Vielmehr darf man ... sich erinnem, daB in heiklen Momenten 

auch der Schriftsteller Julius Korngold es versteht, <lurch Auslassung 

wesentlichen Teile eines Berichtes zu unterschlagen und ein Bild nach seinem 

Herzen zu entwerfen."7 

3o INITIATION OF STUDIES WITH 
HERMANN GRADENER 

When Zemlinsky departed for Prague, Erich's tuition was continued for a time 

by Hermann Gradener. 8 In October9 1910 he wrote to the professor10 thanking 

5ibid. 136 f. 
6ibid. 120 f. 
7ibid. I 38. 
8Gradener Hennann (8.5.1844, Kiel - 18.9.1929 Wien) studied at the Konservatorium, became 
organist i~ the evangelisc/ze• Kira he in Wien-Gumpendorf, then 1864 violinist in 
H;fopernorchester, hannony teacher 1973-77 at the Horak piano school_, 1977-1912 pro~essor at 
the Konservatorium, and was from 1899 lecturer for hannony, counterpomt and form at Vienna 
University. Gradener was from I 892-1896 conductor of the Wiener Sing~kad~mie. Al~o o~chestral 
conductor and composer (operas, 2 symphonies, concertos, chamber mustc, piano music, ~ted~r). 
See: Kreuz, Konrad, op. cit. I 03, also Tseng, Ch. Ch.: Hermann Griidener. (Vienna Umvers1ty. 
I 987). 
9Possibly on the 14th October; the postmark is unclear. . . 
10Letter in Nationalbibliothek, Hs. 176.921, addressed to Jaqumstra/3e 42, Wien III. Gradener was 
to become Erich's teacher, succeeding Zemlinsky. 
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him for a letter, and adding "Ich mach jetzt eine neue Klaviersonate und 

Klavierstiicke. 11 
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Erich's correspondence displays respect for this musician, but after one year the 

young composer's formal tuition was at an end. Whilst his style was to 

develop through his teenage years, the foundations were firmly in place for a 

successful career as a composer. 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is hoped that this historiological survey of Erich Wolfgang Korngold's life 

and works up· to the beginning of 1911 will have demonstrated the overt and 

subliminal role played by Julius Komgold and the metropolis of Vienna in the 

musical formation of a composer who was patently able to process all the 

cultural stimuli around him, retain its salient features in his above-average 

memory, and recreate them in musical and musico-dramatic terms, with 

imagination, humour, and temperament. His stage work demonstrates an 

understanding of Viennese popular taste; his piano and chamber music displays 

a mature understanding of form and harmony, and unequivocal bcldness in 

utilising all the range and resources of the pianoforte keyboard. Komgold was 

able to absorb the practice and precepts of his various teachers, recreate them 

and even parody them where appropriate. His sense of wit and humour, 

recorded anecdotally throughout Brendan Carroll's biographical study, is 

already apparent at an early age. 

The ensuing parts of this thesis will focus on Der Schneemann, first by way of 

its musical and dramaturgical context within Viennese Ballett-Pantomime (Part 

Three), then by means of a detailed musicological study (Part Four). The thesis 

will conclude with summaris~d observations regarding key aspects of his 

musical style. 

11The Sonata in E, and The Miirc/zenbilder. 
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PART THREE 

BALLETT-

PAJVTOMIME 

IN VIENNA 
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PART THREE (BALLETT-PANTOMIME) 
... \. \ 

CHAPTER ONE 

DER SCHNEEMANNIN ITS CONTEXT 

I 
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1. THE PROBLEM OF CONTENT 

Even if Der Schneemann neither attained the axial positions in dance 

historiography of Don Juan or Le sacre du printemps, nor usurped the position 

of Der Puppenfee as the most petfonned and revived ballet in Vienna in the 

early years of the twentieth centuzy, its contribution to the filstory of dance in 

Vienna can be assessed in positive terms relative to the corpus of repertoire 

performed during that period, particularly with regard to the musical content and · 

its application to the dramaturgy of the action and characterisation. 

A qualitative appraisal, however, is inadequate. Der Schneemann belongs to a 

period of transition and renewal which impinged on every aspect of culture, 

even the allegedly reactionary tradition in Vienna. That city, whilst it is 

questionable whether it had attained a status in the world of dance comparable to 

Milan, Paris, Moscow or Leningrad, was still subject to all the tensions and 

schisms that influenced the course of the art-form at the opening of the twentieth 

century, not least in the Mahler/Roller era. 

2. MAHLER AND THE "PROBI.JEMATIK" 
OF THE HOFOPE~-BALLETT 

"Director Mahler und Herr Roller sind gegen die Hupferei und mochten start der 

iiblichen ballettma.Bigen F eerien eine Reform zur hoheren Charakterpantomime." 

reported the Neues Wiener Journal, on 23 rd February, 1907, reflecting a debate 

,vhich had already occupied Viennese critics. Witness David Bach's recension 

on Atelier Bruder Japonet, w?ich appeared in the Arbeiter-Zeitung on 4 th 

December, 1906 - quoted here in full because it links the Grundprinzip of dance 

to its sublimation in Western art-forms and its purported degradation on the 

stage of the "leading opera stage in the ·world": 

Diese gequfilte, schicksame, wohlgepflegte Aibernheit des neuen Balletts 

kann man iiberhaupt in keiner Gesellschaft, die auch nur einen Hauch von 

Kunst zeigt, dulden. Es ist ein starkes Stuck, solch ein Zeug an der ersten 
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Opembiihne der Welt zur Auffiihrung zu bringen. Man kannja verstehen, 

daB die besonderen V erhaltnisse eines Hoftheaters auch die Pflege des 

Balletts erfordern, und man braucht nicht alle Entziickungen zu teilen, um 

sie zu verstehen. Aber der GenuB, den der Anblick trikotbekleideter Beine 

gewahrt, mill3te nicht jeder kiinstlerischen Empfindung und Berechtigung 

bar sein. Der Tanz selbst ist der edelsten Kiinste eine, und man begreift 

sehr wohl die Zeiten, da er eine gottesdiestliche Handlung war. Nicht auf 

die priesterliche Gebarde kommt es an, auch di~, wilde, entfesselte, 

gleichwohl rhythmisch bestimmte Bewegung kann h.ochsten Gefilhlen 

Ausdruck verleihen. Naturvolker kennen diesen Tanz noch heute. Aber 

was wilrde die Hoftheaterzensur dazu sagen, wollte man Tanze auffiihren, 

wie die arischer Urvolker, Tanze, die unter anderem dcr Verherrlichung 

geschlechtlicher Fruchtbarkeit galten? Davon wiirden sie nichts wissen 

wollen, ohne daB sich dagegen etwas einwenden lieBe. Aber schlimmer als 

die brutaler Sinnlichkeit, die noch imtnerhin Kraft bedeutet, wirkt die senile 

Liisternheit, die weiter nichts haben will als den Anblick von raffiniert 

verhillltem Fleische. 1 

D. Bach, the cultural representative of the press organ of the workers' party, a 

recensionist whose opinions were respected by Mahler,2 unwittingly predicted 

Le Sacre du Printemps. His polemic exemplifies the forces of Umbruch which 

w.ere gathering strength in Vienna at the time of his recension. Unbounded by 

the constricting monumental-facadism of Ringstrasse society, the movement, 

through its workers' choirs and orchestras, enabled the seeds of the Neue 

Wiener Schule to germinate. Bach was critidsing the legere attitudes of the so

called habitues, the representatives and appendages of the k.k. Hof, whose 

'Bantscherln' with some of the ballerinas,3 together with the longevity of 

service of Ballettmeister Hassreiter, undoubtedly ensured that Mahler's reform 

zeal encountered opposidon in that quarter. Hassreiter' s opinion on the matter, 

"Die Leut' wolln' a paar fesche \,Vadeln seh'n ... ", has been documented.4 

1Bach, Dr. David Josef. In: Arbeiter Zeitung, 4.12.1906. Quoted in E. Schuschitz. Die Wiener 
Musikkritik in der ,.fra Gustav Mahler 1987 bis 1907 (Eine historiseh-kritische 
Standortbetimmung). (Vienna University, 1978, 1979 (Phil. Diss.)) 153. 
2Schuschitz, E. op. cit. 3 I. 
'Source: a personal interview in Vienna with Frau Professor Riki Raab on 19/10/94. 
4Schuschitz, E. op. cit. 148. Riki Raab (q.v.) related an incident during Mondweibchen. A pretty 
dancer was given extra rehearsals, arousing libidinous comment. When it came to the performance 
the gossipers realised she was standing with a sickle moon covering her face. 

-~· 
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The Mahler/Ha12sreiter antipathy is the subject of commentary from one of the 

Hofoper/Staatsoper's longest serving members; one who, on her retirement 

from the ensemble of dancers, contributed significantly to dance education and 

research. Professor Riki Raab, whilst owning her loyalty to Hassreiter (who 

engaged her to the company, protected her and became a personal friend of her 

and her family), stated that Mahler harboured jealousy towards Hassreiter and 

Hie ballet because of the popularity of the ballet with the Vienna public. 

Professor Raab recounted5 that Mahler descended from hjs office one evening 

having heard particularly enthusiastic applause. Mahler enquired the reason 

from Hassreiter, who responded "Perhaps because they like it, Herr Director'\ · 

From this incident could be inferred that negative aspects of Mahler's ego v,,::'-(Jld 

have preferred his own performances as the recipient of the majority of applause 

within the Hofoper to be reserved for his performances. 

It is a matter of conjecture why there were no new ballet premieres during 1900-

1901, du.ring the early part of the Mahler aegis. 6 Even with ballet being mostly 

relegated to an appendage to an evening's programme, the genre was still 

beloved in Vienna. Professor Raab related that s01ne members of the audience 

left after the main operatic item, but some came later so as not to miss the 

ballet.7 

The ascetic side of Mahler's character, well documented and described by Alma 

Mahler, s qndoubtedly despised manifestations of "senile Liisternheit" unless in 

the service of art forms which, in his opinion, were on a higher plane. He had 

no scruples with regard to Strauss' s Salome, attempting tirelessly, but in vain, 

to persuade the censorship to sanction performances of that work. It was 

lasciviousness within the context of triviality which offended Mahler's ascetic 

and aesthetic sensibility. 

It is documented that Mahler and Roller, whose aesthetic standpoint also 

conflicted with Hassreiter' s, ~ttempted vainly to cancel the premiere of Atelier 

Bruder Japonet.. The performance took place, following an appeal by 

Hassreiter to the oberen Instanz.9 Ruth Matzinger has voiced the opinion that 

'Personal interview with Riki Raab. (q.v.) 
6Matzinger attributes this to budgetary constraints. Matzinger, R. op. cit. 248. 
7Personal interview, October 1994 (q.v.). 
~Mahler, :-Ima. Erinnenmgen von Gustav Mahler. (Fischer, Frankfurt am Main, 1991) XXX. 
9Schusch1tz, E. op.cit. 154. A precedent for this situation can be found in the incident when 
Mozart1s fandango-ballet in Le nozze di Figaro was in jeopardy. 
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Mahler was not the only Hofoper Director who would have gladly banned the 

ballet; Vienna was no worse than most of the ballet companies of that time, 

ballet having fallen into stagnation prior to the advent of the Ballets Russes and 

new dance theories emanating from the United States of America and middle 

Europe. 10 

Whilst Komgold' s juvenile piece cannot be counted amongst the Bahnbrecher 

of the genre, it is nevertheless an inventive. inspired work, with more subtlety 

than would be apparent at a first hearing, and no vestig~ of stagnation. Being 

inexorably linked to the cultural heritage which engendered it, Der Schn_eemann 

merits examination in the light of a broader historiological perspective. 

3. INTRODUCTION TO THE VIENNA 
BAI.1LET COMPANY AND REPERTOIRE 
DURING THE FIRST YEARS OF THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 

The te1m ballet has been employed generically. In Vienna, which held physical 

beauty in as much esteem as purity of technique, 11 there evolved two distinct (if 

interweaving) forms of ballet presentation. 12 The company, arranged by corps, 

soloists, and (from 1892) coryphees, was divided into Solotiinzer, dominated 

by the prima ballerina, 13 andMimiker. 14 Standard repertory pieces such as 

10Matzinger, Ruth. Die Gesclziclzte des Balletts der WienerHofoper 1869-1918. (Vienna 
University, 1982 (Phil. Diss.)) IV. 
11 Not that other cultures were unapµreciative of the female form. Theophile Gautier appreciated only 
"physical pleasure and female beauty". See: Sorell, Walter. Dance in its Time. (Amber 
Press/Doubleday. New York~ 1981) 235. 
111n sixteenth century Vienna there existed professional "Hofdanzer" responsible for the 
arrangements of dance festivities, and as pedagogues. The first musico-dramatic performance at 
Court took place in 1631 to celebrate the bea·othal of Ferdinand III with Maria of Spain. See: 
Schneider, Otto (ed). (Mitarbeit von Riki Raab). Tanzlexikon. (Schott, Mainz, 1985) 601 f.. 
1:1The Hofoper remained without a pemianent prima ballerina from the retirement of Cerales in 1892 
until the engagement of Ciicelie Cerri. See: Matzinger, R. op. cit. 156. 
14 The Mimiker were either soloists who were, by dint of age or other circumstances, unable to fulfil 
the demands of a purely classical role, (So Pietro Mazzantini, who in 1886 at the age of fifty-seven 
was promoted from Corps dancer to Mimiker, because he, "wegen seines Alters seinem 
gegenwiirtigen Dienst nicht mehr nachkommen konnte'' (See: Matzinger, R. op. cit. 143) or they 
were specially engaged for their acrobatic, mimetic and comedic gifts. 
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Giselle did not figure on the plan 15 and were hence the occasion for much 

comment during the Pavlova tour of 1909. 

3.1 HASSREITER 

272 

The dominating figure during that period, the ballet director Hassreiter, enjoyed 

a great degree of autonomy16 and created his own works, generally of a 

spectacular and entertaining nature. They merged comic or clramatic pantomime 

with dance divertissements, the latter consisting for the most part of the 

Viennese wNtz - the cornerstone of the style - as well as the polka, the mazurka, . 

the march, and dances of a national character. 

Chann~ beauty and stage personality were the criteria. When Pavlova guested 

with the Marinsky ensemble in 1909., she was criticised as being "i.iberschlank" 

and "feind jeder Rundung". 17 

3.2 "VIENNESE STYLE'' AND THE 
VIENNESE WALTZ 

Whereas a "Viennese style" is identifiable, Matzinger differentiates between 

"Vienna School" as inculcated by Hassreiter's predecessor Karl Telle18 

(although she does not amplify that point) and "Vienna style", developed by 

Hassreiter at the turn of the twentieth century. The latter drew on the musical 

heritage of the preceding decades (the music of Johann Strauij), with the 

Viennese waltz as its central feature, characterised by "Temperament, Schwung 

des Wiener Walzers, Hiibschheit und - eine gute Figur". 19 Toe display of 

technique was subservient to a "besonderer Nonchalance". 20 

Whilst by the beginning of the j:wentieth century the waltz had come to 

epitomise grace, languor, charm a..'1d "nonchalance" ( and was to devolve even 

15However, Coppelia was in the repertoire. 
tt>Matzinger, R. op. cit. I (Vorwort) 
17Quoted in ibid. 289. 
18

Telle was Bal/ettmeister from I 859-1890. See Schneider, 0. op. cit. 602. 
19Matzinger, R. op. cit. 151. 
20ibid. p iii (Vorwort) 
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more in that direction with new forms such as the 'Boston'21
), its origins in the 

eighteenth century betray a more literal interpretation of its philological 

connotation of''swaying, rolling, turning" (originally, "on a travel").22 By 1797 

its popularity was such as to provoke a booklet warning of the dangers to health 

and spirit, and it appeared on stage in Pierre Gardel's La Dansomanie in 1800.23 

The Austrian Hapsburg Court, having been familiar with pluralistic cultural 

activities in their Wirtschaften,24 regarded the waltz with more tolerance than the 

aristocracy of neighboring cultures. 

If the waltz became entwined into Viennese socio-political consciousne~s, 2: its 

folk-heritage remained,26 and thus in 1922 Julius Komgold could trace the 

development of the waltz,27 from its folk/minuet antecedents, through 

Schubert's eight-measure periods, to Lanner, and its ripening by the elder 

StrauB and tlwn its consummation by the younger.28 

The polyglot element which characterises its manifestation may be an analogy 

for the delineation of Viennese Ballett~Pantomime as a form and a catalyst for 

Erich Komgold's market-vendor's waltzes, street-urchins' waltzes; and 

snowmen waltzes. 

21 The Boston-Waltz originated in the USA c. 1870, appeared in London and Paris in 1903, had 
spread to Gennany by 1912 and was the most popular ballroom dance together with the Tango after 
1918. Schneider, 0. op. cit. 68. 
22 In 1754 the Viennese clown Bernardon ( q. v.) "entered in a waltzing mood while singing a few 
lines in which there is a reference to walzen" Dance in its Time, p. 205 .. It grew out of the sturdy 
Austrian Liindler, Spinner and Weller on the once hand, and, with its close corporeal contact, was 
the antithesis of the stately and relatively non-tactile minuet. For more detail, see: Schneider, 0. 
op. cit. 594 f. 
2JSorell, W. loc. cit. 
24 ibid. 205, mentions one sucl-i Viennese Wirtschaft where the "Austrian majesties welcomed their 
guest disguised as the host and hostess of an inn". And Pizza Margherita is so named in honour of 
the Austrian princess who was not averse to mingling with crowds in Italy and wearing their 
national dress. 
H After the battle of Austerlitz in 1805, the Austerlitz-Walzer incorporated the sound of a battle. 
Schneider, Otto. op. cit. 29. 
u, in such versions as the Sa/zburger Eiswa/;:er (ibid. 142.), the Filr(i)zwangerisch dance 
(Nieder6ste1,eich) (ibid. 174.), and the Offener Walzer (Vorarlberg). (ibid. 377). 
27 Komgold, Julius. '"Johann Strau/3 und der Walzer" (Anliiftlich der EnthiU/ung seines Denkmals im 
Wiener Stadtpark am 26.6.1921). In: Sang zmd Klang (Schmidt, Leopold ed.). (Neufeld und Henius. 
Berlin 1922) 7-15. 
28 Korngold compares Lanner's sixteen bars of "Schonbrunner Walzer" to StrauB' forty-twu in 
"G'schichten aus dem Wienerwald", and comments on the richness of inner intensity and the 
melodic surprises (op. cit .n.p.) 
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The prominent Viennese theatre practitioner Josef Gregor29 viewed the history 

of a theatre as the history of a "living organism". Already in 1924 the concept 

of"biologisches Theater" was being mooted, a theatre whiqh saw every element 

as working interdependently to create a theatre history " ... die iiber einzelne 
•- '. \. 

Personlichkeiten und Daten hinaus das Theater in den Gesamtorganismus der 

Gesellschaft, der Stadt, des Staates,ja der Welt einzufiigen imstande ist".30 

Within this paradigm~ the artistic status of Viennese Court ballet in the 

Hassreiter period could be reassessed. Its very triviality, its emphasis on 

superficial chann and sensuality not only served as a balancing force in the 

whole cultural arena but also nurtured the polyglot tradition derived from such 

influences as: 

• the spirit of integrative reform inculcated by Angiolini with Le festin de 

pien~e. 

• the Italian commedia dell 'arte, 

• the pantomimes of the Wiener Vorstadt, 

• elements of circus culture, 

• the grand tradition of classical dance inherited from France by way of Italian 

nineteenth~century tradition, 

• the example ofintemational celebrities such as Fanny ElBler. 

The ensuing chapters will focps less on the last three categories (whilst noting 

the peripheral influence of such visitors as Isidora Duncan) and they will trace 

the history of Viennese Ballett-Pantomime back to Angiolini's forerunners. 

29Gregor, Josef. Das Theater in der Wiener Josefstadt, (Wiener Drucke. Vienna, 1924) 5. 
30

ibid. 6. "Bliebe wirklich nur der Vergleich mit dem lebendigen Organismus: Theatergeschichte 
als Biologie". 
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From studying the published collection of Schmelzer's ballets1 one may infer 

that only a few stylistic traits could have manifested themselves as generically 

Viennese, and an organic approach to Ballett-Pantomime is not discernible: The 

appendix to the collection contains a sequence of"volkstiimliche"
2 

dances 

arranged for keyboard in which Schmelzer's Viennese style could conceivably 

incorporate:3 

• A predominance of triple time ( all pieces except the Bran le), allowing for the 

pan-European Courantes and Sarabandes - Der Schneemann , for example, 

is also predominantly in triple or compound time . 

• The kernel of a note, a note, a tone above, then the note itself (Branle bars 

1-2 (ex. la), Courante bars 2-3 (ex. lb), Sarabande bar 1 f. (ex. le), Alio 

modo (in the form of a mordent) bars 5, 6, and 7, (ex.ex. ld). This could 

be seen to be reflected in passages from Der Schneemann ex. 2a, 2b, 2c and 

2d, all taken from the Introduktion, except Id, from the end of Part One. 

1 Johann Heinrich Schmelzer van Ehrenruf ( c. 1623 - 80), the first Austrian Hojkapellmeister. See 
Denkmiiler der To!lkunst in 6sterreich (vol. 56 (Year XXVIII/2). Akademische Druck- und 
Verlagsanstalt, Graz, 1960). 
2ibid. 75, in Revisionsbericht (Dr Paul Netti). 
~ This Partita ex Vienna/dated'l681, is in five brief sections: 
(a) Branle de village - a rustic piece in al/a breve predominantly in tonic and dominant, with 

musette attributes, 
(b) a Courante, essentially a version of (a) in 3/4 and in the same key, 

(c) a Sarabande, with a very brief first section (four bars) ending in a reference to part two of (b), 
followed by a section which, after two measures, expands on that motive thus correlating closeiy 

with part two of (c), 

(d) Brader Tanz zu Wien, a type of gigue in 3/2, in an unrelated key (A major) to the preceding three 
pieces (G major), and finally 

(e) Aiio modo, in the subdominant (D major) of (d) (i.e. the dominant .of (a) (b) and (c)). This is in a 
slower 3/2 time with more independence in the bass line. 
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• As a contrast - the broken chord with emphases on tonic, mediant and 

dominant steps, e.g. (Branle bars 9-10 etc, and similar traits in the Courante 

, Sarabande and Brader Tanz. • 

It must be conceded however that the legacy of these features is more apparent 

in the folk-dances of regional Austria than in the standard waltz-patterns of 

Vienna. 

2. HILVERDING,ANGIOLINI, NOVERRE. 
VIENNESE BALLETT-PANTOMIME IN 
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

It is in the eighteenth century that the emergence of ballet-pantomime as an 

orgai'1ic entity is to be seen more clearly. During the tollowing sections the 

points of contact between practice, philosophy and the outcome as shown in 
Der Schneemann will be assessed. 

2.1 HILVERDING 

After his appointment as Hojballetmeister, the Viennese Franz Anton 

Hilverding van Weweq (1710--68) established a sizeable and varied 

repertoire of short pantou1ime scenes. His family background would have 

favoured this.4 After early training at the Hojballetschule in Vienna he was sent 

to Paris for further training, returning to Vienna as Hoftanzer in or before 

173 7 .5 It is sunnisable that he brought back from Paris some of the 

characteristics of the new fonn of ballet-pantomime which had established itself 

4 Winter records references to marionettists Johann, Peter Johann, and Joris Hilverding in the 17th 
century. Franz was Johann's younger son and his elder brother Peter (not Peter Johann) was an 
exponent of commedia del!'ane. (Winter, Marian Hannah. The Pre-Romantic Ballet. (Pitman, 
London, 1974)) 87. 
5Haas, Robert. "Die Wienrr Ba11ett-Pantomime und Gliicks Don Juan". In: Studien zur 
Musikwissensclzaft, (Heft 10. 1923) 7. 
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in England by \Veaver, then Salle, and definitely in Paris by 1735.6
• Hannah 

Winter, from a study of iconography of Hilverding and his school, has 

identified a striking degree of dynamic motion and assymetry in the groups, and 

of incipient awareness ofbodily emotional expression (as opposed to mere 

facial or braccal).7 

Some time between 1740 and 1752, Hilverding assumed responsibility for 

dance at the Burgtheater and the Kan1tertortheater. Haas identifies the repertoire 

of the latter as being principally "leichte volkstilmliche· Gegenstande"8portraying 

daily life - tradesmen, (this is reflected in the first scene of Der Schneemann, 

portraying a market square at Christmas-time), soldiers, peasants, etc.9 
·· 

2. 2 ANGIOLINI 

"Ce qui ne frappe que l'oreille fait moins d'impression sur 

Les esprits, que ce qui frappe Les yeux". 

This quote from Horace stood on the title page of the preface to Angiolini 's 10 

Ballet Pantomime Le festin de Pien·e premiered in Vienna in October 1761. The 

reform sp:irit in the preface to Lefestin de Pien·e is analagous to that of Gliick's 

. Alceste. 11 Even if Der Schneemann was not conceived in the same spirit of 

6 These ballets include: Britannicus, Jdomeneus, Alzire, lpermestra (dances), Der Melanclzolische 
und die Gottin der Freude, Don Quichotte, Ulisses und Circe, O,pheus und Eurydice, Acis und 
Galathea, Ariadne und Bacchus, Amor und Psyche, Venus und Adonis, Les amans protegees par 
/'amour. 
7Winter, M.H. op, cit, 94 t: 
8Haas, R. op. cit. 8. 
9 Also folk dances such as Spanish, Tyrolean, and especially Turkish. Winter states that insistence 
on accuracy in genre dances established itself in the 1730s. See Winter, M.H. op. cit. 64. There 
were also pieces where colour prayed a predominant role (Blaues Ballet, Ballet coleur (sic) de rose), 
the practice re-emerged in Jugendsti/ perfonnances. 
10 GaspareorGaspero A.ngiolini, born in Milan in 1723 or Florence in 1731 The second date 
is the more likely, making his in the mid twenties when he was engaged as a primo ballerina under 
Hilverding (q.v.) at the Viennese Ho/theater. Apart from a brief sojourn in Torino (1757), he 
remained in Vienna and was appointed Balletmeister (sic) in 1759. 
11For which the da,1ces were choreographed by Noverre. The complete preface was included in R. 
Haas' morc•,:raph r·acing the historiography of Viennese Bal/ett-Pantomime in that century. ("Die 
Wiener Ballett-rantomime im l 8. Jahrhundert und Gliicks Don Juan". In: Studien zur 
Musikwissenschaft (Beihefte der Denkmiiler der Tonkunst in Oesterreich) (Heft XI. Wien. 
Universal-Edition, 1922)). By citing Horace, Angiolini was reinforcing the connection between 
his concept of reviving the ancient art of pantomime as a complete work, and creating a vivid 
argument for the power of mime to convey emotional expression. Pylades, the first to dance entire 
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reform as, say Dohn~nvi 's Der Schleier der Pierrette, its marriage of music to 

action fulfilled the spirit of Angiolini' s vision. 

"Ces mouvemens, ces gestes devoient former ... un discours 

suivi ... !'acteur Pantomime avoit dessein d'exprimer 

['amour ou la haine, la fureur ou le desespoir ... Cet art est 

perdu ". 

With this, Angiolini envisages the idea of dance as expressive rhetoric. The 

music must create a living form and must follow the vagaries of the emotional 

scenario, opposite to a series of rigid dance steps being fitted to conform to the 

musical structure. Der Schneemann incorporates set dances and the utmost 

plasticity of musical material, illustrating and motivating all types of emotions, 

from sentimental love to drunken parody. 

"Mais on pelit assurer hardiment, qu 'en general nous 

n 'avons connu, pour ainsi dire, que le simple Alphabet de 

la Danse. Nous n'avons fait que begai:er comme les en/ans, 

sans pouvoir mettre deux phrases ensembles". 

Angiolini confirms the difficulty also faced by musical composers in creating a 

flexible way of recreating speech in music. The problem lay not with the 

cellular elements (Floskeln) but with the transition from one to another 

achieving consistency at the same time. 12 By Komgold's time, musical 

language for conceiving through-composed forms had undoubtedly matured, 

works, his contemporary, the Alexandrian Bathyllos (said to have been the first to create 
pantomime), and the writer Lucian's treatise on pantomimefonned the mainspring of his impetus to 
recreate the old fonns, which he interpreted as the art of imitating human and mythical behaviour 
and feelings appropriately. He desc:ribes the ancient art as one of Saltatio, derived not from the 
notion of sauter, but from the name~. accredited with teaching the art of pantomime to the 
Romans. 
12Winter,M.H. (op. cit. 55) quotes Noverre's preface to Renaud et Armide .(Milan, 1775) "How can I 
express with a mute language, which is what Pantomime is, those beauties of style, those noble 
comparisons, that sublimity of eloquence, which are the prized gifts of poetry?". ibid.120. 
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but the ballet-pantomimes of his Viennese contemporaries (Bayer et al.) do not 

have the richness of expression of Der Schneemann .. 

HDes spectateurs froids et tranquils ont admire nos 

pas ... avec la meme indifference qu 'on admire des bouches, 

des nez, des mains artistement craionef s". 

It will be seen that the taste of the Viennese public,_e.ven in the time of 

Komgold, remained inclined to appreciate entertainments which made little 

demands on their emotions or their intellects. The only "heroic" pantomime in 

the Hilverding period documented by Haas is Ulisses und Circe, 13 whereas 

Paris abounded with the genre. 

La Musique est essentielle aux Pantomimes: c'est elle qui 

parle, nous ne faisons ques Les gestes ... "14 

Angiolini spoke with some professional expertise, as later in life, during his 

period in Italy (1773-4), he composed a number of ballet scores himself 15 His 

notion of the the Sprachvermogen of music would have been no novelty to 

Komgold, not only because of his tradition Beethoven/Wagner/Strauss, but 

also because his father's insistence on the connection of musical phrases to the 

vocal art. 

2.,3 NOVERRE 

Jean-Georges Noverre (1727-1810), in Vienna, was striving for the 

enhancement of the portrayal of human passion, the diminution of "fanciful" 

elements, and, in his Stuttgart period, "tragic and heroic ballet themes". 16 If 

DHaas, R. Zoe. cit. 
14The quoted sections are extracts from the preface. Although it was signed by Angiolini, Haas has 
argued that it was in fact a collaboration between him and Calzabigi. ibid. I 7 f. 
15 A listing of some of the ballets choreographed by Angiolini in Vienna: 1759 La faire de Lyon, 
I 759 Flore et Zephire, 1761 (17th October) Le Festin de Pierre (Don Juan) (music by Gliick), 1762 
O1feo (Dances) (Gli.ick's opera), 1762 Cleopatra, 1762? Clelia (Marionette ballet),1762 Les 
aventures du serail, 1763, Thetis und Peleus 1764, Le rencontre imprevu (dances) (Gluck's opera), 
1764?, Le museprotette de/ Genio d'Austria (music by Angiolini), 1765, Semiramis (music by 
Gluck) 1765, lphigenie, (Gluck or Gassmann). . 
16See Sorell, U:~ op. cit. 190 f. for a comparison ofNoverre and Dider;ot. 
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Mahler himself: undoubtedly espousing that philosophy, was unable to bring 

about that kind of reform in his aegis, neither could Komgold ha1e shaken the 

Hassreiter credo of ballet as a pleasurable entertainment, which included 

"fanciful" elements. 

3. PANTOMI.MIC SINGSPJEL OF THE 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 

As a parallel to an overview of court-centred dance, the Denkmo.ler has 

preserved an example of the eighteenth century Wiener Vorstadt 

Stegreifkomodie. The J)pus, to be sure, is more Sing.spiel than pantomime, 

but the choice of scenario and the vein of pantomime coursing through it justify 

its mention. The episodic scenario of Bernardon auf der Gelseninsel 17 depicts 

an assortment of conflicts between Bernardon - a Harlequinesque figure, 

supported by his lover Fiamene - and the old n1an Edoardo and his two old 

women. 11'1e edition presents the surviving musical numbers (songs), 18 

interspersed with scenic directions and the text of other numbers, the music of 

which is presumably missing. It is also unclear whether the pantomime 

sections were accompanied by music. 19 Out of this adr.1.ittedly fragmentary and 

incomplete material it is nevertheless possible to draw some parallels: 

11Bernardon aufder Gelsetzinsel, oder die Spatzenzauberei mit der lustigen Regensclzori-Pantomime, 
Grofte Maschinen-Flug- und Venvandlungskomodie von Josef Kurz, 1754, Denkmiiler der Tonkunst 
in Osterreich. Jahrg. XXXIII/I - Band 64; Deutsche Komodienarien 1754-1758 (Erste Abteilung). 
Akademische Druck und Verlagsanstalt, Graz, 1960. 
18 scored for two violins and viola col basso. 
19 The structure of the piece is: (1), Music number I (Lied, BernarJon), Andante/Allegro, g minor, 
3/4. Music and text., "Die Braut zu ver.gessen"; (2) Transformation pantomime, stage directions, 
"Unter dieser Zeit erhebet sich der Felsen mit dem Bernardon, es kommt eine Zauberin ... (3) Musical 
number 2 (Fiamene), text only, "Mich. nimmt ein banger Schmerz urns ganze Herzel ein, Wo wird 
mein Heber Schatz, mein Bernadonerl sein?" (4), Disguised entrance of Bernadon, stage direction: 
"Bemadon erscheint als franzosischer Petit-Maitre ... " (5) Musical number 3 (Bernadon, French 
aria), text only, "Suivons l'amour, c'est Jui qui nous mi:ne, II faut sentir son aimable ardeur"; (6) 
Recognition of Bemardon's magic power, vengeance plot. Hunt pantomime. 
Transfonnation/scene change, new guise of Bernardon, stage directions: (a) "Nach der Zeit erkennt 
Fiamene ihren tod venne:nten Bernardon ... " (b) "Odoardo, Pandolpho und Anselmo wollen sich mit 
einem Jagd ver)ustigen". (c) "Es zeigt sich eine griinbelaubte Jagdhiitte, in welcher B. als verstellter 
Baron v. Erdzeisel..."; (7) Musical number 4 (Hunting song, Bernardon), text only, "LaBt die Horner 
schallen Durch Auen, Berg und Tai..."; (8) Entrance of Fiamene as a Gras(s)er-Madl, stage direction: 
"Nach der Zeit wird Fiamene von den Jagem unter der Gestalt eines Grassennadels, welche Gras 
gestohlen, unter einer Arie vor Bernardon gebracht. "; (9) Musical number 5 (Fiamene als Graser-
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• A strong vein of satire and parody permeates the piece - Der Schneemann 

likewise, even to Komgold's allusions to older forms, and parodies of other 

composers. 

• The elaborate scenic and costume details imply a strong visual emphasis and 

technical virtuosity. IfHassreiter's productions are more relevant, at least 

Komgold's miniature contains a scenic transform~tion, and the novelty of 

dancing snowmen. 
... '\ . \ 

• There are some common elements in the casting, for instance the use ?f 

children, and the appearance of night-watchmen. 

In summary - the eighteenth century provides the matrices of Court formal 

dance, Court ballet-pantomime, and burlesque theatre. In the succeeding 

century, a stronger sense of an individual Viennese style was to emerge, 

beginning to 'integrate some of these elements. 

Madi), A major, andante 3/4. Music and text: "Ach ihr Gnaden unverhohlen Excellenzen schoner 
Herr, hab a Binker! Gras gestohlen, tus mein Lebtag nimmer mehr."; (10) Pantomime and farcical 
finale of first act, where the three old men cut up a stag, stage direction, Hier folget eine lustige 
Szene ... ; (11) n/a; (12) Act Two. Musical number 6 a 'lustige Arie' Another persona of Bernardon. 
- Night Watchman, text only: "H'erliches Schaltzerl, ich mu/3 dirs halt sagen, Mein Herzer) tut mir 
entsetzlich zum schlagen ... " (13) Another disguise of Bernardon. - choir director. Children's 
chorus, Fiamene dressed as a school child, Odoardo present. Pantomime ''Unter singen und Tanzen". 
Beating, and finale, stage directions, "Bernardon zeigt sich als Regens Chori dem Odoardo ... "; ( 14) 
Musical number 7 (Duet, Bernardon and Fiamene.), Adagio, 2/4. 2 verses (Couplets): "Hier steh ich 
arme Katz und wart auf meinen Schatz"; (15) Musical number 8. Vaudeville (B, with his children), 
Text only. Alternating lines B. and children (aababb), (Bernardon:) "Kinder sagt! Was ist der 
Mann? Doch redet alle wahr." (Kinder:) "Der ist ein alterNat·r."; (16) Pantomime. Bernardon. and 
the children chase Odoardo away. Stage direction: "Bernardon und die Kinder jagen mit Schlagen 
den Odoardo ab."; (17) Act 3. Pantomime. Bernardon dressed as a doctor, curing 2 young girls of 
Odoardo (pretending to be ill). They manage to lock up Odoardo and his o1d fiiw:;!< who agree to 
the marriage of the young maidens with their lovers, and Bernardon and Fiamer,:. :;.t;:.,5e directions: 
"Im 3. Actus kurieret Bernardon als Medicus die sich krank stellen 2 Fraiilein des Odoardo ... ". 
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1. MAJOR FEATURES 

The tradition of Viennese pantomime in the early nineteenth century1 is 

associated with its principal venue, the Theater in der Leopoldstadt, the 

forerunner ofZemlinsky's sometime employer and operetta theatre, the 

Car/theater. · 
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In response to the passing ofKasperl-Laroche in 1806, a pantomime troupe 

was created, based in part on the masks of the Commedia dell 'Arte, and to a 

greater extent on the tradition of magic spectacle (Zaubertheater, 

Maschinenkomodien ), and with traits of Kasperle puppet theatre dominated by 

its principal character Hanswurst, the cunning peasant. 2 The company3 enjoyed 

a continuing success, with 1817 marking the greatest productivity of new 

pieces.4 As the repertoire became stultified, its popularity gradually waned, and 

all but disappeared when the Theater in der Leopolclstadt became the Car/theater 

in mid-century. 

Heiss has categorised the pantomimes ( apart from Commedia) as three gem·es, 

1. The Zauberpantomime, with magical effects,5 

2. The Spektakelpantomime, relying on costly decors and personnel, and 

3. The miniature pantomimic divertissements, in which choreography 

gained supremacy at the expense of technical effect. 6 

Der Schn.eemann has elements of all three characteristics. The magic effects 

come with the transformation' from person to snowman and back. The spectacle 

1Se7: H7iss, Astrid. Die Pantomime im alt-Wiener Volkstheater. (University of Vienna. 1969 
(Ph1L Diss.)). 
:Encyclopaedi~ Britannica (vol. VI, 1986) 756, and Heiss, A. op. cit. 2, 29, and 56 f.. 
· The company mcluded Paolo Rainoldi (the most celebrated pantomime creator), Franz Kees, Karl 
~amp!,. Karl Schadetzky and Johann Fenzl. See: Heiss, A. op. cit. 29. 
foe. czt. 

5Sub-genres of the bu:lesqueZauberpantomime were Horschelt's children's ballet presentations at 
the Theater an der W1en, and the Zauberpantomimen with dialogue, at the Theater in der Josefstadt. 
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comes with the vocation of Christmas, with snowfall, market jollity, and a 

rapid set-change, and the divertissements consist of the set dances, relying on 

balletic skill as well as characterisation. 

1.1 ZAUBERPANTOMlME 

The importance of Zauberpantomime in Vienna has ~e~m e1nphasised by 

Winter7, by dint of the numerous parodies of this g~nre, particularly by N estroy 

in the 1830s, a tribute to the significant influence ofNestroy and Raimund to 

Viennese nineteenth-century theatre. It will be seen that elements of the typus 

were incorporated into Viennese Commedia, and only vestiges remain in Der 

Schneemann, principally the idea of "transformation" from "person" to "ghost". 

1.2 SPEKTAKELPANTOMIME 

In the early nineteenth century, Horschelt's childrens' pantomimes
8 

dispensed with slapstick comedy and concentrated on traditional fairv stories, 

with Rii.bezahl (Der Berggeist) and Cinderella (Aschenbrodel) being the 

favoured topics. Both stories were to be presented at the Hofoper during the 

Hassreiter era. Riibezahl was also to be presented as a ballet at the Karntnertor 

Theater (predecessor of the Hofoper) on October 4th, 1848, presumably to 

celebrate the name-day of him who would be crowned Emperor of Austria on 

December 2nd of that year. In 1881 an attempt was made to create a new 

version, and Johann StrauJ3 was approached to compose the music, but the 

project came to nothing.9 Winter has emphasised the importance ofHorschelt 

<'ibid. 26. 
7Winter, M.H. op. cit. 238. 
8Friedrich Horschelt (b. Kain, 1793) came from a theatrical family. He came to Vienna with his 
father in 1810, and was already dancing at the Leopoldstiidtertheater by the following year. From 
1915-21 he acted as assistant to the Hoftheater Ballettmeister Jean Aumer, and was himself 
appointed a youthful Ballettmeister and Chief Regisseur at the Theater an der Wien in 1816. 
Already in 1814 Horschelt had established the Kinderballett at that theatre, which, beside the 
above-mentioned spectacles, also took part regularly in the Hoftlteater ballets. See: ibid. 246. 
9Matzinger, Ruth. Die Geschiclzte des Ba/letts der Wiener Hofoper, 1869 - 1948 
(Vienna University, 1982 (phil. Diss.)) 274. 
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to Dance Pantomime in Vienna by dint of his training of young dancers, and his 

contribution to the libretto literature. 10 

The connection with this genre to Der Schneemann is patently that of the 

involvement of children, with perhaps an element of "fairy-tale" atmosphere 

engendered by the Christmas ambience and the introduction of"props" such as 

the Krampus. Korngold 's suite Marchenbilder is the most .direct connection, 

although his sources were more probably literary than theattjcal. 

Two other genres of Spektakelpantomimen should be mentioned in passing: -

• Schikaneder's tradition of adventure spectacles, particularly concerning 

robbers or knights in armour, 11 were continued at the Theater an der Wien. 

Possessing the most adept stage machinery in Vienna, the theatre was 

frequented for the lavishness of its settings, some featuring massed 

equestrian scenes. 12 Years later, Korngold's suite Don Quixote was 

demonstrably based on his reading, not on a theatre visit. 13 

• The dialogue pantomimes at the Theater in der Josefstadt were pnmarily 

parodies of Karl Raimund's plays. Later (1835), Fenzel produced a 

pantomime with text at the Leopoldstii.dter Theatre entitled "Der verstummte 

Olymp, oder das kalte Bad in der Unterwelt", a Viennese version of 

Perrinet's Grecian parody, in which commedia masks merged with their 

Grecian archetypes. 14 As this typus is more kin to operetta than to ballet~ 

pantomime, it requires no further comment. 

1.3 PANTOMIMIC DIVERTISSEMENTS 

10Winter, M.H. op. cit. 247. 
11 Heiss, A. op. cit. 40. 
12Winter (op. cit. 178) traces the history of "adventure" scenarios back to the travel books of the 
17th century, concurrent with court ballet in Torino, Jacobean Masque, and "fantastic" ballets of the 
court of Louis XIII. 
D Korngold read Don _Ouixote whilst on holiday in the Dolom1'tes. S J'VM I ?S ee: .o., _ • 
14Heiss, A. op., cit. 35 f. 
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The pantomimic divertissements were not based on commedia. Their aim 

was to present, in dance form, diverting enactions of national themes and 

scenes of country festivity. Often conceived as "fillers~\ they treated themes 

such as wine harvests and village rituals, with settings in the Tyrol, Poland, the 

Ukraine, etc. 

~ ·, 

2. COMlYIEDIADELL 'ARTE 

Commedia dell'Arte played a distinctive rok in Viennese pantomime of the 

ninet~enth century and, because of its particular relevance to Der Schneemann, 

warrants greater discussion than the above. 

2.1 KORNGOLD AND IIIS HERITAGE 

Commedia dell 'arte elements are important for Korngold scholars, not only 

because of Der Schneema1zn, but also because Korngold incorporated the genre 

into later works, notably in Die tote Stadt. 15 However, Der Schneemann 

modifies the traditional love-triangle of Arlecchino, Colombina and Pantalone 

by substituting Pierrot (traditionally Arlecchino's rival and betrayer) for 

Arlecchino and thus imbuing the lover with more languid, romantic traits (hence 

his designation as an impoverished violinist), whilst retaining such 

harlequinesque characteristics as his quick-wittedness, penchant for disguises, 

and acrobatic feats ( exemplified in the dance with the sweep, reminiscent of the 

traditional lazzi interludes). 

By opting for the commedia dell 'arte genre, Korngold added a work to a 

repertoire which included ( or had included) Harlekin als E/e/..,-triker (1884), 

Pierrot und Pien·ette (·1888), Pierrot als Schildwache (1897), and 

Marionettentreue (1906). It is possible to trace the tradition back in time and to 

delineate those features whereby Viennese commedia differed from its Italian 

forebears. 

15In Act Two, including Pierrot's waltz-song. 
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2.2 COMMEDIA DELL'ARTE IN VIENNA 
BEFORE HASSREITER 

The pantomimic theatre of the medievaljoculatores (Spielmo.nner) 16 transmitted 

the tradition which became the familiar commedia style, 17 reaching its apogee in 

Italy in the eighteenth century with specialist professional actors, 18their dramatic 

material satirising the potential for conflict between social classes and different 

generations. 19 The tradition took firm hold in Vienna, with the 

Kan1tnerthortheater housing a number of Italian companies between 1776 and 

1810.20 

The present study confines its description of the traditional characters to those 

which occur in Der Schneemann, viz. Pantalone, Arlecchino, Pierrot ( as 

Komgoldo/s hero bears traits of both) tmd Colombina. 

2.2.1 ITALIAN VERSIOl'J 

Pantalone, the senile lovesick rheumatic miser, with his head thrust forward, 

buttocks thrust back, counterbalanced by his hands behind his back under his 

traditional lrn1g cloak, was ostensibly a parody of a Venetian merchant (the 

name perhaps a corruption of"pianta leone".21 

Arlecchino was dressed in a costume of rhomboid patches, a truncheon at his 

side. His trunk was bent forward in a servant posture, but his head was cocked 

to one side, his glance noticing everything, his muscles tuned to a state of 

16Derived, according to K.G. Simon, from the ancient Phlyakes (with their bouffonesque 
exaggeration of body parts) as well as the masked antics of the fabula atellana, and also derived from 
ancient celtic and germanic cult dances, the Roman pantomime, kept alive in Byzantium, 
deteriorated in. subtlety but expanded its skill-base into juggling and performing on musici,:i.1 
instruments, See: Sorell, W. op. cit. 5. 
17Esrig, David (ed.). Commedia dell 'Arte (Ein Bildgeschichte des Kunst des Spektakels). (Delphi 
(Vg. Franz Greno), Nordlingen , 1985) 31. 
18ibid. 19 
19ibid.117, 129,138. 
•

0winter, M.H. op. cit. 238 
21

The archetype was derived from the Atellan stock charact1~s ~ and Pappus and was developed 
in the comedies of Plautus. See: Esrig, David. op. cit. 80,108, 109, III, 114,115,117. 
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alertness and potential nimble movement, with springs and acrobatics. The 

typus was derived :from Bergamasque peasant origins, interwoven with a 

medieval devil character Hellequin/Herlequin/Alichino. 22 

. Arl hin ' 3 Pierrot was den~~ed from Pedrolino, a servant companion to ecc o- , 

unsuccessful in love, and often the dupe for pranks. His face was white

floured as opposed to masked, and he wore a distinctive baggy costume24
• 

Kathryn Wylie quotes a source which describes him, a~ a " ... trickster, dupe, 

lady killer, pimp, and rogue, catalyst for unlawful ;exua~ity".25 
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The character attained its most potent image as personified by Debureau (1796-

1846) in his pantomimes blanches (1816-46), named Baptiste. 26 By his skill 

and restrained style, Debureau was able to personify at once the aristocrat and 

the common man, "a complex character embodying the contradictions of the 

nineteenth century. He portrayed, according to Gautier "imperturbable sang

froid, artful foolishness and foolish finesse, brazen and naive gluttony, 

blustering cowardice, sceptical credulity ... "27 

Colombina, a female servant counterpart of Arlecchino, shared his quick

wittedness and determination, especially as she repeatedly foiled unwanted 

advances. 28 

2.2.2 VIENNESE VERSION 

The standardised scenarios of the comic Zaube1pantomime followed the 

Commedia tradition: 

22ibid. 78, 94. , . . 
2' The author wishes to correct K-H Shin's statement that "Der Arlecchmo verwandelt s1ch m den 
Pierrot" (Shin, Kyung-Hwa. op. cit. 31), in an otherwise cogent profile of Commedia de/l'Arte 
personages (ibid. 30 - 35). 
24Encyclopaedia Brittanica. (vol. IX., 1986) 236. 
2~Wylie, Kathryn. Satyric and Heroic Mimes. McFarland, Jefferson NC, 1994. 164. 
26ibid. 163-168 passim. 
27 ibid. l 64. 
28Esrig, David. op. cil. 148 f. 
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Harlelcin is prevented from marrying Colombine because her father or 

guardian Pantalon has destined her for the Chevalier ( a major role in 

Viennese pantomime). 

Harlekin then meets a supernatural creature ( a fairy or wizard), who 

provides him with a number of magical implements or talismans by 

which he can gain Colombine. This often gives occasion for a 

succession of imaginative disguises (particularly that of a marriage 

notary), and with it free rein for technical stage-wi?ardry and 
~· 

improvised lazzi (lmockabout comedy). 29 

'Janus' disguises, their one costume depicting two characters, were 

also popular. Their influence was perceptible in the Hofoper's 

pantomime Der Teufel im Pensionat (premiered 27/2/1894), wherein 

Godlewski played an army officer (front of the costume) disguised as a 

devil (rear of the costume) in order to gain private access to bis young 

lover in her boarding school. 30 

In her analysis of the stock com media characters31
, Astrid Heiss identifies Hie 

transformation of Hariekin 's character in Vienna from neither the original 

gluttonous oaf nor the comicLebensphilosoph of the Comedie-italienne, but 

rather a comic lover and rival to Pantalon. His servant-like characteristics 

retreat to the background. with Pierrot assuming more ofHarlekin's original 

traits. 

Harlek.in' s magic implements range from rings to scissors to flowers, his 

profession ranges from barber to cook to "owner of a monkey theatre", and his 

disguises, as well as the aforementioned notary, included female travesty in the 

earlier period and animal disguises later. His costume, however, which always 

remained visible under the disguises, reflected its Italian forebears. 

Pierrot continued Pedrolino's attributes of cowardice, laziness and gluttony; 

the costume with its large buttons and baggy trousers, and the whitened face 

29Heiss, A. op. cit. 28. 
30See Matzinger, R. op. cit. 190 f. 
31 H · A · 121 . e1ss, . op. cit. passim. 
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with the red mouth remained the same. His role was to notify, screaming, 

Pantalon of the treachery of Colombine and Harlekin.
32 
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Colombine, like Harlekin, underwent a transformation in Viennese 

pantomime. Her traditional servant role was superceded by a lover's role;
33 

even her costun1e took on the form of a "Wiener Madel".34 Her most important 

attributes were beauty, gracefulness, and the ability to dance wel1.
35

Her 

costume also evolved during the period of Viennes~ p'!fltomime, fom the 

fashions of the Directoire to those of the Biedermeier. 

Pantalon, whilst remaining outwardly and in character close to the original 

commedia type§ did not have the dominating role in Vienna he had enjoyed in 

Italy, and was also only played by one actor during the whole of the time 

pantomime was in vogue in Vienna.
36 

Korngold's Pantalon and Colombina follow the Italian/Viennese model closely. 

Komgold's :Pierrot is more closely allied to the French model and fulfils all of 

Gautier's criteria except the aspect of gluttony. However, he also has the 

"nervosity" ofHarlekin, especially when transformed into a snowman. 

2.3 THE MUSIC OF VIENNESE 
COMMEDIA 

Little has survived of the accompanying music to the nineteenth-century 

pantomimes, nor its reception.37 Wenzel Millier, Ferdinand Kauer and Franz 

Volkert were the principal composer/arrangers, followed by K.rottenthaler. The 

only music to have survived is that to Volkert's Die Zauberschere and Die 

Zaube,pyramiden .. Die Zauberschere has survived in the form of a piano score, 

32ct: the role of Tonio in Leoncavallo's Pagliacci. 
HE~en in the traditional commedia, the beauty vf Colornbine's face was never obscured by a mask. 

See Sorell, W. op. cit. 61. 
~

4 Heiss, A. op. cit. 72, 
Hloc. cit. 
J(,ibid. 121. 
nibid. 122-125 passim. 
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with the scenario. 38 The music is characterised by lively tempi, with 

predominant percussion effects. 
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Whilst the Kapellmeister utilised the music of Mozart and Rossini, it appears 

that they took care to select music which reflected the action on stage, and often 

selected a piece so that the original title would create a pun in the pantomime. 39 

6'. \ 

2. 4 DANCE ELEMENTS IN VIENNESE 
COMMEDIA 

The dance interludes, given to the ensemble, were designed to seem as authentic 

in their folkloric presentation as possible, and tableaux vivants were typical. 

Harlekin and Colornbine traditionally danced a pas de dew: in their love scene 

( as they do in Der Schneemann ), and the other comic characters also had 

opportunities for ensemble dancing (likewise). 

After 1817 the role of dancing gradually waned, 

2e5 VIENNESE COMMEDIA TOWARDS 
THE END OF THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY 

The Viennese comrnedia dell 'arte did not disappear. Even in 1884 a member of 

the Hofoper-Ballet was fined for taking unauthorised leave in order to perform 

in a pantomime in four scenes (Harlekins Geburt) which was showing in 

Baden. 
40 

The tradition lived on, and cross-fertilisation of culture with it 

J
8
Archive, Geselfschajl der Musilifreunde, Vienna. 

'
9
For examples see Heiss, A. op. cit. 124. 

40
Matzinger, R. op. cit. 125, 
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1. THE TWO KEY FIGURES OFTHE 
HOFOPER BALLETT AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE TWENTIETH 
CENTURY 

1.1 JOSEF HASSREITER, 
BALLETTMEISTER 
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JosefHassreiter was born on 31/12/f845 in Vienna and died there on 8i'2/i940. 

His parents were Hoftiinzer and proprietors of a dance school. Progressing 

through dancing positions in Munich and Stuttgart, he returned as first solo 
, 

dancer in Vienna from 1870 to 1890. For the next twenty-nine years he was 

Ballettmeister of the Hofoper Ballet and Director of the Ballet School, as well as 

owning a private dance academy-Kaiser Franz Josef was one of his students. 

Hassreiter devised 48 ballets for the Hofoper.
1 

Professor Riki Raab (q.v.), who knew Hassreiter for many years, recounted 

that her employer, who had been 20 years Solotiinzer and thirty years 

Ballettmeister, died in relative poverty. After he was obliged to retire (and was 

not permitted to collect his belongings from his office), Hassreiter, who was 

responsible for a wife and children and a villa in Mauer bei Wien.
2

, received a 

pension of 1700 Krone per month3 in 1918. 

1.2 JOSEF BAYER, DIRECTOR OF MUSIC 

Born in Vienna on 6/3/1852, Josef Bayer died there on 12/3/1915. Originally a 

violinist in the orchestra, he composed the ballets Burschenliebe, Die Hochzeit 

in Bosnien, Persisches Divertissement, Die Puppenfee, Rouge et noir, Sonne 

und Erde, Ein Tanzmiirchen, Wiener vValzer, Rund um Wien, Die Braut von 

1 Schneider, 0. op. cit. 220. 
2Personal interview, October 1994 (q.v.). 
·' With post World War One inflation, a loaf of bread cost more than 2000 Kronen. 
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Korea, Das Bucklhaus am Berg!, Die kleine Welt, and 1Vippes, and he arranged 

and completed the music that Johann StrauB had begun for Aschenbrodel,4 

He also wrote a number of short pieces, for example the Karl-Schneck-Marsch, 

and humorous vocal ensembles for male voices5 

2. DEVELOPIVIENT OF SPECTACLE 
PANTOMIIVIE Al~ PM"TOMIMIC 
DIVERTISSE11JE1VT IN THE HASSREITER · 
ERA INTO GENRE BALLETT
PANTOMIME 

During the Hassreiter era the categories of ballet-pantomime outlined in the 

previous chapter evolved into other forms. The roots are of some are easily 

discemable. 

Die Braut von Korea (q.v.), for example, is a descendant of the adventure

pantomime, and Aschenbrodel continues the fairy-story tradition. 

Franzosische Tiinze is derived from the pantomimic divertissements. 

'Whereas the divertissement remained as a contrasting interlude within a larger 

dramaturgical framework, it is also apparent that the genre nature of these 

divertissements expanded in importance and imparted new themes. Naturally, 

divertissements would fit easily into all types of pantomime. Whilst Der 

Schneemann, therefore, owes the core of its entity to the commedia and 

pantomime tradition, certain sections of it demonstrate the penchant for a dance 

interlude based on a particular vivid theme. In Der Schneemann these are: the 

dances associated with the Christmas market; the snowball dances, where the 

young urchins :fight then make a snowman, and finally the Dance of the 

Snowmen in part two. In this case, the interludes corresponded closely to the 

genre ofKomgold's pantomime -winter and its associated themes. 

4Beetz, Wilhelm. op. cit. 130. 
5 One such vocal ensemble is entitled/m Paradies. (Eulenburg, Leipzig. EE 1003). There is much 
printed music and manuscript material in the Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. 
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A more heterogenerous approach, then, characterises the nature of the 

Hassreiter era repertoire, and the notion of genre increases in importance. The 

former categories of spectacle-pantomime and divertissement, therefore, merge 

into a new category, that of genre pantomime. 

The genre category manifests itself as four groupings: 

• Simple divertissement-based genre pantomimes 

(a) to enhance the repertoire and {b) for specific occasions. 

• Adventure pantomimes 

e Transformation pantomimes 

• Fairy-tale pantomimes 

2.1 SIMPLE DIVERTISSEMENT-BASED 
BALLET-PANTOMIMES 

These can be divided into two categories. The first were purely and simply 

arranged around a the1me, in order to bring a new work into the repertoire. The 

second were quasi political affairs, devised for a particular occasion, and 

usually celebrating a state visit or an imperial anniversary. 

2.1.1 DIVERTISSEMENTS TO BRING A NEW 
WORK INTO THE REPERTOIRE 

Franzosische Tiinze, premiered on 24/2/1897, was extracted by Franz Gaul, 

Hassreiter and Josef Bayer from dance scenes originating from a full length 

ballet Tanzmarchen (premiered in 1890). 6It proved not to be popular and was 

cancelled after five performances. Nevertheless, this work is a direct 

descendant of the earlier pantomimic divertissements. 

6Matzinger, R. op. cit. 212. It was revived in 1899. See: ibid. 235. 
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In accordance with the Viennese penchant for the admiration of the female 

physique, some divertissement-based ballet-pantomimes served as vehicles for 

these sentiments. 

• The plot of Kii.nst/erliste, premiered on 17/3/1898, revolves around the 

efforts of the classical dance student Etoilette and the character dance student 

Emile to impress an agent in order to achieve an engagen1ent in London. As 

well as the traditional ballet sequences, the numbers included various national 

dances (Russian, Spanish, oriental). 

• A floral theme characterised Vergissmeinnicht, a ballet by Thieme, which 

had originated in Dresden and enjoyed success in other major German 

houses. Otto Thieme was a former Hofoper dancer, then Ballettmeister in 

Dresden. Vergissmeinnicht, like Der Schneemann, was premiered on the 

Kaiser's name-day, October 4th (1899), coupled with Cavalleria Rusticana. 

The music is a succession of conventional waltzes, gavottes and polkas, 

around a standard love story where the protagonists are all particular species 

of flowers. 7 

• _Atelier Bruder Japonet (libretto by Hassreiter, music by Skofitz), a 

. piece which was to prove exceedingly popular, 8 premiered on 28th 

November, 1906. As withKilnstlerliste, it was conceived to provide an 

excuse for a variety of dances and to display the attractions of the "Flor von 

jungen Madchen".9 Else von Strohlendorf, in later years to assume Cerri's 

position, aroused great admiration as the prima ballerina of the Grand Opera; 

V✓ opalenski danced barefoot, imitating Isidora Duncan 10 
( or more probably 

the Canadian Maude Allan, who had made her base in Vienna 11
); other 

dances included a Mexican dance, and a ''Nigger'' dance, in which one of the 

Wiesenthal sisters took part .. The work made no demands on the audience, 

and was even welcomed b1 the critics, who appreciated "das unter der 

7See: ibid .. 237 f. for a thematic guide. 
8ibid. 271 f. 
9Weingartner described the female dancers of the Hofoper in these terms in a speech to honour 
Hassreiter for forty years of service in 1910. See: Matzinger, R, op. czt. 3 00. 
IODuncan, celebrated for appearing in a simple garment, was preempted by Marie Salle in the 1730s. 
See Sorell, W. op. cit. 262 for a description of her costume in Pygmalion. 
11 ibid. 329. The author suggests that Allan's nee-Grecian style may also have been influenced by 
the neo~classicism of the Ringstrafte Parliament edifice. 
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Direktion Mahler selten geworden Ereignis, reinen Tanz mit Temperament 

und Verve, im Tutu und auf Spitze, prazis aufgefiihrt, zu sehen". 12 

A descendant ofHorschelt's Kinderballette (q.v.) was premiered in 1904: 

Hassreiter's Die kleine Welt, with music by Bayer. Hassreiter had assumed 

the leadership of the Ba.llet School on 1st January, 1891. 13 This work raised the 

status ( and the pay) 14 of the younger dancers, and has a certain connection with 

Der Schneemann, inasmuch that the costume manufacture was contracted out to 

the Osten~eichischer KostUmatelier (q.v.) as this was cost-competitive with the 

internal costume wardrobe. 

2.1.2 DIVERTISSEMENTS COMPOSED FOR A 
PARTICULAR OCCASION 

The first ballet in this category in the Hassreiter era was also one of the most 

typical: 

• Divertissement. The co-authors were Franz Gaul (also a set and costume 

designer) and Hassreiter and the music composed by JosefBayer, 15and it 

was premiered on 25/8/1889 on the occasion of a stste visit by the Shah of 

Persia. The genre in this case was distinctively Persian, and Bayer was 

praised for his orchestration of Persian folk tunes. 16 The ballet was 

intermixed witl1 characteristic dances from Austro-Hungaty. 

• Eine Hochzeit in Bosnien was premiered on 21/1/1893 to celebrate the 

betrothal of the Archduchess Margarete SQphia and Duke Albrecht von 

Wi.irttemberg. The libretto was by Franz Gaul, the choreography by van 

Hamme, and the music by Bayer. It celebrated a typical courtship/marriage 

12Matzinger, R. op. cit. 272. 
IJibid. 359. 
14 ibid. 362. 
!$Josef Bayer, Director of Music of the Hofoper Ballet. Born in Vienna on 6/3/1852 and died there 

on 12/3/1915. 
16In I 9Cl Hassreiter, Bayer and others were awarded the Persian order of the "Sun and Lion". See 
Mat7:nger, R. op. cit. 247. 
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ritual of that region, featuring gypsy dances and a kolo with numerous 

variations. 17 

• Aus der Heimat 

In 1908 Kaiser Franz Josef celebrated his sixtieth year on the throne. In his 

honour, on December 2nd, the complete ensembles of the Burgtheater (before 

the interval, with Des Kaisers Traum) and the Hofoper ( after Ule interval) 

presented works especially conceived for the occasion. Aus der Heimat, 18 a 

Festspiel in 5 scenes, was the product ofHassreiter (choreography) and Josef 

Bayer (music). A brief musicological survey identifies some salient folkloric 

features, in order to highlight the fact that Der Schneemann, despite its setting in 

a "Kleinstadt", has not trodden the Austrian-folkloric path. 

The ballet is published in a piano score. 19 The excerpts include the 

introduction (p.3), a twelve-measure E major polonaise in simple 

harmonies ( ex. 1 a) which, like the succeeding allegretto polka 

representing lower Austria ( ex. 1 b ), hardly deviates from a tonic

dominant-tonic schema. The polka bears a slight resemblance to one of 

Colombine's dances from Der Schneemann (ex. I c), but Komgold is 

expressing character rather than genre. The ensuing Liindler in D-major 

(representing Upper Austria) is more sophisticated, by <lint of its six

two-four bar opening paragraph, in which the tonic-subdominant motif 

of the first two measures is repeated sequentially attaining the 

submediant key, returning to the tonic via the flattened supertonic - a 

more urbane treatment of a simple folk dance ( ex. 2). 

The Tyrolean song with "Schuhplattler" (p. 8 f.) is a direct setting of 

the folk-song 

A Biichsal auf'm Ruck'n and it includes a voice-part and il mixed 

17ibid. 185. 
18

It is an allegorical collection of dances without a plot, celebrating the different cultures of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. The five scenes depict ( 1) an Alpine landscape ( church dedication), with 
dances from all regions of Austria, (2) a Bosnian landscape (wedding feast), with dances from 
Croatia, Wallachia, Herzegovina and Bosnia, (3) a Bohemian village scene (harvest festivity), with 
dances from Czechoslovakia, Silesia, Ruthenia and Poland, (4) a Hungarian landscape (a Czarda in 
the Puszta), with a Czardas and a scythe dance, and (5) an extended apotheosis (national groups from 
Austro-Hungary), with allegorical figures representing most aspects of the creative, intellectual and 
industrial arts, from theology to tnedicine, from poetry to architecture, from hunting to the 
railways. Three hundred and fifty people filled the stage for this finale, including the singers, where 
the audience joined in with the anthem ·•o du mein Osterreich". See: Matzinger, R. op. cit. 286. 
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chorus refrain.2° K-H Shin has identified a cursory children's chorus in 

the 1910 version of Der Schneemann. 's piano score.21 

The Finale (Schlussbild, p 66 f.) consists of a hymn-like section in 

block harmony progressing from a minor (with modal facets) to d 

minor, followed by a slow waltz in B flat major) its tonic-subdominant

tonic fundainent chromatically coloured (ex. 3), preceding a four-bar, 

mazurka-like modulatory link to a slow Wienerlied in E flat major, ( ex 

4) which concludes by being converted to a march. The episodic nature 

of the music reflects the nature of the spectacle. 

2~13 ADVENTURE BALLET-PANTOMIMES 

Die Braut von Korea must stand out as one of the most popular genre dance 

works of that period, offering unlimited scope for the portrayal of Chinoiserie.
22 

It was one of the few full length ballets of the era. Regel fashioned the libretto, 

Hassreiter assumed the direction and Bayer composed the music. 

The ballet set a fictional love story against the background of a contemporary 

setting - the J apa.11ese-Chinese war. A young Korean prince, in love with 

Daisha, wages war on the Japanese, but is captured, along with Daisha. The 

girl takes a viariety of measures to free herself and her lover1 and eventually, by 

a subterfuge, is successful. They flee back to Korea, and celebrate their 

nuptials with the traditionalfinale-divertissement. 

The music made available to the auth0r is in the fonn of a suite of dances 

extracted from the ballet. 23 Here there is more affinity with passages from Der 

19Bayer, J. Aus der Heimat. Piano score with text. (Cranz, Leipzig. C. 42459). 
20 Another Bayer composition with vocal ensemble is the French Polka Im Paradies "fiir 
Mannerquartett ( dem Quartett Udel freundlichst gewidmet)" with pianoforte accompaniment. 
(Eulenburg, Leipzig. E.E. 1009). The text, by Wey!, is a comic version of the Adam and Eve 
legend, concluding " ... Speist Apfel gem ein Evakind, wir beif3en auch r,ir.;::in, sie mogen noch so 
sauer sein, die .Apfel gro/3 und klein; wenn hiibsch das Evatochterlein, dann beif3en wir hinein!". 
The music is arrayed in regular quadratic patterns, the form is strophic ternary (F major - D major • F 
major. "Das Gelilbde - Ballade fur Mannerquartett" (lyricist anon.) {Eulenburg. E.E. 998) is another 
comic quartet for male voices, but more free in fonn and style as befits the narrative of a nobleman 
who is miraculously cured of gout (on condition he makes a pilgrimage to Rome on his knees, 

kneeling on peas). 
21 Shin, Kyung-Hwa. op. cit. IOI. 
2iFor a thematic guide to the plot see: Matzinger, R. op. cit. 218 f. 
23 Bayer, Josef. Die Braut von Korea. (Schlesinger'sche Buch- und Musikhandlung (Rob. Lienau), 

Berlin, © 1897 (S. 8778)). 
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Schneemann, from which may be inferred that Bayer's Korean musical world 

never strayed too far from the Graben .. 24 

The first genre dance, the Liebesgottin-Walzer portrays an "oriental" 

love scene as experienced under the influence of hashish. The four

measure beginning of the introduction to this waltz also features the 

harmonic minor (augmented second) pattern of the introduction to the 

Daisha-Walzer (q.v.), but in a march tempo (ex. 1). The introduction 

proper, in A major then D major, contrasts a quaver movement in 

ascending reiterated octaves with a gruppetto in semiquavers, over a . 

persistent tonic harmony over a bass descending step-wise, the 

answering phrase reversing this pattern chromatically. (Ex. 2). There is 

an affinity with Colombine's dance referred to in Aus der Heimat .. 

The second section (which does not constitute the B of an ABA) 

juxtaposes a chordal melody, exploiting the harmonic tension of an 

added sixth chord, with a series of parallel chromatic chords lasting one 

measure. This is succeeded after twelve bars by an introduction which 

contrasts a quaver motif on one note to form the principal theme of 

Vv altz Om:, with a seties of chromatically ascending 6/3 chords. 

Waltz One, underpinned by I,V,I bass, is predominantly diatonic, apart 

from a tonic-flattened tonic-tonic progression in the left hand at bars four 

and eight for coloristic purposes. The second theme commences with a 

quaver theme which resembles a theme fron1 Der Schneemann ( ex. 3a, 
3b). 

Act Two, a harbour scene, commences with a "Journalists' dance", a 

Galop. Later, Daisha, disguised as a pearl-diver, dances a slow pas de 

deux with the prin~e, in the form of a languid "Heuriger"25 waltz, more 

evocative of Lanner than StrauB, which develops into a "courtship" 

dance, also in "heuriger style". 

24 
A thoroughfare in the heart of Vienna. 

25
By "Heuriger'' is meant a fonn of popular waltz, with elements of Liindler, commonly performed in 

the wine restaurants in Hitzing and other Viennese suburbs/villages. The typus has become 
synonymous with "Schrammelmusik", after a famous music group of that name (the instruments 
being a particular fonn of guitar specialised for the bass note and answering chords of the 
accompaniment, a violin, and a very high clarinet). 
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The third act, set in a Japanese prisoner-of-war camp, includes a 

Japanischer Siegesmarsch .. The commencement of the suite version 

does not display oriental pentatony. A strident four-measure phrase in 

octaves introduces a main theme which is primarily a repeated tonic

submediant-tonic motif in a dotted rhythm over a tonic chord, only 

altered subdominantally in the Bixth and eighth bars (ex. 4). The ensuing 

theme ( ex. 5) continues this tonic~based feature, but moves to the 

dominant in the second part of the paragraph, in traditional form. Later, 

Bayer has utilised a melody which could have emanated from an 

authentic source. The ensuing "Tanz der Bogenschiltzer" reverts· to the 

wait:zJLiindler style. 

The final scene, representing the marriage celebrations, contains the 

Pagoden Polka. 

An ascending chromatic figure in anapest metre over a dominant pedal 

introduces a simple reiterated quaver theme preceded by a four

semiquaver anacn1sis ( ex. 6a). This resembles another motive from Der 

Schneemann. (Ex. 6b) and evidence is growing that the waltz and the 

slow polka were the dance-steps most common to Komgold and Bayer. 

There are no typically 'oriental' features of this polka, except perhaps a 

certain bell-like quality occasioned by the high tessitura of the melody. 

After an "Einzugsmarsch" and a "Fan Dance" (waltz), the Daisha

Walzer constitutes the :final wedding-ballabile. It commences with a 

twelve bar 2/4 introduction in b minor juxtaposing an Aeolian mode 

two-bar phrase with one in hannonic minor (the augmented second) ( ex. 

7 a) - a common device to express the exotic, although more commonly 

employed to evoke the Near East than the far orient. The introduction 

continues in E major, an expressive moderate 3/4 over a I,II,V,I 
' 

hannonic module, the descending melodic line resolving an 

appoggiatura ai the sixth onto the mediant ( ex. 7b ). The mediant idea is 

now transmuted to the key centre, the key signature changes to C major 

for an eleven measure development of the theme - a chromatically 

altered VII chord over a tonic pedal adding another note of exoticism in 

the third and fourth bars from the end of the section (ex. 7c) . 
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An eight-measure linking passage in waltz time modulates back to the 

main key ofE major. Waltz number one recycles the descending phrase 

of the introduction, with added melodic chordal waltz-rhythms (crotchet, 

rest, crotchet, crotchet- characteristically Viennese) in the third and 

fourth bar of the phrase (ex. 7d). The key pattern of the introduction (E 

major-C major) is also present here. 

The positive reception to the ballet recognised that, in the words of Matzinger, 

"Charakterisierung durch Choreographle anstatt <lurch Pantomime, Kostiime 

oder Textbuch, hatte es filr einen Choreographen der Hofoper noch nie 

gegeben". 26 This despite a remark from Alma Mahler to Mahler, lobbying for 

the presentation of the Ho:fmannsthal/Zemlinsky ballet Der Triumph der Zeit 

(das glasemde Herz) (q.v.). Mahler's reason for not fulfilling his promise to 

Zemlinsky was that he did not understand it. Alma (Schindler) then told Mahler 

that she would explain it to him (being Zemlinsky' s pupil and friend, she was 

knowledgeable about the work), but first Mahler should analyse Die Braut von 

Korea" for her. Alma then comments that it was a ballet in Vienna, "standig 

auf dem Repertoire, von nicht wiederzugebener Ven-vorrenheit und 

Dummheit".27 

The purpose of this brief survey was not only to define further elements of 

Komgold's musical Umwelt, but also to place Alma Mahler's opinion into a 

more defined context. 

2.1.4 TRANSFORMATION BALLET .. p ANrfO:MIMES 

2.1.4.1 DIE PUPPENFEE 

The enactment of natural or imaginary metamorphosis on the Viennese 

pantomime/ballet stage continued to exert a potent attraction for audiences, even 

after the decline of the Leopoldstater tradition. One of the most enduring 

examples of this genre was Die Puppenfee. The work established the 

supremacy ofHassreiter as a leading force in Viennese dance. It was by far the 

26Matzinger, R. op, cit. 220. 
27Mahler, A. Gustav Mahler, Erinnerungen. (Fischer, Frankfurt, 1991) 15. 
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most performed Viennese ballet, with 712 perfomiances until 1944,28 with a 

revival in 1981/82. 

Matzinger29 has traced the history of the theme of a doll which comes to life 

from E.T.A,. Hoffinann's Sandmann, Offenbach's Olympia (Les contes 

d'Hojfmann)
1 
through Coppelia and other ballets, including Im Puppenladen, 

which was seen by Princess Metternich in Paris. At her behest Hassreiter 

prepared a scenario which was presented, as was sometimes the case with new 

ballets, at a charity perfomiance before being officially designated for the 

Hofoper. Hassreiter devised the choreography, assisted by the costume 

designer Gaul for the large ensemble scenes. Bayer composed the music. The 

acclaimed premiere took place on October 4th, 1888. It influenced La boutique 

fantasque (Respighi/Rossini) and Pavlova's The Fairy Doll.30 

The simple scenario falls into two parts. The first part depicts the doll shop 

with the owner, his customers, and demonstration dolls. The second, at night, 

brings the principal doll to life, and her companions with her. After a sudden 

entrance of the owner of the shop, at which they all freeze in their places, they 

reanimate for a final arrangement. 

In the Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, there is a publication entitled Pippenwalzer 

(nach Themen aus dem Ballett).31 The following musicological precis is 

intended as a sequel to Matzinger's thematic guide, and further elucidation of a 

work which has held its place in the repertoire.32 

A moderato 6/8 introduction in B flat major is characterised by a flowing 

melody based on appoggiaturas over a simple chordal pattern I, II, V, I 

in regular quadratic phrases, reminiscent of a typical Johann StrauB 

waltz introduction ( ex I). In the fifteenth measure this is truncated by an 

abrupt modulation to D major and a four-bar waltz vamp, preceding 

waltz one, which.is a standard ternary-form piece, its main theme 

typified by rhythmic displacements to the second and third beats, and a 

melodic attractlon to appoggiaturas on the major seventh and ninth 

28 Matzinger, R. op. cit. 538. 
2"ibid. 151-155, including a thematic guide. 
'
0Schneider, O. op. cit. 417. 

' 1Bayer, Josef. Puppenwalzer (nach Themen aus dem Ballett). Piano sccre with text. (Aug. Cranz, 
Miinchen. C. 27887). 
12 Die Puppenfee has been recorded for CD by the Rheinische P/zilharmonie, cond. Peter Falk. ASIN; 

B00000446R. 
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( ex.2). The middle section contrasts a two-bar run of quavers grouped 

in hemiola tbnnat with a phrase whereby the melody momentarily 

mirrors the waltz-rhythm of the accompaniment ( ex. 3a). The Entr 1acte 

in Der Schneemann shows affinitive traits, but couched in more 

pungently chromatic hannonies. 

Waltz two, in the mediant key of F major, offers a repeated quaver, 

quaver minim anacrusis, augmented over a two-bar period in the second 

half of the quadratic period. The harmonies are a simple I, II, V; I: 
what creates interest is the use of the repeated submediant in the 

melody, which, by its juxtaposition with differing chords, imparts unity 

and variety ( ex 4a). This theme corresponds to the moment, after 

midnight has struck, where the doll and her companions come to life and 

they dance a ballabile. Its Hswaying" (walzen) characteristic is patently 

apparent here, and the topos was utilised by Komgold for Colombine's 

dance for Pantalon in Der Sclmeemann - again, with more advanced 

harmonic progressions (ex. 4b). After the repeat of the A section, 

w:irich has a balletic quality, the middle section in B flat has a more 

heuriger style (q.v.), with its I,V,V,I harmony, with its whole-bar 

melody points interspersed with hocket-inspired anacruses (ex. 5). Ada 

capo follows as nonnal. 

Waltz three, also acknowledging the Viennese genre and also based on 

I,V,V,I, is a melody moving in dotted minims but broken up into 

reiterated quavers, mimicking a zither ( ex. 6). The trio, in A flat major, 

contrasts a two-bar hemiola melody with a four quaver-crotchet chordal 

rhythm ( ex. 7). 

Waltz four is also in the key of C with double-dominants in the two 

halves of the opening quadratic period. The "A" section contrasts . 
descending and ascending phrases ( ex. 8)/ The trio , in the dominant 

key G major, takes the rhythm derived from section A bar five, and 

develops it by repetition ( ex. 9) 

The coda is principally a reiteration of waltz one, in D major, with a 

brief codetta, based on a a standard dscending melody in the bass. 

Text has been added to all waltzes in the pot-pourri, indicating that they were 

also intended to be sung as individual 'Schlager'. 
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Of the demonstration dolls in part one33
" the baby, dancing to a slow polka, 

proved exceedingly popular with the audience, and it is therefore no wonder that 

the sight of dancing snowmen would have had a similar effect on Korngold' s 
\ 

public. 

As with Der Schneemann and other works of less than an hour's duration, 

Die Puppenfee was often programmed as a 'filler' when the main opera was not 

a lengthy one. It is very probable that Erich Korngold would have had access to 

the score - the work was so popular that by 1900 it had been presented in over 

one hundred European theatres. 

2.1.4.2 PAN 
On 10/3/1899, after a trial performance for the Verein deutscher 

Biihnenangehoriger Osterreichs, the 20 minute ballet-divertissement Pan, 

libretto Hassreiter, music by Skofitz, premiered, and held in the repertoire until 

1910. The axis of the plot is a statue of the demigod Pan, which comes to life 

to intervene in the amorous escapades of the shepherds and shepherdesses, 

occasioning a variety ofmachinations.34 It will be seen that the 

Hofinannsthal/Zemlinslg[ collaboration Gliiserne Herz/Triumph der Zeit, which 

includes similar but more sophisticated dramaturgical and music material, never 

reached the Hofoper stage. 

2.1.4.3 NIPPES 

Another popular Hassreiter transformation ballet-pantomime was Nipnes: a 

Tanzpoem in one act libretto by Dr. Gregor von Pantasi, choreography by 

Hassreiter, a.rid music by Bayer. Premiered almost a year after Der 

Schneemann, on 14th September, 1911, it had also been witnessed in a smaller 

context before proceedil'lg to the Hofoper. 35It has been included in this study to 

show how the Hassreiter/Bayer style remained immune to developments in 

composition during the twenty-three years from 1888 (premiere, Die 

Puppenfee) to 1911. 

'' The dolls include a chinese doll, a doll from Steiennark (dance - Tyrolean), a Spanish doll 
(Cachuca), a Japanese doll (slow mazurka!) and a baby. 
'

4Matzinger, R. op. cit. 235 f. 
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The genre of this work is the representation in animated form of those porcdain 

:figurines which commonplace in households.36 The Nippes :figurines are 

exemplified by a Marquis and his wife, and a quack doctor (Pillendoktor). The 

bronze Apollo (in the score also known as the Bronzeritter) comes from a 

musical clock, another Greek ornament is the female Tanagra :figurine, a 

shepherd and shepherdess are in the mould of Sevres porcelain, and a letter

carrying amoretto, or Liebesbote typifies the MeiBner porcelain. A court jester 

and a gnome complete the list of principals, supported by a bevy of other 

porcelain figures including old-Austrian soldiers, and courtly characters from a 

Gobelin tapestry. 

A piano score37 studied by the author reproduces the whole ballet-pantomime 

(as opposed to Die Puppenfee's waltz medley). 

The scenario38 is based around ten character dances39
• The work 

commences40 with six bars of introduction, consisting of extended 

syncopated { crotchet minim) chords over a dominant pedal, in steady 

waltz-time. This precedes a two-bar motif of chromatically ascending 

parallel 6/4 chords which in bar 9 emerge as the anacrusical main theme 

of a fifteen bar waltz introduction (bewegter) ( ex. 1 ). 

The figurines are immobile, arrayed on a display stand. On page 8, 

four bars of fanfare music signal the arrival of the feather dusters (ex. 

2). With a two-bar 'touche' the jester gives the sign for action ( ex. 3). 

Four bars of ascending and descending chords depict the Nippes 

beginning to move ( ex. 4 ), After two bars of soft octave movement in 

the bass hinting at the dominant of A major, the gnomes spring onto the 

pedestal of the clock (threr short notes in the right hand) and as they 

dust it, a spring whirrs (allegretto 2/4 a semitone trill on the dominant of 

35 Nippes had been perfonned by the·nobility in the Schloj3theater, Schonbrunn, on 21/4/1911. See 
Matzinger, R. op. cit. 302. 
JG The term Nippes, denoting "porcelain ornament", is derived from a French word meaning "old 
clothes". 
37Bayer, Josef. Nippes. Piano score with text. W. Karczag & K. Wallner. Leipzig/Wien. 1911. 
38See Matzinger, R. op. cit. 302-304, for historiography and thematic dramaturgical outline. 
:.~(l) Four seasons, (2) Nippes round, (3) The coquette (Marquise), (4) Love message (Marquise, 
letter-bearing amoretto, Nippes), (5) Gobelin, after Lancret's Blind Man's Buff (Rococo dances -
Minuet, Gavotte), (6) Love's Magic (Tanagra figurine), (7) The Bacchantes, (8) White Waltz (Sevres 
figurines), (9) Military March (Military figurines), ( 1 0) Final Evolution and Apotheosis. 
40 Bayer, Josef. op. cit. 5. 
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A supports four measures of ascending chromatic detached notes) ( ex. 

5). The clock's Glockenspiel plays, and the Nippes come to life. 

It is clear that all these fragmentary pantomimic motifs are no more than 

conventiona.l illustrative topoi. A simple diatonic double-quadratic slow 

polka ensues, predominantly in the upper register, as the Nippes 

commence dancing. 

Although the principal dramaturgy of 1Vippes is to show genre styles of 

costuming and movement for the figurine characters, a conventional love 

scenario has been woven into the dramaturgy. The Marquise, b.ored 

with her husband, loves the Bronze Apollo, who is also desired by the 

Tanagra maiden. After a number of complications, Apollo kills the 

Marquis in a duel (archetype of the "smashed figurine"), occasioning a 

volte-face of the Marquise, who rejects him. The Tanagra maiden 

succeeds in consoling Apollo. 

Page 17 of the piano score contains a flirtation scene between the 

bronze knight (Apollo) and the Marquise. A waltz in G major with 

regular quadratic periods and a pentatonically inclined melody supported 

by static chords, hardly deviating from the tonic ( ex. 6) is followed by a 

slow section in common time in D major. In this section, two 

introductory bars with measured crotchet triads supported by ascending 

arpeggiated quavers illustrate the initial movement of the Tanagra 

dancer. 

This motif emerges as the bass for the ensuing eight bar period, the 

melody featuring a three-quaver anacrusis to an octave leap, then fallirig 

a tone (ex. 7a). The rhythm of this theme and its chromatic 

accompaniment is redolent of the Serenade from Der Sc!meemann., 

composed years before. As the pace quickens ( ein wenig bewegter) 

Bayer's music.fragments into two-bar phrases (a tempo, rit; a tempo, 

rit) based on sequences of appoggiaturas, which exhibit the richest 

harmonic fabric found by the author in Bayer's music ( ex. 8). 

On page 30, the Tanagra dancer, vengeful because of her rejection by 

Apollo, brings the Marquis to see his wife flirting with him·. The 

Marquis' jealous rage is expressed by a melody in quavers and 

semiquavers which is initially set over enharmonically displaced chords, 
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but which gravitates towards d minor ( ex. 9). A chromatic run of 

semiquavers in contrary motion illustrates that the Marquis throws down 

his glove to challenge Apollo to a duel and a two-bar phrase introduces 

the duel, a conventional polka style d minor passage in block harmony 

(ex. 10). 

Nippes conformed wholeheartedly with the taste of its audience. "Die Buhne 

schlieBt viel blendenden Reizjugendlichen Schonheit ein, eine lachende 

Sinfonie von Farben und bewegten Gestaltungen.''4 1 Dexterous lighting effects, 

aesthetically pleasing costumes, an imaginative approach to dramatic concept 

offering scope for unexpected transformations, repeated allusions to familiar 

Viennese household objets-d'art s- all these elements. ensured its repetition until 

it closed in 1917, after 44 perfonnances.42 The music, barely challenging to the 

ear, confined itself to mimicking the action in an obvious way. Imagination was 

sub0rdinate to pragmatism. 

2.1.5 FAIRY STORY BALLETS 

2.1.5.1 STRUWJVELPETER 

Whilst not strictly speaking a fairy story, the ballet Struwwelpeter, premiered 

in 1898 after its creation in Dresden in February 1897, is based on the 

children's storybook. The choreographer was Otto Thieme, a former Hofoper 

dancer, the music was by Richard Heuber&er. 43 

2.l.5e2 DER FAUL~ HA/'IS 

On October 3rd, 1903 (ostensibly for the Kaiser's name-day a day later), the 

ballet Der faule Hans received its premiere, after Hassreiter had seen it in 

Prague a year earlier. The music of the Czech OskarNedbal (1874-1930) 

41 Quoted in Matzinger, R. op. cit. 304 
42ibid. 572. 
43 ibid. 224 f. 
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accompanied the traditional story of three brothers, the youngest of whom, 

ostensibly lazy and stupid, succeeds in the vicissitudes of life at the expense of 

his elder and more anogant siblings. 

Nedbal's symphonic style, relying on extensive use of Leitmotivs, bemused the 

Viennese public.44 However, a symphonic Ballet Suite45 was published later, 

elements of which have been discussed below. 

The extracts from the suite in the possession of the author indicate a similar 

orchestration to Der Schneemann - double woodwind including piccolo, cor 

anglais and bass clarinet~ four horns, two trumpets, three trombones and tuba, 

percussion, harp and strings, which are often divided into t\vo parts. 

The opening scene of the ballet46 includes a dance of the villagers, 

predominantly the Czech Polka and Furiant, contrasting with a gavotte 

danced by one of the brothers. 

Scene Two takes place in a magic forest. The opening piece of the 

suite, "Im Zauberwald", commences in an andante 4/4 tempo with an 

ascending diatonic phrase in D major, given to solo horn (later to bass 

clarinet) and answered by high strings and harp in the treble register. 

The style, familiar from Weber, Humperdinck and Nedbal's teacher 

Dvorak ( especially Rusalka ), evokes a woodland setting ( ex 1 ). The 

phrase is extended, developed into the minor key by the muted cellos, 

merging into clarinet doubling bassoon, as a preparation for G major. 

The score demonstrates careful craftsmaship and control of 

instrumentation, especially in the ensuing adagio, where the melody on 

violins and oboe is accompanied by a polyrhythmic miasma of harmony 

given to clarinets and harp (semiquavers), violas (;aextuplets), and cellos 

(demisemiquavers) - the increased note speed lightening the texture in 

the deeper instruments (ex. 2) 

The ambience also gives cause for gem·e dances, such as t.½e "Dance of 

the vVtlter Nymphs", "Dance of the Wasps", and "Dance of the Elves". 

The latter is incorporated into a contrasting section ( commencing figure 

44 ibid,. 257. 
45Nedbal, Oskar. Derfa11le Hans. Symphonic Bailet Suite. Orchestral Score. (Leipzig, Bosworth, 

1907. B. and Co. 10436). 
40A thematic guide is found in: Matzinger, R. op. cit. 255-257. 
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5) withinlmZauberwald. Nedbal's propensity for melodies stretched 

over slow-moving harmonies is also evident in this "Elfenreigen" 

(Allegro, 2/4, G major), the initial G major chord being extant for eight 

measures. The anacrusic horn fanfare motif is accompanied by a light 

texture of pizzicato strings supported by harp and triangle, and answered 

by a chordal trill in the violins. The configuration is expanded in the 

closing bars of the "Zauberwald", evoking Bruckner or Dvorak: the 

first chord of the final plagal cadences is established in the brass, 
supported by lower strings (tremolo). Horns answer one another in a 

sextuplet version of the n1otif announced at the opening. Piccolo and · 

oboe produce a descending countermelody, embellished by :first violin 

semiquavers and second violin tremolo. The trumpets contrast with an 

ascending rhythmical fanfare, the texture resulting in a "Klangteppich" 

(ex 3). 

In the enchanted wood, "der faule Hans" has shared his last provisions 

with an old man, who turns out to be the King of the Forest. This is a 

cue for another divertissement interlude, "Tageserwachen", ''Adagio", 

"Pas de cinq", and "Langsame Polka". The "Pas de cinque (sic)" formed 

piece number five of the suite. It is a slow polka, with some traits of an 

ornamented century gavotte, including written-out ornaments in the 

violin parts for greater clarity. Articulation, phrasing and dynamics are 

allocated in great detail (ex. 4). 

Echoing the Viennese "Zauberpantomime" convention (q.v.), Hans is 

furnished with a magic ring, and a suit of shining armour. In the third 

scene, the domain of a (mortal) king, the princess is about to be taken 

away to be sacrificed to a dragon. The accompanying "Valse triste" was 

incorporated into the suite as the fourth piece. A broad g minor melody 
' 

- all violins on the G string, doubled by cor anglais and low flutes -

gradually unfolds with ever-increasing ascending intervals, but Nedbal 

characteristically keeps the music anchored fim1ly in slow-moving 

harmonies (ex. 5). 

Hans vanquishes the dragon but his brothers claim the victory for 

themselves. With echoes of Lohengrin, the princess orders a 

tournament, promising to marry the victor. With this, the fifth and final 
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scene gives opportunity for a divertissement of Polish dances, 

commencing with a "Krakowiak", which forms the second piece of the 

suite. This demonstrates Nedbal's propensity for dialogues between 

different instrumental groups - in this case woodwinds and strings -

and his ability to create tonal anticipation by an opening motif which first 

sounds as if it is in the mixolydian mode (base F) but then reveals itself 

as a disguised form of dominant ( ex. 6). This leads to the main theme in 

B :flat major - an alternately anapest/syncopated figure on two clarinets, 

contiguous with a countermelody in halftime on the cello (ex. 7). The 

ensuing Tanz, dominated by the oboe, demonstrates Nedbal's ability to 

create chromatic interest out of ascending and descending sixths, 

accompanied by, ~ ,;;ontrasted with, semitonal semiquaver patterns in 

the middle string register and bassoons. ( ex. 8), and the usual 

meticulous markings, including three grades of poludynamics for toe.al 

baJancing within the orchestra. 

In the ballet, a "Minuet" follows the "Krakowiak" , and then the King's 

Guard performs the "Polonaise", which features as the final and sixth 

piece ofNedbal's suite. This has a Tchaikovskian ring to the 

orchestration, with open voicing and predominant octave spacings ( ex. 

9). 

With this composition Nedbal asserts himself as a composer with a more finely 

honed sense of architecture, phrasing and tone colour than Bayer - but neither of 

the compo~ers attempt the same degree of chordal elaboration as Komgold in 

his Schneemann. Bayer remains faithful to the diatonicism of his operetta 

colleagues ;Eysler, Fall, Straus and Ziehrer, and Nedbal to the "Naturklange" of 

his Czech tradition47 
• 

.. 
2.l.5.3 RUBEZAHL 

47 Nedbal also showed a propensity for Poiish musical fonns, viz. "Krakowiak", "Polonaise", and 
his operetta Polenblut (premiered Car/theater, 25/10/1913). 
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Alfred Roller conceived a one act ballet based on the Riibezahl legend, 

premiered in on June 1st, 1907. 48 The choreographer was Carl Godlewski49
, 

the music, drawn from the works of Delibes and Minkus, was arranged by the 

conductor Julius Lehnert, 50 whilst the designs were executed by Anton Brioschi 

(who also designed Der Schneemann). 

Most of the characters were depicted as gemstones, thus there is a link with 

monothematic genre ballets such as Vergissmeinnicht. (q.v.) The difference lies 

in Roller's more modernistic interpretation; the emeralds appeared as Cossak~ 

and the opal dances possessed definite traits of Jugendstil, being described by a 

contemporary as "nur schoner LinienfluB der Glieder".51 Toe music was 

criticised as being "too French" for the nordic atmosphere52
• Matzinger 

surmises that the budget for Rii.bezahl, lavishly designed, 1neant that a ballet 

"Das neue Jahrhundert" conceived by Regel, with Franz Lehar as the intended 

composer, was never produced. Regel asserted that Mahler had accepted it, but 

the assertion was contested by Mahler3
• 

2.1.5.4 ASCHENBRODEL 

A year later, Aschenbrodel was premiered on the name day of the Kaiser, 4th 

October 190854
• This, the only baHet composed by Johann StrauB, had been 

48Matzinger, R. op. cit. 274-277, and 566 f. 
49 Carl Boromaus Godlewski was born on 20/11/1862 in Dortmund and died on 6/12/1949 in 
Modling (Vienna). His father was a builder, specialising in circuses. Godlewski commenced his 
career as an acrobat (famous for his leap over seven elephants) and clown. He toured Europe with 
Circus Renz before being engaged by Hassreiter as E,-ster Mimiker and Charactertiinzer in 1893. He 
became Ballettmeister in 1919, and retired in 1924. Godlewski's contribution to the field of dance 
education was widely appreciated. {Schneider, 0. op. cit. 197). He gave a number of dance lectures 
at the Urania (a facility where poor pe~ple after the First World War could derive some stimulation, 
education, and inexpensive entertainment) and engaged Riki Raab to take part in them. (Personal 
interview, October 1994 (q.v.)). • 
50 Hojbalfett Kapellmeister Julius Lehnert (also Solorepetitor) (born 25/1/1871 in Nikolsburg in 
Moravia) was engaged at the Hofoper from 1/6/1903 intil 30/4/1913. As well as those duties, he 
was responsible for "Orgeldienst", i.e. perfonning the organ in offstage choruses and similar 
functions. A letter from Lehnert to the Hofoper Direktion, dated October 4, 19 I 0, requests leave 
from this duty on Thursdays, as the Orchesterverein of the k.k. Gesellschaftfiir Musikfi·ezmde had 
chosen him as conductor. (Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna. Karton 237). Lehnert died in 
poverty. Riki Raab organised a gravestone for him. (Personal interview with Professor Riki Raab 
(q.v.), October 1994). 
51 Matzinger, R. loc. cit. 
$i ibid, 2 77. 
53 foe. cit. 
54Der Sclmeemann, Die Puppenfee, and Der faule Hans were also perfonned on the Kaiser's name-day. 
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rejected by r...1ahler "aus Kostengriinden", provoking an angry letter to the 

lntendanz from an R. Berg, who accused Mahler of inventing a sputlous reason 

as a pretext in order to obscure the real motive - Mahler's fear of a success of 

the "ihm so verhaBte Ballett". "Das Ballett darf keine dankbare Aufgabe 

bekommen, es muB totgeschlagen werden, das ist Mahlers Prinzip".55 

Strau.B had in fact only composed a portion of the ballet, the major part of Act 

One. Bayer reconstructed the rest from fragments and orchestrated it. 

Two aspects of the production indicate the changes and currents inherent in the 

transition period following Mahler's demission. Roller, without specifying a 

definite reason, declined to design Riibezahl, leaving his predecessor Lefler the 

task. Weingartner himself conducted the premiere, symbolising, in the mind of 

one critic, the renaissance of the status of ballet at the Hofoper and the 

prorr1otion 9f Johann StrauB to the "honour roll".56 

By this time there had been so much epigonal StrauB music composed for the 

ballet, not least by Bayer and Skofitz, that the composer's genuine composition 

loses much of the effect of originality. Ruth Matzinger7 has quoted the themes 

accompanying the modernised and convoluted plot; they conform to the 

conventional waltz/polka/galop/gavotte mould. Toe floor-length costumes, 

whilst reflecting the contemporary Jugendstil taste, prevented virtuosic displays. 

2.1.5.5 MONDWEIBCHEN 

In contrast, Mondweibchen, premiered on Jv1ay 1st, 1910, re-evoked the 

romantic fairy-tale world. The libretto was Heinrich Regel's, the choreographer 

was Hassreiter, and the composer Richard Goldberger (q.v.). 58 

The one-act work is a variation on the Undine tradition. On the coast of 

Brittany, a water-sprite is in love with Mondweibchen, the Daughter of the 

Waves. Her r3jection of him in favour of the Ivian in the Moon arouses his . 
jealousy. In order to escape from him, she becomes the proprietress of a tavern 

55M t • R . ?8·1 a zinger, . op. cu. _ . 
56ibid. 285. It is to be noted that Mahler had already conducted Die Fledermaus at the Hofoper, 
therefore the comment must be seen in perspective. 
51 ibid. 281-285. 
58See: ibid. 295-298 for historiology and thematic guide, and 570 for the personnel. 
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on the seashore. The seductive violin playing of a gypsy arouses her passion, 

and she succombs to him, to find he is the water sprite in disguise. 

At the behest of the Man in the Moon, the daughters of the waves engulf the 

house. Mondweibchen, back on her watery abode, is still rejecting the 

advances of the water sprite. Just as the situation becomes threatening, Fata 

Morgana (guardian of hapless lovers) appears and takes Mondweibchen away to 

her realm. 

The last apotheosis scene portrays the court of Fata Morgana as a pantomimic 

divertissement .. 

The music is dominated by waltzes, including the Sehnsuchtswalzer, the 

Mondzauber , the Wellenwalzer and the Perlenwalzer , interspersed with the 

customary polkas, gavottes, and a Gypsy melody. 

Neither the choreography nor the music received as much attention as the 

costumes and lighting59 effects, evoking the watery atmosphere under the 

moon. In this respect those themes, and the shimmering colours which 

accompanied them, were typical of Jugendstil style. 

2.1.6 INFLUENCES OF CIRCUS CULTURE ON 

VIENNESE BALLET-PANTOMIME 

Godlewski, before establishing himself as one of the most pivotal members of 

the Hojballet, was a celebrated circus artist. The circus during the nineteenth 

century developed a strong and sophisticated mimic and choreographic tradition. 

The Guerra circus, for example, touring in Austria and Italy, possessed in the 

1830s one Maestro di Mimica ( and Compositore ), and two Maestri di Ballo. 
60 

The historical importance of ao/obatic choreography, or "action ballet", has 

been delineated by Winter: 

Neither patterned court ballets nor social and folk dances provided a 

structural stage picture. This was determined by staged acrobatic 

numbers to which the literary element of plot and various dance fom1s 

59Earlier, in the era of gaslight, much was made of similar effects, especially with the new facility 

for dimming the lights. 
60Winter, M.H. op. cit. 239. 
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could be added. Acrobatic choreography \Vas really the earliest form of 

choreography in its present sense.61 

The composer/conductor Robert Stolz, in 1903, held the position ofbandmaster 

at Zirkus Henri. He had 45 "competent, well-trained musicians"62 under his 

command. 

2.1.7 COMMEDIA DELL 'ARTE IN VIENNA 

DURING THE HASSREITER ERA 

Within its domain of genre pieces, Commedia dell 'Arte played a noticeable role, 

even if it did not define the Viennese style of the Hofoper ballet. 

2.1.7.1 HARLEKI1V ALS ELEKTRIKER 

Harlekin als Elektriker had been premiered at the Ho/aper on 14.4.1884 

and remained in the repertoire until 1910, after 96 performances. With two 

scenes, the scenario of the work was by Jules Price, the music by Josef 

Hellrnesberger junior. 

Harlekin als ... had been a comrnon title in the heyday of Vie1u1ese pantomime 

earlier in the nineteenth c~ntury - Harlekin als Apotheke,junge, Handelkriimer, 

Deserteur, Englische Dogge, Huhnerweib being merely a small selection of 

titles.63 

The original Pierrot, Hassreiter himself, was later played by the former circus 

artist Godlewski, who, in 1905, sustained a head injury caused by a leap 

through a window.64 Whilst pantomimic in form, the work contained a Valse, 

Pas de dew:, and a Pas d 'ensemble performed by the Elevinnen, 65 thus 

preserving the tradition of divertissements. 

61 ibid. 263. 
62 Bakshian, Aram jr. Robert and Ein::i Stol:: The Barbed Wire Waltz (The memoirs of the last 
Walt:: King). (Robert Stolz Publishing Company, Melbourne, 1983) 79. 
63 Heiss, A. op. cit. I 81 f. 
MMatzinger, R. op. cit. 269. 
6"ibid. 530. 
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The work was undoubtedly more successful than a ballet in four scenes by Carl 

Telle 66 entitled Pierrot und Pien·ette/1 which was premiered on 29.2.1888 but 

deleted from the repertoire during 1890 after only four performances. 68 

2.1.7.2 PIERROT ALS SCHILDWACHE 

Pierrot als Schildwaclze, also relatively short-lived (premiered on 

23.3.1897 and deleted in 1898) nevertheless attained seventeen performances. 

In two scenes, the.scenario oftheBallettpantomime was by Dr. Alfred M. 

Willner and JosefHassreiter, the music by A. Clairon69 and the costumes by_ 

Franz Gaul (costumer of Der Schneemann). 

The piece entwines two themes: the traditional commedia dell 'arte characters 

Pierrot, Pierrette, Pantalon, Colombine and Harlequin, and also a national-folk

genre owing to its being set on the French-Spanish border. Thus a polka, 'Les 

Pierrettes mignonnes' ( danced by the Elevinnen) contrasts with a 'Danse a la 

Bilbao' (Danse Basque), along with action dances such as 'La bayonette' and a 

scarf dance, as well as the obligatory 'grande valse', here in the guise of 'les 

fantomes du brouillard' (fog-phantoms).70 Originally devised as Pierrot ein 

Rela-ut, but revised with a more effective finale and additional colourful Pierrette 

costumes and renamed as above, the piece was published by Berte and 

preiniered along with Rousseau's Der Wassertriiger. 

Pien·ot eds Schildwache is notable in ballet historiography for the inclusion of 

the scenario in verse form in the Illustrated programme, this verse being quoted 

in full by R. Matzinger. 71 Here the typical traits of Pierrot - idleness, 

gullibility, cowardliness - are encapsulated by his description in the poem 

"Pierrot, stets vom Gemute weich". 72 

lvlost remarkable, however, is a dramaturgical feature which foreshadows 

Der Schneemann. Pierrot has been assigned sentry duty on a cold night. His 

immobile position leads to the situation whereby: 

M Carl Telle was Hr..ssreiter's predecessor as Ballettmeister. 
67M . b J B · . us1c Y . urgmem, orchestrated by Josef Hellmesberger J'unior. 
(8 • ' Matzinger, R. op. cit. 537. 
69 C. Ciak•_,, '-\/aS- a pseudonym for Alfred Stral3er. 
10M · atzmger, R. op. cit. 552 f. 
71 ibid. 213-216. 
72ibid. 215. 
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Die Glieder werden steif wie Eis, 

die Uniform ist schon ganz weiB ... 

Als Schneemann :friert er endlich ein 

erstarrt und kalt wie Marbelstein. 73 
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When his children pass by the next day, they mistake him for a snowman. 

However, this is but one of a number of situations in the piece, described by a 

critic as nothing but n "anspruchsloser Schwank ... eine locker gefilgte Reihe 

possenhafter, mitunter recht gelungener Szenen".74 The critic makes special 

mention of Godlewski' s performance, smmising that it had been created 

possibly as a vehicle for him, as he had only played a subsidiary role in 

Harlekin als Elektriker. Godlewski' s undoubted acrobatic facility inherited 

from his circus days is acknowledged by the critic's singling out of his 

''virtuosen Gliedcrverrenkungen und dem unwiderstehlich komischen 

Gesichtsmuskelspiel"75
• He and his colleague Guerra "vertraten das 

Cirkuselement des Balletts mit Elan"76 

The music, whilst praised for its rhythmic verve and freshness of melody, was 

criticised as being too much an epigone of Johann Strauf3.77 

2.1.7.3 MARIONETTENTREUE 

On October 17th, 1906, a one-hour pantomime il1arionettentreue ( originally 

entitled Pien·ot's Ehe) was premiered. The music was by Rudolf Braun, the 

libretto by Rudolph Holzer - editor of the Wiener Zeitung - and the piece was 

choreographed by Godlewski. 

The scenario, with its intrinsic oxymorons, confused the audience. At the 

outset, Pierrot leans towards domesticity but his partner Pierrette desires the 

social whirl. This leads Pierrette to an abrupt change of personality. Influenced . 
by the moon, he embarks on sexual enterprise leading to a duel and his arrest. 

Hallucinations of his sexual misdeeds almost lead to his repentence, but the 

71 /oc. cit. 
74Quoted in: ibid. 216. 
75 loc. cit. 
u'ibid. 2 I 7. 
11 loc. cit. 
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appearance of a new lady Silvette arouse his passion anew, and he elopes wiLli 

her in a motor-car, leaving Pierrette and her mother to nurse their wounds. 

The main criticism of the work lay not in the music, adjudged to be lively, but in 

the paradoxes: there were nothing marionette-like about the acting or the 

characters; there were objections to the anachronisms (rococo costumes 

together with trains and motor vehicles); the subject was deemed to be too 

abstruse for pantomimic representation, and above all, the work was presented 

purely pantomimically, without formal dance-steps. 76 However, Godlewski 

was accredited with having attempted to achieve his best with the work. 

Four years later, Komgold 's more traditional conception of commedia dell 'arte 

in Der Schneemann (q.v.) did meet with the approbation of the audience. 

2.1. 7.4 DER SCHLEIER DER PIERRETTli 

In 1912 another attempt, also destined to failure at its first Viennese 

appearance, was made to reform the concept of Ballet-pantomime and discover 

new ways of exploring the Pierrot archetype. 

Der Schleier der Pierrette ( op. 18)79 was based on a scenario by Arthur 

Schnitzler, which the dramatist had already written (with a different ending) as 

Der Schleier der Beatrice. The music was by Ernst von Dohnanyi. The 

composer was at that time known as a pianist; the ballet constitutes his first 

dramatic stage work. 

Der Schleier der Pien·ette had been premiered in Dresden and presented in 

Budapest, St Petersburg, Prague, Oslo and Copenhagen before its premiere at 

the Hofoper on 20/9/1911 as the first work of a double bill. If this was an 

exceptional circumstance for a danced work, the occasion itself was exceptional, 

the principal work being a performance of Der Bajazzo (I Pagliacci) with Caruso 

as guest, a performance which commanded higher entry prices. 

Essentially, this piece has little of commedia in it except the names of the 

principal characters. It is no comic plot, but a sinister one, with a tragic 

18ibid. 269-271. 
19 Der Schiefer der Pierrette. Handlung von Arthur Schnitzler. Musik von Ernst von Dohnanyi, 
op. 18. Piano score with stage and prc<luction annotations. (© Ludwig Doblinger (Bernhard 
Herzmansky), Leipzig, 1910. D. 4325). 
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conclusion. Moreover, the action is placed in Vienna, beginning of the 19th 

century. 

Pierrette, whilst she loves Pierrot, is obliged to marry Arlechino (sic). Her plan 

to suicide by poison in Pierrot's anns on her wedding day ends in mishap - only 

Pierrot dies. Her reaction to a threefold apparition of her dead lover causes 

Arlechino to discover her infidelity. He forces her to take him to the room 

where Pierrot is lying, together with the wedding veil (Schleier) she had left 

there, makes her clink glasses with the corpse, then locks her in the room. 

Pierrette loses her senses, and dies as she dances with her life1ess lover. 

The pages of score available to the author clearly indicate a more 

symphonic and evolved approach to dance composition than any of the 

ballets of Bayer or his peers. Already the earnest tone of the drama is 

set by the introduction (Moderato, ex. 1)8°. No other ballet of the 

Hassreiter era, to the author's knowledge, commences in such an 

introspective and symphonic manner. The empty octave bass theme in a 

minor, answered by an augmented 6th chord resolving to an A 

diminished chord in bars 4-6 (ex. 2), is redolent of Wagner, especially 

the theme of the Walsungen in Die rValkiire. Wagnerian sequential 

techniques are evident in bar 9 £ and 17 f. (ex. 3), and the succeeding 

dense chromatic imitative development. The movement concludes on a . 

sustained pedal a minor chord over interspaced descending aeolian bass 

octaves imparting a weighty, sombre character81
• 

The second extract from Scene Two82 demonstrates Dohnanyi's 

narrative style, similar in its cryptic thematicism to passages in Erich 

Korngold's Der Sclzneemann, but more formally arranged. The matrix, 

a 4/4 march tempo, conserves the motion by its attempted circumvention 

of tonic chords (another legacy of post-Tristan Wagner), 
' 

counterbalanced by hiatuses (bars 18, 21, 25, 29 etc) suggesting 

punctuation (ellipses). The dialogue (mimed) stands over the notation 

(ex. 4). 

80ibid. 5. 
81 ibid. 9. 
82/oc. cit .. 
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Scene Three83 is set to a waltz, more in the chromatic Erich Komgold 

style than in the period of the action (early nineteenth century), although 

the 'fat pianist' plays the spinet. 

Although the music is by no means epigonal, the c01nposer's musical 

knowledge is apparent and it could be speculated that Dohnanyi wished 

to provide recognisable points of reference for his audience, confronted 

by such an unusual work. The syncopated rhythm with the pervading 

rest on the first crotchet and the predominantly monociotchet movement 

( ex. 5) is not typical of a Viennese waltz. It occurs in Parsifal ( ex. 5?) 

and Borodin's Polovtsian Dances (ex. Sc). The quaver pattern forming 

the cadence of the first phrase in bars 8-9 (ex. 6a) is redolent of 

Tchaikovsky ( ex. 6b ). Whilst the chromaticism continues the allusions 

to late Wagner, certain figurations, e.g. bars 19-20 (ex. 7a), are 

similar to moments of Der Schneemann ( ex. 7b ). The second waltz 

subject, commencing with the anacrusis to bar 33, continues the 

somewhat ponderous atmosphere of the opening, with a trochaic motive 

in the lower and middle register (ex. 8). 

Page thirty demonstrates a transition from a march section, effected by 

rhythmic augmentation commencing bar 7, and the suspension of 

harmonic motion over a pedal 6/4 chord. The ensuing lento, expressing 

the physical love between Pierrette and Pierrot, alternates between b 

minor (again with little recourse to tonic chords) and G major. The two 

aspects of the theme (ex. 9a) are a monotone enlivened by 'throbbing' 

syncopation (bars 11 and 15) followed by a rhapsodic ascending spiral 

of melody coursing from appoggiatura to appoggiatura (bars 12-13), 

all accompanied by mobile waves of arpeggios. This is a more sustained 

treatment of a love scene, adhering more to the classical ballet adagfo 
' 

tradition than Komgold's more exuberant interpretation (ex. 9b) . 
. 

The next excerpt depicts Pierrette's reaction to Pierrot's suicide.
84 

The 

tempo is agitated, al/a breve. Contrary motion chromaticism under 

tremolos, reflecting Pierrette's intention to drinlc the poison, resolves 

onto a 6/4 pedal harmony enlivened by descending added sixth chords 

83ibid. 12. 
84 ibid. 35. 
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( commencing bar 6) which give way to a r,ianistic passage alternating 

right and left hand rhythms ( ex. 1 0a) illustrating her running to and fro. 

Leoncavallo employed similar techniques in Pagliacci near the end of the 

first act, when Canio discovers Nedda and Silvio together. Korngold 

uses a similar technique, allbeit in a compound rhythm, to depict 

Pantalon's agitation (ex. 10b). Pierrette's sense of panic-stricken 

powerlessness is depicted by the descending-ascending repeated two-bar 

cells, bars 14--15 etc, which, despite harmonic shifts, fail to break out 

of their mould until a caesura in bar 20 makes Pierrette aware of her 

bridal crown ( ex. 11 a). Komgold also composed ascending chords by 

semitones culminating in a caesura and silence ( ex. 11 b ), but in a comic 

situation, when the panic-stricken Pantalon becomes drunk, collapse.~, 

and begins to hallucinate multiple snowmen. 

On page 3 7 of the piano score, the scene changes to a brightly lit 

ballroom, initiating a brilliant waltz in C, the relative major of the 

principal key of the ballet. After an initial abrupt chord, an extended 

introduction in quavers, again owing a debt to Tchaikovsky leads to the 

waltz, the theme of which begins at bar 28. This is now a Viennese 

waltz with hemiolas and descents of a seventh (ex. 12a) and the rhythm 

occurs commonly, as in ex. 12b (Suppe) and 12c (Komgold). 

Der Schiefer der Pie1rette has been examined, even if in extrapolated fashion, 

because the author believes it is a worthy piece and it should receive a more 

serious study, especially in light of Matzinger' s description of its critical 

reception,8
5 

where the music was not tragic enough and the subject more suited 

to Richard Strauss. This is a contentious viewpoint considering the tragic 

elements of the abovern~ntioned extracts, and it contrasts the Strauss reception 

of that period with the current view that Strauss' composition is predominantly 

associated with confidence, bravado, and mercurial virtuosity. 

Despite the praise given to the principals Jamrich (Pierrette), Czadill (Pierrot) 

and Godlewski (Arlechino ), and one critic who recognised a "new and 

individual beauty" inherent in the pantomime genre", 86 the series was cancelled 

85
Matzinger, Ruth. op. cit. 306 f. 

86ibid. 307. 
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after the second performance, having failed to arouse the pre1nfore audience's 

enthusiasm. 

From 1912 the work had a champion in the actress Elsa Galafres, who 

perfonned it in Vienna, Budapest, Berlin and Copenhagen. It enjoyed a certain 

vogue during the l 920s, especially in Russia, and it was revived at the Vienna 

Volksoper in 1981. 

3. SUlVIMARY: THE MUSICAL 
DILElVIMA OF THE HOFOPER BALLET 

The overriding dilemma of dance composers of the tum of the twentieth century 

was that the Viennese waltz tradition had attained its highest point with the 

StrauB family yet the public's imagination, its sense of Viennese identity, led it 

to accept an inferior product rather than to venture along an unknown path. 

Nineteenth century Vienna had initiateid an urban folk-music tradition which 

attained archetypal force but lacked historical fundament. The critics of the day 

recognised the need for reform, or at least for development, earlier than the 

theatre-going public, accustomed to a pantomime delivered as a 'dessert' to 

temper any rigors of a preceding dramatic work. 

The ephemoral nature of this repertoire was an indicator of potential decadence, 

whereby the ballet ceased to be a evening-length work (apart from Nedbal's Der 

faule Hans and Die Braut van Korea) and became merely a filler or an 

appendage to the main item on the programme. 87 

Composers and librettists continued to submit their work for perusal, and the 

next chapter will list some of the ballets which were rejected, then proceed to an 

examination of the collaboration between Alexander Zemlinsky and Hugo van 

Hofmannsthal which resulted in their ballet Das glaserne Herzlder Triumph der 
Zeit. 

a1.b'd. . (,,, 1 1 • 1v. r orwort). 
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1. BALLETS SUB1\1ITTED TO 
V/EINGft...RTNERAT THE HOFOPER -
AND REJECTED 

329 

The Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv in Vienna contains records of a number of 

ballets submitted to the Hofoper in 1910. They indicate that the selection 

process was not necessarily solely in Weingartner's hands, but his was the task 

of communicating with the expeditors. 

Sometimes Weingartner met prospective candidates in person. On January 9, 

1910, for e~ample, he confirmed an appointment in his office to meet Count 

Gera Tichy, composer and librettist of Gemma, Tanzpoem in 3 Akten., along 

with Prince Montenuovo. 1 

Dr. R. Flamm submitted his one-act Ballett-Pantomime La rose d'amour to 

theHofoperonFebruary 8, 1910. Lehnert's2 report confirms that originality 

was a criterion: 

"Die Musik nicht besonders originell und miisste im Falle einer 

Auffilhrung eine griindliche Umanderung erfahren"3 

Hassrei ter: 

Weingartner: 

abgelehnt 

abgelehnt 

other comments: "die Musik ist nicht schlecht, aber etwas besonderers ist sie 

nicht''4 

Not only originality w.as d~sirable, but also variety within the repertoire as a 

whole. Hassreiter rejected Prinzessin Sonnensclzein by Elizabeth Sklarek 

and Paula Ebner on account of its similarity to Mondweibchen. 5 

1 Haus-. Hof- und Staatsarchiv. (VI-2/1910). 
2 Ballettkapellmeister at the Ho/aper. Biographical details footnoted in previous chapter. 
'Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv. (VI-16/1910 (March I, 1910)). . 
"'ibid. VI -7/ February 9, 1910 
5ibid. VI-20/1910 
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Waldfee, a ballet by Eugen Briill, submitted with a libretto, was criticised in 
like manner by Weingartner: 

Der Stoff ist wenig interessant, und es ist keine Aussicht damit einen 
Erfolg zu erzielen."6 

However, in a letter to Brull dated Februazy 8, 1910, Weingartner rejected the 

work in the usual diplomatic, if "form" manner: 

Den Text Ihres Balletts habe ich durchgelesen, bin aber nicht in der 

Lage, auf das Werk zu reflektieren, da ich momentan beziiglich 

Balletterwerbungen so stark engagiert bin, <lass ich weitere 

Verhandlungen vorerst nicht einleiten kann ... " 

Rumours in Vienna, however, hinted at the contrazy. A letter to the Direktion 

from the age:ncy Eduard Bloch, dated March 9, 1910, states that "Mir war von 

Wien aus die Nachricht zugekommen, daB im Repertoire des k.k. Hofoper ... zur 

Zeit Platz fiir ein Ballett vorhanden ware.'' This was on account of a ballet Das 

Sc/zweigen im .Walde (by Albert Szinnai), rejected on March 5, along with 

Unterm A equator (Carl Rella) and Der kleine Korse (Henri Bereny). 7 

Two other ballets found no acceptance in April: Dlis Meerweibchen ( author 

unknown), 
8 

and Marjulla (music by Moritz Kohler).9 Der Sc/zneemann , 

however, is dated 26th June, 1910, and documented "l Klavierauszug. Werk 

erworben und angefilhrt"10 with not further comment. 

' 
Those were rejections during 1910. In 1901, Zemlinsky and Hofmannstha1 had 

met the same fate as the candidates above, despite their higher reputation. 

6 
February 21, 1910, note to Josef Muetter. 

;Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv. (VI-22-24/1910). 
8ibid. VI-35/1910 (April 6, 1910). 
')ibid. VI-361I9l0 (April 14, 1910), 
10ibid. VI-57/1910. 
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2. ABALLET DESTINED FOR .. 
MAHLER'S HOFOPER: DAS GLASERNE 
HERZ 

2.1 HOFMANNSTHAL AND BALLET 

Despite his status as one of the pinnacles of Viennese literature, and his fame as 

an opera librettist, Ho:finannsthal produced no ballet libretti which found a place 

in the repertoire. However, his correspondence, and numerous passages in his 

writings, indicate a knowledge of and sympathy with the dance artform, 

concomitant with his versatility and international cultural savoirfaire. 

Jakob K.na·1~s, in a monograph on the Entstelnmgsprozess of Die Frau ohne 

Schatten, 11 produces evidence indicating that the young Hofmannsthal did not 

consider himself musically knowledgeable. 12 It is well known however that the 

poet (like Komgold) possessed an unusual ability to assimilate and reprocess a 

!!feat amount of material from eclectic sources, and music/dance was no ::, 

exception. His reception to music was emotional: "Die deutsche Dichtung hat 

nichts hervorgebracht, <las der Musik so verwandt ware, nichts so Wehendes, 

Ahnungsvolles, Unendliches", 13 and he incorporated musical elements into his 

own poetry and early correspondence14 Prior to his succession of opera libretti, 

11 Knaus, Jakob. Hojfmannsthals Weg zur Oper "Die Frau ohne Schatten " (Riicksichten und Einjliisse 
auf die Musik). (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 1971 ). . ,, . 
12Kn · ('b'd 2) quotes Hofmannsthal"c; JS94 postcard to Mane Herzfeld .. tch verstehe aber nur aus 1 1 • • • • 

1 
, · II 

gar nichts von Musik .. and rejnforces th!s !me of t~ought by c1tmg H?fmann~t 1al s :~us1ca Y 
illiterate yet emotionally articulate react10n to hearing Salome (foe. c1t.) and m a section 
concerning Eine Josephslegende (ibid. 4 ). . . . 
''Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: "Blick auf Jean Paul". In Gesammelte Werke (Fischer, Berltn, 1924, 

vol. 3) 13. ((E W b d) 14Hofmannsthal, Hugo von. Briefwechsel H. v. H - Richard Beer-Hofmann. . e er, e .. ,, 
F. h F kfurt a Main 1972). A letter in verse to Beer-Hofmann dated 22nd July, l 89_ (later 1sc er, ran . , . • , 

1 
• , " 

published as "Regen in der Dammerung") refers to Delibes' ballet music to Hugo s e rot s amuse . 
"Und ich seh sie beide tanzen. 

Tanzen? Ja, und streng historisch. 
Und zu diesem Zwecke lass ich 
Mir vom Meister der Capelle 
All die schonen Tanze spielen 
Die Messire Leon Delibes 
Fur das Ballfest des galanten 
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Ho:fmannsthal's sensitivity to the interweaving of musical, symbolic and visual 

elements manifested itself in his ballet scenario Der Triumph der Zeit. 

2.2 COMMU1\fICATIONS WITH RICHARD 
STRAUSS 

In March and April 1900 Hofmannsthal was in Paris. He met Anatole France, 

Maeterlick, whose work he knew, and Rodin, who impressed him greatly. 

Richard Strauss, whose acquaintance Hofinannsthal bad made in Berlin in 

1899, was in Paris in early March to conduct concerts, and a brief meeting 

occurred between the two. Strauss had mentioned to Romain Rolland that he 

wished to compose a ballet for Berlin La danse des etoiles; the libretto however 

had been refused by the ballet director in that city. Hofinannsthal seized the 

opportunity to initiate the scenario of Der Triumph der Zeit, amidst a flurry of 

creative literary activity caused by the stimulus of Paris. is 

Back in Vienna1 he continued the draft, along with a tragedy Der Graf von 

Charolais. In November of that year he wrote to Strauss16 that he had 

completed the ballet and was offering it to the composer. 17 Strauss politely 

refused, indicating that he was engaged on another project. Strauss had in fact 

written to Mahler in 1899 or 1900 offering him a b@llet which would be ready 

around au11unn, 1901, " ... ein eJ.n- oder zweiaktiges burleskes Ballet. .. ein 

Kometentanz, eine astrale Pantomime."18 
... i.e. the ballet which he had 

mentioned to Rolland. Following Strauss' reply, Hofmannsthal offered the 

scenario to Zemlinsky in early 1901. 

Guten Konigs Franz geschrieben ·• 
ln a letter to Beer-Hofmann dated 12th June, I 898, Hofinannsthal directs his friend: "Grii/3en Sie Ihre 
Frau und 1hr Kind von mir, das letzere auf eine sinnreiche pantomimische Art". 
15 Hugo von Hofmannstha/ - Har,~, Graf Kessler Briefivechse! 1898-1929. (Insel V g., 1968) 468. 
16 (RichardStrauss - Hugo von Hofmannstlzal Briefivechsel, Atlantis, Zurich, 1952) 15 (November 
30, 1900). 
17A letter to Arthur Schnitzler of 18th July, 1901, indicates that he completed the last act of the 
three-act scenario at th;;:it time. Hugo von Hofmamzsthal - Arthur Schnitzler Briefivechsel. (Fischer, 
Frankfurt, !964) 149. 
18Miiller, Karl-Josef. op. cit. 204. 

lLZ &WW 
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2.3 HOFMANNSTHAL AND DANCE AS A 
COMMUNICATIVE MEDIUM 

During this period the poet had become increasingly aware of the inadequacy of 

words to express all the range of human thought and emotion. "Language is not 

only insufficient to communicate this world, but it is a barrier to it, a turbid 

1nedium that distorts and obfuscates". 19 

The "Chandos" letter, written and published in 1902,20 mentions "a language in 

which inanimate things speak to me. "21 The world of dance is one of those 

1 
')'l anguages. _,. 

In Elektra ( 1903) dances becomes the form when words are unable to express 

the unbounded passion of the eponymous heroine. "Hofmannsthal felt that 

" ... a single gesture of mime or dancer can express a state of mind and dramatic 

relations with unequalled vividness and particularity".23 

This was even an issue in Der Schwierige ( 1921 ), in which Kari Buhl is 

"sceptical even of the efficacy of speech as a medium of communication".24 

Hofmannsthal's short play Das Gesprach der Tii.nzerinnen25 shows that he 

understood the essence of Dance as pure entertainment, personified by the 

character ofHymnis, and dance as a mystic ritual, personified by Laidion. It is 

the mystic ritual aspect which pervades Der Triumph der Zeit. 

19Peacock, Ronald. "Hugo von Hofmannsthal". ln: The Poet and the Theatre, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul Ltd, 1946. Quoted in: Poupard, Dennis (ed.). Twentieth Century Literary Criticism, vol. 11. 
(Detroit, Gale Research Company, 1983) 296. 
2uDonald A. Daviau has corrected the previous assumption that the date of the Chandos letter was 
I 9v 1, in the midst of the poet's crisis. The author of the essay argues that the poet, by August 
1902, was over his crisis and was thus able to fonnul.!te the letter. Daviau, Donald A. ''Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal and the Chandos Letter" in: Modern Austrian Literature (vol. 4 no. 2, 1971) In: 
Twe11tietlz Century Literary Criticism, (vol. 11) 308. 
21 Quoted in: ibid. (vol. 11) 291. 
22Yeats had also created "plays for Dancers" and Cocteau created the expression "Poesie du theatre", 
in the search for a new art-fonn. 
21Peacock, Ronald. OIJ. cit. Quoted in : Twentieth Century Litera,J1 Litera,y Criticism. loc. cit; 
24ibid . . Quoted in Twentieth Century Literary Criticism, 298. 
2~Hofmannsta1, Hugo von. Gesammelte Werke (vol. 2) 276-285. 
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2e4 THEMES TREATED IN DER TRIUMPH 
DER ZEIT 

Dance and "tableaux vivants" as an emanation of antique culture, the passing of 

time, and unrequited love - these are the themes of Der Triumph der Zeit. 

Antique culture pervades all three acts. The Viennese eighteenth century 

garden of Act One -Das gliiserne Herz- is an evocation ofHofinannsthal's 

garden at Rodaun~ to which he moved in early 1901. 26 It is adorned with ivy 

(this plant intertwines itself throughout all three acts), and contains antique 

scupltures. Act Two (Die Stunden ) is an allegorical fantasy combining motifs 

of the "Dance of the Hours"27 with visions of a Pamassian 1andscape28 Act 

Three, whilst commencing in a mid nineteenth-century house, soon transforms 

to panygiric visionary scenography encompassing a succession of tableaux of 

incn.~asing "Verklartheit" - ocean landscapes, symbolic forests, ruined towers, 

and s.~·,i1,rscapes. 

The th,eme of the passing of time does not only occur in this ballet. Der 

Rosenkavalier,29 Ariadne auflvaxos and Die aegyptische Helena all treat this 

topic, and not least Hofmannsthal 's vision of Jedermann as a piece in which the 

cobwebs had been cleaned from an old clock, so that "with the chiming of the 

hours the o]d figures will appear again".30 

In Der Triumph der Zeit Ho:finannsthal expressly indicates that the passing of 

time be depicted in the form of a musical motif - in Act One, for example, 

"Motif des seligen, leichten Fliessens, Verfliessens der Zeit"31
• The motivic 

content is continued in Act Two "Da entbluht dem Auf- und Abschwellen des 

Motives im Orchester ein kurzes, eindringliches, gleichsam rufendes Motiv, das 

< 

26Hofinannsthal, corresponding with Beer-Hofmann, describes the Rodauner garden as " ... ein 
wirklicher kleiner Park mit alten Baumen, Schatten, schonen Wiesen''. Hofmannsihal, Hugo von -
Richard Beer-Hofinann, Briefivechsel. I 06. 
27 cf. The ballet interlude in Ponchielli's La Gioconda. 
.?

8Hofmannsthal, Hugo Von. Gesammelte Werke: vol. 6, Dramen. Ballette, Pantomimen, 
Bearbeitungen, Ubersetzzmgen. (Schoeller, Bernd/Hirsch, Rudolf (eds.). Fischer, Frankfurt, 1979) 
25. As in all three acts, Hofinannsthal's scenic descri.ntions are intensely detailed and evocative. 
29 The Marschallin wishes for time to stand still. 
30Hammelman.n, H.A. In: Hugo von Hofmannsthal. (Bowes & Bowes, 1957). Quoted in: 
Twentieth Cenrwy Literary Criticism (vol. 1 I) 310. 
31HofQ1annsthal, Hugo von. GW (vol. 6) 14. 
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ZEICHEN"32 and as a reminiscence motiv in Act Three (Stunde der Erinnerung) 

"Eine kleine traurige Pause: das Motiv der verfliessenden Zeit klingt an".33 

The theme of unrequited love is initiated in Act One (Das gliiserne He,...,) 

where the lovesick Madchen, guided by the God Amor, plucks out her heart 

(symbolised by an object "der leuchtet wie ein blasser Rubin")34 and offers it to 

the Dichter, who, unsuccessfully loving the Tanzerin, lets it drop and smash 

into a thousand pieces, "gleaming like eyes". This reoccurs in Act Three 

(Stunde der Erinnenmg) in the fonn of a glass goblet belonging to the poet· 

(now an old man and Pantalon-like jealous father), which also smashes, 

reminding him of the fonner incident. 

All these themes are intertwined, in a structured way. Act One is set in the 

world of mortals, where Greek Gods and symbolic figures - the Gardener and 

his wife,35 the Harp Player - interact with them. Act Two is purely allegorical, 

with personified Hours, Moments, a hurr1an form representing the process of 

age, and Time itself, entering in a magnificent chariot. Act Three draws 

together both worlds once more, but, as in Die Frau ohne Schatten, creating an 

apotheosis of allegory, panorama, and mysticism. In fact, a number of seeds of 

that opera are evident in this ballet: for example, the Amme is prefigured by the 

Alte Weib of Act One, and in Act Three the lovers are reunited by means of a 

mystical bridge "Das Madchen und der Geliebte sind auf der lebendig 

ergluhenden Briicke aufeinander zugeeilt. "36 

nibid. 26. 
)'ibid. 35. 
'
41bid. 20 

1
~ Hennann Bahr, in his essay "Symbolisten" cites Hofmannsthal's "Die Tochter der Gartnerin" and 

"Mein Garten" as examples of Loris' symbolism. 
(Bahr, Hennann. Zur Uberwindung des Naturalismus (Theoretische Schriften 1887 - 1904). 

Wunberg, Gotthard (ed.) (W. Kohlhammer Vg., Stuttgart, 1968) I 14 f. 
J"Hofrnannsthal Hugo von. GW (vol. 6) 51. 
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2.5 ZEMLINSKY, AND THE 
COMPOSITION 

Most of the composition was effected in 190137 but Hofinannsthal was unable 

to enlist Mahler~ s approval to perform the work, reporting to Zemlinsky in a 

letter3 8 that Mahler was too immersed in Wagner's artistic theories about 

'Begriff der Gestalt' to appreciate an allegorical libretto with stylised figures.39 

Even Zemlinsky' s former pupil and friend Alma Schindler, by then al1ianced 

with Mahler, could not sway him from his decision.40 

Zemlinsky eventually composed the work to completion, and in winter, 1902, 

condensed the second and third acts to a suite which was performed as a Ballett

Suite eintitled Drei BalletstiLCke for the Wiener Konzertverein on 18.2.1903.41 

A. Beaumont has written that the work, entitled Drei Ballettstilcke, consisted of 

music from the second and third acts.42 Horst Weber43 mentions an exchange of 

correspondence between Hofinannsthal and Oscar Bie, Lektor of the S. Fischer

Verlag, in which Hoffi:nannsthal attempted to procure a perfmmance of the 

allegorical middle scene. 44 

2. 6 EVENTUAL PERFORMANCE 

Even if Mahler did not see fit to perform Das glii.serne Herz, owing more to his 

mistrust of the libretto (q.v.) than to his opinion about Zemlinsky's music, he 

was a supporter of Zemlinsky, as well as a personal friend.45 As 

Ehrenpriisident, Mahler supported the activities of the Vereinigung schajfender 

Tonkilnstler, which existed during 1904/05, and was founded by Zemlinsky 

11Rathgeber, Eike. "Das glaseme Herz". In: OeMZ. (4:92) 199-205. 
38 Frei es Deutsch es Hochstifi, Frankfurt. Partly reproduced in 'Autographen', Katalog 580 of the 
finn Stargardt, (Marburg 1967) 61. 
39Weber, Horst. op. cit. (Alexander Zemlinskv) 19. 
411Alma Schindler married Gustav Mahler in M~rch, 1902. 
41 Ja/zresbericht des Wiener Concertvereines fiir 1902/3 (Vienna, 1903) 26. 
42 Beaumont, A, op. cit. ("Alexander Zemlinsky - Der Triumph der Zeit") 25. 
,;Weber, H. op. cit. 19. 
44Hofmannsthal, Hugo von. Briejwechsel mit Max Rycher, Samuel und Hedwig Fischer, Oscar Bie 
und Moritz Heimann. (Fischer, Frankfurt 1973) 8lf.. 
45Zemlinsky had accepted the fact that Alma Schindler had transferred her affections from him to 
Gustav Mahler. In her reminiscences Erinnenmgen an Gustav Maltier Alma Mahler cites several . , 
mstances where Schonberg and Zemlinsky visited the Mahlers together and she describes rhe 
stimulating discussion which ensued. 
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and Schonberg.46 It was under these r.uspices that the Tanzpoem was 

performed. 
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However, publication did not ensue, and Zemlinsky presumably lost interest in 

the project. 

2. 7 ITS FIRST STAGED PERFORMANCE 

It was not until 1992 that the revival of interest in Zemlinsky brought about the 

publication of two versions of Zemlinsky's composition by Ricordi. The world 

premiere of the Tanzpoem tookpkce in the Opernhaus Zurich on 19.0l_.1992. 

Zemlinsky's widow forbade purely concert perfonnances of the work. A 

concert performance of the 3 Ballettstucke has taken place with the 

ORFSymphonieorchester under Gerd Albrecht and this has subsequently been 

issued on CD. 

2.8 AN APPRAISAL OF THE SCENARIO 

Der Triumph der Zeit represents a remarkable feat of imagination. It takes the 

form of transformation ballet already described as a feature of Viennese ballet 

of the period, and lifts it to heights which may have been a cause of its non

acceptance. The scenic demands, especially in Act Three, go far beyond even 

those den1anded by Wagner's Ring cycle. The scenario foreshadows the 

Diaghilev/Ravel Daphnis and Chloe, and it is conceivable that ifHo:finannsthal 

had only been in Paris a decade later, he may have had better fortune with his 

libretto than in the uneasy ballet atmosphere of the Mahler period, marred as it 

was by the rift between Mahler and Hassreiter, and the preeminence of one-act 

ballets as a "dessert" to the evening's operatic entertainment. 

4<'The concert season of this organisation included Mahler's Lieder, the Urauffiihrung of Strauss' 
Sinfonia Domestica, Schonberg's Pe/leas und Melisande and Zemlinsky's orchestral fantasy Die 
Seejungfrau based on a story of Hans Christian Andersen, conducted by Zemlinsky himself on 
25.1.1905. The association of Mahler with the organisation led to frequent visits to Mahler's 
Vienna home and Maiemigg summer residence by Zemlinsky and Schonberg, commiss.ions to 
Zemlinsky to arrange the piano version of Mahler's Sinfonie Nr 6, and participation in the 
rehearsals of the Siufonie Nr 7, as well as the Austrian Erstauffiihnmg of Salome in Graz. 
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3. ALEXANDER ZEMLINSKY A_N.D ms 
STRUGGLESWITHDANCEFORL"VI 

Erich Wolfgang Kon1gold had already composed the Schneemann before he 

shared it with his teacher Zemlinsky. Zemlinsky's own attempts at ballet, 

therefore, had little relevance to Korngold' s work However, it is considered 

essential to discuss two Zemlinskian works to illustrate his own struggle with 

the form, a struggle which met with far less ultimate success than the efforts of 

the young composer. In doing so, some historical light will be shed on early 

twentieth century Viennese dance outside the jurisdiction of the Hojballett. 

3.1 ZEMLINSKY'S BALLET DAS 
GLJiSERNE HERZ (DER TRIUMPH DER 
ZEIT): SOME POINTS OF COMPARISON 

The author acknowledges the assistance ofRicordi in Munchen for enabling him 

to peruse the manuscript scores in their office in Munich. During the course of 

an afternoon it was possible to effect this comparison of the two versions. 

Zemlinsky's composition, which never reached performance in the form in 

which it was intended - that is a full-length three-part ballet based on 

Hofinannsthal's scenario - is now published in two forms, namely 3 
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Ballettstilcke for the one part and Ein Tanzpoem (dated 1904)47 for the other. 

The 3 Balletstiicke are in a copyist's hand, whereas the Tanzpoem is an 

autograph manuscript. In the latter, many bridge passages bear witness to haste 

or sketchiness, above all in the latter sections, which have a fragmentary 

character. 

The two works overlap to a degree, as the following schema will make 

apparent: 

The Drei Ballettstiteke are scored for 3 Fl. (3 rd + picc.) 3 Ob. (3rd + cor anglais) 

3 Cl. (3 rd + bass clar.) 3 Fag./ 4 Hr. I 3 Tr. 3 Tromb. Tuba/ Timp. Glockspl. 

Cymb. Triangle Tambourine Side-drum 2 harps / Str. 

The Tanzpoem has -t'IJ.e same instrumentation; plus stage music: 4 Hr. in F 

(second scene); 8 Tr. in Es (fourth scene) 

Drei Ballettstiicke Ein Taazpoem 

1) Ma.Big bewegt (feierlich) 4/4 (1) Ma.Big bewegt (feierlich) 4/4 

2) Fauntanz lacking in this version 

lacking in this version (2) Zweite Szene 

lacking in this version (3) Dritte Szene 

(3) Sehr schnell (presto) ( 4) Sehr schnell (presto) 

---- (lacking)---- ( 4a) Langsames Marsch-Zeitmaf3 

---- (lacking) ---- (4b) Langsames Walzer-Zeitmass (sic) 

---- (lacking) ---- ( 4c) 2/4 Ma13ig bewegte Viertel 

---- (lacking) ---- ( 4d) Bewegtes Walzer-Zeitmaf3 

---- (lacking) ---- ( 4e) Coda: 2/2 - 6/4 

---- {lacking) ---- ( 4t) G-Dur 4/4 Ziemlich langsam 

---- (lacking) ---- ( 4g) G-moll 6/8 

---- (lacking) ---- ( 4h) 2/2 - 6/4 link . 
---- (lacking) ---- , ( 4j) Es-Dur 4/4 mit groBer Irrnigkeit/Coda: 

sehr feierlich, ohne zuriickzuhalten 

47Zemlinsky, Alexander von. Drei Balletstiicke/Ein Tanzpoem. Orchestral score. (Ricardi Vg., 
Munich. Partitur no. Sy 5004, copyright l 99 l ). 

I 
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COMMENTARY 

DREI BALLETTSTUCKE/EIN T ANZPOEM 

The first movement, (1), commencing mii/Jig bewegt (feierlich) is identical 

musically in the two versions, although the Tanzpoem includes some 

scenic/choreographic directions, for example the setting depicts 'Parnassus, 

mountainous, at the edge of a wood', the dwelling place of the "Stunden", 

waiting for the sign to descend to humankind. Thfa corresponds to the second 
scene ofHoffinansthal's scenario. 

In the key of D major, a group of horns intone a gently moving melody 

(miij3ig bewegt), accompanied by a carpet of strings and harp 

configurations (theme) ex. 1, as in Schonberg's Gurre-Lieder. The 

comparison could be extended to Mahler and most typical post

Wagnerian nature depiction. The music builds and dies away) 

introducing a link fanfare passage for the horns. It becomes apparent 

that this is a variation of the adagio-allegro tradition, as the ensuing 

section, from bars 3 9-102, (leicht bewegt und sehr zart) is evolved from 

an inversion of the opening theme, metamorphosed to 6/8 metre, and 

imparted to divisi violins. This theme ( ex. 2) commences at bar 43, after 
a four-bar introduction 

At bar 103, the key signature changes tog minor and the full orchestra 

engages a theme extending from a melodic dominant base (breiter, mit 

Ausdruck, theme (ex.3). After 15 bars, however, the tempo quickens 

( vie! bewegter, bar 119) and the flutes assume the responsibility with a 

light skipping theme in G major (ex.4), developed until bar 147. which 

sees the return of the g minor theme. At bar 15 5 it is clear that this 

opening moveme~t comprises an introductory ABBCBA mirror 

structure, capped by a "odetta commencing at bar 217, which 

incorporates the flute· dance theme, this time in the home key of D major, 
ending at bar 234 wit11 a rapid ciimax. 

DREI BALLETTSTUCKE (Piece No. 2) 

The second movement of 3 Ballettstucke, entitled F auntanz, is not in the 

Tanzpoem. Zemlinsky's description of this scene evokes images of moonlight, 
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aUegorical figures of''die Augenblicke; Amor voranleuchtend", fauns, and 

vegetation of figs and laurel. 
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A three-measure thematic module (theme 3B 1 ( 3 Ballettstucke theme 

1), langsam, 2/4) in the bass will reappear as a link passage and as a 

subsidiary motive. The first principal theme, however, plays from bar 

4-27 (theme 3B2, sehr schnell), being a light 3/8 figurational exchange 

between strings and woodwinds, interrupted at bars 14-16 by the 

module. Bars 27-3 I (bewegt, 2/4) constitute a link to the second 

principal theme (3B3), a semiquaver-based interplay of ascending d 

minor patterns dialogued between violins and clarinet over a sprung· 

quaver accompaniment. This music is repeated after a short caesura at 

bar 62. Bars 63-68 constitute a link which modulates to D major, 

introducing the trio section, an initially stationary axial chromattc melody 

given to flutes, cor anglais and bassoon, ascending to a n,Jnor-major 

apogee in the si.'Xth and seventh bar, parallel to an inversion of the initial 

module, given to violins and violas over a double tonic-dominant pedal. 

This is developed and culminates in a ritenuto (bars 100-102), linking 

back to a restatement of the second principal theme. Here again, 

Zemlinsky's conformation is that of ABCBA, as the final section, 

commencing bar 141, reinvokes the first principal theme, this time more 

schattenhaft. 

EINTANZPOEM 

The Tanzpoem, for its part, continues with a Zweite Szene, little more 

than an interlude, commencing with four horns playing gentle chords 

behind stage introducing soft chord-patterns in alternating 3/4-2/4 metre 

in A flat over a pedal D. A brief reprise of the 6/8 flute music from the 

first scene (theme 4), this time in F major, 6/4, gives way to a repeat of 

the introduction fo scene one (theme I), also in F major. 

Neither that scene nor its successor, Dritte Szene, figure in the Drei 

Bal lettstiicke. This third scene constitutes a waltz (lebhaft, Walzer 

ZeitmajJ). An introduction of anapest rhythms on winds, horn and 

trumpets joined by violin/flute and piccolo triplets builds to a harp 

glissando and the principal waltz theme in a diatonically imbued C major 

(theme TPl (= Tanzpoem theme 1). The second theme, given to winds 

R&F I 
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and strings in phrased G major (theme TP2) is succeeded by a reprise of 

TP 1, but continuing in G major, given to woodwinds including cor 

anglais. The strings assume the theme; however, a three-measure 

modulatory link (schnell steigern) is necessary to enable the whole 

orchestra to reprise the material, ff, in the tonic key of C major. 

Zemlinsky is clearly conversant with the genre of grand ballet as 

exemplified by Tchaikovsky and Glasounov. 

The trio section is now embarked upon, with a four-bar link ( etwas 

breiter) introducing a more chromatlc descending melody in the 

subdominant key (theme TP3) given to the first horn (sehr zart und 

innig). This is decorated with flute :filigree and accompanied at the 

octave by a solo violin. A brief development passage leads to a 

restatement of the theme around A major, before a ritenuto prepares the 

way for a return to the main trio key ofF major. 

The repeat ofTPl (lebhaft, 1. Zeitma/3) culminates in an interrupted 

cadence whereby anjfE flat major passage inserts a tension-building 

passage (schwungvoll) before C major reasserts itself at the final presto. 

Although there is no indication of a separate scene, the music changes in 

character, reintroducing the horn fanfare behind the scene :first heard in 

scene two. The author was unable to decipher the scenic direction 

accompanying this music. The orchestral homs,pp, echo the backstage 

fanfare and a solo viola (molto grazioso) sketches a chromatic figure. A 

caesura marks the onset of another waltz theme in f minor (TP4, sehr 

mlij3ig bewegt), with high muted violin chords answered by the 

chromatically descending cor anglais, accompanied by strings and 

harp. This however has a fragmentary nature and fades away in f 

minor after a few•measures. 
, 

DREI BALLETISTUCKE (piece 3)/EIN T ANZPOEM 
. 

The next section of the Tanzpoem, also bearing no sign of a separate scene, is 

identical to the third piece of the Drei Ballettstiicke, in which Zemlinsky 

describes the "Stunden" and the ~'Augenblicke" as joining in a merry dance 

" ... in dem sie ihre Gewander schwingen wie Flilgel". 
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Dispensing with an introduction, the vigorous waltz (theme 5, A major, 

sehr schnell/presto) is given to horns and trumpets, answered by triplets 

in-piccolo and violins, leading to a very agile theme (prestissimo, sehr 

leicht und zart beginnend) based on theme 5 on spiccato violins in the 

high register, together with a prominent viola theme which wiil derive 

significance later (i:heme 6, commencing bar 20). At bar 33 a 

contrasting theme on winds, strings and harp ( ein wenig zuriickhaltend 

aber immer schnell und jliej3end) is but one of a succession of melodies, 

including a polyrhytlunic motive commencing bar 57. A loud B flat 

passage commencing bar 85 (theme 7) is developed in alternating piano 

and forte passages. 

The return of the initial waltz (theme 5, bar 169) is in C major, only 

attainin~ the tonic key at the coda. (bar 201) after modulating through the 

n1ediant key E major. This coda reintroduces theme 7, building tension 

and interacting with a theme derived from the violas' contribution to 

theme 6 (see theme 6a). Suddenly, at bar 243, the tempo increases still 

further (2/4, 1 Takt wie frilher 2 und immer schneller werden) to end on 

a dramatic chromatic descent. 

This concludes Zemlinsky's Drei Ballettstiicke. 

EINTANZPOEM 

Following the dramatic chromatic descent, the ballet continues at 

rehearsal figure 68 with a slow march featuring eight trumpets behind 

stage with a succession of solemn fanfares, building tension as horns, 

trombones, timpani and two harps join the texture in bar 11, evolving to 

a four bar introduction to the main theme in E flat major (TPS), given to 

violins and horns: Zemlinsky treats this material to ever-increasing 

development aq.d builds the tension until a broad subsidiary cantilena 

theme emerges ~t rehearsal figure 72A (TP6). This is in turn developed 

in broad textural strokes until the offstage trumpets emphasise a 

climactic moment in E flat major at figure 73. The trumpets continue to 

interject as the music dies away. 
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At figure 76 a modulatof'J passage prepares the next section in G major 

4/4 (Miij3iges Zeitmafl) commencing at figure 77. The stage directions 

were illegible. Two bars of gentle sextuplets on flutes and two solo 
violins introduce a theme given to divided cellos (TP7). After 8 

measures, at figure 78, the time signature changes to 3/4 and thet tempo 

to a Hlangsames Walzer-Zeitmaj3. sehr zart und prezios, eine 

geschmeidige Zusammenfugung (Quodlibet). The instrumentation is 

dominated by horns, violins and violas; the stage directions are 

indistinct (die drei ..... ). The manuscript appears sketchy at this point. 

After 19 measures, at figure 79, the key signature changes to E flat 

major and the time to 2/4 (Miij3ig bewegte Viertel, with a subsidiary 

indication illegible). The stage directions are indistinct 

(Sie ... ... zuriick .... ). Sextuplet figurations accompany a melody given 

to the trumpet (theme TP8), which develops to a horn motive at figure 

81a (TP9), which is developed up to a caesura (ganz kurz) before figure 
82. 

At 82, illegible stage directions are set over a soft clarinet melody, 

interrupted after five measures by an ffG7 chord on WW/Horns 

punctuated by a harp glissando, heralding a change to the key signature 

of C major. The brass now predominates, forcing the key through an A 

flat 7 to an F sharp diminished seventh, abruptly silenced by a G.P .. 

Here the stage directions were also illegible. Now, at figure 84, the time 

signature changes to 3/4 (Langsames ..... Walzer-Zeitmaj]) and a new 

theme emerges, softly ascending on the violins (TP 10). A subsidiary 

theme at figure 86a appears on the oboe in G major (TP 11 ), taken over 

by the violins and cellos in E flat major then built up to a tutti reprise at 

figure 88a f Tm Ze{tmaj] - bewegtes Walzer-Zeima/J). This itselfbuiids to 

a caesura (jortwii.hrend.steigend) before figure 89. 

At figure 89 the music assumes the character of a coda. The key is D 

flat major, the time signature 2/2 (6/4), the stage direction illegible. 

Four measures of descending chords prepare the theme at figure 90 

(TP12) but it lasts only eight measures (stage directions illegible) before 

a sudden key change to c sharp minor initiates a Miij3iges Walzer

ZeitmajJ, an illegible stage-direction, four measures of introduction 

followed by an oboe melody (TP13) answered by the cellos and flutes. 
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A repeat of the theme on flutes is succeeded by an extended build 

(leidenschafllic!z) before reemerging in c sharp minor at figure 95 on the 

clarinet. The music dies away, but at figure 96 a modulatory passage 

prepares the way for figure 97, G major 4/4 ziemlich langsam. a reprise 

of the cello theme TP7 given to flutes, bassoons and later the solo 

violin. 

At figure 98a a g minor melody in 6/8 (TP14) is reminiscent of theme iii 
of the Drei Ballettstil.cke. Played by the full orchestra, this ff passage 

. 
dies down to transform itself into its major equivalent and_ at figure 

99a, a cello melody accompanied by ppp strings ganz nah am Steg (the 

stage directions are illegible). The horn assumes the theme, still in G 

major. There follows~ 1"'l"idge passage of eight measures with a key 

signature of three flats, 2/2-6/4, over a B flat 7 (stage directions 

illegible), leading to a new theme in E flat major at figure 1 00b mit 

groJJer Innigkeit, in broad lyrical sweeps (TP 15), followed by theme 

TP 16 (sehr warm) at figure 1 00c. Several soft measures precede a 

grofte Steigerung and a final Coda, sehrfeierlich, ohne zuruckzuhalten, 

presenting the themes one after the other, accompanied by many 

(illegible) stage directions. As the music swells to its fmal close the 

eight stage trumpets are heard once more in a solemn ff passage. 

At the end of the score is Zemlinsky's indication ImFebntar 1904 -Alexander 

Zemlinsicy. 

3.2 OTHER DANCE PERSONALITIES AND 
REPERTOIRE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO 
THEHOFOPER 

Before concluding this survey of the world of Ballett-Pantomime which would 

shortly see the emergence ofKomgold's Sclmeemann, it has been considered 

appropriate to mention some other alternative personalities and activities which 

were part of Viennese cultural life. 

March 1903 marked a guest appearance of Isadora Duncan (1877-1927) in 

Vienna, an event which shocked the more conservative elements of the public 
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but enthused the circle of Hermann Bahr, Hofmannsthal and Beer.48 Bahr 

characterised Duncan's style as "leicht wie ein Hauch, schnell wie eine Welle, 

nicht eigentlich taiuend, sondem gleitend, schwebend, flieBend, einer sanften 

Melodie gleich, die zur Linie geworden ist.. . .Ist das Tanz, ist es ein Schauspiel, 

haben wir Musik erblickt?49 

The way for Duncan had been prepared by the American Loie F11Iler with her 

integrative dance, Hght, colour, dance and music performances, notably of her 

''Serpentinentanz".50 Duncan's first visit to Vienna was in 1898, her second in 

1902. 

The former variety dancer Ruth. St. Denis toured to Vienna, where she created 

the dances "Yogi" and "The Nautch" in 1903, 1907 and 1908.51 

Maude Allan made her debut in Vienna in 1903 with the popular Vision of 

Salome.52 

3. 3 THE WIESENTHALS 

The Wiesenthal sisters, former members of the Hojballett, were establishing 

themselves as dancers in the free contemporary style advocated by Duncan, and 

it is probably due to their influence that Zemlinsky had again taken up the work 

by February 1904, revising the second act and entitling it 'Ein Tanzpoem'. 

Grete Wiesenthal53 (born 9.12.1885 in Vienna, died Vienna 22.6.1969) had 

already entered the Hojbal!ett as a dancer in 1895, shortly before her sister Else. 

Gustav Mahler admired her enough to follow Roller's recorrirnendation to cast 

her as Fenella in Auber's "Muette de Portici", even before she had attained the 

rank of soloist, and action which furthered increased the tension between 

48Duncan's first appearance in Vienna was an informal performance, introduced by Loie Fuller, in the 
Hotel Bristol, Vienna, on 12th February 1902. See: Tanz: 20. Jahrhundert in Wien (Exhibition 
catalogue, Osterreichisches Theatermuseum, Vienna, 1979) 73. 
49 Suzanne Rode has posed the question if this aesthetic may have influenced Zemlinsky's 
composition of Das g/aserne Herz, which took place at intervals during his time at the Car/theater. 
See: Rode, Suzanne. "Alles war schon auf der Welt - wenn 's keine Operette gabe". In: OeMZ (4/92) 
I 88f .. 
50In: Tanz: 20. Jahrhundert in Wien (op. cit.) 72. 
51 op. cit. 73. 
52Sorell, W. op. cit. 330. 
53The information relating to Grete Wiesenthal is from Langer, Friedrich. "Grete Wiesenthal". In: 
Tanz: 20. Jahrhundert in Wien (op. cit.) 59-64. See also refoi":mces in Schneider, 0. op. cit. 603. 
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Hassreiter and !vfahler. Shortly afterwards (31st May, 1907), she was to 

resign from the ballet to initiate a career as a solo dancer, performing for the 

most part in 'alternative' venues. Her first programme was an open-air setting 

of Max Mell' s poem Die Tiinzerin und die Marionette, in association with Klimt, 

Moser and Josef Hoffmann. Her fame spread rapidly, especially in relation to 

her rendition of the Viennese waltz: her most famous being 

Fruhlingstimmenwalzer, to the music of Johann Strnuss.54 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal was an admirer of Wiesentha1 and engaged her for the 

Salzburg Festival, as well as recommending her to Max Reinhardt. Wiesenthal 

appeared with both artists as the "Ki.icht~njunge" in the "Burger als Edel~mapn" 

section of the original version of Ariadne aufNaxos in 1912, and Hofmannsthal 

wrote for 'her the libretto Das fi·emde Afi:idchen, and Amor und Psyche. 55 

Professor Ricki Raab (q.v.) remembered Grete Wiesenthal's speciality- the 

Wiener Walzer; sometimes performed with piano, sometilnes with orchestra; the 

orchestra on the floor, WiesenthaJ performing on stage. Ricki Raab also 

remembered Wiesenthal's pedagogic activity. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This concludes Part Three: the survey ofKomgold's childhood Umwelt. It has 

included aspects of biography, historiography, and musicology and has 

hopefully confirmed that Komgold's environment, like his music, was 

heterogenous, volatile, and rich in tradition. 

Part Four of the thesis examines the dramaturgy, musical form and orchestration 

of Der Schneemann in.detail, compares sources and compares versions. It is 

hoped thereby that the reader's opinion of the young composer's merits will be 

enhanced. 

54The Ost. Theatermuseum exhibition of I 979 showed Grete Wiesenthal in a feathered costume in 
this piece during a guest perfonnance at the Raimund-Theater on 6.3.1909. op. cit. 119, 
55Hotinannsthal's Erinnerung an Grete Wiesenthal ( c. 1925) is reproduced in the 1979 Theatermusem 
catalogue (op. cit.) 120. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following aims to represent as complete a picture as possible of the 

manuscripts, proof copies and published scores of Der Schneemann. The 

author concedes that there is more research to be done, and the precise dates of 

the various revisions remain a matter for speculation: 

2. PIANO SCORES 
The original sketches and :nanuscript of the pb.no version of Der Schneemann 

remain lost, or hidden in a private collection. The location of the approximately 

fatty copies sent to non-Viennese musicians1 remains a matter for research. 

A copy of a printed title page ''als Manuskript gedriickt" has been sent to the 

author by the Komgold Society., It has Russian printed characters (ink

stamped) on the verso and could have been one of those copies, caught up in the 

vicissitudes of World War Two. 

2.1 (PRINTED) PROOFS OF THE PRIVATE 
~EDITION 

2.1.1 PROOF NUMBER ONE 
In the Stadt-und Landesbibliothek Vienna, there exists a printed proof, 

"E.W.K. 1" 'als Manuskript gedruckt', with Komgold's corrections in a large 

juvenile hand. This is either a proof of the private edition distributed to non

Viennese musicians by Julius Korngold, or it was corrected between that 
, 

distribution and the published edition U.E. 2663. However, Korngold's 

revisions have not been incorporated into the published score.There are major 

discrepancies, for example the Introduktion is shorter than the published piano 

score, lacking the Sclmeemann-Walzer. There is no entr'acte. The score has 39 

numbered pages. Komgold's calligraphy is bold, large and juvenile, and is 

mostly in Lateinschrift with some Kun·entschrifi features, notably the (''s"). 

1 JKM 128. 
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2.1.2 PROOF NUMBER TWO 
Brendan Carroll has sent the author a title page with different revisions by 

Korngold, on pp. 4, 17, 18, 19, 24, 29, 35, and 39. The edition remains 

E.W.K. 1 (not the published score), and is dated December, 1909. Korngold's 

calligraphy is slightly different - Ku!1'entschrift for comm~nts ( e.g. on the title 

page), and Lateinschrift for the tempo and other musical indications, but still 

bold and youthful. This time Komgold' s alterations have b~en incorporated 

into the published piano score. · 

These scores could correspond to the scores MC 23975 and 53473 in the Stadt

und Landesbibliothek. 

"E. W.K. l" was actually printed by Universal-Edition., without including 

their name or emblems. Apart from the title page, the font and engraving is 

identical to the published edition. 

2. 2 PUBLISHED EDITION OF PIANO 
SCORE 
This bears the inscription "Copyright 1910 by Universal Edition" (sic) and the 

number U.E. 2663, with the Entr'acte (missing in "E. W.K. 1 ") designated 

U.E. 2760. 2663. It has a decorated :frontispiece, and a coloured front cover 

depicting a town and a snowman, in similar style to the original stage 

design. The score has 43 numbered pages. 

Prior to the publication ofK-H. Shin's dissertation on Der Schneemann, the 

author thought that Korngold 's ~orrections must have predated the publication 

of the piano score, in view of-the copyright date displayed on the score, 

However, Shin has identified four printings: 1910, 1912, 1918, 1922,2 and 

two printed versions. 3 The corrections could have been made for the 1912 

printing as the calligraphy is considered to be too youthful for 1918 or 1922. 

2 Information supplied by Ilse Heinrich, officer of Universal-Edition. See.· Sh' K H m, yung- wa. op. 
cit. 20. 
'ibid. 99. 
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Two question~- however remain unanswered. (a) Wby were Komgold's 

original revision& not incorporated into the later printings, and (b) Where are the 

drafts for the majot, changes, i.e. the dance interpolations and the entr'acte? 

2.3 PUBLISHED PIANO SCORE: TWO 
VERSIONS: , 

K-H Shin has identified two versions of the published piano score4 as being 

"der Jahre 1910 und 1933". There is no precise date on the vocal scores, only 

"copyright i910". 

As there is no 1933 printing, Shin could mean 1910 and "1912", "'1918", or 

"1922'\ The author's correspondence with Bernd Rachold and Brendan Carroll 

points to a revision for the Cologne performances in 1913. Brendan Carroll, as 

already stated, mentioned another revision for the 1933 revival, but this would 

not have been reflected in the piano score. 

The two divergent passages referred to by Shin are both in the "1910" score -

the interpolated "entr~acte" music in Part One (p. 12) a.rid the additional bars of 

"Schneemann waltz", in F major with children's chorus, which replace the 

published end of the pantomime. 

These passages were not in the "E.W.K. 1" score, which corresponds in these 

particular respects to the ·'1933" score quoted by Shin except that it does not 

include the entr'acte. 

The author prefers to designate the published versions "A" (with added music) 

and "B" (without added music) until more data becomes available.5 

4 ibid. 99 - IOI 
5 The version most studied by the author (purchased second-hand from Doblinger in Vienna) was 
version "A". 
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It is not improbable that the "E.W.K.l" version was published in mid-1910 as 

version "A", as Shin states. Korngold's "proof two" corrections would have 

been incorporated; the entr'acte would have been added, but merged into Part 

One ;as well as being played between the two scenes,6 and the children's chorus 

waltz would have replaced Komgold's simpler ending in al/a breve time. The 

amendments were probably the result cf discussions between Zemlinsk.-y and 

Korngold during the completion of the orchestration.7 ~ey would have had to 

have been completed and submitted to Universal-Edition before Korngold wep.t 

to Salzburg and Munich that summer. 

Although Julius Komgold describes his son as actively participating in the 

rehearsal process, - "Man erhob keinen Anstand, wenn er in Dinge der Szene 

mengteH8 
- there was little time to effect major changes. Erich Korngold were 

certainly in Munich on September 17th, 9 and possibly even until September 

20th, 10 and the piano dress rehearsal of Der Schneemann took place on 

September 24th, with the premiere on October 4th. 

Version "B" was decided upon some time after the premiere, after Erich and his 

father had the opportunity to witness some performances. It is likely that 

Komgold thought that an additional waltz adding to a succession of waltzes in 

Part One overburdened the scenario and preempted the fresh musical impetus, 

capable of standing on its own as an orchestral piece. He also obviously 

preferred his own original instinctive dramatic image of Pantalon giving vent to 

his feelings alone with the snowman, rather than the "prettier" stage picture of 

street urchins dancing in a circle around him. To date u.1ere is nc evidence as to 

which printing, 1912, 1918 or 1922, became version "B", a!faough 1912 seems 

most likely, because of the above-mentioned episode in Cologne. 

6 Not only was the entr'acte U1'.f(liioned in a Neue Freie Presse recension foJlowing the premiere, but 
there are explicit directions concerning it in the choreographic scenario. 
7 The date "March'' mentioned in the Library of Congress catalogue indicates the commencement 
date of the score .. 
8 JKM 143. 
9 foe. cit. 
10ibid. 141. 
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It is a matter for conjecture why there would have been a reprint of the piano 

score in 1918, when Austria's economy was in such a problematic state, and no 

performances to the author's knowledge, except for a· ;erformance of the 

entr'acte in 1919, 11 were envisaged. The 1922 reprint could have coincided with 

the proposed Barcelona season. 12 

2. 4 CHOREOGRAPHIC SC~NARIOS 

There exists a piano score with interleaved choreographic scenario,· 

which was made available to the author by the Komgold Society (Brendan 

Carroll}. It is typewritten, and there are some: revisions in a calligraphy which 

strongly resembles that of Julius Komgold, plus annotations in an unknown 

hand. 

The origin of this score is obscure. There is no mention of a piano score in the 

Library of Congress catalogue. There are certainly similarities in the texts cited 

by K-H Shin, 13 but that scholar states that he found the scenario in the 

''Reinschrift der Partitur Zemlinskys" in the }.efusiksammlung of the 

Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek. 14 That collection contains a bound 

conductor's score but this author does not recollect its having included the 

scenano. 

Moreover, the scenario which the author received was definitely interleaved into 

a vocal score; in fact, a published vocal score with pencilled Roman numerals 

corresponding to the detailed scenographic instructions. 

Shin postulates, that the ','Regiebuch" in the Musiksammlung was the one used 

by Ms K.ratina, choreographer for the 1933 revival but he does not say whether 

it followed version "A'; or "B". 

t t Shin, K-H. op. cit. 22,102. 
11•ibid. 22 f .. 
l)ibid. 5 
14 

Mr Shin means the score orchestrated by Zemlinsky, not Zemlinsky's autogmph score, which 
resides in the Library of Congress, Washington D.C .. 

rwewzwww l GU IHIIHll&Ul L 
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In fact, the scenario does follow "B", except that it includes the part one 

entr'acte dance interpolation by way of a mark in the score ''cutting" to the 

entr'acte, which features the Roman numerals. 

356 

Brendan Carroll was of the opinion that this scenario was Godlewski's. It is 

certainly the work of someone who had a detailed and very strong conception of 

the dramaturgy, and a keen sense of pantomime. Godlewski knew the piece 

well, having already rehearsed the piece for the charity p~rfonnances in April 

191 O. There are two different calligraphies superimposed on th•; stenograph~. 

One of them resembles Julius Komgold's very closely, its size, as well as the 

individual shape of some of the upper-case letters, although the critic's writing 

in his correspondence was usually more irregular. It is highly likely that Julius 

Komgold, ever the keen Dramaturg, would have involved himself with the 

original scenario, perhaps even translating on to paper the ideas of his son. In 

that case, the third calligraphy could have been that of Godlewski, and Shin's 

"Regiebuch'' a completely different volume~ an uncatalogued item acquired in 

recent times. 

3.0RCHESTRALSCORES 

3.1 DRAFT MANUSCRIPT SCORE 

The 131 pages of the first draft manuscript full score is mostly in 

Zemlinsky's hand, with passages from Komgold. It resides in the Korngold 

collection in the National Library of Congress. The cover page is initialed 
' 

"A.v.Z"/E.W.K." and dated "mitte Marz. 15 This score does have the alternative 

ending (the return of the chiidren singing the "Sr·"·1_.:,1eemann "Waltz). 

It is worth noting that the (printed) proof of the piano score "E. W.K. l" 

includes two passages with an added stave and orchestral instrument added. 

15 Thus an arrangement with Universal-Edition whereby Zemlinsky would be paid by them and 
by Julius Komgold to effect the orchestration was negotiated before the charity performances 
in April which led to the piece being ac0epted for the Hofoper. 
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The first, for "C-TrompeteM, occurs in Part Two four bars before the "Don 

Giovanni" quote. 16 This interpolation found its way into the published piano 

score, although just designated "Trompete" (not "in C"), The second includes 

eleven bars of timpani octaves commencing twelve bars before the main theme 

of the "Tanz der Schneemanner" in PartTwo. 17 

3.2 HANDWRITTEN PROOF·COPY -
(DRUCKVORLAGE) 

There is a manuscript fair copy of the full score, a proof copy (Druckvorlage, 

henceforth known as DV), in Zemlinsky's small handwriting, with corrections 

by himself and his pupil. This version does not have the alternative ending of 

the first draft (it follows E. W.K. 1 and piano score version "B"). It is kept in 

the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek 

3.3 IIOFOPER/STAATSOPER 
CONDUCrfOR'S SCORE 

A cloth-b0und full score, by virtue of its markings a conductor's version. 

corresponds to the DV, but with additional markings and corrections. This is the 

score most likely to have been used by Schalk and Alwyn in Vienna. It is kept 

in the Musiksammlung of the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek.. It has several 

"cuts", and a final waltz, but a different ending from the other alternative 

ending, in this case "sehr langsam". The Schalk Nachlass in the 

Nationalbibliothek does not contain a copy of the Schneemann score. 

3.4 ANOTHER CONDUCTOR'S SCORE 

The Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek holds a full score, in the same script 

as the published score, with some corrections and conductor's annotations 

(instruments, tempi, dynamics, beating) with alternative waltz ending,as in 

piano version '"A". This score has been used by a conductqr, or conductor's 

16 Piano score "E.W.K.I. p. 24, bars 9-12. 

--•~ 
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assistant but it is not to be confused with the bound copy held at the 

Nationalbibliothek 

3.5 PUBLISHED FULL SCOlRE 

358 

The published version of the full score is available on hire from Universal

Edition. It has ther same handwritten script as the score in ~he Stadt- und 

Landesbibliothek and includes tbe entr'acte dance in Part One (similar to piano 

score version "A"), the Entr'acte between the two scenes, and ·the original 

ending ( as in "E. W.K. 1 and version "B"), but not the added waltz and 

children's chorus at the end (although there is an added F natural with fermata 

after the last bar). Only Zemlinsky's autograph score in Washington and the 

conductor's score in the Stadt- und Landesbibliothek include the added final 

children's waltz, and the latter score has pages added in a copyists's hand. 

4. ORCHESTRAL PARTS: 

4.1 SET IN NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK 

A set of forty-five parts, labelled UE 2981, bear numerous corrections in 

Komgold's hand. They are held in the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 

lvlusiksammlung 

4.2 SET IN STADJ:. UND 
LANDESBIBLIOTHEK 
Another set of parts, also labelled UE 2981, include further corrections in 

Korngold' s hand. These reside in the Wiener Stadt-und Landesbibliothek. 

17 Piano score E. W.K. I, p. 3 I, bars 11. 
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4.3 RECENTLY PERFORMED SET 

There exists a set of published parts hired by the author when he conducted Der 

Schneemann for the Melbourne Festival, Australia, in October 1997. They have 

been edited and corrected to the best ofhis ability, with the collaboration of his 

assistant and the orchestral musician~. The corrections were too numerous to 

list here. The parts were returned to Universal-EditiQn via the publisher's 

Sydney agents Boosey and Hawkes, and should be re~dily identifiable, as they .. . 

follow piano score version "B" (i.e. E.W.K. 1 plus the ~ntr'acte). There i~ 

therefore a bridge passage added, and a waltz cut, before the "snowball" 

pantomime in all parts except the violas. Only two parts remain uncorrected; 

the harp part,and a trumpet part. 

The full score is not with the parts. The amount of travel, study, and annotation 

to which it has been subjected during the course of this research has rendered it, 

like that ofZemlinsky, "voll ruiniert" (q,v.). 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is hoped that this information, and the following chapters, will provide a basis 

for scholars to engage in further research, with the aim of identifying dates and 

calligraphy with more certitude. 
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SCENOGRAPHY, DER SCHNEEMANN 

THE SN.OWMAN 

A Ballet-Pantomime in two scenes by 

Erich Wolfgang Kotng~ld 

( translated from the original): 

Librettist n.n 1 

Note: the style of this scenario has been kept less formal, to correspond with 

the original tone of the language. 

CHARACTERS 

Principal roles: 

PANTALON, 

uncle and guardian of 

COLOMBINE 

attempts to keep her at a distance from 

PIERROT, 

a violinist who has no resources other than his music and his wits. 

(Pantalon wishes to marry Colombine himself). 

Secondary role: 

A CHIMNEY SWEEP. 

Minor roles: 

361 

1 The libr~tto was probably by the composer, with his father and Godlewski as active c;ollaborators. 
Godlewski received a fee and royalties for his services. He agreed to take a lump sum in lieu of 
perccn tag es. 
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Pantalon's two servants (one male and one female), 

A policeman (watchman). 

Street vendorJ (scene one), 

Street urchins (scene one), 

Snowmen (scene two). 

SCENARIO 

1. INTRODUKTION (OVERTURE) 

2. SCENE ONE: 
A town square with Christmas stalls and booths. Pantalon's house to one side 

with a bay window upstairs. A winter morning with snow evezywhere. 

Lively market scene with merchants and street urchins (waltz). 

Pierrot appears shyly, gazing lovingly up to the bay window where Colombine 

is sitting. She presses herself against the window, waving to him anxiously. 

Pantalon comes out of the house with his servants, sees Pierrot, and brusquely 

shoos him away. Pierrot acquiesces, out of consideration for Colombine. 

Pantalon turns to the street v_endors. He intends to buy Colombine a Christmas 

present to keep her in a good mood. He settles on a life-sized Krampus2 which 

his servants start to carry towards the house. Street urchins dance around them, 

blocking their way. Eventually Pantalon breaks through their ranks and 

2 a Krampus, or 'Knecht Ruprecht', i.e. in Austria, St. Nicholas1 follower, a monster-like fugure, 
distributing presents to good children and 'the rod' to bad children . 

• 
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disappears around the comer (to the tavern), whilst his servants reach the safety 

of the house. 

In version "'A", Colombine enters at this point and engages in a dance with 

female companions, to the music of the Entr'acte. She then exits, and her 

friends likewise. The street vendors have left their stalls. 

The street urchins begin a snowball-fight (dance), 1!101J1entarily interrupted by a 

watchman striding across the square. 

Some of the urchins build a snowman, complete with outstretched arms (dance 

around the snowman (waltz)). 

Darkness falls. The urchins scatter. 

Pierrot timidly approaches Pantalon's house, but Colombine is nowhere to be 

seen. He plays a haunting serenade on his violin (serenade), but to no avail. 

Pantalon returns in a meny mood. Pierrot hides behind the snowman. Pantalon 

sees the snowman and bows to it comically, before entering the house. 

Pierrot has an idea. He drags the snowman offstage, and brings on a snowman 

costume which he has kept from the Carnival. Now he can take the snowman's 

place a..T).d stand with outstretched arms looking up to Colombine as long as he 

likes. 

Darkness has fallen. Lights flicker. Bells ring. Light snowfall. Pierrot stands 

stock still as a gauze curtain falls slowly. 

3. ENTR'ACTE 
(three minutes). 
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4. SCENE TWO: 
Pantalon's upper room with the bay window. A couch. 

It is a moonlit evening. 

Colombine stares fixedly down at the snowman - this initates Pantalon. To 

calm him, Colombine dances with him (character-waltz), 

but then goes straight back to her vantage-point. Pantalon mimes "You seem to 

think more of that snow-thing than of me! All right, I'll let him in!" He 

beckons angrily out to the 'snowman', who needs no more encouraging,, 

Steps are heard coming up the stairs, and in stomps the snowman, like the stone 

guest in 'Don Giovanni'. 

Pantalon is staggered. After a m~ment of shock, he hurtles to the window to 

convince himself that the snowman has indeed left his spot. 

Quivering with fear, Pantalon summons his servants, who enter with brooms 

and pokers. After a moment of terror, they attack the snowman, who repulses 

them with a single gesture,. 

Toe servants fetch a chimney,sweep (from the kitchen), then huddle themselves 

in blankets and hurry away. 

The sweep launches himself against the snowman but is repulsed. Grotesque 

fight-dance between the (black) sweep and the (white) snowman. 

During this pantomime Pantalone has been drinking wine to give himself 

courage. 

Suddenly, he seems to see two snowmen - then three, four - finally, countless 

snowmen swirling around him (dance of the snowmen). 

Pantalon staggers to the couch and falls in a half-faint. The snowmen 

disappear. 

D. Kram. Doctoral Thesis. Musicology/Scenography 

Colombine's and Pierrot peek from behind their respective doors. Tiptoeing 

towards the couch, they reassure themselves that Pantalon has dropped off to 

sleep. 

Courtship scene. Pierrot avows his love witli yearning gestures. Colombine 

acts the coquette. Pierrot implores Colombine to flee·with him and share his 

artistic destiny. She succombs. 

After a short pas de deux, they leave. 

The servants enter tremblingly and see the lovers escaping. With a jolt, they 

realize that Pantalon is asleep. 

The old man awakes, and is told what has happened. Enraged, he storms off, 

and out of the house. 

(Open scene transformation, one minute). 

The town square, as before. Pierrot has placed the snowman in its original 

position. Light snowfall. Church bells. A distant posthom is heard - the 

lovers have escaped in a carrfa.ge. 

365 

Pantalon appears and listens to the sound of the horn, which sounds distorted to 

him in his anguish. He wrings his hands in despair, as the lovers' music swells 

up. 

Suddenly he rushes to the snowman and smashes it to pieces with his fists. The 

curtain falls on the last bar of music. In version "A", he remains motionless with 

outstretched arms after destroying the snowman, allowing the street urchins to 

reenter and engage in a mocking dance around him before the fall of the curtain. 

DURATION: approximately 45 MINUTES, 
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NOTES: 

Stage indications represent a literal translation of that which stands in the PS 

(Piano Score) .. There are no stage indications in the published FS (Full Score). 

Italian musical terms have been fully anglicised for conciseness. For 
example: 

(a) plurals: pizzicatos, cellos, fennatas etc. (b) verbs: to rallentando, it 
rallentandos, rallentandoed, is rallentandoing; to segue, it segues, segued, is 

segueing etc. 

To indicate pitches or pitch areas the established German system has been 

anglicised and modified (all notes in upper case letters). 

• Cup to the B below middle Care in the 'small octave' 

• Middle C (C') to B' are in the 'one-stroked octave', 

• C" (one octave above middle C) to b" in the 'two-stroked octave', etc. 

• All notes including middle C and above are classed as belonging to the 's

register' (i.e stroked register) 

• Notes descending from the Ba semitone below Middle Care written in 
capital letters as follows: B, A, G, F, E, D, C, Bl, Al. ....... Cl, B2, 

A2 ........ C2, B3, A3 etc. 

e Ranges: B down to Care in the 'large octave', Bl to Cl in the 'one-octave' 

(I-octave), B2 to C2 in the two (2)-octave, etc. All notes below middle Care 

classed as belonging to the 'u-register' (i.e the unstroked register). 

Division of scenes: The ballet-pantomime has been written 'in zwei Bilder'. 
' 

In the English language the confusing word 'scene' is used indiscriminately to 

denote either a change of set(ting) or a change in the number of people on stage. 

In this thesis the word 'Bild' has been translated as ~Part', i.e. L Bild= Part 

One, and each part has been divided into a number of 'scenes', grouped by 

the author according to entrances and exits. This division however, does not 

exist in the original score. 

•mrwlfr,rmrztrm•Blll1m r n 
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Bars (measures) have been numbered, commencing from I, in four different 

sections: (a)lntroduktion, (b) part one (erstes Bild), (c) entr'acte, and (d) part 

two (zweites Bild). 

Bars will be identified as FS 1, 2, 3 etc or PS 1, 2, 3 etc in the places where 

there is a discrepancy between PS and FS. 

Themes have been identified as Al, A2, B 1, B2 etc. Themes grouped un_der. 

the sarr1e letter are either related by position in the score, or by thematic 

derivation. 

Dynamic markings have sometimes been abbreviated to cresc., dim., etc., 

and the term 'hairpin' has been employed to denote the signs indicating a 

compact cresc-dim., in accordance with current practice among musicians. 

Where German adjectives have been imported verbatim into the text their 

form wi11 be kept in the nominative no matter what grammatical function they 

serve. 

Any musical fragment which is too brief to qualify as a motif, but which has a 

role in the development of musical material, has been dubbed a melodic, 

harmonic or rhythmic 'kernel'. 

DER scmVEEMANN 

Pantomime in two parfs (in zwei Bildern - two scenes or sets) 

( composed at the age of eleven) 

Copyright 1910 by Universal-Edition, piano score U.E. 2663. 

I 
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1. INTRODUKTION (INTRODUCTION) 

1 .. 1 SUMMARY: 
An orchestral "pot-pouni" overture. 

1.2 ANALYSIS 
The impact of musical works which have secured their place in the repertoire is 

often distinguished by a significant gesture in the very opening bar. This 

gesture is often marked by an anacrusis, viz. the tonic-dominant in Elelctra 

(ex.la); or the dotted 3/8 rhythm in La Boheme, (ex.I b ). Zemlinsky paid 

tribute to this concept when he closed a letter to his pupil Alma Schindler with: 

Noch eins: Das kurze eindringliche Motiv, das nach zwei oder vier 

Takten keinen Zweifel laBt, was es bedeutet (gehort zum Wichtigsten). 1 

Four characteristics indicate that Kon1gold has followed this practice, by 

instinct, example or by direct teaching: 

• Firstly, the incisiveness of the anacrusis triplets which immediately 

suggest the tonality - F major ~ but already at the downbeat, because they 

move to a D, imply d minor, in fact here is the first instance of a minor-major 

tonal centre (ex.2). 

• Secondly, the tessitura - almost exclusively in the s-register for the first 

nine bars. This focuses the ear, and enables a shift in tessitura to incorporate 

thematic development. It could be - and will be - reprised later in both 

moving-bass and pedal-bass harmonic guises, and, viewed subjectively, 

could suggest a synaesthetic impression of winter light, winter cold, the 

brightness of a snowy landscape, even at night. 

• Thirdly, the harmonisation, which is comparatively straightforward 

( comparing it, for example, to the Ent,•' acte ), but which by virtue of its 

avoidance of the tonic chord until bar IO ( apart from a allusion at the opening 

anacrusis by way of an implied p+6) keeps the attention focussed on the 

1 Quoted in: Weber. Horst. op. cit. {Wien, 1977) 49, 
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progression of tonal centres VI - I I - III - II - V ( ex.3a). The intrinsic 

parallelism of the hannony evokes Organum and by implication a sense of 

time past, apt for the telling of a fable derived from the world of commedia 

dell 'arte. It also has an affinity with certain traits ofKomgold's friend 

Puccini and it is noteworthy that the opening of La fanciulla de/ West 

contains both parallel hannonies and whole-tone characteristics (also a feature 

of Der Schneemann) but in a more overt form (ex. 3b). ·Puccini was 

composing F anciulla when Komgold was composing.Der Schneemann, and, 

on a visit to the Komgolds (allbeit later, after the composition of the Trio op .. 

J), he listened to Erich playing a passage from his opera.2 Ex. 3c also 

resembles the harmonic pattern (and tonality)ofthis opening phrase. 

It will become apparent that all these chords are utilised in simple or, more 

often, in chromatically altered variants by the composer throughout the work. It 

will also be demonstrated that Komgold, following late nineteenth-century 

tradition, was enamoured of the modulation and tonal relationship possibilities 

afforded by the tonic-mediant-submediant nexus, rather than tonic-dominant. 

• Fourthly, the compactness of the voicing, with the contrast between the 

legato of the left hand and the tremolo of the right, compact because of the 

interval of an octave between them. 

This opening music, up to the fennata in bar 8, has been designated Ali ( ex.4)as 

it is the first of a group of three musical statements which initiate the piece, and 

which will, according to dramaturgical convention, establish their true 

credentials much later, as a character appearing momentarily at the beginning of 

a play often proves to be the key to the plot. In this case it represents no 

physical character, but rather his psychological (amorous) condition. 

At bar 8, whole-tone harmony' ensues after the fermata, but a new theme makes 

its appearance in the left hand. As yet it is only a fragment, an interruption. The 

metamorphosed hannony exhibits elements ofbitonality- the left hand plays an 

amalgam of F major and f minor, whilst the right hand, although seemingly 

based on whole-tone harmony, could also be interpreted as a dominant seventh 

(with flattened fifth) on VI, falling a step to a dominant s~venth derivation on V. 

The whole tone harmony is here a harmonic coloration of a diatonic sequence, 

2 JKM. 262 ff .. 
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rather than a tonality-in-itself as in the music of Dukas and Debussy. Even the 

opening of La fanciulla def West (Puccini's opera being a conceivable model for 

Komgold) could be interpreted as an altered dominant seventh (the fifth of the 

chord, G, being sharpened) precursing the F major tonality. Komgold's F 

sharp, whilst seemingly a "pedal", is more appropriately linked to the preceding 

A flat, if viewed enharmonically; the D natural replaces the equivalent E natural, 

and imparts the colour of a dominant ninth)3 the nn-E"-D"-A flat' module, 

derived from the chords accompanying it, which will be capable ofmu,~h 

development. This one-and-a-half bar phrase has been designated JBR.{ ex.:S) 

Here it is interrupted by a fermata on the bar-line after bar 9. 

Bar 10 brings what will be seen later in the work as the continuation of Al, 

hence its designation A.2 (ex.6). It is a two-part phrase, both melodies 

descending in a plunging sixth - in contrast to the mellifluosity of the preceding 

melodic movement - , both harmonised between minor and major, never at any 

time with a common triad, always with notes ajoutees. This brings richness and 

poignancy to the texture - and is in keeping with the contemporaneous operetta 

style of the "auric-argentine" era - but Korngold' s wide-spanning tessitura of the 

two hands brings as much if not more drama and sonority than those of his 

models (Lehar et al) As in the Sonata in d minor, here is evidence of the 

physical maturity of the young composer-pianist, who was manifestly capable 

of octave extensions incorporating block harmonies (ex.7). Komgold's control 

of the whole gamut of the keyboard is manifest already this early in the piece, 

and there is every reason to infer that this scoring, for example, the left-hand 

a1peggio in bar 10, is but a sketch - albeit a pianistically satisfactory sketch. As 

was his practice in later life, evinced by a private recording made during his 

residency in Los Angeles~4 he is likely to have furbished the middle range oft½.e 

keyboard with additional·notes (and even glissandi in the upper register, at 

climactic points), resulting in a sonorous, flamboyant orchestral texture. 

After anotherfermata in bar 13, a new scalar theme, this time ascending to 

counterbalance the opposite tendency of the previous music, affirms the scale of 

~ This passage, by dint of its complicated harmonic progression, proyed difficult to tune in the 
orchestral rehearsals of 1997, particular!y since Zem!insky had placed them in the upper strings. 
4 In the possession of Brendan Carroll, 
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F major, though harmonised in a minor then c+2• This theme, capping Al and 

A2, is labelled A3 ( ex.8). 

At bar 16 the tempo and time signature, which heretofore has been moderato 

(dotted minim), 6/4, changes to 3/4, andantino grazioso. This enables Bl to 

develop itself into a 4-bar phrase and satisfactorily direct itself towards tonic 

harmony, albeit ending on the mediant of that chord. The right hand is gently 

arpeggiated on the downbeats while the left hand punctuaJes.the rhythm with 

waltz-quavers leaving the third crotchet empty, The phrase is answered by its . 

sequential reprise, in a similar manner to Al, A.2 and A3. This unifying 

device is developed by register, hannonies and tonality. 

The concept is carried to its extreme later in the Serenade, but here it is checked 

by theme Bl ( ex.9) at bar 24, a descending ripple which would almost sound 

like a conventional pattern of descending fourths5 were it not varied by means of 

augmented fourths. The second bar of this phrase is extended - by virtue of the 

repetition of its rhythm - in bars 27-30, whereby bars 29 £ return to the tonic, 

affirmed in the next bar (32) and followed by a new melodic idea in bars 33-36. 

This is a 'swinging' melody, and although Komgold deceives the ear 

rhythmically for one brief instant in bar 33, it quickly becomes apparent that this 

motif is characterised by the typically Viennese two-quaver anacrnsis and a 

minin1 on the downbeat. A waltz ("Sie geht links, er geht rechts") from Lehar's 

Der Graf von Luxemburg (premiered in November 1909) has a similar 

structure. Many years later6 a similar pattern, ( allbeit in common time) can1e 

from Prokofiev to denote the cat in Peter and the Wolf. The person 

characterised by Komgold' s version - Colombine - also displays feline qualities 

of grace and independence. 

JBl ( ex. 10) will be found to come into its own in Part Two but here it is treated 

in the same fragmentary vein as BI; in fact so far every theme has left its imprint 

but Korngold has taken care to reserve a fuller statement until later. 

At bar 37, having modulated to A major (the mediant of F major), the key 

signature is three sharps, the dynamic now a more concrete mf, and the tempo 

5 For example, "Oiseaux" from le carnaval des animaux. Korngold met Saint-Saens, but after the 
composition of Der Schneemann. (JKM 142 f.). Komgold had been impressed by Saint-Saens' 
pianistic ability and his "Klarheit, Plastik, Sonoritat der Pariser Schule". (JKM 35). 
6 In 1936. 
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bewegter. The quaver-quaver-minim kernel continues but clad in another 

melody, theme C ( ex.11 ), which also commences in the major to finish in the 

minor in the first four bars. Bars 42 ff. would normally constitute an eight-bar 

phrase passing through c sharp minor and returning to the tonic; however, this 

progression is truncated after only six bars, the key modulates to A flat major 

(the enharmonic equivalent of a modulation to the mediant) and the four-flat key 

signature at bar 4 7, the gemessen tempo ( minim beats), and the common time all 

indicate a completely new world. "Masculine" marches replace "feminine" 

waltzes, the music evoking a more bucolic world than the treble-clef domain 

which has characterised much of the preceding music. The left hand intones a 

theme, at this stage also in a major-minor key, at this stage also couched as a 

type of ponderous march, unharmonised, in octaves, for four bars. This is 

designated Dll (ex. 12a). After a ferrnata, the theme is repeated and varied, . 
harmonised first with tonic then with 6/3 harmonies, with one chromatic 

variation in bar 53. The melodic shape of the first, ascending part of the theme 

is notable by virtue of its symmetry- two ascending fourths within an octave, 

around an axial major second (in this case E flat-A flat-B flat-E flat) - if one 

discounts the penultimate note (D flat) - or if one discounts the first ( upbeat) 

note, two overlapping fourths (A flat-D flat, B flat~E flat) - however, such 

characteristics are common to all melodies in the ancient pentatonic scale, and 

Komgold breaks the pattern in bar 49. This passage evokes Ivlussorgsky which 

Julius Komgold mentions as having had some influence on his son7 
- the scores 

were presumably part of the Komgold collection, despite no Mussorgsky operas 

being performed at the Wiener Hofoper during Komgold's formative years.8 

However, Julius Komgold had acquainted himself with French music in Paris 

during 1900 and it is likely that he would have acquired works of the Russian 

school there, enough at any rate to formulate his view that:: 

Debussy hatte ni~ht minder rasch dem russischen Osten gehorcht, nach 

jenen teils genialischen, teils dilettantischen, teils barbarischen Kraft

und Klanggebarden Iviussorgskys, die realistischen Wahrheitsfanatismus 

mehr vortauschen als glaubhaft rnachen konnen.9 

7 JKM, 120. 
x The only Russian operas in the repertory were earlier: Eugen Onegin (1897-1900), Yolanta (1889-
1900), and Pique Dame (1902-1904). 
9JKi'vf 276. 
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D1 is metam.orphosed as a waltz at the Walzertempo 3/4 commencing bar 55. 

The preponderance of waltzes of all types from a slow Boston style to a presto 

demonstrates both Korngold's Viennese heritage and his skill at finding his own 

voice with established forms. In this case, the ham1onisation remains 

predictable until at bar 61 the melody abruptly falls onto an audacious flattened 

submediant instead of the dominant. It is hannonised with a dominant (th) 

chord - but not resolved. Instead, two 2-bar phrases repeat the 'answer' - in 

effect a 'crab' version of the first two bars, decked in Viennese rhythms, i.e. an 

upbeat in ritenuto, followed by a typical quaver-quaver crotchet-crotchet 

pattern. The two brief phrases balance the opening four-bar phrase, whereas the 

next four-bar phrase ( 67-70) complements the second phrase (upbeat to 59, bar 

62) by contrasting quaver movement (67) with a held note (59) but binding the 

relationship by stating in bars 68 f. a quasi inversion of bars 60 f.. A truncated 

three-bar pendant to this section restates the material of bars 60 f in a way 

which advances the music to the dominant (bars 71-73 ). Thus Komgold has 

grasped the essentials of Satzkonstruktion expounded by his father. 

Auf des Knaben melodisches Denken bekenne ich durch die stete 

Mahnung eingewirkt zu haben, "fortzusetzen", das heiBt, sich nicht mit 

Ansatzen zu begniigen, sondem die begonnene melodische Phrase 

auszuatmen, wie auf eine Frage eine Antwort, auf eine Vorderperiode 

auch eine Nachperiode folgen zu lassen. 10 

At bar 62 the key changes to B major (as if it were the relative major of a major 

key) for the 'trio' section of the waltz ( although it is not designated as such in 

the score). Following tradition, Komgold adopts a slower tempo (gemiij3igter). 

The theme 10)2 (ex. 13) is a double-synchronous theme. \:Vhereas the upper 

part, a falling minor tl1ird, manifests itself more directly to the ear, its answer, a 

falling crotchet quaver-qaver crotchet pattern which could be said to be in g 

sharp minor, is actually respo~sible for the developm(mt of the phrase, as it is 

used in quasi-inversion in bars 76, 80, and 86 and becomes the principal motive 

in the answering phrase(s) 82 f. and 84 f .. (ex.14) The quaver-quaver crotchet

crotchet rhythm reappears in bar 88, immediately before the reprise of the 'A' 

section (tempo I) at bar 90. 

10JKM 137. 
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This reprise repeats the original material of DI for 17 bars but instead of 

completing the cadence in 3/4, the music adroitly overlaps a change to quadruple 

time moderato (minim beat) at bar 107. In this passage Dl is metamorphosed 

as a two-part canon, possibly intended as a homage to Robert Fuchs on the one 

hand, and as a motif foreshadowing the Schneeman.n fugue in Part Two on the 

other. At the first entry the left hand imitates the right hand, at the second ( a 

tone higher) the left hand leads but the right hand refuses to follow. At the 

third, a tone higher still, after more insistence by left hand octaves, the right 

hand follows suit but almost immediately (bar 116 ff.) initiates a cadentjal 

melody which negotiates the tonality back towards F major, with particular 

repeated emphasis on the falling fourth in bars 117 and 119-121. Korngold 

provides a textbook example of Quartenharmonie in har 116 (repeated bar 118), 

in fact all the notes of Dl are comprised within that chord ( ex.15). It is hardly 

surprising, therefore, that the composer avoids employing the leading-note E 

natural, substituting the supertonic G. Zemlinsky also exploited the possibilities 

afforded by Ouartenhannonie, and a prime example is the Vorspiel to Kleider 

machen Leute (ex.16). Horst Weber has described the progenesis of this genre 

and analysed its appearance in the opera, \~ hich was premiered almost 

simultaneously with Komgold' s prmtomime. 11 

After a pause for breath in bar 122, theme-block Al-A3 reappears (bars 123 

ff.) fully harmonised, fully arranged with a wide span hetween the hands (up to 

five and a half octaves in bars 127 ff.), and uninterrupted. The briefest of codas 

(bars 138-141) is in two parts: a run of quavers (the first notes of each group 

form F major, but the notes in between introduce QuartenHarmonie, further 

coloured with a B natural), and after a suspendedAtempause, a vrflat-rrrflat-r 

cadence brings the Introduktion to a close. 

Even though this Intro'duktion my be classified as belonging to the genre ofpot

pourri overtures, there is no randomness about the choice of material. The 

tonality spans an even curve through the minor thirds from F tb1·ough A flat 

through B then back through A flat to F. The piece is sealed at both ends by a 

prominent theme-block so conshucted at the outset as to leave scope for ampler 

treatment at the close. This encloses the core of the lntroduktion - the 

11 See: Weber, Horst. op. cit. 52. 
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Schneemann waltz D 1-D2-D 1 - a ternary form within a ternary form, so to 

speak, which in its tum is enclosed by the common-time treatment of DI. The 

following schema is presented for clarification: 

THEME-BLOCK TONALTIY TIME- NO.OF 

SIGNATURE MEASURES 

Three-part introductory passage stating core themes: 

Al -A3 F major 6/4 15 
-. 

Bl -B3 Fmajor 3/4 21 
ol~ 

C A major 3/4 10 

' modulating to 

Lead-in to waltz: 

DI (Intro.) A flat major 414 8 

followed by 

Three-part waltz: 

Dl (Waltz) A flat major 3/4 19 

D2 (Waltz) 

D1 (Waltz) A flat major 3/4 17 

followed by: 

, 

Fugato/developm 

ent/return passage 

(balancing D 1 

(intro)): 

DI A flat major 4/4 16 
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leading to: 

Reprise: 

Al-A3 F major 6/4 15 

followed by: 
-

Codetta: F major 6/4 4 
~ 

The only non-symmetrical element is the exposition of the three waltzes B 1-B2, 

B3 and C (B3 is grouped separately as it forms the ke1nel of a complete waltz 

later in the pantomime), which is Korngold's only concession to pot-pourrism. 

At all events there is nothing pourri about the freshness of invention; Korngold, 

even though he pays allegiance to the topoi of his adopted city, avoids triteness 

by the piquancy of his hrumonic language and by the adroitness of his link

passages. The ballet music of his peers, for example Bayer's celebrated 

Puppenwalzer, has found a strong competitor. 

1~3 COMMENTARY: THE 
DRAMATURGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF AN 
ORCHESTRAL INTRODUCTION 
Komgold, faced with the decision whether to initiate the dran1atic proceedings 

immediately or else to prepare the audience for the unfolding of the work by 

means of a Vorspiel, embarked on the latter course. With Violanta the composer 

was to repeat the procedvre, but was to abandon this path in favour of 

conciseness and the preremptory effect of a sudden rise of curtain with die Tote 

Stadt and das Wunder der Heliane. Allbeit that this method of commencing a 

dramatic work - where Verdi's Otello exemplified a new departure - was to be 

incorporated into the operatic oeuvres of Puccini and his contemporaries, the 

more traditional context within a comic ballet-pantomime afforded Komgold the 

opportunity to compose an instrumental piece which would assist the audience 

to settle in their seats and focus on being in the theatre, and enable the listeners 
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to become acquainted with the style of an unknown juvenile composer before 

their attention were divided by visual aspects of the work. 

It also introduces themes from the work in a format not determined by the 

dramaturgy of the plot1 but by contingencies of musical structure, balance, and 

psychological impact. From a professional standpoint, it provides the 

opportunity to perform a representative portion of the music as a separate 

concert piece, bearing in mind the numerous Salon- and Kurorchester in 1910 

compared to 1999, 

ERSTES BILD (Part One) 

Scene One: Vendors, shoppeTs, street-urchins, Colombine. 

Stage directions: [n.b. these stage - directions have been translated literally 

from the original indications in th.e score, which accounts for the colloquial style 

of language]. 

(Bars) 1 ff. Square in a small town. In the background and stage right ( seen 

from the audience) there are market stalls with pepper-cakes 12, gilded nuts, toys, 

the usual Christmas characters13 St Nicholas, Krampus, Knecht Ruprecht 14 etc., 

some of them in a caricatured, oversized form. 

At stage left (seen from the audience) there is Pantalon's house with an upper

storey bay-window which is so constructed that the figure of Colombine can be 

clearly seen sitting on a type of podium. Winter atmosphere. Snow lies in 

every comer. Dusk; In the course of the action it becomes dark; lively market

scene. Shoppers are seen coming and going; street urchins run around. 

12 Gingerbread is probably meant. 
13 i.e. dolls. 
14 

St Nicholas' day is December 61
h. Traditionally he goes round with his helper, a monster called 

Knecht Rup;-ecltt (Knave Rupert), who canies presents for good children and a rod for bad children. 
Another name for this apparition in Austria is Krampus. See: Handworrerbuclt des Deutschen 
Aberglaubens. Bachtold-Staubli, Hanns (ed.) (Walter der Gruyter und. C<· Berlin, 1934•35) (vol. 
vii) 854, and (vol. vi) 1986 ff., 1106 ff .. 
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lo4 SUMMARY: 

A lively introduction in rondo form which illustrates a genre Chi-istmas scene, 

emphasising group characteristics. 

1. 5 ANALYSIS 
The first four bars of the scherzo-like D major 3/4 allegro (dotted minim b~ats) 

are confined to the smaller octaves (theme 1ER ( ex. 15), a harmonised melody in 

light continuous crotchets), in fact the first melody note is G'' '. Only in bars 5 

ff. doe~ the composer descend to the mid-range of the keyboard, in consequence 

of the descending pattem of the first eight bars preceding the rise of the curtain, 

as if to depict snowfall. Even when the curtain rises at bar 9 the music resumes 

its delicate descent from the upper regions - perhaps one of the young 

composer's few dramaturgical miscalculations: the noise of the curtain rising 

and the noise of a crowd of people on stage, even in dumb-play, would risk 

swamping the music, especially if played p as Komgold directs. It will be 

apparent that Zemlinsky's orchestration remedied this oversight. 

The form of these opening bars is that of four regular four-bar phrases, in D 

major (the 'related major' of the F major of the Introduktion). The chromatic 

alteration ofB to B flat (ex. 16) not only avoids harmonic triteness by its 

suggestion of a minor tinge to the tonality but also foreshadows the E flat major 

of the repeat of El at bar 9. 

Theme 1E2 ( ex. 17), at etwas langsamer, bars 17 ff., balances the descending 

configuration of the preceding music and, although piano, is more solidly 
, 

arranged, with a low bass-line. Also contrasting with the four-bar form of the 

preceding is its 2-2-2,2-2-2 bar pattern. There are pentatonic traits to the quaver 

anacrusis which gives this music its character - it will be seen that this ascending 

quaver rhythm forms the framework for a number of themes in the pantomime, 

above all themes which form a complement to the main theme of a set-piece. 

There are allusions to theme Al in the chording and melodic shape of bars 18 

and 22 f. Bar 31 ("wie frUher") sees a return to theme El, the sixteen bars 
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being repeated verbatim. The composer has exhibited again bis understanding of 

balance and cohesion, so important to his father. 

If this opening scene manifests rondo characteristics, they could be couched in 

the form a-b-a-bl-al (truncated)-b2-a (truncated)-b2-a. Certainly the etwas 

langsamer at bar 4 7 ff. sees a return of E2 in the subdominant key, hence b 1. 

Tempo I at bar 61 is more of a chromatic link-passage whi~h seeks a tonality, 

the key-signature being two flats but the harmony commencing in e flat minor, 

and it is only designated al (truncated) because of a tenuous rhythmic link (as 

can be seen if the crotchet at the beginning of bar 62 etc were to be turned into 

two quavers). Afermata at the end ofbar 64 indicates that Komgold dispenses 

with that idea, preferring a variant ofE2 in B flat major, i.e. a melody derived 

from the quaver anacrusis and the tenutoed dotted minims of E2, hence its 

designation b2. Four bars extracted from aI reappear at bar 73 (hence 'a' 

(truncated)), then b2 is repeated in its entirety, only the end being modified to 

link back to the final statement of theme El, whi~h avoids predictability by 

extending the final descending bar of crotchets by two bars and ending with a 

G.P. in the middle of an implied, uncompleted perfect cadence. 

1.6 COMMENTARY 

Whereas other composers have chosen to depict the bustle of a market with 

music of a corresponding "bruit"15
, Komgold's introductory music is 

characterised by delicacy. The rondo form expresses the bustle of the market

place and the different characters as they purchase Christmas items. The 

costume list ( q. v.) demonstrates. the variety of characterisation and groupings 

available to the original cast. The form employed here is eminently suitable for 

any crowd s~ene, moving the audience's concentration from the general 

( epitomised by the 'a' sections) to the particular, while preserving cohesion by 

means of the regularly repeated themes. Stravinsky's Petrouchka is a well

known example of this device in ballet-pantomime. 

15 cf. Stravinsky, Petruschka; Puccini, La Boheme act II. 
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2. SCENE TWO: 
Pierrot, Colombine (Vendors, etc.) 

Stage directions: 

Bars 95 f£ Pierrot* appears shyly, driven by his desire for Colombine, and he 

gazes up at her bay-window. 

Bars 103 ff. She goes to the window -

Bars 111 ff. and waves to him anxiously and timidly. 

* A musician, a violinist, who possesses nothing but his art. Pantalon, 
' 

Colombine's uncle and guardian, attempts to keep Pierrot away from her, as the 

old man wishes to claim her hand for himself (composer's note). 

2.1 SUMMARY: 

A quiet interlude, introducing the principal character Pierrot and illustrating his 

rom~tic thoughts concerning Colombine. 

2.2 ANALYSIS 

This brief twenty~bar scene introduces the love-lorn Pierrot in a delicate, 

intimate way by juxtaposing the two themes Bl (Pierrot, whose whole-tone 

harmonies could imply that not only is he lost in a whole-tone world of 

boundless and confused ~otion, but also that he is cognizant of the latest 

advances in music, unlike his conservative rival Panta.lon), and B3 (the 

swaying, swinging theme ofColombine), as an imaginary dialogue 

Bl (tending towards F major) - B3 (a tone lower, in E flat major) -Bl 

(more diatonically treated, and up a fourth,) - B3 (now up to G major), 

thus there is an inherent tonal progression which, if not checked by the sudden 

entrance of Pantalon, could possibly have developed into a love-scene. 
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2. 3 corv.IMEi"1"TARY 

Komgold has demonstrated his understanding of dramaturgical chiaroscuro. 

Musical depiction of external bustle has given way to the e~ocation of mind

states. 

3. SCENE THREE 
Pantalon, a female servant, a male servant, 

Pierrot, (Colombine, Vendors etc.) 

Stage directions: 

Bars 115 ff. Now Pantalon comes out through the door, followed by his male 

and his female servant. He notices Pierrot and he angrily gestures at him to go 

away 

Bars 141 ff. Pierrot withdraws, so as not to cause Colombine any trouble. 

Pantalon pursues him around the stage. 

3.1 SUMMARY: 
Entrance of the third principal character. Comic episode. 

3.2 ANALYSIS 
Abruptly the tessitura changes to the I-register and a quaver-quaver-crotchet 

motif in 2/4 aliegro (minim beats) heralds the entrance of the gruff old man. 

Following four ostinato bars of this kernel, where the bass rises in pitch by 

semitones, the music erupts into the s-register in bar 119 and repeats, continuing 

the crescendo, a chord which would be a VII5/4 in D major, were this the key. 
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As the key is C major, though, it is better to classify it as a chromatically varied 

part of an implied J6/4_ y7 -I, the first chord of which has an added F sharp 

(which would nonnally resolve chromatically through F to E), and the tonic C 

raised a semitone to C sharp.(ex. I 8) The chord at the end of this sequence, in 

bar 123, is a hybrid G7, the seventh being raised from F to F sharp. The 

inherent falseness of this passage either emphasises 1:Jy parody Pantalon's 

ridiculous character, or by virtue of the irregular rhytlim it could be a visual clue 

to the movements of his two servants. At any rate, the music suspends itself for 

a moment at the G.P. in bar 124, gatherl,.1g its resources•for a theme-block 1Fil-

JF2 (ex.19), which could be dubbed Pantalon's Leitmotif. It consists of a tune 

in C major (reminiscent of the nursery-tune A/le m.eine Entchen) harmonised 

alternately diatonically and in whole-tone harmony (alternatively, a dominant 

ninth with sharpened fifth), answered by a quaver passage featuring falling 

fourths which will develop into another theme-group in the second part of the 

pantomime. The last four bars of F2 (137-140) strive upwards only to collapse 

down a seventh cnto a 4/3 chord, abruptly followed by a hiatus. It is already 

apparent that Komgold is adept at managing the chiaroscuro of sound and 

silence. "The secret of music lies in the pause" is a saying that has been 

attributed to a number of famous musicians; Korngold has grasped this dictum 

and put it into practice. The Fl-F2 music is reprised in the s-register from bar 

14 I, but this time there is no interruption: the descending seventh kernel is 

developed sequentially through an accellerando from bar 155, before the 

descending fourths reappear presto at bar 161. and the music ends the sevenths, 

inverted, finally coming to a syncopated halt on the C major tonic. 

3.3 COMMENTARY 
The artlessness of this music conceals considerable cunning in the choice of 

when to incorporate harmonic variation, in the timing and balancing of phrases, 

and in the management of tessitura. Korngold's gift for humour, parody and 

caricature manifests itself here in a pristine form and will be developed later in 

the work, using the kernels which have been 'planted' in this scene.· 

,. 
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4. SCENE FOUR: 
Pantalone, his two servants, 

vendors, customers, street urchins. (Colombine),. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 167 ff. Now Pantalon turns his attention to the market stalls, in order to 

buy something 'really funny' from the St Nicholas mark:t for bis little 

Colombine, whom he wishes to keep in a good humour.[dance]. His mispla~ed. 

sense of humour leads him to a life-sized Krampus, which he directs to be 

carried across stage into the house by his servants. 

Bars 200 ff. Street urchins block their way and dance around the group, which 

vainly attempts to force a way through. 

Bars 236 ff. .At length Pantalon breaks the cordon and -

Bars 243 ff. stomps angrily away, in order to attend to some purchases, whilst 

the servants carry the K.rampus inside, accompanied by the street urchins up to 

the door. 

4.1 SUMMARY: 
Pantalon' s Christmas purchases occasion the first fonnal dance of Der 

Schneemann, a dance extended in the siecond version (published orchestral 

score) of the work. This dance is succe1eded by a farcical pantomimic episode 

leading to Pantalon's exit. 

4.2 ANALYSIS: , 
Having now introduced all thy leading characters and shown their 

interrelationship, the plot allows itself to pause for a moment and enable the 

dance ensemble, including its youthful members, to express itself in a form of 

set-piece. This is still not a dance in the formal sense, until the street-urchins 

form a ring around Pantalon and the servants, but there is more of a sweep to 

the phrases. Firstly, however, theme El returns at bar 167, focusing attention 

on the market once more. This time it is more solidly arranged over a tremolo 

bass pedal, whilst remaining pp. It remains integral for the first eight bars but 
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then decides to modulate from a flat tu a sharp key (D major) and ascends to the 

s-register to do so, ending abruptly once more on a varied dominant seventh 

harmony, before another hiatus of suspense. 

The preceding music having been more in the nature of a bridge 

passage/introduction, the more formally constructed part of this scene now 

commences ,it tempo moderato di Valse, D major, b~ 182, with the theme IB2 

(ex.20). 

Here is a schema of the structure of the waltz up until the,2/4 allegro at bar 243: 

Bars 

182- 199 (18 bars) 

D major (theme E2), returning to home key after touching B flat- and D flat 

maJor 

200-201 (2 bars) 

A-major rhythmic introductory link-bars 

202-217 (16 bars) 

Theme D2 as regular four-bar groupings, with implied r.nodulation in last 

measure to D major 

218-235 (18 bars) 

Reprise of E2 D major section 

236-242 (7 bars) 

Extension of final measures of preceding music in the form of a codetta. 

This theme E2 appears in slightly different rhythmical garments in bars 183 and 

186 etc - Komgold has added more movement to the texture. The dotted 

rhythms of before are now fermata'd crotchets. The phrase-pattern has now 

become more subtle: 3-2, repeated, then 2-2, 4. Komgold's 'musikar1tisch' 

instinct for rubato is evinced in the ritenuto-a tempo of bars 196 f., which 

disguises the straitlacedness of the two four-bar phrases. This aspect of his 

I CJ 
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Viennese upbringing is apparent though out the score, expecially in the entr' r.tcte, 

and also in his additions and revisions of the Druckvorlage. 

This waltz being in traditional ternary form, the 'trio' section is expectedly in the 

dominant, A major, langsamer, commencing bar 200. In the style of Johann 

StrauB and his peers, two bars of pesante quaver-quaver crotchet-crotchet 

rhythm followed by anAtempause (ex.2l)introduce the return of theme D2, 

and it is now se<m that it fits as well here as it did in the Sc!zneemann waltz 

during thelntroduktion. In fact, this is less ofa Waltz than aLii.ndler~ a 

Lederhosentanz, heavily weighted towards the first beats, stressed by 

Komgold's wedge (circumflex) accents. 

A return to theme E2 at bar 214 wie fiiiher now gives this music not to Pantalon 

and the vendors, but to the street urchins, so the fennatas can serve a 

multifunctional purpose. After the repeat has run its course, the final bars are 

repeated sequentially up an octa.ve twice (from bar 236), then descend again 

over the same hannonic module (II-I) over three bars. As at the opening of 

scene one, it could be said that this 'codetta' music is too light, gentle, and 

delicate to express the ji·acas between the two rival groups. 

The music attenuates, forming a single melodic line at bar 243 (2/4 allegro 

(minim beat)) and, without changing key, reintroduces the Pantalon theme Fl 

in the one-stroked octave, answered nine bars later by F2 in the small octave. 

But with the continuation of the theme the tempo quickens, signalling a return to 

harmony with a progression redolent of jazz- A9+5 - Dmaj7 - Emin7 - E#
0

- D 

major ( ex.22), a tumultuous presto, a dramatic silence, fu'ld the conclusion of 

Pantalon' s scene. 

4.3 COMMENTA.RY: 
Komgold has demonstrated his gift for writing comic music and his complete 

assimilation of the Viennese waltz fonn, with contra:;;;ts of motif: tonality and 

tempo. 
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5. SCENE FIVE 
Street Urchins; (later) Watchman; Vendors. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 269 ff. The youths begin to throw snowballs ai. one another. 

Bar 277 

Bar 281 

Throw 

Throw 

391 

Bars 313 ff. A watchman ( or policeman) strides heavily over the stage, whilst 

the street urchins deftly make themselves scarce. 

Bars 320 ff. Hardly has the watchman vanished, when the snowball-fight 

breaks out again. Some boys build a snowman, which they position exactly 

under Colombine's bay window. The snowman has outstretched anns. 

Bars 336 ff. Around the snowman -

Bars 344 the children dance. 

Bars 396 ff. It has become dark. The children scatter. The vendors have left 

their stalls. 

5.1 SUMMARY: 
A pantomimic genre-dance (i.e. winter theme) dance in rondo form, principally 

for children, succeed by another waltz, t.1-ie "Hauptthema" of the work. 

5.2 ANALYSlS: 
At bar 269, it appears cts ifE2 is going to determine the course of events, but 

the modulating harmony impels it to change direction. The second bar is thus 

repeated, and the melodic kernel G - B flat - F subjected to rhythmic diminution 

over two bars up in the one-stroke octave, with a resultant hemiola-effect. Thus 

a five-bar introduction has been crafted, avoiding all triteness. 

This swe!ls into another dance, a musical complement to the preceding 

waltzf Liindler - now in a lively allegro cut time (minim-beat), commencing at bar 
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274, with a corresponding increase of stage action (snowball fight). The 

characteristic of the first theme GJl (ex. 23) is syncopation; at the beginning of 

the phrase, with its slavic crotchet rest-minim-crotchet rhythm, and at the end, 

with its abrupt crotchet halt just before the half~bar ( a type of subito hiatus 

which has been already noted in many instances, e.g. bar 268, 181, 140 

etc.).Toe parallel hannonies which have already been a feature of Al (i.e. the 

chords which occur at the beginning of evezy bar) are a notable feature of this 

music, namely the E flat major/C major/E flat major shifts in bars 274 f. This 

material is carefully bound up in a classical 4,4,2-2, 4 bar-pattern, or it would 

be if the last bar had been carried through instead of truncated by another hiatus 

fermata. Such pauses abound fr this pantomime, as there is another one in the 

next section, commencing at bar 289, which is etwas langsamer in the dominant 

key ofB flat major. Here theme G2 (ex.24), marked by a succession of 

descending thirds (but broken up into descending octaves), hannonised in 

thirds, is in the form of a rapid polka, with the characteristic quaver-quaver

crotchet rhythm (see bars 291 f). It is to be noted that Komgold did not extend 

this phrase in accordance with its natural length. Instead, the music pauses 

again after bar 206 and a one-bar link modulates back to theme E2, which 

repeats at bar 298. It is a matter of speculation whether Komgold was intending 

to depict the fits and starts of a snowball-fight - the ducking, the dodging. 

Certainly his instinct for 'visual composition; impelled him to delineate the 

places where snowballs were to be thrown. In years to come this integration of 

music and action would be expressed in an exaggerated fashion by Komgold's 

peers and epigones in Hollywood - the composers of music accompanying 

animated cinematography. 

In the fifteenth bar of this repeat there is yet another hiatus, but this time 

dramaturgically motivated by the unexpected entry of the watchman. The E flat 

major is interrupted by a Neqpolitan 6th at bar 3 i O (D flat major 6/3) marking a 

progression which modulates to fminor. Even if the composer has decided 

against incorporating Richard Wagner's Stierhorn in F sharp to accompany the 

watchman's appearance (although he may have known music from Die 

Meistersinger, as Pantalon' s entry music in bars 114-124 bears certain 

resemblances to Beclanesser's mime scene in Act Three), he parodies a 

policeman's march ( theme CG3 ( ex.25), f minor crotchet chords alternating with 
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b flat minor and major chords), just as Offenbach had done in the 'Gendarmes 

Duet' from Genevieve de Brabant. The comic effect is heightened through 

dynamic exa{!geration (the sf at the end of bar 313 etc.), contrast (the timid 

triplet anacruses after the thunder ofthejfpesante), and a certain pathos evinced 

by the Aeolian-modal colouring of the f minor key. As the policeman exits 

there is the first entry of the Schneeman theme DI since the Introduktion, stated 

in the s-register almost as a premonition, in bar 319, i'ts B flat major creating an 

effect ofbitonality with the accompaniment, which.remains inf minor. A 

similar, if more blatant, occurence is to be found in Richard Strauss' Salom.e, at 

the passage where Herodes asks the Nazarenes "Wie, er erweckt die Toten?" 

(the Nazarenes and the orchestra continue in B flat oblivious to Herodes' plaint 

in B major). 

At bar 320 G2 bursts forth cheerfully again, this time being pennitted to 

develop more momentum as it modulates chromatically fro1n E flat major 

towards its 'relative' key F sharp major in bars 328 f., reminding the listener of 

the tonal relationships developed through thirds in the lntroduktion, whilst 

theme D1 makes is concomitant presence felt in bass octaves, repeated up 

another minor third in bars 330 £ But instead of remaining in D major, the 

music develops in chromatically ascending sequences in the s-register, couched 

in whole-tone harmony, coming to another halt after bar 335, as the snowman is 

completed. 

At bar 336, gemessen ( crotchet beat) in four flats, Komgold recapitulates the 

music which announced the Schneemann waltz in the Introduktion (bars 47 ff.) 

- a majestic statement of the theme in bass octaves evoking Mussorgsky, 

followed by its harmonisation in sonorous chords. And now the waltz is 

permitted to unfold itself through themes D1 (bars 344 ff.), D2 (bars 363 ft~), 

then repeated, then Dl rotums (bars 379 ff) and plays through until bar 396, 

whence the final bars ~e repeated with diminuendo, twice, the dotted crotchet

quaver rhythm being augmented to two minims in order to put a brake on the 

momentum and suggest that the vendors have gone home and it is time for the 

children to leave too. The waltz thus does not conclude spectacularly, but 

quietly, with the last two bars of the scene a gentle reminder of Pierrot's theme -

in fact, one could employ the cinematographic term 'cross-fade', as Pierrot does 

reappear in the succeeding scene. 
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5.3 COMMENTARY 
As the axis of the first part ofKomgold's pantomfo1e, this scene plays an 

important balancing role between the exposition of the characters and the 

development of the plot. It also enables children to become involved with the 

choreography, entirely appropriate for the nature of such a scenario. Musically, 

the a/la breve section provides relief from the preponderance of waltz rhythms 

and maintains the momentum of the part, so that Pierrot's lyrical scene which 

follows is thrown more effectively into perspective. 

6. SCENE SIX: 
Pierrot alone. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 409 ff. Pierrot approaches the bay-window again, yearning for a glimpse 

of Colombine, who does not dare to approach the window. 

Bars 430 f. On his violin.-.. 

Bars 432 ff. he plays her a serenade (Stiindchen) expressing his emotions. 

6.1 SUMMARY: 
A solo scena, with a pantomimic set-pi~ce (violin serenade) for Pierrot. 

6.2 ANALYSIS: , 
From bar 409 Komgold quotes the music from bar 16-36 of the Introdulction, 

comprising the whole-tone tinged theme Bl, the contrasting, more agitated 

melody B2 and the incorporation ofColombine's theme B3 into the final 

cadenza. This conclusion is marked by a diminuendo, and a ritenuto in the last 

bar, which introduces a new melody as the time signature changes to common 

time and the key signature to three sharps. 

At first this five-note kernel is a mere idea, pp, in a:major moving repeatedly 

over a progression which commences as an p+ chord, the root of which 
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resolves up a semitone to f sharp minor then moves chromatically towards a 

more secure tonal centre A major. At bar 432 the serenade proper commences 

in A major, being designated moderato (crotchet beat). 

Preceding detailed observation of this short piece, the following schema 

indicates the main parameters: 

Bars 430-431 (2 bars) 

Introductory bars over floating harmony, moving towards A major. 

432-435 (4 bars) 

Theme-kernels IEil( ex.26) and IHil ( ex.27), establishing A major but moving 

towards its relative minor in bar 435. 

436-439 (4 bars) 

. Repeat of Hl with initial strong tendency towards D major, but by dint of a 

sudden modulation to its relative minor (i.e. b minor) prepares 1HI3 (ex.28), 

derived from H2, which in its tum modulates towards its dominant (f sharp 

minor). 

440 

(I bar) 

An extension of the second part ofH3 moves towards D major. 

441-442 (2 bars) 

Theme If-14 ( ex.29) negotiates a cadence in D major ( albeit a D 6/3) by way of 

the double-dominant ( e minor). 

443-444 (2 bars) 

A variant ofHl tends towards the relative minor (b minor) but passes through a 

Neapolitan Sixth derivation (a minor+6) with a pseudo-modulation to E major. 

445-448 ( 4 bars) 

However, the cadence is interrupted and a variant of H2, followed by HI in 

inversion, commencing on an A 6/4, directs the tonality back to the home key. 
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449-456 (8 bars) 

A repeat of the first eight measures (432-439). 

457 (1 bar) 

A repeat of bar 440 up a fifth, maintaining the A major axis. 

458-459 (2 bars) 

A repeat of 441-442, up a fifth, i.e. in the region of the home key. 

460-462 (3 bars) 

Another derivation offaemes Hl and H2 employs an expressive flattened 

submediant sequence to delay the closing cadence, signalled by a trill over an E7 

chord. 

463-467 (5 bars) 

A sequence based on Hl over a pedal-point A prepares a flattened submediant

tonic cadence. 

Although the phrase-lengths of this brief thirty-six-bar piece, broken into their 

constituent kernels, never extend beyond two bars, the effect is never short

winded; on the contrary, constant re-evocation of the principal motives creates a 

feeling of obsessive, unrequited emotion. This sense ofunfulfilment is largely 

due to the fact that not one single bar contains a sounding melody note on the 

downbeat until near the end (at bar 462). An illustrative hermeneutic approach 

to the music would suggest that the lover's sighs are reflected in the rhythms. 

The first theme, or theme-kernel, is the opening bar 432, theme Hl, where the 

melodic tension is directed towards the half-bar by the three-quaver anacrusis. 

This bar is harmonised over a pedal-note A. The second bar repeats Hl, and 

the melody breaks free to develop into an arching two-bar phrase which 

balances the two openers (theme H2). By the end of this the key is the relative 
. 

mmor. 

Hl, repeat.ed, now returns in the small octave, attempting to modulate to D 

major, but H3 appears in bars 438 f., again breaking free in b minor and re

establishes f sharp minor. The shape of this phrase parallels that ofH2 - both 

) 
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fall on a cadence on the second beat, thus redefining the metre for an instant, but 

H3 is played without the dotted rhythms and ascends to a higher pitch, with a 

more intensive effect. 

An extension of the second bar of H2 slows the tempo in bar 440. This bar 

could be regarded as an elongation of the previous phrase, but in view of this 

ritenuto it is more logical to treat it as a one-bar phras~, a type of axis point 

balancing the phrases which surround it. 

H4 is the designation of the next one-bar phrase (bar 44 f ), which is related to 

Hl melodically in the second half-bar but deserves its own nomenclature · 

because its rhythm carries even more notes than H2 and mirrors its dotted 

rhythm on th~ third beat - one might say this bar is a developed synthesis of the 

elements ofHl and H2. H4 repeats in 442. The music has reached the 

subdominant key of D major. 

The axial function of bar 440 extends even beyond the immediately surrounding 

bars, as there are precisely eight bars preceding it and eight bars succeeding it 

prior to the return ofHl in the tonic. Just as bars 441-442 (H4) complement 

bars 438-439 (H3), so do bars 444-445 complement bars 436-437, echoing 

their melodic shape and their rhythm. Similarly, bars 445-446 are a variant of 

bars 434-435 (H2), except that the ascent is carried on in sequence rather than 

descending in the arch formation. It would be forcing the issue to attempt to 

find too many parallels between bars 447-448 and the opening bars 432-433 -

these measures continue the upwardly-striving melody line and modulate back to 

the tonic - but the three-quaver anacrusis notes (albeit diminuted to triplets in bar 

448) do provide a common point of reference. 

From bar 449 the cathartic process continues as the opening section is reprised 

an octave higher,/ aber qolce. This runs through consequentially for nine bars 

( 4-4-1 ), including the axial ritenuto bar, but instead of abating again like the Hl 

variant in bars 443-444, the melody continues to intensify for two bars then 

settles on a trill commencing bar 462 as the accompaniment moves back towards 

the tonic, initiating a short coda from bars 463-467, where a three-bar pedal note 

supports a threefold statement ofHl in the middle register, intones majestically, 

and sinking down to a piano diminuendo as the violin ascends to the mediant on 

a C sharp"', in contrary motion to the bass, which forms an a minor VI-(-IIID)-I 

cadence with a tierce de Picardie on the final chord. 
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6.3 COIVI~i.1:El'"~TARY 
This violin solo, 16 belongs to the category of arioso violin interludes such as 

Massenet's Meditation from Thais and the violin solo in the third act ofDelibe's 

ballet Sylvia, both pieces which played a dramaturgical role in the works for 

which they were composed but grew popular as a separate violin miniature. If 

Korngold' s serenade did not aquire the srune degree of popularity, it has 

nevertheless been performed on its own, for example in a postwar recording · 

made in Vienna in the presence of the composer, 17
, and in the concert hall in 

Sydney under the c.1irection of the author' 8• 

If the reprise and coda have been treated with an expressiveness out of 

proportion to the length of the piece - considering the lack of an exhaustive 

development section to justify the assertive return of the theme in the tonic and 

its insistent repetition over a pedal tone in the coda - Korngold' s sincerity of 

feeling and his ability to convey the sentiments of love despite his pre-pubescent 

stage of development is undoubted. His father's memoirs raise the question 

how it was possible for a child being to convey these adult emotions through 

music, and Julius Korngold quotes his son as saying "Siehst Du, Papa, daB 

man Liebe in Musik setzen kann, ohne Liebe zu kennen". 19 Another erstwhile 

prodigy, Sir Yehudi Menuhin, has been quoted in an interview as stating that: 

I believe that children are born with experience, and I think that they know 

of the whole gamut of the emotions. They have it in their genes, and also 

they learn a great deal even through those first days of life, let alone the early 

weeks and months." 20 

The Introduktion, the Serenade and the Entr'acte are generally selected when 
, 

performing excerpts from Der Schneemann, 

16 The serenade was published in an arrangement for violin and pianoforte by Universal-Edition 
(U.E.2761). 
17 Austrian Radio Orchestra, cond. Max Schonherr (1949). 
ti New Year's Eve concert. Sydney, Australia, 1992. Sydney Opera House Orchestra, crmd. David 
Kram. Soloist Wilfred Lehmann. 
19JKM 204, in connection with Violanta 
20 Daniels, R. "Menuhin in Conversation". In: BBC Music Magazine (January, 1994). n.p. 
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7. SCENE SEVEN: 
Pierrot, Pantalon. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 468 ff. Just as Pierrot has concluded his serenade, sad that he has not been 

able to catch sight ofhis beloved, Pantalon reenters from stage right. 

Bars 478 ff .. Pierrot slips behind the snowman, which Pantalon greets with 

merry gestures and comic bows, imitating the posture of the figure. 

7.1 SUMMARY: 
A pantomimic episode to advance the plot and to reintroduce comical elements 

after the sentimental solo. 

7.2 ANALYSIS 
After a pause for applause (which according to the recensions was voluminous 

when Rose performed the solo at the premiere), Pantalon's entrance music (Fl) 
is heard just as it was at the beginning of scene three. However, instead of 

halting before a G.P., the music carries straight on fro1n bar 478 in a fleet 

major-minor quaver version of Fl suggesting a light-headed touch of tipsiness. 

After repeating and modulating to c sharp minor, the left hand takes over at bar 

486 with a descending two-bar phrase, repeated, perhaps accompanying 

Pantalon's bows of the stage directions. Then the right hand resumes another 

altered version of Fl which slackens the tempo, both because of ritenuto and 

because of the augmentation of rhythm within three stockend 3/4 bars, all in the 

s-register. The music of Pantalon dissipates. 

7.3 COMMEt{TA.4.RY: 
Korngold demonstrates his ability to develop themes from a previous section 

and interpose witty caricature between the lyricism of the serenade and the 

concluding scene. 
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8. SCENE EIGHT: 
Pierrot alone. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 498 ff. After Pantalon has entered the house, Pierrot emerges again, his 

finger to his forehead - he has had a brainwave. Quickly he carries the 

snowman into the wings, in order to pull on a fancy-dress costume, which he 

has kept from the last carnival. It is a snowman's outfit made from white 

cotton. He reenters and takes the place of the snowman. Now, with 

outstretched arms, he is able to gaze up to Colombine to his heart's content. 

Bars 527 ff. Dark has fallen; winter evening atmosphere. 

Bars 530 ff. Lights glimmer. 

Bar 533 Bells ring. 

Bars 534 ff. It begins to snow lightly. 

Bars 538 ff. Pierrot remains there motionless and waits for a sight of his 

beloved.Bars 547 ff. A gauze curtain falls slowly. It will shortly open again to 

reveal Part Two (das zweite Bild). 

8.1 SUMMARY: 
Plot advancement (transformation of Pierrot to snowman) and tableau (snow, 

Christmas bells) to conclude Part One. 

8. 2 ANALYSIS 
Korngold's main challenge here was to find enough music which would enable 

Pierrot to exit for his quick change of costume and yet not let attention flag. 

After a four-bar statement of a variant of Pierrot's theme Bl, accented by two 

fps, the snowman theme D1 appears in the s-register, as a moderato version in 

common time (minim beat), comencing bar 502. This is a new variant of D1, 

now labelled ]D)3 ( ex.30) because it will reappear as afugato subject in Part 

Two. After a brief excursion into modal form in bar 508, the theme is restated 

from bar 509 as an imitative passage, paralleling the section in the lntrodulction 

from bars 107 ff.. By bar 523 the music is approaching D major, but Komgold 

is by no means willing to launch into theme Al, as he did in the lntrodulction. 

At bar 524 he extends the cadential preparation for two measures, then without 
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warning changes key to A major over a E pedal as a new theme appears Jp, 

designated Ji ( ex.31 ). Like the Sclmeemamt theme, this is pent~tonic - indeed, 

even more so, and the melodic strengthening in parallel fourths coupled with the 
tessitura, gives a decidedly glittering impression to the 1nusic, like the reflection 

of moonlight on snow. The glittering sotmd is heightened by two left-hand 

semiquaver interventions in bars 527 f., a diminution of a fragment of Jl, 
almost interlocking with the right hand. Bar 529 is finally hannonised as a 
varied V-IV-V cadence in A major, slowing the tempo for the next passage. 

Komgold must be given credit for giving the audience a completely new and 

extremely effective theme to conclude this pmt of the pantomime. The extended 

legato melody, designated J2 (ex.32), is pentatonically constructed but 

harmonised diatonically I-VI-IV6/5.r. A new feature is the fluctuation of the 
time-signatures, which move arbitrarily betwen 314 and 4/4, although this 

:freedom was characteristic of composers such as Mahler and Strauss, and is 

featured to a great extent in Komgold' s later operas. After the initial four-bar 

phrase, the second bar of J2 is taken as the kernel of an answering four-bar 

phrase (bars 534-537). This quaver-quaver, dotted-crotchet, quaver-quaver

quaver rhythm is now repeated six times while the melody arches upwards and 

sinks down again until repeating the equivalent of the third and fourth bars of 

J2, in bars 

544 f. However, this time Komgold adds a bar to fashion a Neapolitan I-Vrflat.. 

I cadence, flowing into a bar derived from Jl. The music of this three-bar 

kernel (bars 545-54 7) is repeated an octave higher, pp, and comes to rest on 

two verklingendbars of A major, the melody ending on the fifth of the chord up 

in the two- and three-stroked octaves . 

. 
8 .. 3 COMMENTARY 
If full-length pro&:,rrammatic works can be compared to novels, using a range of 

musical equipment to express not only a range of emotions and ideas but also 

external 1nanifestations, Der Schneemann could be compared to a novelette. 

Notwithstanding, just as the writing of a short story can pe deceptively difficult, 
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so the writing of a short ballet-pantomime can present problems which 

Komgold has solved with ease. 

The Introduktion is substantial enough to stand on its own as a concert piece, 

yet its length is consistent with the length of the pantomime. Barring the slight 

reservations concerning the lightweight material of the opening of the curtain, 

the characters are appropriately drawn musically and any caricature is entirely 

intentional and kept well under control. Except for an over-preponderance of 

fermatas and Einschnitte, most of which were deleted in the ·subsequent revision 

of the score, the first part flows effectively. 

Komgold is remarkably inventive with introductions and the overlapping of 

musical episodes; a gift which becomes even more apparent in the second half. 

The Serenade makes up for its lack of a true development section with the 

inventiveness of its short phrases and the passionate expressiveness of its 

melodic contours. The final scene is a remarkably apt piece of musical tone

colouring, all the more so as there is no action on stage at that moment. 

The audience has been taken on a journey of tonality which has disembarked at 

the key of A major. It will be seen that the journey will end back in the home 

key of F major. The audience has been lulled into a poetic frame of mind, 

shortly to be wrested out of its collective seat by the entr'acte. 

9. ENTR'ACTE 

9.1 SUMMARY: 
An orchestral waltz to cover a scene change and complement the Introduhion. 

, 

9.2 ANALYSIS 
As the previous scene closed poetically it is appropriate that Korngold contrast it 

wit.½ a lively character-waltz, written infreies Walzertempo. The use of the 

word fi·eies denotes less the formal aspects of a waltz structure than the 

incorporation of a certain measure of musikantisches rubato, although it will be 

seen that this is written into the music to a great extent. The schema is: 
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Section: 

Bars 
1-10 (10 bars) 

Two five-bar complementary phrases (theme OC.1 ex.33 )) establish D major, 

both landing on an unresolved discord. 

11-18 (8 bars) 

A largely monorhythmic contrasting motif Ha ( ex.34 ), while engaged in 

cadential activity, continually returns to the tonic key. 

19-28 (10 bars) 

A repeat of bars 1-10. 

29-36 (8 bars) 

Bars 11 and twelve repeated but change harmony for the second-time bar, 

landing on a sharpened subdominant chord (in this case a G sharp minor ninth) 

prior to a vaiied V-I cadence. 

Section ("trio l "): 
37-44 (8 bars) 

The key signature changes to B flat major for the emergence ofK3 (ex.35), 

which develops into altered chordal patterns based on flattened submediant, 

dominant, and a variation of the flattened submediant. 

45-53 (9 bars) 

Instead of resolving with V-I, however, a derivation ofK3 implies IV-I but 

modulates abruptly back to the hon1e key ofD major. 

"A 1 " Section: 
54-72 ( 19 bars) 

This repeats the second statement of the original theme, ending in D majcr as 

before. 

Section: 
73-86 (14 bars) 
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K4 (ex.36) appears in G major, centred around this tonality, ending on an 

implied d minor ninth chord, i.e. an unresolved V. 

87~95 (9 bars) 

Repeat ofK4, this time passing through A flat major as the flattened supertonic 

tonality which is the basis for a chromatic bass shift leading back to the home 

key of D major. 

A2 Section: 
96-128 (33 bars) 

A final reprise of the opening themes (including the first and second time bars) 

with one extra cadential measure, an altered flattened submediant chord (B flat 9 

(minor ninth - major ninth). 

129-134 (6 bars) 

The Coda first goes straight to the tonic without the preparatory V chord, but 

plays the progression in full in the final three measures in the form of sharpened 

IV-V-I. 

There are no introductory measures; the music p, grazioso, arises from silence. 

It engages one's attention because of the shape of the opening phrase, which 

ascends abruptly until joined by the left hand in the second full bar. It thus 

belongs in the category of Viennese waltzes exemplified by Johann StrauB' 

Friihlingsstimmen. Whereas the latter waltz ascends spirally by means of a 

series of gruppettos, Komgold's waltz speedily reaches the apogee as it is 

basically a D major arpeggio decorated by appoggi,aturas from below. When the 

left hand hand joins, forming.a 6/5 harmony, it will be evident that that moment 

marks the beginning of a regular four-bar phrase, and that the bar-and-a-third of 

anacrusis will lend a fascinating irregularity to the Satzkonstruktion .. 

In bar two the melody descends in an melodic 6/5 arpeggio, couched in the 

dotted crotchet quaver-quaver-quaver movement which marked the first bar of 

Dl. At the third bar of the first four-bar phrase Kl the music comes to 'rest' 

on a heavily accented and surprising discord - which could be classed as a VI7 

in D minor with an added G sharp (which would normally resolve up a 

-,. !' • ' ' ~ - * • • "•• -: .. ' .. • i . ' '< 1 . : • .. ~ ..,, • ; ~· • ~\ ,, 
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semitone). The phrase pattern. is repeated and comes to rest this time on a G

augmented (which is a substitute variant for II6), the D sharp, as the G sharp in 

bar 4, being expected to resolve up a half-tone, but not being pennitted to do so 

by the composer. 

As the tradition expects, these longer opening phrases are balanced by a set of 

six more concise utterances whereby the cited rhythm of bar two is repeated in a 

series of two melodic arches followed by a semitonai shifting up to the 

dominant, over a cadence which then goes back to the beginning. This 

ascending and descending phrase bears a strong resemblence to one of the 

themes in Richard Strauss' Rosenkavalier (ex.37), composed during the same 

period as (and just after) Der Schneemann .21 

The music repeats, but at a second-time-bar in the middle of K2 the melody is 

directed towards an abrupt stop on a G sharp minor ninth at PS 34, where the 

left hand plays a quaver later than the right hand, in order to accentuate the 

silence which succeeds it, resuming at the end of the next measure with a 

variation of a V-I cadence. The humorous piquancy of this first section is thus 

characterised by the extreme mobility of the melodic line, the pungency and 

unexpectedness of the hannonic twists, and the avo~dance of a conventional 

four-bar structure. 

The next section, which could be categorized as 'Trio I', commences at bar 3 7 

(having counted the repeat bars as separate numerical entities) in a more 

conventional manner. With its succession of five anacrusis quavers (suggesting 

a harmonic pattern) it evokes memories of the similar side-themes in the first 

part of the pantomime, all based on E2 (see barsl 7 ff., 182 ff., 269 ff.), but 

differs from them by its harmonic treatment of bars 42-44, in which 

Quartenharmonie pervades two out of the three measures, a novel sequence with 

jazz connotations. In co-qtrast the next eight bars commence conventionally, but 

modulate skillfully an<i, chromatically back from B flat to D in bars 50-52. 

Kl resumes at the end of 'Jar 52 and dispenses with the repeat, with an original 

linking phrase in PS 72: the left hand plays five quavers piano marcato quoting 

21 (Schneemann 1908-09, Der Rosenkavalier 1909-10. See: Mann, William. Ri..:hard Strauss. (Vg., 
C.H. Beck, Munich, 1964) 94-97. B. Carroll has quoted n reminiscence from George Korngold, 
when his father (after Strauss died) was enabled to select a sketch fromhis Nachlass. Komgold chose 
what he considered to be a sketch from the Rosenkava/ier waltzes, which he believed to stem from 
around 1908. Carroll, B. op. cit. 343. 
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the opening bar of Die Fledermaus waltz. However, whereas StrauB' melody 

has the function dominant - sharpened subdominant (in G major), Komgold's is 

leading-note/flattened leading .note ( ofD major), effecting a compact modulation 

to its subdominant key G major.(ex.38) 

Thereupon the second of the trios is launched in bar 73, with theme K4 taking 

up that quaver material but balancing it on this occasion against a fourubar 

phrase of straight dotted rhythms hannonised straightforwardly. The only 

divergence from the norm comes at bars 85 f, where Komgold comes to rest on 

the flattened (or minor) submediant (unresolved) instead of on the dominant. 

The repeat of K4 is treated more comprehensively, one octave higher, but in 

order to return to D major the bass from bars 93 £ negotiates a descent by 

semitones which provokes a harmonic visit to A flat major, then an aborted 

modulation to A major. The E flat in bar 95 then metamorphoses to E sharp and 

reverts to the opening note of Kl, thus effecting a compact reprise of the theme 

dispensing with elaborate cadential passages. 

Kl thus reappears at the end of bar 95, this time tutti crescendo and 

zuri1ckhaltend, indicating the final reprise for the passage in toto. To reinforce 

this afermata has been added to the first held discord (in bar 100). The music 

includes the equivalent of the first time bar repeat, now compressing the phrases 

by ignoring the one-and-two-third bar tenuto on the discords, thus creating a 

regular four-bar-phrase. Bec.ause this has been heard several times the other 

way, however, the coda version evokes a stretto, reinforced by the marking 

nicht zuriickhalter;; in bar 117. The 'Rosenkavalier' kernels accellerate 

continually, replacing an equivalent halt with a delayed tonic bass accent at bar 

129, followed by a brief codetta comprising the Kl anacrusis, the K2 

anacrusis, a V-I cadence, then an abrupt tonic chord as a clear indication that the 

piece has concluded after a number of illusory cadences. 

9.3 COMMENT.ARY 
It is unlikely that Komgold would have had purely technical exigencies in mind 

when he composed an entr'acte, as a rapid and visible set-change is integrated 

into the dramaturgy near the end of the work. Neither would he have 

conceptualised its inclusion as a reminiscence-theme, as the decision to include it 

as a Tanzeinlage in Part One was made after the publication of the PS in the 

MR • 
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private edition. It is more likely that the piece was derived from one of 

Korngold's waltzes composed earlier in life, such as the pieceBeim 

GrojJmiitterchen 2= which exhibits an ascending-descending thematic pattern 

related to the first Seitenthema of this entr'acte. Clearly, the inclusion of such a 

piece balances the lntroduktion and provides another opportunity for a piece 

which could stand on its own and thus be published as a piece de salon .. 

ZWEITES BILD (Part'Two) 

Setting: Pantalon's house (later - as in Part One). 

10. SCENE ONE: 
Pantalon, Colombine. 

Stage Directions: 

Room in Pantalon's house, the bay-window at stage right (seen from the 

audience). At stage left there is a sofa. It is evening- moonlight outside. 

Bars 16 ff. (Curtain up). Colombine sits in her bay-window, looking down at 

her snowman. 

Bars 22 f£ Pantalon draws near to her repeatedly, his gestures demonstrating 

that he is in love with her. 

Bars 27 ff. As she ignores him -
~ 

Bar 32. he becomes angry and upset. 

Bars 33 ff "Whatever compels her to do nothing but ogle the snowman down 

there on the street!" Colombine tries to calm the old man down and leaves her 

podium, 

Bars 41 ff. in order to dance for him with graceful pleasing movements. 

22 June, 1908, q.v. 
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Bars 113 ff. Panta!on, appeased, tries to become affectionate. 

Bars 128 ff. The lovely creature extricates herself from him and makes for her 

window again, to nod boldly to the snowman. 

Bar 133. Pantalon becomes more and more irritated: 

Bars 134 ff. "You seem to get a lot of pleasure from that abominable snowman! 

I don't mean a thing to you! Well then, I'll get your snow111an to come up here! 

Bars 140 ff. "You there, come!" And in his anger he bepkons to the snowman, 

who needs no encouragement. He comes clambering up the staircase; he can :be . 

heard climbing, stamping his feet, hammering on the door. 

10.1 SUMMARY: 
Following a pantomime depicting the relationship between Pantalon and 

Colombine, Komgold composes a solo waltz for the fen1ale dancer to 

complement that of Pierrot in Part One, and to balance the formal waltz section 

succeeding the pantomime in Part One Scene One. 

10.2 ANALYSIS 
Komgold immediately launches into the Nozze di Figaro key of D major in 

allegretto (minim beat) tempo, where theme 1L (ex.39) establishes that in 

Pantaion's quarters the established rules of diatonic tonality predominate. The 

texture is three-part, a D major scale gliding over a pedal bass with a crotchet

movement countermelody. In the third and fourth bar of the theme this middle 

part descends in semitones as the right hand repeats a four-note kernel E-F 

sharp-G-B dri:ingend, which will be the vehicle for further development later. 

The whole of the first thirty-two bars con1prises this essentially monothematic 

material, creating a comically humdrum yet appealing mood appropriate to the 

confined quarters of the old bachelor's house. The phrase structure is modified 
by the insertion of an additional 2/4 bar after the third bar (i.e. the impression is 

that of a large 4/4 bar followed by a large 5/4 bar). 

The opening phrase is repeated at bar six and modulates to E m~ior. Bars 11-15 

develop the second part of the phrase with fluctuating tonality and slackening 
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tempo. As the curtain rises at bar 16, the first two bars ofL are heard, having 

settled on A major, then advancing towards the minor, before a tvvo-bar link 

passage (bars 20 f) ending in a caesura returns the tonality to D major and a 

reprise of L from bar 22. By bar 29, the ascending scale having been stated 

eight times, an abrupt two-bar scale-fonnat link, accented, driingend, brings the 

music to allegro tempo at bar 33, which serves the dramatic purpose of 

Colombine impatiently reassuming command of the situation. Pantalon 

expresses his jealousy of the snowman to a g minor version of his entrance 

music Fl, which accelerates even more and reverts to L in bars 38 £ 

This is where Colombine takes pity on the old man, calming him with a simple 

left-hand ritenuto octave descent which overlaps into a new key signature ( one 
' 

sharp) and a wiegend triple tempo at bar 41. This initiates Colombine's dance 

for Pantalon, which is theme B3 (ex.39a), not heard since brief moments in 

Part One, bars 102-105 and 426-429, Now the melody is permitted to develop, 

which it does as a 4-4, 4-4, 4-4 regular pattern, in a doll-like, mechanical 

manner. The only notes of parody are in bars 48 f. - a sudden minor shift, and 

a neapolitan sixth in the bass approached by way of an augmented fourth, in 

bars 56 f. In bars 47 and 63, fermatas suspend the motion for a musikantisch 

moment. 

The triteness of the 'trio' section commencing bar 66 could be a deliberate ploy 

by the young composer, appropriately accompanying Colombine's dance for her 

unwanted suitor. The harmonies accompanying theme B4 ( ex.39b ), which is 

simply a number of melodic variations on the crotchet-crotchet-crotchet dotted 

minim kernel, are almost perfectly conventional, except for an F major 

harmonisation ofbars 72 f. which would normally have been set to D7-G7. 

There is also an unusual progression in bars 74-77 caused by the right hand 

moving to b'' (instead of a'') thus causing an awkwardly prepared clash with 

the ascending bass line. The surprising harmonisation of bars 80-81 with an 

unresolved sharpened clominant chord ( ov~r a pedal tonic), and the au~ented 

G sharp chord in bar 93 are evidently deliberate distortions of the otherwise 

deliberately conventional format (akin to the song of the doll Olympia in 

Offenbach's Contes d'Hoffinann), which is all in symmetrical four-bar phrases. 

The macro phrase-:.structure is 4-4, 4-4, 4-4, which returns the music to the 

tonic, followed by a repeat of the last bars 4-4, with an intentional hiatus after 

the third bar of the first four-phrase. 
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At the end of bar 97, after a fermata, theme B3 is repeated proforma for fifteen 

bars, the last bar being truncated by an attempt by the left hand in the one-octave 

to imitate Colombine, in the passage where "Pantalon, appeased, tries to become 

affectionate". After four bars Colombine's theme makes as ifto respond but is 

forced to sustain a tremolo accompaniment while the left hand attempts the 

theme more successfully, from bars 117-120. As the music increases in 

volume, the right hand assumes the melody for seven ascending bars (2-2-3), 

finally attaining the upper tessitura of the piano keyboarq from bar 128, while 

the left hand plays a concise double version of L, harmonised G major, f mip.or. 

(in G major-minor), depicting Colombine extricating herself and proceeding to 

the window. 

Two bars of accellerando link music prepare bars 134 ff. where the key is c 

minor and the time-signature 6/4 moderate ( dotted minim). As a..11 allusion to the 

snowman's accompanying Pantalon' s threat to call him upstairs, theme J2 from 

the end of Part One is dextrously metamorphosed into a vigorous waltz-like 

four-bar ~tructure, theme M (ex.40). A two-bar extension of this phrase 

modulates to the submediant key of A flat major, introducing theme N ( ex.41) at 

bars 140 ff. (four flats, 3/4, pesante), illustrating Pantalon's calling the 

snowman. A tremolo chord in the right hand accompanies theme N, which 

fundamentally comprises the pentatonic notes of the Schneemann theme D 1, 

answered four bars later by a right-hand phrase which reaffin11s the tonality but 

ends on the fifth of the chord. This sequence is repeated at bar 148, and this 

time it is apparent why the right hand was taken to the fifth, for this time around 

(bar 154) it ascends a semitone thus creating the whole-tone environment which 

enables a chromatically moving chord flow to accompany a distorted version of 

Dl (marked 'trumpet', indicating that Korngold had. an orchestral colour in 

mind, at least for this moment)', while irregularly punctuating bass rhythms 

evoke the menacing approacli of the snowman apparition as he ascends the 

stairs. 

10.3 COMMENTARY 
Having created rich textures at the end of the first part then roused the audience 

with the brilliance of the entr'acte, Korngold wisely adopts a more delicate 
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chamber-music commedia dell'arte style for the opening of Part Two, 

necessitating deft organisation of musical material in order to motivate and 

accompany the convolutions of the commedia dell 'arte plot. It is also 

appropriate to compose in a chamber music style for an interior setting. 

11. SCENE TWO: 
Snowman; Pantalon, Colombine. 

Stage Directions: 

411 

Bars 160 ff. He [the snowman] enters the room like the stone guest from ,Don 

Giovanni and stands there, motionless. Pantalon is frozen in terror; then he 

rushes to the window, to convince himself that the snowman actually 

relinquished his spot. 

Bar 176 "Wizardry!" 

Bars 177 f£ "A ghost!'' His limbs give way. 

11.1 SUMMARY: 
Elements of caricature and fantasy are developed musically and pantomimically, 

as the plot progresses. 

11.2 ANALYSIS 
Bars 160-163 contain the quote from the Don Giovanni overture and entrance of 

the Commendatore, in the same key of d minor, whereby the Schneeman theme 

is concurrently hammered out by the right hand in octave chords, but 

modulating towards B fl~t in bars 162 £ This passage was singled out for 

favourable or at least fascinated comment by a number of critics. 23 The next 

passage contains a number of stylistic features which more modem composers 

associate particularly with animated films: 

• At bar 164, a new tempo bewegt (humorously contrasting with the stage 

direction und (Der Schneemann) steht unbeweglich da covers a four-bar 

'verzerrt' (dist01;ted) statement ofDl which would be ind minor had not all 

iJ See: Part one, chapter ten: "The reception of Der Schneemann". 
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the A naturals have been altered to A flat; this over a left-hand diminished 

fifth tremolo for suspense ( ex.42). The sequence is then repeated a tone 

higher to heighten tension. The distortion of the "Schneem&'lll" motif imparts 

the effect of an apparition. 

• At bars 172 f., in g minor, appears a new two-bar theme) the core of which 

is D"-B flat'-G'-C sharp, but which is enlivened with aJlpoggiaturas fom 

below and acciaccaturas - this kernel has been labelled Ql(lld) (ex.43) .. ' 

denoting the first kernel of the future theme QI (ex.44). The left hand 

accompanies with a descending chromatic bass. Toe sequence is repeated a 

tone lower. The minor key and the abrupt rhythms illustrate Pantalon's 

agitation as he rushes to the window. 

• In bars 176 f., a two-bar major-minor zig-zag arpeggio with a bass-line 

which continues to descend chromatically ( ex.45), the phrase repeated 

sequentially - the hermeneutic effect confusion and agitation, as Pantalon 

imagines himselfinvolved in a supernatural event. 

11~3 COMMENTARY 
This music demonstrates Komgold's richness of invention, harmonic maturity, 

and ability to compose rapid changes of music within a short time-span. 
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Sunnising that Komgold's father might have played Beclanesser's pantomime24 

for his son, the young conmposer displays in this passage a thorough 

understanding of the path Wagner had trodden - the chromatic metamorphosis of 

themes, the sequential repetition of short fragmental kernels, the use of tremolo, 

the use of diminished harmony, the use of acciaccaturas. Wagner in tum was 

indebted to the Wolfschlucht scene of Weber's Freischutz, and Weber was 

pursuing the traditional format of Melodram, of which Beethoven is the most 

famous proponent in his Fidelio. 

The affinity of Colombine 's dance to a waltz from Der Rosenkavalier ( or vice

versa) has been noted. A momentary passage featuring a "zig-zag" melody over 

a descending chromatic phrase is akin to one in the "Rose Presentation" scene of 

Der Rosenkavalier, where Strauss parodies the phrase "ich kenn Sie recht gut, 

mon Cousin" in advance, to break the magical atmosphere of the Sophie

Oktavian encounter ( ex. 46). 

120 SCENE THREE: 
Pantalon, the two servants, the sweep, 

(perhaps Colombine) 

Stage directions: 

(PS) Bars 180 ff. He (Pantalon) rings the servants' bell. The servants arrive 

and stand with mouths agape. They rush at the ghost with the broom and the 

fire-tongs, but he puts them to flight with one single gesture. 

Bars 195 ff. They call for help to the sweep, who is working in the kitchen. 

He advances menacingly on the apparition - but one gesture, and the sweep 

springs backwards. 

Bar 201. Both the servants wrap themselves in outer garments and thick shawls 

in order to protect themselves from the cold radiating from the snowman and 

finally hurry away. 

24 Wagner, R Die Meistersinger von Nureinberg, Act Three scene One. 

I 
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12.1 SUMMARY: 
A brief episode with new themes to profile the minor characters. 

12.2 ANALYSIS 
In Part One the servants were not imparted a theme of their. own1 as they entered 

with Pantalon. Now Komgold gives them a 2/4 agitato tune theme O (ex.47), 

which is introduced by two bars of staccato quavers 'chirping'.at the interval (!f 

a major second. The vivacious theme is in B flat major, incorporating four 

quavers balanced by a minim, then two Viennese-sounding anacrusis quaver

minims with a syncopated accompaniment. This theme occurs nowhere else in 

the score and the plot allows no time for development, for the next musical 

event, at bars 190-192, is a left-hand version ofDl accompanied by off-beat 

chords a la Csardas cut short by an interrupted cadence at a change of time 

signature to 6/8 at bar 193, followed by a suspenseful hiatus. 

The tempo is now allegro, and two semiquaver-filled kernels, dubbed QR(Jk2) 

(ex.48) because they also anticipate Ql, illustrate first one servant being 

flounced, then the other. Immediately afterwards another kernel Qil(lk3) 

( ex.49) at bars 125 £ states for the first time the three quaver 'knocks', echoed 

in another register, which will characterise much of the following fighting

dance. A more distorted, higher variant of this kernel follows at bars 197 £ 

then at bars 199 ff a sinuous semitonal semiquaver figure makes its appearance 

around an axial G 1 for two bars, punctuated by three-quaver chords, possibly to 

illustrate the sweep who prepares to attack the sno'-'nnan. At bar 20 l a 

compressed version of this figure with "hairpin" dynamics appears; in tl-ie next 

bar it ascends as a rapid and crescendoing chromatic scale. This brief sequence 

has been labelled 1P (ex.50)because it will reoccur. The gyrations of the music 

portray the gyrations of the sweep, repulsed by the snowman. 

12.3 COMMENTARY 
It has been noted that whereas the stage directions have often been dispersed 

over large areas of music, the authors have taken care to commence certain texts 

at specific places to correspond to the synchronicity of pantomime and music. 
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Naturally, the choreographer's production manual goes into much greater detail. 

However, the indications in the vocal score do emphasise Komgold's 

appreciation of the integration of music and action. The only place in the score 

which is questionable is at bar 203, where the text requiring the servants to don 

wann clothing and flee is compressed into one measure of allegro, clearly not 

allowing requisite time for the action. It is therefore to be assumed thai: their 

actions are carried out as a background to the following dance, and that they exit 

ad libitum at some point in the next scene. Colomb.ine's exit point is also not 

n1entioned in the piano score. Assumedly she does not guess that the sno~an 

is Pierrot in disguise, and is frightened away by the apparition. 

13. SCENE FOUR: 
Sweep, snowman, Pantalon. 

Stage Directions: 

Bar 204 ff. Grotesque dance betwen the chimney sweep and the snowman. 

Bars 218 f£ Alternate attacks and feints. 

Bars 241 ff. Dance. 

Bars 278 ff. In order to anaesthetise his panic, Pantalone, during the dance, 

hastily and greedily gulps wine from a wine-bottle, to bolster up his courage. 

Bars 303 ff. His senses have become befogged by liquor and the whirling 

dance. 

13.1 SUMMARY: 
A character-dance for sweep and snowman in three constrasting parts, two in 

ternary, the third in binary form . Visual chiaroscuro, farcical music. 
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13.2 ANALYSIS 

13.2.1 DAl'f CE ONE 
There are a number of kernels and themes in the pantomime which have a 

common framework, even though they may not be related dramaturgically. The 

first is theme B2 in the Introduktion - six quavers, descending zig-zag fashion. 

The next kernel is the beginning of theme F2 - with four.quavers in two pairs of 

descending fourths. It seems that Korngold uses this kernel to express an idea -

of agitation, although the topos has also been used to indicate the flight of birds 

(for instance by Saint-Saens in Carnival des animaux). 

In this dance we are treated to another version of the pattern: this time the zig

zags are inverted and they fall, not on to a held note, but on to a series of three 

marcato harmonised quavers, repeated in another register - theme Q Il ( tM:. 51 ). 

This music has been foreshadowed by three kernels. 

The first (Ql(Kl)) in bars 172 f. indicates a rapid anacrusis followed by three 

repeated chords, although the in&·:rval pattern of the upbeat is different, being 

based on fourths, and the three-note rhythm is in another time signature. 

The second is Ql(K2), showing the anacrusis as a semiquaver pattern and with 

the zig-zags in the same directions as Ql, (bu~: a truncated version of only four 

notes) and with the notes on the beats furnished with trills. 

The third is Ql(K3), which shows a longer group of semiquavers with the 

same shape - even though not the same intervals - as Ql, followed by the three 

quavers and their echo. Thus gradually, a theme has evolved from its kernels, 

like a plant from a seed. At Ql proper, the anacrusis is based on a pentatonic 

framework - the first one based on A'-G'-E'-(D'-C'), with decorated with 

auxiliary notes. In the third bar of the theme (bar 206) there is a return to the 

pattern of fourths - albeit ascending rather than descending as in previous 

kernels. The three-note rhythm is harmonised whole-tonally. Pianistically the 

dance, 6/8, lebhaft, is demanding, with a number of rapid hand-crossovers. 

The left-hand chording needs careful preparation as it does not always progress 

expectedly. There is a striking clash of harmonies between right and left hand in 

bars 206 f., caused by the inexorable movement of the bass by semitones - a 

parallel to the passage cited in Colombine's dance at bars 74-77. 
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13.2.i.1 DAlvCE ONE "A'' SECTION 
Bars 204-217 

417 

Fom1al1y, the first section numbers fourteen and a half bars, counting the initial 

anacrusis, as the phrase begins on the half-bar. (To c;i.void confusion the number 

of beats will be counted in the following sentences, rather than t11e number of 

bars). 

The first period consists of the initial statement numberi~g four beats, then' 2-2 

representing two groupings of semiquavers/trills, then a longer phrase of five 

beats which bridges back to a repeat of the opening material. Thus 4, 2-2, 5 

(beats). The anacruses have now found their way onto the downbeat of the bar, 

rendering the structure more regular with (beats) 4, 4, 2,2, 4 bringing the 

section to a close, having remained more or less wihin the bounds of tonic, 

dominant and subdorninant - albeit chromatically varied. 

13.2.1.2 "B" SECTION 
Bars 218-225 

At bar 218 Komgold preserves the 6/8 tempo, but langsamer, and changes the 

key signature to one flat, for a short 'B' section of eight regular bars, with the 

patte111 2, 2, 1-1-, 2. As with so many of his other 'trio' sections, Korngold 

uses an a1peggio anacrusis as thematic material, here complemented by a 

syncopated quaver-crotchet kernel (theme Ql) ( ex.52). The section is 

essentially monothematic and follows the pattern ofKomgold's middle sections, 

being intrinsically more conventional and more lyrical in mood than his main 

sections. The stage direction requiring thrusts and feints has been implemented .. 
more by fermatas than by thematic variety. 

13.2.1.3 "A1
" SECTION 

bars 226-234 

The 'A' section repeats the recapitulation material (parallel bars 210-217), 

slackening in the last bar (233) to prepare the next section, a change to 2/4 

allegro (minim beats). It is noteworthy that Korngold hos grasped the difference 

between time signature and pulse, and indicates what he intends that pulse to be 

7 
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("3/4 = 1/4 von vorher"), even though there is not one single metronome 

marking in the score. It is also to be noted that Mahler's symphonies are 

marked with such clarifications wherever the time-signature could cause 

confusion . 

. 13.202 LINKING PASSAGE 
Bars 
234-240 (7 bars) 

Introductory passage theme Q3((lk) ( ex.53) in triplet quavers and crotchets over 

a double-dominant pedal (i.e.C and G) prepares the key of F major and theme 

Q3 (ex.54). 

13.3 DANCE TWO 
The opening seven bars (2, 2, 3) of this allegro constitute an introduction which 

establishes the tarantella pulse and modulates from C major to F major (Q3(k)). 

A crescendo and accellerando enhance the vigour of the ascending scale in bars 

238-240. The dance proper (labelled Tanz) (theme Q3) begins at bar 241, the 

melody at first high up in the two-stroked octave as a consequence of the 

preceding scale, but returning to the one-stroked octave at an appropriate 

moment in bar 243. The tune is harmonised with ascending crotchet chords, the 

bass of which ascends scale-wise, the chords themselves mostly added-note 

hannonies (6/5, 7, 4/2 etc), the type of progression which evokes a carillon 

effect. The rhythm which clads the first four bars (three triplet quavers followed 

by a crotchet repeated twice, then nine triplet quavers and a crotchet) is repeated 

in the following measures to a different melody, creating variety within strict 

form. This eight-bar sequence is repeated (the bar numbering has not taken this 

into account), then a short two-part bridge (Q4) (ex.55) in triplets, skirting A 

flat major and C tlat major, followed by a three-bar succession of triplets in 

contrary motion based on a scale of C major which transmutes to F major in bar 

254, linking to a 'tutti' variant of Q3 which prevaricates on the boundary of C 

and F major for four bars before a left-hand C? launches a two-bar triplet ascent 

directing the music back to its rightful F major for an authentic reprise, ff, in the 

s-register, commencing bar 262, and proceeding so for eight bars. 

: 1 
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The next four bars (270-273) constitute a repeat of the melody and harmonic 

framework, but varied - the right hand sketching the chorded melody with light 

quavers separated by rests, the left hand being responsible for the triplet 

movement with an ascending F major scale from F2 to B flat before breaking the 

pattern to fit the hannony. This enables the music to change course in the next 

two bars 274 f., the left hand 'in neutral' alternating triplet F-E-F etc, the right 

hand continuing the punctuated quaver chords ( crossing over the hands) as it 

explores various harmonic possibilities, before deciding to embark both hands .. 
on an ambiguous D flat major/B flat minor descending s9ale in bars 276 f. 

which leads into the next section, bars 278 ff., two flats, triple time, sehr 

rhythmisch. . 

13.3.1 DANCE TWO 

13.3. 1. 1 "A" SECTION 

Bars 

241-248 (8 bars, repeated) 

Initial statement ofQ3, remaining firmly in the home key and progressing from 

tonic to dominant 

13.3.1.2 "B" SECTION 
249-252 (4 bars) 

Q4 ( ex.55), derived from the previous triplets, occurs immediately in A flat 

major, with a restatement in C flat major 
, 

253-255 (3 bars) 

An ascending sequential triplet figure over an implied F pedal-tone produces a 

cadential progression V-I towards the home key ofF major 

256-261 (6 bars) 

The resolution is delayed as four bars of supertonic chordal sequences precede 

two of dominant harmony (C 7) 
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13.3.1.3 "A 1" SECTION 

262-269 (8 bars) 

A repeat of Q3 in the home key of F major 

270-277 (8 bars) . 
The harmonic aspect of Q3 repeated for four bars, then modulf1ting as if 

towards D flat major, but actllaUy links to D flat major in Dance Three. 

13.3.2 DANCE THREE 
Komgold surprises the listener by launching neither D flat major nor its relative 

minor, but B flat major, theme ~S> ( ex.56), which continues the momentum 

engendered by the triplets of the previous tarantella, but interspersed with dotted 

rhythms in a four-bar theme, the general contour of which is an arch, but one 

with many dips and zig-zags along the way. The left hand punctuates the 

melody with a crotchet - crotchet rest - crotchet rhythm, including some 

(strummed) stretches of a tenth. At the end of the phrase there is an abrupt 

silence which has been noted as a feature of a number of themes in the score 

(e.g.end of F2, end of Gl). 

Having ended on the dominant, the phrase repeats at bar 282, returning to the 

tonic. Now Komgold compresses the ideas of the first phrase into a two-bar 

unit (Q?(E) ( ex.57), bars 286 f, which he repeats in D flat major. A three-bat 

phrase comprising mostly triplets conveys a similar tonal 'prevaricating' effect 

as bars 274 £, then decides on,a V-I cadence in E This prompts a literal repeat 

of Q4 followed by another repeat an octave higher which extends the phrase, 

incorporating the 'prevaricating' harmonic shifts before another F7 harmony in 

bars 298 f. talces the listener back to the home key, reiterating the substance of 

bars 282-285 to conclude the section. 

This is a section which, extended and developed, could have been published as 

a separate piece. 
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13.3.2s1 ''A" SECTION 

278-285 (8 bars) 

New time signature - 3/4. QS ( ex. 56) is stated twice, in B flat major 3/4 time, 

the first time proceeding to the dominant, the second back to the tonic. 

13.3 .. 2.2 "B" SECTION 
286-292 (7 bars) 

Qt5 , ( ex. 57), rhythmically derived from Q5, remains in the home key for two 

measures then is restated in D flat, preceding three link bars leading back to the 

dominant of B flat. 

293-298 (6 bars) 

Q6 repeated, this time remaining closer to the home key 

299-302 (4 bars) 

The equivalent of bars 282-285 is restated, and concludes in the home key. 

Bar 302 effectively marked the end of the dance of the sweep and the snowman. 

Although the music continues without a break, it must be assumed that the 

sweep exits at this point, although the stage directions give no indication. 

Bars 303 ff. constitute a link to the next scene. The composer changes the time 

signature to 3/4, tempo to allegro (3/4= 1/4 von vorher) and the key (though not 

the key-signature) from B flat major to b flat minor ( or the dorian mode 

commencing on B flat) in a variant of Fl accompanied by a left-hand neutral

mode B flat tremolo (without the third of the chord), conveying the effects of the 
' 

alcohol on Pantalon's. senses (another example ofKorngold's ability to convey 

sensations of which he had most probably had no experience in music). 

After a four-bar statement of the phrase crescendoing to/then dying away, the 

phrase is repeated and extended chromatically-laterally into an eight-bar 

sequence which 'explodes' onto afffinverted g flat minor 6/5 chord (PS 314) 

followed by a dramatic silence marked with two fermatas. 
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13.4 COlVIMENTARY: 
The three dances, whilst contrasted in typus and time-signature, are Iinke by 

subdominant modulations, hence Dance 1 = clog-dance, 6/8, C major; Dance 2 

= tarantella, 2/4, F majo~, and Dance 3 = mazurka, 3/4, B flat major. Vivacity . 
and Nervositiit predominate. 

14. SCENE FIVE: 
Pantalon, snO"wmen. 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 320 ff. He [Pantalon] imagines he sees two snowmen, 

Bars 327 ff. then three, four, 

Bars 332 ff. ever more, finally innumerable snowmen 

Bars 346 ff. whirling around him in confusing circles. 

Bars 358 ff. Dance of the snowmen. 

Bars 416 ff. Pantalon staggers at1.d 

Bars 423 ff. tumbles half senseless on the sofa. He falls asleep. The snowmen 

vanish. 

14.1 SUMMARY: 
The principal dance-sequence of Part Two, with the most dancers on stage. A 

typical genre-dance, with fantasy elements, interplay between Pantalon and the 

snowmen, farce, and drunken slapstick. Afugato leads to the "Waltz of the 

Snowmen", ending in a wild coda based on the tarantella of the previous scene. 
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14.2 ANAL'\:7S1S 

14 .. 2.1 PART ONE-MOCKFUG .. ~TO 
(entrance of the snowmen) 

Bars 315-349 

Komgold's parody of Don Giovanni was one aspef!t singled out for mention by 

those recensionists who attended the early performances; this scene is another. 

The listener has already been aware of a section of 1mit.:.tive quasi-polyphony in 

the lntruduktion (bars 107-115). This idea is now developed along the same 

lines 

14.2.1.1 SUBJECT 
The key signature from bar 315 is five flats, the time signature alla breve, and 

the tempo gemii.j3igt aber drii.ngend. Komgold has modified the Schneemann 

theme DI by compressing it, i.e. deleting the two repeated notes at the start of 

the theme and reducing the rhythm to a crotchet, q'i.:mver-quaver pattern (ex.58), 

which is the rhythmic vehicle for its pendant, viz. a descending scale framework 

embellished with auxiliary-notes (VVechseltone), constituting the middle section 

of this three-partfitgato (ex.59). The pendant section continues the rhythmic 

kernel but ends melodically in the relative minor ((ex.60), also see theme D3). · 

Although the subject is first stated in the small octave, Korngold has chosen to 

delegate it to the left hand. 25 

14.2.1.2 SECOND SUBJECT-ENTRY AND 
COUNTERSUBJECT 
The countersubject to the second subject-entry (which enters 'correctly" on the 

, 

dominant), commences at bar 321 with an chromatic line which clashes 

comically with the right-hand answer (ex.61). It is feasible that Komgold was 

parodying a Robert Fuchs exercise but excusing the 'errors' by evoking 

Pantalon's enebriated state. 

2
$ Korngold may have known the last movement of Beethoven'sHammerklavier Sonata op.] 06. 
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14.2.1 .. 3 THIRD SUBJECT--ENTRY 
The third entry at the upbeat to bar 327 is at the top of the texture and although 

the middle voice is written in the treble clef it is necessary to incorporate it into 

the left hand owing to the distance between the top voice and llie middle voice. 

The polyphony embraces orthodoxy and satire, the 'errors' being a questionable 

auxiliary note shift in bar 328 which causes a double clash of major ninth/major 

seventh wit.h the subject; parallel ninths in bars 327 and 349, and parallel 

fourths between the outer voices between bars 330 and 331. Within the context 

of the situation, the writing is appropriate and amusing. 

14.2.1.4 INTERLUDE/DEVELOPMENT 
At bar 333 Korngold relinquishes the polyphony, utilising the end of the fugato 

subject as the beginning of a new theme IlD~ ( ex.62) which he develops in 

ascending sequences U11til the melody descends into A flat major tonality after 

attaining an A flat''' at the apex of the 1, 'rrase in bar 338. 

14.2.1.5 FOURTH SUBJECT-ENTRY 
A final statement of D3 back in the home-key ofD flat major makes its 

appearance in the right hand from bar 341. Korngold jettisons four-part 

polyphony in favour of a two-part invention format. The accompaniment is a 

scale in crotchets descending inexorably over five bars, landing on an F2/F 1 

tremolo at bar 346. 

14.2.2 BRIDGE TO WALTZ INTRODUCTION 
Over the tremolo, the right hand develops an ascendingfagato kernel-rhythm, 

clad in an f minor ninth harmonic shell, and crescendos for three bars,. This 

bridge-like, suspense-creating music is developed over the next four bars 349-

352 as the key-signature changes to two flats, the mode to major, and the 

rhythm to triplet crotchets, as both hands develop ascending variants of 

dominant-seventh harmony over a continuation of the pedal F2, finally 

ritenutoing in bar 352. 

14.23 INTRODUCTION TOW AL TZ 
At bar 353 the time signature changes to 3/4 in preparation for the waltz which 

follows. Two bars of a theme JR ( ex.63) reminiscent of one in Elektra ( ex.64) 

-
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are not developed, but make way for three bars of chords being essentially a 

repeat, rhythmically altered, of the harmonic material of bars 351 f .. As an 

adult, Komgold could play Elektra from memory. 

14.2.4 PART TWO - WALTZ 
"Tanz der Schneemanner" 

425 

Afermata over the bar-line draws breath before thewaltz commencing bar 358, 

Tanz rier Schneemiinner - Tempo di Valse. This is exactly the same material as 

in the Introduktion commencing bar 55, but this time in B flat major, not A.flat 

major, the only difference being that now the material repeats after bar 376 

(whereas in the lntroduktion it continued with theme D 2), in the manner of a 

'first time bar' (although the repeat music is written riut in the score). After the 

equivalent of eleven bars, at bar 388, the music moves do\Vll a fifth (inste:ul of 

an octave), bringing the music back to the tonic, and instead of completing the 

cadence after bar 394, Komgold creates a five-bar codetta/bridge passage out of 

the material of the last few bars, crescendoing as he does it. 

14.2..5 PART THREE - CODA 
Presto 2/4 (minim beats) at bar 400 erupts, repeating elements of the Q3 

Tanzmusik in innumerable keys with superbly irregular-seeming but carefully 

constructed phrase-lengths 2-2-1. 2-2-1, 2-2-2, 2-2-3, becoming higher and 

more 'hysterical' until Pan.talon's ultimate collapse with a wide-spanning ff 

discord in bar 423, folk;wed by another dramatic silence. 

The scene ends with a two-bar fragment be.sed on a fragment of D3 deep in the 

number I and 2 octave, accompanied in the second bar by a soft A flat major 

chord in the one- and two-stroked octaves, as Pantalon falls into slumber, 

14.3 COMMENTARY 
Komgold has skilfully constructed this scene to achieve contrasts and climaxes, 

from ponderous academic fugato, through the popular Viennese waltz to the 

turbulent ("taumelnd") tarantella. Although the key-relationship with the 

previous ~cene is by way of the flattened mediant (B flat major - D flat major), 
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the waltz (back in B flat major) links the scenes together. This third appearance 

of the Schneemann waltz (after the Introduktion and the dance of the children in 

Part One) enhances the unity of the whole work, and also "popularises" the 

waltz by dint of repetition (a feature ofhis operetta contemporaries and their 

successors in the field of Musical Theatre). 

1s. SCENE SIX: 
Colombine, Pierrot 

Stage Directions: 

Bars 426 ff. Columbine's pokes her head through one doorway, 

Bars 430 ff. Pierrot pokes his through the opposite doorway. Creeping 

forward on tiptoe, they convince themselves that Pantalon is asleep. 

Bars 445 ff. Pierrot approaches Colombine with tender, pleasing movments 

and pleads for a hearing for his long-felt yearning. 

Bars 465 ff. Colombine resists with gentle coquetterie. 

Bars 4 77 ff. Pierrot becomes more and more insistent and ardent and 

overwhelms Colombine with his pleas for her to run away with him and share 

his artist's destiny. She makes up her mind to follow him. 

Bars 491 ff. Mutual expression oflove's emotion. 

Bars 528 ff. They hurry away. 

15.1 SUMMARY: . 
A pantomime scene with dance interpolations, focusing on Pierrot and 

Colombine. The style of their conrtship evolves from commedia dell 'arte rococo 

graces to late nineteenth-century romanticism. 
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15.2 AI~ALYSIS 

15.2.1 SEC1'ION ONE - PANTOMIME 
The previous scene links into this without a break. The final thematic left-hand 

E natural has been transformed enhannonically, remaining there for almost four 

bars wl;ilst the right hand performs a soft, langsam, but wildly chromatic variant 

ofB3, quoted as DB~ (ex.65), which serves the double purpose of illustrating 

Colombine's timid return to tl1e action and a contin:uation of the music t0 which 

Pantalon went to sleep. 

In the next seQtion beginning Bar 430 (bewegt, 3/4) Pierrot's theme appears for 

four bars over a modulating bass, diatonically major-minor for two, then 

modulating to d minor for the four-bar appearance of Fl (Pantalon theme, 

minor variant) in the number one octave at bars 434 ff.. This is overlapped by a 

hybrid D1/Fl tail theme, ah::o in ad minor variant fonnat, spanning the one

stroked to three-stroked octaves, commencing bar 436 and itself overlapped by 

the continuation ofDl in the left hand (small octave) from bars 439-441, 

overlapped by a version of B3 commencing in bar 441 and sinking down to a D 

flatl-Cl close in bars 443 f., which effectively prepares the key off minor 

which follows. 

This brief passage from bars 430-444 is further evidence ofKomgold's ability 

to manipulate themes and integrate them into the dramatic flow of situations. 

15.2.2 SECTION TWO - C'OURTSHIP 
in the form A ~ B, A 1 

- B 1 

Having subjected the listener to the equivalent of instrumental recitative, 

Korngold has prepared the ground for a pas de deu.x courtship scene which 

commences with a new key signature (one flat), time signature 4/4 and tempo 

allegretto quasi andante. This whole passage could be termed 'songs without 

words'. 

15.2.2.1 PART A (BARS 445-452) 
begins with a four-bar (2-2) theme S Il ( ex. 66), whereby the first bar is repeated 

and this block answered by a two-bar phrase, the whole paragraph being in the 

I 
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form of a melodic arch. These four bars are repeated, the right hand an octave 

higher, bringing the section to a close in the tonic on the fourth beat. 

15.2.,2.2 PART B (B.ARS 453-464). 
A complementary passage begins in cut time, allegretto (minim beat) - a grazioso 

F major version ofB1, here labelled S2 (ex.67)., arranged al/a g,uotta. After 

four bars of delicate music B3 erupts brusquely in.ff and an unprepared G 

major, ending on a c minor chord and a formata, as ifto change the subject. The 

music takes up its suggestion as to the key, but prefers to restate S2 (now a tone

higher than before), this time remaining in G major, before a two-bar pp link 

passage at 463 invites a return to C major. 

15.2.2.3 PART A 1 (BARS 465-472) 
This invitation is accepted and SI reappears, with the melody warmly scored in 

the large and small octaves. After four bars, the theme repeats an octave higher, 

as in its first statement, modulating at the end to F major. 

Here it is worthwhile discussing the previous section from the first appearance 

of Sl at bar 445. Though the mood of Pierrot's wooing is soft, gentle, 

pleasing, the gavotte S2 seems a little too delicate and 'selbstverstandlich' -

self-evident - for a man expressing 'langes Schmachten' as in the stage 

directions, and the music implies Colombine's rather ungracious and brusque 

rebuff at bars 457 f., although there is nothing in the stage directions here. It is 

however an adroit musico-psychological move on Komgold' s part to repeat 

Pierrot's courtship music, but in Colombine's key, at bar 459. The C major 

setting of S1 at bars 465 suggests Colombine's acquiescence rather than the 

stage direction 'Colombine widersteht mit sanfter Koketterie'. 

15.2.2.4 PART B 1 (TRUNCATED, BARS 473-476) 
continues Pierrot's courtship with a four-bar variant of S2 which becomes 

more and more chromatically tordu, 

15.2.3 SECTION THREE - BRIDGE PASSAGE 
leading to "love-duet" 
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Pierrot. as ifhe realises that gavotte style is not adequate to express his 

feelings~ launches into 4/4 (driingend) and a fourteen-bar development of his 

serenade from Part One. The following schema indicates the parallels. 

= denotes similar to, derived from, and occasionally identical to. 

Part Two - Part One 

477 f. 445 f. 
479 f. 432 f. 
4Sl f. 445 f. 

483 f. 443 f. 

485 f. 434 f. 

487 434 

488 434 

489 f. 443 f. 

The details of these passages are as follows: 

429 

• The first two bars (477-478) head from F major through g minor which then 

effects a mode-change towards C major. 

• Bars 479-482 could be designated as one phrase, commencing not in C but in 

F (over a 6/4 chord) continuing the phrase through a similar g minor/major 

transition. 

• The next four-bar phrase(483-486) opens like bar 479, continues with similar 

structure, but different harmony and an inversion of the two crotchets in the 

second half-bar, ending the phrase with an interrupted cadence in D flat 

major. 

• Bars 487 f. diminutes ,the second half-bar melody into a dotted rhythm and 

two quavers, the first bar forming expressive appoggiaturas ov;;;r ab 

diminished seventh; the second bar resolving on to another F 6/4 harmony, 

whilst the last two bars break up the original two crotchets of the second half

bar into two quavers and a crotcret, forming more espressivo appoggiaturas 

in the process. 

Thus Korngold has found musical material for this serenade which is malleable 

into almost any shape - every harmonic and melodic progression is apt and 

pleasing within itself, but flows effortlessly from one bar to another and from 
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one phrase to another. The only weakness is a preponderance of tonic 6/4 

chords (in bars 477,479,483, 485 and 488), where conforming practice 

employs just one to indicate finality, followed by V ( or V7) - I. A detrimental 

feature ofK01ngold's style is a tendency to gravitate back towards the tonic 

instead of developing modulatory sections and the germ of this defect can be 

witnessed here. 

15..2.4 SECTION FOUR - LOVE-DUET 
based on the principal ( and opening) the1ne of the lntroduktion .. 

The scene continues in an effective and affective manner because the listener is 

now treated to the haunting music Al-A3 which opened the pantomime, now 

expressing itselfuninterrupted by other themes. It is harmonised not only by 

means of a thickened four-part melody in the right-hand, but also by added-note 

chords in the bass ( 6/5s and t½.eir inversions, major sevenths and their 

inversions). A3 is now ernployed as the vehicle for thematic development, 

especially the two dotted minims concluding it. So the theme commences at bar 

491 (6/4, moderato, mitgrof3em Ausdruck) and continues (as at the end of the 

Introduktion) without interruption until bars 503-506 are repeated twice 

modulating upwards sequentially, thereby increasing in vigour and passion. 

Rhythmic stretto occurs in bar 512, as two bars are compressed into a 9/4, 

adding to the tension, and Al reappears climactically ff, first in G flat major, 

then modulating in bars 519 £ so that A2 and A3 are back in F major. To 

acompany the hurried exit of the lovers, Korngold develops the tail of A3 over a 

three-bar period from 527-529, ritenutoing all the time, and brings the music to 

app conclusion, firstly with a 6/4 chord in. the s-register, then in bar 531 with a 

ppp echo of the first four notes of Al in the left hand (whereby the right pedal 

should be engaged so as not to lose the root of the chord). 

15.3 COMMEt~TA.RY 
Just as Komgold contrasted the old (fugue) with the new (waltz) in the previous 

scene, so does gavotte succomb to serenade and ultimately to waltz in this 

scene. The 6/4 reminiscence-motif is particularly telling, having not been heard 

since the lntroduktion., and offers the two principal dancers a brief opportu11ity 

to display their balletic skills in a pas de deux. The key of this final section (F 
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major) is also refreshing for the ear, as it has not been heard since Scene Four 

(sweep/snowman), and then only intermittently. 

16. SCENE SEVEN: 
Pantalon' s servants, Pantalon. 

Stage Directions: 

The two servants appear and perceive, trembling in every limb, that Pierrot is 

hurrying away arm in arm with Colombine. 

Bars 543 ff. Then they see Pantalon lying on the sofa and spring back again. 

Bars 546 ff. Pantalon awakes again, gets up. Recognising him, the servants 

hastily tell him the news. 

Bars 556 ff. Out of his mind, Pantalon rushes around the room and then out of 

the door into the street after the fugitiv,es. 

16.1 SUMMARY: 
A comic interlude, based on previous n1aterial, to advance the plot to its 

conclusion. The form is subjugated to the dramaturgy. 

16_ 2 ANALYSIS 
As Korngold has now amassed enough original musical material to satisfy every 

situation, it is perfectly appropriate to recycle themes, in fact it would only 

confuse the issue at this s,tage to introduce new ideas (whereas the new 'snowy 

night' theme J2 at the end of Part One was entirely appropriate for that stage of . 
the piece, and will be even more effective in the next scene). 

16.2al PANTOMIME (BARS 532-563) 
Bars 532-545 

As the tempo changes to 2/4, agitato, Komgold uses the same theme O for the 

servants' entrance as before - albeit the,t the two bars of quaver introduction has 

been extended to four. After the eleventh bar there js a sudden halt over the 

., 

j, 
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barline, tbllowed by a return of the 6/8 theme P for three bars, as the servant 

reacts to seeing Pantalon stretched out on the sofa. 

Bars 546-555 

The 'd1alogue' where they tell him of the elopement takes place over a 

development of the snowman/sweep fight-dance Ql from the upbeat to bar 546 

commencing in D major and modulating to b flat minor. 

Bars 556-563 

An eight-bar development of theme M expresses Pantalon' s rage at that event; 

just as it did earlier at bars 134 ff. when he was annoyed at Colombine' s 

hypnotic fixation on the snowman. 

In a four-bar chord progression (560-563) the harmonies move through c 

minor6/3 
' 

E flat7 (3 rd inv.), A flat6/3, B root pos. (the first three chords correspond to a 

progression in the recitative preceding Nedda's aria inf Pagliacci (ex.)), to land 

on a dramatic A maj-or6/4 chord which marks the beginning of scene eight. 

16.3 COMMENTARY 
The skill with which Komgoid manipulated and modulated disparate musical 

material did not desert him when he embarked on his film music career later in 

life. 

17. SCENE EIGIIT AND LAST. 
Pantalon 

Change of scene. The setting as at the end of Part One. 

Bars 569 f£ Bells ring. Light snowfall. The snowman is seen back on its 

spot, having been plaGed there by Pierrot. 

Bars 576 ff. The lovers have climbed into a post-coach; its horn is heard. 

Bars 587 ff. Pantalon appears, grasps the situation and, aghast, hears the 

posthom, the notes of which appear distorted to him. 
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Bars 603 ff. The love-theme of the united couple echoes from the distance, 

whilst Pantalon wrings his hands in despair. 

433 

Bars 609 ff. Finally Pantalon hurls himself at the snowman with clenched fists 

and smashes it to pieces. The curtain falls, timed to land exactly with the last 

chord of music. 

17.1 SUMMARY: 
The denouement incorporates a visible set transformation. Apart from the post

horn allusions, musical motifs are drawn from previous episodes. The work 

ends in the same key - F major - as it began. 

17.2 ANALYSIS 
Scene change music (bars 564-575) 

There are only twenty-three bars for this change of scene, but the matter can 

either be solved with a revolve or with the use of a tab-curtain set for Pantalon's 

house. As already stated, the scene begins in A major, on an A 6/4 which 

accompanies a return of Jl, followed verbatim by J2 at bar 568. After six bars 

the n1usic modulates to G major, or rather the Lydian mode with ground-note G, 

then straignt into F major (again over a 6/4 chord) at a triple time allegretto 

tempo commencing bar 576. Having commented on the lack of need to 

compose new material in the notes to the previous scene, it may seem curious to 

label this music theme T ( ex.68), but it is less of a theme than a topos - a direct 

inspiration for Mahler, and a subliminal one for Braluns. T is first stated 

monolineally as a seven-bar period ( 4-3), then bilineally in D flat/G flat major 

for the following four bars ( ex.68a). 

17~2.1 PANTOM]:ME (BARS 587-627) 
As Pantalon enters (bar 587), Jl apears again, with a melody thickened to four 

strands, in 4/4 moderato con moto, dri:ingend which is heightened by sequential 

repetition in ascending semitones, the speed of tonal change doubling in the 

third bar. 

T, distorted into whole-tone harmony, is evoked by a return to the allegretto 3/4 

at bar 590 d1-•-.ing which the fanfare, after two bars of whole-tone. tremolo, is 
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played for eight bars in an kaleidoscopic version utilising shifting harmonic 

fonns of the one whole-tone scale (ex.68b). 

At bar 587, a three-measure link based on theme R (previously heard at Part 

Two, bars 353 f.) modulates for the last time, preparing the F major tonality 

which marks the final appearance of A2-A3 from bars 603-608. 

This slows for the coda to the pantomime, commencing bar 609. An allegro cut 

time accelerates as theme Fl rings out in.ff. Komgold dev~lops the crotchet

crotchet minim rhythm into an extended series of cadences: f minor/F major 

followed by a G.P.in bars 615 f., then II sharp3/lfollowed by a G.P. in bars 

617 f., repeated in bars 619 f., then three bars of the san1e cadence one after ·the 

other; a short pause, the first four notes of theme P in augmentation; a G .P ., 

and the final cadence which is a flattened VII-I. 

17.3 COMIVJ[ENTARY 
The descriptive detail of the final bars is intended to demonstrate that 

K-0rngold's fantasy and musical imagination was alive and active right u:p to the 

very end. He was aware of the potential effect of an imaginative close with an 

unusual cadence pattern. The effect is heightened here because of the 

succession of G.P. 's intended to keep the audience guessing as to when the 

actual close will come (hence the stage directions' insistence that the curtain fall 

exactly on the last bar of music). 

It is apparent that not only does Korngold demonstrate his ability to write 

pianistically satisfying instrumental music, but his style leans heavily on the 

effective use of melody. With that gift, added to his technical prowess 

developing short kernels appropriately for a multitude of situational needs, it is 

no wonder that he should be capable of composing two successful operas barely 

five years later. 
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(PART FOUR- MUSICOLOGY! 

CHAPTER FOUR 

F'ULL SCORE - ANALYSIS 

ZEMLINSKY'S ORCHESTRATION 
, 

OF.DER SCHNEEMANN 
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ZEMLINSKY'S ORCHESTRATION OF 

DER SCHNEEMANN 

1. COMMENTARY 

Before embarking on a progressive description and comrnentary!, it is important 

to consider the issues relating to the problem of translating one musical 

Klangbild into another. 

It will be demonstrated that Zemlinsky's scoring ofKomg<)ld's piano version is 

true to the melodic and hannonic intentions of the composer ( apart from one 

hannonic progression which has been changed in thefugato in part two) but 

differs considerably as to phrasing, dynamic, and often as Ito tempo, even if 

significant deviations from Komgold's original intentions can be attributed to 

the revisions made by the composer himself. 1 

1.1 ZEMLINSKY'S INTENTION 

This raises the issue which is an inherent problem even with works orchestrated 

by one and the same person: what are the criteria determining Werktreue? 

Could one reflect faithfully every nuance of the piano version, or should one 

engage in a degree of inte1-pretative freedom, with the lmowledge that there are 

fundamental differences of approach between a solo instrument and an 

ensemble~ and especially between an instrument like the piano and an orchestra. 

For example, arranging an orchestral piece for wind ensemble, though not 

without its own problems, at Jeast has an instrumental ensemble as its 

Ausgangspunkt.. Arranging a string quartet for string orchestra, although there 

are those who would argue that it destroys the Grundprinzip of the intimacy of 

chamber music, at least has the cantilena and the typical string to poi of bowing 

figures, pizzicato/arco etc. laid out to determine the format from the outset. 

1 Examined in chapter five, "Comparison of the Dmckvorlage with the Full Score". 
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A piano, however, is still a solo instrument, although it can be made to imitate 

an orchestra far better than a monochordic instrument, and although Korngold -

like Bizet - was said to play in an 'orchestral' fashion.2 A pianoforte can only 

simulate a legato line, and lacks the ability to fill in the middle register (when 

played by a single player) if the span between melody and bass is wide, other 

than by suggestion ( e.g. arpeggios or stretched chords). 

1.2 KORNGOLD'S INTENTION 

Therein arises the question as to whether Komgold intended this piece to be 

scored, ultimately, for orchestra. One could argue, from a comparative study 

of, say the First Piano Sonata, that as both works are imbued with the spirit of 

an 'orchestral' piano style, there is no reason to surmise that the Schneemann 

was written for any reason than for Komgold hhnselfto play, and possibly for 

it to be performed in intimate settings such as in a school. 

Even the writing of a trumpet phrase and (in the private edition) a timpani line 

could be argued to represent merely a tone~colouring that Komgold had in 

mind, or at best an indication, if at any ti;,:1e in the future it should be scored -

even though Komgold had not written it especially for that pu1-pose. It would 

have been self evident, for example, if the piano score had been written as an 

arrangement of an orchestral score after the latter had been composed. 

However, it is more likely that the young composer would have heard at least 

some passages in his head as belonging by right to instruments other than the 

piano, for example the motive which prompted him to write 'trumpet' in Part 

Two, and the 'Pierrot' character, who is intimately connected with the violin. 

If the serenade offers the most cogent example of a violin cantilena written for 

piano, the process of induction should lead one to discover other passages 

associated with the character that would have a violinistic tendency, even if 

Pierrot does not necesarily play the violin at those points. The posthom at the 

end of the pantomime is another case where an instrument is unmistakeably 

indicated. 

2 (Julius Komgold describes his son's playing as "ein tatziges, temperamentvolles, mit einer Art 
selbstgeschaffener Technik orchestral klingendes Spiel" (JKM 138). 

I 
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Indeed, bearing in mind that the Trio for piano, violin and cello was composed 

just a year after Komgold had completed the piano version of Der Schneemann 

it would be illogical to claim that Komgold originally intended to write only 
' 

piano music. Furthermore, his subsequent mastery of orchestration by 1911 

would tend to support a hypothesis that his inner ear was already finely attuned 

to the potential of the orchestral tone-palette, despite the limited exposure he had 

had to listening to orchestral music, assume that we are to believe Julius 

Komgold3 

1.2.1 KORNGOLD'S IN.NER EAR 

Jettisoning speculation in the light of the fact that within less a year of 

composition of the piece it did become necessary to orchestrate it, the question 

then arises as to what extent the published score represents the way Komgold 

intended it to sound. This is not to imply that the piano version represents a 

sketch, or is incomplete in any way; anybody could play the score verbatim 

and it would sound complete, logical, and musical. All the general dynamic and 

phrasing markings are present, and Komgold complements these with detailed 
' 

but not complicated, indications of his intentions, especially with regards to 

crescendo markings, and accents. In this he was representative of his period, 

when one considers that even the works of the classical composers were being 

published in editions exhibiting additional dynamic, phrasing and fingering 

marks. 

1.2.2 KORNGOLD AS HIS OWN INTERPRETER 

Notwithstanding, there is no direct evidence as to whether Komgold actually 

played his piece exactly as he ~omposed it. Old piano rolls of such composers 

as Mahler performing his own compositions (there is an example in Siegfi-ieds 

Musikautomatenmuseum in Riidesheim, Germany) bear witness to the fact that 

many composers have taken a more liberal approach when executing their own 

compositions than the score implies. Also, Komgold could easily have 'filled 

in' certain passages which were written at opposite ends of the keyboard (such 

·"'E: kannte i.iberha~pt wenig Musi~, hauptsachlich nur das, was ihm zu Hause zuflog. Noch bis zum 
dre1zehnten LebensJahr hatte er keme Konzerte gehort 3'a wollte er oar ni·cht fre d M 'k h"' 
h 

. . . , , o , m e us1 oren. 
atte v1elle1cht keme fiinf Opernvorstcllungen mitgemacht''. JKM 138. · 
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as bars 10-14 of the introduction, which include a left-hand arpeggio in the first 

bar but no 'padding' in the third of fourth bars of that phrase, whi~h are written 

a little too far apart to sound complementarily sonorous). 

Whether he played the score as differently as Zemlinsky has scored it in some 

passages is exceedingly doubtful. In fact, ifhe had played it thus, either his 

youth had caused him to compose music which was not in accordance with his 

intentions, or he revised his musical ideas after the score had gone to print. 

1.3 ZEMLINSKY'S INTERVENTION . 

The descriptive analysis of the orchestration will testify that Zemlinsky's 

orchestral cladding diverges quite markedly from what is written in the piano 

version; p.ot at every pointi but often enough to be noticed; even bewilderingly 

so at some points. Usually the delicate piano sections are marked up to mf, or 

otherwise lent a substance which is not conveyed in the original - and not 

intended, either; and many of the slurrings which bind the music together and 

lend it continuity have been jettisoned in favour of note-shortening, either by 

means of staccato dots over notes or else by converting crotchets to quavers 

with rests, for instance. 

Finally, even though Komgold's musical syntax has been adopted literally, 

there are instances where the accompaniment has been 'embellished' and varied, 

especially in some of the waltzes, to the point of mutilation. 

1. 4 EXCESSES OF THE ORCHESTRATION 

As a corollary, the number and variety of orchestral effects and 'devices' has 

been mentioned and stressed during the analysis. Despite the relatively 

advanced and subtle hfilJilonic vocabulary, Korngold's work is essentially 

delicate and elegant in style - verging on rococo, in some places (for example, 

the opening of Part One, after the Introdu/.ction) and there are a number of 

passages which are more characteristic of the world of Johann StrauB than 

Richard Strauss, to whom Komgold has often been compared
4

• 

4 Especially the music Korngold wrote for Colombine. 
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Notwithstanding, both the contemporary and reactionary elements in the music 

have been overlayed with all the orchestration techniques and appurtenances of 

the 'silver' age of operetta, including its excesses (the use or abuse of harp 

glissandi is a case in point). It will be seen during the section of the reception of 

the work that this critique was shared by several people, not only by the 

conductor of the premiere Franz Schalk, who is quoted by Julius Komgold as 

saying that Zemlinsky' s arrangement was 'unpraktisch'. 5 
• 

. 
Undoubtedly, he has not written for a 'Mahler' orchestra but restricted the 

scoring to a standard opera orchestra. 6 

2. THE ORCHESTRATION AS AN 
ASPECT OF PEDAGOGY 

It is evident that the orchestration, when it was completed, was the result of a 

pedagogic process leading to Komgold's attaining independence in this skill. It 

has already been reported that Komgold' s father suggested Zemlinsky to 

Universal-Edition, not only because of the latter's reputation and skill, but also 

because the music critic felt it would benefit Erich to witness his work being 

imparted orchestral cladding by the hand of his teacher: 

Er (Zemlinsky) hatte Erich bereits in den Grundziigen der Orchestration zu 

unterweisen begonnen, so daB die Arb~it an der Pantomime zugleich beste 

Gelegenheit bot, den Schuler in diesem Studium weiterzubringen, wenn er 

dem Lehrer iiber die Schulter guckte. 7 

If, therefore, numerous examples are given below of instances where typical 

turns of orchestration are employed, whether they are strictly necessary for the 

effective rendition of the passages concerned or not, t.he point of reference will 

be this hypothesis - the scoring reflects as much Zemlinsky the teacher as 

Zemlinsky the arranger. 

5 JKM 136. 
6 An opera orchestra of double woodwinds (piccolo doubles second fiute, cor anglais doubles second 
oboe), four horns, two trumpets, three trombones (no tuba), timpani, percussion (including 
triangle, cymbals, side-drum, bass-drum, tam-tam, Glockenspiel, xylophone, chimes (bells), birch
twigs (Rute), celesta), harp, and strings. 
1JKM 136, 
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3. EDITORIAL ISSUES 

Two features are significant in the score - the predominant use of 'circumflex' 

accents (with the angle at the top) rather than 'normal' accents, implying that 

these are 4Cantabile' or melodic accents rather than short 'snappy', sharply 

articulated accents· and the liberal marking of slurs - not haphazardly spread ' . 
over numbers of bars, but meticulously placed to provide a visual image of the 

shape ofthephrase. For example, the slurring of theme D2 from bars 74-89 of 

the Jntrod~tktion is clearly marked ( the digits representing numbers of 1:1-ea~ures 

covered by one slur): 

1 I 2 

1 1 2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Although there are no accents in the first three bars, both hands have them in bar 

four; at the repeat of the theme in bar five, the right hand melody has accents -

and so forth. The dynamic marking is mf, contrasting with/ in the preceding 

and succeeding sections. In fact, there is ample evidence of differentiated 

articulation in the score, from legato, through mezzo-staccato (slurs with dots) 

to staccato, in accordance with established practice of the tin1e, for example the 

piano compositions of two of the composers to whom Julius Komgold 

considered his son was indebted: Claude Debussy and Max Reger. 
8 

NOTE - AS THE BAR NUMBERING DIFFERS BETWEEN THE PIANO 

AND ORCHESTRAL SCORES FOR CONSIDERABLE PERIODS, THEY 

HA VE BEEN NUMBERED SEPARATELY, BUT THE ORCHESTRAL 

SCORE, LIKE THE PIANO SCORE, HAS BEEN NUMBERED FROM BAR 

ONE FROM THE JNTRODUKTION, PART ONE, THE ENTR'ACTE, AND 

PARTTWO. 

g JKM 120. 
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PS refers to the Piano Score, FS to the FS. 

Where neither PS or FS are mentioned, the bar numbers refer to the PS. 

4. FULL SCORE - INTRODUKTION 

The first eight n1easures already reveal much in relation to the pedagogic 

function of this orchestration as a demonstration exercise as well as an 

arrangement in itself. Komgold's high pitches are reflected by the melody, 

carried by flutes/violins and (an octave lower) clarinets/violas at the opening 

upbeat. After that, the second violins, divided, double the oboes as harmony, 

but the first oboe takes over from the flutes in the middle of the fourth bar, 

doubled at the octave by the first horn (and the cellos, but only for four bars). 

In their tum they hand over to the clarinet/bassoon in PS 6, whilst the flutes, 

after having paused for a bar and a half, take over a harmonic function in their 

mid-low register (one-stroked octave) in bars 6-8. The upper strings, after the 

opening upbeat, play tremolo throughout this passage ( corresponding to the 

tremolo in the piano part), extra high-frequency colour being provided by the 

harp, which plays s-register chords in bar 1, 3, and 4, then plain octaves in bars 

7 and 8. A forte triangle note adds emphasis to the first note of bar 1. 

Zemlinsky has thus demonstrated in these few bars the principle of 

melodic/harmonic tremolo, the sharing of a melody among various instruments, 

melodic instrumental combinations ( e.g. flute/oboe, clarinet/horn/cello, etc.), 

and the use of percussion and harp to intensify phrasing and rhythm (ex. 1). 

However, the phrasing and accentation of the passage already indicate a 

departure from the intentions of the piano score, which by the nature of the . 
dynamic marking - mfand nothing else - imply one eight bar span, or Bogen, 

divided into four sub-spans by careful marking of slurs from the opening note 

up to the end of the first half-bar in bar 2, then from the beginning of the second 

half-bar in the same bar to the end of the first half-bar in bar four, likewise from 

bar 4-6 and 6-8. The tremolos (which continue through the eight bars) have no 

phrasing slurs, but the woodwinds are a different mattet all together. The 
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number of phrasing breaks have virtually doubled, and nonnal accents have 

been placed on the second of all the repeated notes (for example, the crotchet D 

in bar 1 etc.). Furthermore, the middle of the bar ( e.g. bar 3) has been phrased 

over instead of duplicating the PS marking. 

If this is musically viable, Zemlinsky's accenting the opening note of the slurred 

passage should be called into question, even allowin~ for the fact that he may 

have thought it was necessary to avoid the repeated notes being clouded by the 

doubling string tremolos. Also questionable is marking the opening upbeat mf 

crescendo, taking the music subsequently down top, and especially introducing 

hairpins in bar 3 and from bar 4-5 (the winds only in bar 5) - unless the young 

musician actually played it thus for his teacher. Failing that, one has to 

conclude that either Zemlinsky was operating according to the principle of 'leave 

as little responsibility as possible regarding articulation or balance in the hands 

of the musicians or the conductor' or, more likely, he was demonstrating to his 

pupil certain inherent dangers - for example, how continual tremolo can 

'smudge' the clarity of a phrase. 

At FS 8 Zemlinsky has replaced the fermata in the middle of the bar by the 

indication poco rit., and poco meno thereafter, followed by another poco rit. on 

the last (flute) quavers in bar 9. The upper strings are marked 'flageolet', but 

not written out as such. The harp plays minims, also flageolet. The first violins 

(marked p) are divided into three, the seconds (marked pp) into two. The solo 

flute is marked mf, espress., whereas Komgold has indicated pp for the 

passage. This is but one of the countless passages where the PS indicates 

restraint but the FS overt expression. In Zemlinsky's defence, the section 

belo:¥ on the Druckvorlage lists the nun1erous revisions which are likely to have 

been attributable to Komgold, and this is one of those passages. Komgold 

himself, therefore, having heard the work under orchestral conditions, conceded 

that there were passag~s which needed to be treated more opaquely. 

Komgold'sfmarking from bar 10 has been muted, possibly because Zemlinsky 

may have considered that the entry of the tutti here (minus trumpets or 

percussion) was adequate for the required expression. The principle of 

polydynamics within a tutti is apparent here: woodwinds mf, horns p, brass 

pp, harp mp, strings mf except for violas' tremolo hannonic figure mp The 
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winds harmonise, the strings cany the melody, although only the cellos reflect 

Komgold's phrasing. 

The two subsequent phrases demonstrate the coloristic effect produced by an 

'echo' passage. The horn in bar 14 is answered by a trumpet doubled by a solo 

flute, and this doubling is continued in between violins and woodwinds in the 

section commencing FS 16 (Andante grazioso in FS, Andante grazioso in PS). 

The rhythm of the waltz accompaniment has been altered from PS's quaver

quaver-crotchet to quaver rest-crotchet-quaver-quaver rest, which is more 

unwieldy in character than the original. The triangle intervenes with soft taps

marking the downbeats. Ex. 2 shows Zemlinsky's methodology with waltz 

orchestration. 

The flutes engage in swift repeated semiquaver passages as a duet

accompaniment to the melody (FS 21, 23). As the intensity increases, the 

second violins play with the firsts in octaves (from PS 24) and the Kl. Trommel 

implies a waltz-rhythm with interventions on the second crotchet of the bar. 

The orchestral texture gives way to a chmnber sonority with clarinets and 

bassoons assuming the responsibility in bars 30-31. heralding the first violins 

answered by a solo cello playing theme B3, indicative of the intimacy of the two 

lovers. 

This transparency is continued through theme C c01nmencing FS 3 7 but already 

in the fifth bar of the phrase~ at FS 41, there is a striking opaqueness of 

accompaniment texture as compared with the PS, with polyrhythmic movement 

in the middle strings combined with pseudo-canonic countermelodies given to 

violas and cellos, which would tend to limit the capability of the music to gain in 
pace. 

The change of tempo at theme,D, bar 47, signifies a clarification of the time 

signature - whereas both PS and FS indicate a minim beat, only the FS carries 

the correct cut sign. The first statement of the theme is given to the lower 

strings doubled by bassoons, the answering phrase to a solo horn accompanied 

by clarinets and bassoons. 

The waltz proper is scored relatively thickly, as the trombones, from the third 

bar, play held chords rather than supporting the first crotchets as in the opening 

two measures. Furthermore, the flutes are silent and the violins are suported by 

doubled oboes and clarinets, at times in chordal formation. The horr1s assume a 

I. 
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conventional offbeat-accompaniment role. Flutes, supported by Glockenspiel, 

do enter in the answ1ering phrase commencing bar 63, but the mid-range texture 

reasserts itself from har 67, reflecting the solidity of the PS. The PS fermata in 

bar 72 does not appear in the published FS (this is one of the numerous 

revisions that were made to the Druckvorlage, listed below). 

The gemiissigter passage in B major, theme D2, is dominated by the muted 

trumpets doubled at the unison, sixth and octave by upper strings, with flutes 

and clarinets being given the countermelody. The Glockenspiel plays an adjunct 

passage in continuous quavers, an invention of Zemlinsky. The answering 

phrase at bar 82 is marked.fi'isch in the FS as the violins, doubled, command 

the initiative. 

The repeat ofDl in A flat major at bar 90 is also the repeat of the scoring. 

Zemlinsky has changed the last two measures from Komgold' s legato to 

marcato crotchets, signalling a similar change in approach in the fugato passage 

which follows, whereby Komgold's slurring has been maintained in the 

countermelody but jettisoned in favour of a more staccato approach to highlight 

the slurred effect of the anacrusis over the bar line. As in the parallel passage in 

Part Two, the melody is passed from instrument to instrument, with an upbeat E 

flat being added for the horns and clarinets at the outset (the piano scoring does 

not allow for this logical step). Then the theme is given to oboes followed by 

horns and bassoons, whilst the strings remain silent, to enter forcefully with the 

percussion at bar 113, ta1dng over at bar 115, when the trombones add their 

voices to the harmony. Tutti prevails until two bars before the 6/4, when 

Zemlinsky allows the trmbones and percussion to pause in order to emphasise 

the return of theme Al at the 6/4, where the harp also joins the full orchestra 

with arppegiat_ed chords. At bar 131 the orchestration differs from the 

beginning of the lntrodi<A-"tion, with the flutes playing accompanying 

tremolandos. 

The tempo of the codetta occurs one bar earlier in the FS than in the PS, at bar 

137, with an indication Walzertempo. The violin quavers are supported by 

woodwinds for security of intonation, and the final tutti chords are in effect 

dominated by the brass, with thi; trumpets in a prominent and brilliant tessitura. 

4 
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5. SCENE ONE 
In contrast to Komgold's delicate arragement of the opening measures 

Zemlinsky has opted for a more tangible approach which exchanges the pianistic 

method of Kolorit by means of tessitura for the more flexible and direct method 

of rapid changes of orchestration and articulation (ex.3). In doing so, he 

demonstrates how similar material can assume diverse forms - a concept which 

Schonberg espoused, as quoted by Alma Mahler: 

Ich erinnere mich eines Gespraches zwischen Mahler und Schonberg, in 

dem S. die l\.1oglichkeit vorz~igte, eine Melodie nur durch das Klingenlassen 

eines Tones <lurch verschieden Instrumente (also Schwingungsskalen) zu 

erzeugen, was Mahler heftig ablehnte". 9 

Thus by virtue of orchestration variation a new phrasing structure of the 

opening is achieved - Korngold,s 4-4, 4-4 has become 2-2-2-2, 4-2-2. In , 

doing so, he has altered Komgold's intentions. The first two bars are set an 

octave below the c01nposer's and increased dynamically to mf(fromp), 

performed by clarinets, horn and upper strings; bars 3-4 are scored for flutes 

and oboe in Korngold~s tessitura, but strings an octave lower, with reiterated 

string quavers creating movement in the texture. Bars 5-6 adhere to Komgold 's 

register, with woodwinds being supported by pizzicato strings (m/). Zemlinsky 

has marked bars 7 -·8 p but added the horns (poco marcato) and taken the last 

two notes up an octave in the woodwinds. However, the next four measures 

(9-12), carried by woodwinds, are faithful to Komgold's intentions and feature 

harp and Glockenspiel doubling the melody at the third, to brighten the sound. 

Second violin crotchets succeeded by violas give the impression of a contiguous 

countermelody. 

Bars 13-14 are dominated by the strings (arco, mf) accompanied by a rhythmic 

figure on woodwinds - not original Korngold. The woodwinds assume the 

texture with a cadential pizzicato intervention and two timpani taps to c01nplete 

the opening period. Thus Zemlinsky has created a continually changing tapestry 

oflight orchestral colour without repeating himself. 

9Mahler, A. op. cit. (Gustav Mahler - Erinnerungen. Frankfurt a. Main, 1991) 215. 
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The ensuing period, from FS 17-30, is by way of contrast less kaleidascopic, 

and serves as an example of the art of string doubling in octaves to enhance the 

waltz melody. The strings bear the responsibility for the continuation of 

texture, the harp is treated pianistically as a type of continuo, whereas the 

woodwinds and horns are Zemlinsky's invention (although in every case of 

these numerous interpolations and counter-melodies it is impossible to deduce to 

what extent Korngold participated). The woodwinds, mirro1ing the rhythm of 

the bass, play a cuckoo-type melodic :fragment in parallel thirds (prefiguring 

theme D2) which is answered by a two-crotchet ascending figure on horns 

which is a quasi-canon to the principal melody. Komgold's general markingp 

has been elaborated by "hairpin'' crescendo-diminuendos. 

Rather than repeating El verbatim :from bars 31-46, as Korngold has done, 

Zemlinsky prefers to employ the opening instrumentation as a matrix on which 

to create a more persistent texture. This has been achieved by means of 

dynamics an.cl changes of scoring. Bars 31-34 mirror bars 1-4, but/(the harp 

has been omitted from bars 33-34). As a contrast, bars 35-36 are p, with the 

last pizzicato crotchet accented, but the following bars 37-38 aref Zemlinsky 

has thickened the scoring of the next four measures as well as indicating/ rather 

than mf- the upper strings now double the oboes, clarinets and bassoons and 

the woodwind scoring is more opaque. The brightness of the Glockenspiel has 

been reduced to two bars whilst the harp has been omitted completely. 

In bars 43-44 (parallel to bars 13-14) the string dynan1ic has been reduced top, 

and there is possibly a pizzicato indication missing, as the ensuing bars are 

marked arco, although this could be an affirmation of the combined textures in 

bars 45-46, where the cellos and basses play pizzicato. In bars 43-44 the 

woodwinds and third horn double the strings rather than playing the rhythmic 

pattern, whilst the final ~ars are stated with articulated forte crotchets supported 

by three horns, with the upper strings enlivening the fabic with repeated 

quavers, as in bars 3-4. Thus this period can be described as a variegated, 

reinforced version of the opening sequences. 

FS 47-60, being already a fourth higher than. the initial statements from bars 17-

30, evince little modification, except for harmonic reinforcement of the 

answering wind phrases in second and fourth horns, and espressivo markings 

over strings. The harp is elaborated in the final three bars 58-60 possibly to 

Ki = 
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compensate for the omission of the timpani. Whereas the final bar of this 

section diminuendoed the first time, here the crescendo is continued, as the 

four-bar bridge passage 61-64 has been considerably intensified by Zemlinsky, 

commencing/and concludingpit't/(the PS indicates no dynamic marking). 

The articulation-balance of the phrase has been inverted. In place ofKorngold's 

strong-weak, strong-weak pattern implied by 'circumflex' accents in PS bars 61 

and 63, with regular dotted-minim chords in the left hand, Zemlinsky has 

confined the accents to an initial sft to the bass strings in.bar 61 and a similar 

sfz limited to the flutes in bar 63. This is ovenvhelmingly counterbalanced by 

stopped horn chords in bars 62 and 64 - the first marked sift - whilst bar 61 is 

confined to a brief accented quaver chord and bar 63 merely the resolution of 

bar 62 for the duration of a crotchet. The harp points the horn entry and the 

tnnnpet reinforces the melody in winds and violins. Rapid alternations of arco 

and pizz demonstrate the flexibility of such a procedure. The pause over the 

bar-line between bars 64 and 65 has been replac...!d by a caesura mark (kurz). 

The section commencing bar 65 (marked ruhiger in the PS) implies that 

Komgold may have employed pedal over and above where it is marked in the 

PS (bars 67 f., 79 f., and 83 f ), as the ascending quaver passages - given to 

woodwinds in octaves as a contrast to the string octaves heard earlier - are 

scored together with strings with varying note-lengths: minim-quaver/quaver 

rest in IV and cello, crotchet-crotchet-quaver/quaver rest in IIV, attaining a 

merging of the texture (ex.4). The crescendi in each bar enhance the sweep of 

the phrase. In the answering sub-phrase 67 f Zemlinsky has embellished the 

descending figure with repetitions of the ascending quaver passages played by 

the violas, imitated canonically by the clarinet. This in its turn is punctuated by 

short chordal note-melodies in crotchet motion played by flutes and pizzicato 

cellos in contrary motion. The, combination of harp and triangle emphasises the 

syncopated displacement-rhythms, whilst horns III and IV assure the 

continuation of the waltz rhythm in bars 67-58, but only partially in bars 71-72. 

In the absence of dynamic markings in the PS, Zemlinsky has assumed that the 

sequential ascending motion of the passage from bars 65-72 implies a 

corresponding reinforcement of the dynamics, especially in the strings (mf at 

bar 67,/at bar 71). 

When El is restated from bar 73, Zemlinsky returns top and the lighter scoring 

of the opening passage, marking four bars a tempo. This time the beginning of 
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bars 73 and 7 5 are accentuated. Parallelity is assured by the resumption of 

Ruhiger at bar 77, repeating the scoring, allbeit with minor modifications at bars 

81-82, which precede an interpolated poco ritard. marked over bar 83£, in 

order to delineate the diminuendo which replaces the p in PS bar 84. The final 

bridge bars from 85-94 are treated in terrace fashion by Zemlinsky, alternating 

instrument groups whilst lightening the scoring, and substituting terrace 

dynamics in bars 91-93 for Komgold's dim .. At the G.P. in bar 94 the strings 

place mutes. 

6. SCENE TWO 
In this scene Zemlinsky demonstrates the art of orchestration in chamber-music 

style, juxtaposing solo instruments against a light orchestral background. The 

melody is given, to a solo viola from bar 95, joined by a solo violin in bar 98. 

An unmuted solo cello cites B3 from bar 102, initiating a dialogue with the 

aforementioned instruments. The accompanin1ent is characterised by divisi 

strings, a flute playing tremolando, harp and horns, and from bar 108 the 

effective combination of harp and celesta chords in the same register is heard, 

sustained by a succession of held notes for piccolo in its unique mid-low 

.cegister. 

7. SCENE THREE 
Zemlinsky, in the introductory bars of this scene, has not confined himself to 

reproducing the composer's octaves in bars 114-119, which are given to lower 

strings and alternating ciarinets - the latter demonstrating the division of a 

melody between two instruments of the same type. Although this is not strictly 

technically necessary in this place (the phrase would not extend beyond the 

breath-line of the instrumentalist), it does provide an element of variety and 

movement to the texture. Zemlinsky marks the framework of the melodic 

structure with doubling notes in crotchet metre - slurred downwards in the 

bassoons and articulated, marcato, shared between horns II and IV. The 

timpani marks the beginning of each bar. Thus the total effect is at once heavier 

and more diffuse than Komgold's original concept, but fails to reproduce the 
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crescendo marked in the PS - at least, until the discords from FS 119-123, 

given to violas divided intQ four, in their high register, playing with pizzicato 

violins, muted trumpets, oboes and clarinets. The oboes, trumpets and first 

violins all play the discordant minor second. The penetrating rhythmical effect 

is direct~d to the most effective purpose (ex.5). 

Theme Fl is treated more substantially by Zemlinsky than. in the PS, where it is 

marked mf Not only does Korngold's teacher demandff, but he scores the 

theme for all the violins on their G string, doubled by both the oboes in their 

low, penetrating register. Accents replace tbe staccatos. A stopped horn 

emphasises the hannonic tension on the whole-tone chords in bars 127 and 131, 

resolving onto the concord in the subsequent bars. The tessitura follows 

Komgold's PS. For the second element of the passage, theme F2 from FS 

133-136, Komgold's long (circumflex) accents have been portrayed by 

accented crotchets in the oboes; the melody has been divided bar for bar as a 

dialogue between violins and cellos doubled by horns - a usual and effective 

doubling. In the abruptly concluding measure 139, the timpani predictably 

emphasises the final chord, but the two notes in the bar are not slun·ed as in the 

PS, but staccatoed. For the repeat ofFl-F2 an octave higher from bars 141 the 

theme is carried by oboes and clarinets, doubled by alternating muted trumpet 

and pizzicato upper strings - another example of partition for coloristic variety. 

From bar 149 the percussion is brought into play - here rim-shots on the side

drum, as well as timpani, and a triangle added on the final note. From bars 

15 5-160 Zemlinsky has ornamented the melody with quaver triplet figures on 

flute and piccolo as an interpretation ofKomgold's circumflex accents and 

slurs. Bars 161-162 are not slurred, but marked with accents, and Zemlinsky 

replaces the ascending slurs in bars 163-165 with a continuation of the quaver 

movement in flute, piccolo and, doubled clarinets, ending with a triplet arpeggio 

flourish- a decision which would nevertheless tend to hamper the presto tempo. 

8. SCENE FOUR 
From bars 167-174 Zemlinsky demom,trates the art of pedal-note scoring by 

giving the C and F to timpani (long rolls) doubled by both bassoons, while III 
and IV horns commence by marking each first crotchet, and cellos and basses 
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every crotchet - an example of simultaneous polyrhythm. The melody is again 

shared, this time between strings ( alternating arco and pizzicato) and 

woodwinds. Muted trumpets and the horns join the strings at bar 171. The 

dynamic has been raised from Komgold'spp to m/(strings),p (bassoons and 

horns), andf-ff(woodwinds). thus disrupting the evenness ofKomgold's 

phrasing by the abrupt and direct entries of the high woodwinds. Bars 17 5-7 6 

are dominated by the arco strings, now f and accented, while the ascending 

quaver figure in bars 177-178 is given to slurred woodwinds, joined by . 
pizzicato strings for the final bars. This opening section, therefore, has been 

characterised by a rapidly transforming orchestral palette, which, although . 

confined to that of a small symphony orchestra, manages to convey the 

impression of considerable variety ( ex.6). 

As the G .P of the PS in bar 181 has been replaced by a caesura over the bar line 

after bar 180 in the FS, there occurs from this point the first of a number of 

divergences between the PS and FS. Unless otherwise indicated, therefore, 

numbering in a particular section - PS or FS - will be taken to apertain to that 

particular score. 

The next section, Tempo di Valse (the moderato has been omitted), is dominated 

by the strings, softened by the harp, and punctuated by alternating horns and 

percussion (triangle, Kl. Trammel, and then Glockenspiel). At the outset, the 

flutes play a countermelody in contrary motion to the bass-line, which is 

reminiscent of that heard at FS 18 and 20, although this may not be indicative of 

deliberate motivic cohesion. In FS 184-5 and 190 Zemlinsky has added 

movement to the cadence points by means of arpeggiated figures in clar:h'lets and 

flutes (flutes only in the second instance). In FS 191-194 the texture is fuller, 

by virtue of the octave clarinet countermelody and the additional chordal quaver 

movement given to second violins and divided violas in bars 192 and 194. 

Komgold' s two-bar slur:.pattems have been rendered by overlapping woodwind 

phrases, but his diminuendo markings have been ignored. Additional tension 

has been imparted to the ritenuto bar 195 by a crescendo in the four-part hom

chord, and Komgold's accent (PS bar 197) has been effected by a sudden 

trumpet intervention, allbeit without dynamic indication. The last two bars end 

softly in the FS, which is in accordance with the phrasing. 
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In accordance with Korngold's intention, the two bars of introduction to the A 

major waltz are scored heavily for upper strings in their low register - including 

double-stopping the first violins - doubled by woodwinds and horns in compact 

chordal formation. The trombones, who have not played since the 

Introduktion, now punctuate the opening of the two measures,/ and pesante. 

There is no caesura after these two bars in the FS, however the tempo indication 

poco pht has been added at FS 201. From here on the scoring is more extensive 

than in previous episodes, and virtually repeats the scori11g of the Introduktion 

(bars 74-89) - The violins (divided in the firsts) carry the (chordal) melody, 
. 

doubled intennittently by muted tn1mpets in thirds, the harp continues a quaver 

movement. The principal addition is the insertion of a trombone chord on the 

third crotchet ofbar 204 to emphasise Komgold's accenting of this note. At bar 

209 the dynamic is/and an indicationji-isch has been added, reversed by a 

poco rit. in bars 215-6. However there is no pause on the barline between 216 

and 217. 

From FS 217-230 the scoring repeats the parallel section 181 ~ 194, but from bar 

231 there occurs a major divergence from the PS, owing to the insertion of the 

waltz-intermezzo as a danced piece - this does not occur in the PS. In theFS, 

therefore, either Zemlinsky or Komgold has composed a link passage of eleven 

bars, based on a two-bar fragment of the second part ofE2, which was first 

heard at PS bars 192-3 (FS 191-2), the fragment being transformed first to f 

sharp minor (in bars 231-2), then repeated in two-bar patterns (ruhiger, from 

bar 234) devolving onto a minor G sharp 11 1
\ suggesting a move towards the 

key of C sharp. However, on the last note of this link, in bar 241, the 

harmony suddenly turns to an A7 on the second crotchet, preparing the key ofD 

major. The author has transcribed this bridging passage passage from the 

orchestral score ( ex.7). By this time the scoring has become progressively more . 
transparent, terminating with a solo horn accompanied by strings and harp in 

bar 241. 

As the ensuing waltz (FS 242-375) is an exact copy of the entr'acte its scoring 

will be discussed an the appropriate place below. 

At the allegro vivace 2/4 (commencing FS 376) Zemlinsky allows soloistic 

instrumental colours to express the character of the comm,edia: two bassoons in 

their low register for the first eight bars, then clarinets reinforced by pizzicato 
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second violins, then oboes doubled by pizzicato first violins - an effect 

calculated to enhance the sharp jagged contours of Pantalon's irascible and 

solitary departure. Fron1 bar 388, however, the second violins and violas 

solidify the texture with their ascending semiquavers (the violins on their 

resonant G strings) and they are joined by all the strings, woodwinds (including 

a piccolo contributing triplet mordents) and horns for the final music 

commencing bar 390, which accelerates to a climax '1S the serva..tJ.ts carry the 

Krampus inside to safety despite the interventions of the urchins. A percussion 

stroke on the last chord accentuates the syncopated finality. 

This allegro passage demonstrates how progressive thickening of orchestral 

texture enhances a directional movement of the phrase as well as increasing 

tension throughout a passage by means of varied tone-colour. The very 

existence of a change of colour is as much responsible for this phenomenon as 

the colours themselves. 

9. SCENE FIV"E 
For the three introductory measures FS 402-404, Zemlinsky has introduced a 

more incisive texture tha.."1 Komgold's (PS 269-271 ). The dynamic is/ not mf, 

and the melodic quavers in the first bar have been given to all violins on their 

lowest string, and inscribed staccato. The bass has been shortened from dotted 

minims to minims with rests. The harmony h?.s been amplified ( e.g. the 

insertion of the mediant in the first bar) and strengthened with horns framing 

compact clarinet/bassoon chords, with a brieftnnnpet entry in FS 403. The 

phrase has been enlivened by waltz movement in the violas and bassoons. 

Zemlinsky has added the tempo indication allegro. The answering two-bar 

phrase FS bars 405-6 has been given to first violins doubled by flute and 

piccolo accompanied \JY pizzicato second violins and violas doubled by oboes. 

The winds are markedff, the strings marked crescendo, as in the PS. 

It is possible that Zemlinsky's reinforcement of the texture was planned so as to 

avoid a diffuse preparation for the ensuing section, which, as befitting its 

character as a set-piece - akin to a chorus scene in an opera - employs every 

section of Zernlinsky' s orchestra. The syncopations of the first part of the 

opening phrase (FS 407, PS 274) are scored block-fashion for strings, winds 
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and brass - the woodwind chords being scored vertically, the horn chords 

overlapping one another, the (solo second) trumpet doubling the strings. The 

indication pizz. for the cellos and basses at the outset is possibly erroneous as 

the parallel phrase (FS 411 f.) is area. In the second part of the phrase (FS 

409-1 0) muted trumpet and xylophone contribute their colour to the woodwind 

supported by pizzicato strings and surmounted by a triplet flourish which 

exemplifies Komgold 's phrasing (PS 276 f.) alt.hough Zemlinsky has ignored 

the composer's legato indication in PS 274-276. The co1:rfiguration described 

above is continued consequentially throughout the passage concluding with ~S . 

421 but there is no ferrnata on the barline at the end of that measure ( cf. PS 

288). 

The section etwas langsamer (FS 422-430) replaces the pianoforte descending 

octave leaps (PS 289 etc) with reiterated woodwind quavers supported with 

crotchets in Glockenspiel, harp and upper strings - the second violins and violas 

being furbished with acciaccaturas. The answering phrase (FS 424 f., PS 291 

f.) is divided between strings and woodwind, with the first note of each 

measure being marked with an accent. There is no fennata over the barline after 

FS 429 (PS 296). The link bar FS 430 is dominated by the strings. 

The repeat of the allegro commencing FS 431 also repeats the orchestration, 

although the last three bars are scored for strings in semiquavers punctuated by 

syncopated crotchet woodwind chords. 

The Watchman music characterised by theme G3 ( commencing FS 447 with 

upbeat) induced Zemlinsky to exploit the heavier tone-colours of block wind 

chords without overthickening with trombones. The horns in compact block 

hannony dominate the texture, reinforced by obes/clarinets. The bassoons, 

cellos, basses and timpani furnish a solid tonic-subdominant bass-line. The 

answering piano anacrusis ~ FS 447 (PS 314) etc is given to muted trumpet 

and harp, although this is changed to trumpet and first violins in FS 451, 

whereas the first and second horns cite the Schneemann motiv in the next bar 

(FS 452, PS 319) - phrased-staccato in the FS, legato in the PS. 

The reprise of G2 at FS 453 repeats the scoring but adds full brass when the 

sequential development introduces the F sharp major ff at FS 461 ff (PS 328). 

There is no fermata after FS 469 (PS 335), instead Zemlinsky connects the 

...... , AF 
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phrases by an interpolated E flat crotchet anacrusis to complete the reprise ofDl 

which is given to lower strings and bassoons, marked die Viertel nicht langsam, 

aber gemessen. From this point on, the orchesh·ation follows the pi.ttern of the 

lntroduktion, with the addition of some woodwind slurs in FS 499 (which may 

have been omitted inadvertently in the Introdulction ). However, the string 

melody in FS 505 and 507 are unslurred, whereas they are slurred in the 

lntroduktion. At the reprise at FS 513 ff. the melody is reinforced with accents 

and markedpesante. The accents in FS 98, 100 a11d 101 are missing in FS 521, 

523 and 524. At bar 530 the music diverges from the Introduktion to form a 

coda-link passage, and consequently attenuates into wind-string configurations, 

allowing the solo violin to emerge unobstructed at FS 539 f. and preparing the 

tone colour for the ensuing section. 

10. SCENE SIX 
The strings have been given two measures rest (FS 541f.) in order to place 

1nutes. At this point there is uncertainty over Zemlinsky's intentions with 

regard to the first violins. At the beginning of page 102 of the score, viz. 

commencing FS 539, the part of the solo first violin has been accorded a 

separate stave, and this continues for the whole page, up to bar 545. However, 

in FS 543-545 solo and tutti play the same line. On the ensuing pages there is 

no separate stave, and the top line is marked solo, whereas the tutti line vanishes 

(the second stave, logically speaking, belongs to the second violins, as a 

consequence of PS 543-545). At the moderate 4/4 commencing FS 566 (page 

106) the parts are marked normally with a solo violin above five staves of 

strings. The most logical explanation is that the indication 'solo' on page 103 is 

erroneous and that the part should be played 'tutti', which would emerge more 

solidly out of the accorr-{panying woodwind texture, which includes a 

counterrnelody on doubled flutes from FS 547. Further richness is obtained 

frompp trombone chords in FS 550. The accell. commencing FS bar 553 is 

one bar earlier than the corresponding place PS 419 on the right-hand quavers 

and is tempered by apoco rit. at FS 555-6, missing in the PS, as is the 

diminuendo at FS 556. The indication nicht schleppen has been added to the a 

tempo at FS 557 and this is enhanced by the light scoring for woodwinds and 

pizzicato accompaniment although it is to be noted that the reciprocal phrases 
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commencing FS 559 and 560 are given to tutti violins (559) and cellos (560) 

rather thru1 scored for solo instrumentalists. The entty is brought into context 

by a crescendo, lacking in the PS, and the ritenuto commences two bars earlier 

than in the PS, at FS 561. 

Zemlinsky has chosen woodwinds for the two-bar introduction to the Stiindchen 

to contrast with the predominantly string/harp colouring at the entrance of the 

solo violin at FS 566. The solo is designated as "solo violin behind the scene" 

with a proviso: 

( can possibly be played in the orchestra). The violin solo is to be 

accompanied as tenderly as possible; the strings w excepting the solo 

violin - may keep their mutes placed if necessary. 

The string texture has been confined to the middle register, i.e. below the 

tessitura of the solo part, with partial division in the second violins, and 

pizzicato in the bass part (the pedal note indicated in the PS has been given to 

the fourth horn placed in the bass clef, which would have demonstrated to 

Kongold the employment of low horns for this purpose). During the first four 

bars of the main theme (FS 566--569) the woodwinds a1:::l horns are confined to 

sketching in tenuto chords but their presence is felt more acutely from FS 572 

where Zemlinsky has introduced an quasi doubling of the solo violin on low 

flute answered by an interpolated horn phrase ( ex.8). 

The dynamic markings of the solo part have been indicated in more detail with a 

diminuendo sign complementing the crescendo (PS 432, FS 566) but there is no 

dim. in FS 569 ( corresponding to PS 435). The solo in FS 570 £ has been 

placed an octave higher than in the PS, thus retaining the tessitura, and the 

dynamic·level has been increased to/in 570 and piu/in 571. The ascending b 

minor arpeggio of PS 438 has been interpreted as an interweaving texture in the . 
accompanying middle strings whilst the cellos and basses hold the bass note. 

The woodwinds continue their complementing movement althongh Zemlinsky' s 

horn countermelody flows onto a C sharp. In FS 572 f. the oboe partially 

doubles the solo at the lower octave, dying down with a decrescendo with the 

violin in FS 573 (lacking in PS 439). A hint of canonic imitation in the second 

violins in FS 572 is continued in the following measure. In the rit. bar FS 574 

Zemlinsky has indicated a cadential diminuendo from the G major to A major 

chord progressions. Bars 575 f. are characterised by the solo violin being 
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doubled at the lower octave by the first violins and a minor third below that by 

the cellos ( and violas in bar 57 6), evoking compact sonority tempered by the 

muted horn in the second half of the bar. Interpolated rhythmic imitation by the 

first violins occurs at bars 577 f. in order to create movement beyond 

Korngold's accented crotchets (PS 443 f.) and the scoring is restricted to strings 

and harps in order to prepare the way for a gradual expansion of the texture 

commencing with the entry of reinforcing woodwincls and horns in FS 579, 

which assume the imitative role which Komgold npw includes in the PS. 

The intensity of the reprise at FS 583 (PS 449 - f aber doch do lee) is achieved 

less by the choice of instruments (the brass still pauses) as by the doubling of 

the solo by half the first violins and an octave lower by half the cellos on their 

upper string, whereby Zemlinsky does not pem1it the woodwinds to play 

beyond mp nor the strings beyond mf. The richness of the texture in FS 587 f. 

is enhanced by crossover counterpoint in the violins and violas and an 

interpolated imitative phrase on the horn. The harp introduces a characteristic 

demisemiquaver flourish in bar 5 89. The ensuing measures continue the richly

nuanced yet discreetly scored instrumentation and Zemlinsky has opted to 

introduce a woodwind diminuendo at FS 596 taking them down to pp in the 

codetta in order to enable the solo trills to be heard, as the strings, in octaves, 

assume the melody at FS 597 ff. (PS 463), butp cresc.-dim. rather than/ 

cresc .. , doubled by the harp. Thus the concluding measures have an intimate 

quality contrasting with the young composer's more bombastic conception. 

11. SCENE SEVEN 
The first five bars (FS 602-7) reproduce the comniencement of scene three, with 

lower strings,/, doubled by bassoons and clarinets reinforced by accented horn 

crotchet dialogues, but, perhaps because this time the tonality is higher, the . 
cluster-like string chords ofFS 607 ff. are doubled by flutes as well as by 

oboes and clarinets. A G.P. bar has been inserted at FS 612, replacing the 

double bar after PS 477 and the ensuing music is markedpoco meno. The 

quaver moverr1ent of the strings has been embellished by semiquaver trills in 

thirds on oboes and clarinets but this ceases at the entry of the lower strings 

doubled by bassoons at FS 621 (PS 486) in order to allow the harp to audibly 

double the descending quavers at FS 622 and 624. The high woodwinds on 
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their own act as a contrast in FS 625 ff. enhanced by interpolated oboe 

mordents in FS 626 f. preparing a bridging scoring of viola (PS 628) succeeded 

by violin as an upbeat to the final 3/4 bars given to woodwind. 

12. SCENE EIGHT 
In FS 633 - 636 (PS 498-451) Komgold:s sequential harmonic progression has 

been completed and complemented by a restatement of Bl on the solo violin, 

and the PS fps have been replaced by two-bar hairpins. The PS andantino has 

been corrected to andantino quasi allegretto (nicht schleppen). There is an 

element of imitation in the flutes at FS 635. 

The ensuing al/a breve moderato has been given to flutes and oboes marked mf 

in contrast to the PS p, but leicht und humoristisch. Pizzicato strings form a 

transparent acompaniment to the melody which is staccato in contrast to the PS 

legato. The fennata at PS 509 has been replaced by a written out 3/2 bar at FS 

644, where the two clarinets commence a short fi,gato given in the first instance 

to woodwinds (Zemlinsky has introduced his own imitation point at the upbeat 

to FS 647). Here too the articulation is more marcato than the PS indicates and 

the horns continue this trend with their entry at FS 648 followed immediately by 

the appearance of muted trumpets after a lengthy pause, heralding timpani and 

then trombones, by which time the strings have taken responsibility for the 

thematic progression, culmination in a tutti coloured by triangle trills at FS 654 

(PS 518). By FS 660 the fabric has lightened again ( the schneller of PS 524 

has been omitted) in order to allow another crescendo which leads to an 

interpolated bar at FS 662 (corresponding to a bar which would have been 

between PS 525 and 526). This is essentially a 6/4 a+6 scored for woodwind 

and brass (f dim.) with a held bass note and ascending harp arpeggios. This 
' ~has the effect of delaying the langsam subito music of PS 527, in the FS 

indicated by a double bar, a new key signature ( a major) and a new time 

signature (andante). At this point (FS 663) the heaviest scoring to date includes 

cymbals, celesta, and a tuned deep bell in E (behind stage), enhanced by a solo 

violin intoning a pedal e"' as the high woodwinds and strings carry the melody, 

supported by violin and viola filigree movement sul ponticello. 

The langsam at FS 667 (PS 530) is dominated by the solo oboe (stark betont) 

for one measure, with ensuing violin and clarinets, coloured by tubular bells, 
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while the deep bell intones per bar behind stage. The harp, horns and celesta 

predominate as accompaniment colour. At PS 682 the solo violin, with 

answering phrases, reasserts its place in the texture, which continues to be 

pervaded by bell-colour (ex. 9). Zemlinsky's treatment of this passage proved 

to be seminal as regards Komgold' s later penchant for piano, Glockenspiel and 

bell timbres, with their overwhelming and characteristic effect in operas such as 

Die Tote Stadt (Second Act Scene One) not forgetting Mahler's influence in this 

respect (for example, Second Symphony Finale, S~venth Symphony Finale). 

Rather than continue the syncopated movement to the end of the scene, 

Zemlinsky relies on the sustained orchestral tenuto and contents himself with a 

final minim given to harp and timpani to complete the first part. 

13. ENTR'ACTE 
A crucial factor become apparent when appraising Zernlinsky' s instrumentation 

ofKomgold's character-caricature waltz which the composer adopted as a set

piece entr'acte. It arises from the stylistic medium which Komgold consciously 

or unconsciously adopted during the compositional process. 

Whereas the violin and its particular technical exigencies had determined the 

melodic curves of his predecesors in the genre, Korngold's composition 

exhibits traits indicating that a pianist was the progenitor oft.his music, a pianist 

fantasising along the established lines of the Viennese waltz tradition, but with a 

pianist's limitations nonetheless. Even if the tonality is in the violinistic D 

major, the spread of the melodic intervals, the altered harmonic progressions 

and most notably the preponderance of diminished and augmented intervals are 

practicable for a pianist, as long as one has mastered the requisite fingering 

technique. However, whilst within the grasp of an accomplished string player, 

these patterns require especial attention and rehearsal in order to ensure clarity of 

intonation within the violin group. 

Bearing in mind that this waltz represents a more modern and evolved approach 

than the expansive body of waltzes which preceded it, Zemlinsk')''s 

orchestration is found to be typical of its time, akin to the scoring of the line of 

•silver-age' operettas, less massi,1ely scored than the Rosenkavalier waltzes, 

but more ornate, with more rococo flourishes. 
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The opening measures are a characteristic example of both tendencies. 

Zemlinsky has opted to follow the older practice in giving the melody to the 

violins, although the shape of the tune would lend itself admirably to 

woodwinds. As a concession, the arranger doubles the melody with clarinets 

after the string anacrusis, which is supported by a harp glissando, Horns and 

cello p1zzicatos supp \rted by the harp furnish the second offbeat crotchet 

rhythms, pointed by flute mordents - a Glockenspiel add~ flashes of colour to 

the beginnings of FS 243 f.. Whereas however Komgold's rhythmical scheme· 

follows traditional patterns, Zemlinsky has introduced a new element in the 

second violins and violas, preceding the second beat with a quaver anacrusis in 

PS 243-246 (ex.I 0) and adding a crotchet to the third beat in FS 245. This 

procedure is continued throughout this section of the waltz and its reprises, 

effectively adding movement to the whole although the contr1:ist between motive 

and static phrases is thereby blurred. The FS offers evidencei of tempo nuances 

not present in the PS, possibly reproducing Korngold's perfonnance style. 

Thus FS 244 and 249 are marked poco rit., 256 f. poco a poco rit., and 258 f. 

accell., and the section concludes with a ritJa tempo at FS 276-7. 

The B flat major section K3 is dominated by the strings, which are placed in 

octaves in their middle register for the anacrusis and marked cresc. espressivo. 

The harp, supported by soft woodwinds and pizzicato bass, establishes the 

pulse on the first beat of FS 279 and 281 but as in the previous section 

Zemlinsky opts to vary the offbeat pulses with semiquaver flourishes in those 

measures. After a staccato anacrusis in FS 282 the woodwinds assume melodic 
• 

responsibility whilst the string texture lightens into pizzicato as the music 

attentuates into ritenuto. This tranquillity is broken by a strong brass and 

percussion accented chord at RS 286, which unleashes a further string octave 

anacrusis, this time supporte.d by a harp arpeggio. The next bars are scored 

similarly to those before, with the addition of Kl. Tron:m1el and Glockenspiel, 

except that Zemlinsky adds a discreet harp broken chord to emphasise the 

modulation to A maJor at FS 293 (PS 52). After repeating the instrumentation 

for the reprise of Kl, a ritenuto has been added at FS 311 (PS 70) and the link 

bar FS 313 (PS 72) is marked breiter, preparing for a new tempo poco meno 

after the double bar. All tempo indications are lacking in the PS. 
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14. PARTTWO, SCENE ONE 
The opening phrases evince a measure of elaboration and embellishment which, 

whilst endeavouring to maintain Komgold's chamber music quality by a certain 

lightness of orchestration, focus the attention on the orchestra as a coloristic 

medium. Thus the melodic interest is shared between solo woodwinds (flute, 

piccolo and clarinet) in bars one and two, and the overlapping first violins in 

bars three and four, whilst the quaver movement initiated at the opening is 

reinforced arid maintained in the string accompaniment; indeed, the drangend of 

bars 3 and 4 is aided by this as well as the second violins doubling the 

chromatic descent of the horn in semiquavers and a cresc-dim lacking in the PS. 

Zemlinsky highlights the five-bar phrase structure of the opening music by 

means of accents in bars one and six and timpani and triangle interventions. 

The second phrase commencing PS 6 is :further varied by an descending harp 

figure in contrary motion to the melody and its development (bars 11 ff.) by 

interpolated imitative figures between strings and woodwind and a cello 

countennelody in minims. The indication nachlassend (PS 13ft) is lacking in 

the FS, possibly because of the incessant quaver movement (from bar 12 the 

violas are even marked in demisemiquavers). 

In accordance with the increase in tension from PS 16 leading up the the 

caesura, Zemlinsky introduces timpani rolls at the A major (FS 16) and 

gradually doubles the woodwind and string melodies, although Komgold's 

dynamic marking is not observed (a diminuendo in PS 21 instead of the 

crescendo cut short by the hiatus). 

The orchestration resumes from FS 23 paralleling the opening (incidentally, the 

quaver is tied to the minim in the FS but not in the PS). Whereas the PS at bar 

27 indicates immer drangender, this is missing in the PS, yet a timpani rhythm 

prepares the octave passage given to strings punctuated by horns in FS 31 £ 

(marked stringendo). In the ensuing allegro passage Zemlinsky declines to 

score beyond woodwinds and strings, apart from a harp and hon1 intervention 

in FS 39 immediately before the octave descent given to cellos and bassoons 

(there is no rit. in the PS at bar 40). 

The ensuing waltz is marked langsames Walzertempo (wiegend) and the first six 

measures are ta..1<en by a solo violin accompanied by strings in a more complex 

manner than the PS (cf. the Introduktion, bar 37 ff.) The quaver-quaver-
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crotchet PS accompaniment has been extended to a continual quaver movement 

shared between (accompanying) first violins and violas, whilst the second 

violins, _divided, add a semiquaver rhythm in the middle of the bar ( ex.11 ). 

Later, from FS 50, the semiquavers are replaced by triplets - three against two. 

The rest of the orchestration is extremely light, scored for harp and some 

woodwinds, but the solo violin is joined by the tutti section from FS 47-56. 

The fermata at PS 47 has been replaced by poco rit and the PS has added poco 

stringendo at FS 50-51 and poco rit at 52, a tempo at 54,. poco rit 54-55, a 

tempo end of 55, thenpoco rit at 62 and a tempo at the end of 63. 

FS 66 (the C major section) is marked poco piu. Violins doubled by clarinets, 

then oboes, then flutes (and trumpet, after a long pause) play the melody, horns 

play the offbeats and a counterrnelody in dotted minims, second violins include 

quaver filigrees. Divided cellos perform a multifunctional purpose, now 

doubling the melody, now with a countermelody, now playing the bass-line 

pizzicato. Triangle, side drum, harp and Glockenspiel contribute to the legerity. 

In bars 86-88 a cresc-dim has been interpolated. There is no caesura between 

FS 92 and 93; instead, apoco ritard. followed by aplotzlich in tempo 

(followed by an accellerando in FS 94-95 and a tempo in 96), 

The reprise of the waltz at FS 98 repeats the instrumentation and the added 

tempo indications. The link passage (FS 112 et seg) is given to cellos 

punctuated by bass pizzicati marked accellerando, which hastening is continued 

in the ensuing passage, given to cellos accompanied by flutes tremolando and 

tremolo strings sul ponticello, then violins from FS 121 (still accellerando ), 

gradually doubled by more woodwinds and from FS 125 supported by 

trombones. At FS 128 the accompanying chords drop sharply inpitc,. as ifto 

prefigure the immediately ensuing descent in the melody, and there are rapid 
, 

changes from area to pizz. to enhance the feeling of vivacious movement. 

At the 6/4 there are some ditforences of tempo indication - FS Allegro instead of 

PS Moderato, and FS con brio in place of PS nicht schleppen. The 

instrumentation is solidly grounded on strings and woodwind, accompanied by 

brass and timpani. Homs, and subsequently the whole brass, play the melody 

on the beats instead of after them as in the PS, and Zemlinsky has added poco 

ritard. in FS 138-9. 
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The trombones and later trumpet play one of their rare prominent roles in the A 

flat major passage commencing FS I 40. FS tempo diverg1ences continue with 

the additions of Allegro ( die punktierten. Halben etwas langsamer als vorher) at 

FS 140 and poco piu at 144. There is evidence of orchestral polydynamics at 

FS 145 (strings dim, horns/trumpet cresc) and 147 (strings cresc., flute:3 dim.). 

At the E major entry from FS 148 the trombones intone the melody, whilst the 

woodwind accompaniment is divided between block·chords, tremolandos and 

trills, and the strings play tremolo ff, sometimes po)yrhythmically to impart 

variety and movement to the texture. The trumpet entry at PS 156 is repro~uced 

in the FS, albeit on muted instruments. The accompaniment is variegated by 

means of crescendos and diminuendos. 

15ID SCENE T'WO 
The Don Oiovanni theme at FS 160-163, markedAndantepesante e marcato, is 

scored with the full orchestra minus third trombone. The horns doubled 

pairwise in octaves dominate the minor Schneemann theme, whilst Zemlinsky 

has given the Don Giovanni motif to strings and woodwind ( excepting the 

oboes, which double the horns). The juxtaposition Mozart/K.omgold is thus 

more defined in the FS than in the PS (ex.12). 

Whereas the PS marks Bewegt at 164, the FS states Allegro (die Halben etwas 

schneller als fiiUzer die Viertel) and alters the time signature to al/a breve. The 

woodwinds, including doubled bassoons in their upper register, are responsible 

for the theme, answered by muted violas in octaves and horns. A forceful 

string intervention links the two opening phrases at FS 167-168. Ql, 

commencing FS 172, is shared between strings and woodwinds with the 

addition ofpercussion.1narking the first and second crotchets ofFS 172 and 

17 4, typical of comic ballet. The continuation at FS 176 is marked 

accellerando, causing a slight problem for the violins, who are given the zig-zag 

figure but doubled in semiquavers .. 
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16. SCENE THREE 
PS measures 182-185 are missing in the FS, thus initiating another discrepancy 

in bar numbers between the two versions. The opening two measures are given 

to clarinets (quavers in seconds) punctuated by pizzicato strings and harp. The 

rest of the woodwind then continue the theme (Zemlinsky has given hairpins to 

the syncopated string hannonies in FS 183-185 (PS 187-189)). The bass 

instruments assume the forte passage with string and horn offbeat 

accompaniment. 

At the (FS 189 f., PS 193 £ ), Zemlinsky has replaced the PS fermata hiatus· 

with a written-out rest and expanded the measures to 9/8 before resuming 6/8 in 

FS 191. The ensuing passage, dominated by strings and winds, features a Rute 

(bundle of twigs) struck on the rim of a drum (illustrating the chimney-sweep) 

answered by strings col legno (battuto). The last bar before the; next scene (FS 

193, PS 203) is marked rit. in the FS (no marking in PS). 

17. SCENE FOUR 
The first six measures are dominated by the woodwind, with timpani and low 

horns striking the three accented quavers, interspersed with KL Trommel. The 

scoring is percussive and light. This develops into interchanges between the 

sections of the orchestra, from FS 206 (PS 210). 

The langsamer section dispenses with the PS fermatas and its indication dolce 

and soft stringed orchestration coloured by Glockenspiel and harp evokes a 

gentler mood than the duel which it accompanies. The only aggressive passage 

is a sudden forte in FS 219 (PS 223). 

After a reprise of the orchestration, the 2/4 allegro section initiates a more robust 

sonority, with a timpani roll UQ.derpinning tutti violins on the lowest strings 

supported by horns in their middle register. The presto at FS 237, 

corresponding to allegro agitato at PS 241, is one of the few loud tutti sections, 

with strident strings and winds accompanied by full brass (horns and trumpets 

in crotchets, trombones in minims) and percussion. This contrasts with a 

lighter approach at FS 245 ff. (PS 249) which continues Zemlinsky's penchant 

for contrasting and juxtaposing wind groupings accompanied by short string 

chords, and vice-versa. At FS 251 (PS 255) a harp glissando reintroduces the 

tutti texture, whereby trumpets play a more predominant role by marking part of 

I 
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the theme, doubled. At the F major section (FS 258, PS 262) the xylophone 

adds brilliance. Nine bars later Zemlinsky has elaborated on Korngold's 

ascending bass-scale accompanied by onbeat chords. He adds string pizz. 

offbeat chords, gives the full theme Q3 to muted trumpets, and transforms the 

bass scale into a combination of woodwind triplet figurations and cello/bass 

ascending crotchets. In order not to slacken the tension, a cresc-dim replaces 

the diminuendo in the last two bars before the 3/4. · 

At FS 274 (PS 278), the 3/4 B flat major section, the brass are silent and the 

interest reverts to tutti violins playing strongly in their lower register, doubled 

by a clarlnet. The tempo indication has been extended to sehr rhyt/unisch und 

bewegt ( doch nicht eilen) - die Viertel etwas langsamer wie fruher. The timpani 

accentuates the rhythmic interjection at PS 277 and 281 (PS 281 and 285). 

There is little variation in the orchestra~ion in this passage, the interest lies in the 

virtuoso character of the writing. There is no ritenuto correspondiung to PS 

298. At FS 298 (PS 302) the brass enters and a feeling of finality is evoked, as 

there is no slur over to the next measure as in the PS,. 

The time signature from FS 299-301 is 12/8, as four 3/4 measures have been 

compressed into one. To avoid confusion, Zemlinsky has indicated l 'istesso 

tempo (punktierte Viertel gleich Viertel). The violins assume thematic 

responsibility, aided by stopped then open horns, and the phrase ends on the 

fourth beat of the bar rather than on a downbeat as in the PS. 

18e SCENE FIVE 
The first impression which strikes the eye is that Zemljnsky has altered 

Komgold's phrasing from an essentially legato, phras€::d format to a staccato, 

accented one (ex.13). Predictably, each theme entry is imparted to a different 

instrument group: first clarinet/bassoon, then oboes, then clarinets and flutes. 

Pizzicato strings reinforce the links between the phrases with abrupt upbeat

downbeat interjections. At intervals a stopped horn intones a grotesque note. 

The second theme D4 is also treated in a more detache manner and subjected to 

a finn orchestration bound together by woodwind trills. The reprise of the 

fugue theme at the end ofFS 328 (PS 340) incorporates Zemlinsky's canonic 

interpolation taken through xylophone, stopped horns, trumpets, ha..1P and 

pizzicato strings, against descending bassoons and cellos. This is followed by 
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an intensification of timbre and Zemlinskian polyrhythmic texture initiated at FS 

334 (PS 346) which masses forces at the triple\~ crotchets. The FS does not 

change key signature until the 3/4. 

At this passage (TI1eme R, FS commencing bar 341, PS 353), the trumpets 

initiate proceedings. Zemlinsky's tempo is allegro (punktierte Halbe gleiclz 

Halbe) and he has inserted a rit. in the third measure of this introduction. 

Whereas at PS 357 the anacrusis to the waltz is coincidental to the last note of . 
t½.e introduction, Zemlinsky separates them by a rest in FS 346. The ensuing 

Tan:: der Sclmeemii.nner is scored as in the Introduktion. 

The 2/4 Presto sextion commencing at FS 389 (PS 400) is scored uniformly but 

Zemlins.h.;1 has introc1uced more dynamic shadings to vary the monotJ1ematic

monorhythniic nature of the section; for example, the diminuendos to n'{f in the 

fifth and sixth mea.c;ui-es before initiating a four-bar crescendo. The hemiola 

construction in FS 401 £ (PS 412) is more explicitly treated by means of 

woodwind triplet accented crotchets. Zemlinsky attains a forceful dynamic 

plateau earlier than Komgold, viz. in FS 405 (PS 416) with prolonged trills in 

triangle, tambourine and timpani. From then on the tension is increased by 

rhytlunic means and a poco rit. before the fennata. 

The last two measures of the scene - the soft impressionistic music after the 

caesura ,. feature thematic bassoons in the first bar accompanied by divided high 

muted strings (including four-part violas) together with celesta and harp. 

19. SCENE SIX 
In keeping with the dramatugical employment of solo stringed instruments for 

Pierrot, the section commencing at FS 415 (PS 426) features a solo violin 

answered by a solo viola over 'a pedal bass. The ensuing phrases (3/4, bewegt, 

in the FS punktierte Halbe gleich Vierte[) are given to divided violas followed 

by first violns, followed by a deep bassoon solo over a held muted horn chord, 

answered by a piccolo solo, linked by the clarinet to a reiteration of the solo 

violin interrupted by the cellos in FS 434 f. (PS 443 f.). 

Theme S1 is played firstly by the viola section, doubled by low flutes, then by 

the violins, the element of dialogue being thus attained by a tessitura change. 

[, 
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The FS tempo is Andantino quasi andante rather than Allegretto quasi andante in 

the PS. 

The gavotte section (Theme S2) is lightly scored for flutes and strings but the 

tempo indications are more detailed; allegretto (Halbe gleich Viertel) at FS 

442/PS 453,piu mosso at FS 446 (PS 457), tempo primo at FS 448/PS 459, 

poco accell. at FS 450/PS 461, andantlno at PS 452/PS 463, preempting the 

wiefiiiher at PS 465. 
. 

The reprise is richly scored for close-set strings with wind chording, and cellos 

in a resonant tessitura. A poco rit. at FS 45 I/PS 452 features the woodwinds 

on their own, who continue to predominate in the next four-bar link passage, 

which arrives at a pause on the barline just before the moderato (mit rViirme und 

micizt schleppen) as opposed to the PS 's drii.ngend. Zemlinsky adopts the 

scoring of the serenade for this reiteration, including the strings in octaves, the 

polyrhythrnic accompaniment, and the harp chording. This time however, the 

solo violin has become absorbed into the tutti. In the third measure of the 

passage (FS 468, PS 479) develops a driingend over four bars, before a tempo 

at FS 422, followed by a variety of rubato indications: poco accell. in PS 974, 

subito meno in the next bar, then a two-bar accellerando, a bar mar ... 1<:ed breit, 

with the entry of trombones and timpani, and noch breiter. 

The anacrusis to the 6/4 has been placed in the previous bar and notated as 

triplet semiquavers. The section, initially a reprise of the parallel passage in the 

lntroduktion, is marked.ivfoderato -Dieser 6/4 Takt ist auf:::wei zu schlagen und 

nicht schleppen, reminding one of the indications for conductors in the scores of 

Gustav Mahler. 

At FS 492 (PS 503) the texture attenuates to strings only and upper cellos 

assume the melody, reac)ling C'', whilst Zemlinsky marks vorwarts. In the 

next bar the violins respond, playing in octaves withe the cellos, to be joined in . 
the next by woodwinds. as the tempo increases culminating in a tutti at PS 

502/PS 513. At FS 510/PS 521 the tempo subsides to apoco phi. lento (=art, 

doch mit Ausdruck) and hairpins have been added for expression. A fermata 

has been added to the woodwind chord in FS 515/PS 526 and in the subsequent 

bars the dynamic increases before subsiding to a pp as the cellos play the final 

phrase. 

I 
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20. SCENE SEVEN 
An association of leaping horn and woodwind patten1s punctuated by pizzicato 

strings abruptly changes the mood, heightened by Zemlinsk.-y's strong dynamic 

markings (f-ft) replacing Korngold 1s mf cresc. In the FS there is no fennata on 

the bar line before foe 6/8 and the fermata at the beginning of PS 543 is replaced 

by an a quaver in the horn part (on the first and fourth quavers), answered by a 

B flat in octaves on the third and sixth quavers. The theme· is given to middle 

strings and clarinets. In the third measure of this passsage, beginning the theme 

proper, flute/piccolo/clarinet/solo violin are accompanied by a mixture ofwirid, · 

strings and stopped horns. The section (Theme M) from FS 545-552 (PS 556-

563) gradually incorporates brass timbres anticipating the next scene. 

21. SCENE EIGHT 
An interpolated bar (FS 553) establishes the A major 6/4 chord, given to winds 

and brass over an extended harp arpeggio. FS 554 thus corresponds to the 

opening bar PS 564 (Moderato con moto in PS, Andante con moto in FS). At 

FS 554 the brass subsides, the dynamic softens, muted strings sul ponticello 

and tremolo support high woodwinds, harp and celesta (both marked/) 

accompanied by soft percussion and a bell behind stage intoning an E at the 

beginning of every bar, changing to A at the 3/4 measure and continuing until 

FS 561 /PS 571. At FS 565 (PS57 5) a poco rit. has been added, preparing the 

posthorn motif, which is given to trumpet in C behind stage (doch deutliclz), 

while the divisi strings hold the chord underneath. In the last four measures 

woodwind and horn enter and a duet of flutes assumes the melody, each bar 

marked with a crescendo for coloristic reasons. 

At FS 577 /PS 587 the FS has changed moderato con moto, driingend, to allegro . 
con brio (Halbe etwas schneller alsfiiiherpunk1ierte Halbe), and altered the 

time to cut time, The dynaroJc is.ff(violins),/(winds and stopped first and 

second horns, nif(string accompaniment),p (third and fourth horns, open). 

The FS version of the second posthorn 3/4 pass:age (allegretto in PS, tempo 

primo in FS) dispenses with the two tremolo bars of PS 590"1, launching 

immediately into the theme, given to stopped horns and both trumpets (muted). 

This lasts for four bars (corresponding to PS 592-5); the equivalent of PS 596-

9 has been cut, so that FS 584-586 corresponds to PS 600-602, the texture , 
I 
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more comprehensively treated over a pedal c which has underpinned the whole 

of this section. 

The 6/4 tutti recapitulates the opening music, with interpolated quotes of theme 

Fl in FS 587 and 589 (horns) and 588 (trumpets). The rit. of PS 607 has been 

replaced by nicht schleppen (FS 591)and there is a fermata on the last crotchet 

of the next measure, immediately before the final stretto. 

vVhereas the PS gives allegro at 609 followed by pre~to stringendo at 613, the 

FS launches straight into presto, with animando at 596, with full orchestra 

throughout. The anacrusis crotchet rhythm of PS 624-5 has been replaced by 

triplet crotchets in one measure (FS 609), and after the final cadence three bars 

have been added in the form of a tutti/, commencing on a tied second-beat 

minim and extending through a semibreve fermata, ending on a tied crotchet (FS 

612-4) (ex.14). 

22. SUMMARY 
Zemlinsky' s orchestration is more than a professional arranger's cladding of a 

pianist's imagination in orchestral fabric. The tempi indications have been 

amplified, on occasion modified, and the tempo relationships have been spelled 

' out in detail where this could have caused confusion. There is clear evidence of 

Komgold 's having played the piece to his teacher due to the many additional 

rubato indications. Some sections have been cut, some expanded. Zemlinsky 

tends to overlay the texture with additional rhythmic and melodic figures which 

could be interpreted as detrimental to Komgold' s essentially straightforward 

concept and may have provoked Schalk's criticism. However, many features of 

the instrumentation are examples of 'textbook' scoring and it is possible and 

even probable that Zemlinsky's pedagogical mind was continually aware of the 

influence he would exert on his eager pupil~ especially given Julius' already

quoted reasons for recommending Zemlinsky to Universal-Edition.' 

.. 
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(PART FOUR - MUSICOLOGY) 

CHAPTER FIVE 

TWO COMPARISONS: 

DRUCKVORLAGE AND HOFOPER 
CONDUCTOR'S SCORE· , 

and 

DRUCKVORLAGE AND PUBIISHED 
, SCORE 

:) 
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1. THE BASIS FOR COMPARI~SON 
During the period of research, the author compared the ( WienerStadtbibliotheli) 

DV with the published score lent to him by Universal-Edition, compiling a great 

quantity of amendations, which were marked into his score. The author then 

proceeded to the Nationalbibliothek, ascertained that the conductor's score was 

actually the same as the DV, and noted the corrections and markings.The 

common link is Erich Wolfgang Komgold. 

Though Korngold may not have been the only person to work on the scores, his 

markings and comments indicate that he was a motivating force, and a musician 

who was not content to "let things be", despite his (anecdotal) "happy-go

lucky" spirit and his gift for spontaneous music-making. 

The scores have not been directly compared with each other in this thes.l.j - that 

is a matter for future research - but they have been juxtaposed in this chapter, 

with a slightly different analytical approach to each. 

The list of corrections in the conductor's score is far less than in the DV, so it 

has been reproduced here in toto. The complete list of corrections in the 

Stadtbib/iothek DV effected by the author is lengthy, and only a selection from 

the beginning of the list has been reproduced here, in order to show the author's 

different methodology and to demonstrate how assiduous Komgold was with 

regard to details of accuracy, phrasing and dynamics. It is clear that the young 

composer's ear was attuned to an above-average subtlety of sound and it is 

equally clear that he belonged to an era where it was the norm to be detailed and 

explicit in one's composition inethod, and musicians were as accustomed to 

playing with their eyes as with their ears. 

C 

I &UI 
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2. THE CONDUCTOR'S SCORE IN THE 
0STERREICfilSCHE 
NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK 

2.1 DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 

. -1 
475 

The calligraphy of the handwritten score used by conductor Franz Schalk1 at the 

Hofoper corresponds to the DV2 (not to the published score), and thus could be 

a reproduction of Zemlinsky's fair copy. It is now catalogued as OA 131 &,! but 

it was originally k.k. Opernarchiv N. l 052. 

Toe score is cloth bound and shows wear, tear and repairs. Corrections have 

been made in normal pencil, blue pencil, and red ink; normal pencil for 

highlighting orchestral instruments and beating patterns, blue pencil for 

phrasings and dynamics. Rehearsal numbers have been added in red pencil. 

Inside the :front cover there are pencil annotations, possibly in Komgold's hand, 

indicating six places where printing errors have been corrected. 

DV (conductor's score) 

p3 

p 6-7 

p 8-9 

p 17 

p 21 

p 25 

alteration 

Violin/viola addition in the middle of the page (pencil) 

Corrections to winds (red ink) 

Corrections in ink 

Corrections in pencil 

From bar 2 (rehearsal number 11) - CUT to poco piz't lento 

(after oboe/horn phrase); four bars new link music (flute/solo 

horn); 'Curtain' in 3rd bar (pencil); anacrusis scale linking to I. 

Bild, 

CUT :from end of the page to page 29, fourth bar from end 

( etwas langsamer) 

1 The score was probably also used by Carl Alwin, the conductor of the 1933 revival. 
2 Dn,ckvorlage (proot) 
~ OA = Opernarchiv 

l 
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p 31 

p 35 

p43 

p? 

pp 63, 67 

p 73 

p 83 

p 90-91Note corrections 

(pencil) 

p 91 

p 100 

II. Bild (pages start over 

again from page one) 

p? 

p 19 

p 42 

From third bar (Tempo I) CUT four bars to rnhiger 

G .P. deleted 

G.P. deleted 

(unnumbered) CUT from 5th bar of second time bar ( eleven 

bars after rehearsal number 53 to rehearsal 56) 

Repeat sign added at p 67 (Tempo I) repeating back to p 63 

( Walzertempo) 

Division of desks: first violins 2 desks, seconds 2 desks, 

violas/cellos/basses 1 desk 

Second bar changed from 2/2 to 3/2 and rest inserted after first 

crotchet 

Attacca inserted before entr'acte 

Annotation in pencil Solo-VI und Solobratsche einschreiben 

·(II.Bild) .. originally common time, altered to alla breve 

Allegretto deleted, accell. deleted 

Annotation in blue pencii> alle Boge~. i.veg 

~ 
l 

l 

'I 
! 
i 
1 
I 
"' 
f 

I 
l 

p 53 

p 66 

p 75 

p 82 

p 83 

p 86 

p 87 

p 90 

p 91 

p 93 

p 97 

• ::\-'.. , •• .. ., , • ~ • } ".1 .. ... , r • . • C 
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Annotation in blue pencil over last two bars J. Viol. col Br. 

First five bars cut 

Viola line altered 

Cut from second last bar (rehearsal 51) to second bar ofp 80 

( rehearsal 54) 

Illegible annotation in pencil: perhaps imme1: .... mit Schwung 

Annotation in blue pencil: ohne Fermata vo,wiirts 

Annotation in second bar Schleierfallen (pencil) 

Commencement of repeat at rehearsal number 59 (in blue), 

cancelled by a pencil 

mark ohne Wiederholung 

End of repeat at third bar (allegretto) 

Schleppen added in pencil over third-sixth measures, and C 

changed to al/a 

breve at last bar 

First four bars cut 

Cut from fifth bar to Walzertempo 3/4 

A postlude has been added at the end of the work, in the same hand as 

the published score, the pages numbered 1 - 3 and marked sehr langsam in 

pencil. On the final page an extra bar (F major tonic chord) has been inserted 

prior to the final measure. There is a F ermata on the last measure. There are 

no markings inside the back cover. 
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Some of these changes could be the revisions for the revival of 1933 which 

Brendan Carroll mentions in his biography. 4 

2.2 COMMENTARY: 
The hallmarks of professional music theatre practice are evident here and 

demonstrates that no matter in what period one's profession is exercised, and no 

matter what level of expertise and renown is available to the conductor, the same 

issues have to be addressed. 

2.2.1 DRAMATURGY 
Does one perform the work as the composer has written it, or is one at liberty to 

cut, extend, repeat? 

2.2.2 ORTHOGRAPHY 
Even after repeated perforn1ances, it is necessary to check scrupulously for 

accuracy in the parts. Many musicians auto-correct their parts, so that if a part 

is played by a different musician, different results may occur. 

2.2.3 INTERNAL DYNAMICS 
Even with an orchestra of first rank, with musicians accustomed to exercising 

their hearing, their imagination and their diplomacy, it is often necessary to 

intervene and change dynamics in the parts to achieve ·the effect one desires. 

Even with Zemlinsky' s expertise, his orchestration required more manipulation 

than would normally be the case within a sensitive ensemble. 

2.2.4 TEMPO 
Komgold biography is replete with anecdotes relating how he preferred tempi 

con slancio and was often frustrated with interpreters who performed his music 

~·spaciously". The tempo adjustments and reminders in the DV are a case in 

point. In addition, Zemlinsky's orchestration, replete with the florescences of 

the auric-argentine age, needed a driving baton to keep the momentum. 

4 Carroll, Brendan, op. cit. 218, 

! 
t 
l 
l 
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3. A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 
DRUCKVORLAGEANDTHESCOREAS 
FINALLY PUBLISHED 

3.1 DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 

This manuscript fair copy proof score is kept in the Stadt- und 

Landesbibliorhek, Vienna. 5 It will be termed DV - Drnckvorlage . The 

published score will be known as FS - Full Score. 

479 

The DV is handwritten on J.E. paper No. 30, measuring 26 x 34 cm .. The 

paper is pre-printed with twenty-nine staves, with margin-markings (from the 

top): Flote; 2.Fl. od. Pie. (sic); Oboe 1. 2.; Vlar. I. 2. in; Fag. 1. 2.; Corni 

1. 2. in; Cami 3. 4. in (Hon1 staves bound together); Tromp. 1. 2. in; 

Posaunen I. 2.; Posaunen 3. (Trombone staves bound together); Timpani in; , 

Cassa e Piatti; Triangel; KI. Trammel (percussion staves except timpani as 

one-line staves). There follow ten undesignated staves (two have been 

designated to the harp part), then a single stave each ofVioline 1.; Vln. 2; 

Viola; Cello; Bass. 

The pages are numbered up to the end of the Introduktion, then recommencing 

at page one up until the Entr'acte. The second part also starts at page one. 

Rehearsal numbers have been added later in pencil. 

5 Zemlinsky's autograph score is in the Library of Congress, Washington D.C. The conductor's 
score is in the Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. 
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4. COMPARING THE SCORES, 

IDENTIFYING CORRECTIONS 

The following list integrates two fonns of comparison, namely: 

• the differences between the (corrected) DV and the FS (Unless otherwise 

stated, all indications and commentary refer to the DV), and 

• the corrections which were effected to the DV, designated C.EWK when it is · 

manifestly in Komgold,s band, and C.EWK? when there is some doubt 

A number of ,grosses appear in the margins at various places but these have not 

been listed, as they do not refer to any specific event, not even to indicate 

corrections. 

Small .ili_gits at the top of the DVrefor to relevant page breaks in the FS6 where 

these deviate from the DV. This means that either the FS preceded some 

subsequent intervention in the DV and the pages were indicated as reference, or 

that they were inserted during the typesettk_6 process of the original FS to aid 

orientation. 

5. CATEGORIES OF REVISION 

It is clear that at various stages a thorough revision of the musical text took 

place. 

The overwhelming majority pf these revisions took the form of dynamic 

markings ensuring a more balanced and contoured orchestral texture. 

Schalk's pronouncement, quoted by Julius Ko.mgold in his memoirs,7 that the 

instrumentation was 'unpraktisch', would have been a factor in the decision to 

undergo this process. Then there were the alterations to and explanations of 

6 FS = Full Score (as published) 

:f 

I 
l 
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tempo changes. Less frequentr but important for an understanding of the 

composerts conception, were the changes to instrumentation. Finally there 

is evidence of instructions to copyists. 

5.1 ZEMLINSKY'S PROBABLE NON

INVOLVEMENT 

Zemlinsky does not appear to hav•~ been involved in tt,is process. He was 

conducting Kleider machen Leute around the time of the premiere of 

Der Schneemann and would therefore have not had the time, and in view of the 

probable strained relationship betwE~en him and Weingartner8 and Schalk's 

purported negative view of his work:9 it is unlikely that he would have 

participated in the rehearsal process. Indeed, on the night ofKomgold's 

premiere Zemlinsky was conducting a gala perfonnance of Cannen, ''in honour 

of the Kaiser's name-day". 

Unless Komgold possessed and used his own score, which in any case has 

never beer1 identified, there is a likelihood that he availed himself of DV to note 

corrections during the final rehearsals, while Schalk conducted from the other 

score. 

5.2 THE PUBLISHED SCORE 
It has not been ascertained when the published score was finally released. 

Assurning the score was not printed until later (but still copyrighted 1910), it is 

possible that some or all the corrections may have resulted from a revision 

ef·fected (and financed) by the composer early in 1912. 10 

1 JK,\11 136 
x Shortly after assuming his position at the Hofoper, Weingartner had cancelled the planned 
production of Zemlinsky's Traumgorge. 
'
1 Julius Korngold states in the memoirs that Zcmlinskydid not enjoyed the sympathy of the 
conductor. See: JKM 136. 
111 Letter from Julius Komgo1d to an unnamed person, from Cologne, 10th January, 1913, in the 
correspondence between Julius Komgold and Universal-Edition. In a letter to the author (May I 1th, 
1991 ), Komgold Society European Director Bernd Rachold suggested that Julius Korngold was 
writing to somebody in the organisation who enjoyed his trust, as he employed the term "Sehr 
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This would partly explain the three differemt forms of handwriting (thin pen, 

thicker pen, and pencil) and account for the change of style from round forms to 

a more mature and decisive imprimature. Brendan Carroll has also indicated 

revisions by Korngold for the Viennese revival (1933). 11 

It is not an engraved score, but the calligraphy is different from the DV, more 
the hand of a. e;cpyist than that of a composer. 

geehner Herr und Freund" instead of the usual "Sehr geehrre Universal-Edition'' or "Sehr geehrter 
Herr Direktor" etc. 
11 

Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. TheBerlin revision is mentioned on p. 125 and endnote on p. 380; the 
Viennese revision on p. 218. 

• J a 
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6. A SURVEY OF CALLIGRAPHY, 

COMPARING THE SCORE, KORN GOLD, 

AND ZEMLINSKY 

The original DV is neatly handwritten in ink with tail-lengths averaging 6 mm., 

'white' notes being written with two strokes of the pen. It could be 

Zemlinsky's hand or conceivably even Komgold's. 12 

The accompanying pages have been set out to show the comparisons between 
Komgold's and his teacher's style. 

KORNGOLD 

• Ex. A, The earliest example of Komgold' s calligraphy, is from a piano 

composition Beim Gro/Jmiitterchen, dated 1908, and includes the title. The 

manuscript already exhibits later traits: compact note-heads, written with a 
fine nib, remarkably mature. 

fl Ex. B, an instrumentation exercise for Zemlinsky c. 1909-10, displays 

Komgold' s characteristically looping dynamic indications. 

• Ex. C, a draft of the first movement from the d Minor Piano Sonata, is 

bolder. 

Ex. D, The final Korngold fragment, is from his orchestration of the suite 

Miirchenbilder, dated 1911. The calligraphy has in essence remained little 

changed if a little s!eadier. The style of the p and pp is unaltered but the sf 

and ~1ifhave lost their lower loops. 

12 The published score is not engraved, but handwritten. It bears a remarkable resemblance to the 
hand of Franz Schmidt ( 1874-1939). A facsimile of an autograph page of Schmidt's piano concerto 
was displayed in the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek (Musiksammlung) in 1994)). 

2217\ft M 
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ZEMLINSKY 

• Ex. E, a Zemlinsky fragment, is taken from the draft ms. score of Der 

Schneemann 13
, the "Schneeman-Waltz" of the original orchestrated 

ending.The size and irregularity of the script is similar to Komgold's but the 

dynamic markings and textual script are divergent. 

• Ex.Fis a sample of the Drnckvorlage, and the author considers it to be 

Zemlinsky's work, and possibly even Komgold's. 

7. THE HANDWRITTEN ADDITIONS TO 
THE DRUCKVORLAGE OF THE 
SCHNEEMANN ORCIJESTRAL SCORE 
There are numerous instances of handwritten interventions in the score, which 

fall into two categories: 

a) Words and sentences. These take the form of added tempo and 

expression indications for the one part, and instructions to the 

copyist for the other part. These occur in ink and near the end of the 

score in pencil and seem to be in two styles, both attributable to 

Komgold. The first style, and by far the least frequent, is in a more 

youthful hand, drawn with a thin pen, shewing a more rotund script 

with flowing loops. The second is with a more angular style, drawn 

with a thicker pen. The size of handwriting varies quite 

considerably and the smaller the writing the more 'adult' it appears. 

b) lVIusical notes and expression marks. These are practically all 

drawn in ink and t4e notes can be clearly differentiated from the 

original score because they are less tidy and regular and more 

slanted. The expression marks tend to be in the form offo, po 

rather than/andp, although the more 'youthful' handwriting (see 

above) preserves the form/ andp. It is not easy to differentiate the 

original and added crescendos and diminuendos except in the cases 

13 Library of Congress, Washington D.C. C 

i 
! 
·l 
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whe~re there is clear evidence of hasty writing, or where a note Dr 

dynamic change is clearly in conjunction with a cresc. or dim. 

For the most part it is possible to ascertain which dynamic markings were 

original DV and which have been added or corrected, as evinced by this table: 

DV (copyist or Zemlinsky) DV(C.EWK?) 

ff no loop, sometimes ffo ( o small) ff no loop or ffo 

f no loop f no loop or fo . 

485 

mf mjoined tot~ fhas upper loop mf - fas in violin, but sometimes mfo 

(cf part 1, bar 51) (often looks like mpo) 
' 

mp mp written as mpo ( often looks like mfo) 

. although at bar 82, part one, the trumpets 

have mp 

fp written as tpo 

p downstroke crossed p someti1nes written as p, more often as 

po, downstroke uncrossed 

pp downstroke crossed pp written as ppo, downstroke uncrossed 

Bar ten in the lntroduktion is an example of three different hands. 

It might be tempting to infer that the dynamic signs with -o do not stem from 

Komgold except that there are numerous instances in the score where he has 

clearly written directions in the immediate vicinity of the markings, which 

appear to be from the same pen. 
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8. EXTRACT FROlVI CORRECTIONS TO 
DRUCKVORLAGE 
In this listing, 'Winds' refer to woodwinds and horns, WW. to woodwinds 

alone. Flute and Piccolo, where they play together, have been designated Fl. 

unless there is particular relevance to their being differe.?1.tiated. Pairs of 

instruments have been designated in the singular (i.e. Ob: = Ob. I and 2) unless 

otherwise stated. 

8.1 .. 1 INTRODUKTION: 

N.B. No title page in the DV was available and the first page of music 

commenced on page 2. 

Bar 

1 Fl. C.EWK? ftpo added 

l Ob. C.EWK? mf dim. po added 

CL. C.EWK? jj;o added (missing in FS) 

1 Harp DV JI=, FSff 

2 Ob. Vln. 1 

4 Ob. 

4 Hr. 1 

5 Ob. l 

5-6 Hr. l 

5 Cello 

FS No dot after minim (correct in DV) 

DV Incorrect rests after dotted minim (FS corrected) 

C.EWK? mf altered to po 

DV Accent on first crotchet, dim. on second minim 

{missing in FS) 

DV dim. from last crotchet to first minim, but also in 

second half-bar of bar 5, as in FS. 

DV dim. on first minim (missing in FS) 

C 

·j 

6 

I 8 

I 8 
! ,, 
! 
1 

t 10 
,f ,r 
l 
! 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10-13 

11 

11 

13 

Fag. 1 

Tutti 

FI. 

Fl. Str. 

Ob. Clar. 

Fag. 

Hr. 

Trombs. 

Harp 

Fag. 1 

Hr. 

Clar. 

D.Kram. Doctoral Thesis. Musicology/Sc,Qre comuarjsons 

C.EWK'l mpo added (FS mf !) 

C.EWK.? Fennara deleted (except for harp!) 

C.EWK? mf (or possibly mpo) added (mf in FS). 

C.EWK.? mf altered to mpo 

C.EWK? Possibly altered to mf 

C.EWK.? mp added 

C.E WK? faltered to po 

C.EWK? p altered to pp 

C.EWK? Simplification and dynamic mp. 

DV Maybe A-natural on first dotted minim. FS has A

flat, which does not fit the chord. 

C.EWK? Extra notes (crotchets?) deleted (illegible) 

Rest missing in DV (misprint) 

487 
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PART FIVE 
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(PART FIVE - CONCLUSION) 

KORNGOLD'SEARLYSTYLE-

WHO INFLUENCED HIM? 

WH01\1 DID I-IE INFLUENCE? 

DID HE fi\IFLUENCE HIS LATER WORK? 
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1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
It is hoped that this study will have reaffirmed: 

• the genuine skill, maturity, and talent of the young composer, 

• his early aptitude with written, as well as musical language, 

• his ability to absorb the teachings of those who influenced him, but 
individualise those teachings, 

• his early versatility with a variety of musical structures, 

• his ability to match musical fonns to dramaturgical needs, 

• his aclmowledgement to the traditions of Viennese Ballett-Pantomime, but 

• his ability to transcend fashionable musical norms within that genre, 

and not least 

491 

• the inf1:uence of his family, especially his father, by example, pedagogy, and 
osmosis. 

Before concluding this study, it is felt appropriate to develop some matters 
arising out of this last issue. 

2. THE INFLUENCE OF JULIUS KORNGOLD'S ATTITUDES 
ON HIS SON 

2.1 MODERNITY 

~ 

In his memoirs, Julius. Komgold devotes considerable space to an evaluation of 

his son's melodic and harmonic style. This impinged on the critic's own 
aesthetic feeling with regard to 'modernity'. 
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Julius Korngold had reflected the 20th century preoccupation with modernity in 

1901 in aFeuilleton, 1where he had depicted the question ''what is modern" as 

itself modem. Whereas he was more open to forward-looking trends in music 

than his predecessor Hanslick, the music of Mozart, Schumar.u1 and Brahms, 

composers frequently played at the Komgold home, dictatr.;d the essence of his 

taste. 

Discussing Erich's first full-length work, the lost cantata Gold, Julius Komgold 

wrote: 

Gold deutete kaum mehr aufD'Albert;, zeigte sich vielmehr, wie alles 

andere Thematische, eigentiimlich chromatisch durchsetzt lll1d, wie das 

sonstige kantabel oder schildernd Neuerfundene, verrucht 

dissonanzengesattigt, vonjeder Norm abweichend harmonisiert. Ich 

hatte die Wahl, an Tschaikowskys Wort 'Schmutz' iiber Mussorgsky's 

Hannonik zu denken oder an eine unerklarliche Vorinfizierung mit jener 

Sprachverderbnis, die bald an den tonalen Fundamenten der Musik zu 

riitteln beginnen sollte.2 

Before further discussion on his strongly avowed rejection of the principles of 

the Neue Wiener Schute, it is useful to consider that Tiefland's chromaticism 

occurs for 'leitmotif-colorit' purposes (e.g. the "Wolf' motive) rather than as a 

formal-constructive element, the main thrust of the work being firmly diatonic. 

In this respect Julius' remarks are understandable. But when the critic employs 

terms such as "wie alles andere Thematische" and "das sonstige kantabel oder 

schildemd Neuerfundene", he infers that Erich's music, even at that early 

stage, contained many of the extended chords and whole-tone and quartal 

harmonies of works such as Don Qub:ote and the early piano sonatas. 

2.2 ATONALITY 

With that, Julius Komgold expressed himself in somewhat ambiguous terms. 

He claimed that for a long time he associated atonality ( or; as he termed it "in 

1Komgold, Julius. Feuilleton: '"Musikalische 'Modeme'. Neue Freie Presse (July 7, 1901) I ff.. 
2 JKM 120. 
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der nachher zum Prinzip erhobenen Negierung der Ableitbarkeit der K.lange") 

with "etwas Unreifes, Primitives, Kir.tdhaftes",3 perhaps in an attempt to 

explain Erich's fascination with and assimilation of the most modem styles of 

his contemporaries. However, he expre8sed surprise that Erich's first attempts 

at composition did not draw more heavily on the established classical composers 

('in der uberlieferten Diktion der Meister' - Brahms, for example), and avowed 

that Erich's models in the second stage of his youthful work (ten to twelve years 

old) were Debussy, Strauss and Reger, concluding that Erich returned to more 

established norms later in his creative life. 

2.3 ATONALITY, YOUTH, AND CHAOS 

A parallel can be drawn with an article in the Musical Observer.4 The writer 

Van Broekhoven describes "a personal experience with a boy of Master 

Komgold's type which is a most excellent example of what a boy will take to if 

he is surfeited with modem hannony". The young eleven-year old had 

composed a piano sonata exhibiting a "chaotic conglomeration of discords, 

unresolved, unrelated, disconnected, and without a melodic cohesion ... 11 It is 

an indication either of the prevailing taste in America at that time (around 1914 

or 1916) or of the qualifications of the author that he associated that music with 

the influence of''Strauss, Reger & Co." The origin of the young composer's 

inspiration, however, was to be found in his father, who played "the n1ost 

modem compositions" for his own pleasure. The youngster, however, was 

unable to hannonise a simple melody in a conventional way. "The genius who 

composed piano sonatas in the style of Strauss could not harmonise a four 

measure melody of the most simple diatonic intervals in the key ofC major. He 

·could not apply the simple harmony of tonic and dominant"5 The writer 

concludes that a normal young boy has natural tendency towards "innate 

savagery" which is cor:-ected and moulded through education. A genius, such 

as Mozart, "demonstrated no such perverse tendencies in his youth11
• 

J JK1W foe. cit. 
4Broekhoven, J. van. "Erich Wolf._~ang Komgold: a precocious musical genius". fn: The ,\t[usicaf 
Observer. (New York. (n.d.)) 402-404. 
5 JIGW foe. cit. 
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As a parallel, Van Broekhoven presumes that Erich Wolfgang Komgold grew 

up in an atmosphere ofnWagnerian and more modem excitement, which has 

affected his musical sense of perception - his auditory organ .. at the expense of 

a natural development in the direction of proportion and taste". 6 

In his later life, notwithstanding, Komgold paid tribute to his models: 

I have faith and I have confidence that the classic and romantic 

masterworks of Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, Schubert, 

Schumann and Mendelssohn, the symphonies of Brahms, Tchaikovsky,.· 

Bruckner and Mahler, as well as the channing French and Italian operas, 

and last, but not least, the operas of the German masters, Mozart, 

Wagner and Richard Strauss will continue to maintain their unbroken 

vigor and impact, and will bring to mankind today and in the future, 

pleasure and exaltation dedication and happiness. 7" 

2.4 JULIUS KORNGOLD AND HIS ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE 
NEUE WIENER SCHULE 

If these were the avowed inspirational models for Erich Komgold towards the 

end ofhis life, Julius Komgold's attitude to the Schonberg school during 

Erich's formative years is evident through words such as "eigentiimlich, 

verrucht dissonanzengesattigt, Schmutz, Vorinfezierung". His aversity to the 

group was legendary; it resonates throughout the memoirs in various and 

varying instances, and it is confirmed by later writers such as Egon Wellesz, 

who in his own memoirs claimed that Komgold, leading the campaign against 

the progressive school, exercised a 'true dictatorship' over Viennese musical 

lifo8 

Nevertheless, in accordance with his self-imposed dictum of 'fairness', the 

critic, while despising the principles of atonality, respected the WQrth and the 

knowledge ofits two most accomplished proponents Schonberg and Berg. 

Assessing Schonberg's earlier Lied composition, after the Ansorge-Verein 

"JK,\,/ foe. cit. 
7 Komgold's essay "Faith in Music .. ( 1955) is quoted from Carroll, Brendan. op. cit. 359, 
8 Wellesz, Egon und Emmy. Egon Welles;:: Leben und Werk, ed. Franz Endler, (Vienna, 1981) I 0 
ff .. Quoted in: Endler. F op. cit. I 46 t:. 
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concert of 10.2.1907, he acknowledged the composer's "eigenartige, 

ilberspannte Begabung", recognised that Schonberg was "nicht unbedeutend", 

and paid lip service to harmonically .interesting and original passages "deren 

neuartiges l\tfelos, Klangfarbe, Stimmung wenigstens als wertvolle Keime 

gelten konnen". 9 

In the same recension the critic's admiration for D~bussy is to Schonberg's 

detriment. Korngold compared Schonberg's string sextet with the music of 

Debussy, commenting that although in some respects there were remarkable 

features in common, Schonberg lacked Debussy's "Grazie, lyrische Schonheit, 

Fonngefiihl" and his subsequent development only appeared to emphasise the 

"abstruse" elements ofhis principles. 10 

Komgold's employer, the Neue Freie Presse was not inimical to all modem 

music. Kom$old's deputy, Jos-elfReitler, in a comprehensive report on the 

concerts of the Salzburg Iv1usic Festival of August 1922, demonstrated respect 

for Bela Bartok, Igor Stravinsky, and above all Paul Hindemith, and paid 

homage to Schonberg's "historischer Reiz" and "musikhistorischen 

Bedeutung". 

2.5 ERICH KORNGOLD'S"MODERN" TENDENCIES AND THE 
GROWING DICHOTOlVIY WITH HIS FATHER 

By the composition of the slow movement of the Sonata in E, Erich had 

certainly heard or even played atonal music. The slow movement even bears 

witness to the kernel of a twelve-tone row. This dichotomy between Erich's 

progressive creative impulses, and the conservative schooling organised by his 

father is indicative of a l?~rsonal dichotomy in their relationship. 

9In this way, Julius Komgold reflects the style and manner of his predecessor Hanslick, who, whilst 
critical of the non~reflective Wagner ''school", paid tribute to Wagner's vision, and repeatedly 
praised Wagner's gift for expressing situations through incisive and colourful harmony and 
orchestration. 
rnQuoted in Endler, F. op. cit. 148 f In a later writing, a 1932 Festschrift for the Rose Quartet, 
Komgold recognised the "Schonheit11 of the string sextet and the "zumindest eigenwillige 
Meisterschaft" of the string quartets. See: Endler. F. op. cit. 161 f. 
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Luzi Korngold quoted her husband as having often said to her arch wollte ja 

nicht komponieren; ich habe es nur fiir den Yater getan!" 11 The biographical 

evidence produced thus far suggests that he may well have composed in order to 

foster his father's affection. In doing so, he risked alienating that affection, but 

nevertheless expressed the tensions which resulted, and it is fair to say that he 

may have projected the underlying tensions which threatened to disrupt a family 

consisting of a light-hearted, even superficial mother, a critical, pessimistic 

father and an openly rebellious elder brother. 

Erich's idol Gustav Mahler is quoted as saying12 "Die Musik muB immer ein 

Sehnen enthalten, ein Sehnen iiber die Dinge dieser Welt hlnaus. Schon als · 

Kind war sie mir etwas so Geheimnisvoll-Emportragendes, <loch legte ich 

damals mit meiner Phantasie auch unbedeutendes hinein, was gar nicht darinnen 

war". 13 

3. ERICH KORNGOLD AND OTHER COMPOSERS 

Erich's atonal tendencies, however, paralleled Zemlinsky's. in their refusal to 

sever the diatonic knot. Even the most original aspects of their compositions are 

more associated with an enlargement of harmonic vocabulary for reasons of 

colour and expression rather than a relinquishment of the diatonic system as a 

principle ·of form. Their way lay between Scriabin and Dukas rather than 

Schonberg. 

If one compares the early works of Korngold with the youthful or early 

compositions of his peers, his wealth of musical vocabulary, his gift for formal 

development, and his emotional intensity outranges other composers' early 

works, such as Schonberg's 3 Stitcke (1894), likewise Zemlinskv's La.ndliche 

Tiinze op. 1 and his early tri?, although the Mahlerian traits of the __ latter's 

tempestuous Seejung{i-au find a parallel in the 2nd piano sonata and some 

passages in Komgold's trio no. 1. Vincent d'Indv's sonata in C op. 9 no. 3 is 

predictably far more limited in scope than Korngold's writing, D'Indy's scoring 

11Komgold. Luzi. op. cit. IQ. 
12During Mahler's summer holiday in 1899. 
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is also much more refined and sparing in texture, but both share a predilection 

for mobility around the keyboard, especially in Korngold's scherzo-movements 

(sonatas ind lttld E, and the Sancho Panza episodes from Don Quixote). 

Even compared with some more mature works of his older colleagues, 

Korngold shows that he is looking to the future, not the past. The Scherzo of 

D'Alberts Vier Klavierstiicke op. 1614 does show an affinity with Korngold's d 

minor Sonata Scherzo, but here again Komgold outclasses D 'Albert with his 

harmonic and modulatory boldness in bars 5-8, compared with D' Albert's 

configurations in his bars 5 - 8. 

Korngold' s breadth of expression is on a par with Reger' s Trio op. 102, 

(1907/08), but only shares a richness of piano texture with that composer's 

earli~r: Brahmsian Trio op. 2 (Wiesbaden, 1891). Whereas D'Albert's Scherzo 

sounds conventional, Reger's .Alfoment Musical no. 2, 15 similar in. feeling and 

phraseology to the trio section ofK01ngold's d minor Sonata, shares his 

younger colleague's pleasure in unforeseeable modulations. Finally, Alban 

Berg's sonata op. 1, whilst more advanced harmonically than Komgold's, 

shares the young composer's familiarity with waltz idiom and with the subtleties 

of tempo relationships. 

3.1 KORNGOLD'S INCREASING l\'IASTERY OF A VARIETY 
OF FOR1VfS 

Towards the end of the period in question, a discernible ramification of styles 

becomes apparent. The piano works become more turbulent, more abstruse. 

Even Ma.rchenbilder belie their ingenuous title with clusters of added chordal 

tones which concomitally succeed in achieving a degree of"Schein

Polyphonie"'. In his pianb writing Komgold was himself, he expressed the 

shadow side of his personality which he took care to conceal in public. \Vith 

his chamber music, that is, the Trio, he immediately demonstrated his 

absorbtion of all the principles which his teachers had instilled in him, and his 

DQuoted by Mahler's friend Natalie Bauer-Lechner, in: Erimzerungen an Gustav Mahler, Hamburg, 
1984; quoted in Muller, K-J. op. cit. 185 t~ 
14 D' Albert, Eugen. Vler Klavierstiicke. (2) Scherzo, op. 16 no. 2. (Peters, Leipzig, 1898) 2. 
15 Reger Max. Moment musical no. 2 for piano. (Complete Works, M.R. 12) (175) 21 t: 
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readiness for the symphonic field. With his songs and his work for the stage 

his lyrical gifts came to the fore - lyricism tinged with a bitter-sweet poignancy, 

on the verge of Puccini's melancholy, sometimes with self-persiflage in the 

background, sometimes with a sense of foreboding. 

3.2 KORNGOLD'S EFFERVESCENCE 

Korngold's early music, especially, was always rnobile. It eschewed the 

predilection for Klangfliichen which endangers the f01ward momentum of 

Zemlinsky's oeuvre, and obscures Schreker's. It bypassed the 

GerrnanVolkstiimlichkeit of the (aging) Neo-Wagnerites - Bittner, K.ienzl, 

Blech, and seemed untouched by that cf.Zemlinsky's Zarema and Es war 

einmal, and even "Kleider machen Leute". Komgold osmosed the topoi of the 

auric-argentine operetta school - those composers such as Nedbal, Straus, and 

Fall,who bridged the style between StrauB and Lehar/Kalmann. Korngold 

subsumed t.heir wienerisch charm, and enhanced it with more piquant 

harmonies. Lehar's Der Grafvon Luxemburg, premiered in November, 1909 

shared some of the buoyancy ofKorngold's phrasing but Lehar's HSie geht 

links, er geht rechts" does not surpass the richness of harmony and tonality of 

Korngold's waltzes for \Vopalensky (Colombine) in Der Schneemann. 

4. KORNGOLD AND HIS LATER WORI(S 
In considering the impact ofKomgold's early achievements on his later 

composition, his later chamber works, and some orchestral works suc..h as the 

Concerto for Piano in C sha,p op. 17 (for left hand), continued to demonstrate 

his ability to create original musical entities without taking leave of the heritage 

of previous centuries. Whilst Die tote Stadt became (and remains) his most . 
celebrated opera, the author is of the opinion that it does not advance musically 

on that which Komgold achi~ved in Violanta op. 8. It could be postulated that 

Das Wunder der Heliane op. 20 represents not so much a teleological 

development proceeding from Die tote Stadt than a Riickblick to the symbolist 

andJugendstil elements which 112.d formed the background to Komgold's 

childhood, but which he had not imbibed during that early stage. His 

involvement with the so-called "trivial" field of classical and auric-argentine 
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operetta could be viewed, not merely as a pragmatic solution to his domestic and 

business concerns, but as a recognition that that repertoire, adapted for new 

audiences, possessed merits which his keen youthful musical instincts would 

have intuitively grasped. 

By dint of this activity, Komgold continued to develop his versatility and his 

instinct for the ebb and flow of theatre, and this laid the basis for his recognised 

contribution to the elevation of film music into a precise and compelling art

form. 

At the close of the twentieth century, the musical public appears to be 

responding to the lyricism which characterises Komgold's music, a genuinely 

tmforced trait which is being appreciated again after long years of neglect. 

5. CONCLUSION: TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Any scholarship inevitably raises as many issues as it uncovers knowledge. 

There still remains a considerable body ofKomgold-related research, 

particularly with regard to: 

• detailed and voluminous examples of composers such as Dukas, 

Mussorgsky, Scriabin, Reger, Puccini, Strauss, and their influence on 

Komgold, 

• The instrumental, chamber and orchestral works of Korngold's "teenage'' 

years, from Eine Schauspiel-Ouvertii.re to Sursum Corda, 

• A detailed study of Der Ring des Po(vla-ates, 

• Minor operetta composers of the period 1900-1920, 

ci Korngold's adaptations of operetta works, 

.. 
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and many other topics. With this thesis, the author has discovered that there 

remains more research work to be done in such disparate fields as child 

psychology and the phenomenon of precocity; lost manuscripts; unread 

correspondence; reception and recension in Kaiserlich Vienna, lesser known 

contemporaries ofKomgold such as Georg Grosz, ~u1d the nexus between 

Komgold's film composition and his early works. 

The decade of the nineteen-nineties has witnessed Komgold 's rehabilitation in 

the eyes of the public and the minds of musicologists. It only remains for a new 

Wimderki.nd to emerge. This could happen at any moment, and in any place, but 

the ambience ofViennain the decade 1900-1910 created a phenomenon unique 
unto itself. 

Finis. 
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GLOSSARY AND NOTES 

l\t!s., ms. manuscript 
no. number 
n.d. no date 
pf. pianoforte 
ps. piano score 
O.A. Opem-Archiv (Nationalbibliothek, Vienna) 
Stadt-und Landesbibliothek, Vienna= Wiener Stadt- und Land!fsbibliothek 

n.b. articles such as der, the, ii etc. are listed before their nouns, but are not 
ordered alphabetically. Thus Der Schneemann is to be found under "S1'. 

1$ MUSICAL MANUSCllIPTS AND 
PRIN'JfED MUSIC 

1.1 KORNGOLD, ERICII WOLFGANG 

THE LISTING IS ALPHABETICAL, NOT BY OPUS NUMBER. THE DEPOSITS iN THE 
VARIO US COLLECTIONS HA VE BEEN CORRELATED BY TITLE, 

THE LISTING INCLUDES A.LL. KORNGOLD MATERIAL KNOWN TO THE AUTHOR 
DEPOSITED IN VIENNA, BITT FROM THE WASHINGTON COLLECTION, ONLY THE 
EARLY NIA TERIAL (UP TO "MaRCHENBILDER"), AND COMPLEMENTARY WORKS 
TOTHOSE MENTIONED IN THE VIENNA LISTING. 

Note re: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Within the Signatur, OA refers to Opernarchiv i.e. the 
archives of the Hofoper!Staatsoper. BA refers to Burgtheaterarchiv. 

Only current opera repertoire, with few exceptions, is held at the Staatsoper. The exceptions 
include a score ofVerdi1s Requiem, some works of Richard Wagner, and a score of Le No::ze di 
Figaro. T 
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1.1.1 MANUSCRIPI1S, INCLDllING PROOFS, AND 
UNPUBLISHED COPYISTS' MSS 

Beim GrojJmiitterchen filr Klavier (no opus no.) 
June, 1S08 
in possession ofKomgold Society 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Cagliostro in Wien by Johann StrauB (s0n) 
Operetta in 3 Acts, newly arranged by Erich Korngold 
Piano score (pp. 1 - 6 missing) 
3 chorus parts 
18 orchestral parts 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 37.04 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Drei Lieder fiir eine tiefe Frauenstimme und Klavier (no opus number) 
Text von S. Trebitsch. 
Weihnachten, 1913. 
l) "Nachts". (2) "Sommer" 
(No. 3 is missing) 
(Dedication: "fiir meinen lieben Papa") 
["Nachts" has been transcribed by T. Schmidt-Kapfenburg] 
in: National Library of Congress. [n.b. this may not be a manuscript] 

Don Quixote, sechs Charakterstiicke fiir Klavier (no opus no.) 
ms. autograph (bound with Piano Sonatas 110. I and 2, and Marchenbilder) 
in: Library of Congress 

Gold. Fragment of a Cantata (no opus no.) 
Text by M Gorbero (?) 
1906(?) 
in possession of Komgold Society 
[not in Libraxy of Congress] 

"Heimatlied'' from the operetta Rosen. aus Florida (by Leo Fall. Arranged for the Theater an 
der Wien by Erich Wolfgang Komgold) 
Piano and voice. 
ms. Autograph corrected by Erich Wolfgang KomgJld. 
(Gift of Charles Kalman) 

in: Nationalbibliothek. Vienna, M,psiksamrnlung. Mus. Rs. 36.929 
[not in Library of Congress] _ 

Kindennarsc/z (Franz Schubert) (~o opus number) 
Orchestration by Erich Komgold. 
Austograph orchestra parts. 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksarnmlung. Mus.' Rs. 36.385 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Knabe (no opus number) 
Lied for baritone, contralto and piano. 

C. 
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1905 
in possession ofKomgold Society 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Das Lied der Liebe by Johann StrauB {son) 
Text by Ludwig Herzer 
Vocal score with text 
Partly copyist's ms., partly autograph EWK. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.389 

also: (from the same operetta) Lied "Mensch, sieh dich vor!" 
Korrekturbogen mit autogr. Eintragungen von Erich Komgold. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus, Hs. 36.931 

also: 
"W alzerlied" (Richard) 
Mus .. Hs. 36.932 

also: 

"Die eine Frau'' (Lied- Richard) Mus. Hs. 36.933 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Lieder des Abschieds. 4 songs for voice and orchestra. 
1) "Sterbelied'' 

2) "Dies eine kann mein Sehnen nimmer fassen" (Text by Edith Ronsperger) 
3) Mend, so gehst du wieder auf (Text by Ernst Lothar) 
4) Gefa13ter Abschied 
Orchestral score with voice 
in: Nationalbibliothek1 Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Rs. 36.365 

also; 
autograph orchestral parts 
in: Nationalbibliot;1ek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.366 

also: 
ms. orchestral score 
plus signed title page 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 

ms. of four songs plus one P,age with miscellaneous notes by Korngold. 

also: 
"Austrian Soldier's Song of Farewell" 
proof copy. with composer's markings. of song composed in 1917 
and later revised and incorporated into Abschiedslieder 
in: Library of Congress 

1\11.irchenbilder, op. 3 
Piano, 2 hands 

Nr. 7, HDas Mfuchen spricht den Epilog". 
Possibly autograph r.1s. 
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Gift of G. Takacs, 1975. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vien11a. Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 34.830 

also: 
"Wichtelmannchen ·• 
copy of piano-violin arrangement, by Rozsika Rev"'..\Y 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
ms. orchestrations of six of the seven 11/iirchenbilder 
("die Prinzessin auf der Erbse" is missing) 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
ms. piano score of six pieces 
(bound with proof copy of ibid., piano sonata nos. l and 2, and Don Quixote) 
in: Library of Congress 

A Midsummer Night's Dream by Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy 
Orchestration of t/o "Scherzo" [from ein Sommernaclztstraum] 
16 pp. of orchestral parts (incomplete) 
partly Erich Korngold autograph, partly copyist's hand. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.388 

also: 
"Nebeltanz" (from Ein Sommernachtstraum] 
"Professor Max Reinhardt mit allerguten Weihnachtswilnschen in treuer Ehrung gewidmet". 
Hollywood, December 24, 1934 
In satin envelope, with drnwings "Midsummer Night's Dream''. 
Autograph orchestral score 
(Gift from Helene Reinhardt-Thimig) 
in. Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 28.994 

also: unidentified mater1al (score?) "donated in 1980" 
in: Library of Congress 

Nachtwanderer (Lied) 
[no. 2 of Einfache Lieder, op. 9] 
Text by Eichendorff 
Autograph orchestral score with text 
(2-2-2-2/4/2/tamtam, timps, harp, ~tr.) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.373 

also: 
Autograph piano and voice and text 
in: Nationalbibliothek. Vienna. Musiksammlung Mus. H,s. 36.374 

also: 
Piano, voice and text (copyist's ms.) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.375 

also: 
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Ini.!omplete string parts 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.372 

also: 
ms. orchestral score 
in: Library of Congress 

(Offenbach, Jacques) 
Prologue to the 70th birthday of Max Reinhardt. September 30, 1943. Offenbach-Korngold. 
"Sehr verehrter Herr Professor! Was Sie jetzt zum hor'n bekomrnen!" 
In a leather folder with gold printing: HMax keinhardt in tiefster Verehrung", Erich Wolfgang 
Komgold." 
Various fragments. 4 typed pages, 2 music ms. pages, 
autograph voice and piano. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 28.995 

Piano Quintet in E major op. 15 
(Piano, Str.) 
ms. Autograph 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.370. 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Piano sonata no. l in d minor (no opus no.) 
ms. autograph score 
(bound with Don Quixote, Piano Sonata no. 2, and Marchenbilder) 
in: Library of Congress 

Piano sonata no. 2 in E op. 2 
Fragment - melody only. I page, 4 lines 
in possession of Korngold Society 

also: 
ms. autograph score 
(bound with Sonata no. 1, Don Quixote, and Marchenbilder) 
in: Library of Congress 

Reiselied (no opus number) (n.d.) 
Text by v. Eichendorff 
transcribed by Thorsten Schmidt-Kapfenburg 
in possession of Korngold S~ciety 
[possibly in Library of Congr~ss] 

Der Ring des Po(vla·ates 
Vocal score with text. 
Autograph annotations 
The last page (127) is missing 
Proof sheets with autograph annotations 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.928 

also: 
ms. autograph orchestral score with text 
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in: Library of Congress 

also: 
ms. autograph piano score with text 
in: British Museum 

Rosen aus Florida (Operetta by Leo Fall) 
Text van A.M. Willner und Heinz Reichert. 
Music ammged by Erich Komgold. 
Autograph m.s. Piano score with text 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.386 

also: 
Piano score with text 
(Copyist's ms. with autograph corrections by EWK) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.387 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Sclmeeg/ockchen (Lied) 
[no. 1 ofEinfacheLieder, op. 9] 
Autograph orchestral score with text 
(2-2-2-2/2/glock, timps, harp. str.) 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.379 

also: 
Autograph string parts 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksan1mlung Mus. Hs. 36.380 

also: 

ms. autograph of transposed and altered version (18th January, 1913) 
in: Library of Congress 

Der Sch11eema1m. 

Pantomime in 2 Bildem. Instrumentation von Alexander von Zemlinsky. Choreographie und 
Inszenierung van Karl Godlewski. 

also: 

Proof of score with Korngold's own corrections 

Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna (received December 13, 1979 by Dr. Ernst Hilmar). No 
catalogue number. 

also: 

Autograph score and parts with p~blisher's corrections 
Universal-Edition Archiv. Universal-Edition no. 2981 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek. Vienna (received December 13, 1979 by Dr. Ernst Hilmar). 
No catalogue number. 

also: 

ms. Orchestrn1 score with German text (Autographe) 
in: Nationalbibiioth,ek, Vienna. O.A. 1318 
n.b. this is not an autograph copy, but a copyist's proof 

D.Ktam. Doctoral 'thesis. BjbHography/Discography/Collections 

also: 

Orchestral parts: 45 ms. and printed parts. 

Universal-Edition, Vienna, 1910 U.E. no. 2981 a and 2981 b 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. O.A. 1123 

also: 

ms. autograph orchestral score of Zemlinsky's orchestration 
Zemlinsky's and Komgold's hands 
in: Libra:ry of Congress 

also: 

ms. autograph of Pierrot's Serenade, arranged for violin an.d piano 
in: Library of Congre~s 

copyist's proof of piano/violin arrangement of Serenade 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 

Copyist's proof of"Pierrot and Colombine" with Korngold's corrections 
in: Library of Congress 

Sextett op. 10 
(2 vln, 2 vla, 2 vc) 
ms. autograph 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.381 

also: 

holograph score, dedicated to Dr. Cad Ritter van Wiener 
in: Library of Congress 

Das Spit=emuc/z der Konigin by Johann Strau13 (son) 
Ope11;tta 

Text by Bohm1ann-Riegen and Richard Genee. 
Vocal score with text (autograph annotations by EWK). 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.930 
[not in Library of Congress] 

Das Stiindchen (Lied) 
[no. 3 of Einfache Lieder, op. 9] 
Text by Eichendorff 
Autograph voice and piano and text 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlur.g Mus. Hs. 36.376 . 
also: 
Autograph full score 
2-2-2-2/4/2/triangle, drum, harp, strings 
in; Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.377 

also: 

Autograph orchestra parts (incomplete) 
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in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.378 

also: 
ms. orchestral score 
in: Library of Congress 

Die tote Stadt, op. 12 
Incomplete vocal score. Possibly autograph of Ferdinand Rebay. 
Various fragments. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.363 

also: 
Score fragment with autograph annotations. 
also: proof sheets with autograph annotations (pp. 391- 425) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksamm!ung. Mus. Hs. 36.927 

Unnamed fragments (orchestral scores) 
autograph, 14 pages 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.382 

Unnamed fragments (autograph) 
51 pages 
in: Nationalbiblfothek, Vienna, Musiksair,mlung Mus. Hs. 36.383 

UnnamedFragments (copies) 
Copyist's ms. 13 pages 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.384 

Unnamed excerpt 
"Nr. 4; Duett" [untitled], 
Orchestral parts, copyist's ms., 30 pages 
in: Nationalbibiiothek, Vienna, Musiksamrnlung Mus. Hs. 36.368 

also: [ibidem?] 
also: "Nr. 10, Duett", 
Orchestral parts, copyist's ms., 32 pages 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.369 

also: 
Holograph piano/vocal score 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
Holograph [orchestral?] score, bqund in three volumes 
in: Library of Congress 

Vie{ Liirm um Nichts. Stage music, op. 11 
ms. orchestral score and 16 parts. 
(Vln I, IL Vla, Ve. Kb, FI, Ob, Cl, Fg, 2 Hr, Tr, Tromb,, Timps,Perc,, Harp, Hannonium, 
Piano) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, BA 277 (Burgtheater-Archive) 
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also: 
daraus: 3 Stiicke 

Autograph signed ms,; composed summer 1918 in Reichenau HVilla Margarete" Dedication: 
.. ,..Meinem lieben Onkel Otto - zum 49. Geburtstag: Erich Komgold, Wien, 20.05.1923" 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna MH 9281/C 

Trio op. I 
Holograph score 
in: Library of Congress 
(bound with Violin Sonata, and String Sextet) 

Violanta 
ms. vocal score (11 pages only) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.362 

also: 
ms. orchestral score with German text 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. O.A. 1285 

Waldeinsamkeit (no opus number) 
( originally- intended for Sechs Lieder, op. 9, but discarded) 
Lied 
transcribed by Th. Schmidt-Kapfenburg 
in possession of Korngold Society 

also: 

ms. autograph of song, with comment by Gradener 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
ms. sketch 
in: Library of Congress 

Walzer aus Wien. by Johann Strauf3 (father and son) 
Singspiel in 3 acts, libretto by A.M. Willner, Heinz Reichert and Erirh [?] Marischka. 
Adapted by Julius Bittner. 
Korngold's version for the Marischka-Karczag-Bilhne (Vienna, c. 1930). 
Contains: vol. l (music for) Frau Pollinger. Vol 2: Winds (2-1-2--1), Vol 2: Brass (3-2-3). 
Vol. 4: Strings (3/1/1/1/1). Vol. 5: Pere., celeste, accordian, saxophone, stage piano . 
28 parts (incomplete). 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vie,nna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.399 

also: . 
Scenario and libretto (partly typed. partly ms.) 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung S.M. 31.210. 31.211 and 31.212 
[nor in Library of Congress] 

Ein Wa/zerjiir Luzi (fiir Kla'der) tno opus number, no date) 
based on Fr. Chopin, op. posth.) 
2 pages. 
Transcribed by Thorsten Schmidt-Kapfenburg 
in possession ofKorngold Society 
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[possibly in Library of Congress] 

Ein Wiegenlied (Text by Fr, Porges) (no opus no.) (n.d.) 
Voice and piano and text (copyist's ms.) 
in: Na.tionalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksamrnlung. Mus. Hs. 36.367 
[possibly in Library of Congress] 

Das Wunder der Heliane 
Vocal Score (arranged by Ferdinand Rebay) with text. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksamrnlung. Mus. Hs. 36.364 

also: 

Vocal score with text. Proof sheets with autograph corrections. (fragment). The text does not 
configure with the printed libretto. 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 36.926 

also: 

Sketches and rough drafts of orchstral score 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
Holograph piano score 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
Publisher's proof of Prelude to Act III 
in" Library of Congress 

also: 

Publisher's proof of aria "!ch ging zu ihm" 
in: Library of Congress 

also: 
Holograph ful! score 
in: Library of Congress 

Zwei Lieder for small orchestra (no opus number) (n.d.) 
1) "Sangersmut" 
2) "Liebesbriefchen" 
Autograph orchestral parts 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus, Hs. 36.371 
[possibly in Library of Congress] , 

1.1.2 PRINTED MUSIC 
Don Quixote. Sechs Charakterstiicke (no opus no. ) 
Piano, 2 hands. 

Druckerei R. v. Waldheim/Joseph Eberle und Co. Vienna, 1909. 
[This was the publisher of the private edition which Julius Komgpld sent to musicians 

outside Vienna) 

in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M 24912/C 

D.Krom. Doctoral Thesis. 13ibHogrnphy/Djsc<J:mphy/CoHections 

Drei Gesiinge for medium voice, op. 19 
Text by H. I<altneker 
Schott, Mainz, 1925. no. 31271 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 36063/C 

Einfache Lieder, op. 9 
for voice and piano 
no. 4: "Liebesbriefchen" (Poem by E. Honold) 
Schott, Mainz. 1916. no. 30330 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 57526/C 

Gesclzichten van Strau.,IJ, op. 21 
Johann Strauss melodies for large orchestra 
dedicated to Hubert Marischka. 
arranged for piano ( two hands) 
Schott, Mainz, B.S. 32820 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 62.360/C 

Die Kathrin, op. 28. 
Opera in 3 acts. Text by Ernst Decsey. 
Vocal score with text 
Weinberger, Vienna (n.d.) 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M 16808 

Das Lied der Liebe by Johann Strau§ 
Operetta in 3 acts. Text by Ludwig Herzer. 
Piano score with overlayed text. 
Schott, Mainz, 1931, B.S. 33419 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M 60.201 

Lieder eines Veni:zmderten 
Text by Heinrich Kipper. 

.Sl3 

Set to music by Hugo Artzt, Rudolf Brauner, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, and Paul Weingarten. 
Voice and piano 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 3718 

1\1circhenbilder. 7 Stucke filr Klavier op. 3 
B.Schott's Sohne, Mainz, 1911. ED 7580 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M36148/C 

"My Love and I" ("de mon amour etemel") 
(Film music) 
English text by OscarHammerstein II 
French text by Louis Helllleve 
Piano and voice 
Paramount Prod. Music Corp. Hollywood, 1936. CSA 1599 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 41999/C 

Eine :Yacht in Venedig by Johann Strau§ (son) 
Overture, "newly arranged for the stage". 
Cranz, Leipzig. 1924. C. 25986 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek} Vienna. 50973/C and 49632 
[also includes piano part, 24 orchestral parts, and doubling parts) 
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also: Song "Sei mir gegriH3t, du holdes Venetia". 
Voice and piano. 
also: Song HTreu sein, das liegt mir nichtf'' 
both Cranz, Leipzig. C. 26000 
In: Stadt~ und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 19368/C 

6ste1reic!zisclter Soldatenabsc!zied 
for voice and piano 
Doblinger, Vienna, no. 1001.900 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek. Vienna M 3895 

Quartet in A-Dw~ op. 16 
(2 vln., viola, vc.) 
Schott, Mainz, 1924. No. 31101 
fa: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M 52735 

Der Ring des Po(vkrates, op. 7 
comic opera in one act, freely adapted from the comedy by H. Teweles. 
Complete vocal score with text arranged by Ferdinand Rebay. 
B. Schott's Sohne, Mainz, 1916. 
in: Stadt- und Landet'bibliothek, Vienna. M 4122 

Der Sclmeema,m. Pantomime 

Piano score. Printed as manuscript (E.W.K. l) with EWK's own corrections. 
Corrected copy for Universal-Edition 

in: Stadt~ und Landesbibliothek, Vienna (received December 13, 1979 by Dr. Ernst Hilmar). 
No catalogue number. 

also: 
Piano score, Universal-Edition no. 2663 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna 

also: 
Piano score, (2 copies). No Publisher.(E.W.K. 1) 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. MC 23975 and 53473. 

also: 
[published] Orchestral Score. 
(Copyist's ms .. "Matouter" signed at end of part one) 
Universal-Edition, Vienna. U.E. np. 2980 

also: 
"Entr'acte" for piano (2 hands) U.E. 2760 
"Serenade" for violin with piano ~ccompaniment U.E. 2761 
"Pierrot und Colombine". Valse Lente. V.E. 2762 
Universal-Edition, Vienna, 1910. 

also: 

The Hofreiter catalogue lists the following arrangements and selections: 
"Vorspiel und Serenade" (for orchestra/salon orchestra) 
"Entr'acte" (ditto) 

1i 
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Pierrot und Colombine. Walzer-Rondo (Pl} 
0 Schneemann-Walzer" (Salon orch.~ 
"Serenade" (Pf.) 
(AU published by Universal-Edition, Wien.) 

n.h. 
No score in Westminster Music Library, London 
There is a copy in the Leeds City Libnuy 
Cat 5097 LD/P-1 

Sinfonietta for large orchestra, op. 5 
Orchestral score 
B. Schott's Sohne, Mainz, 1914, no. 30112 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M38427 

Sonatafiir Klavierin d-moll (no opus no.) 

Druckerei R. v. Waldheim/Joseph Eberle lmd Co. Vienna, 1909. Nr. E.W.K. 2 
[This was the publisher of the private edition which Julius Komgold sent to musicians 

outside Vienna) 

In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. MIC 22006 

also: 
Universal-Edition, Vienna. U.E. 2765 

Sonate in E ("Alexander v. Zemlinsk:y gewidmet") 
B. Scho,.t's Sohne, Mainz. No. 29400 

Die tote Stadt, op. 12 

Opera in 3 scenes, freely adapted from G. Rodenbach's Das Trugbild. 
Vocal score with text, arranged by Ferdinand Rebay 
Schott, Mainz (n.d.) 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. 16806 and 53311 

also: 
"Mariettas Lied zur Laute" 

Schott, Mainz, 1920. nos. 30639b (high voice) and 30639bI (medium voice) 

also: 
"Tanzlied des Pierrot". no. 30639c. 

also: , 

"Mariettas Lied zur Laute" for Violin and piano. no. 30639f) 
' 

also: 

"Gro/3e Fantasie aus der to'ten Stadt" for piano, arranged by Ferdinand Rebay. Schott no. 
30629g. 

also: 
Single numbers for piano: 
"Schach Briigge '' 
"Burleske" 
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"Nachtszene am Mime~.vasser" 
(with text undemeath) 
Schott, Mainz. no. 30630a 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vie.'llla. M 3139 I/C 

Trio fiir Klavier, Violine und Violoncello op. 1 
Universal-Edition, Vienna. 1910 No. 2766 
in: Stadt- und Landesbibli0thek, Vienna. M 22007 and 36772 

Viel Lann um Nicht,s op. 11 
Excerpts: 4 pieces for violin and piano. 
Schott, Mainz, 1920, no. 30591 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 22433 

n.b.in the Schott warehouse, on the shelves with orchestra parts, there is a note from Hans 
Diinnebeil, Musikalien, Berlin returning Viel Lann um nichts 2 scores

1 
13 wind parts, 17 . 

string parts "von Jiidischen Kulturbund zuriick!" to Schott. 

also: 3 pieces for piano from Viel Liirm um Nichts, 
slightly arranged by the composer 
l) "Madchen im Bra.utgemacJ:l' 
2) "Holzapfel und Schlehwein" 
3) "Mummenschanz" 
Schott, Mainz, no. 30587/1 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M23408/C 

Violanta, op. 8 
Opera in 1 Act. Text by Hans Muller. 
Complete vocal score arranged by Ferdinand Rebay. 
B. Schott's Sohne, Mainz, 1916. Vocal score no. 30300 
in: ~tadt- und Landesb~i)liothek, Vienna. M 4121 and 53929 

Walzer aus Wien. by Johann Strau/3 (father and son) 
Singspiel in 3 acts. adapted by Julius Bittner. 
Arrangement by Korngold for the Marisc.hka~Karczag company. 
Vocal score with text. 
Karczag, Vienna, 1930, WK 1982. 
In: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna M 26200 and 56053. 

Was Du mir hist... . 
Song for voice and piano (composed 1927) 
Poem by Eleonore van der Straat~n ' 

In: Das Buch des Gesamtverbandes schajfender Kiinstler Osterreichs, Vienna, 1929. After p. 
140. 

In; Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna B 75 877 

Das Wunder der Heliane 
Oper in 3 Akten 
Vocal score arranged by Ferdinand Rebay. 
Schott, Mnir1z 

D.Kram. Doctoral Thesis. fl~ro!/Discography/ColJe.1i1WM 

In: Stadt- und Laudesbibliothek, Vienna. M 16812 and 53312 

also: 
(excerpt) "Gesang der Heliane" 
for violin and piano - transposed version. 
Schott, Mainz, 1927. 
Tn: Stadt- und Landesbibliothek, Vienna. M 62218/C 

1.2 OTHER COMPOSERS (MANUSCRIP1r 
AND PRINTED MUSIC) 

BA YEFi., Josef 
Aschenbrodel (Ballet in 3 scenes). 
Piano score with text 
Dated March 13, 1902 

Ms. in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus.Hs.36,029 

also: 
Aschenbriidel (Ballet in 3 scenes) 
Composed March 15 - (24), 1902 
Orchestral score 

Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.030 

BAYER.Josef 

Die Braut von Korea. Ballet in four acts and eight scenes by H. Regel. Choreography by 
Hassreiter. 

Composed June 18 - August 6, 1896. Premiered 1897. 
Karl Haslinger, Vienna (n.d.) 

Folder contains single numbers: 
1) Daisha-Walzer (1897) 
2) Liebesgottin-Walzer (1897) 
3) Japanischcr-Marsch (1897) 
4) Pagoden-Polka (1897) 
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 24528 

also: ibidem 

ms. of piano score with text in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus. Hs. 
36.043 

also: 
Piano score 

Schlesinger'sche Buch• und Musik:handlung (Rob. Lienau), Berlin,© 1897 

BA YER, Josef 
Das Buckelhaus am Berg! (Comic Ballet-pantomime) 
Premiered 1900 

ms. in Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammltmg 0.A. 1129 
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{ arrangement) 
Johann StrauJ3/Josef BA YER (arr.} 
Aschenbrodel (1908) 
ms. 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.361 

BAYER, Josef 
Heimat. "Festspiel" in 5 scenes. 

Composed August-October, 1908. Performed December 1908 in the Hofoper for the Jubilee 
celebrating Kaiser Franz-Joseph's sixty years on the throne. 
Piano score: Cranz, Leipzig, 1908 
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 15408 

also: ibidem 
ms. Piano score O.A. 1135 

also: ibidem 
ms. Orchestral score Mus. Hs. 36.134 and 36.135 

BA YER, Franz 

Die kleine Welt (Children's ballet), Text by J. Hassreiter 
Composed October-November 1903. Premiered 1904 
Piano score with text 

Ms in: Nationalbibhothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.118 

also: ibidem 
Orchestral score Mus. Hs. 36.119 

also: ibidem 

Potpourri (fiir die Stadtkapelle St. Polten). Completed July 17, 1904 
Orchestral score Mus. Hs. 36.120 

BA YER, Josef 
}.;Jodernes Pierette-Trio (Ballet scene with prelude). 
Text von Carl Godlewsky. Composed October 26, 1909 
Ms. in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus.Hs.36.096 

BA YER. Josef 

Nippes ("!anzpoem") Text by R. P?Jltasi (printed "Tautasi" on puh!ished piano score) 
Composed September 23 - 29, 19 l Q. Premiere 1911. 
Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, Vien!la, Musiksammlung, O.A. 1128 

.-ilso: ibidem 
Piano score with text. Mus. Hs. 36.086 

0.lso: ms. Full score. O.A. 1277 

also: Published piano score: 
Karczag und VVallner, Vienna, 1911 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 32923 

<. 
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also: Marsch (ps) Copyist's ms. 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.08i 

BA YER, Josef 
Pierette im chambre separee (Pantomime) 
Text von Eugen Brilll und A.M. Willner. Composed February 2-8, 1901 
Ms. in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung. Mus.Hs.36.095 

BAYER, Josef 
Im Puppenladen - Die Puppenfee. 
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Ballet by J. Hassreiter and F. Gaul. Music by J.B. ("Ballet:tmusik-Duigent am k.k. Hofopem
Theater") 
Piano score (2 hands) by C. von Maynegg 
Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 13586 
(Gift of Prof. Dr. R. Haas. June, 1937) 

also: 

Die Puppenfee. Film-Operetta (Ralph Benatzky) 
Orchestral parts (copyist's ms.). 
(Folqer 1) V.I, V.II, Viola, Cello, Fl.I, Fl.2, Cl. 1 
(Folder 2) Hr. l, Ob. 1, Fag, Harp, Klav. 1, Contrabass, Tr. 1, Pere., Hannoniun1, Sax. l, 
Tromb. l 

Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus.Rs. 35.960 

also: 
Puppenwaf=er (nach Themen aus dem Ballert) 
Piano score with text 
Aug. Cranz, Milnchen. C. 27887 

BA YER, Josef 

Rund um Wien. Ballet in 1 prelude and 7 scenes. Text by Franz Gaul and A.M. Willner. 
Premiered 1894. 

Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1116 

also: Orchestral score Mus. Hs. 36.104 

BAYER, Josef 
Ein Tanzmarchen (Ballett mit l prelude and 4 scenes) 
Composed early 1890, Premiered 1890. 
Piano score with text 

Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, '¼ienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.112 and OA 1107 

BAYER, Josef. 
Various Works 

Folder (Konvolz'it) in Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung 
Catalogue MS 80666-80680 contains: 
80666: from lYlister ,.\lfenelaus; "Kurz und biindig" {couplet) (voice, piano). Gustav Lewy, 
Vienna GL II 777 
80667: ditto, "Sir Roger" (piano) GL II 775 
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80668: ditto, "Marsch" (piano) GL II 774 

80669; ditto, song "Doch schickt sich's nicht'• (voice, piano) GL IT 779 

80670: excerpt from At-lister Menelaus (operetta): Trio, "National-•Mem1" (voice/piano). 
Weinberger, Vienna 

80671: Imm er heiter (polka fran<;ais) (piano). Franz Hammerer, St. Pol ten 
80672: excerpt from Friiulein Hexe (operetta): Immervoran (Marsch) (piano). Weinberger; 
Vienna JW 1022 
80673: Carl-Schneck-,\,farsch (piano). Franz Hammerer, St. Polten. 

80674: Das Geliibde (Ballade filr Mannerquartet) (voice/piano). Eulenburg, Leipzig EE 998 
80675: Walzer, Schone Sal::burgerin (Piano). Hermann Kerber, Salzburg HK 1 
80676: Im Puppenladen (piano) Cranz, Leipzig C 27887 
80678: Im Paradies (Piano, Male quartet). Eulenburg, Leipzig, EE 1003 
80679: excerpt from Mister il;Jenelaus: Walzer-Lied (voice/piano). Gustav Lewy, Vienna, GLIT 
776 

80680: Die modernen Walzer (from the operetta Das Damenduell) Text by P. Rouvi.er. (pi~o. 
text). Carl Haslinger, Vienna. CH 2 Commission 

BAYER, Josef 

Various works (dt.fict. versch. Verleger in Wien) 

Folder contains: 
"1873" Mazurka (piano score) 
Deutschmustennarsch (ps) 
Lotosbliite-Polka. Mazurka (ps) 
Aus der Luft. Polka-schnell (ps) 
Lotos-Fresken-Walzer (ps) 
Treu undfrei. Polka-franc;:aise (ps) 
Aus vollen Herzen. Polka-franc;:aise (ps) 
Mondsee-ldylle (ps) 
Wienerisch. Polka-schnell (ps) 
Der Chevalier von San Marco. Potpourri (ps) 
Jeu d'amour. Walzer (ps) 
Unter uns. Polka-fran9aise (ps) 
Still/ Still! Polka-schnell (ps) 
Chevalier Quadrille (ps) 
Im Club. Polka-franc;:aise (ps) 
Wiener Sclmittl:mge-Po/ka (ps) 

Walzer-Rom. ,rze "Ach, wo ist die Zeit?" (voice, piano) 
Marsch aus der Operette Der Chevalier von San lvfarco (ps) 
Roma1J;:e from the same work (voice, piano) 
Liebenberg-i\lfarsch (ps) 
Masur-Quadrille (ps} 
Louisen-Po/ka (ps) , 

Miinnerlob. Polka-franc;aise filr Ghor und Klavier. 
Ms in: Narionalbibliothek. Vienn~, Musiksammlung MS. 16.314 

BA YER. Josef 

Der Zaube,fticher (Ballet scene with prelude) 
composed November 21, 1910 
Piano score with author's text. 

Ms in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 36.122 
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DEBHSSY, Claude 
Pelleas et ,vfelisande 
Durand, Paris 

D.Kram. Doctoral Thesis. Dibliogrnnhy/Djscc~phy/Colfectioos 

Orchestral score D. & F. 6577 

DELIBES, Leo 
Sylvia (Ballet in 3 acts and 5 scenes) 
Composed 18,6 
Heugel, Paris (n.d.) 

DOHNANYI, Ernst von 
Der Sclzleier der Pierrette. [premiered 1911] 
Handlung van Arthur Schnitzler 
Musik von Ernst von Dohnanyi, op. 18 
Piano score with stage and production annotations 
© Ludwig Doblinger (Bernhard f.l.erzmansky), Leipzig

1 
1910. D. 4325). 

Piano score in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 1661 
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also: ibidem . 

Autograph dedication to Arthur Schnitzler in the piano score of the Schleier der Pierette, dated 
Januarv 28, 1910, 
ms. in~ Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 37.510 

DUKAS, Paul 
Ariane et Barbe-Bleue 
Durand et compagnie, Paris 
Orchestral score A.D.& F. 7386 

FUCHS, Robert 
Streicherse,·q,nade. 
Kistner, Leipzig, n.d. 

GOLDBERGER, Richard von 

C. 80 .A,Jarsch. '•Dem Club von 1880 ;rum 2. Dezember 1896." dedicated by R. v. 
Goldberger. 
autograph piano score 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 10866 

GOLDBERGER, Richard vqn 
1\!Jondweibchen. "Ballet-Fi:.erique" in 2 parts (5 scenes) by H. Regel. 
Piano score: Weinberger,.Le'fpzig (n.d.) 
in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung 696.560-B.M. 

also: ibid. , 
"Peden-Marsch". Arranged for Salon Orchestra (Concertina 137). 13 orchestral parts. 
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 18400 

also: ibid. 

Nfondstrahlen-Wal::er (Concertina !67, 168) arranged for Salon Orchestra (5 - 14 Stimmen) ad 
lib fur Wiener, Berliner, Pariser oder Amerikanische Besetzung. 
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J. Weinberger, Vienna, 1931. 

also: ibid. 

The Hofreite:r catalogue memrions the p~o score and details single numbers: 
"Gavotte" (pf) 
"Die Libellen." Polka (Pf) 

"Mondstrahlen-Walzer" (Grol3es Orch., Kleines Orch., Klav.) 
"Valse Lente" (Pt) 

GOLDBERGER. Richard von 

Vergiflmeinnicht. Tanzmarchen in 1 Akt (3 Bildem) von Heinrich Regel und Otto Thieme. 
Premiered 1899 
Piano score: Ldpz.ig, Schubert(h), 18'.18 
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1118 and O.A. 1676 

a!so: ibid. 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung 597.889-A.M. 

also: ibid. 
printed score (same publisher) 

in: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1280 

GOLDMARK, Carl 
Die Konigin von Saba op. 27 
Opera in 4 acts based on a text by Mosenthal 
Vocal score with text 
Hugo Pohl, Hamburg (n.d.) 

HIRSCHFELD, Robert 

Zai'cle. Opera in 2 acts by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Arranged from old sources by Robert 
Hirschfeld. Vienna, 1929 

(Tagblatt-BibHothek Wien "Steierenniihl, 1923-53) 

Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. 544.404-B. Per, and 759,095-B.M. and 575.301 b.k. 

KORNGOLD, Eduard (pseudonym KORNAU) 
Contra! (Farce with songs, in 4 acts) 
(Musik von Edgar Kron es) 
Karafiat, Brunn, 1887 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. 62.432-A 

KORNGOLD, Eduard (pseud. Kom!lu) 
Nach dem dritten liiuten! 

Original farce with songs in one .act in 1 Akt (von E. Kornau) 
Thuma, Briinn, 1883 
In: Nationalbibliothek. Vienna 7§6.962-B 

XRONES, Edgar 
See: Korngold, Eduard. 

KORNAU, Eduard 
See: Korngold, Eduard. 

•• ~ "t ·'· • "' ~* 1,.,,. • ',. ... , ,l .. ~ • . ... , . ' (, • • ( ,, • 7'- ( ·, 
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MAHLER, Gustav 
V. S: mplzome 

D.Krnm. D<:ictoral Thesis. Biblio&11u2hYlPis~2graphytCo1Jwti2n~ 

Premiere Cologne, October 18~ 1904 
Universal-Edition, Vienna 

MAHLER; Gustav 
VIL Symplzonie (revised version) 
Premiere Prag, 1908 
Universal-Edition, Vienna 

MUSSORGSKY, Modeste 
Boris Godunov 
OuP, London 
Vocal score (no number) 

NEDBAL, Oskar 

Der fau!e Hans, op. 18. Ballett-Pantomime in 5 scenes 

Based on a fairy tale by Frantisek Karel Hoyda. German version by Wilhelm Chladek. 
Choreography by J. Hassreiter. 
Orchestral score 
Bosworth, Leipzig, 1907. B. & Co. 10436 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 43.064 and M.S. 4419 

also: 
ms. orchestral score 

In: Nationalbibliothek; Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1345 (voi. 1-5) 

also: 

ms. material dated 1903 - 1911 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1124 

also: 
Pieces for piano solo: 
"Krakowiak" 
"Marsch-Gavotte'' 
"Wespentanz·• 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung M.S. 1745 

also: 
Interlude scene 3, "Trauerwalzer" 
ms, piano score , 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammhmg Mus. Hs. 2256 

PUCCINI, Giacomo 
Lafanciulla de! West (opera in three acts) 
Ricordi, Milan, 1910 (vocal score no. 113483) 

PUCCINI, Giacomo 
La boheme 
Ricordi, Milano 
Vocal Score no. 115494 
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SCHREKER, Franz 

Das Spielwerk und die Prinzessin (opera in a prelude and 2 acts) (1912) 
Text by the composer 
Vocal score 
Universal-Edition, Vienna, 1912 

SKOFITZ, Franz 
Atelz'er Briider Japonet (1906) 
[not in Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung] 

STRAUSS, Johann (son) 
See: Bayer, Josef 

STRAUSS, Johann (son) 
See: Korngold. E.W. (ms.) 

STRAUSS, Johann (father and son) 
See: Korngold, E.W. (ms.) 

STRAUSS, Richard 
Elektra op. 58 
Boosey and Hawkes (Fiirstner), London © 1943 
Vocal Score H. 15780 

STRAUSS, Richard 
Der Rosenkavalier (op. 59) 
Boosey and Hawkes 
Vocal score F 500 

STRAUSS, Richard 
Salome 
Boosey and Hawkes 
Vocal Score H 15570 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Miidel, kommst Du mit =um Tanz? 
Lied. Poem by Leo Feld. 
Autograph score, Voiceipiano 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 37.996 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Drei Balfetsh1cke/Ein Tanzpoem. (L904) 
Orchestral score 

' Ricordi V g., Munich. Prurtitur n.o. Sy 5004, 199 l 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
23. Psalm for choir and or,::hestra, op. 14 

(composed at Techl, August 1910) 
Autograph orchestral score 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L l UE 645 

also: 
Autograph piano score ,, 

D.Krnm. Doctoral Thesis. BiJ:>Jiograpny!Djscomphv/CoIIectioas 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L 1 UF. 646 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 

Es war einmal. A fairy tale opera in a prelude and 3 acts. Libretto adapted from Helger 
Drachmann's comedy Dernir engang by Max Singer. Premiered 1900. 
Autograph score, with autograph annotations by Gustav M.1.ltler 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung, O.A. 1256 (2 vols.) 

also: 
45 tt'.\S. orchestral parts. 

In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 0.A. 445 

also: 
Autograph, Einlage II and Einlage C (end of Act 1) after Einlage II (originating from O.f,,., 
25S2/I and O.A. 2552/2 
In: Nationalbibliotheki Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 41.533 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
jlorentinisclze Tragb'die, eine 
Opera {n I act, based on Oscar Wilde. Gennan version by Max Meyerfeld. 
Autograph piano score with text. 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L l UE 639 

ZEMLINSKY, Aiexa."1der von. 
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Inneli'n Rose und andere Gescinge(Jur eine Singstimme mit Klavier), op. 7. Wilhelm Hansen, 
Copenhagen, 1901 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Kleider machen Leute (1910) 
Piano/vocal score 
Universal-Edition, Vienna. U.E. 7106 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 

Kleider maclzen Leute. Musical Comedy (1\1usikalische Komodie) in a prelude and 2 acts. 
Libretto by Leo Feld, based on the comedy by Gottfried Keller. 

also: 

2nd version ( 1922): part of the revision. 

Autograph vocal score, with red ink annotations, not Zeml.)''Einlage III ( "nach S. 139, vi= 
Bl. 2 v. folgt Klavierauszug S. 144/2. Zeile/2. Takt 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung Mus. Hs. 40.192 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander-von 
Kl eider machen Leute (Sketchbook) 
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. 
Music 3260, ML 96, Z., (128,129) 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Liclustrahl, ein (autograph ms.) 
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
Music 3260, ML 96 Z (92), Oncley 13, Reel 5 

a& 
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ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Lyrisclre Symplwnie und 7 Gesiinge. op. 18 
for orchestra, l soprano and I baritone 
Based on poems by R. Tagore 
Alt .Aussee, August 29, 1923 
Autograph orchestral score 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L l UE 745 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexandervon 
Sinfonietta fiir Orchester, op. 23 
(Konigswart. July 3, 1934) 
Autograph orchestral score 
In: Nationalbibliothek,. Viemia, L 1 UE 640 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
2. Streichquartett, op. 15 
Autograph score 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vieb,a, L 1 UE 643 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Traumgorge, der 
Ms. orchestral score with German text 
3 vols. 1st and 2nd act, postlude. Unsigned. 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musiksammlung O.A. 1372 (vol. 1 - 3) 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
4 Gesiinge nach Texten von Maurice Maeterlinck, op. 13 
(for medium voice and orchestra) 
1) "Die drei Sch western" 
2) "Die Madchen mit den verbundenen Augen" 
3) "Lied der Jungfrau" 
4) "Und kehrt er erst heim" 
Autograph orchestral score 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L 1 UE 644 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander von 
Der Zwe,:g, (a tragic fairy tale for niusic in l act, freely adapted by Georg C. Klaren from 
Oscar Wilde's The Birthday of the Iiifanta. 
Autograph vocal score with text.· 
In; Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, L l UE 638 

2. BOOKS 

ADLER; Guido (ed.) 
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Hartdbuch der Musikgeschichte 
DTV, Miinchen, 1977 

ADLER, Guido 
Stil in der 1\lfusik, der 
Sandig, Walluf, 1973 
(reprint of the pubt Leipzig, 19291 

ADORNO, Theodor 
Alban Berg: Master of the smallest Link 
CUP, Cau,bridg-:, 1991 

ADORNO, The,.dor 
Quasi una Fantasia (lvlusikallsche Schriften, 11) 
Suhrkamp, Frankfurt a. Main, 1963 

ADORNO, Theodor 
Mahler: a /vlusical Physlognomy 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1992 

ADORNO, TI.eodor 
Studien ::um autoritiiren C!tarakter 
Suhrkamp, Frankfurt am Main, 1991 

AMTLICHES JAHRBUCHder k.k. Ho/theater in Wien 
Weiner, Vienna, 1909 - 1940 
(Jg. 1909/10 - 1939/40) 

[In 1918/19, published as AmtlichesJahrbuch des Burg- und Operntheaters in Wien. In 
1919/20, published as Amtliches Jahrbuch der Staatstlzeater. From 1920/21, published as 
Amtliches Ja/zrbuclz der Bundestheater. From 1937/38, published as Amtllches Jahrbuoh der 
Staq.tstheater der Osrmark.] 
In; Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, cat. 620.082-B.Th. and 634.498-B.M.) 

See also Rieg!, Ferdinand., and Jahrbuch. 

A.NON 

Statl<itisclrer Bericlzt fiber das Konservatorium fiir 1.vlusik und darstellended Kunst (gegriindet 
1817) 

(copies studied) Fiirdas Schuljahr 1904-5, 1905-6, 1906-7, 1907-8, 1908-9 
Vlg des Konservatoriums der Gesellschaft der l\fosikfreunde 

AUBERT, Charles 
The Art of Pamomime 
Henry Holt, New York, 1927 

BACH, David Joseph 

Die Wiener Volksoper- eine Kunstpolitische Studie (Herausgegeben von der Vereinigung der 
Wiener Schauspiel- und Musikreferenten 1911) 
Hugo Heller, V 1enna, 1911 

BACHRICH, Siegmt1nd 
Aus verklungenen Zeiten: Erinnerungen eines alten }v[usikers 
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Paul Knepler. Vienna, 1914 
[Siegmund Bachrich-Musician, 1841-1913] 

BACK,David 
Die Wiener Tr'olksoper- eine Kunstpo!itische Studie 
Hugo Heller, Vienna, 1911 

BAHR, Hern1ann 
Zur Uberwindung des Natural~·mus 
(Theoretische ScJ'riften 1887 - 1904) 
Wunberg, Gotthatd (ed.) 
\V. Kohlhammer Vg., Stuttgart,1968 

BAKSHIAN, ARAM jr 
Robert and Einzi Stolz: The Barbed Wire ·rrraltz (The memoirs of the last Waltz King). 
Robert Stolz Publishing Company, Melbourne, 1983. 

BALCAR, Alexander J 
Das Bal!ett (Eine kleine Kulturgeschichte) 
Winkler-Vg., Munich, 1957 

BANTER, Harald 
Akkord-Ler:ikon (1400 Akkorden au/ einen Blick.j 
Schott, Mainz, 1982 

BAUER,Anron 
Opern und Operetten in Wien (Verzeichnis ihrer Erstauffiihrungen in der Zeit von 1629 bis zur 
Gegenwart) 
Bohlau, Graz/Koln, 1955 

BAUER, Anton und Kropatschek, Gustav 
200 Jahre Theater in der Josefstadt, 1788-1988 
Schroll, Vienna/Munich, 1988 

BEETZ, (Dr) Wilhelm 
Das Wiener Opernlzaus: 1869 bis 1945 
The Central European Times Vlgs. AG, Zurich , 1949 

BEKKER, Paul 
Das Opemtheater 
Quelle und Meyer, Leipzig, 1931 

BEKKER. Paul 
Gustav Mahlers Sinfonien 
Schneider, Tutzing, 1969 
[originally published I 1921] 

BENTIEY, Arnold 
Aural Foundations of lvfusic Reading 
Harrap, London, 1966 
[Also published as lvfusikaUsche Begabung bet Kindern und ihre lvfej3barkeit 
M. Dfosterweg, Frankfurt, 1963 'I 

D.Kram. Doctoral Thesis. J;libH01mu1hy1Djscogrnphy/Co!!ections 

BERG, Alban ( ed. Willi Reich) 
Bildnis im Wort: Selbstzeugnisse und Aussagen der Frezmde 
Arche, Zurich, 1959 

BERG,Alban 
Briefe an seine Frau 
Langen Mueller, Munich, 1965 

BERGAUER, Josef 
Das klingende Wien (Erinnenmgsstlitten beriihmter Tondichter) 
Joha.'llles Gunther V g., Vienna, 1946 

BERLIOZ, Hector/Strauss, Richard 
Instntmentationslehre 
Peters, Leipzig , 1905 

BOEHN, Max von 
DerTanz 
Wegweiser-Verlag, Berlin, 1925 

BOOTH, Michael R. 
Victorian SpectacularTheatre, 1850 - 1910 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, Boston, 1981 
[Includes inforn1ation on technical developments] 

BRADSHAW. John 
Bradshaw on: the Fami(v (A revolutionary Way of Self-Discovery) 
Health Communications, Inc., Deerfield Beach (Florida USA), 1988 

BRAY, Trevor 
The Second Viennese School 
Open University Press, Milton Keynes , 1979 

BRETCHA, 0 and Fritsch, G (eds) 
Finale zmd Auftakt: Wien 1989-1914 (Literatur, Bild, Kunst, Musil<) 
0. Muller, Salzburg, 1964 

CARNER, Mosco 
Puccini: A critical Biography 
Gerald Duckworth, London, 1958 

CAR..~OLL, Brendan G. 
Erich Wolfgang Korngold (1897 -1957) -His life and works 
Wilfion, Paisley, 1984 

CARROLL. Brendan G. 
The Last Prodigy: A biography of Erich Wolfgang Korngold 
Amadeus Press. Protland/Oregon, 1997 

COOKE, Deryck 
Language ofAfusic, the 
OUP, Oxford, 1958 
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DAHLHAUS, Carl 
Die }.,fusikwissensclzaft im 18. und 19. Jhdt. 
Z. Deutschiand, Dannstadt, 1989 

DAHLHAUS, Carl {ed.) (continued by H. Danuser) 
Neues Handbuch der ivfusikwissenschaft 
Laaber-Vg, Laaber, n.d. 

DAHLHAUS, Carl 
Schonberg und andere: gesammelte Aufsatze zur neuen i\11usik 
Schott, Mainz, 1978 

DP...HLHAUS, Carl (ed.). 
Studien =ur Trivialmusi!c des nezmzehnten Jahrhunderts. 
C. Bosse, Regensburg, 1967. 

DAHLHAUS, Carl/de la Motte, Helga 
Svstematisclte }lfusikwissenschaft 
Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Athenaion, Wiesbaden, 1982 

DANNENBERG, Peter. und Rode, S. 
Alexander von Zemlinsky: Das Leben und das Werk 
Musikantiquariat Walter Ricke, Kottgeisering, 1992 

DANUSER, Hermann (ed.) 
Vom Einfall zum Kunstwerk; der Kompositionsprozeft in der Musik des 20. Jhdts. 
Laaber-Vg, Laaber, 1993 

DANUSER, Hennann (ed.) 
Gustav Mah/er 
Wiss. Buchhandlung, Darmstadt, 1992 

DANUSER, Hennan.n/K.rumrnacher, Friedhelm (eds.) 
Rezeptionsasthetik und Rezeptionsgeschichte in der A1usikwissenschafi 
Laaber-Vg., Laaber, 1991 

DANUSER, Hennann 
Die lvfusik des 20. Jhdts 
Laaber-V g., Laaber, 1984 

DANUSER, Hermann 
Gustav Mahler und seine Zeit 
Laaber-Vg, Laaber. 199 l 
[in the series Grofte Komponisten und ihre Zeit] 

DEAS. S. 
In Defence ofHanslick 
Gregg International. Westmead (GB), 1972 

DUCHEN; Jessica 
Erich Wolfgang Korngold. 
In the series 20th Centwy Composers 
Phaidon, London, 1996 
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DUNILING, Albrecht (ed.) 
Verteidigzmg des musikalischen Fortschritts: Brahms und Schonberg 
Argument-Vg., Hamburg, 1990 

ELBOGEN 
Memoirs (lNzpublished) 
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TRANSCRIPTS 
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Das neue Musiklexikon 
M. Hesses V g., 1926 
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(5. Bander. Alfred Baumgartner, ed.) 
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Suppan, Wolfgang (ed.) 
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Degener-Verlag, Berlin, 1935. 
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Wiener Geschichtsbliitter oder Biographischer Index des Wiener Opemballetts von 1631 bis zur 
Gegenwa11 
Briider Hollinek, Vienna, 1994 

SCHNEIDER, Otto, ed. (Mitarbeit von Riki Raab) 
Tanzlexikon 
Schott, Mainz, 1985 

DIRECTORY 
lvfusikhandbuch fiir Osterreich 

(Struktur und Organisation des osterreichischen Musikwesens: Namen, Adressen, Information) 
Doblinger/Osterreichischer Musikrat, Vienna, 1993 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 
DTV Atlas =ur lvfusik (Tafeln und Text) 
Barenreiter, Kassel, 1985 

RENNER, Gerhard, ed. 
Die Nachliisse in den Bibllotlzeken und lvfuseen der Republik 6sterreich 
Bohlau, Vienna, I 992 
[not including Nationalbibliothek and Theatermuseum 1 

~ 

li,fAHLER, GUSTAV 
Liibbes Mahler-Lexicon 
Silbermann, Alphons ( ed.) 
Gistav Liibbe, Bergisch Gladbach, 1986 

OPERA 
Opernlexikon 
Stieger, Franz (ed.) 
Hans Schneider, Tutzing, ·r977 (rev.) 
(includes Richard v. Goldberger, and Hermann Regel. Arranged as follows: (a) titles, (b) 
composers, (c) librettists. (d) addenda] 

Phaidon Bookofrhe Opera 
Phaidon, Oxford, 1979 
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Zentner, Wilhelm, and Wurz, Anton (eds.) 
Philipp Reclai-n jun. Stuttgart, 1969 

SUPERSTITIONS 
Handwi.irterbuclz des deutsclum Aberglaubens 
Biichtold-Staubli, Hanns (ed.) 
Walter der Gruyter und. Co. Berlin, 1934-35 
[includes sections on localised Christmas traditions relevant to Der Sclmeemann (Krampus, 
etc)] 

4.6 LIBRETTOS 

HIRSCHFELD, Robert I. 
Der Apo th eke (Lo Speziale) 
Opera buffa by J. Hayden ( 17 68) 
Libretto, Vienna, 1895 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, 78.365 - A 

REGEL, Herman.Tl 
Die Jahreszeiten der Liebe 
(4 altwiener Tanzbilder) 
Music by Franz Schubert, arranged by Julius Lehnert 
Libretto 
Universal Edition, Vienna, 1919 (UE 6097) 

REGEL, Hermann 
lvf ondweibclzerz 
Music by Goldberger, choreography by Hassreiter 
libretto 
Weinb~rger, Vienna, (n.d.) 

REGEL, Hermmm 
Die Nfre von Schiinbriinn. Dance fairy tale in 4 scenes. Music by Carl Maria von Weber, 
arr-,mged by Julius Lebne1t. 
Libretto. 
Universal-Edition, Vienna. UE 1927 (n.d.) 

REGEL, H~miann 
Die Prin::essin von Tragant . 
Tanz<>:piel in l act. Music by Oskar Straus. 
Libretto 
Doblinger~ Leipzig, 1912 

REGEL, Hennann 
Rouge et noir 
Ballet in a prelude and 3 scenes. Music by J. Bayer. 
Libretto 
Lewy, Vienna, 1892 

REGEL, Hermann 
Wiener Legtmde 
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Music by Raoul Mader, choreography by Hassreiter 
libretto 
Dehlinger, Leipzig, (n.d.) 

REGEL, Hermann 
various dance libretti (uncatalogued): 

Aschenbrodel ( 1900) 
music by JosefBayer (q.v.) 

Burschenliebe (before 1911) 
Music by Bayer, choreography by Hassreiter 

Columbia (1893) 
Music by Bayer, choreography by Hassreiter 

Die Hochzeit im Priestersalon (c. 1895) 
Music by Raoul Mader, choreography by Hassreiter 
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SCHNITZLER, Arthur 
Liebelei 
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Fischer, Frankfurt a. Main, 1955 

5~ DISCOGRAPHY 

5.1 KORNGOLD 
11.b. for the most part tltese listings restrict themselves to Komgold's early 
compositio11s, and some works by his contemporaries. 

A complete discography up to 1996 can be found in Carroll, Brendon (The 
Last Prodigy) pp.415 n; and tlt11re are numerous websites to locate more 
recent recordings as tltey emerge. 

Piano Sonata no. 1 
Piano sonata no. 2, op.2 
lvfiirchenbif der, op. 3 
Amonin Kubalek, piano 
CITADEL CID 88109 

Piano Sonata no. I: 3rd movement (Passacaglia) 
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Erich Wolfgang Komgold, piano 
USA LP Masterseal MW 46 
(recorded 1951) 
USA LP Varese-Sarabande VC 81040 

Piano Sonata no. 1 
Matthijs Verschoot, piano 
Netherlands stereo LP Etcetera ETC 1042 
(:recorded 1986) 
Netherlands stereo CD EtceteraKTC 1042 

Piano sonatas 1, 2, 3 
Geoffrey Tozer, piano 
(recorded 12th May, 1995) 
UK stereo CD CHANDOS CHAN 9389 

Piano sonata no. 1 
Piano sonata no. 2, op. 2 
Marchenbilder,op.3 
Viel Larm um nichts, op. I I 
Ilona Prunyi, piano 
(recorded August-September 1990) 
MARCO POLO 8.223384 

Trio, op. I 
Trio, op. 3 (Zemlinsky) 
Beaux Arts Trio 
PHILIPS 434 072-2 

Trio op. 1 
Sextett, op. 10 
Gobel trio (Berlin) 
Berliner Streichsextett 
ETCETERA KTC l 043 

Trio, op. l 
Violin-Sonate, op. 6 
G. Dicterow, violin 
A. Stepansky, cello 
I. Margelit, piano 
(New York Philharmonic) 
EMI 5 55401 2 

Trio, op. l 
Pacific Art Trio 
DELOS D/CD 1009 

Klaviertrio op. 1 
Vio/insonate op. 6 
Rohn-Trio 
CALIG Verlag (Munich) 

, , 

D.Krum. Doctoral Thesis. Biblioai:aphy!DjscogrnghJllCoUections 

CAL 50905 (CD) 

1.\lfiirchertbilder op. 3 (piano) 
selections from Devotion, Deception 
Antonin Kubalek (piano) 
Gayle Davis (cello) 
BAY CITIES BCD I 032 

Korngold in Vienna 
Excerpts: 
Der Sclmeemann: Vorspiel 
Violanta: Vorspie! 
Viel liinn um nichts 
Tomorrow 
Theme and Variations 
RAV AG Sinfonie-Orchester (Austrian Radio Orchestra) 
cond. Max Schonherr 
[liner notes by Tony Thomas] 
CAMBRIA CD 1066 

Operas (Excerpts) 
"From the operas of Erich Wolfgang Korngold" 
CAMBRIA'CD 1032 

Der Sclmeemamt (lntroduktion and Part One) 
lvfarchenbilder 
eine Schauspiel-Ouvertiire 
Violanta Vorspiel and Carnival 
BBC Philhramonic Orchestra (Manchester, UK) 
cond. Matthias Bamert 
CD CHAN 9631 

Orchesterwerke, vol. 1 - 4 
Nordwestdeutsche Philharmonie 
cond. Werner Andreas Albert 
includes: 
Der Sclmeema11n (excerpts): 
• A portion of the Introduktion 
• The Serenade 
• The Entr'acte 
e Eine Schauspiel-Ouvertz1re, op. 4 
• SinJonietta, op. 5 

CPO 599 4005 (999 037-2, 046-2, 077-2, 146-2) 
and CD cpo 999 03 7-2 
(recorded June 1990) 

Der Sclmeema,rn 
Vorspiel und Serenade 
Dol Daubers Salon-Orchester 
Austrian HMV AM 2038 
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(recorded late 1920s) 

Der Sclmeemam, 
Excerpts 
Erich Wolfgang Komgold, piano 
recorded on to piano rolls 
no data available 

Der Sclmeeman,i 
complete, plus 
Ring des Polykrates, der, op. 7 
Scot Woolley, piano 
KOCH international 
CD 3-7277 2 41 
(recorded 1995) 

Der Sch11eemann 
Introduktion 
Walzer 
Serenade 
Entr'acte 

Don Quixote - sechs Charakterstiicke fiir Klavier 
Antonin Kubalek, piano 
(recorded 1977) 
USA stereo LP Citadel CT - 6009 

5. 2 DISCOGRAPHY - OTHER COMPOSERS 

BA YER, JOSEF 
Die Puppenfee 
Rheinische Philhannonie 
cond. Peter Falk 
CD ASIN B00000446R 

PFITZNER, Hans 
Piano Concerto in E flat op. 31 
Das Her:: - "Liebesmelodie" 
Das Christe(flein - Overture , 
[includes biographical liner notes by Keith Anderson] 
MARCO POLO 

SCHMIDT, Franz 
Piano Quintet in G major 
Variations on a theme by Josef Labor 
[includes biographical monograph on Franz Schmidt by Wolfgang Poduschka] 
DECCA (Ace of Diamonds). London, 1974 

SCHREKER, Franz 

Fantastisclre Ouvertiire (1902) 
Slovak Philhannonic Orchestra, cond. E. Seipenbusch 
MARCO POLO 8.220392 

SCHREKER, Franz 
Das Spielwerk und die Prinzessin 
lvfARCO POLO 6.220392 

SCHREKER, Fmnz 
"Valse lenten filr Orchester 

575 

"Der Wind" filr Violine, Klarlnette, Hom, Cello und Klavier [inspired by scenario by Grete 
Wiesenthal, 1908-1909]. Not perfonned. Discovered by Gosta Neuwirth in 1958 in cellars of 
U-EJ 
"Nachtstiick" (from Act 3 of Der feme Klang). [n.b. 1903 Shad composed 2 acts·ofDfK but 

Robert Fuchs (his teacher) and others disliked it (Schalk: verworrenes, unmogliches'~ 
5 Gesange f:ur tiefe Stimme und Orchester (1909 piano version whilst working on Der feme 
Klang. Orchestrated 1920] 
RSO Berlin, Ortrun W f<'nkel, cond. K. Rickenbacher 
Schwann Musica Mundi 
VMS 1635 and 
SCHW CD U6 18 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander 
Der Traumgorge, Opera. Libretto by Leo Feld (1904 - 1906) 
Martin/Protschka/Welker/Blasius. Frankfurter RSO, cond. Albrecht. 
[includes monographs by Wulf Konold C'Wirklichkeit und Traum" and Arnold Schonberg 
"Gedanken ilber Zemlinsky")] 
CD CAPRICCIO 10241/2 

ZEMLfNSKY, Alexander 
Symphonische Gesiinge op. 20 
3 Ballettstiicke/Triumph der Zeit 
Konig Kandaules 
Franz Grundheber 
Philh. Staatsorchester Hamburg 
cond. Gerd Albrecht 
CAPRICCIO 10448 (1993) 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander 
Sechs Gesiinge fiir eine mittler~ Stimrne und Klavier, op. 13 
Text by Maurice Maeterlinck 
[piano version composed 19'io, 1913] 
orchestral version [composed 1913, 1924] 
Hedwig Fassbende-,r/Czec.f Philharmonic Orch. cond. Vaclav Neumann 
CD SUPRAPHON 11 1811-2 231 

ZEMLINSKY, Alexander 
Einejlorenrinische Tragodie op. 16 
recorded during Biennaie musica, 1980, Florence (Italy) 
[including monographs by Mario Messinis ("Biennale musica, 1980) and Paolo Petazzi ("Eine 
florentinische Tragodie")] 
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6. COLLECTIONS IN VIENNA A~ NEW 
YORK 
BA YER, Josef 
In: Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Musikbibliothek, Miscellanea 17: . 
a) Autograph biography of Josef Bayer, obituary, notice ofperfoxmance of Die 
Puppenfee, notificationof decorations, etc. 
b) Bayer-Apis, Ida: Josef Bayer. Typed ms. (67 pages) 

KORNGOLD, Erich Wolfgang - A COLLECTION OF LIBRETTI AND OTHER 
EFFECTS CATALOGUED IN THE MISCELLANEA SECTION OF THE ., 
MUSIKBIBLIOTIIEK OF THE OSTERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK 

under the catalogue number A1iscellanea l 03 
Erich Wolfgang Komgold, Textbilcher (Tei1 des ~-rachlasses). 

l) Anon: Die Braut des Nazarenes 
2) Anon: Genoveva (film manuscript) . 
3) Bach, Hugo: J0,000 Volt, oder Es komnz,t, wie es kommen mu/3 (nebst) Bnef 
Hugo Bach an Erich Wolfgang Komgold 10:06.19-9 .. 

0 4) Balazs, Bela: Schlange im Stahl (em~ Ta_nz:besc~WO~o) . 
5) Bax, t:iifford: Ein Sommernachtsspiel. Em Spiel filr Musik 

von 

6) Becker, Th.: Prinz Wiedekopf 
7) Feiler, Fr.: Bianca (Oper) 
8) Feiler, Fr.: Albanische Blutrache (Oper) . 
9) Gilbert, Leo: Ein gottliches Abenteur (My~tenum) 
10) Gode, Hans: Henker und Konigin (Pantomune) 
11) Grubiaski, Waclaw: Die schone Helena usw. 
12) Hartmann, Rudolf: Urias Weib (Oper) . 
13) K~yserlingk, Grafvon: Dionysos Feuer: Geweihter Traum (O~er) 
14) Levetzow, Karl M: Der groj3e und der kleine Klas (Fastnachtsp1el) 
15) Levetzow, Karl M: Der Schaukelstuhl {Lustspiel) .. . 
16) Paumann, Renate: Der /,/Jann mit dem Karen (Komod1e) 
17) Peroutha, Karl: Synopsis zu einer Opera Buffa . 
18) Pott, Rainer Hexmann: Das sterbende Geschlecht (Dram. Opemged1cht) 
19) Pruess, Julius W: Die Amerikanerin (?per) 
20) (Reichert, Heinz): Der betrogene Betruger (Tonfilmsketch) 
21) Rossler, k und Feuchtwanger, L: Das Hemd der He;:~gin ~?per~tte) . 
22) Schmidt-Hosseur (?), Gertrud: Die Libretto-Sekretarzn (Sttickm1t Musik) 
23) Schmidt-Hosseur ('?), Gertrud: Warenhaus (M~sikalische.S~enenfolge) . 
24) Schubert, Josefund Demski, Rudolf: Dante (eme florentlllische Begebenhe1t) 
25) Schueler, Karl und Heit.tz:: Ogidak (Opera) 
26) Schwabe, Anna: Amor und Psyche (Opembuch! 
27) Simon, Siegmund: Hojfmanhs Er=a·htungen (F11mfassung) 
28) Sorell, Walter: Vene=ianische Operette 
29) Stock. Suze: Die Sirene . . 
30) Tenvende, Eva: Morgen und Abend (L1ederkre1s) . . 
31) Tronle. Ludwig: Das Biihnentiirl (Lustspid) und em Bnefvon L.T. an E.W.K. 

(undated) 
32) Wentzensen, John: Weiaka (Musikdrama) 

I 
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D.Kr.,\nt, Doctoral Thesis, .B.ibliom:a11~Piscogrni;,hYL!'&.lki:i.tloos 

33) Willner, A ... M .... und Reichert, Heinz: Irina (Operetta) 
34) Muller, Hans: Violanta. English version by K.H.B. de Jaffa. Music by 

E.W.K.. New Y:ork, 1916. With a handwritten dedication from Jaffa to 
Milller, dated 17.10.1927 

35) Davis, Gustav: Das Spitzentuch der Kon~gin: Operette in 3 Akten. Mit 
Anlehnung an den Text von Bohnnann-Rieger und R. Genee, neubearbeitet von 
Gustav Davis. Musik von J. StrauB. Neuarrangement von Wolfgang Erich 
(sic!) Korngold. (1) + 44 pages (typewritten). 

36) (StrauB, Johann): Entwurf zu einer Bilderfolge filr das Johann-StrauB Singspiel 
Walzer aus Wien (musikalische Bearbeitung E. W.K.) Two pages, typewritten. 

37) Reifeneder, Franz Paul: Der Stern des Lebens (Sonnenoper) · 
38) Rund um Hoffmanns Erziihlu11gen: Expose filr ei1len Film 
39) StrauJ3, J: Cagliostro in Wien. Operette in 3. Akt~~ van F. Zell und R. Genee. 

Musik von J.S. 68 pages. Autograph von Joseph Balzeck, Wien 1878 (Text) 
40) Salmhofer, Franz: Dame i'm Traum (Oper) 

41) (EWK): Das Wunder der Heli'ane. Oper in 3 Akten von Hans Muller. 
Inhaltsangabe, 7 pages, manu;script 

42) ,(EWK.): Ein erste Versuch mit dem Anfang des Sommernachtstr<ium-Films 
vorzustellen. Gieichzeitig Notizen filr die neu zu kom!"lonierende Musilc und 
Angaben filr die Dekorationen: 

a) Art Ouvertiire, musikalisch und bildlich zugleich (1-18, 26, 27) 
b) Musikalisches Vorspiel, neu zu komponieren, mit Verwendung 

Mendelssohnischer Musik ( 1-17) 

c) Vorschlag filr eine Anderung, bzw. Einfilgung filr sogenannte Ouverti.ire 
(Bl.1-3) 

d) Einschaltung von der Szene am Siegeswagen Theseus (6 BL) 
e) 2 BL ohne Tapizierung 
f) (Nachtrag) Bl. l + 2 

Typewritten (end of 1934). Incomplete. 

43) (Erich Wolfgang Komgold): Sommernachtstraum-Film -Drehbuch (script) 

Deutsch und Englisch. Es fehlen folgende Blatter: 

l 12ff. 
(Deutsch): 1, 11, 12, 14, 27, 28, 39, 42, 5 la, 52a, 71, 72, 74a, 91a, 104, 105, 

(English): 1, 10-14, 38, 70, 71, 72, 104, 105, 111 ff. 

(nebst) viertes revidiertes Aufuahrne-Verzeichnis. 
Reinhardt-Dieterle '12/18/34 ( 4 Bl.) 

[List of Erich Wolfgang Korngold effects catalogued in Osterreichische Narionalbibliothek, 
Musiksammlung, Miscellanea 103.] 

KORNGOLD, Erich Wolfgang NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
A list of selected catalogue items in the research section (top floor) of the New York public 
library, Music Library, Lincoln center. 

Article in: 
Obituary in: 

The Chesterian (vol. 8, no. 62) 182 
lvfusical America (lvfA) (15th December, 1957) 28 
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Obituary in: Opera News (23rd December,_ 1957) 31 
Obituary in: Record News (Canada) (December 1957) 137-40 
Portrait in: MA (vol. XII no. 25) 19 
Seidl, Artur. 11Neuzeitliche Tondichter". (Bel 1) 240. In: Der Aferker (1:2) 428?? 
Unidentified newspaper clipping found in catalogue: "Cagliostro modernised". 
Recension: "Fairy Pictures". In: MA, (vol. XIV no. 26) 28 
"Komgold writes Film Score based on Ivfendelssohn". In: New York Scrap Book. (5th May, 
1935). 
King, William G. Article in: Ne-n1 York Scrap Book. 11th June, 1938 
Articles in: NY Scrap Book 24th October, 1942; 25th October, 1942; 25th July, 
1943. 

Deleharty, TI1omton: nA Score for Robin Hood". In: NY Scrap Book (22nd Mayt 1938) 
Recension, Der.Schneemann in: MA (vol. XII No. 25)\9. 
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The Melbourne Festival presents . 
VCA Opera 

!" 

t:r>.:..: .. 
j ·/ 

: An~Trnf Auett~ffan_~miJEJ of _e J;~ 

:nef Schn;emijn,i (the 'Sno'wmanf ;.-
c \~', :· ,, ~- , ~ . j ... •::· ,-.,,_; ·· .. _, 

a Dance-Panto.tnim~ fi{ErfolrWolfgang Korngpld 
Orchestrated by his teacher'Alexander Zemlins~y ,; 
(published by u"niversal-Edition by ,rrangem~l'lr

0 

, ~· ., 

.., 
with Boosey & Hawkes) 

and 

A New Production of 
L1Enfant et les Sortileges 
(The ChHd and the Magic Spells) 
-~-------------....,....:.;..,.....,...:; A Lyrical Fantasy-Opera 
Libretto by Colette 
Music by Maurice Ravel 
(published by Durand S.A., Paris 

by arrangement with Allans Publishing, Australia) 
October 24, 25, 26 (matinee and evening) 
and 27, 1997 

The Merlyn Theatre 
The C.U.B. Malthouse 
113 Sturt St Southbank 
Melbourne, Australia 

The Victorian College of the Arts is affiliated with th'! University of Melbourne 
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WHEW .~ e 

A message from the Director 
of the Victorian College of the Arts 

!'he \'i,tonan Cdh,g,• of tht· An~ .• 1 t:•1iqm· 

in~cituti1,n withir, A11str.1li.1, is prou,~ to h,• 

.1ss,,.:i.1trd with Mdbournl"s most prt'strginu~ 

.umu.1I ,ultur,tl t•vmt. In ;t time wlm1 Austr,tli.1's 

,1d1itvctni.'tlt!> a.re ,1-'.,1uirmg ma,•,1sing 

intl'l'IUtinn.i.l rerngnni,rn, tlw l'v1dbnurnr 

Intanation.11 F,miv,11 h.ts giwn the \'C,\ 

.1 wonLforfoI t)pp,irtunity t,l dcmnnstr.nc 

its .olbbor,1riw resour.:es and thl• pkth,)r,1 

,,f ufont within its w.11ls, 

As rlw h·sriv,u dr.iws to a dosi.", the' \'CA 

j,, prC'pJring for .1 yrar-Inng rdehration 

,,f its growth .ind ,1d1ien·ment~ sinn• its 

rmd.i.nurion, T\vmry-tiw }'<'at~ ago ~c,·m~ 

hk,• y,•~w·d,1y, hut ,1lrcadv wr haw ,•~r.1b1t~!t,·d 

,l rr.1d1ti,m ,,r ,·.xalfonrr .md im11w,1ti1lll. 

1J111· arm is tn hr1~hrm the pmltll' of till• 

\'C:\ ,foring: this y,'<ll', with rhc m1,·ial gn,1! 

d ,'nstmng it~ (ontinuing: drvcfopmrnr during 

tinw,- .,f pn>spt•rity ,1s w('ll ,1s llllt:en,1i11tv. 

,\ k,·\ fal'tor for tlw fong t,•rm is tht• 

1mrkmmt.1tmn of ,1 pbnm·d gi,ing pnlgr.1mm,•, 

,r,atmg .1 foundation of be,1ursts \\lud1 will 

,!u, Id rfw \'C:\ frmn thl' vi\·tssirndi•s of 

f'nltt1,-,1l .md economic ,yd,•,, ,tud ,·usurc 

rh,ll tli,,sc• wfw ,m• thiW d1ildrm will h,1w the 

-.,ulic npp,,rruntti,•~ tn prepare for tlwu· .u·t1st1.: 

L,l!'c't'r ,h th,,-,. w/u, first st,·prwd 1)\\'1' d1t· 

tlm•,!wld ,,f thl' VCA. 

\\c hon,,m the vxsinn ,if ( '.hffotd f Iod,ing 

,\h,, li,1, ,k111<mstr.11,·d ht" support of 

\ ·1, 1, 111.m .1n1,rs ,111d ,l!g,mis.\tions m thb 

I ,·,tiul. .md \W ,\,1uld lik,, t,1 dunk !11111, 

di,· Bn.1rd ,,f rh,· h·st1v.1I. ,m,i ,1ll th,N· 

•'lf,mi,.mom, .llh1 111s1n·1du,1h who h.1n

!!<'nr1<>u,k ,,,,irnhm,._t to the productmn 

iciu 1111! C\j'fl'h'll,1' toni~ht. 

A message from David Kram, 
Head of Opera 

VCA Opera h.is two m,1Jnr edu.:,1tiun,1! ;1ims 

- tn impart tlw "Tiinls of tlw Prnfrssion" 

,tnd nurture ,l "Sr1rit nf Enquiry". It ,1d1i1'W, 

thcs,• b\' n•gnl,u· pcrform,mt.·t•s, sustau11•d 

by highly qu.ilified. motivatt•d, ,md visionary 

guest \"llndw:tors, rcpl·tit1'urs, din·cton, 

mowmf.'nt, drJm,1 ,m,: fangu,1gt• exrrrrs. 

Our wrs.1,il,, sing1't'S and musicians. perform 

in slmppmg (('litre~. profossmnal th1•,ttre~. 

with ,1rdH·str,1s, pianos, and guit.ir, roming 

"' G,•dong, Ball.11,lt .md Rt•t1dign. 

rlwit rcpc-rtoir<" - l'vfo11t,'\\'rdi to contcmpor,uy 

Attstr,1lian cnmposl'rs, C.irand 1Jprr,1 to musk 

tlwatn'. Thl' third year stttd('nts h.wc ('\'l'l1 

,·n•,1t1•.i their own op,•r.1, rd1slw<l by sr.:ondary 

,.-ho,}h all on-r 1vfrlhnurn,'. 

( )m f'l'<l~r.1mt11cs rpitomis1' dw um,1m'Ill.'~s 

11f th,, \'CA - VCA Oprra ,·n.:ompassl.'s 

ymmg dinYtor,, ,bigtwr~, lighting dcsigrwrs, 

st.ig,• m,111.lgl'I'~. M.'( ,ostrn,tionists, propm,1kt'l's, 

ph,it,,gr.1phl·ts, scriptwriurs, scr111c .1rtist~. 

,u·ts managers. This v,',tr \W h.1w forn1t·d 

;t;s,,ci,ttions with tiw t'llf ,,f rlH• ~ix sd1ools 

- our t.irg.-r next w,1r is ll10'\,. 

\\'hilst .1 kn· fa,r,1r in nlll' stl',Heg\' fi.ir . '. 
ciw ti.itlll\' ts t,) ,•nsun· th,11 th,· qu;ility of 

,',hh".Htnn trm,tiw; unbkm1sh<'d lw 

litiwrmn,·nt .:urha,ks, I hd1,·n• rh,lt l't'SPllt',·t·s 

a.::t:rul.' b\· "g1•ttmg ,11tr rlwn• .md shnwm~ nur 

stuff··. Tlunk, 1t, :\NL\ ,tllr.tgr sp,,nsnrsh1p, 

w1• 11,iw h,l\L' twn f't>tentully r,·nuhk, 

wur.tbk produd1•1n,. \V,· h.m· ,1!r,'.hh 

r<'.:,·in-d ,lll 11wit.1t1nn fr_,m .m 1111,·l'st.11,· 

l 1p.-r.t h·sti\·,il l<' !·ff,,•!lf I l,,11((-'•· fnum·,h.1tdi· 

.tti:.-r thl'i l'rslihtl, ,Klrnn will b,· t.1k,·n tc 

f~>rm ,t lm1itt-J rcrm tiradu.tt,· t \m1p,mv 

• .. simi!,u· to "summer cnmp.i.nit•s" 1 to en,1hlr 

\'i.-rorians, all Austr.1l1,ms, ,md wr hope 

11wrs1\1S ,tmfa•nc\'S r,1 hC' dMrn~cJ, rnrert.iin1'd, 

and drlightcd hv d1l' vigorou~ talent nurturrd 

by thr VCA. I am c.i.lling for <'Xpw,sions of 

support ti.1r this vision. 

\.Vithont doubr thl' highlight of rhis year 

is our participation in the Mclbournr 

International Festival. The productil)n has 

bern in planning for twdv\' ml)nths •- a year 

t>f raknt, crrative energy. and teamwork 

focused into fivr days of performances. 

Clifford Hocking has made it possihfC', 

My hrartfofr thanks go out ro Clifford 

I1ncking and his colleagues for this tt'l'ml'ndm!S 

opportunity. I alsn draw yout· attention to 

tht' n.unrs of Jnnors an<! tlu· l.'mblcms of 

our sponsors. \.Vl' lwnour their contribution. 

\Vithout them, W(' could have not h,m• 

dr.iwn on tlit· expertise of such highlr 

<Jll,llified propk, nor bcrn ,1hk to t'l'Jlise 

,1 pr<ldu..:tion \Vhi..:h I hopl' will stand 

honourably .1hmgs1dl• ils illustrious .:omp;u:ions 

in this t~•stival. The rc5ponse of so many 

p,'npll' .ind organisations who han' dot1;1t,·d 

th<•ir tune, rxpcrtise and resoll!Yt'S h,b h-en 

wrr hc.1rtrning. \\',, t,1k,• ,1t1r lub 1lff 

to ,·nu in ,,1-.itcfol dunks. and dl'di,·,ttl' ' ,.. 

Fin.illr - rh,, s:ud,•nts. the g.u('st artists, rhc 

~r.1t't: ·Yon ,ll\' u11i~1rg:rttal,lv fant.1st1c·. 'fou 

p,Htr v,,ur hnrts ,u1d snu1s into th,• lit~,. 

blnod, tl1L' pa~sinn of ar,1m·,• t'nd1'.m,ur. Ynu 

,trl' th,· fottm'. ,1 hri~ht ftHlll'<' m,frl'd. 



Cast List 

Pantalone 

Pierrot : . 

Colombine 

The Assistant Director 

The Props Man 

The. Hairdresse, 

The Camera Operator 

The Makeup Girl 

Conductor 

Director/Choreographer 

Be:1nda Sa1trn:1rsh 

Set Designer 

Costume Designer 

Ju!1il Renton 

Lighting Designer 

N1klas Pc11ant1 

Photography/Computer Graphics 

Nenda McMurr;:iy 
Amirea Tatirmti 
Stage Manager 

E:i,:Ka R,1t1e.nn 
kis1s1<1nt S0t Designd 

Barnett 

Assistant Stage Manager 
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The Story 

Seen!.' One - All ,._ ,1buu ,m tlw ,l't t1f ,l 

siknt tmivi,' 'Thr Sn,1wm.u{ in tlu' c.uly 
!90Ds. Tht· arrog,mt Dirl.'.:tor l!mt,il,•11/ lu~ts 

,it'ter hi~ newest ~urlct C.•fott1l,111t'. Howrn-r. 

rh,• y1mng srr-,wrepl.'r (P1emt'. falls h11pd,-~~1v 
rn love with her. \\'h,,n lw l.1trr s.1ws lwr 
during the- tr,1in s,t'nc- tiwir love is in<.'vit,1blt'. 
Sh:· is taken off to hrr dressing mom by 
P.tntalmw. whost' bad trtllpt'r h,1!> llt)t been 
m1proved t>r till' dnt'tn,ltt)gl',tphi.: ide,ls 
of !us .Lmstmit J.lirMN, wl1<, t,lkl's tW<'f' thr 
produ,tion while P.mu!.nw tric-s to ;,rdun' 

his young starlet. 

Thr set h.1:, he,•n m.tdr re,1dr for thr 
"snow scrn<'". 1>ierrot dan.:cs .l mmanti,: love 
screnadr. P.mulonr reenters. drunk - he secs 

the farg<' "prop" snown1.1n ,md gestut't's 
w it ,;:t1mic.1Ilv. Pierrot has th1• 1,lca rn 1.fo.>~, 
up JS .:i snowman, so !w ,,m be- do$rr to 

lus fow Cllfomhiuc. 

Scc-m• two - C,,Iombirw's birthd.1r p,1rty ,m 
the- s1•t. Pant,1lon<.', Jc.1lou, of ht'r ,1ttcnrinn to 

tht· smiwm,m. issm·s J mock d1allengc. This 
the ~IH)Wlll,lll 1.-adilr ac..:q,ts .. md c,,mr~ alirr. 

Pantalom'. t>\'1.'r,onw by fr,ir ,md tlw .uni,·~ 
of hi~ assi~t.int .1nd his prors nun. st,1rts 
,, drinking biug1.'. Snd,fouly lw ~t't's not ,,n._, 
but nmlripl1' smm1111?n, wl1<i d.m,1' till' 
"Sm1,\1n.1n-\\:1Itz". This is to,l m11d1 for 
P.mtak,m:-. who faints. 

Colomhim' rn'ntcrs, I,,,,kmg for her low. 
Pinrot dispense;; with thr snowm,m ,,)~rnnw 
and thcv d,m.:c llt tlwir llwC for c.1d1 oth,·r. ,md 

nf tlw1r dt'l',!lm, ft11 lifr tog,•tlwr in tl1l' nnivi,·~. 
Thi.' .1~sist,lllt dirt'f\\'I, oliwnwg 1hi:;, n·,ili~,·, 
dut slw lus found dw id,•.,! s-:n·,·n hw,•1,. 

:-.,·t·tw d, .. ~ngt• , po,tlud,· - \. )n th,· :,t't 

,)f tlw m,Wit•, rlw fiu,1! ,,-,·rw, .m· hem~ ,-.hot. 

t ·,1lnmhinc .md P1t·1-r,1t .ll\' n,m tlw ,t.ir,. 
tht· ,1,sr,t.mt dirc.:tur ha~ ban rn,m,,tt·d w 
,lirc,tor whilst Jl,mt.1lon\' 1:, rd,•g.it,•d tc, tlw 

1,,Jt. of ,d•,\H't'}'t'L 

The Snowman {Der Schneemann) 

A D.,m:e~P.mtomime- by Erich \%Hg.mg 
Korngold (1897-1957) 

l>,·r. ,,formwm :. Jl,,. S11<'11·111,,11. ts ,l light-ht\ltt<\i 
far.:.· .i fa i,'irllllt',lt,, ,t',:ll',ur,·_ nw 11\lN,' hr,·.1tlw, 
nmth, confidrn(<'. .md d1c,,kr humn,ir, 
t·v,,king Ld1Jr anJ ?uc.:ini. hut with .1 twist 
to the h,U'Illllll\' th,tt 2n·wnts rt from h.·,·oming 

{ll() ~.1,·.:h,llllll', 

This forty-minute piw:- wa~ the work ,it .111 

efown-yrar-llld b1,y, t,tlmted brvond hi~ yNt" 
- ,l boy who gn·w ur Ill \'il'lllla wlm1 r.llhlct 
was forging his rrmp1'stm1us ,,11\'l'r ,,t thr 
\ 'imn,, Court Opera, when J,ih,mn Stt·,mss 
had bL'CO!llt' a \'icnucsc 1.:011. and opl'rl'tta 

tlw.m1's t'l'S1)b:,<fod w rh1• glicwing tuuc-s 
of h.mz I.d1:1r, l.r11 l fall .m.I ('ls.:.1r Str.u1s. 
· fhr musi..-.il rt'\'<)lntion,11-r ,\rnnld 
Sdioenb.:-rg .md his studmts W<'fl' prr~t•nrmg 
.:,,tKl.'rts whid1 arm1s1•d fist-fight~ in tlw 
,mdit11rit11n, ,md firn.:·1• dd,,it-· iH tht• ubi,1uit<ms 
,11ff~•1• hmb,'s, Sigmun.f f:r,·ud w,b ..-.msmg 
pr,,pk tn mmoir d~1·msdh•s, whrbt 
Sdmirzfor ,,1nfr,1nr,·d lns ,md1,'n,,•~ vnrh 
tl1t•ir own suppn•st•d sC'Xualiti· nn tht' st.1gc nf 
th<' Bm;_~tfot,1/tr. New tcdnu,I,,~;~· w.1s spn)'.1tin~! 
1'Wt')Whr1'l' ; ,h,· gr.1m,,pho11~ was ~l>on tn 

suppl.mt tlw b.md~t,111-fo bm wkph1,n,· 
nmnh'rs Wfft' sttll ,inh thrft' d1~1ts. In tlw 
\'i!m,11 ,u·ts, thr r IWllfSt .\~·,f·:<i,'11 . tlf wh1d1 
Klintt w,is .1 nn'mbrr' .:h.illrn);!l',l tlll' ornate 
:.umptu1,usncss nt tlw Kmi~tmwmm .. Its pm-fu,t 
- fiw11,l,1,l ,It/ Wmi,111' 1·mph,1sisl·-l Il,l!Ur.tl 

form,, w1li<1wr linr~. '-t'lbtulitv, ,md its 
impact w,1s f~•!r <'n'Tl <)11 tlw st,1g,• t)t th,• 
t,,1,tion ,if ,,ti:i.·1al .:ulnm· -- Th,·\ ·,,,nrl.l 
C,,urt Orl'r,1. \"il·nn.1, Ulll,1tdt· ,cm,,·rv.1ti\'t',\\.lS 

"I tl'1't1·1111g ,,n th,· brink ,,t m.is,in· d1.U1:!<'. 

Etiih \\"\,Hi.u•~ f~t.)ti1!!\tI1,,r;'i t::,rht_T \\\tt'k,,.\,i 1n 
tlw wn t!n,k ,,f thi, l~·rn1n1t. 

I 
J!!l1t1:, f;.,11u1,~,,l,! w.1, t!a· !IU!SH' ,·dihl1' 
.m,i dud· ,·1111, wtth \'ll·lllt.i'· , ,1mv,1knt of 

F· t;i-. R1d1.m{ :,..,n-_ms~. M,1hlct, ,111-1 P11'.Ymi 
\\<'le ,,om,· uf tin• gttt>~t~ m th,• Korngold 
!,om,·. :\ltltuugh h1.:h lnm,,,lf lud not h,•t'n 
hi llJ,lllV hw r~t1:,nu.111<cs. wlwn lw ~t.lrtl•,l 
r,, ,-•mpn,t\ hi, honw wa~ foll nf llllN( 

,,·,,r,·~ .ind tlw s,1und of tht• pi.in,l. Fndl. ,1 

iutm,tl pi.mist. m111ld h,m• pwb,ibly 1v.i.{ 

thr,111gh ,1,nw of tI1,' 1ww ,·,m1p,1sition~ srnt 

hr pn!,!i,hrrs to his fatlwr. Eridi', fo.,t pit•,ts 
,Wrt' "> .1-kui.·,•d th.it fulius ,·wn t~-.m•d. 
his ~•at would):!•) tht• w.w of th,, '.1t,111,1I 

m,,1btcrs' n-h<im lw d,•,pi~,·,l. 

lh Sd-11tt'lll,i111/ tllllr Lint; at this. It liubbll'S 
\\ith tum·s .• md s,•mis t,) h,lV<' brrn ,·ompo,,'d 
w,rh ,t vind scm;1ri,1 m mind. Even as .1 bov, 
Lnd1 ,h,im•J hr w.1s ,·.1p.1blr ,if exptt·ssing .• 1 
dr.muti, k.ileidJ~..:,1pr m music, His t,ilent 

w.,u!d r,·.1p 1rs full brnefos wlm1 hr ,wnr to 

I folly wood in thl' [ 9,~th, br-::oming ,1m• of 
\\',uner Brotltl'r's. mosr .,dmir.-J cnmp,1s,·rs, 
\\ 1th fifm~ ;ud1 as R.,l,iu } f,,,,J, 11.JC Sm ll,nvk, 

.tnd Fli,,1iwh m:,/ l:ssr.x to his , n'dit. 

.-\t d1,· i>rginning ,if It) IO, ,1s th,• wult 
,,f .1 priv.m· puhlic.,tinn of !>tr Sdmeemmm, 

d1~trihnt1'<l t,i 1,-.iding musi1.·i.uh 1_1'>,:-·ept in 
\'imna!\ Julius Korngold w.1s as,ured dw 
hi, s, •n's t.1h'nt W(lllld rt'C<.'iVC approh.itt,in. 
, \ ~t'lh.'~ of private ptrfonnil!ll'l's in \'1,mn,1 

hi r,, K,1iser Franz Jost'f durging thr Court 

I. \'<'r,1 , m,wad,tys known ,is th,· Stat,' Opl'ra \ 
to pn·smt it on his n.unc day, 0.:wber 4th, 
l •l Ill .• lt ,l g.:fa pt·tfotm.m,c. Erid1\ tt·.idwr 
\l,·x.l!lJt•r z..,mJmsky ,,l llllted compc>S("l, .1nd 

S,l1<wnberg's hrotlwr•m•law, was rntrust,•d 

with rlw ord1,·str.1ti,1n. Th,, wot'k, presrm,,d 
,,n dw s,mi,• bill as \Volf-F,,rr,tri':, S11s,11w,i'., 
\,, r:t ;md .1 forgottm ballrt l itff,• Jf,•~11 Girl, 

w,1' ,kidy thr :m,cr~s. of the cwnmg. ,md 
tlw w.w was pav,,d t,,r it:-. produ,·tion in ,wa 
tlmty 0pera hotts,'s in G{·tm,uu:, .md as far 
,1fidd .is Ru,,1,1. lt was rc-viwd in 1ll33 at t!1t' 

Vi\'llll,l St.m· Op1't,l but has 11<>t b,·,'n 
p,'tfonucd sin,,' rhrn - until rww. a~ ,1 fitting 
hnm,1~,· tn th.- K,1rn~,,k{ ( \·nttstut-i- 'fr,1r. 

' -
\\'here 1s the tr.1d1t1nn lt.•.1ding from 
1 }fr \}11m11,z,m t,1 thl' pn",t'lll d,w? L1ndoubt.-dlr. 
tlw mixmr,· llf f'MJtomitm,· t:ii,·t• .ind rom,in;r 
ts sulf with u, ill Christm.1s p,Uli<llllimL':... 

I ht· w,1rld ,if film took it UJ' ,md W,1lr 
I )1,m-~- tr.tnsfornwd it mtn ,1 iww forn1-1r 
with llll}'Jr,1Ildcd •;u.-c,•ss, I'ht¾ lj'f'l' uf 

c1m·rr.1intlll'llt !lt'n·r d.irrs, ,ind ,lp['L'als to 

young .111d ,1ld. 

D,m.i J.,1;1,11 ( >,1,,[,er / 11'1'; 

Director's Notes 
\\'h,tt rnthr,1llcd llll' ,1bot1t "The Snmvm,m" 
w.1s the opportunity tn rxph>rc l'tossing 
bound,tm•~ of pur<' d,m1.·,-. p.inwmi1m· and 
a.:ting unde1· thl' stylisti.: umhrdfa ,,f chr 
gestural l.mgu.1ge of thl' silrnt mllvir t't\l, 

This production follows th,! hasit: lim•s of 
dw origin.ii sccn.1ri,1 but dors not seek w 
n·crr.nr di,, .:hornlate box .11111,,~phrrc of 
the I tJ IO Vienna pmnierc- produl·tinn, which 
,ould .1pp,•,,r smnrwh.it d.it,·d to rndav's 
audirn,r. Tht• music rrmindcd me nf, 

B,1Ilywond movirs, which g,1n- me tlw idea 

t1) in,orpor,lt<' familt.1r dm1ents ot' tl1Jt 

g1•nre tnto the- production, in ordrr h) creat,' 
,l fr,•sh lll'W piece. easily idrntifi,1hir hr th,· 
andietKt', hut in h.u·moriy with the p,·riod 
of its ,,m1pt1sittnn, 

I wnuld lik,- to ,1.:knowkdgr the .:olbhnr,irion 

of the- p,'rfonm•r:, in chis pro-::ess. Thrir 
taknt and c,m1111itnH'llt h,h bern trulv 

m~pir,ttion.1I. This ,·.isr n•pn'M'llls tl1,· thriving 
.u·ts ~,·,•m· in I\.klbourn,·. Tlw d,m,·l'l'S haw 
,111 tr,lll1!.'c1 .It m.ijor \'ictnri,m d.m.:,• msntuti,in,, 

;md th,• ,11·t,,r~ havl.' CXf'L'!'i,·n.:,· in 
,,,mmdi,1 Jdl',11/t, ,1Hltt'lllf'llr,1ry Frend1 ,1,tmg 
tcdmi<JU<'S, .md Ru,s1,m tlll',ltrl'. 

Thilllks to thr brilli,mt studC'nt production 
te,1m, whose enthusi,1sm and professionalism 
,mgurs wdl for the fotur(' of tl1<.' arts in this 
country. Spr.:i,11 thanks to Juli<' Renton and 
E!iska Robenn who have bren coll.1borators 
p,ir e.willma. 

Creating this danc<'-p,intmnim<' has bem a 
ddightfol.challcngr, one with many laughs 
.md memories of the- ,:-ounrll'ss slapstick 
comedy movies 1 s.1w as ,1 ,hild, It is in this 
rein of fon, rnjoi·meut and cotm.'dV th.it we 

bring you this pn;,fo,tion of Der S~hnr<'m,inn. 
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Cast List 

The Child 

Her Mother 

Male Cat 

Armchair 
I• 

Louis XV Chair 
I .;•;.·, 

Bench 

Pouf 

Canape 

Cane Chair 

Grandfather Clock 

Teapot 

China Cup 

Fire 

Cinder 

"Wallpaper": 

Solo Shepard 

S,1rat1 lir1!1Jrt 

Solo Shepherdess 

Shepherdesses 

,, ,, 

Shepherds 

' ,_. . .! 

Princess 

Arithmetic 

Digits 

Female Cat 

Trees 

[' i:,,_:t 

Dragonfly 

Nightingale 

Solo Bat 
1 •. \ 1f 

Squirrel 
-.:. ,·,tY 

Solo Frog 

Owl 

Bally Squirrel 

L'enfant et 
les sortilCges 
,·The child and the ni,igic spell.~) 

The Story 
t lnld ti,•t., ,rnh b,ir,·d,im. !\forhl'r: "f 1.i~ 
b.1lw hr,·n )'!011d~ No hnm1·n,1rk .fniw, InJ:.. 
blutdw" ,,11 rhr c,trpet: N,, tr.1 ,hm! l )11 

n,m· own! Rcstl"z seuld" 

Boredom br,·,lmes .t!'!~ITS~tn'. ( '.luld ,m,hlw, 
te.1pot. ll',Ktlf'. tr.tr~ w.1llp.iper. storrho,1k, 
,I.muge~ fomitut,\ ,1umdws fin·. st.tbs ,:.1gcd 
sqmrrd, di.t,,·:- ,\tr. Sh,•\ wi,·k,•.!. !rce. 

"mc-chante et librl.'". 

Armd1.111' liVt•s himsdt: ( \1m·,•1s.lti1lll 

with Louis QuU''tl" d1,1ir. Nn m,itv h,1m,· 
c,lmforts for chi!,{. "Et mcor' .... qui sait?" 
''\\.'hat's in st,in•?" 

Tht• grandfath,·r do,·k 1s pmdulumfo~~. 
Tim,• is no long,·1 n-.1,suring. Tunes dim~,•· 

The wcdgrnu,i.-I 1,·.1pot rr,tllv .1 pnl'd1glHer, 
th,· ,hin,1 tc,tcur .i kung fo i.'Xf't'rt. Frnm IHI~\ 

,111, ,·wt ything diihbh wtll ,tp}'t',lr (. 'h11w,P. 

< :hild h.1~ lost hn h,·.mtifol d1in,1 t,·.1.:np. 
( 'hild i~ ;th•lll', 

Fire erupts. Fire w.tnns tlw !!o,,,f, burn, tlw 
b.td. Fm· :,,u,comb, tu ,·indcr - hn· 11<11 frn·. 

< :luld frds night. 

Sh,•ph<'rd,. ~hcp!wr,fr,,,f,, tuHp.1prt p.1tMu,. 

but torn ,N11i.kr. l·.un\,·11. um,-, p.bt. 
"l.1enf:u1t mfrhantr a dfrhiri'.• notre 

teudl'e histoire" 

Ii.,rn w.1llp,1pn. tnrn ,tory-hmk priti.-1•,s. 
! i,iw ,,,,uld th,· ,ton Jun- ,'n,lt,t "Sait-on 

fa durc-e d'un rhe't'' Prm,·l''~ nigulti·d h
dw ,I1·1'}'•cte.1th ,if m~ht. 

< htld 1, .tlo111-. \~1th "le dc-bl'is d'un rcvc". 

.1 famt J'<'rfonw, .md .111-t h,mwm,,k h,H1k~. 

Pn,hl,•m-. f,1m,· ,1liw, mnnb1•rl,·,~ prot,frms. 
.m ilfo~1,·.1I ntghtm.m-. 111.1dwm. "Oh! M.i 
tete, ma tete!" 

Surl'ly tlw .-.ii,- ,.m sp,,.,k, N\1t 111 d1ild 
!,mi~u.1gr! 

( :.it\ cot1rtm~ !t·.i.I• t11 gar,1,·11, ,·mhr.1,·r. 
wr.1r-,mmnd s,iunds ,if n.mm'. 

< '.111H~ knit~- h.1d ·,lit m·,·~- I it,·, bb·,t 
"My wound! Ma hlrm,rr!" 

( '.h1kl h.1d 1wt1,,,I ,md pia,rd d1,1~P11ih-'._ 

nMtt'. ()r,li!•H1flv ><'t•h \nth .1 t\lk /11,t<' 

"Ou cs-tu? Jr te ch.m.·hi:!" 

t:i11l-l'., ,ri,·k h.i.l ,rnKk li.u\ nt.111'. 
"Et fa pl"titl' bett>, U, mortl.', ."i n·s pit'ds:• 
B.1tkb hungrv. 

Frog~ d,m,·,· hn·dlt•sslr. Sqmnd f<lll)-!h, 

"Fln· tlw ,·.1g,·'". Ftug m1,1ks "I t.1k,• h,1it. 
I ,·.m~;ht, I ''itllllll. 1 hnp. Plod" 

Child lu,! ,·.1gl' ti,r d,"Mtp n,·w of ,lrn•n·d 
s,1uind. !lut ,·n·, n·ll,·,t,·d rnson ,.1dn,·,,. 
Ltht•tfr:::;, [ .',Ulltlltl':::: l..1 !Ultlll'. 

,)11,' t:1r)!•1rr,•1i, l,\tll'h duhl l',ill, "l\.'1.tman!!!" 

N,llltrt' rn.1r~. ,ll,ll,lw,. hit.-.. !,,hk. 
1Jnr lm!t- ,,11m tel hun. ( ·1ul,I lr.u n, tt, lw.11. 
hi S\Kfillllh. 

N.11mr M,·~,r, ,fuld. "Iilh· t•~t "i dottcl"!". 
Jn111 !l<'\' tn ,l 11<'\\ 1m,krst.11h!i~• ,,f tl11· 

lll!IH'l'S:l! "l\.fam.m". 

I >,n 1.i k 1,1m t >.r,•/•,•t ! 'l'J . 

11The problem of the theatre has always fascinated me. 
Don't you think it's a$\l.loishlng that composers have come 
to a halt with - who shalt l say? .... Meyerbeer, and that this 
type of spectacle hasn1t changed one whit! Wagner's theatrical 
procedures are absurd, we must want something different 
But 1-::-ok at the young composersi 1hey can't hefp going back 
to the formats lald down by Gounod and Co.11 

Ravel, 

Director's Note - M, -•ti, 

I \·11t.mt ,·r k, ,ourh-gn, ,~ .1 111.11m,'. 

fowk ,r.ifo\{ !11),;hh ut1giu.1l i,,lrk of .11, 
rn1,l.1t11·h·,L run•, ,•,qm,11d,· tntm.-,!. 
··••f•lu,11 :,l!c,I ,uk! ,•xrr,1<1r,lin.11ih h,-.m1il11l. 
·· i 111• i1,11k ,,t .111 ,·nd1.1ntf't's, ( nkttt•' 

,<1ll.1!,,·,1.11i11t! w11l1 ,Ill 1llu,1<11m,t R.1wl ". 
it i•, tin, tr.m-.ln,,1•111 l•,-.111tr. -.,·rnng .1,; .111 
.mdior n1~l11 thn1u~~h ,,m 1ehr.1r,,.1] pr,,.-.,_.,, 
1h.1t \\t' l1.1w ,nu~lir hl <",lpttm·. I<..neb w.irl,f. 
n.,t ,111i11· ,.,Ii.I. lull nf ,npn,1•,, ,li~hth· 
,lt,tmbm_.r,. fo1,·\,·1 m m,1t11m, f;,r.-in~! .,II 
l'-ll'tl,i{',lllt, •· ,T,'\h , ,1,t. ,,rd1t·sir.1 .md 
.m,li,·n,·,• - to ,·\p1!n1•n,1• ,·,1d1 }'rl"St'llt 

111< •!lll'llt mtea,ch .md folk hw ,'l't'.lt Frmdi 
' .• 

.1rtN, mli,rmcd b\· a s,·n,n.1! lt'"l'''ll"iv,.•n,·ss 
r,, tlv· hfr ,,r ll.llllll' ,llhl tlw \Wdd ,,f dufd
Ii,,.,,{ ,,nnhnm1,~ to .-r,·.1t1· .1 "f'inm.1I 1,iurnn 
11t· ,1H ,·mh1rk ,111 It.,pdi1ll\' at ~nnw ,t,1g1· 
IIJ I •t!I' Jiw,,. 

l ft,· d,·.1, rnd dwnw:,, ,,,nuincd w11hiu 
l'nrt:wt ,m· .!', d1.1H,•ng111g to hr .1~ in Ibwl',-. 
1,m,-. :-.dti,lna",, ,llld ,df-,1!>,nrprion IimI! 
,m,\ ,·,1p.1,m· I<> hw '.111tlwn1i.,1lh-' in this 
w.,r!d ,h p.11t .,f .1 ,·ommi?i,,:~,· r,•,pf.t t;,r ,111 
r!un~~~- m.mim.11t· <>I' .1liw, .tllow m to v.tlu,' 
!,nth um-.·lw-. .m.i t1d11•r~: trm frn•,fom i-. 
l.l~lll~~ n·,r-•,1~ihi!tty tiir i,,m own ,h'tiou, 

.md ,!.-,i'l11tis .md thnr 1111p.1<·t 1111 otl1,·r,; 

m ,1<r nf km,lm·,~ r.,n h·.td r,1 n·dt'lllpti,,n; 
u1cf Tlllhl m1p,11t,111th. love has ,1n ,mlimiud 

.:,1p,Kitv to tr,rnsform. 

!lit· d11!,J',. !"mm·\ rnuI,I b,, num thin~,. 
rr..- l< 1llf'IW\' li..in p!t,~1.-,tl!v brnt!'! ,l dH!d 

!,, l,rn1~~ ,Ill .tdulr; th,· rn.i•·m·v frc;n ,lll_.;fl' r,1 
1,·111,,1"·: t!w ,,,m iwv fi,im w1ti,h ,11.'.lwn~ t,1 ,1 

,, lt1,·" ,Kt: <'r prrlup,. dw 10111· 1wv Pt;r inntT 

,l111,i ,·,,ul,i nul,l• ,it .uw rmw nf out liK·. 
l \l't\thini! we, the ,ltldll'th'<'. t',pi'frt'llu' b 

thr,,11i!.h th,· dllld', qt·, .m,l , ,m~,m1•~111'"· 

\\',, ,11! t'\}'l'l'lt'!i,,· frdmi, of tc•,t'll!lllrnt. 

nt hl'in_g tt',l}'f'<'d hv tin' w.11kl. \\·c sec out 

throu~h Ii, ,mr ht>ttsr ·- mtr hndr, hrn .m· 

mMl•le to t;·d ,1 p,m of d!.!t wnrld. \\',, r11t,·r 

into nm· itmL·r Lmds,\1pc,; ,tnd sumttinw-. 
ti11,l tlw 011ts1dc mldd 1h1'fl'. ( '.ta,·ks hc.:mrh' 
wins !w,·nnw ruob, l\·rsptYtiw, w,up. 
~)bj,·ct, ,m.f ,·motimi;. .tppr,ir l'ith,'r W1'Y 
l.u~,' m wrv snull, f Ium,ltl hmn i,; fo•,r. 
{ ·,1nt111mtv 1s time .md form givrs w.iy 
to .t ,i,irld ,if ,·ontr.1,ts, rrik<'ll'l{ m Ravd's 

musi,·.1! ~td1,,Hio11, Lnktu\ libretti), 
lu1"l our nu,f f/1 ,iue. 

.\r,' tlw,\' t'\l't'tirn.:rs nwrdv the n-sult of a 

d11ld's Vffid n11.1~i11,ni,111? :\ dream: Arr d1,-y 
m,1111fr,t.1110m of d,•,·l'•'I' 1'llmlion,1l st,ltfS 

.m,! p,\d1t·~ (lt ,fo tlw,,· ,,·,·mmgly di,tort~d 
ohj,·,·h ,me! l>l'in~s ,·01K1·;1J mnre l't'.lltt\ than 

1n- woul,i lik,· 1,, .1dnur: Th,·1-.· 1s ,I ,p11it11.1l 
stillnr;.~ ,ll tht• ,,·1:ttt' of thi~ ,1p,·r,1 .md it' 
111,thiu~ d,,, 1t t:11\•,., ,1, r., rx,uninc our own 

tt,ltlm', ,lnd rd1,•.-r ,m om l,1,1 ,ll't of low. 

.'>urdv rhos,· ,t,·h .m· our raisou ,l'etrt. 

F111.1lh. to b,• tru,• tll ,\ w,irk of !111, m.1gni
tudc 111,111\ p1·,1pl.· li.tH' )!<Wn o( dw1r lu-.1rt~. 
mind,, ,.,uf, ,lll,l ,1 myri.rd ,if odwt ,·I11<1l!on.

to ,·n•,ltt' tlu, dung oi b,·.tut\· - in 1:i..-1 ,·wn· 
llltlllll'I\t you ,,.,, nn ,t,!~<' li,b h,·en rc-,·n.1n,•,l 
Ill rl1,· pmducti,111 .md rdw.11·,,1! woms. 

Ilw d,•,i~m·r, luw work,·d 1111h,·hl•v,1bh· h.1rd 
Ill wn· ,tn•,..,fitl nm,litwns .md I .. ppJ.md 
thnn for thrn vi,Hm .md t,•n,h·itv. Th,mk 
wn tot :I1ft:11d t;11 bd1,·vin~ mus ,o nmd1 
,1, lll )-~in- IIS tfm t:mt,!S(Jt' <ln•••rltl!lity to 

ll'.lli,1· tl1,· work of ,l ~•'llllh ltk,• R,1\d ,:nd 

Ill nur ,p,m,,,r, ,md ptl\'.ltt' d,m,11s nh,, 
nud,· lit~• 1'.1'i,·t when It 1v.1, g<'ttlll!! wn 
,lifti,ult. ,\mi l.1,tlv. l th.111!-. th,· , . .-i • .r,•n, 
,1rd1<·st1.1 .m.i nw ,,1ll.-.1~111·, t;,1 t'h'I'} liuk 
<1Wk,· nt ;\n'.lt .md hl,,,id g1w11 ,,h,·n· ti!\' 
mhktlnn~ ,t>n,,·rn w.1, r,1 k1w nnrh111~1 
t.l ,h.u1<·c lt11d lmmdf w,,uld h.11e 
••r1•l.m,kd tli.u! 
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Biographies 

Principal Creative Team 

David Kram tHead of VCA OperaJ tmid promint,nt 
conducting oositions in ltafy, 5\1.ltnrtand, Germany and 
rrm1ce pnor to his appointment as Resident Conductor 
witl1 The Australian Opera and Music Director of tr1e 
State Opera of South .Australia. In 1991 Da1~d returned 
to Europe for guest conducting incfudirig Berlin 
/la Boheme, Higotetto). W1esb<1den {Die Meistersinge,. 
Aatya l0banova, International May Festivai), Nantes 
rS11;_qffle1tl, Brunswick (Mahler's lth Symphony) 
and Karlsruhe {la Tr.Mata with Sherill Milnes) and as 
accompanist for recitals in Munich, Leipzig and 
F~xenr:e. ln 1992 Dm1d was Artistic Director of the 
East.West Youth Symphony Orchestra conducUng at 
the MozHrteum 1n Salzburg. In 1996 he was appointed 
tu /Jle VCA and conducted foi Opera Queensfarid and 
tho vsn Da~1d 1s MusiGat Director ol the NaUonal 
Opera r-t>stival in Canberra, :md Voei1! Coach for the 
1998 At1era1de Ring oroduGbon. and is completing 
a P!1D ttitisis on l<umgo!d a! Monash University. 

Caroline Stacey {Director) is highfy qualified in th,J 
lie!ds of drama direction. film, television, radio broad• 
easting. community tht1atre. and as a performer and 
,~11ter. Caroline has worked in Australia, the USA, allll 
New Zealand. Her directing credits inc!ude U1e lung 
1unning comedy Late Night Catechism (Melbcurns, 
Svdnevl SNAG!or the Melbourne Comedy Festival, 
fldu!]hters of Heaven in New Yori<. and a number of 
s,unificnnt pl;iys for the Melbourne French Theatre. 
1\iroline·s production of VCA Opera's l 'Amour des 
3 l tmges was at1Judged one of the best Melbourna 
GPi'ia prooucUons of 1996 by The Age and 
!fie 4ustra/ian Financial Review. fn 1997 Caroline has 
o r('r.tec1 Jew1sfi Austm'I1n Plinc-:es..c: at Melbourne Town 
Hci:L Jnd .11n Uneventful l1tear St Martin's Theatr~. 

Belinda Saltmarsh J' ·n,.•,.·1. j!l'fiql 

tLr· .i'\u.',trct"·11 D:incr, Tl;1i;itrP as J li;m,:tJ ,H\.I tlimeoa 
r :Jlfiff aftt·r qtad,:ctt1nll imm l!H IJCA : :cr,ool of !JJncu 
Stin <1;::11 tl:i'1Ct'd w:tf1 tt1,VA;:; N;l!ri:ma! t,11,r. 

Pairott c0mnanv an;t Vis ;1 Vi'.;, dli,l hi1~ rnns:cJerat1ln 
expe11e11ce as a rfit11t0Gpraf)hcr and mn~W1t:nt (1irec!or 
1n cornmun1ty a:i,J yJuU1 tticatre. St1p !1as devised ami 

rertnm:rnJ a number of new wr,,ks amt wac, tht rN;1p1ent 
of an ABC cri!iu:, dWJrd rn 1994 ami an Australia 
CO!JflCJI want If) 1D95 In 199; Belinda hJS d1rectecl 
m1.werncnt work.Shops rm ttm Mo!t1oume Theatre 
()n1:p,JI1y and !JUght at ~lf) VCA 

Kate Peters rSt1t Oes1gner1 is a postgrauuate design 
s!ucJent at VCA Ha111nt1 completed a two year Diploma 
in iheatw Production at the Now Zealrtnd Drama 
School, Kate began ireelanc,ng as a set and costume 
cteSJgner /Downstage, Circa, Taki Rua, &nd Bats). 
Sile t1as worked in bi•cultural theatre (inciuding 
Maori/Pai<eha anct Samoai1/Palago1), youtl1 thec1lre, 
opera, dance and drama throughout New Zeaiand, 
and hils dlso stage managed at t1ki Rua theatre 
and Downstage, for the 1996 Melbourne Festival 
and !he Melbourne Fringe Festival. 

Alison Scarfe tCostume Designer, Maker and 
Supervisor) graduated from Swinburne with a Diploma 
of Art tHonoursi in graphic design. Sre worked 
a short time as a graphic designur before being 
appointed resident clinical pt1otographer and illustrator 
at !hf' Mercy Hospital. She was thfl resident set and 
costume cJcsinner for ten years vv1th the M~iuvt:me 
French Theatre. Other work includes Queen of the 
Night (Theatre of Spt1eres), Myer Christmas Windows 
(Stage One), float design for the Noumea Festival, 
Melbourne Olympic Bid (Cato Designl, and costume 
design for VCA Opera's L'Amour des 3 Oranges. 
Alison cont!nues to freElanr:e as a designer and illus 
trator and was recently featured in the CefebrJtmg 
tiH1men exhibition curated by tlie Victorian Arts Centre 
focusing on the work of Austra!1an directors 3nd designers. 

Julie Renton 1()J$lume Deszqne1J studied fdst1ion 

De.::Jgn at RMIT before nuning to theatre 3nd film. Prior !o 
er.rol!:ng at tl1e VCA she worked on a Super l:l fitrn ill 
many capacitie$, \\Ji~1 Bnghton Theatre Company design-
1119 and making costum('S. then at MfC in 1t1eir costume 
hire department ,!ulitl's mam ~1teres! is design. 

Her VGA credits include Mout/llui of R,rds, A Do;rs House. 
VCA Opera's Lorc. vf fhree Orang/JS 10.suafs\ 
The Uogs P&v (l'.ostumr dtJ.qig;Vmaking). a danrn 
piPCB Tht> ~,mp!/Ci/y uf /!rt' W:l! Th·nps.A111i Wld a tiim 

vtic1':r'.'d lt'iJmm. ,Julie rewnHy rnurtJ!r!dted Jlld Gesigned 
Mi!:stono Tt1t'atre's outtlloor productim) ot Ash//, f ,Ae ft 

Niklas Pajanti 1L:a!it!//p Ut1;;,yner' tmm iri!o tllc 

PutJl1c Sr1rvant StJte. rapi,liv tir1',l of rt!ptitt11n; H:eJtrti 

arn1 flSC\1Pt:tl tl• /v!Pl!Jourr1e 1\ yvar on tt;i' tiolc anti 
sever;.i: trmnn cxpt'fi1iPc1,s Ult', l:11 s,11.i t11s scul tl) 

ymr J..~ ..i prorb·t1rn l'l\1clt:n! Nik li,l~ dt1~1[li!ti(l 11cJt,tiri[J 

;l!1iJ Si.'t;l'tl l1,r ::;traitf;t ti:r'Jlff'. illfft' npc1a. Jrt'med:d 

msLJHator;s. JP.ft a ftr, Hf !! h liti Wt',r,1 1:Wt:· p1e(1's tf 1JI 11L1 

oi:r q1i1ttl hnuws wt1Jt to r%ke of them. 



Der Schneemann 

Eliska Robenn :-:r ''-1, · 

Patrick Cerini 
J;inct' tr11m tne aQt' (lt !t11i!t:e:1 :,bh:li :Tif'f1Ct·· .it 

Mt1:t1,1:,rnr li:wcrz;,tv ;m.! [;Pftlrt, 

Jt lt1t, VCi\ arn1 qrat1uat1nq iW!: J H.1ehi11r 1if 

[)ci111'.i! Wti;[;:;t dt Hie VGA ilt! pe,fl:l!nt;d in lt!t' 

t.tw:!1 c)f Ute am! tonk pan :n !I,,:, Vi.: f\tt!) Dan,·,, Cn 

Fleu1m1c11 1l1-r and tit: was an ol!:ct' nearer 1n Hie 

stu11t)nt union. In I HP7 lie was tmuaued a;-; a 

tlancer in tt1e Opera l\ustralia nw,iuction t 1f 

S:imsun et OcF1Ut 1 and tie tus perlmmeti f'eter d/Jd 

llit1 Hi71t for H1l! Mc!t1oume Fri11tJfl Ft0stival 

Megan Jones (,\ss,stailf U:rc·r[(l: ·; Ila" w1Jrked 

a:, an actor. cl1rpctor an,i t1rama lt\l:ner in ,-\u:~tr<1i1:i. 

ttie UK, and Russia Stle has tt:tcn!Iy rntumecl trom 
Lonaon ,~11em ;-;tit> wnrki11J "11tt1 f'lli!l1pti Gaul:ei 

and Mo'.~cow. Wht:m stir playt'-:i Ar,mti1rt1 ,n 
The b't.:agu!I and Gertude in ff.1rrf1t For VCA Opera 
Mepan !ecturtis ir1 L11am,1, and 1i:1s also d:rectPd 
e->.cerpts from A Atdsummtr N;at1ts Ur,wnanil 
T11t1 R.it.cS 00111t'~" 

Meredith Lewis , 'H.111ttressc1 , pmfmrm:ti witt, 

!he Armidale Ddnce Hit:c:il,e wt111s1 compie!ing a HA 

at the llnivors1!y nt NN1 Fnol.ind Sl1r ,\ltne to 
Me1tioume s,x ytw:; ano tc: studv tt111cc tuH timt: 

at !t1ti Nilt1onal Bailet Sd100: Jl1d me D;.ince itieatre 
o! Vic1t1ria Now sne /requont performs ht!r uwn 
chureog•,)pliy Mere[Jitt1 hm: ;1ppt:a,t:t1 in Mt11ht1umP 

FrinqCT Fesnv:i1s, ,fi . ,i11cet1rn:se and w:U1 U,e 

Madruqada !::spanola d:inco 1'nsemtift' in f1ims 

and on tf:levis1un ~;t1t' aim oerkrms the r,1:e vt Hie 

Mimmo Mangione J~1,1!d/,)fi(,' f,,wrtl in 1ta1v 
i.1:, an .11~tor w1il1 !lit! rin·ol,\ k1tru f111anrJt•H1ar:u. 

U1en 1n HunK:. ~pn1.t1i1slnfl iD Ctynn.,(itf {tt1i(:.Z,·tf1 

F;tJm H17S·H1 !:t' wo1"ed t1s ;1r' ;1u:n/dirtY!t1r 

classical anL1 t\llil,1mrrna1y it1f\1t:P :P ltalv a:n: 
,\w,l1,1!1a Mrmmo tJccJ1:;t' i i,rt \'T,lr lll Jh1, 

\\lll111it'dlltll1f T!:eci\rt:1 <'.G!ilf\it\ in h.18\l. lit' \\ii:, 

t\Di::;tic Difl'!l't(); (Jf thr Jr:!t1n k"itii<ll 'di rt1:~t~v,H pf P,if\_'P 

drd ~1c~•il' 1i\\\li·: ir: L1ti1:;or:L! t!t;r1rq t:_t~)-l ~!fl. 

,1n,i i:, nnw A,1i:;t,t· [),1;,iJ,_n ut lilt' Mt->ilmt,rnp I rer::'r, 

ft1eatrt: l:or1r1c1rv He t1ii:; <il::n ,,p; 11'<l:t:rl un ra1hi 

;.tr;d t~\r·v•,31ur~. k\ldit~s f\\111nI·.~{1';,l t1P1L1n~• at R~tf 

f 
l 

! 
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Sarah Miller : ·,·;, 

·'"'· ·•111., 

', 1~., ' 

Angela Morgan , ··1~irnt'rc1 t•~'1';d;ti' ·•_, i:1)'1;rnt ,1L:1:ll 

t 11 P tlam.:in(I W1!t1 'fl:mi:e Wu1:,1 :3(11" 1n ::•:1: 1, 

,11:d qi,1ti!iaft!d wfth d srt;oiar~;t1:p H1 ;!13 ;,~t;t-; 6 il 

NJ[, ~i::idud\f! llf Hlt' VC(J, dllU tier pt;rttlrminq 

t'XPH,•f'Hr'.t' 1n1:llllif'S lows v,i!tl VlCAFffS l.Hncn en 
.1n:1 perfurr1H1w seasons Wittl R1cncli,:, 
Ll1u1J ~;1-,,i, a:1u Holly Conprir s Una S1,rna Ct1mr,,1r,.;. 

r,a:-. aiso G:eate1i uesigns for Una SomJs 
,,: :C:t:.lsnn ,H tt1,) SomelJntlir,:. Dance h:st1vc1I 

Melanie Saegesser (M1kt?i,fJ G/11' (: a tHnce 
s'.udent at Box Hill TAFF dllcl also tcactlr:; 
ur 1, r\iS:j1L:ar dnll contomporary. Her tlc•rtrn rrnnn 

e,Df:!it•n,'e ;n,:lia1es cununt1rci1, vt:r-111es ,Hill 

+c~:11;,1:s. antl st1t1 also sinos iPu:t,11{11! fr.1!11'fi,H1 

rt7 :i~(' r-.,~if~f:".\ Centre, anti Crus.u11~ Lt!lJ 1Vu fv1aft~.; 

Lnmp,liiV\ 

Russel Snelling /'top~ 1'vf,1,r, wceH:1v Jppt11nrcn 
,1 l't1';,r.m 1m tt1H Mlf A yourt1 sub com1n:tt,'t'. 

ut tl, \Jk1n ! f11,vt)r~1tv 1Hust1rr !'. He was 

:'t' 1,,,,, cmr ,.1t Hit• Husdt'!J Uraduate Con:p,1nv. ,ir\1 

. ,, n111nnuri,!v w1utt1 fest,vai ,n St 1, . .m.u 
r.,i:: iiiS'. r(~twnnJ from a !11,ir tti tr:,' ilrwr:· 

'•_'c;'r: i ('::'Vd' il:, p!Ot1llL'!i()l1 lliilrklUt:1 iii1siq1;t1r. 

:-ttllt :1:,;~\i~1t\r ~md lipn!inq dt!s:qner 

L 'enfant et Les Sortileges 

Yasmin Kedem .· ;_ ', , 

Bettina Kurten 

ir1::r,Jfi--lf1e~, 

;ipan1sl1. Hfitiw,·1 

Huu:,e d':i a classical h-iHR\ tlancer 
f1nm 1P7:.i 19;·s anti pf!rtomMj w1r/1 tt1n Munit:tr 
Baliet from 1979 -- i!)B4 in rna[rn productions, 
:01;r1ny extensively ti1rnup!1uut f:urope 

Her rnprntoire inctuded Carm!1Ja Bur;ma, Homan 
R;;;oletto, Artti aricJ T!J1mhau:::er, and stie 

t1as often appeared w11t1 Pavarotti and Dominno. 
pnrfrnrnerl !ii thu vic1eo of G,sefle wiH1 Rudolf 

Nurevev ,mu Lyn Sevmnur Bettina has also 
cimrt?oqranhed fast11un st1ows in London. 

Beng Oh ,Assistant D1rer:t(1111s currently r:ompieting 
J pos!grarjt,atf iiip:cnia in Directing at tt1e VGA. 

He 11as cl1rectmi plays riy Artt1ur Mil!er, Christopr!er 

Harnptn,1, Ann Je!!1cm,. Howard Ra:ker and clohn 
c:,:r,,r,:. !/f; t,as a ,wm11tmf1nt to Uuf'er theane 

and is pir.sentiy viofr;mg on an adaptaton of Amur 
~ct1~1itzrri 's ld r::o,1ue 

Chris King 1Sta1w Atanaoer·. wi11lst ~-tmJy:nn for 
an ot11 ;Cation deor;oe, t;,_:came nivnlvr.ri in thratrt:, 

at Deakin ~rwrns1f\'. whPr,, !1;:1 Wd':'i PrrxJuct1on 

Md1'r1(Wi fnr lilt' Real lnspE1:f{1,' N1Vhl and l1ui1t;riq 

Im A L~lt t" a .Hur i1n Hoo'. and startecl 
with 

I \i:11 1:J" £11'01!1('. l.t'S fvf.,·t·,aL,it'S. t,,1t(1 ttJe t¼1oas 
(\It u••l- 1pr1s·. for t!:t, VCA SdH10! u' lirail;:1 Ct1rIS 

ari(J ~1;t ron:,trud:01: on 

tc...
1

t 1rl:"on dt 8ars.1pa:r:\1 

A1o:/r.t.:: 1 rr {;\ .. i.J:-.. iL /,·: u,.. a /ld'tl ~;/:i!Ld\.': 

Diane Perelsztejn 



Jt,nelle Christie {S!J1'l171Ytit':;_". fl,7 t, :,·n:r 
i) S iltlt'1l! Of Jon W0av1np Obt1.ined Iler lJ MliS 

from the l1smar.:-m Cnnst'rvatrn1.1111 n1 hW-1 
Stie l!Jg performed ,ri opera, ,;ontcmporar; mur11:a'i. 

rcciui, cimra! arlii Sllf\rJI nrn1cct p;t1g,amme3 
For VCA Opera Janene has pertormed excr:rnts 
from TIie Comnatiot ot niwea. 01phe1n 
Jnd l::.w}'lice. Der Zi,qeimemaro,r;, ,m(j Fau.~t 
In 1997 ,Jantllle was a recipient ot the Mabe! l<ent 

Singing Schol:irship. 

Lynlee Davies 1Mother. Digit! cam;:1 to VCA Opera 
with two degrees, and a background as choral 
director for tile Saivatton Armv, whe~e she was aiso 
a regui::ir soloist, inc!uding international tours. 
Sf1u has oertormed leading roles in excerpts fmm 
Tnt1 Rape of Lucrt?tia .l(erxes. and Orpheus Jrili 

l:urydice, has srn 1'!ith the chorus of Ooera 
Australia, and as soloist wltl1 tile Royal Melbourne 
Philt1armornc Sociefy, and was a prizewinner in tr1e 

recent "Singer of the Year" comneti!1on. 

Barbara Frater (Chikii was bom in France in 
1990 st1e mide her debut in the Australi3n Opera 
production of Werther; and appeared in Gommercials 
and an ABC mini•series Haff a World Away In 1992 
Barbara performed Kate in Pirates of Penzance tor 
the VSO and was a scholarship and award llo!de1 at 
tl1e Melba Conservatorium. In 1993 Barbara studied 
with Albert Lance in France and sang with the 
Monte Carlo opera. In 1995 8,;1rbara enrolled 
in VCA Opera, where she has sung excerpts 
from Carmen, Falstaff, The Magic Flute. and Der 
Rosenl<avaI1er and will shortly sing La Principessa 
(Suor Angelica) with the Bendigo Sympt10ny 
Orchestra. Barbara, a singing student of Gary May, 
has been a finalist in the Heinz Youth Aria and a 
recipient of the Mabel Kent Scholarship. She has 
appeared in films, was a regular presenter on 
3MBS-FM, and sings with the band Vlsnya. 

Annalisa Eng (Princess} is !n her final year at 
VCA Opera. Benefiting from early musical training 
in piono and voice, Annalisa, a recipient of the Elsie 
Morrison Scholarship, graduated from Melbourne 
University (B.Mus.l before enrolling at the VCA. 
where she has appeared in The Marriage of Rgaro 
and Suor Angekca, and ,n excerpts from The Magic 
Flute, Falstaff, Die Aedermaus, Carmen. and Fidelio. 
She has also periormed a leading role in the 
Australin revival of Alfred Hlll's Giovanni Annalisa 
will short!; sing the role of Sister Genev:eve 
(Suor Angelic.al witl1 the Bendigo Symphony 
Orchestra. She has been an award·winrnnQ hPalist 
in the He::1z Australia11 Youth Aria. Annalisa hm, 
performed at many corporate and fundraisinp 
e11ening sucf1 as the National Tratie and lnvestrnent 
Outlook Conference, trie Australian Wheat Board, 
the ANZ Bank, !tie RoyJI Neurusuence FourntJ!iu11 
anti tre Hoya! Mtibourm: Hospital &t 1!18 Me:tiown,1 

Town Hai! Stir. o!ans to travel to Horcnt'P to 

continue t1er vocat studii1;, next year 

vt:.t\ wrtri nwct: r:~pc;;i.~rct; a:; a ::;0!')1t,;t on t\~ 

rtnH:t°!t p:.i1t,1rm. i11rit::J,nn tt:1 1 Nfi1.',,;t 

f'\;ilfdk':; Mass in ti. i!M V,n:qhan 'v'\/,;i.ims MJ::, 

0 n11n11r Hflr lt,Pt~itt_1~;t· ranpe\·~~ frnn, raitv rnu~,;r:, tci 
1t;e avant qJrfle hlr VCA Opera Pd1:,1.ttl li ;; '. , ,i, 1 

(Ct).',i t,m f!l!tt~ [l,·e F!et1c'l!'l3U,q and !he ft.ti,{,: 
,mli w;ll shoil!y sinn !M w:e of l:iister tlcnr1;1nvn 

1811er At1yt1i(:_}; W:Hl t!,p 8P!,ll,go Sympt:.my Ord1nslr:1 

Angus Grant Jom 1;11J gutiu;itcd from 
Meltioi,mi, l lnivBrsity i,JJpant~Hl. Musit: ! 11,:;tury,. 
Heturninri from an ovt1rSt\1s rnsir.lrn1c:v. he t'P1,1Hi,t1 

m VCA Opera. prrtormin[l t:xcerpb trum 11:!' H.1p1: 
of tucre/iil, Ll Ht1!,1: iJfift,ni:1, D, 1n r.isquil:'t' ,1ntJ 
l!it' A/1111J17e ot fiparl1. Angus is a!sn a IJnf]tJJ[lP 

aiijt~ at ffwonct C\Jl1t1ge. 

Nerida Griffiths ,Cati, wi!t1 early trairnnn in tlanc" 
anr1 sinning gaine(l experienct, in me l1nlt1tm W1:st 
Oprna Cmnp;my in Buntiwy, WA. whmt: :;ti,1 

llecamt1 Assistant Musical Director Slie also toured 
in The Smt/mental Rlt7kt1 to S E 1\sia witt1 me ~~CM 
-· Mesh Company. Nenda has pertormmJ ilxcrrpt" 
frorn The Mikactc}, Xerves and II 1JarfJit'1t' £11 3;,i{Ji!J 

tor VCA Opera, 

Paul Hughes (Aunch:11r). who studies vrnce witt1 

Merlyn Quaife, gained a BMus. degree tvoice, p1:m0\ 

in 199Z Before enrolling in VCA Opera Paul 
aained expPrience in Gilbert and Suli1van and 
operetta rares and in sacred music. At the VCA tie 
has performed in excerpts from The Marri:me of 
Fir1aro, Th:3 Rape of Luaetia, and Don Pasquale. 
Paul continues his c11urch music nctivity as r.antor at 
St Patrick's and soloist at Si Francis'. 

Eleanor Kerr 1Louis W Chair) is in her final y(\lr 

al VCA Opera. A prizewinner in numerous singing 
competitions and a regular membe: of tlm V::;tor1,.m 
State Opera, Eleanor sanp leading rotas :n Gilbert 
ancl Sullivan and amassed a wide cm:i.;•irt repertoire 
before enrolling at the VCA For VGA Opera 
Eleanor has sung leading roles in tirn1m Sct11r:c!ii 
and excerpts from Cosi ~m tutte. f-i1!st1tf, and 
Carmen. She will shortly sing tl1e ti!IH rt1!tl in Suor 
Ai1qeh:J with the Bend:go ::iympt10ny Orchestra 

Sarah Linhart /ihrpfrtir(1, Ball is in Iler final year 
at VCA Operlt. Bom m Eng!and, sht1 began hm 
1:1,is..,c;ical training whilst still at school and is currently 
sturJymQ sinqirp with the soprm1nAmanrl,1 Colliv(H 
Wl1!1st ;1! VCA Opera S,uat1 !las perif'rmcct 1n 
IMt11s to tho S?.1.JrhJ t ;.1mow ,ff;:; 7io1s L1r,/!7f1t'S 

c1s wt:11 at, s!aqcrl f:xo'r;11s Imm lh1 M1,11t F.iift'. 

i :,m':rn an,! tJi:::l·itt In Nnwmbt:i slit: will pt1rtmm 
Puma / o V.ri,} with tne HenJ,~10 ~;•;n;pt,._,n\ 

Or,'li('::lr:i. Sarat1 i1z13 alsD r:i1i frnm,ll actirxi :mil 
tt'!rilY: trJ1nir\1 an~l tur tiit~ !Jst ti1vo Yt\;rs t1as tieen 
:,'.td'iiflll H.1m11m n w1;t1 Ftlfn<iliGil M1rJ Tt11s Yt',:I 

1-

Carolyn Luscombe 

3,..,M1•,,1,1: 
ti.• !('/<; ,i; VCA Opera'Ci'J[• !1(:,,1:Hl t:e:(['i';Db 

L-.. .-/ .~J:;:,·(1f'} 

Suzan Milosevic 
VCA Opera. ::;t,f! c;t,:1J" ct ;~;'.f: F:,:n Ma!n;H\<. 

pmf(';n1:t:(1 \~1!rl tnt~ f,.,1er!Jut ·1 t 1l- 1 ci :ur .1ir::. ~:nd Odii°1.ed 

,1 f i ,\. ~h'>'i a sh.(lf•::r ,11 tti:,i,iJ 

lv1.'1ti1f71{' f:utt{,:l,}~ l'i.:!! i}r()lJ'(!!/ ailt_i!ifki ,;ff't',} 1
, 

f :tlt/'i/ [}Ct fi-OSf 1!Jkdki!:t.}f ~if!U { :trl!:(1,'J, r:r ;r,1 1n tf:.e 

rna1t1r prr11Jut:liufls of f?:aert: to me :;ca amt !. ,1:i:ow 

Ji's Tro.·s Oraoues iNifnlcttfiJ. Su;-d!, w11i ::;t:urtiy 

flt'tfurm tr1e m1r: i,i Si,or ,1n{.lelit.:J wil!1 !:ie 8t1nL1:go 
syn:pt;onv fhd1estra Stin tins Jlso un,Je pone fivr: 

years tormJ1 tr.1innn in tmiirnrn:i clJncinq. 

Barry Mitchell ; fcapoti t:as Silfi~l pftlft:SSiOrlJlly 

1ri Mk and Flil antl ftil;.; itlom'.1 before entenng 
tt1A W(lr!d of opcr,1. Hn iKJS Hit:\) at!Pd Gn 1V 
crnnrm0rc1J1s a11a cti:/dreris' theatw an,i dPPeJrt1d 
on radin. Wfifinq rmct pp;form1np ureakf,ist show 
comedy. !:lttHy 'Sa mcri1tmr of tt1i1 st•.tl'N uroup 
Vor~1motrL1n, ,\r1ir.11 aopears on IV :md tours 
1~us11a:ia At VCA Opera R:my has perfurrne(i 

cxr:rrrrs fwm r:1us!. Ui t?eiit.' Hrk'ni', ,mil trip 
RJpt, ,it L:,::11!,a 

Martin Muir 
tlpera /\ustrai(l l'WH1G i\tt:sl f';ogrammP ann t1as 

prn1,1rmeti ~oio tt1tes in la f;e''t'!Ft' :3;;•nsu•1 et 
[)a}/fah JrH1 fv1l1':o:} lct.:ic~L,·!in fu1t~ibuune Hi:~: Vt\H 

Mai!iil nrJdua!t·d w1tt1 ,H: hmourt, tlq1ree trom 1t1t1 

ANlJ dfttir flt'ffti!n:Jrice cxppr,snm wit11 tr,e ANU. 
Canlh'rra tJtv Opi,1J, Opera At:C aml Sh1,wra. 

H,,, exten;;1vP ,:once:t r-xri11rirn1:f, 1n l'ira!orio and 

tve8ot~ At:~g ns i.\'dl d~ C:VfltJs ot ~r.lh·;:tt: 

d!1(l {\ -~:tt.': 1.:1 ~th i, t~d:i l '+ Hr1()1H:!ll.~nti:-:tl bs 

Danielle Scriva 

::,b\ !1{h ~,.;flq t'\Ct:rprs tr,1:1· rtit' 

j;i.F: 



Betii Williams , : , 

Domenic Alessia /1(117\ i:tuJ,,s v01CP w1t!l Ga1v 
May and ,sin t11s tn.il year at VCA Opera. rn ft.1km 

parentage, Oomernc 1mderstuctet1 th' rn:ti ot R!nucc:o 
m VCA Opera's Gi,mnJ ::,'c!l!Cc/ii. in 1 mm he sang 
the t11ading ro!e of u,e Pr;nce 1n l. Amilu: iit'S 3 
0',inpes and w:i! shortly sing Rt1twrto in P,iCCHii':; 
Le W!1 with tt18 Bend;go Symptmny Orctmstia. 

Felicity Barnett 1Asbistmt Set Desimer1 was 
accepled into the VGA Theatre proriuct;on coursn 
straight from secom1ary sr.!lool. ShfJ tias wor!i;ed as 
an 1\ss1stant Stage Manager on pl:ws including Onc:o 
In a Lifettm2 ,ind Tne Way at !he World, and her 
passion is design. 

Rae Clarke 1Benc11. Digit. Fly) is a graduate of the 

Melha Memor~1! Conservatoriurn and lias expenence 
in dance and music theatie from an tWIY age. 
At VCA Opera Rae t1as per!ormed excerpts 
from TIie Marriage at Agarr, [Jer Ji11:11nerbm1m, 
and Tile Co10naho11 ot Poppea 

John Dingle 1Dep:1(f C(J17(1i,ctor!, an aw,-irtl 
winning graduate from me Llucensianrl am1 Bytirn;y 
Consmv,,toriunis, wJs appointed ti tt1e Mu~,c l::it:1if 
of the Austr()lian Opera, wlw:h lrn1 to a schnlarsn1p 
to study in ltaiy. J1Jt1n wJs Cr10rus M::ster ot !hL1 
V80 from !9i15-t16 anti is now Mus:Gdl Di,cc!or 
of Eastern Metropolitan Of]tJa Jr' ND::·,, dt F/ldhi 
(~1si tm tutti:'. ;Jnd next vcdr c:H :neti! .Jotm. 
a condt;c!or witt1 VCA Opera. 1:; 1n mudi cft'll!a11d 

as a coacti anct ;1ccornp:m1st 

Rachel Holmes Jtw,·1,u 1 1s ;n r:pr tinai ymr 

at VCA Opera. 1,110 :,tudie11 \tltLP :,t t•1t~ Urnvt!l:ii\V 
ot 1exas and wmi Hu!ti Faiccin Nt'W ¼1!/<. l1cf,Ht" 

f-'1nroF:nn at (tit-~ Vt>\ \\tlt:i~?- st;p ha~~ Pt.1i1{1~f1It:t! 

Ll C!CS(\l H1 (l,J'J,1_1:· l!...;t)'!:t\ ' 11: :ml1 t~xn:.i:pt--: horn 

llt ltit,1t:,i :i: 

John King 

p::rh'.1pa!t! ir: thi: AHC Ynun11 l ;np,b,'inr A',tlldS w,:t; 

t!1t) Gul~t•n~lcitld ~;yn:IJ!iuny L1r, t:t,strJ. 

Katherine Mul!er {flt'Jhi!V Sr.1g,' f..t1r.':1.t1c:' 
was tmm 1n A1J,•!aillt1 ant1 t1,m wrnketl in Sts1:Jt' 
ManatJt?ment. tin frinne. rest11:JI and co r.pm,1tivt1 

pro1iuctions 1n Drama, !lance, Ontra ar:d !\Hml£1Y 
Ai VGA /ir:, cre11it; inclut1l' ltnt' (lf 3 0Mnge;.;, 

Clist d:itl T,11ret' Ss!eis. l(.J!ilt'fi!it' IS also fulli!i:n9 

t1m ambition k1 suppmt and arnso nnw wurk. dS 
Production Mananer wi!t'I "the accidental compan\f' 

Kim Nathan ;[)1~1:t. lli:!DY Sqw,re!! 1s 111 ller final 

year at trm Mt:lba Mcrnnn;11 Conserv.itorium 
At VCA Opera l<1rn lias performed excerpts frem 
Tim Comna:mn ot POPl1t:d, Tht' RIP& Of luctt?hi, 

Don R1sqwie, The Mamage of ligam. anct Fr:118t. 

Bruce Nicholls (l:ee1 grauuateiJ in stat1st:1.-s, 
economics and phik1sopriv from !hf! Urnv1;1s:tv ut 
Me:umnne. A srng:nn student of Natalia Mi1van, 
Bruce has perfoimorl r>xceiots frorn The h'i.ifk' ut 
lc1L'ret1a, lphiger11e~ m (w1:t1e, am1 Faust 8rurP 
won tt1e East GippstJml [1f:tt1ddfmi 111 1 !.19:'i anti 
is a Maboi 1,ent BGh0larsh1p r ecip!t-!I it 1n 1 "lfl .' 
Ht> wrli s,nn wit!1 tt1e Opera A;straHa rtimus 1n 1 i1oit 
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We thank the following families for their generosity 
and kindness in supporting us. 

Mr Robert King ($3000) 
Mr Mark Bartels ($2000) 
Mr Ron and Mrs Nellie Castan 
(Nellie Gastan Art and Design) ($2000) 
Mr Peter ancfivirs Marilyn· earfo1i.($icJOO) -·-·--~~ .. 

. The Pratt Fou.ridation ($Iorio) ..... --·· ... 
Mr-Steven andMrsLousjeikala ($1ooof 

- ' ' ~ --<--~r•~--•,--•~-,-..;. •-~~ ~• •-~-----~..,_ . ....,.,.,_ 

Mr Victor and Mrs loti Smorgon 
(Vicfam Pty Ltd) ($1000) 
Mr Lloyd and Mrs Suzie Wilfiams ($1000) · · --~---
Justice Afan and Mrs Rachael Goldberg ($500) · 
Justice Ron Merkel and Mrs Merkel-($50of·····-·. 
Mr and Mrs Jack Smorgon {$500) · · ·· · - · · · 

Special Thanks to: 
Annalisa Eng 
Ariel Saltmarsh 
Caroline Stacey 
Crumpler Design, Fitzroy 
(for sewing machines) 
Discurio 
FranQoise Piron 
Gregory Scarf e 
Julienne Vanner 
Melbourne City Council 
Melissa Wilde 
Mrs B.J.Scar..a 
Opera Australia 
OPSM (for spectacle frames) 
Our volunteer dressers 
Phillip Murphy Spirits & Wines 
RMIT 
Spotlight ~tores Pty Ltd 
Stephen Dee 
Susan Earle 
The Eng Family 
The VCA School of Dance 
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SYDNEY 
133 Second Gallery I.Ml, Strand Arcodt,. Tof :(02) 92314084 

PARRAMATTA 
Shop 3091, Waslfleld Shopplngtown Tel:(02) 9635 9315 

MIRANDA 
Shop 30021Weslfleld Shopplngtown Tel:(02} 9525 9190 

CHATSWOOD 
Shop 412, Westfield Shopplngto11n Ttl:(02) 9412 1550 

LIVERPOOL 
Shop 2011, Wt1tfield Shoppfngtown 'fel:(02) 9601 3934 

VICTORIA 

MELBOURNE 
Shop M 16, Southgote Arts & leisure Precln(I 

Tel:(03) 96-45 7ffl 
SOUTHLAND 

Shop 307i W&Stfield Shopp!ngtown Tel:(03) 9583 9SOS 
DONCASTER 

Shop 277, Westfield Shoppingtown Tel:(03) 9848 6204 
CHADSTONE 

Shop 412,Chodstone S~-opplng Centre Tel:(03) 9563 0733 
ACT 

CANBERRA 
Shop DF20, The Caabetra (e111re T,1:{0~l 257 8188 
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